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The Hon. J. J. JONES.-According to
evidence given at a coroner's inquiry, a
stone thrown up by a light vehicle resulted in the glass being shattered. The
windscreens of many motor cars are
struck by stones, and it m'ay be
only good fortune or the material of
which the car is constructed that prevents the glass from being shattered.
Garage proprietors have informed me
that a number of vehicles are brought to
them with broken windscreens and they
consider that the fitting of flaps on the
mudguards will minimize the danger. I
ask the Minister of Transport to confer
with the Chief Secretary on the possibility of making it compulsory for
flexible flaps to be fitted to all motor
vehicles.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.7 p.m.
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will arrange to give t~affic police this power
so that traffic control authorities can clear
such roads for traffic during the forthcoming Royal visit?

Mr. GALVIN
The answer is-

(Chief

Secreta~y).-

The police are not empowered to move
vehicles parked on roads and streets, and it
is not intended to confer such power on
them.

OLYMPIC GAMES, 1956.
TRANSFER FROM CARLTON CRICKET
GROUND: CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION.

M:'. R. T. WHITE (Allendale) asked
the Premier1. What claims have been submitted for
compensation in connexion with the transfer of the Olympic 'Games from the Carlton
Cricket Ground to the Melbourne Cricket
Ground?
2. What claims have been paid and by
whom they were paid?

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The answers are--

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday) November 10) 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 4.9 p.m., and read the
prayer.
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS.

1. Frank Heath, £43,637 19s. 6d.; Frank
Heath, architect, on behalf of E. A. Watts,
builder, £593 1s. 6d; Carlton Recreation
Ground Committee, £533 13s. 3d.
2. The claim of Frank Heath was submitted to arbitration, and an amount of
£31,665 awarded to him. This sum was
paid by the State Treasury from the
Olympic Trust Fund, which is financed by
the Commonwealth and State Governments,
and the Melbourne City Council. No other
payment has been made.

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION SYSTEM.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
PremierWhether the Government proposes introducing legislation to provide for a system
of proportional representation at parliamentary elections; if so, when?

AGED PERSONS.
PROVISION OF AMENITIES:
SUBSIDY.

Mr. PETTY
Treasurer-

(Toorak)

GOVERNMENT

asked

the

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).In reply to the honorable member, I
desire to state" that the Government does
not intend to introduce such legislation.

Whether the Government subsidizes, or
proposes subsidizing municipal councils or
other authorities towards the cost of erecting, providing, conducting and maintaining
accommodation, club rooms, or other
amenities for the use of aged people?

ROAD TRAFFIC.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The answer is-

MOVING OF VEHICLES PARKED ON ROADs.

For Mr. PETTY (Toorak), Mr. Turnbull asked the Chief SecretaryWhether traffic police are empowered to
move vehicles parked at the kerbside in
major roads where they obstruct the flow
of traffic; if not, whether the Government

Apart from the Government's undertaking
to assist the Melbourne City Council in
regard to its proposal for the erection of
homes for the aged at North Carlton, the
Government has entered into no other commitment in respect of the matters mentioned by the honorable member.
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~STATE ELECTRIctTY COMMISSION.
SUPPLY OF BRIQTmTTES TO GAS AND FUEL
CORPORATION:
MORWELL ROADS AND

WATER SUPPLY.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale) asked
the Premier1. Whether the State Electricity Commission has agreed to supply the Gas and l,<. . . uel
Corporation with, 2,000 tons of briquettes
per week in 1956 for the Corporation's
Morwell works; if so, whether it is expected
the Commission will be able to meet such
commitment?
2. Whether the Morwell Shire Council
will be compensated by the Corporation for
damage to its roads resulting from the
cartage of the briquettes; if so, whether
the cost of such compensation will be taken
into account in determining the price of
gas?
3. Whether the present Morwell water
supply will be sufficient to meet the
estimated 1956 requirements of the Corporation's works as well as the normal Morwell
supply?
'

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-Concerning the first question, I have discussed the matter with the chairman of
the State Electricity Commission and
also with the chairman of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation. They will submit a
report to the Government at an early
date.
The matter referred to in the second
question has not been considered by the
Corporation, but the chairman statesand I concur in his statement-that the
Corporation will oppose any payments
which will tend to increase the price of
gas.
The reply to the third question is
" No." Arrangemen ts are in train to
augment the supply, so that it will be
adequate in 1956.
PIG-RAISING INDUSTRY.
NUMBER SLAUGHTERED FOR HUMAN
CONSUMPTION.

Mr. STIRLING (Swan Hill) asked the
Minister of Agr.icul ture-1. How many pigs were slaughtered for
human consumption in Victoria during the
year 1952, or during the last year for which
figures are available?
2. How many of such pigs were-(a)
bacon pigs; and (b) porkers?

Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of 'Agriculture) . -The answers are-1. 312,179 pigs were slaughtered for
human consumption during the year 1952.
2. (a) Bacon pigs, 157,140; and
(b)
Porkers, 155,039.

Labour and Industry BiU.

TATTERSALL CONSULTATIONS
BILL.

This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to an
amendment.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
REVENUE DEFICIT FUNDING BILL
(No.2).
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
sanction the issue and application of loan
money for transfer to the Consolidated
Revenue to meet the deficit therein for
the year 1952-53.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and 'read a
first time.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY BILL.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Before formally presenting the Bill, I
wish to say to those who are associated
with industry-I do not discriminate
between the employing class and the
persons who are employed-that the submission of this measure should be one of
the highlights of the history of the Victorian Parliament. It is really a consolidation of the efforts of those who,
down the years, have been responsible
not only for the introduction of industry
into Victoria, but also of those who have
applied a good part of their lives to
efforts to introduce legislation designed
to assist the labour side. In this matter,
I wish to pay a compliment to the
Honorable A. M. Fraser, M.L.C., Minister
of Labou., not only for the part he has
played in assisting workers, but also for
what he has done towards the introduction of the Bill.
As honorable members will see, this
is an amending and consolidating Bill
relating to the Factories and Shops Acts
and other Acts which bear upon the
Factories and Shops Acts. Its full title
describes it as a BillRelating to the Ministry of Labour' and
Industry, to amend and consolidate the law
relating to industrial matters and the supervision and regulation of factories, shops, and
other premises, and for other purposes.
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Distributed with the Bill, members will
find a comparative table. This table has
four- columns; the first shows the title
of the Act which it is proposed to repeal;
the second column, the existing section
in the particular Act; the third column
shows how the existing section is dealt
with in the Bill; and the fourth column
remarks on certain of the sections. Distributed also is a copy of the final report
of a Board of Inquiry appointed to
examine suggestions for amendments of
the Factories and Shops Acts. Without
the comparative table and the report,
members would find it extremely difficult
to appreciate just how and why the Bill
affects the present law.
This Bill is introduced exactly 80 years
after the first Victorian legislation relating to conditions of employment was
passed by the Victorian Parliament,
namely, the work rooms and factories
statute of 1873. That short Act of six
sections prohibited the employment of
females for more than eight hours a day
in any factory in which no fewer than
ten persons were employed, and gave
power to make. regulations regarding
sanitation, ventilation, and similar matters .. It also authorized the inspection of
factories. to ensure the carrying out of
those very brief beginnings of our
present State system of industrial law.
In 1885, the first Factories and Shops
Act was passed. Giving recognition to
the beginnings of manufacture in this
State and the necessity for exercising
supervision over them to avoid the evils
which had occurred in other places, it
introduced for the first time the system
of registration of factories. TO-day,
there are 15,000 registered factories in
Victoria engaged in an almost infinite
variety of manufacturing processes. The
first beginnings were made in this Act to
provide for the health, safety, and protection of workers by requiring the provision of adequate fire escapes, and
guards for dangerous machinery, as .well
as making more detaIled provision relating to conditions· of work generally.
This Act was notable also for the introduction of compulsory closing hours for
shops.
To enforce the provisions then in force
a chief inspector and other inspectors
and some additional clerical staff were
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appointed and attached to the Chief
Secretary's Department. These humble
beginnings seem to indicate that the vital
role which industrial relations were to
play, and are now playing, in this State's
history were hardly anticipated at the
time.
It is a far step, indeed, from that Act
to the present Bill, which provides for
the first time for the constitution of a
Ministry of Labour and Industry in this
State. It is intended that this Ministry
shall supervise for the benefit of the
whole population the due administration
and devolopment of industrial relations
in both primary and secondary industries in the many aspects which these
have assumed in this rapidly developing
State, so that peace may prevail and
justice may be done between employers
and employees.

The time between was occupied in the
gradual working out of the 'system as it
now exists, and I shall shortly recall the
main steps by which this was done. In
1896, the wages Board system of determining rates of payment and conditions
of employ,ment between employer and
employee was established for the first
time. Under this system, the working
conditions of employees in any trade are
laid down by persons actually engaged in
the trade. An equal number of representatives of employers and employees
meet under the chairmanship of a permanent independent chairman andwithout all the formality, delays, and
expense inherent in an industrial court
system-they are able to negotiate and
arrive at reasonable working arrangements. The powers of the Boards were
at first of a very limited and specific
nature, but, with the passing of the years
and the growth of public confidence in
their work, those powers have been expanded from time to time until by the
Act of 1936, they were given the very
widest powers to deal with industrial
matters arising from the relationship'
of employers and employees. This sys-tern has been operating in this State'
since 1896, and provision is made for its
retention by the present Bill.
It may be worth recalling here that
this system was in operation, as honorable members will have observed, five
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years before the Commonwealth Constitution was brought into being, and that
when, under that Constitution, power
was given to the Commonwealth Parliament to legislate concerning the settlement of industrial di,sputes the power
was strictly limited to indus,trial disputes
extending beyond the limits of anyone
State, and the method to be employed
'was conciliation and arbitration. No
intention was evinced then by the people
{)f this or any other State that the
State methods should be abandoned for
intra-state matters, nor that they should
be overridden by some supra State
tribunal or court.

of that Act fell within the province of
the Labour Department. During the
period of the economic depression of the
1930's, the Unemployment Relief Acts of
this State likewise were administered by
that Department. In 1937, a Metropolitan Industrial Court was set up for
the first time to have exclusive primary
jurisdiction in relation 1:0 offences committed within the metropolitan district.
At the same time, the Industrial Appeals
Court, constituted as it now is, was
brought into being.
In 1940, those concerned with the
administration of the industrial laws of
this State considered that the Acts then
By the year 1915, it had become in force were due for revision and overapparent that the time was ripe for haul. Accordingly, by order of the
the constitution of a separate Depart- Governor in Council, a Board of Inquiry
ment of State to undertake the work of was appointed to invite and examine
administering the industrial laws which, suggestions for amendment of the existyear by year, were becoming of wider ing laws and to make recommendations
application, owing to the development of for their improvement. The Board conthe resources of this State and of trade sisted of persons representing wide fields
with other States and over'seas countries. of industry on the part of both emThe Factories and Shops Acts adminis- ployees and employers. These repretered by the Department at that time sentatives had, in one case or another,
had grown considerably in volume, in many years of experience as advisers to
accordance with the development of the and advoca tes for their respective
State 'and, in addition, the newly-created organizations in relation to both State
Department was called upon to enforce and Commonwealth industrial tribunals.
the Lifts Regulation Act and the They were indeed men of considerable
Servants Registry Offices Act. In 1915, experience in the industrial life of Ausregistration of shop premises was made tralia. This Board, differently consticompulsory. The growth of commerce tuted from time to time, presented ,three
in the intervening years is evidenced by interim reports to the Governments--one
the fact that at the present time shop in 1941 and two in 1946. In 1949 it
presented its final report to the Gov~rn
registrations exceed 39,000 a year.
ment of Victoria.
At that period the requirements in
The reports of 1941 and 1946 have
relation to registration and the physical
conditions in factories, which had until already been considered and, where
thought necessary, legislative action was
then applied only to cities, towns, and
taken in relation to the recommendations
boroughs, were made applicable to the
made.
The report of 1941 dealt with
whole of the State. This was a period
of rapid development of the wages Board three matters which, the Board at the
time considered urgent. These were,
system, and wages Boards were much
sought for various trades. Between 1910 first, the Court of Industrial Appeals;
and 1920, the number of wages Boards secondly,. wages Boards; and, thirdly,
appointed for various trades increased section 9 of the Factories and Shops Act.
from 91 to 161. At the present date, Legislative action to give effect subthe number of Boards in active operation stantially to the a1bove matters was
passed in 1941, vide Act No. 4874. The
is 193.
first report in 1946, that is the second
In 1927, the first Apprenticeship Act interim report, dealt with s~ch subjects
of this State wa,s passed whereby the as the universal hali-holiday and late
Apprenticeship Commission of Victoria shopping night, and the latter matter was
was constituted and the administration dealt with by Act No. 5115 in 1946.
I

Mr. Shepherd.
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The third interim report in 1946 dealt
solely with the method of wage fixation
and conditions of employment. The
Board examined the systems in other
States and, by a majority, favoured the
retention of the wages Board system as
in operation in Victoria. The views of
the members of the Board of Inquiry are
set out extensively in the report. Having arrived at that conclusion, the Board
then went on to deal with all the provisions of the various Acts dealing with
factories and shops. The final report suggested a large number of amendments, as
can be seen from the document in possession of honorable members.
In 1946, the Annual Holidays Act was
passed by Parliament to grant a ·minimum annual holiday of two weeks to all
workers. It now falls to the lot of the
present Government, following a delay of
almost four years since the final report
was furnished, to take appropriate
action in relation to the unanimous
recommendations made in that report.
The Bill before the House incorporates
the majority of the recommendations
made by the Board of Inquiry for the
amendment of the Factories and Shops
Acts. Although some recommendations
have not been adopted, thorough consideration has been given to them' but
the Governm.ent does not think that they
are appropriate to be enacted at this
time.
Mr. RYLAH.-Is there anything to
show which recommendations have been
adopted and which have not been
adopted?
The last
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes.
'column of the roneoed statement that
has been submitted to members shows
the page of the final report at which the
Board of Inquiry dealt with certain
clauses. A study of the Bill, the printed
comparative table, and the roneoed document, will reveal that very few recommendations have been omitted. Before
the work of incorporating these fresh
amendments was undertaken, there were
already in existence 26 Acts amending
the principal Factories and Shops Act of
1928. The legislation had, consequently,
reached a stage of complexity which rendered it extremely difficult, except for
those with close expert knowledge, to
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ascertain the prevailing law. This, I am
sure all will agree, is a most undesirable
state of affa'irs, particularly in relation to
legislation which deals in a very intimate
way with the daily affairs of a vast number of the public, who frequently have
not readily available to them expert
assistance to ascertain their obligations
and rights. Consequently, 'if nothing
more were being done than the simplification of the present law, the introduction of this measure would be justified.
However, as I have said, much more than
that is being done, as a large number of
amendments intended to improve the
machinery for providing proper working
conditions and the just settlement of any
differences whiCh may arise between employers and employees 'are introduced by
this Bill.
These amendments and the consolidation of the provisions of the existing law
have required a great deal of recasting of
the provisions of the Acts. There is such
an amount of detail involved'in explaining the precise alterations which have
been made that I have thought it better.
in the interests of members generally and
to enable them to understand these details, ,to provide, in addition to the documents mentioned earlier in my speech, 3comparative table showing the source
from whioh each provision of the present
Bill has come rather than to enter upon a
long and detailed speech in respect of
each matter which has been dealt with.
The measure is in essence a Committee
Bill to the principles of which Governments formed by every party in this
House have already given their assent.
This Government therefore feels justified in its anticipation of the co-operation of all parties in securing a speedy
passage of the Bill. The Government
will, of course, be happy to give careful
consideration to any proposals which, it
is thought, w-ill make the measure a
smoother working one in the very vital
field with which it deals.
From a great number of alterations
made in the law by this Bill upon the
recommendations of the Board of Inquiry, I select certain questions as being
of particular Significance. A specific'
power for wages Boards to make deter-·
minations in relation to
particular'

a
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establishment 'has been included. AddiMr. SHEPHERD.-It will depend on
tional representation of employers and whether the premises comply with the
employees has been authorized in ap-' requirements from the points of view of
propriate cases and the wages Boards health and structural conditions. I have
have been empowered to provide for the not referred so far to -the question of
appointment of boards of reference to zoning in residential areas to prevent
.determine disputed questions of fact with factories being started. That matter has
an appeal from their findings to the In- always been handled capably by the
,dustrial Appeals Court.
Labour Depart;ment in association with
The Government has not adopted a municipal councils.
recommendation that in cases of deadMr. RYLAH.-The Labour Department
lock between 'representatives of employers and employees, the chairman usually approves of applications subject
should be able to determine, the matter to a permit being obtained from the
himself because the Government holds municipal council concerned.
the view that this would constitute the
Mr. SHEPHERD.-When the Departchairman an arbitrator, pure and simple, ment advises a municipal council that a
and such a position is thought to be out factory is to be registered, there is a proof character with the underlying scheme viso that the use of premises for a factory
of wages Boards as a system of concilia- is subject to existing zoning laws in the
tion. N or has provi,sion been made for municipality.
the establishment of an interpretation
tribunal, as suggested. It is the GovernMr. TowERs.-ln the past, the Department's view that whilst there may be ment has registered factories for operasuperficial arguments in favour of such tion in residential areas unbeknown to
a tribunal, in the ultimate analysis every the municipal council concerned. Is there
binding interpretation must come from provision in the Bill to meet this probone of the industrial courts in the present lem?
system.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes. I shall deal
I propose to refer now to the registration of factories and shops. To avoid with that question. Although action
many serious difficulties which have similar to that envisaged by the honorarisen in the past from the fact that it able member for Collingwood has been
was lawful for persons to start factories taken in the past, the overriaing authoriand shops before seeking registration of ties will continue to be the municipal
their premises where the business was councils, which may have in force zoning
being conducted, it is now proposed to regulations.
alter the law to provide that such regisMr. TOWERS.-Factories have been
tration must be applied for before the
proprietor goes into occupation. Thus, registered without the knowledge of the
it is hoped that no hardship will be 'municipal councils; there has been no cocaused by persons occupying premises to operation between the Labour Departcarryon certain trades and then, finding ment and councils in many instances.
that the premises cannot readily be made
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That statement is
to comply with the requirements of the true. There should be closer co-operalaw, having to find other suitable tion in the future than there may have
premises or incur extraordinary expense been in the past. A provision is now
to secure registration. 'i'his provision added that new registration of factory
should also secure that working condi- premises shall not be made where the
tions will always be in conformity with establishment of a factory may involve
legal 'requirements before persons are
employed in any factory or shop a breach of municipal by-laws, for
example, by b~ing in a residential area.
premises.
The
foregoing statement really answers
Mr. RYLAH.-Will the use of the power
members'
inquiries. Provision in accordto prevent a person from occupying cerwith
the Board's recommendation
ance
tain premises to conduct a factory or
shop depend on whether the premises for the guarding of stationary machinery
of a dangerous nature on lines similar
comply with 'requirements?
Mr. Shepherd.
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to those in force for many years concerning factory machinery are now to be
applied to dangerous machines wherever
·they are used. In particular, attention
has been given to the guarding of powerdriven saws. It is anticipated that the
strongest support will be given to these
steps being taken no preserve the lives
and limbs of persons who are increasingly called upon to use power-driven
machinery in both primary and secondary industries.
From day to day we read of accidents,
many of them fatal, occurring in· industrial establishments, on farms, in
sawmills, and other places of a similar
nature.
Many workers 'are maimed
permanently for the rest of their lives.
I have worked close to persons who have
had accidents and have had the experience of seeing men lose their fingers. I
once saw a man lose most of his
forearm when he was .operating
fast-moving wood-working machinery.
Advertisements are published in many
daJ.ly newspapers relating to dangerous
machinery which is not meant for use in
factories but in private homes.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The portable
saw is one example.
Mr.
SHEPHERD.-That
is
so.
Machinery which I have in mind is used
for a number of purposes. It is necessary to have competent superv·ision to
·ensure that not only persons who work
machinery legally, but also others who
may use it in the absence of the employee
regularly engaged on its operation, are
protected. In the States of New South
Wales, Queensland, and Tasmania there
has been in operation a comprehensive
machinery Act since the year 1902. I
should like to refer now to shop trading
hours. Provision is made in the Bill to
enable an opening hour to be prescribed
for all classes of shops. At present open,,:
ing hours are prescribed only in the case
of very few classes of shops. The closing of shops on Sundays and public ~oli
days is made compulsory in respect of
all classes of shops except those
to which reference -is made in the
Fourth Schedule of the Factories
and Shops Acts and which are now
included in the Sixth Schedule of
this Bill. Butchers shops may now be
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open for trade only during those hours
when employees may be employed
therein. The law in relation to .the
closing hours of hairdressers and tobacconists' shops is not being altered,
although an alteration was recommended by the Board of Inquiry.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Does the Bill
provide that confectionery shops may
sell tobacco after certain hours?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-No. The Government is endeavouring to incorporate in
the legislation all the good me~sures
that will assist everyone, not only the
producer and the consumer, but also the
employer and the employee. The provision in the Factories and Shops Acts
which permits the opening of fruit shops
in the heart of Melbourne on Sundays
and public holidays is not to be repealed.
The definition of shops generally has
been extended so as to include the rooms
of tailors, photographers, undertakers
establishments, and lending libraries, as
recommended by the Board, but the last
three mentioned will be included in the
Sixth Schedule. The proprietors of these
places will be allowed a period of three
months' grace in which .to effect registration of them.
Concerning carting and delivery, the
regulation of carting in this State has
been a cause of considerable difficulty for
some years owing to conflict between
the provisions of the Transport Regulation Act and the Factories and Shops
Acts.
Section 40 of the Transport
Regulation Act 1933 prohibits Sunday
carting by motor vehicle except as to
limited classes of goods which may be
carted in accordance with section 130 of
the Factories and Shops Acts, and the
Transport
Regulation
Act
applies
throughout the whole State.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-I take it that there
will be no prohibition of the transport of
perishables?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-No. That question
is dealt with exclusively in the Transport Regulation Act. At the same time
section 130 of the FactoIlies and Shops
Acts permits the carting of certain
classes of goods-generally perishablesand a power to permit carting on Sundays or after hours during the week is
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included in the Acts. The section, however, does not apply to the whole of the
State. Probably that statement covers
the point raised by the honorable member for Scoresby. It is now proposed to
repeal section 40 of the Transport Regulation Act, to apply the provisions of
section 130 to the whole of the State,
and to retain the permit provisions
so that carting in cases of emergency
may be authorized. It is thus hoped that
a more satisfactory position will be
reached than has heretofore been in
force. This proposal is acceptable to
the Transport Regulation Board.
It is proposed to require the keeping of
time books or other time records in all
trades in which employees are engaged.
The absence of such records is quite
frequently the source of many disputes
between employers and employees, and
it is hoped tha't the keeping of these
records in all cases will facilitate the
administration of the Acts, particularly
in relation to wages claims. It will be
an offence for employers to fail to provide these records and also for employees to fail to enter their times of
work as required.
The administration of the Boiler Inspection Acts is to be transferred from
the Mines Department to the Department
of Labour and Industry, as recommended
by the Board O'f Inquiry. Provision has
been made that the rights and conditions
of the officers transferred shall be protected. An attempt has been made to
make the penalties provided by the Bill
more consistent than is the case in the
existing law, and in appropriate cases
these have been increased to remove a
great deal of inequality between penalties
which exist under the present Acts
because different penalties were enacted
at different times.
The definition of a factory in the Bill
has been widened so as to include such
processes as assembling, altering, repairing, renovating, and so on, but the
Government has not given effect to the
Board's recommendation that every
place where one pers'on is employed shall
be deemed to be a factory; nor does the
Bill give effect to the recommendation
that laundries in which the only employees are inmates of institutions conducted in good faHh for religious or
Mr. Shepherd.
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charitable purposes shall be classed as
factories.
Where existing establishments come wIthin the registration provisions of the Bill for the first time, in'
consequence of the alterations in the law,
the occupiers will be allowed three
months in which to register their premises after the Act is proclaimed.
Finally, the Bill includes a provision
for the establishment of a permanent
advisory Board consisting of the secretary to the Department as chairman,
with equal representation by employers
and employees. It is hoped that this
Board will prove useful in investigating
matters referred to it by the Minister
from time to time and in recommending
appropriate steps to keep the industrial
legislation of this State up to date.
A number of maotters of a detailed
nature and others which changing circumstances demand should be under
constant review have been included
among the matters in respect of which
a power to make regulations is to be
granted to the Governor in Council.
Outstanding among those which have
been added to the matters at present
within the regulation-making sections of
the Acts are the cooling, heating, and
hygiene of all places of employment; and
the provision of safeguards against injury
for persons employed on roofs of asbestos
sheathing. In the last twelve months
a young Scottish plumber, who came to
Australia as a migrant, and who obtained
employment with a large industrial
organization, lost his life when he fell
through an asbestos cement roof on to a
concrete floor. These dangers must be
taken into consideration and regulations
laid down with the object of preventing
accidents. The following mat'ters have
also been brought within the regulationmaking sections of the Acts:-the regulation of trading hours of wholesale fruit
and vegetable sellers; and the protection
of workers from injury by machinery
ei,ther by guards or other means.
As was stressed earlier, nothing would
be gained by my endeavouring to explain the 193 clauses of the Bill. There
are schedules also which indicate the
repeals requiring to be made. One
schedule, for instance, caters for the
necessary alteration in many Acts of
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Parliament of the words" Factories and
Shops Act 1928" to "Labour and Industry Act 1953." Factories and shops
legislation has been a most contenti~us
but most satisfying subject of parlIamentary enactments over the last 150
years. I think it was in 1803 when
strenuous efforts were being made in
Great Britain to introduce legislation.
Here I might mention that the history
of factories legislation' is well worth
reading. There are hundreds of books
on the subject, but of all those available
in the Parliamentary Library there is
one, printed in 1902, to which I might
refer honorable members. It presents
the studied views of a great man in the
sphere of labour activity, namely, Sidney
Webb. Many of the things that he refers
to in his preface would have equal application to the position as it exists now,
just as in 1902.

n has only been by constant vigilance
that progress has been made in this field.
Men such as Robert Peel set themselves
out to master the difficulties of factories
and shops legislation and to bring about
a better appreCiation of the needs of the
people in the textile industry at that
time. Ultimately, by education, legislation, and very strict inspection, the
working conditions of the people not
only of Great Britain but of parts of
Europe also were markedly improved.
The legislation of Great Britain was
not only copied by other countries but
our own St'ate also followed along the
same lines, and I do not think we have
anything to be ashamed of concerning
what has been done since 1873. It was
in that year that the first measure was
introduced in this Parliament-by Major
Smith-a short Bill of six clauses relating to the employment of females in
industry. Much more has been done, of
course, since then.
On behalf of the Minister of Labour,
I have great pride and pleasure in introducing this Bill as a complete consolidation of all the measures on the statutebook having application to shops and
factories. On reading the First Schedule
honorable members will have an indication of how necessary this consolidation
has become, because so many Acts
require to be repealed and so many
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amendments of existing legislation have
been enacted since the last consolidation
in 1928. We must realize the position
in which we would have been but for the
industry of the Labour Department and
of the Minister of Labour himself, as
embraced in the Bill now before us.
This being a Committee Bill, we can
discuss most of its provisions at the
Committee stage. In many cases there
has been no alteration of the existing
legislation; in other instances, there are
vital amendments affecting not only the
life of this 'country industrially but also
the lives of the people engaged in commerce and industry. I ask, therefore,
for the speedy passage O'f the Bill. It is
important that the legislation on the
whole subject be consolidated. In conclusion, I offer the co-operation of the
Government in giving 'any further
information that may be desired.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).On the subject of the adjournment, and
wi th particular reference to the concluding remarks of the Minister that this,
is a non-controversial and non-party
measure and essentially a Committee
Bill, and also having regard to its size
and to the accompanying documents to
which we have been referred, I would
suggest the wisdom of referring the Bill
to a Select Committee in order to expedite its passage and shorten debate
in this House. We do not nearly sufficiently make use of the committee
method of 'handling legislat'ion of this
character; it would be a good thing if
we did. For the reasons I have given,
1 invite the Minister, between now and
the resumption of the debate, to consider the advisability of referring the
Bill to a Select Committee. That would
be a far better way of proceeding than
by having these proposals debated by a
House of 65 members.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 support the
excellent suggestion of the honorable
member for Barwon. I have been deeply
interested in the splendid second-reading
speech of the Minister, but it is quite
apparent, from a quick examination of
the material that has been made available, that considerable research will be
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necessary in order to form an opinion on members to be furnished with the
many of the provisions of the Bill. It printed documents and comparative
is generally agreed that this type of tables which should make it easy and
legislation is most valuable as well as competent for them to ascertain just
important and that it should not be de- what is new and what is old matter.
bated in the heat of the political
I am of the opinion that with a
atmosphere of this House. If the Minis- reasonable adjournment of the debate we
ter will give consideration to the pro- can deal with this measure as easily and
posal that has now been made, I believe well as this House has dealt with even
he will achieve his object much more bigger Bills, notably the consolidation
quickly than might otherwise be the of the Local Government Act in 1946. I
case.
appreciate the willing co-operation alI have been giving some consideration ready indicated by honorable members
to a suggestion that the Bill be referred and the suggestions for reference of the
to the Statute Law Revision Committee, Bill, to a Select Committee, but the
but I think that that would not be a Government is not prepared at this stage
suitable body to deal with it because, to refer the measure to either the
although there is a. large number of Statute Law Revision Committee or
matters of law contained in it there are a Select Committee of- this House. I do
also questions entirely outside the legal not mean that the Government has no
sphere which could be dealt with faith in those committees; it has, but all
adequately by a Select Committee of Governments that have been in office
this House.
during the last four or five years have
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educa- considered this proposed legislation. We
tion).-If this Bill were presented in an welcome the job of having this matter
entirely new atmosphere, without oppor- now completed and I feel positive that
tunity having been afforded members to the House itself is capable of dealing
anticipate what any Government might with the measure, following a normal
do with respect to legislation of this kind, adjournment and with the promised
I would appreciate the point of view co-operation of honorable members
just presented and would agree with generally.
-The motion for the adjournment of
those members who have presented it.
But I would remind the House that for the debate was agreed to.
four years these recommendations have
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I was about to
been in print and have been available for move for an adjournment of the debate
the inspection of honorable members. I -for three weeks but -the Minister has
was warned only to-day that the supply suggested to me an adjournment of a
of .copies of the report had become fortnight and indicated that he will
almost exhausted. I think that even not then proceed wi th the Bill if we
reference of the Bill to a Select Com- are not ready to resume the debate. In
,mittee would not hasten its passage but the circumstances, I movemigh t actually delay dt.
That the debate be adjourned until this
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The suggestion day fortnight.
The motion, was agreed to, and the
is designed to hasten its passage.
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Government November 24.
had not intended to refer the measure
to any committee, select or otherwise,
STATE FORESTS LOAN
but took the view that this was a piece
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
of legislation that could stand on.its own
Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).feet, being so well known to everyone
I
moveconcerned. Its contents are not greatly
That this Bill be now read a second time.
different from those of all the Acts
. enumera ted in the Bill. There are some This is a small measure but nevertheless
new features but the Minister of a most important one because it deals
Labour and I conferred on those and he directly with the protection and developthought it would be of advantage for ment of our State forests. All members
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will agree that the forests are most important from the point of view of the
State and of many related activities,
I
notably the production of timber.
trust that the passage of the Bill, therefore, will be as speedy as in the case of
the previous measure that I had the
pleasure and privilege of introducing.
This is a Bill which is required to be
passed each year. The Bill gives authority for the expenditure of £1,100,000 on
various forest works of a capital nature,
and on the acquisition of cap'ital assets.
Honorable members, particularly those
who represent country constituencies, are
aware of the importance of forests to the
Sta teo It is necessary for this measure
to be passed to authorize an additional
amount of loan money being expended
on the works which are necessary. The
Government is very conscious of the
value to the community of the forest
resources of the State, and the purpose
of this measure is to provide funds for
their development and protection. The
specific purposes for which funds are to
be provided are set out in the schedule
to the Bill under items '1 to 8. The
schedule has been designe,d to pay particular attention to projects associated
with fire protection, and with the maintenance of timber output to meet the continuing demand for building and other
timbers. These works fall within items
2, 4 and 7 of the schedule relating to fire
protection, the construction of forest
roads, and the purchase of plant and
machinery, which together represent a
balanced programme of works.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Do you know how
much money is in the Forest Stores Sus.pense Account at ·the present time?
Mr. SCULLY.-I am not able to inform
the honorable member for Rainbow the
exact amount in the fund, but I shall
obtain the information and give details
at ·the Committee stage. The proposed
works have been approved by the Loan
Council, and the expenditure of loan
funds totalling £900,000 during the current financial year has been authorized.
The authority in excess of that amount
provided in the Bill-£200,000-is ,to
enable continuity of works beyond the
30th June, 1954, pending the passing of
further legislation relative to the loan
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programme for the financial year
1954-55. Maintenance works undertaken
in forests and plantations are financed
out of the Forestry Fund.
Clause 1 of the Bill is the short title
and citation. Clause 2 provides for the
expenditure of moneys for the purposes
set out in the schedule. In clause 3 it is
provided that no money 'shall be expended
except under the terms of the Bill; that
provision has the effect of cancelling
unexpended authorities remaining under
any previous measure of a similar nature.
N ow I shall discuss in more detail the
items contained in the schedule. The
amount of £25,000 set forth under item
1 will be applied chiefly to the acquisition of isolated freehold blocks of land
within reserved forest areas, because
these constitute a dangerous fire hazard
to the valuable forests which surround
them. Provision must also be made for
the resumption of land necessary to
ensure access to State forest areas and
alienated land carrying regrowth forests
of high potential value, which otherwise
might be lost to the State as an asset.
. Fire protection works under item 2 are
very important, and £200,000 is to be
applied for that purpose.
Bitter
memories of the 1931 bush fires and
those which have occurred since
emphasize the necessity for an efficient fire-fighting organ'iza'tion.
The
Forests Commission is -responsible for
the protection from fire of nearly onethird of the State's rural lands. The
effective development of forest resources
depends vitally on adequate protection
from fire. Therefore, a highly efficient
organization must, be built up and maintained to provide protection against the
most adverse conditions which may
occur. M,arked headway in this direction
has been achieved, but the attainment of
the ultimate objective of guaranteeing,
as far as is humanly possible, a full
measure of security not only to the
State's forest assets, but also to human
life and public and private property,
demands still further intensification of
the protection organization.
The Forests Commission is working
consistently towards this goal and has
been progressively stepping-up precautionary measures. The continued
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and successful implementation of its
long-range plans is dependent upon the
allocation of additional money for the
installation of' capital works. Funds
under this item will be applied to the
construction of roads, tracks, and firebreaks to ensure ready and rapid
vehicular access to all sections of State.
forests for fire suppression operations;
further development of the protection
network of fire towers and observation
look-outs; extension of telephone and
radio communications; oonstruction of
dugouts in vulnerable localities for the
protection of human life; installation of
water storage dams and similar facilities
to permit the effective use of modern
pumping equipment; and for the purchase of essential fire-fighting plant and
gear.
I shall quote some figures which may
be of interest to honorable members. Up
to date more than 8,000 miles of roads
of varying quality have been constructed. There are 74 towers, and 48
lookouts of other types, in existence.
Telephone lines extending over 908 miles
have been erected. In addition, up to
date 107 dugouts have been built by the
Forests Commission, while other interests have provided 237 dugouts.
As an outcome of the flush seasons which
the State has experienced recently, there
is prolific growth throughout the forest
areas and it constitutes a very grave fire
hazard. Therefore, adequate funds must
be made available for the purposes I
have enumerated.
I commend the
Forests Commission for the work it has
carried out up to date and trust the funds
to be provided under this Bill will enable
it to continue this work.
Under item 3, provision is made for
the expenditure of £80,000 on the improvement and development of indigenous State fore~ts including silvicultural
measures. Silvicultural works throughout State forests are imperative to
ensure that forest land is fully productive and yields the highest possible
returns in timber. Major works necessary include the regeneration of areas
cut over for timber production, and thinning and liberation treatments to maintain maximum rates of growth in young
forest stands. Particular attention will
Mr. SculZy.
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be paid to the extension of regeneration
fellings in valuable forest areas close to
main timber consumption centres, which
for various reasons are considerably
understocked and have a high timber
production potential.
Item 4 relates to the construction of
roads and tramways for the extraction
of forest produce, and an amount of
£380,000 is to be allocated for this purpose. It is still essential to make
more forest areas accessible for utilization in order to meet the continuing high
demand for building timbers, particularly better grade timbers of seasoning
quality required for the manufacture of
flooring, weatherboards, interior fittings, furniture, and similar products.
During the post-war period the Forests
Commission's policy has been to encourage the establishment of saw-milling
communities at selected centres within
range of forest areas which could be
developed to provide an assured life to
the industry. The continuity of operations depends upon progressive implementation of a vigorous programme of
forest road construction. An interrup'tion to that p~ogramme would inevitably
react against maintaining a stabilized,
prosperous saw-milling industry, and
upon the operations of secondary woodusing industries, as well as adversely
affecting revenue derived from State
forests.
The funds made available under this
item will be applied principally to the
construction of main arterial logging
roads. Major operations will be carried
out in the Otways, Mansfield, and East
Gippsland districts, where large tracts
of prime saw-milling timber will be
opened up in mountain areas. These •
roads will be supplemented by logging
roads to less exacting standards in other
localities where log timber is available.
The roads built will constitute a permanent State asset, not only essential to
maintain a high level of timber production, but also invaluable for the fire
protection organization and general use
by the public.
Under item 5 it is proposed to spend
£85,000 for the establishment, extension,
improvement, and protection of plantations of softwoods and hardwoods. At
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the present time Victoria's consumption
of softwood timber is far in excess of
the State's productive potentials. As
a result the State relies on imported
supplies. However, there are considerable areas of land in Victoria which,
although of low productive capacity at
present, are capable of being converted
to a valuable revenue-producing asset
under softwood plantation crops. The
conversion of such areas to this use will
provide an assured local supply of a commodity which is essential in modern
industry and represents a profitable
avenue for the investment of public
money. The funds to be expended will
be applied to the extension of softwood
plantation projects by sowing and plantjng, measures to ensure natural
regeneration following the utilization of
mature crops, and the maintenance of
vigorous growth by the application of
thinning and other silvicultural practices.
Item 6 deals with the construction and
purchase of forest officers' quarters,
workshops, and other buildings, on which
£100,000 is to be expended. Adequate
supervision of forest operations and
efficient administration are dependent
upon decentralized control by departmental staff. Therefore, personnel must
be adequately housed in country areas
to ensure maximum efficiency, and additional residences 'must be constructed
for that purpose.
Under item 7, an amount of £220,000
is to be expended on the purchase of
plant and machinery. The extent to
which the scheduled programme of road
construction, fire protection, and other
essential forest developmental projects
can be implemented is governed by the
availability of plant and equipment. A
certain minimum strength of efficient
machines must be maintained, necessitating the regular replacement of unserviceable or uneconomic units which
result from the heavy usage to which
plant is subjected on the majority of
forest works. Funds under this item
are required for the purchase of bulldozers, rippers, graders, and similar
road-building plant, logging and milling
equipment, and motor vehicles for
general transport.
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Item 8 deals with the payment of an
amount of £10,000 into the Forest Stores
Suspense Account. In order to assure
maximum efficiency of plant and vehicles
and their maintenance, spare parts must
be readily available. The funds allocated
under this item represent the minimum
amount required to maintain an adequate
reserve of such spare parts and material.
I am sure all honorable members will
appreciate the necessity for the Bill and
I trust they will give it a speedy passage.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-What is the unexpended amount from last year?
Mr. SCULLY.-I shall supply that information during the Committee stage.
On the motion of Sir GEORGE KNOX
(Scoresby), the debate was adjourned
until ~uesday, November 17.
POISONS (HEROIN) BILL.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health) .-'
I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The provisions of this Bill are designed
to ban the manufacture of heroin in this
State. Heroin is prepared from morphine, and its haJbitual use has serious
consequences and is exceedingly difficult
to check. As a result of 'a United Nations
Organdzation (World Health Organization) survey, it was recently pointed out
to the Government of Australia that the
average amount of heroin per head of
population used in this country was one
of the highest in the world. Consumption increased from 5.32 lb. per million
of population in 1946 to 11.35 per million
in 1951.
Since early in 1952, the Commonwealth
Government,
through
the
National Health and Medical Research
Council and by direct approach to the
Premiers of the several States, has
sought to tighten up control of the sale
of heroin. Up to that time, it had been
possible to sell without any control whatsoever patent medicines-cough mixtures
and so on-containing one part per
thousand, 0.1 per cent., of heroin. Any
preparation containing more than one
part per thousand of heroin could be sold
only when ordered Oli the prescription of
a medical practitioner
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As a first step, by proclamation made
under the' Poisons Acts on the 3rd March,
1953, the sale of all mixtures containing
heroin, in any proportion, was limited to
those cases where ordered by a medical
practitioner. This may appear to be little
more than a gesture, but it was quite
common for addicts to purchase bottles
of certain proprietary medicines and to
drink the contents for the sake of the
heroin contained therein.
Continuing its efforts to ban the improper use of heroin, the Commonwealth
Government first limited and now bans
the import of the drug into Australia.
It can, however, be manufactured from
morphine by a relatively simple process.
The Commonwealth Government feels
that its efforts will be wasted unless a
ban upon manufacture within Australia
can also be imposed, but as that Government has not the power to ban manufacture, each State has been requested
to make arrangements to prevent the
manufacture of heroin in its own territory. It is understood that all States of
Australia have agreed to do so.

Bill.

being brought down to amend a number
of aspects of the law relating to drugs
of addiction. It is thought that the
legislation in that State can be made
effective as from the 1st January, 1955.
Legislation to prohibit the manufacture
of heroin is at present being prepared
in Tasmania. It can be seen that in
presenting this Bill, we, in Victoria, are
observing the request of the Commonwealth Government and the United
N a'tions Organization.
A complete ban upon the manufacture and use of any drug was not
contemplated when the Poisons Act first
became law. There is ample power to
limit the sale and use of any substance
and to impose safeguards upon the sale
of any mixtures containing dangerous or
habit-forming drugs, but this is as far
as the existing law goes. In order to
impose a ban upon the manufacture of
heroin in this State it is necessary for
special legislation to be passed. The
Government recognizes the desirability
of banning manufacture, possession, and
use of heroin if both legal and illegal
use of this drug is to be prevented.

The Commonwealth Director-General
Such a ban has the support of the
of Health communicated with the States
concerning this matter. As a result of a British Medical Association. Dr. C. H.
request, the gist of replies received from Dickson, the secretary of the Victorian
the Pre'miers of the various States has branch of the British Medical Associabeen furnished. It is considered that in tion, stated in January of this year that
Queensland the existing law providing for his branch supported the United Nations
poisons regulations, which prohibit the Organization's world-wide movement
manufacture of dangerous drugs except to control heroin addiction by making
under licence on registered premises, is the use of the drug illegal.
Dr.
sufficient to enable that State to pro- Dickson is reported to have stated
hibit the manufacture of heroin and, as further that the usefulness of heroin
a result, no amendment of the law is as a medicine, particularly for cough
necessary. The Premier of New South mixtures, is of less importance than
Wales has stated that he will co-operate the growing danger of drug addicwith the Commonwealth and the other tion and drug trafficking in Australia.
States in the control of heroin, and steps In addition, morphine and other less
are being taken to draft the necessary dangerous sedatives can be substituted
legislation to permit prohib1tion of its for heroin in nearly all prescriptions.
manufacture. In South Australia, as
It is realized, however, that the iman initial step, the licensing of premises
and persons to manufacture heroin will position of an immediate complete ban
be discontinued, and legislation for the may pres en t many difficul ties. Theretotal prohibition of the drug will be fore, as the next step, by the legislation
passed.
The Premier of Western now proposed it will be made an offence,
Australia advised the Commonwealth subject to heavy penalty, for any person
Director-General of Health that it is to, manufacture heroin. The penalties
intended to include a pr~hibition on the proposed are, for a first offence, a fine
manufacture of heroin in legislation of not more than £100; and for a second
Mr. Barry.
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and any subsequent offence a fine of
not more than £200, or imprisonment
for not more than twelve months.
If this measure is passed and all other
States impose a similar ban, heroin will
not legally be imported into Australia,
and it will not legally be manufactured
in this country. Existing stocks will be
sold only on the prescription of a medical
practitioner. This measure, when combined with action by the Commonwealth
Government and the Governments of
the other States of Australia, is designen
ultima tely to prevent al together the
public use of heroin in Australia. Until
exhausted, stocks on hand will still be
available for use for legitimate purposes.

The Bill is quite simple. It proposes
that the preparation or manufacture of
heroin shall be an offence.
Persons
found guilty of manufacturing the drug
will be subject to the penalties previously
mentioned. It defines "heroin," and it
provides that the Governor in Council
shall be given power to exempt any (a)
university, (b) school, or (c) institution
from the ban upon manufacture of
heroin. This will enable research \70rk
to be carried out, and permit students of
the medical and allied professions to
receive instruction . concerning the
substance.
Under the Poisons Acts police officers
and inspectors authorized by the
Pharmacy Board may enter the premises
of persons selling or offering or expo!5ing for sale or dispensing certain
dangerous and potent drugs, in order to
ascertain whether the provisions of
those Acts are being carried out. This
Bill provides that police officers and
Pharmacy Board inspectors will be able
to enter and examine such premises in
order to ascertain also whether heroin
is being manufactured.
I am sure that members, and 11:he
people of the State generally, will appreciate the desire of the United Nations
Organization and the Commonwealth
Government to prohibit the manufacture
of heroin. I consider that we cannot
hasten quickly enough when dealing
with a measure designed to protect
heroin addicts who at present can secure
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a drug that proves of no benefit to themselves but which can be a great danger.
I submit this Bill with confidence that it
will have ·a speedy passage.
Mr.
WHATELY
(Camberwell).This measure is of sufficient urgency,
and the issue is so clear cut, that the
Opposition feels justified in proceeding
with it at once. No one can have the
slightest doubt as to the serious threat
which heroin presents to the health and
sanity of humanity. It is disturbing to
know that in the five years from 1946
the use of this drug was doubled. Of
course, in many cases, the imbibing of
the drug is limited to small quantities
as occurs when a p.erson takes a spoonful of cough mixture, containing not
more than, say, 0.1 per cent. of heroin.
I understand that it is the most habitforming of all drugs and has an immediate effect upon the spinal cord; therefore, it affects both our capacity to receive sensations from the outside world
and to respond, by muscular effort, to a
situation in which we may find ourselves.
Further, it decreases one's control of
the respiratory system. No doubt heroin
has been included in cough mixtures, so
that patient·s might have less capacity
to breathe deeply, and in that way rest
those organs that are ordinarily affected
by coughing. As has been pointed out,
however, other drugs give a certain
sense of rest to the irritated membranes
and do far less injury than heroin does.
In many overseas countrieS' the manufacture and sale of this drug has been
forbidden for a number of years, and it
Would ill become any member to do anything that would tend to delay the process by which the policy of this country
will be brought into line. The date of
the correspondence to which the Minister
referred is the 29th October apd that is
a good indication of the way in which
the Commonwealth and the State Governments can co-operate.
Members are
aware that the control of factories and
shons and of the manufacture and distributio~ of medicines, poisons, and so forth,
is primarily a matter for State legislation. They also know that the importation of SUbstances from abroad is a
Federal matter. The Commonwealth
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Government has forbidden the importation of heroin, and it is only right that
the State should act immediately not
only to enforce the ordinary restraints
placed upon the s·ale of dangerous drugs,
but, through the medium of the Police
Force and the Pha·rmacy Board, to make
it still more difficult for anybody to
secure quantities of heroin.
Unfortunately heroin can be readily
manufactured, by simple processes, from
morphine, which means that if any
tendency to addiction is discovered very
great care will have to be taken both by
the police and by the Pharmacy Board
to trace the source of supply. In view
of the dangers of the drug, the proposed
fines of £100 for a first offence and £200
or one year's imprisonment f'Or a second
offence are justified. The evil which it is
designed to cure by this measure is one
that should be nipped in the bud,
although even now the evil can hardly
be said to be in the bud stage. My
impression is that in recent years in
Melbourne, wh'ich is a rather conservative city of Australia, there has been
a considerable increase in drug addiction.
The policewomen in the metropolis have
done useful work in reducing the extent
of that addiction. I wish t'O commend
the Government in acting so speedily in
the matter by bringing forward this Bill.
I trust that equally expeditious actiDn
will be taken by 'Other State Governments, in the hDpe that before the end
of the present year it will be possible to
say that op.ly existing stocks 'Of herDin
are available and that heroin will be
issued only on the prescriptiDn 'Of a medical practitiDner. I have much pleasure
in supporting the Bill.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I do
not think I have ever ris~n tD speak on
a Bill with greater enthusiasm than on
this 'Occasion, because althDugh many
fulminatiDns-in many cases justifiable
ones-have been made against the evils
'Of alcDhDlic drink, nDthing tDD bad can
be said about the far greater menace of
drugs. Therefore, I am delighted tD be
assDcia ted with the Minister of Health
in cDnnexion with this measure, which is
nDt only an instance 'Of very worthy
Australia-wide
cD-Dperation
amDng
GDvernments, but als'O an example of the

Bill.

way in which a very timely blow can be
struck at a growing menace of cDnsiderable danger in our midst.
In his second-reading speech the
Minister said that cDnsumption of heroin
in Australia was rising and that it had
increased frDm 5.32 lb. per milliDn 'Of
population in 1946 to 11.35 lb. per
milli'On in 1951. It was menti'Oned that
Australia enjDyed the very dubiDus reputation that the average quantity of
herD in consumed per head of the PDpUla tiDn was one 'Of the highest in the
wDrld. That blot on 'Our nationhood
ShDUld be removed as speedily as possible. I agree with the honorable member
f.Dr Camberwell that the Opposition will
'Offer nD objection to the passage 'Of the
Bill. If the Minister SD desires, the
Opposition is prepared for the Bill tD be
passed through all stages tD-night, and
with our blessing.
As honDrable members know, herD in
is a commercial name for diacetylmorphine hydrochlDride. It is a derivative
of the PDPPY. This morning I was looking at poppies growing in a garden at
Shepparton, and it was strange to reflect
that those beautiful flowers are the start
of a long line of sorrow, of moral, and of
mental and physical disruption. That
statement is justified because, frDm the
opium PDPPY, opium is 'Obtained and, frDm
'Opium, mDrphine is extracted. By treating morphine with anhydrid 'Of acetic
acid the drug herDin is prDduced.
As the Minister pointed out, the
danger of herD in lies in the fact that, of
all the addiction drugs that lead to the
damnatiDn of mankind, heroin is the
most dangerous. FDr SDme time after
the discDvery of the drug it was given
freely because it was cDnsidered that it
did nDt have a high addiction value, but
very soon when its ravages became
apparent, particularly with the younger
and possibly less stable members of the
cDmmunity, its dangers were l:-ealized.
Firstly, effDrts were made to ensure that
it was strictly cDntrolled, and 3econdly
that its prDduction, sale, and use sh'Ould
be banned. I think I am right in saying
that the United States of America led
the wDrld in cDntrDI of heroin. In that
country it is banned.
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The state of a heroin addict is pitiable.
The first symptoms are s'Omewhat analagous to those produced by 'Other addiction drugs. An addict develops an
intense moodiness, restlessness, peevishness and g~neral unpleasantness except
when under the influence of the drug.
The taking of heroin produces acute constipation and, what is worse froIl1- the
economic point of view of the country,
it creates in the addict complete and
utter listlessness, a state of affairs in
which mental or physical work is impossible.
There is another aspect of this evil.
It is essential to take action, which I am
proud to say is being taken in Australia
to-day in relation t'O this drug. It is not
so much a question of those physical results which I have just outlined. The
trouble lies far deeper-in the fact that,
to begin with, most addicts of heroin are
psychopathic people. They are those
people who glibly tell the doctor that
they become addicts to heroin only because they were given heroin as an analgesic, but, generally speaking, they are
not telling the truth. There is something latent in the psychological composition of some people which makes
them, once they have tasted anything
like heroin, absolutely hopeless addicts,
and that is why there can be only one
effective way of stopping addiction-the
complete banning of the drug.
We know from the history of the use
of cocaine that in the United States of
America some of the most daring and
brutal deeds by gangsters of Chicago,
such as Legs Diamond, have been done
when the perpetrators have been under
the influence of cocaine. The victims
of heroin, while fuey may not be capabl~
of the daring and brutal deeds of cocaine
artdicts, will go to unbelievable lengths
of deceit and cunning in order to obtain
the drug. Once accustomed to the taking of the drug, an addict's whole system
craves for it, and, if a cure is
attempted, such a person arrives
at that pitiable state known as the withdrawal period. Such persons will die if
they continue to take heroin, and they
will also die if they cannot have it.
Therefore, there is produced that terdble period of hovering and unbelievable torment between life and death. At
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that stage, efforts are sometimes made
by the medical authorities to cure an
addict by adjusting him to normal life.
The cure of a drug addict lies deeper
than the prescription of medicine, as no
quantity of medicine will be effective. In
such cases psychological treatment is
essential. At the Royal Melbourne Hospital there is a psychiatric ward in which
drug addicts are treated. The doors of
Vhat ward are locked and the nurses on
duty are also locked in. However, the
treatment is not really adequate to restore the psychological balance of the
victims. Members know the problems
that exist in relation to other phases of
mental sickness, but they are nothing in
comparison with the imponderable
depths of enormity of the psychopathic
reaction of a heroin addict.
If there existed in this State an institution that really understood the best
method of treating heroin addicts they
might be adjusted to normal mentality
and restored to a frame of mind in which
they would have no further desire for the
drug. I do not know whether, it is a
manifestation of the escapologist complex which makes these addicts and
potential addicts yearn for the delight of
these fa tal drugs like heroin. There is
only one way of eliminating the evil,
and that is the method suggested by the
Minister for the complete banning, except in special cases, of this drug.
The sitting was suspended from 6 p.m.
until 7.27 p.m.

Mr. MITCHELL.-Before the suspension of the sitting, I was stressing the
fact that heroin addicts exhibited pronounced psychopathic tendencies before
their addiction and that most of them
were weak, unhappy persons; and many
were homosexuals. It is difficult to
assess the degree to which the drug itself is responsible for the demoralization
tha t is met wi th in these unfortuna te
chronic heroin addicts. I think there is
no better exam pIe of how far this sinful,
wicked chemical can contribute towards
wholesale national rot and demoralization than the history of heroin addiction
in Egypt. That drug was introduced into
Egypt in 1920 by an enterprising
chemist, who soon did a roaring trade.
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It developed to such a degree that most
of the 14,000,000 inhabitants of Egypt
were turned, almost overnight, into
hunted, shadowy skeletons, whQ fought
with dogs for scraps of food from garbage tins. The stage was reached when,
not just a few persons, but practically
the whole nation was brought to complete ruin by heroin.

A fight against the drug began at once,
and it has now crystallized into international action, in which Australia has
been asked tQ assist. This Bill constitutes part of that assistance. The
extent to which people went in Egypt
to satisfy their craving for heroin was
extreme. The rich paid unbelievably
high prices for the drug. For a ·long
time, it was impossible to take legal
action against some of the more skilful
smuggler.s, who resorted to all sorts of
tricks to bring the drug into the country.
Heroin reached Egypt in blocks of
stearite wax, which were intended for
the manufacture of candles. It also
arrived, concealed in ;hollow lavatory
seats. Men disguised as nuns and priests
brought heroin intQ Egypt, strapped to
their nether limbs.
Probably one of the most ingenious
smuggling devices was that of using
camels. In Egypt the poorer people
eat camel meat in the same way as we
eat beef. There is a constant trade
from the Arabian side to Egypt in old
camels which are sent across the canal
and sold in Egypt for about £3 a time
and then butchered for meat for the
people. It took some time for the intelligence officers under Russell Pasha,
of the Central Narcotics Intelligence
Bureau in Egypt, to wake up to this type
of en try. After a while they discQvered
that heroin was coming into Egypt in
metal cylinders in the first stomach of a
camel.
The containers were made so heavy
that the camel could not regurgitate
them. They were made so large that
they could not pass from the first tQ the
other stomachs of the camel. At first
kerosene tins were used as containers,
but it was found that the digestive
enzymes . and JUIces of a camel's
stomach had a corrosive effect on these
Mr. Mitchell.
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containers, and zinc was thereafter employed. The containers were forced
down the camel's throat. Naturally, the·
camel took a poor view 'Of this insult
to its gastronomic system, but anyone
who knows camels is aware that these·
animals even in their happiest moods
gurgle, snarl, and snort. So no notice
was taken of a. few more gurglings,
snarls, and snorts from a camel caused
by one of these things tickling his
stomach.
Gradually the authorities
woke up to what was going on and ultimately all camels shipped to Egypt to
be slaughtered for meat were subjected
to an X-ray examination before entry.
There were various ramifications' of
this traffic. Bodies of dead fellaheen
were found lying in the streets with the
marks of drug inoculations in their
arms. They had not died from drugs
but from malignant ma'laria. They had
con tracted the malaria as a result of
queuing up for intravenous inoculations
of heroin. Such people were so determined to receive their' money's worth
that they wourct make the vendor draw
some of the blood back in to the hypodermic syringe before discharging it. The
vendor would not worry about cleaning a
hypodermic syringe before sticking it in
the next victim, and so the infection of
malaria was transmitted from one person to another.
As the demand for heroin increased in Egypt ingenious devices
were adopted by retailers to adulterate it for supply to persons who
could not afford the full price of the
drug. The" Oscar" for ingenuity in
this direction goes to a wo~an who
lived . near a .qu~rry. A number of
quarry workers were found weak and
debilitated. They were obtaining heroin
from the poor old woman, and the
authorities wondered how these workers
raised sufficient money to receive the
appropriate shots of heroin. The woman
was adulterating it, not with quinine
powder as in other cases, but by another
means. She had discovered by trial and
error that the human skull ground up
wrth appropriate energy provided. the
best adulterant of heroin. Fortunately,
she lived near an old cemetery. of the
Mamalukes.
She. was digging 'up
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skulls, grinding them, and then selling
the heroin mixed with the powder to
'the quarry workers. What I have ~aid
will give honorable members some Idea
-of what we are, up against in relation
to this menace.
In loyalty to Victoria, I hold that we
have not less inferior brains here than
have the" Gyppos," and if the drug were
not stopped, as the Minister of Health
proposes in this legislation, v:e would
end up with even greater trIcks than
those I have discussed being perpetrated.
The figures which show a growth in consumption of heroin in Australia from
5.42 lb. per moillion of population in 1946
to 11.35 lb. in 1951, indicate that it is
obvious that if we do not clamp down
on heroin we will have something like
the complete and utter widespread
national demoralization that occurred in
Egypt.
I have discussed this maHer at some
length because" naturally, I am eage: to
help the Minister of, Health and belIeve
it is necessary to know exactly what the
legitimate side of the use ?f her~in
in Victoria amounts to. Owmg to Its
potency, the first use of the drug is made
in cases where a patient is in the last
stage of life suffering from some particularly severe malignant disease. In
such cases heroin with its rapid action
provides a merciful alleviation of suffering. My own father, dying of the toxic
effects of Bright's disease, was helped
considerably by heroin in 1917, when
medical science did not know exactly
to what addiction it could lead. Naturally, I do not want to see heroin withdrawn if it has some really high medical
use. I have 'examined the point ,very
carefully and am convinced that there
are sufficient drugs of other types available now to help people who are in the
last
stage of an extremely painful
death.
) '
,
I believe that even if some of the other
drugs do not quite possess rthe high
degree of analgesic qualities of heroin,
nevertheless, it is better to have a shade
of suffering -at this stage than to have
a nationally wide suffering, torture, and
destruction of the youth and flower of
our nation, becaus'e they are able to
obtain heroin in this Sta'te. The most
popular use of heroin is in linctuses,
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those sticky fluids, generally containing
honey or something similar, ,which are
given as cough suppression mixtures.
Such medicines pass slowly down the
pharynx and ease the larynx by refl~x
action through the tissues. I considered
that possibly some heroin should be :etained for these linctuses for the relIef
of acute coughing where the patient had
had a very critical operation or illness
and must have urgent and dramatic relief but now I am firmly convinced that
in :, Physeptone " brandamidone hydrochloride, and codein, and possibly one or
two other drugs, we have adequate substitutes ,for heroin, and that, therefore,
the drug is not necessary for relief in
those cases. It is interesting to note
that the use of heroin has been banned
entirely at the Alfred hospital, which I
think, is a magnificent example to us all.
Now I shall make a few points on the
Bill. The first matter that worried me
when I knew the Minister of Health was
bringing down this Bill was the position
in the other States. In Wodonga, when
I was discussing the matter, a chemist
said to me last week, " What is the good
of suppressing heroin in Victoria when
people can cross the border into New
South Wales and buy it?" The Minister
has put our minds at rest on that score,
because he has told us that this legislation is the subject of Commonwealthwide simultaneous action called for by
the United Nations in their world-wide
organization. This danger will therefore be removed. Otherwise the trouble
would have been that even if the drug
had been banned in Victoria effectively
for legitimate uses, racketeers would
have been able to obtain it in say, South
Australia, and therefore the very people
to whom the Government wished to deny
this drug would have been able to obtain it.
The other question raised by chemists
to me was: "What are we going to do
with the remaining supplies?" These
men told me that half an ounce of heroin
costs approximately £5, and even small
chemists' shops would have a stock of
perhaps £10 worth of heroin on hand for
issuing under prescription in cough
linctuses and also for inclusion in
any other prescription ordered by a
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doctor. Naturally, the chemists were
worried about the prospect of having to
put heroin of such a value down the
drain. The Minister has covered the
point by explaining that the Bill provides that the remaining heroin supplies
in Victoria shall be issued only against
a strict prescription and that once the
supply is exhausted no more will be provided. I understand that the Commonwealth has banned the importation of
heroin into Australia.
Mr. BARRY.-That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I thank the Minister of Health. Slowly but surely the remaining heroin in Victoria will be used
up through legitimate ~hannels. Another
question, which the Minister touched on,
is a vital one, namely, the question of
local manufacture. It is highly likely
that once the supply of this fiendish drug
is exhausted, addicts in their craving will
turn to the local product. Perhaps the
penalties provided in the Bill do not go
far enough. The penalty for a first
offence is a fine of £100, and for a second
or subsequent offence, a fine of £200 or
imprisonment for twelve months. The
penalties are hopelessly inadequate because those 'who crave f.or such a drug
will pay anything to obtain it. As the
legitimate price is £10 an ounce, honorable members will realize what the price
of illegitimate heroin will be. Once I
had the dubious pleasure of conversing
with a leader in the drug dng in Melbourne. From what I know of that
gentleman a fine of rhe amount provided
in the Bill or detention for twelve
months would be a flea bite by way of
penalty. I believe that the penalties provided in the Bill bring heroin and its
baleful effects down to the level of penalties under the Tattersall's legislation or
section 88 of the Police Offences Act.
Heroin is worth far more than the
penalty.
I promised the Minister of Health that
I would not do anything to delay the
passage of the Bill. I shall not propose
any amendments in Committee, but I ask
the Minister to seriously consider, before
this Bill goes to another place, doubling
the penalties. I suggest also that half of
the amounts of the proposed fines-£200
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and £400-should be given as a reward
to people who provide information
which brings heroin vendors to jusThat will be an effective
tice.
way of tracking down illegal manufacturers of heroin who will undoubtedly spring up once legitimate supplies of the drug are exhausted as a result of this legislation.
Sir Thomas Russell Pasha in Egypt
was horrified by the rate at which that
country and its population of some
14,000,000 degenerated under the effects
of heroin. In 1929 with the full cooperation of the Egyptian Government,
he formed what was known as the
Central Narcotics Intelligence Bureau.
It was due largely to the unremitting
fight of that bureau for some sixteen or
twenty years that the back of the
nefarious trade in heroin was broken. It
was found that if people who brought
in vital information relating to heroin
smuggling, often at risk to their lives,
did not receive an adequate and prompt
reward, they were inclined either not
to give vital information or merely to
furnish information relating to the
smaller "fry" and not inform on the
" big" men of the heroin trade.
Before this Bill is transmitted to the
Legislative Council, I should like the
Minister of Health to give deep consideration to the advisability of offering
rewards, because in my opinion this Bill
does not bloc~ that one avenue whereby
the local product may still be manufactured. In the main, the Bill is an
excellent one, and r heartily commend
the Government for introducing it. If
I can help in any way to speed up this
good work, I shall be pleased to do so.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh). - I was
shocked to learn that the consumption of
heroin in Australia was increasing. The
introduction of this Bill is a wise pr~'"
caution, particularly in view of the fact
that complementary legislation is being
passed in other States to prohibit the
manufacture of heroin and by the Commonwealth to ban its importation into
Australia. However, I think we should
turn our attention to the problem of the
person who feels that he must take this
particular type of drug. As the honorable member for Benambra pointed out,
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medical opinion is that it is largely the
person known as a "psychopath" who is
concerned.
In a volume entitled
Psychological Disorder and Crime, the
following definition of a "psychopath"
is given:Psychopaths, the constitutionally emotionally unstable, who have a striking
inability to control their impulses or desires.
This is a curious group, falling half-way
between the neurotics and the psychotics,
and difficult to define accurately.

Apparently, they are the people who,
because of lack of emotional stability,
are forced into this particular field. In
order that something might be done for
such persons, it is necessary for diagnostic clinics and treatment centres to be
established.
The reason why a person becomes a
psychopath is apparently not entirely
known. In the book to which I referred
previously the following statement is
made, when referring to the causation:Little is known-though there is a large
amount· of speculation-about this. The
psycho-analysts postulate reactions to early
rejection by the parents with consequent
lack of an ability to form emotional bonds
and to get satisfaction from the approval
of others, which is one of the reasons why
most people abide by the .conventions. Sir
David Henderson regards psychopaths as
social defectives, that is, individuals who
have a form of mental defect, which is not
a failUre of intellectual capacity as seen
in the usual mental defective, but an
inability to modify their behaviour to the
requirements of society.
A celebrated
example of a psychopath was Hitler . . . .

We must not be content with passing a
measure which will merely cut off the
supply of heroin from those people who
apparently feel that they must have it.
I consider that it is well worth spending
money to establish diagnostic and early
treatment centres so that these potential
addicts can be cured of their psychopathical condition. Once that is done, the
drug menace will really be under control. Not everyone in our society wishes
to take drugs; obviously only very few
people desire to do so. We must find out
why people want to take drugs, and then
initiate action to provide a cure in the
early stages.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-Perhaps
mine may be the only discordant voice
concerning some of the principles
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enunciated by the Minister of Health.
Although the main principle behind the
Bill is laudable, apparently the remedy
to apply if a man bashes a policeman
with an axe, is to ban the manufacture
of axes. I consider that the sUbmiss.i0n
of this measure is an admission of the
lack of control concerning drugs
generally. Most members know something of ·the control of drugs throughout
this State; pharmacists are required to
keep record books which are open for
inspection at any time, and there are
penalties provided if there is an abuse
of the relevant section of the Poisons
Act.
The Minister of Health stated that the
Commonwealth Government has banned
the importation of heroin and that the
only way to ensure that this dangerous
drug is not manufactured in Australia is
for the States individually to take action.
The honorable gentleman stated that in
1946 the consumption of heroin in Australia was 5.32 lb. per million of population and that by 1951 it 'had Increased
to 11.35 lb. If one multiplies that figure
by the number of population, one will
find that the present consumption in the
Commonwealth, both legitimate and
illegitimate, is approximately 100 lb. a
year. The Minister has not told us in
which States the main stocks of heroin
are to be found. It may be that there is
a bigger percentage in the Northern
Territory or in the tropical climates, or
that larger stocks are held in the more
temperate climates.
If heroin is to be banned, we must
expect similar Bills designed to ban
other drugs, because I would say that if
a drug addict could not obtain heroin he
would try to secure another drug to
satisfy his desires.
The Minister informed the House that the Bill is backed
by the British Medical Association, and
that Dr. Dickson, the secretary of the
Victorian branch of that association,
sta ted that other forms of opium are
just a's effective as heroin in medicines.
He also said that heroin is 'most accessible in cough mixtures. I believe that
the drug on one occasion saved my life.
I was suffering from a severe attack of
pleurisy and the local chemist made up
a mixture for me. I could feel an effect
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after taking the first dose, and, after the
second dose, the fluid started to come
away. At that stage, I had not seen a
doctor, but my wife became anxious
when she saw the swelling from the
pleura across my chest. It was then
that the doctor was called and he prescribed something which, in my opinion,
was no better than water in its ~ffect.
The medicine made up by the local
chemist was more effective. After I recovered, I asked the chemist what was
in the mixture, but he hesitated to tell
me. I Itold him how it had affected me,
and he then informed me what the
mixture contained.
The medicine had
not been provided as the result of a
doctor's prescription.
I maintain that heroin and other drugs
should be under some form of contro]
and should be prescribed only by a
medical man. I do not know the effects
of heroin. The Minister of Health has
stated that a ban on the drug is desired
because.it is accessible, but I consider
that perhaps other drugs which can be
acquired just as easily may have a similar effect on some people. If that is so,
the Poisons Act should be amended, so
that proper control may be exercised.
The presentation of this Bill is, in my
opinion, an admission that there is not
a proper control over all drugs that are
administered in medicines throughout
this State, whether on prescriptions· or
otherwise. Because I obtained a beneficial effect from heroin on the occasion·
to which I have referred-Mr. DouBE.-How do you know that
it was the heroin that affected you?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I was info!'!lled of
tha t fact by the pharmacist. I now wish
to refer to the .penalty provision of the
Bill. When I was Chief Secretary, if I had
suggested that the penalty for striking
a police officer should be imprisonment
for the first offence, I would have been
howled down. I admit that the illegal
sale of drugs is a serious offence.
Members of the Labour party, particularly the legally qualified members.
would object that the penalties provided
in the Bill are far too severe. In this
respect, I differ from my colleagues.
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Mr. DOUBE.-There is no comparison
between the seriousness of the crimes.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-In, the minds of
certain persons, the life of a policeman is
held very cheaply. A man drugged with
drink may drive a car which knocks over
and kills a family bread-winner or a
clIild. Such a crime is just as bad as, or
even worse than, drug trafficking. I will
not vote against the measure. I consider
that previous Ministers of Health have
not taken adequate steps to prevent the
illegal use of heroin. I do not think I
need emphasize the point to the present
Minister; probably he realizes the loopholes in the Poisons Act. A drug addict
will obta'in his drugs from some source;
he will find some way of procuring
cocaine or other forms of opium.
The honorable member for Benambra
discussed the effects of heroin in Egypt
in various ages, and in other parts of the
world. In the early development of the
Mallee, a number of Hindus and persons
from different parts of Asia were employed clearing. the land; they cut the
shoots and picked the stumps, -and worked
from daylight to. dark. Some of the
early pioneers have informed me that in
those days· the immigrants ate breakfast
and had another meal, probably a curry,
at nightfall, and that they were sustained
in their labours all day on a chew of
opium.
Members realize that there are opium
dens in the city of Melbourne, and that
they are raided over and over again. It
appears· that abuses of the use of drugs
cannot be stopped. In his second-reading
speech, the Minister of Health stated that
inspectors of the Pharmacy Board and
of the Department of Health would police
the legislation, but they do so at present.
Police and inspectors make regular visits
to chemists and inspect their books.
Abuse'S have been discovered, and severe
punishments inflicted on offenders. I
urge the Minister of Health to examine
the question I have raised with the view
of ensuring that loopholes in the legislation are closed.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was· read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Prohibition of manufacture
or preparation of heroin).
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I am very grateful for the assistance in
the passage of the Bill that has been
given by the' honorable members for
Camberwell and Benambra. The honorable member for Benambra seems to be
at great variance with the Deputy Leader
of the Country party.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Not great variance.
Mr. BARRY.-The Bill has been submitted at the request of the medical
division of the United Nations Organization and of the Commonwealth Government, which )las secured the support
of the Governments of each of the
States in this matter. I agree that there
may be a great deal wrong wi th the
Poisons Act, but if the' statement of the
honorable member for Rainbow is true
that nothing can ever be stopped by the
passing of Acts of Parliament, why
should any be passed?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It seems that abuses
cannot be checked.
Mr. BARRY.-The Commonwealth
Government has passed legislation to
prohibit the importation of this drug,
and a Bill is to be passed by the Parliament of each of the States' to prohibit
the manufacture of heroin in Australia.
In my view, that is the greatest protection that can be achieved. I do not
consider that there is a proper analogy
between a drunken driver of a car and
a chemIst who illegally manufactures
and sells heroin. I do not compare the
two persons. A person who manufactures heroin can ruin the lives of
thousands. The honorable members for
Benambra, 'Oakleigh and Camberwell
stated that drug addicts were subject to
treatment in mental institutions. Unfortunately, some addicts find themselves in
gaol because they commit criminal
offences when suffering from the effects
of the drug. In the last few weeks, I have
signed many warrants to authorize raids
by police officers who have information
relating to cocaine. No pharmacist may
legally supply heroin except on the
prescription of a doctor.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-To get the full effect
of my contention, why does the Government not ban the use of cocaine?
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Mr. BARRY.-I have no objection to
that course being adopted, but it is not
provided for in the Bill. This is one
instance in which the Commonwealth
Government and the Governments of the
various States have' agreed to take
concerted action at the request of the
United Nations Organization.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-We hope they do it
dgain.
Mr. BARRY.-I ask the Opposition to
give the Government some encouragement, to enable the various Governments
to co-operate for once. I do not know
where stocks of heroin are located, but
there may be quantities on the shelves
of every chemist. When the Bill has
been passed, inspectors will be authorized'
to visit stores to check the quantities
of heroin in stock and to protect the
people aga'inst the manufacture of this
drug. It is a simple but important
measure. The honorable member for
Rainbow stated that the penalties provided in the Bill were too high, but his
colleague, the honorable member for
Benambra, contended that they were
too low. I agree with the honorable
member for Benambra. If this legislation had not been asked for in its
present form, 1. would have been willing
to make the penalties greater. In the
meantime, I am prepared to have the
Bill passed as drafted, and if it is not
successful and a higher penalty is
required-perhaps
a
sentence
ot
imprisonment for a first offence-I will
agree to that later. At present, I do
not wish to amend a Bill I have been
asked to bring in as part of an. amalgamation of ideas between the United
Nations~

Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) . - I
appreciate the statement of the Minister
of Health. The genesis of the Bill is
that heroin is the worst addiction drug.
N one of the other drugs has quite the
same danger. Concerning the question
of penalties, I consider that we should
not be bound exactly by the' legislation
passed by the other State Parliaments.
In my view, the penal ties for the illeg'al
distribution of heroin should be on a
sligh tly higher plane than those which
may be imposed fo~ th~ conduct of raffles
can trary to section 88 of the Police
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Offences Act 1928. The Minister can
reconsider this matter before the Bill is
submitted to the other House. If he
then feels that, in fairness to the other
State Governments, the penalties should
not be increased at this stage beyond
£100 and £200 for a first and a second
offence respectively, he might consider
the payment of a reasonable percentage
of the fines imposed into what I shall
call 'a "Central Narcotic Reward Pool"
to amass a sum of money that can
be used to obtain evidence against
offenders.
In many instances the police do not
know with certainty where illegal heroin
is located. Once the legitimate stocks
are exhausted, doubtless there will be
distributed heroin which is far more
corrupt and less chemically perfect than
that obtainable at present, probably with
harmful adm'ixtures to boost its effects.
'Ilhe police should be given every support
in their endeavours to suppress illegal
drug traffic. Apparently, they have to
go through a procedure which involves
the obtaining of a signature of the
Minister of Health. I have been out
with the vice squad in the city, raiding
opium dens in Little Bourke-street and
elsewhere, and I know that in a lot of
cases the police were acting not quite
correctly. If, however, they waited until
they could obtain a search warrant they
realized tha t someone would " squeal"
and, instead of getting the criminals,
their efforts would be a failure. In one
instance that I have in mind the police
made their raid and got over £100 worth
of opium in a den at the back of Manton's
Store. .
If there were provision in this proposed legislation for the building up of
a central narcotics reward fund we
should be able to let possible informers
know that it would be worth their while
gIvmg the police information.
At
present it is not worth a person's while
to "spiel" as he would probably suffer
damage or the loss of his life if he did.
In any newspaper that reports court
cases there will be seen time and again
the expression that" as a result of information received" the police visited a certain address and, later, a man was
charged at the watch-house. The police
Mr. MitcheU.
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could not have operated in that way
unless they obtained information from
informers of either a high or a low
category. Prospective informers in the
case of a drug ring, highly protected,
would not be likely to be tempted by any
payment from a fund raised by means of
the fines proposed under this legislation.
The amount in question would be a mere
fleabite in comparison with the wealth
behind a powerful herO'in ring.
Heroin is reasonably easy of manufacture. There is no very complicated
chemical operation required, and we
shall not catch the people concerned
unless we make it worth the while of
potential ,informers.
However, if the
Minister does not feel that the fines provided in this Bill should be increased, 1
ask if he will give serious consideration
to 'the estabHshment of a fund and the
allocation of a percentage of the fines to
that fund.
Mr. BARRY.-I will.
Mr. BL()OMFIELD
(Malvern) .-1
have been rather horrified to find on an
examination of the Bill that there can be
a second offence under this legislation
without gaol being a necessary consequence. The same sort of thing occurs
in regard to the prosecution of a person
for illegal betting. Time after time a
starting-price operator is fined £50 or
£100, but that is really nothing to him
because the traffic is very profitable. One
can imagine that traffic in heroin would
be extremely profitable.
I would recommend to the Minister
that he oonsult with his departmental
staff and with officers of the Law Department, whereupon he will find that if
real protection is to be afforded, the Bill
must provide for imprisonment without
the option of a fine, at any rate, for a
second offence. I fail to see how we can
be acting adversely to the interests of
other States or against the principle of
uniformity if we provide for a stiff
penalty. One can hardly imagine any~
thing more infamously criminal than the
manufacture of this drug, which is designed for the destruction of human
beings. I would therefore ask the Minister, if he' is considering this matter of
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penalties, to take advice from the Crown
law authorities and provide for an obli:gatory gaol sentence for this offence.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
TATTERSALL CONSULTATIONS
BILL.
The amendment made by the Council
in this Bill was taken into consideration.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-The question is, "That. the
amendment be read a second time."
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-We now come to the dying stages
of this Bill, and I understand that the
only debate tha t can occur now is in
regard to tile specific amendment before
the House. I must say that the Governmen t has been well advised to bring
down this amendment. I should have
thought it might have safeguarded its
reputation, as well as Tattersall's and
that of Victoria itself, by making provision in regard to the setting up of a
number of agencies.
However, that is
another matter. This a'mendment clears
up a point that had been worrying a
number of people. It is now apparent
that tile Premier will enter into an agreement with Tattersall's for a period of
ten years, and that at the expiration of
ten years, no matter who is the Government of the day, it will be the duty of
that Government to enter into a further
agreement of up to ten years at that
stage.
I can see no reason why our consideration of this matter should be delayed. I
have no objection to the amendment. I
should have preferred to see one or two
others come to us along with it,
but now let us dispose of the Bill and
get on with other business.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern). - I
direct the attention of the Premier to
the fact that as the amendment and the
Bill are printed a situation has arisen
which requires to be cleared up.
The
amendment purports to relate to subclause (3) of clause 3, and it appears to
me to be quite meaningless.
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The SPEAKER.-Order!
This is a
m'otion that the second reading of the
amendment be agreed to. The amendment has not been explained in this
House, but I do not think that would
obfuscate the attitude of any member
concerned with it. I repeat that the real
question before the Chair is, "That the
amendment be read a second time."
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).When the Bill was sent to the Council
clause 3 provided(1) The Treasurer may grant to the promoter n licence, subject to this Act and
to such conditions not inc.;onsistent with this
Act as are from time to time agreed between the Treasurer and the promoter, to
promote and conduct consultations in Victoria.
(2) Without affecting the generality of
the last preceding SUb-section it shall be
a condition of the ]icence that not less than
sixty per centum of the total amount of
the subscriptions to each consultation sha]]
be paid by the promoter by way of prizes
in respect of that consultation.
(3) Subject to this Act the licence«(~) shall continue in force for such
period not being less than ten
years as is agreed between the
Treasurer and the promoter; and
(b) may by the Treasurer be extended
from time to time so as to continue in force for any further
period.

In the other House, my colleague, the
Minister of Transport, moved the following amendmentThat sub-clause (3) be omitted with the
view of inserting the following new subclause:(3) Subject to this Act the licence(a) shall continue in force for a period
of ten years; and
(b) may from time to time be extended
by the Treasurer for further
periods but not for more than ten
years at anyone time.

The amendment was agreed to, and it
is now before this House for its approval.
Exception was taken to the clause on
the ground that it could give the Treasurer power to grant a licence for a
longer period than ten years. With the
view of clarifying the position and making the provision quite definite, the
Government decided to have an amendment moved in the other House, and it
is the amendment which has been circulated among honorable members.
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Mr. BOLTE.-There appears to be an
error in the printed amendment.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not think that is so.
However, I shall look into the matter.
Under the amendment the Treasurer
will be empowered to grant a licence
for ten years and no longer. At the
expiration of that period the Treasurer
of the day can grant another licence for
ten years but no longer.
Mr. BOLTE.-He may grant a licence
for less than ten years if he deems fit.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so. Consequently,
any fears which honorable members have
--and some were expressed previouslythat the Treasurer can grant a licence
for a longer period than ten years, are
now set a t rest.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-In other words,
the maximum period is ten years.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so. I shall grant
a licence under my arrangement for
ten years. A future Treasurer cannot
grant a licence for a period longer than
ten years. I moveThat the amendment be agreed to.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malverri).-I do
not think there is any honorable member
who does not favour the intention of the
amendment, but it would appear to me
that the amendment should read Clause
3, sub-clause (2), lines 14 to 20" instea(l
of Clause 3, sub-clause (3), lines 17 t::>
23." As printed, the clause is meaningless.
Mr. CAIN.-It is not meaningless ai.
alL I did not draw up the amendment;
the draftsman did so.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There is no need for
the Premier to be cross. I am pointing
out an error in order to expedite the
business of the House.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).--I understand that a mistake
has been made in distributing the wrong
issue of the Bill. Copies of the Bill as
sent to the Council are now being circulated amongst members. The question
is-" That the amendment be agreed to."
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-The
amendment gives honorable members the
opportunity to once again consider the
period for which Parliament is prepared
-to grant a licence to the organization
known as Tattersall's. It is quite
II

II

BiU.

competent for me, I think, to once again
criticize the term of the proposed
licence. I do not propose to go into the
whole story of the Bill, which has already
been discussed, but I shall deal with the
very valuable franChise to be granted
to Tattersall's by guaranteeing them a
licence for a period of not more than
ten years, with extensions of a similar
period.
It means that in future
Tattersall's will be able to say' to any
court, should any Government attempt
to cancel their operations, "We have not
only a right to operate for ten years, but
we have an expectation of a further
similar period while we carry out the
conditions prescribed in the Act." Therefore, I propose to move an amendment
on the Council's amendment that the
word" and" in paragraph (a) and paragraph (b) be deleted from sub-clause (3)
of clause 3. That will limit the period
for which the privilege granted to Tat:tersall's will continue, so that at the end
of ten years the question of a further
licence will have to come before Parliament. The Treasurer of the day would
not have power to grant a licence for
a further period without the approval of
Parliament.
It is important that the House should
once again take the opportunity of testing the question of this great privilege
that is being granted to Tattersall's and
the terms under which it shall be so
granted. Already we have seen the reactions to the passing of this legislation by
Parliament. It is quite clear that the
period of the licence has been designed
so as to restrict the actions of Parliaments of the future by reason of this
huge amount of compensation which it
would be necessary to pay in order to
abolish the lottery. It would be almost
an impossibility to do so. My amendment will have the effect of reducing the
importance of compensation in the eyes
of a court. Tattersall's will conduct its
lottery on the basis of a ten-year period
without expectation of a further period.
I move.
Th8!t the following words be added to the
motion:-" with the following amendrnentomit I and
(b) may from time to time be extended
by the Treasurer for further periods but
not for more than ten years at anyone

time'."
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Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow). - I
second the amendment on the amendment. My Leader has covered most of
the gOround concerning his proposal to
fix the term of the licence granted to
Tattersall's at ten years. The question
was dealt with in the second-reading
debate and in the Committee stage when
the Bill was before this House. When
speaking to this particular clause I
said that under the Government's proposal there was nothing to prevent the
Government from making a contract for
20 or 100 years. Then I was told not
to be so foolish. Of course, paragraph
(a) of sub-dause (2) of clause 3 then
readShall continue in force for such period
not being less than ten years as is agreed
between the Treasurer and the promoter.

That was the only restriction placed on
the period of the licence. It could not be
for 2 or 5 or 8 years; it could be for
10 or 20, 25, 30 or any number of years
agreed to by the Treasurer.
The
Country party expressed strong opposition to the provision. In effect, we said
that it would mean that the tentacles of
Tattersall's throughout the State could
never 'be uprooted, because the compensation required to remove them would be
so great that no future Government
would be able to do so. Members of my
party also made the point that the
Government was giving a monopoly to
private enterprise and the Parliament of
Victoria should be permitted to review
the arrangement from time to time.
However, the Government was adamant.
It decided that this was to be the be-all
and the end-all of the Tattersall's organi-'
zation in Victoria, and that this measure
was to go on the statute book and stay
there despite the actions of any future
Government. At least the Government
should agree to give Parliament a right
in the future to decide whether it is
right or wrong to allow such an organization to continue operations in this
State. I mean that Cabinet, the leaders
of the State in ten years time, whoever
they may be, should be able to say
whether the lottery is to continue in VicSession 1952-53.-[85]
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toria or not. I have much pleasure in
supporting the amendment submitted by
my Leader.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurec).It is remarkable how this House changes

its views. When the Bill was before the
House I made no promise about amending the clause. I told members opposite
when we were discussing the Bill that
I did not propose to sign a licence for
a period longer than ten years. The
House was not satisfied, and the Government was reasonable enough to take the
view that the position should be clarified
in the other House to make it certain that
it would not be possible to grant an
extension of longer than ten years at
any time. Now it is suggested that the
subject should be reviewed in ten years'
time. This legislation, the same as any
other legislation, can be reviewed by
Parliament at any time.
Mr. McDoNALD.-There will be the
grave risk of paying a huge sum by way
of compensation.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not think there is
such a risk. At the expiration of the
ten years if Parliament decided to review
the legislation, it could do so without
the Government having to pay compensation. There is nothing in the legislation that interferes with the rights of
future Parliaments-the Bill has not
been designed to impede the actions of
future Parliaments. Our Government
has entered into an arrangement with
Tattersall's to come to Victoria. After
the organization has done so, I feel sure
that it will enjoy an experience similar
to that which it has enjoyed in Tasmania.
No future Government will
want to lose the organization from
Victoria. Tasmanian people have gone
into mourning because it is leaving
Tasmania. I trust that the House will
accept the amendment as being the
expression of a reasonable desire on the
part of our Government to meet the
wishes of members.
When the Leader of the Government
in the other House moved the amendment, Mr. Byrnes moved an amendment
on the amendment similar to that moved
to-night by the honorable member for
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Shepparton. In the other place, members said that they trusted me-I thank
them for the compliment-but they said
that they did not know who would be
Premier in ten years' time. In view
of the reasonable attitude of the Government, I ask the House to accept the
amendment. I have always said that
the term to be given Tattersall's would
be ten years and no longer. When the
matter comes forward for review, it will
be the responsibility of the Parliament
of the time to decide what extension is
to be granted to this organization and
the payment of compensation will not be
involved.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I support the amendment on the a'mendment. I submit that the intention of
the clause is different from repealing
legislation and giving Parliament an
opportunity of reviewing the subject in
ten years' time. As printed, the amendment means that the Premier of the
time can extend the legislation for ten
years, and for a further ten years. I
ask the Premier to reconsider the
amendment. Is it the intention of the
Government to have this matter reconsidered in ten years?
lVIr. CAIN.-It is the intention of the
Government to grant a licence to Tattersall's for ten years.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Does the Premier
realize that under the amendment, as
worded, in two or three years' time
the Government could give Tattersall's
an extension of ten years?
Mr. CAIN.-The Government does not
intend to do so.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The amendment
does not carry out the intention expressed by the Premier-that the full
period of ten years will run and then
the matter will be reconsidered. Then
a further licence may be granted for a
period not exceeding ten years. At any
time during that term, a licence for a
further period of ten years may be
granted. That is the meaning of the
amendment. I deplore the introduction
of the lottery into Victoria and I consider that Parliament Should have an
opportunity of reconsidering the whole
matter at the end of ten years.

Bill.

Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda). - The
amendment on the amendment is a dying
attempt by the Leader of the Country
party to block the decision of Parlia'ment
and of the people that the Bill shall
become law as soon as possible. The
arrangement with Tattersall's is that
they shall transfer their business from
Tasmania to Victoria and that they shall
receive security of tenure. The Bill says
that, subject to the control of Parliament, Tattersall's shall have a contract,
called a licence, for a period of ten years
and they may receive an extension of
the licence for a further period of ten
years.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Cannot it be extended next year?
Mr. BOURKE.-I do not think so. Opposition lawyers will see that the intention of the clause is that there shall be
a fixed period of ten years; in other
words, a contract for ten years is to be
made with the Government of the day.
As the present Government is in complete control of Parliament, it could alter
the provision and do away with the
rights of parties, but, as I pointed out
previously, there will be no repudiation
of promises by the Labour party
Government. Tattersall's must rely upon
the Government of the day for an extension of the term for a period of not
more than ten years.
In 1963, the
Government could alter the provision to
make the licence run for ten or even
fifty years. The intention of Parliament
as expressed in the clause is that there
will be a fixed licence for ten years, and
upon its expiration the Government of
the day may grant a licence for a period
of up to ten years at any time. When
the period that may be fixed atone year
or two years expires, the licence may be
extended for a period not exceeding ten
years. I suggest that the amendment
on the amendment is a clever attempt to
upset the will of Parliament, and so I
ask members to vote for the amendment.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Is it your considered opinion that the term can be extended after two years?
Mr. BOURKE.-I would say so, but
not for a period beyond ten years. The
honorable member for Mornington has
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suggested that, at the end of one or two
years, the Government could give a further licence for 50 years. Under the
clause, Parliament cannot extend the
period for longer than ten years. A t all
times, Parliament is in control. The
intention is that the licence shall continue for a fixed period of ten years, and
upon its conclusion the Government of
the day can grant a further extension of
not more than ten years at anyone time.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-As
printed, paragraph (b) of the amendment readsMay from time to time be extended by
the Treasurer for further periods but not
for more than ten years at anyone time.

The honorable member for St. Kilda
would have members believe that the
meaning is the same as if the amendment provided-

clause it is open, as the honorable member for Mornington said, for the Government to do exactly what paragraph (b)
intends; that is to say, to extend the
licence for a further period but not for
more than ten years at anyone time.
For the reasonable operation of the
legislation, at some time before the first
period of ten years has expired the question of an extension of the licence will
arise.
Opposition members would be
happy H the provision were so limited
that the extension could be made within
the last six months of the ten-year
period. As the clause now reads, the
danger that the amendment was designed to prevent remains.
The Bill
was amended in the other place with the
view of obviating the danger pointed out
by Opposition members during our discussion of the question. Undoubtedly it
was the intention of the Premier and
his supporters to obviate that danger,
but, by opposing the amendment proposed by the Opposition, the Government
will not be avoiding that danger, as,
within a couple of years, or even a couple
of months, the Treasurer of the State
might decide to extend the licence to
Tattersall's for another ten years, which,
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to begin with, would give that organization a tenure of 20 years. I repeat that
it is desired to obviate that possibility.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton}.-The question is somewhat
complicated. The question before the
House is that the amendment be agreed
to; to which has been moved an amendment as follows:-" With the following
amendment: Omit' and (b) may from
time to time be extended by the Treasurer for further periods but not for
more than ten years at anyone time '."
The question is, "that the words proposed to be added be so added."
The House divided on the question
(the Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ayes
18
No~
36

Majority against Mr.
McDonald's amendment

May at the end of such period be extended by the Treasurer for further periods
but not for more than ten years at any
one time.

It is clear that on any reading of the
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Cain
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D'Arcy
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Mr. Morrissey
Mr. Morton
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Mr. Mutton
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Mr. Scully
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Mr. Smith
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Mr. Whately

Mr. Holt
Mr. Lemmon
Mr. O'Carroll

Mr. Cain's motion was agreed to.
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FACTORIES AND SHOPS (LONGSERVICE LEAVE) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 4) on the motion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was -resumed.

Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) , This Bill has already been debated at
length in another place, and therefore
( do not intend to take up the time of the
House unduly -in discussing it.
The
principles enunciated by this measure
have been reported on at length in the
newspapers, and they have been widely
discussed by people in and out of Parliament.
The Minister said that the
Bill was identical with the measure
brought forward in the LegislaHve
Council, but subsequent to its introduction in that Chamber it was materially
altered in such a way as to make it not
nearly as objectionable to members on
this -side of the House as was the original
measure.
I wish to make it clear'that nearly all
members on this (the Opposition) side
of the House are in accordance with the
principle of long-service leave. They
consider that after an employee has
worked for twenty years in the service
of an employer, he should be entitled to
a period O'f Tecreation in order to fit him
for further work. A number 'Of awards
of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court
already provide for the granting of longservice leave to employees and a similar
provision is contained in many determinations of State wages Boards. However, if this Bill is passed the provisions
in those wages-Board determinations
will be superseded by those contained in
this measure.
In addition to the benefit prescribed in awards and determinations, many private employers have
instituted schemes for the granting of
superannuation, long-service leave, and
other amenities f,or their employees. The
Government has said, in effect, that the
granting of long-service leave is a right
and just principle. The Government's
attitude is: "We believe in it and we
propose to force this proposition on the
community whether it is ready for it
or not." I have always considered that
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the function of the legislature is to try t'O
co-operate with the people. Endeavours
should be made to persuade the people
to undertake what is right; they should
not be forced to take action along certain
lines and be subjected to penalties if
they fail to do so. As I have said, the
attitude of the Government apparently
is to impose this long-service leave
legislation on the community. In fact,
the whole trend of Labour legislation is
to force people to do things which the
Government considers are right. Regardless of what views members on this
(the Opposition) side of the House hold.
the intention of the Government apparently is to ensure that this legislation
is passed, even if that involves the
House sitting until 3 or 4 o'clock in the
morning when there i~ no need- for that
to be done. If the Government has
that course in mind to-night, it will
have to accept full responsibility. I for
one do not propose to remain here until
the early hours debating a measure
which could be dealt with at a subsequent',
normal sitting.
.
The prOVlSlOns prescribed by the
Arbitration Court regarding long-service
leave have been debated in another
House. It was conceded by the Minister
who was in charge of the Bill there that
if on a case brought before it the
Arbitration Court decided either for or
against long-service leave, and that
subject was one of reference in an award,
the present measure, when passed, would
not affect such an -award nor the
employees who came under it. It is not
conceded, however, that any award
made by the Arbitration Court, Dr any
industry coming under that award,
could possibly be affected even though
long-service leavp. was not a term of
reference. The legal position in that
regard has still to be argued before' the
High Court, which will in due course
arrive at a decision. There will be some
employees who will not be affected by
this State legislation because they are
subject to awards of the Arbitration
Court. Differences will arise between
employees who will be entitled to longservice leavp. and others who will not.
Some employees will come under awards
of the Arbitration Court for long-service
leavp. and others will be refused the
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benefit. So there will be a kind of
mixed. bag. as is always the case when
legislation has been hastily prepared an(l
rushed through Parliament. There is a
risk that many injustices will be caused.
accompanied by feelings of consternation.
I submit that there is no need for suc:h
hasty legislation. The Bill provides that
unless by agreement between an employer and his employees, the scheme
shall not come into operation until the
end of 1954. One would think that the
Government would have taken time to
consider many aspects that must inevitably arise. At least the Government
should have made inquiries in other
States which have a kind of jurisprudence in respect of long-service leave. I
refer to such States as· Queensland and
New South Wales where court decisions
have no doubt been made on the subject,
thus facilitating legislative enactment.
I emphasize that, although this Bill
will be passed irrespective of the
opinions of Opposition members, there
was no justification for its speedy
preparation, and its equally rapid intro. duction. I contend that even before this
legislation actually begins to operate,
two or three amending measures will
become necessary. I suggest that it is
possible that some employees will not
be as well off under these long-service
leave provisions as they think they will
be.
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person is not pulling his weight, he will
not be carried for five years and be
allowed to qualify for this leave. In
that event there will be numerous
workers changing from one place of
employment to another and they will fail
to become entitled to the benefit now
proposed.
Obviously, employers will try to obtain
the best service from their employees
and I repeat my warning that some of
the latter will perhaps not be as well
off under this scheme as is thought. I
still consider that the best method of
establishing a system of long-service
Many
leave is that of persuasion.
employers already have schemes operating. A case should be submitted to
either the Arbitration Court or the
wages Board concerned, whereupon the
question would be the subject of
adjudication as between the two parties.
This proposition should not be foisted
upon employers before they are ready
for it. During his second-reading speech
the Minister of Education mentioned that
State employees, such as those in the
Railway Department, have the bene'fit of
long-service provisions under existing
Acts. He added his regret that comparatively few had received their long-service
leave when it was due. I think he stated
that in nearly all instances they had to
wait until their retiring age was reached.
That applies, I believe, in the Railway
Department and the Police Force and it
was not intended originally, nor is it
the intention of the present measure.

To some degree, this measure will
make for more efficiency in industry. It
may be shown that there are employees
The situation is not being met at all
who have served an employer for periods
varying from say, five to twenty years by requiring employers to provide longbut have done so without pulling their service leave. What the Government is
weight. In ordinary circumstances, the saying, in effect, is: "Victoria has long:employer may consider that such em- service leave legislation for its Crown
ployees are, nevertheless, rendering employees but is unable to give that consome small service and that they should cession when it is due. The employees
be allowed to continue. When it comes, . concerned have to wait until their retirehowever, to the granting of long-service ment. Nevertheless, we propose to make
leave and the employer realizes that he employers in outside industry establish
must provide for employees who are not a system of long-service leave for their
pulling their weight, he will revise the employees." This Bill has been brought
staff list during the first five years. If iorward too soon; more considered judghe considers that he is not obtaining full ment would have resulted in better legisservice from some persons in his pay lation. The measure was debated so fully
he will dispense with their services. in the Council that further long discusThus, this long-service leave legislation sion in the Assembly would not bring
will make for greater efficiency. When a any results from the Governmen t.
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Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-My
contribution to this discussion will be
very brief because on behalf of the members of my party I have made it abundantly clear that they continue to support a realistic and humanitarian outlook
towards employees in industry. Members of the Country party have always
been consistent supporters of additional
benefits and amenities for workers. For
looking after the best interests of the
workers my party has a record that will
compare with the record of any other
party. It was a Country party Government that some years ago brought forward the original long-service leave legislation, and when there was an intimation
from the present Government that it
proposed to introduce a measure along
the lines of that now before the House,
I did not hesitate to state what the attitude of my party was. I said that if the
Bill then mooted contained the principles
which that party supported it would be
acceptable. I am constrained to make
these remarks because the Country party
has been twitted in the course of discussion of other measures that its members
do not favour long-service leave. On the
occasions when such an assertion was
made I did not have an opportunity of
denying it, but I now re-affirm the party's
viewpoint with a view to proving its
bona fides, since it has always been
keenly interested in the welfare of employees in the State of Victoria.
I agree with the honorable member for
Mornington that amending measures will
be necessary before this long-service
leave scheme can be made workable.
Anomalies will appear from time to
time and they will have to be dissipated
in the best interests of all concerned,
more especially the workers affected. I
concur in the view of the honorable member for Mornington that this Bill was
hastily prepared. It is new legislation
so far as it affects private industry and
its implementation in its present form
may be difficult. Possibly the Government was wise in deciding to launch the
scheme in the hope of improving it from
time to time, as will most certainly be
necessary. There is one aspect which
the Government might have considered
more carefully than it has, namely,
the smooth introduction of the scheme
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into industry. Long-service leave can
be a costly undertaking. I concede that
the amendments effected in another
place, relating to the deferment of the
operation of the scheme for twelve
months and the taking into consideration
of superannuation benefits, have lessened
the impact of the measure. There is no
doubt in my mind, however, that the
legislation is being hurriedly pressed on
industry. I had hoped that certain
amendments moved by one of my colleagues in another place would have been
adopted, but they were not. In view
of the la'ck of success in the Upper- House,
I am certain ,that similar amendmenis
will not be accepted by the Government
in this House; therefore, I do not
propose to submit them. The Government must accept responsibility for the
passage of this measure.
I claim that the majority of employers
in Victoria are favourable to the principle of long-service leave for employees.
They realize that it is to their advantage
for employees to be satisfied that they
are receiving a fair deal, or better.
Industries have not complained about the
proposal to establish the principle of
long-service leave, but some will be
embarrassed financially in having to
bring the scheme into operation within a
period of twelve months. I suggest
seriously to the 'Minister that that aspect
should be reviewed. I do not attempt
to delay the passage of the measure, with
which the Country party agrees in
principle. Nevertheless, we desire that
long-service leave shall be introduced
without disturbing industry unduly and
without causing financial embarrassment to employers. If a reasonable
period of time had elapsed before the
measure became effective, employers
could have arranged for actuaries to
determine what financial provISIOns
would be necessary and made suitable
arrangements with insurance companies
to meet the position, but that has not
been possible. Long-service leave might
then have been instituted with but little
addition to employers' costs, but now
they will be subjected to a substantial
increase, at a time when Australian products have almost been costed out of
export markets.
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I do not deny the right of an employee
to obtain the privileges of the Bilr at a
reasonably early date in certain cases,
such as those 'Of sickness, but I consider
·that a little longer period should be
allowed for the application of the measure to those persons who are physically fit. I am certain that, as a result of
the Government's rushing into this
matter, costs will be increased considerably, which position should be avoided, if
possible.
In my view there are no better employers than those who operate in the
State of Victoria. They accept Arbitration Court awards and wages Board
determinations, and, in the main, if an
award or determination does not exist,
they pay thase rates of wages that would
have applied if awards or determinations
had been in operation. There may be
some exceptions, but I claim that they
are few. It is incumbent upon the
Government to consider the interests of
employers when passing a measure of
this character. I have heard of one firm
that will be involved in an expenditure
of £80,000 immediately. I am informed
that that organization is not as well off
financially as it might be. I know I)f
another but much smaller firm,
which will be involved in an immediate expenditure of £6,000. Those
are
real
sums
of money,
the
expenditure of which will have a
considerable impact on the price structure.
The Government could have
avoided much oJ the inconvenience that
will be caused by the passage of this
measure if it had permitted a slightly
longer periad to elapse before the commencement of the scheme.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-The
Minister of Education, in his secondreading speech, stated that, as the
measure had been debated fully in
another place, he hoped that there would
be no unnecessary debate on it in this
Chamber. I do not propose to delay the
passage of the Bill, but I desire to ask
the honorable gentleman why a few
meddling politicians are interfering with
the good relationships that have existed
between employers and employees over
the years. I maintain that if an employee remains with one employer for
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a period of twenty years, that employer
is not such a bad one, after all. During
the last seven or eight years, any workman could leave his job and find a more
lucrative one "around the corner." I
cannot help feeling that the Government has meddled in something that was
not asked far and that is not requireci.
In my view, many employees will resent
the intrusion of the Government, as a
result of which it will become mandatory
for employers to provide thirteen weeks'
long-service leave for their employees
after twenty years' service.
Probably, the Government has proceeded with this Bill without considering
its consequences. Certainly, its operation must result in increased costs at a
time when the economy of the country
is just beginning to stabilize itself.
After all, what is thirteen weeks' leave
to any individual after twenty years'
service? I contend that it does not mean
very much. To ·an employer in a small
way, hawever, who has to make available
£200 approximately for every employee
entitled to long-service leave, the position could be embarrassing financially.
The implementation of this Bill could
result in a change from the longestablished principle of "first man on,
last man off." In future, employers
might resort to the principle of "first
man on, first man off." That is an
occurrence which, I believe, no member
would favour.
The Arbitration Court, in the main,
assesses the wages and .condi tions of
workers in Victoria. Different rates of
wages are stipulated for permanent and
casual employees, and that is a proper
procedure. There is no permanency of
employment or regular income for casual
workers. Nevertheless, this Bill will
provide a distinct advantage for permanent employees. I should not be
greatly surprised if, when this measure
is promulgated, casual workers seek
from the Arbitration Court a comparable
increase in their rates of wages.
Obviously, it is impossible to have only
permanent employees in industry. Some
persons must be employed in a casual
capacity for tasks such as the harvesting
of wheat and fruit, the shearing of
sheep, working in woolsheds, and so on,
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and I consider that they will be justified in seeking increased wages to compensate for the long-service leave
benefits that will be granted to permanen t employees. If such a'll increase
is granted, it must adversely affect the
cost of production and that, in turn will
increase the price of commoditi~s to
consumers, which we are all striving to
avoid.
Our first duty is to ensure that the
wage-earner shall receive constant
employment at a salary that will provide him and his family with a reason~ble standard of living.
At this stage,
mdustry should not be asked to carry
an increased burden. It must be borne
in mind that, at the commencement of
the second world war, many new
industries were established in Victoriaindustries that might not survive the
impact of severe post-war competition.
The enforcement of the long-service
leave scheme may cause their costs of
production to become prohibitive, and
that will probably have the effect of men
being thrown out of work. I throw that
argument into the ring for what it is
worth. The Opposition is not opposed to
the principle of the measure; nevertheless, I believe that the State could
well have done without it. Moreover, j
do not think the employees themselves
wou1d grieve if they did not receive the
benefit of thirteen weeks' leave after
twenty years' work. I cannot imagine
that a man aged from 34 to 35 years
would claim. that he needed thirteen
wee~s' holiday. If the principle of longserVIce leave were applied to men over
55 years of age, I should have thought
that there was some justification for the
proposal.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran).-I should
not have participated in the debate had
it not been for the remarks of the honorable member for Korong. In the first
place, I desire to inform the honorable
m:mber for Mornington, frankly, that
thIS measure has not been introduced
hastily. It has been considered by
the Labour party for many years
past.
It was realized, however,
tha t certain persons would not subscribe to the principle underlying it.
Judging by the utterances of some
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Oppos'i tion members in this Chamber and
their' colleagues in another place, it is
obvious that they would like the measure
to be dropped. After all, who is concerned about it? Let us not fool our-·
selves that the good employer is
concerned, because he is not. He is
happy to see it introduced, because it
will ensure that the bad employer, who
is not concerned with the welfare of
employees, will also provide long-service
leave. It cannot be denied that there
are many who might be termed bad employers. I can cite my own experience.
I worked with one company, under an
incentive payments scheme, for eighteen
years, and when I had the good fortune
to be elected a member of this House I
did not receive, and I have not up to this
time received, even thanks for my period
of service. The provisions of this Bill
will ensure that such companies 'as my
former employer shall give some compensation to employees who have given
faithful service.
Mr. TURNBULL.-They will not worry
if they can pass on the cost.
Mr. PETTIONA.-Undoubtedly, any
added cost will be passed on. We all
remember the time when men, after giving twenty, 25 or 30 years' service, were
dismissed from factories when they
a ttained middle age, and there is
no doubt that similar action will
be taken in the future.
Members
who have spent their lives in the bush
know very little about ia(!tories in the
metropolitan area, but I can assure them
that because of their ages they would
experience serious difficulty if they endeavoured to obtain work in factories.
Relatives of mine, who are over 40 years
of age, have been tramping the streets
for some time in an endeavour to obtain
employment in factories.
Members
should not be so adamant in their
opinions that employers will not like the
operation of this legislation, and it is
absurd to suggest that employees will
not care for the idea of long-service
leave. It would be' interesting to conduct a referendum to ascertain whether
long-service leave was desired or not.
I should like to outline what has been
done in providing long-service leave in
other 'countries. For instance, in the
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United States of America, where there
is not a high rate of union membership,
one company which recently advertised
for employees offered twelve months'
leave after two years' service. The leave
was not to be taken there and then, but,
as of right, each employee after giving
two years' service was to receive at some
time or other twelve months' leave.
Mr. TuRNBULL.-Would the employees
in that industry be compelled to retire
at 65?
Mr. PETTIONA.-That may be so.
The honorable member for Korong considers that employees in Victoria should
work until they are 65 and still get
nothing. Further, in certain industries
in the United States of America employees are insured for 3,000 dollars, the
whole premium being paid by the employer. Let us examine the position of
Australian companies which are supposed to be good employers. In the September issue of the Industrial and
Mining Review an article headed "The
Truth A'bout Profits," gives comparative
figures of company profits. In one
paragraph it is stated that profits are
far smaller than most people imagine,
and that in Australia they are much
lower than in any other Englishspeaking country. The figures illustrate
that in the United States of America
t.he profits on shareholders' funds before
tax is paid amount to 28 per cent.
and after tax to 12 per cent.; whereas
in Australia the profits before tax is
paid are 15 per cent. and after tax, 8
per cent. Under the heading of "What
Useful Function do they Perform?" this
statement appearsAll prOfits are not paid out in dividends.
A large part (in Australia an average of
25 per cent., in the United States of America
an average of 60 per cent.) are retained
every year in the business. Those profits
are used to improve and expand productive equipment, to promote research, and
to safeguard the financial future of its
employees.

Analysed furth.er, that statement reveals
that the final net profit in the United
States of America is 4 per cent. and in
Australia 6 per cent. Those figures do
not disclose that the Australian employers are generous people. Because the

profits are not ploughed back into indus-try, industry becomes inefficient. Mem-bers of the Opposition are supporting'
inefficien t management.
The operation of the provisions of this
Bill will promote more efficient management. Irrespective of any legislation,
there will always be bad and good employers. However, the bad employer will
endeavour to get over legislation in some
way, and, in the main, he will do so by
allowing his -equipment to become obsolete. In that way the lives of his employees will be endangered. The machines
on which I worked for nearly twenty
years are still being handled by former
workmates of mine. Members of the
Opposition are prepared to support that
type of employer, who has to be forced
either by court or legislative action to
provide employees with a fair deal. In
my opinion, the legislation proposed in
this Bill will provide a fillip to production; it will ensure greater production,
because the employees will feel that they
have some stake in the industry in which
they are working and they will give of
their best. As a result, companies will
receive greater profits.
It is true, as has been stated, that the
legislation may have some effect on the
courts. Perhaps, after a recent sad
decision, the least said about the courts
the better. Some criticism could be
levelled at the views expressed by some
people that the employers have not got
a deficit to work on. When people talk
in that way, it is time that members of
Parliament expressed some opinion as to
that attitude.
Mr. BOLTE.-What was your statement
concerning the court?
Mr. PETTIONA.-I said that some
criticism could be made of views
expressed that employers should not be
saddled with something when they have
not got a deficit to work upon.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Did you not say
that the least said about the court the
better?
Mr. PETTIONA.-I did say that, because of a recent sad decision. Perhaps
the court will have ample time to reflert
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upon its decision as time goes by. After
all, long-service leave is being introduced
for the express purpose of ensuring that
persons who give their life's service to
an employer shall at least receive some
sa tisfactory return. In my opinion,
members of the Opposition s'peak with
their tongues in their cheeks, because, if
they had their way,' they would not
provide long-service leave. They ask for
the operation of the legislation to be
deferred until next year, but I contend
that it has been put off for too long. This
Government is a Government of action,
not only insofar as persons associated
with the trade union movement are concerned, but with people generally. There
is no doubt that the citizens of this State
are satisfied with what the Government
has done up to date, and that they will
commend the Government further for its
future actions by returning it to office
when the next election is held.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-Earlier to-day,
the Minister of Education explained a
Bill to amend and consolidate the law
relating to industrial matters and the
supervision and regulation of factories,.
shops and other premises, and for other
purposes. I assume that if that measure
is passed, this Bill will be incorporated
in the consolidation.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That would be the
logical course, and I hope that it happens.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-Members of the Opposition are
not opposed to employees receiving just
treatment, as was suggested by the
honorable member for Prahran. We are,
however, concerned that the decent employer shall be protected. When the Bill
was introduced into the Legislative
Council, we considered that the decent
employer was not receiving sufficient protection, because it was originally intended
that the provisions of this measure should
be superimposed on any scheme that the
employer had already established in his
business. I consider that the amendment
submitted by the Government in the
Legislative Council was a fair and
reasonable compromise. Since this provision of long-service leave was first
mooted, I have been of the opinion
that the smaller business men in
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the older established centres, such
as the mining districts of Bendigo
and Ballarat, would be at a disadvantage as a result of the operation of the proposed legislation. In
many cases, those people, even though
working on a small margin of profit,
provide superannuation schemes for
employees. The proprietors of some old
established businesses considered that
they would be required to meet certain
commitments immediately which would
embarrass them. The Government has
seen the wisdom of adopting a just
compromise.
I have spoken with
several persons who were most concerned about the provisions of the Bill
when it was originally introduced but
who now feel happy about it. They are
content because they consider that the
schemes they have initiated are superior
to the long-service leave provisions of
the Bill and are confident that it wiU be
ruled that their schemes are better than
the arbitrary plan of the Government.
With the honorable member for
Prahran, I a·m not concerned about what
happens to the bad employers. If the
Bill compels them to make sure that
their employees receive fair and just
treatment, I am fully in accord with it.
As the Bill is framed, 'however, my view
is that the vast majority of employers
have already estabHshed schemes which
are far better than that proposed by the
Governmen t. During the weekend, I
met a young dentist who has purchased
a practice from an elderly man. There
are three employees in the business, and
through no fault of his own, this young
man is liable for the payment of the
equivalent of £700 as soon as the Bill
That is an anomaly.
becomes law.
When the Government had the legislation drafted, I do not think it expected
to embarrass young men starting in
business.
I advised the dentist to
initiate a scheme that would cushion his
immediate payment and enable him to
spread it over a period of four or five
years. I trust that when an employer
realizes that he has an obligation to
meet .and desires to do so, he will not be
embarrassed because of the passage ot
this measure. Members of the Opposi-
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tion consider that the Government, by
altering the Bill from its original form
to that in which it is now before
the House, has more or less met the
wishes of the main body of employers,
and there is no reason to delay the passage of the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
passed through Committee, and reported
to the House without amendment, and
the report was adopted.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I move-That t·his Bill be now read a third time.

On behalf of the Government, I should
like to say that I appreciate the
courtesy and assistance given by the
Opposition to the Government in having
I agree
this Bill passed to-night.
with the Leader of the Opposition tha t after a Bill has been
thoroughly thrashed out i1I1 the other
place and a final decision has been
reached by conference andcompr'0mise,
in some cases, nothing is to be gained
by having a long debate in this House.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
ADJOURNMENT.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT: ILLEGAL USE OF
MOTOR
VEHICLES-UNIVERSITY
OF
MELBOURNE: INCREASE OF FEES.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN
I move--

(Chief Secretary).-

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I direct the attention of the
Government, and particularly of the
Chief Secretary, to the car stealing epidemic which is reaching alarming proportions in Victoria. Every time this
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question has been raised during the six
years in which I have been a member of
the House, the Chief Secretary or a
member of the Govermpent, has stated,
and even members of the Opposition
have agreed, that the penalties in the
Act are sufficient, but it appears to me
that they should be revised. In two and
a half days 31 cars have been reported
stolen in Melbourne. In my view, there
is no question of the illegal use of a car.
When·a person takes someone else's property, whether it be a car or drapery
from an emporium, I can see no difference whatever dn the two offences. It is
peculiar that when there is a wet weekend more cars are stolen than usual. It
appears that aLter the performances at
theatres have ended and rain is falling,
certain persons consider that they may
use cars belonging to others. Almost
invariably, the car taken is involved in
an accident, or the radio set or some
other accessory is stolen.
Mr. BOURKE.-The relevant legislation
provides that a penalty of up to fourteen
years imprisonment can be inflicted for
this type of offence. Is not that enough?
Mr. BOLTE.-I agree with the honorable member for St. Kilda that penalties
are provided by legislation, but they may
not be imposed. I am not sure that
sufficiently heavy penalties are provided.
For instance, there is no minimum
penalty.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order!
The remarks of the
Leader of the Opposition should be
addressed to a question 'Of Government
administration. It seems to me, with
respect, that the hon'0rable member is
addreSSing himself to a matter of legislation. Unless he can bring his remarks
more into line with some aspect of emergency or necessary action to be taken
under the legislation than he has done
so far, perhaps he should take some
other action to bring the question to the
notice of the Chief Secretary.

Mr. BOLTE.-I agree, Mr. Speaker,
that there is a thin line dividing question of Government administration and
of legislation. I realize that the Chief
Secretary is as much concerned about
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this problem as I am. Perhaps, by
co-operation, we may be enabled to reach
agreement on measures to prevent a
practice which certain persons are adopting. They seem to believe that there is
just an open season to use the property
of others.

Adjournment.

with offenders, provided that they are
applied. I am concerned about the
matter, as he is, and I undertake to
discuss the question with him further
and with the Chief Commissioner of
Police, with the view of ascertaining the
possibility of having even a closer check
made in an effort to stop this practice.
Possibly, there is one step that could be
taken in an effort to reduce the incidence
of the stealing of motor cars, or should
I say the illegal use of motor vehicles.
The insurance companies might offer a
reasonable rebate to the owner of a
vehicle fitted with a device designed to
minimize the possibHity of theH. I
understand that it is possible for one
make of car, even though the ignition
key is not available and the car is locked,
to be started with a sixpenny piece.
One would naturally think the manufacturers of the cars themselves would take
some cognizance of the situation. Surely
some means could be adopted by which
the temptation to use a car illegally
would be mechanically minimized. I do
not think it is beyond the capacity of
car manufacturers to take reasonable
precautions against the theft of a
vehicle. In this matter I am concerned
with those who steal a car and put it
to' illegal use, but I am concerned still
more over the loss of the lives of innocent people which often follows. However, as I have just said, I shall be
pleased to discuss this matter further
with the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-I wish to
bring to the notice of the Government,
and especially the Minister of Education, a report that the lecture-fees to be
paid by students of the University of
Melbourne have been increased by 25
per cent. I consider that such an
increase is enormous and, in my view,
no increase in university fees should be
permitted. Students are not necessarily
the sons and daughters of wealthy
persons. Many of them are working
and study part-time, and they are
considerably disadvantaged by the
prospect of having to pay greatly
increased fees. The Budget presented
by the Government for this financial
year provides for an increased grant to
the university of the sum of £35,000
compared with last year. I ask the
Government to investigate the matter
before the decision is implemented in
the new year. It is estimated that an
additional sum of £66,000 will be raised
by imposition of the increased f~es. I
urge the Governmen t to ascertain
whether it can finance this additional
sum and request the university authorities to rescind its decision. Certain
members of this House attend the university part-time and pay their own fees,
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educaand theirs is an example of what is tion).-The matter raised by the honoroccurring in the community. I ask the able member for Toorak concerns the
Government to investigate the matter.
Treasury more than the Education
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).- Department. The amounts set aside for
All decent sections of the community are the university are always included in
concerned with the position outlined by the Education vote as, really, a transacthe Leader of the Opposition. The tion between the Treasury and the UniGovernment has had di'scuss'ions on versity Council. I undertake to bring
the question with those who actually this matter to the notice of the Treasury,
control law and order, and they are but if there is any additional money
doing all that IS humanly possible to available for education I may add that
minimize the illegal use of motor cars. I shall be very happy to use it for my
The Leader of the Opposition has raised own Department.
the matter in good faith, but I contend
The motion was agreed to.
that the existing legislation contains
sufficient penalties adequately to deal
The House adjourned at 10.17 p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday) November 11) 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
PUBLIC SERVICE AND TEACHING
SERVICE.
NUMBER PERMANENTLY EMPLOYED:
LONG-SERVICE LEAYE.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of Transport'
How many persons are permanently
employed in the Public Service and the
Teaching Service, respectively, and how
many in each service are entitled to longservice leave?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-This information will
take some time to compile. As soon as
it is obtained it will be forwarded to the
honorable member in the form of a
return.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The question and the answers will be
in the possession of the House and, therefore, the information will be supplied
to the House.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is
so.
LANDLORD AND TENANT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion for the
second reading of this Bill was read.

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General). - The Government
is conscious of the problems that are
associated with rent control, and serious
consideration is now being given to its
numerous facets. As a matter of fact,
a sub-committee of Cabinet has been
appointed to investigate the matter. It
is not my desire to elaborate the position at this stage because I propose that
the Order of the Day be postponed and
I prefer to reserve my remarks for a
future occasion. I desire to assure Mr.
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Gartside, however, that the Government
has not disregarded either the problem!)
associated with rent control or the Bill
introduced by him. The matter is under
constant examination, and the Government hopes to be in a position to make a
statement, or to present a measure to
deal with the situation, at an early date.

The Hon. C.' P. GARTSIDE (South·
Eastern Province).-I have no objection
to the postponement of the Order of the
Day, because I know that the Government will give favourable consideration
to my measure, as it has promised to do.
The Order of the Day was postponed
until Wednesday, November 25.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (BUILDING
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE) BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion for the
second reading of this Bill was read.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I desire to intimate that
the Government has appointed a committee to investigate the building regulations of this State. I think that was
the intention of the measure introducec.
by Mr. Swinburne. Before proceeding
further, I should like to ask Mr. Swinburne whether he is content to permit
the matter to rest there and agree to the
Order of the Day being postponed
indefini tely.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-In view of
the statement made by the Minister of
Transport, I am agreeable to the proposed postponement of the Order of the
Day.
I suggest, however, that the
matter might be reviewed in a fortnight's time.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The Bill
will not be dropped from the Notice
Paper.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-If, at
the end of a fortnight, the Government
has not received a report from the committee, the Order of the Day can be
postponed further.
The Order of the Day was postponed
until Wednesday, November 25.
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MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I understand
that
the
Government is taking action with regard
to this Bill also. In the absence of Mr.
Chandler, I suggest that the Order of
the Day be postponed for a fortnight.
The Order of the Day was postponed
until Wednesday, November 25.
RAILWAYS (MT. BUFFALO
CHALET) BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill relating to the management
of the Chalet at Mount Buffalo by the
Victorian Railways Commissioners.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Act 1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS (WAGES
BOARDS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of the Hon.
A. M. Fraser (Minister of Labour) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-This Bill has for its
object the removal of the rights of wages
Boards to fix wages of their own volition. If this Bill becomes law, those
bodies will be forced to make automatic
the cost-of-living adjustments that follow
any particular award they may make.
In other words, State wages Boards will
be constrained or coerced by the Government to follow a certain procedure in
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making their determinations.
This
action of the Government is consequent
upon a decision of the Commonweal th
Arbitrat~on Court and it raises several
extremely involved aspects of the political constitutional situation, as well as of
the economic situati'on. I imagine that
several books could be written on the
subject -of whether this Bill is a proper
one, whether employers have adopted the
correct procedure, and whether, in fact,
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court is
the proper authority to settle the
question which is now under discussion.
As one of those persons who believe
strongly in State rights, I consider that
in many ways-without offering any
criticism of ,the Comm-onwealth Arbitration Court-the establishment of
that tribunal by the Commonwealth
Government, with the powers that it has
and the powers possessed by Conciliation
Comm~sioners, is quite wrong in principle, It was never intended, under the
original framework of the Common-·
wealth Constitution, that the Arbitration
Court could operate in such a way as to
interfere with the sovereign powers of
the States. There are, however, decisions.
of the High Court of Australia which,
as the Minister of Labour indicated, override the decisions of State Parliaments. I
am certain that that position was never
intended. I consider that it is entirely
wrong· for the Arbitration Court to hand
down decisions which have the effect of
interfering with State instrumentalities
wi th respect to the determination of the
rates of wages that will be paid to·
employees.
Moreover, I consider that it is wrong
for the Arbitration Court to be enabled to
hand down decisions relating to hours of
employment, so 'as to override the
sovereign powers of this Parliament~ /
Probably I feel more strongly about thil'
aspect than does the Minister of Labour.
As the honorable gentleman stated last
night, in the course of debate, his party
believes in unification. I do not believe·
in that principle. I favour a proper balance of power between municipal coun-ens, State Parliaments, and the Federal
Parliament.
I also support the bi-·
cameral system of Government. Further,
I adhere to the principle that, in the-
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multitude of counsellors, there is safety_
I do not believe in centralized authority,
or in the pureaucracy that flows from it.
Members should consider what has
happened to impel the Government to
bring down this Bill. The arbitration
system seems to me to bring into play
several absurd forces. First, there is
nearly always the spectacle of trade
unions presenting enormous and extravagant claims, which they do not expect
will be granted. Employers submit
equally extrav·agant cla:ims, which they
know will not be granted, either. I sometimes think that 1:he public must feel that
both sides are completely unreac;onahle
and sltupid. In this particular instance, the
employers asked for increased hours of
work and a reduction in the basic wage.
They also tried to have the rates of pay
for females reduced. Then, as a sort of
"ma'ke weight" the suggestion to
eliminate the quarterly cost-of-living
adjustmen ts was thrown in. My view,
which I have expressed previously not
only in this Chamber but to the Chamber
of Manufactures on more than one
occasion, i'S that the employers find themselves in a strange and peculiar position.
To my way of thinking, it is not really
important to an employer whether he
pays £5 or £7 or £10 a week, so long as
his competitors have to pay a similar
sum of money. If an employer operates
efficiently, he can pass the charge on to
consumers of the goods he produces.
Viewing the matter entirely from the
point of view of an employer, I cannot
perceive that it makes any difference
whether his cost of labour, materials, or
services is increased, so long as he
knows 1:hat all of his competitors have
to pay the same rates. He can then rely
on his own efficiency to compete with
other employers engaged in a similar
industry.
Under prices regulation No. 666,
manufacturers, retailers, and wholesalers
were allowed to add the same percentage
'because of increasing costs, and prices
and profits mounted. In this instance,
employers have fought a case according
to a sort of tradition that they must
object to all applications lodged by
employees. The employers seem to have
been placed in the position of defendants.
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The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-There was
no claim by the employees, but there
was an application by the employers in
the recent case decided by the Arbitration Court.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But the
employees counter-claimed for an increase in the basic wage. I should have
thought that the proper persons to have
stated whether there should or should
not be an increase in wages were the
members of the Government, politicians,
the Housewives Association, or a body
of consumers. They must pay the increases, not the manufacturers, the
shareholders, or the managers. The
consumers are the persons most concerned in this problem. The employers
are pictured as a kind of "big bad
wolf" which objects to rises in wages
and demands reductions. Why do they
adopt that attitude? I have asked this
question at meetings of the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures. The answer
is that the employers fear that if wages
are increased unduly they will be priced
out of their markets.
On the one hand, they fear that if
they are in a non-sheltered industry, the
tariff walls will not be big enough to
protect them from imports. On the
other hand, primary producers, who sell
on an open market, are faced with
increases in costs. Probably, pr.imary
producers, are more concerned in this
issue than manufacturers, because if the
overseas market falls, the increases in
costs inside this closed Australian
economy may place them in an embarrassing position. Movements in the overseas market are beyond the control of
Australian producers. Out of fear of
what may happen to them in the future,
manufacturers and primary producers
endeavour to keep wages down, but it
is not their problem as such although
it may be as citizens.
As a manufacturer, I have felt that if
wages and costs are increased to a point
of stupidity, the industry in which I am
engaged must obtain Governmental protection. Curiously, the manufacturer
and the employee have a very common
interest in costs-a much greater common interest than they have with
the consumer.
If this could be
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measured in percentages, I think it
would be found that the manufacturer
and the employee have an equal interest
in preserving a stable economy and full
employment, and the consumer runs a
very bad third.
Extravagant claims are made by
unions. Why? I have discussed this
question with a number of persons, and
my general view is that union leaders
consider that if they do not submit
imposing demands and appear to fight
for them, the rank and file will
consider that their leaders are not doing
a proper job. Out of fear that they may
lose their positions heads of unions
come into an equal range of stupidity
with the employers.
The Arbitration Court was established
to decide disputes between two parties
who have a tremendously common
interest in the welfare of the country.
Both employers and employees have been
driven to submitting absurd claims. The
decision to abolish the quarterly adjustments has been criticized by a number of
persons. I take it that members of this
House are entitled, so long as we do not
direct undue criticism at the Arbitration
Court, to discuss the reasons for the
recent decision. The court does not
normally administer criminal laws; in
effect, it makes economic laws.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-You can
always criticize a decision.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
court's reasons have been stated very
fully. In effect, the court has made a
new principle on which to base new law.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I agree with
that statement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The court
has laid a foundation upon which a new
decision may be made. I read the full
text of the judgment carefully. The
court stated that the first basic wage
was determined upon the needs of a
family, in a civilized country, and I presume the court which made the original
decision was referring to Australia.
There was no doubt in the minds of the
members of the court that the Judge
who fixed the first basic wage also had
in mind what was needed in this civilized
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country by a man in order to make a fair
average living. He referred to payments made by various non-competitive
bodies. At that very early date, there
were two criteria in assessing the basic
wage-what was a fair thing in this
country for a man to receive, and what
was the capacity of industry to pay.
Reading the judgment, I consider that
decisions of the Arbitration Court have
always been based upon the capacity of
industry to pay.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Mr. Justice
Higgins expressly rejected that view.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-I appreciate that fact, but in his judgment he
stated that he looked to see what employers in non-competitive industries
were paying.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-At that stage~
he had no measuring rod.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There is
no real measuring rod now.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Mr. Justice
Higgins took the view that if an industry
was unable to pay the subsistence wage,
it should go out of existence.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-That is'
so. The decision in that case was based
upon two criteria. First, he considered
the needs of a man living in a civilized
community. If that Judge had been
making a decision in China, it would have·
aeen useless for him to make a similar
award, because it would be impossible
for China to raise the standard of living
of the coolies to the level fixed. A man
making a judgment in this country on a
" needs" wage must have regard to the
ability of industry to pay.. In the year
1930, there was a reduction in the basic
wage. It was implemented by a decision
of the Arbitration Court following the·
formulation of the Premiers' plan.
Subsequently, the basic wage was increased. In 1947 and 1950 there were
increases amounting with consequential
cost-of-living 'additions to £2 lOs. a week,
based upon the ability of industry to pay.
That is a proper criterion.
Representatives of the Labour party
contend that if farm prices rise, the wage
earners. should receiv~ a share of the·
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increased prosperity. I gather that the
basis of one decision of the Arbitration
Court was that the prices of wool and
wheat were high, manufacturers were
making large profits, there was full employment, high productivity, and the
national income was large; therefore the
basic wage should be increased.
That
decision, in effect, departed from the
principle of assessment of the basic wage
according to the needs of a family. In
all fairness, let me state that it was based
upon the needs of a family to live
at a rate at which it was entitled to
live, having regard to the prosperity of
the country.
The recent decision of the court was
based upon information placerl before it.
The Victorian Government intervened in
the case and had the right to object to
the admission of certain evidence, and to
submit evidence. The court stated that
since the basic wage was no longer founded upon the needs of a family consisting
of a man and his wife and two children,
it would peg the wage at a certain minimum. It also stated, in another part of
the judgment, that it was prepared to
review the basic wage, according to the
capacity of industry to pay, from time
to time. That means that anybody,
to-morrow or the next day, can apply to
the -court for an increased wage if he
can show, in accordance with the criteria
laid down by the court, that there is
some justification for an increase being
granted.
The court set out the principles upon
which the evidence should be presented.
They are employment, investment, production, productivity, overseas trade,
overseas balances, the competitive position of secondary industry, and retail
trade. The court has said, in effect,
" We will in future grant an increase in
wages when we believe the productivity
of the nation warrants the awarding o.f
such an increase."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The court
left us in the air; we do not know what
it will do in the future-whether it will
review the basic wage of its own motion
in twelve months' time, or wait for
applications to be made to it.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Minister of Labour and his colleagues
have, in effect, petitioned the High Court
and said that the Arbitration Court cannot review the wage on its own motion.
They say, probably with legal merit,
that the Arbitration Court cannot make
any determina tion unless there is a
dispute, because the whole basis of the
court's functioning rests on the settlement of disputes. I am not trying to
prejudge the decision of the High Court,
but it appears to me that there is some
legal foundation for this claim.
The Arbitration Court has stated, in
effect, that if the Trades Hall submits evidence based upon certain
criteria, it will review the bask wage.
Was not similar action taken by the
Arbitration Court until the year 1921?
There were no cost-of-living adjustments previously. Every time there
was an increase in prosperity, the
unions applied to the court and obtained
a new award. The only difference which
occurred when the method of adjusting
the cost of living was introduced was
that the court said that from the time
of making an award until a new award
was made, there would be automatic
increases in the basic wage in accordance with movements of an index. It
was a device for preventing the lodgment of innumerable claims.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It entailed
something more basic than that, surely;
it was designed to establish equilibrium
of wages and prices.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Undoubtedly. The court stated, in effect,
"We will make an award on the 1st
January. We may not make another
award in this matter for two years, so
during the intervening period, if there
are rises in prices, there shall be automatic adjustments of the wages in order
to maintain the standard of living which
we have determined."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is
right and proper.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Now the
court has departed from that method and
has stated that there is a margin, estimated to be about 50s. a week, between
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the basic wage and the amount needed
for a family of a man, his 'wife, and two
children, which is based upon the ability
of industry to pay. The employers applied for a pegging of the basic wage
or a removal of the quarterly adjustments.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is not a
pegging of wages, is it?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No, it is
a removal of adjustments in the intervening period.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It depends
on the time at which the wage is
reviewed, otherwise it is pegged for ever.
Tl;1e Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is clear
that the Arbitration Court has said,
"This can be reviewed," and that it set
out the basis on which future evidence
should be submitted. The Australian
Council of Trade Unions, as the instigators of the motion before the court, in
effect has objected to this "pegging of
the baS'ic wage," as they term it. Employees have received tremendous increases in the basic wage. Now the employers, as a result of their approach to
the Arbitration Court, have brought
about this thing called pegging, which
has a twofold effect as far as the Federal
a ward system is concerned. Not only
will the basic wage not be increased,
but it will not be reduced; the employers
will lose the benefit of a downward
movement. A reduction of the basic
wage is the most dangerous and catastrophic thing that can happen in this
country. The interests of employees and
employers are so interwoven that anything which hurts the employee hurts
the employer and vice versa. Young
people and the middle group of income
earners all have some kind of liability;
they are either buying a house or land,
or saving in order to marry. What happened during the depression?
Immediately the buying power of the community was frozen the manufacturers,
traders, and wholesalers got it "in the
neck."
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Every reduction of wages means a decrease in
purchasing power.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so. The greater the commitments of
individuals in the community the greater
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the calamity that will be caused. Every
person works out a budget. If a man
who receives £15 a week in wages is
suddenly deprived of £1, he will not enter
upon any further commitments until he
has resolved his problem. That is what
happened in the depression; everybody
buttoned up his pocket.
The Hon. WILLIAM
people had no pockets!

SLATER.-Some

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-First,
persons who have commitments are hit.
Of course, they cease buying and, as a
result, manufacturers sack people. They
are driven to do that as a consequence of
the decrease in buying. Therefore, the
man mentioned by the Attorney-General
walks around with nothing to put
in his pocket if he has one.
He
becomes a bad customer. It would have
been wise for the employers to apply to
the court with the view of ensuring that
there would not be a reduction in the
basic wage. There are other ways of
solving the economic consequences of a
fall in prices.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The employers submitted a claim for reduction
of the basic wage to £8, and a decrease
of the percentage of the basic wage payable to female employees.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I pointed
out that employers are driven to certain
action by a fear complex in the same
way as trade union leaders are driven
by their fear complex. The trade unions
submit extravagant claims to the court;
the employers do likewise because of
their fear of competition caused by
tariffs and so on. I,am quite sure that
a number of members of the Chamber of
Manufactures, would say, with me, that
nothing more disastrous could happen to
them than a reduction in the basic wage.
Nevertheless, they and I still fear that
if wages become unreasonably high
manufacturers will be placed in a position where it will be necessary to seek
protection by the Tariff Board. Of
course, there are other means of protecting manufacturers, and we may see
them in operation in Australia in the
near future. One is to widen the exchange margin. If prices continue to increase, it may be necessary to protect
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manufacturing industries by increasing
the exchange rate, at the same time
granting a subsidy to primary producers,
to enable them to export their products
profitably.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-Do you
advocate the establishment of a rural
bank?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There are
other ways of solving this problem than
by reducing wages.
Although the
Governmen t was a party to the court
proceedings, and submitted evidence to
the court, now it is saying in effect,
"Although the court has spent six
months judging this case and has had
expert evidence before it, the employees
of Victoria, who represent approximately
one eighth of the total population of
the Commonwealth, will be granted
a cost-of-living adjustment, which can
lead to chaos in the structure of ArbitraUon Court awards." The Arbitration Court has faults, but it does
represent the means whereby industrial
disputes are determ'ined in Australia,
and it has functioned more or less satisfactorily for all parties over a long
period. The employers accepted the
court's judgments as the wages continued to rise, as they were bound to.
They made no approaches to Governments to bring in Acts of Parliament
designed to frustrate the Arbitration
Court, as the Australian Council of
Trade Unions has apparently asked this
Government to do. I suggest that is a
very improper action. The decision of
the Arbitration Court to stop wages
going down might be a good one. Who
knows that the Judges of the court did
not have one other very important factor
in mind which they did not mention,
namely, margins? I imagine that the
Judges looking at this problem would
have had something like that in view.
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creates chaos and embarrasses the Arbitration Court in such a way as to break
down the national arbitration system, the
Arbitration Court Judges, when making
a judgment, will be forced to metaphorically look over their shoulders at the
Victorian Government and say, "What
will these people do to embarrass us?
We must take care to give the maximum
benefit to the parties, having regard to
the chaos and destruction which the Victorian Government may try to cause."
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Have you
ever heard of a case of an employer and
an employee who have reached agreement settling an industrial dispute,
saying to the court, "We do not want
you to alter this agreement," whereupon
the court alters the agreement contrary
to their wishes?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have not
heard of such a case, but there may
have been a very good basis for the
court's action. vVhat is the Government
doing in this case? It is acting as an
agent of the Australian Council of Trade
Unions, whHe that organization is carrying out another task in a different field.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The Government is only altering State awards.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Arbitration Court has been increasing
the basic wage, shortening the weekly
working hours, and granting all sorts of
privileges to employees for a number of
years, but it has not given a marginal
increase for some time. I believe manufacturers have objected to marginal increases because of fears that their respective industries could not stand such
a rise. Whether they were r.ight or
wrong is another question. The court
has said in effect, "We cannot grant
further increases in the basic wage and
margins at the same time."

The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-In other
words, you suggest we have not even
received the benefit of their true reasons
for judgment?

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Originally
the unions wanted margins tied to the
cost of living, but the court said, " It has
never been done before, so the unions
will have to apply for new margins."

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I did not
say that the reasons given were not their
true reasons; they may have had other
additional reasons. If the Government

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so. I believe the arguments of the
unions had much justification. I would
not argue against that principle but the
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court said in effect, "We must have
regard to the capacity of industry to pay
both of these increases. Since we have
given A, Band C increases in the basic
wage, we cannot at the same time increase margins." It is reasonable for the
court to take the view: "These are our
reasons for the basic wage decision. The
interval so created will give us an opportunity to deal with margins and grant
some increases while the basic wage is
That
held at its present level."
would be a very good reason for
the court's attitude.
Everybody will
agree that skilled employees have
suffered a great disadvantage in the last
few years. If I were put to the test I
would agree to a decrease in the basic
wage of lOs., with the object of dividing
that money among skilled workers. I
think that would be fair. However, if
the court says, "Let us temporarily peg
the basic wage, While we look at the increase in productivity of private enterprise to see whether it can afford to pay
increased margins now," I would accept
that decision. If the Government obstructs the court. by creating a situation
of chaos, it will.f.o~ce it to say, "We have
been driven into a position whereby an
automatic adjustment of the basic wage
must be granted. Therefore, we cannot
put a further burden on industries by increasing margins for skill."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Your retenHon of the term "basic wage" has now
become a misnomer.
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with industry's capacity to pay. The
basic wage does not represent the basic
needs of a man to live, because natives
in some of the forests of Africa live at
a lower rate and Americans live at a
higher rate.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The expression was qualified by the phrase
"living in a civilized community."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so, and Mr. Justice Higgins obviously
meant this civilized community. If the
Attorney-General suggests that "basic
wage" means a subsistence wage, it is
inherent in his thought that it is the
amount on which a man can live,
whereas the A~bitration Court has said
that employees are receiving 50s. more
than the real wage in spite of inflation.
The real wage has gone up by approximately 25 per cent. Therefore, the basic
wage is 20 per cent. or 25 per cent. higher
than the original basic wage principle on
which it was established. It has become
a new basis upon which the basic wage
is calculated. That does not alter the
fact that the whole basis may be varied,
and it is still the bask wage on which
margins are calculated.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The term
" basic wage" in a statute differs
according to what the court makes it.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Too many refinements are being introduced into the debate. This is a very
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-lt is basic simple Bill. It merely directs State
in that it is a wage determined by the· wages Boards to grant quarterly cost-ofAr1bitration Court as a minimum to which living adjustments in their determinations. The only question raised is that
additions are made for skill.
of cost-of-living adjustments.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is not
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I was
the meaning at all. The High Court has
under the impression that cost-of-living
stated otherwise.
adjustments were founded on the basic
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Un- wage.
doubtedly the basic wage was first determined by Mr. Justice Higgins's interThe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-They are
pretation of the needs of a family. All based on the Commonwealth Statistician's
honorable members will agree that the figures, to which the basic wage is supneeds of a family have increased, and posed to be equated.
that the basic wage is based on that inThe PRESIDENT.-I can appreciate
creasing need, or, in other words, because the community has been able to that there may be some remote relevancy
afford a higher cost of living the basic in Mr. Warner's recent remarks. The
wage has been increased· in accordance short point of this Bill, as far as I can
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see, is that cost-of-living adjustments are
to be continued in State wages Board
determinations. There is no attempt to
undermine the Commonwealth ArbitraHon Court.
Tha t court has said
that as to awards in those particular spheres which come under its
jurisdiction, the cost-of-living adjustments shall cease. The Government of
the State of Victoria has introduced, and
asks Parliament to pass, a Bill which
says:-in effect-that as to the determinations of State wages Boards, the cost-ofliving adjustments shall continue. However, I do not propose to stop the honorable member, who has engaged in a most
interesting discussion which has some
relevancy to the subject matter of this
measure. At the same time, I think that
a debate on the details of the basic wage
itself is rather remote from the actual
scope of the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I thank
you, Mr. President, for that ruling. I was
led aside somewhat by the Minister of
Labour, who was inducing me to give a
precise definition of the expression
" basic wage." The basic wage, on which
cost of living has been adjusted, has had
different meanings given to it by various
decisions of the Arbitration Court. I feel
tha t, by adopting the course suggested in
this Bill, the Government of Victoria is
endeavouring to undermine the whole
ba'sic principle upon which wages awards
in Australia have been made. I have
been a member of a wages Board for
some years and there is no doubt that
members of such Boards have been very
much influenced by the decisions of the
Arbitration Court. There is no doubt,
either, that the Minister of Labour is well
aware that if the Arbitration Court
grants some condition relating to sick
leave, or approves of another day's holiday or of an increase in pay, the union
concerned immediately calls together the
appropriate wages Board, saying, for
example, "There has been an increase in
sick pay. Surely, if the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court is able to grant
this request, you can. If the ordinary
members of this wages Board will not
agree, the chairman will make them grant
our request. You are all gentlemen, so
do as we suggest."
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What the Government is saying now,
in effect, is that a wages Board shall be
constrained in the way in which it acts;
that it must no longer be guided by the
decisions of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court and that, at the 'appropriate
times, it must apply the cost-o.f-living
adjustments. Is not that point of view
possibly a mistake on the part of the
Government? I assume that the Government would like to see a greater total
wage paid to employees. The question
whether any increase should be in respect
of the basic wage or of margins for skill
is certainly relevant. I suggest that the
Government is pursuing a course of action
that might be greatly to the disadvantage
of the margins case at present before the
Arbitration Court. If I were a Judge of
that court and were considering the question of what industry could bear, I would
be able to see that in the State of Victoria the utmost had been done to disorganize the wage structure.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Liberal
Government in 1934 must have done its
best to disorganize the wage structure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is a
little too far to revert to what happened
in 1934. I do not recall whether ,there
was a Liberal Government in power in
1934, nor do I know to which particular
Government the Minister of Labour refers. Undoubtedly, the present Government is placing the Judges of the
Arbitration Court in a position in which
they must, so to speak, look sideways at
the situation created by the acts of this
Government, and that will be the effect
when the Judges are trying to examine
the margins case in a clear atmosphere.
I believe that that case is one of the mO'3t
important ever to come before the
Arbitration Court. I consider that the
Government has encouraged apprentices,
tradesmen, and other skilled employees as
far as it posrsibly can-The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Arbitration
Courts do not take any notice of Governments.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
only what the Minister of Labour says.
I pave found that Judges are altogether
human people. The attempt at disruption by the Government could be successful. What it is doing is to create in one
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factory two different bases of wages.
There will be one body of men obtaining
the cost-of-living adjustment, while
others, working under the terms of a
Commonwealth award, will not receive
that adjustment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Arbitration Court should have thought of that
also.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-It undoubtedly did think of those different
sets of conditions but the court did not
imagine that one of the parties, namely,
the State of Victoria, would be guilty of
repudia tion.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You knew
that there was a sphere of wages Board
administration completely beyond the
court.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-It was
known also that the wages Boards had
an independent right to follow the
Arbitration Court, if they thought fit.
The Government asserts, in effect, "We
are going to make sure that every wages
Board and every wages Board chairman
do their utmost to create a position of
chaos." Let us 'consider what is likely
to happen in a factory in which there
are employed, say, 2,000 persons, 500 o.f
whom work under State determinations
and obtain cost-of-living adjustments and
the remaining 1,500, WHO work under
awards of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, do not. What is the employer to do? The Minister of Labour
should not tell me that he does not know
or that the Trades Hall does not know.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-We haven't
a clue.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No? In
order to stop disruption I would grant
the other employees the 2s. extra.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-You
would bring them down to the lowest
level.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
not; on the contrary, I should necessarily
improve their conditions.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The same
thing can happen in the shipping
industry.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
certain that the Trades Hall interests
are completely delighted with Mr. Justice
Foster's decision.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-They
would not quarrel with it.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CIifden Eager).
- I think there has been a full and
proper discussion of the position relat.ing to the cost of living, but to bring in
Mr. Justice Foster's decision seems to be
too remote altogether from this Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then I
shall revert to the point I was endeavouring to make. There is no doubt that the
people at the Trades Hall are fully cognizant of the fact that an employer is
being placed in a rather embarrassing
position, when he has a number of his.
men working under the terms of a
wages Board determination and :several
others working under an award of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court. What
Trades Hall interests hope will happen
must, of course, happen, because the
employer will pay the cost-of-living
adjustment. Then, because a particular
employer does pay that adjustment to
such of his employees as work under a
Commonwealth Arbitration Court award,
another manufacturer who engages
hands only under that award will also
be constrained to pay if he desires to
retain them. So it is hoped, at the
dictates of the Trades Hall, to break
down the whole arbitration system.
I do not say that cost-of-living adjustments may not be all right, provider!
that they are not downwards; but the
object of the Government and its
followers is to create an embarrassing
situation and cause the Arbitration
Court to revert to a system of quarterly
adjustments. That effort could possibly
succeed, and if it does I suggest that
the Arbitration Court might also be prevented from giving a clear judgment on
the question of margins. Is it not somewhat contemptuous for Ministers to use
their positions as such to embarrass the
Arbitration Court, which undoubtedly is
endeavouring to do its best? Obviously
the court is unable to give satisfaction
to everyone or to conform to everyone's
economic opinions, for they are legion.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-To suggest
that because we do not agree with something we are contemptuous of the court
is rather far-fetched.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Government is doing its best to undermine the whole arbitration structure at
the behest of the Trades Hall. The
movement is but a weapon to enable the
Labour party to obtain what it requires
and what is required may not even be
good for Labour supporters. There is no
proof that mere money increases are to
the advantage of the workers, because
it is clear that they cannot eat more
than is produced. There cannot be a
greater standard of living than that indicated by production itself.
As a
matter of fact, it has always seemed
remarkable to me that there are hundreds of people devoting their entire attention to cutting up the cake, while no
one pays any attention to increasing the
size of the cake.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Many of
those who do not do anything to produce
the cake get a big slice of it; the entrepreneur, for example.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We have
heard that argument on previous occasions, but the fact remains that 85 per
cent. of the cost of production is represented by wages. The political side of
the Labour party, not only in Victoria
but also at Canberra, is working on the
question of how the cake can be cut.
Something is taken from " A " and given
to B " and the idea is to obtain, among
other things, the largest possible costof-living increases and the largest possible margins, all in an endeavour to
make the cake appear a little larger.
1/

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You are
merely stating what has been an historic
struggle.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But what
the Government is attempting to do by
the present measure is undermine and
destroy the very system that the Labour
party was successful in having established. I do not necessarily approve of
that system, but it has operated for
many years. On its side Labour has
. accepted the decisions that have gone
its way, while the employers have
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accepted decisions that have gone against
them. The present debate, among other
things, has turned on a decision affecting
a sum of 2s. in about 140s., which works
out at something less than 1 per cent.
The Government, however, cannot wait,
it must bring in a Bill to reverse the
effect of the decision of the Arbitration
Court, to create chaos if possible, and
to disorganize the arbitration system, if
that be possible. The attitude seems
to be that a judgment of the court before
whom the unions went will not be
accepted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I would remind you of a Bill relating to rent which,
if passed, would cause wages to increase
by £1 a week in Victoria.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Labour party denied itself one advantage.
If rent was increased by 20 per cent.-The PRESIDENT (Sir elifden Eager).
-The discussion is now going rather
far afield. The main question is that of
continuing the cost-of-living adjustment.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
this Bill ought to be opposed, not because
of any opinion that the judgment of
the Arbitration Court was necessarily
righ t, and not because we may think
tha t the basic wage should be varied up
or down according to cost-of-living adjustment, for there is plenty of room for
argument along those lines although I
am inclined to the view that the Arbitration Court was right. Now, the margins
case is under consideration in order to
stop things-The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Were you at
the Town Hall on Monday night?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No; one
needs to be a big business man to be
invited to such functions. By virtue of
this measure the Government is favouring a cheap method of trying to get its
own way with the Arbitration Court.
That is not fair, neither is -it reasonable,
and it might well be very much to the
disadvantage of the Government.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-Having listened to
the views expressed by the experts on the
one side and those on the other upon the
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subject-'matter of the debate, I rise with
great timidity to put the point of view
of ordinary people such as the farming
sections of the community or the
Country party.. Our sole objection to
this Bill is that for 46 years we have had
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court as
the recognized authority to deal with the
matter of wages. There have been State
wages Boards and Conciliation Commissioners, but the basis of all has been the
Arbi tra tion Court, which has been the
umpire since 1907. That court has made
a decision which may be right or wrong.
The future will decide, but to me it
seems that this measure is a little premature. I think the whole matter should
have been given three months or perhaps
six months' trial to ascertain whether the
effect which it was thought would be
brought about actually would come to
pass. We, for whom I speak, are not believers in low wages.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-How long
have you been like that?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-My answer
is, all my life. I have always paid award
rates and more since I was 21 years of
age.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It was a
great struggle to obtain award rates for
rural workers.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-In the industries in which I have been interested,
we have paid the awa:r:d rates and never
less. Anyone who would willingly reduce
the purchasing power of the community
would be doing himself an injustice. If
that power is reduced too far the producer cannot sell what he produces. We
regard the home market as our best market and that fact is becoming more and
more definite as the population of this
country increases. Export prices for
primary and certain other products have
been for several years very much higher
than the Australian price, but that has
corrected itself and export prices are now
coming back and will fall very much
below what they have been and are today.
The home market, I repeat, is the best
market. If there is a low-wage country
where the workers are receiving wages
well below the proper level, production
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obviously is reduced because of the
lowered purchasing power of the consuming public. It is obvious to all who
have the welfare of our country at heart
that we have been through a very serious
inflationary period which has tended to
put us out of court particularly as regards world markets, and unless we can
hold the inflationary spiral we are in for
a very thin time before long. We want
to see the stabilization of prices brought
about as soon as possible.
I was interested in two of the statements made in the reasons for their
judgment given by the Judges of the
Arbitration Court in connexion with the
basic wage and standard hours inquiry.
One of these was as follows:Having come to the conclusion that the
basis or justification for the .. automatic ..
adjustment system no longer exists, there
are other reasons, wMch though not in
themselves conclusive, support its early
abandonment.

The other extract was thisIt has undoubtedly been an accelerating
factor in the rapid increase in prices which
has afflicted Australia, notably in the years
1951 and 1952.
'

Then again the Judges stated in their
reasonsThe task of reducing costs and prices is
one for co-operative effort on the part both
of management and of labour.

That last quoted extract is one of the
most important statements given in the
summary of reasons of .the court. There
must be a co-operative eff.ort. I was
struck recently by expressions which I
heard in the course of a conversation
among three or four young farmers in
my electorate. They said that, looking
at the whole thing from their angle, the
working man had only his wages. If
prices dropped, these young farmers had
their farms; they had something. It
would be far better, therefore, if all the
people in the community decided to take
a little less, so preventing inflation to
such an extent as to put many people ou:
of business.
In some avenues of primary production that matter of taking a little less
has been already accepted. The price of
butter, for instance, has been pegged.
Although there was a report presented by
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a committee and a recommendation made
to the responsible Minister that the correct price would have been an increase
by something like 2d. a lb., on the cost
of production' figures, it was decided, because it was considered that the price
was already high enough for the purchasing power of the community, that
the price of butter should be pegged at
the existing figure. There has been
somewhat the same procedure in regard
to milk, as well as with a number of
smaller and less important commodities
in the family budget.
In those instances we have an indication of aN concerned taking a little less.
It is not a matter of wage-pegging at all.
It appears to me that we are getting back
to the system that operated from 1907 to
1921 and is operating to-day in New
Zealand, or so I understand. In New
Zealand there are no quarterly adjustments-or that was so until fairly recently-but there "is an adjustment made
periodical'ly. I saw no signs of any lack
of prosperity in any section of the New
Zealand community when I visited that
Dominion not long ago. In most directions the costs of production are actually
much lower there than in Australia.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Are you sure
that in New Zea'land the court does not
meet haH yearly and fix the basic wage?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I understand that there is only an annual adjustment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-But it is an
adjustment from time to time by a
court, and by statute.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-At all
events, there is no automatic quarterly
adjustJrnEmt as in the Oommonwealth of
Australia. I do not accept the statement
of Mr, Warner that the present situation
might now continue for two years. It is
obvious that an application will be made
to the Arbitration Court long before then
for a variation of the present award. I
cannot see why we should not abide by a
decision of the umpire. It amounts to an
increase of the basic wage in Victoria by
2s. a week. That, over a period of thirteen weeks, amounts to 26s. for each individual. It is not a very large sum for
the individual, but in the aggregate,
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spread over the whole economy of the
country, it is another matter. The very
fact of the acceptance of the 2s. increase
might automatically increase costs by a
similar amount so that at the end of
thirteen weeks those who had been given
the 2s. increase would have lost any advantage they might have expected. The
consequent increase in the cost of living
might amount to only 1s. a week
but the outcome would be definitely to
increase the prices of goods. I am not
saying that the amount of 26s. would be
lost in its entirety. Possibly it would be
found that in February next there was
no increase due to workers under a
quarterly adjustment because prices had
stabilized rhemselves.
When I say that this measure is premature, I mean that in my opinion the
Government should have waited until
early next year before taking the steps
proposed here. Then, on the evidence
availa1ble, it could discuss the whole matter and ascertain what had happened
meanwhile. The Arbitration Court is
the recognized umpire and has given a
decision. Surely, then, it is right and
proper to abide by the decision. I have
been interested to examine the way in
which adjustments have operated since
1907, that is, from the period when the
basic rate was fixed at 42s. I have here
a pamphlet containing particulars of the
basic weekly wage rates fixed by the
Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and
Arbitration. H is compiled by the
Government Statist and is a statistical
summary of the basic weekly wage rates
in Melbourne, beginning with the figure
of 42s. In 1911 it had risen to 45s. and
by 1914 the figure was 50s. 6d. By 1921
-taking into account the condition of
inflation during the first world war-the
figure had risen to 86s.
The Hon. F. M. TI-IOMAs.-The worker
never got that.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If he did
not get it, what happened to it? In 1922
the quarterly adjustments commenced,
and they have been carried on from that
time.
It is rather amazing to note
the variations which occurred in the
quarterly adjustments.
The figures I
quote are published in the Victorian
Year-Book for 1949-50, prepared by the
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Government Statist, Statistical Summary, Part XII. From the year 1922
there
were
quarterly
onwards
adjustments
of the
basic wage,
and there were remarkable variations
each year. In February, 1922, the wage
was 80s. 6d.; in May it was 78s., in
August, 81s., and in November, 82s. 6d.
Somewhat similar variations occurred
in subsequent years, and there was a
gradual increase. In February, 1923, the
basic wage was 82s., and by November
it had risen to 91s. 6d. In February,
1924, it had fallen to 87s. 6d., and in
November of that year to 84s. 6d. It
rose again, until in November, 1925, it
was 87s. 6d. In November, 1927, the
wage had increased to 90s.
Then
there were variations of 1s. or 2s. downward in succeeding quarters. By the
quarterly adjustments in those years,
the workers obviously lost. If the wage
had been fixed at the November figure,
which seems to have been the peak
period, the worker would have gained
by having throughout the year a higher
average wage.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-What
unionists were receiving that wage in
1914?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I was
associated with the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission at that time,
and it was paying the wages quoted.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-That is not
so. Rates determined by a wages Board
were then paid, not Arbitration Court
figures.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-But those
rates were based on determinations of
the Arbitration Court.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-In 1931 the
basic wage fell to 70s. 2d. in February.
The reauction of 10 per cent. was then
applied.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Was that
the 10 per cent. reduction or the base
rate?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A note to
the table from which I am quoting states
that the 10 per cent. "cut" operated in
February, 1931, reducing the basic wage
to 70s. 2d. By November of that year
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the basic wage had declined to 63s. 5d.
went down as low as 60s. 4d. in
February, 1933. That represented the
effects of the depression years, when a
wholesale drop in prices occurred and
there was poverty and distress throughout Australia. Nobody wishes to have
a recurrence of those conditions. There
was a steady increase in the basic wage
from 1933 until 1939, when the
figure rose to 80s. in December of that
year. There were no substantial rises
during the war years, but by 1945, when
the second world war ended, although
there was an attempt to peg wages, the
basic wage had risen to 98s. That was
the figure for each quarter of 1945.
Since then there have been a number
of spectacular rises.
Generally, there
was an increase in each quarter until
August of this year. The basic wage in
Melbourne is naw £11 15s. a week.
It

I have quoted the foregoing figures to
indicate that after the 1914-18 war, when
economic conditions were good, there
were some fluctuations in the basic wage
of 3s. and 4s. a time, and the tendency
was for the wage to go downward for
a number of years. To-day we are in.
another period of inflation and do not
know what lies ahead. I should say
that Australia will not go into another
" tailspin" such as occurred when the
Premiers' plan was implemented. Some
time ago we experienced this propositio!l
in reverse, when the Arbitration Court
decided to increase wages by £1 a
week. As Mr. Warner stated, nobody
tried to induce the Government of the
day to "knock back" that increase. It
was realized that the judgment was giv~n
by a court which desired to give the
workers a share in the prosperity of the
community. When the Premiers' plan was formulated, there was an arbitrary cut in
wages of 10 per cent. This caused a
tremendous reduction in wages and
prices, and much distress resulted. The
reverse happened when the basic wage
was increased by £1 a week, and then
there occurred a galloping in the quarterly adjustments; the rise in wages was
rapidly accelerated. The upward trend
of wages appears to have come to an end,
to a certain degree. Changes which
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occurred in the last few quarterly adjustments were not so violent as formerly.
In its judgment in the recent case, the
Arbitration Court stated that the quarterly adjustments had the effect of
accelerating inflation. Consequently, it
was difficult for persons engaged in industry to forecast expenses and costs or
to plan ahead. The court also pointed
out that it was time there was a cooperative effort between all sections of
the community with the object of halting the inflationary spiral. In my opinion
the Government would be better advised
to present the Bill to the House in six
months' time. It could then state that
it had accepted the decision of the umpire
and given the new system a tria.l, There
may be no oasis for the Government's
f.orebodings. The inflationary spiral may
have been halted, and economic stability
reached. There is strong evidence to
support this view.
I oppose the Bin on the grounds I have
stated. The party of which I am a member has no desire to have the wages of
employees reduced or the purchasing
power of the community decline. It is
absolute1y essential that stability be
reached ,in primary indu~tries. The
prices of oats and barley have been
drastically reduced. The price of oats is
only 50 per cent. of the level of three
or four years ago, and this year the price
of bal'ley will be only 60 per cent. of
last year's figure. There is now overproduction of barley. Moreover, the
overseas price of wheat has been reduced, while the price of dried fruits
overseas has come down by between 5
per cent. and 10 per cent. As primary
producers export up to 60 per cent. of
their harvest, the overseas markets are
extremely important. If costs continue
to rise, it will be impossible to produce
at a competitive price.
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Bill for six months. I repeat that the
action of the Government in presenting
the measure at this stage is premature
and in-advised. The Arbitration Court
was established largely at the request of
the Labour party, but the Government
proposes to override the recent decision.
In doing so, it will drive a nail into the
coffin of an institution it hailed for 46
years as being the salvation of industry.
By proceeding with the measure, the
Government is doing the wrong thing
and will gain an advantage for only a
comparatively small number of employees. The Government is taking a
step towards the destruction of a system
of conciliation and arbitration that is
unique. The Al'bitration Court has been
described by everybody connected with
the Labour party as one of the outstanding industrial institutions in the
world, and the Government should think
twice before making a move that will
tend to destroy it.
The sitting was suspended at 6.26 p.m.
until 7.54 p.m.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If costs dedine, wages will be reduced, according
to the provisions of the Bill. Conse'quently, I cannot understand your complaint.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-1 do not propose to offer an
opinion on the merits or demerits of the
Arbitration Court's decision on the basic
wage. I merely point out that it is the
result of an exhaustive investigation over
a period of months, and that as such it
must be worthy of serious consideration.
Political pressure is not a substitute for
investigation and judicial inquiry. It
must be accepted that much political
pressure has been brought to bear as a
result of which this Bill, which I believe
will disastrously affect our arbitration
system, is before the House. I do not
know whether it represents an effort to
demonstrate that the State still retains
its sovereign powers. That appears to
be one of the reasons for the Bill, because the legislation will separate our
Sta te wages Boards from the Federal
Arbitration Court system. The people
of Australia have accepted the Arbitration Court as the supreme authority to
determine wages and conditions.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am prepared to gamble in this matter, and I
should like the Government to defer the

The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-To a limited
extent-in industrial disputes extending
beyond the limits of anyone State.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Many years
ago the Labour party won a Federal
election with an overwhelming majority
on the issue, "No tampering with the
Arbitration Court."
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-That does
not affect the proposition I have put to
you.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The people
of Australia, who thought there was a
possibility of the Arbitration Court being
abolished, expressed their opinion in no
uncertain terms. Since then the Arbitration Court has been accepted as our main
authority in the fixing of wages and industrial conditions.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-In those days
did the Arbitration Court meddle in the
internal economy of the country, as it
does to-day?
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I do not
propose to enter an argument along
those lines. Labour party members in
the Federal sphere have always outspokenly supported continuance of our
arbitration system. Australians claim
that it is the best in the world and that
no other country possesses a comparable
arbitra tion system. A t all times findings
of the Arbitration Court in matters pertaining to general principles have been
followed by State wages Boards. In
1937 the Arbitration Court granted a 5s.
increase in the basic wage; in 1946 it
awarded an additional 7s., followed in
1950 by an increase of £1; and in J'anuary, 1948, the standard working hours
were reduced to 40 per week. 'Without
arguments being submitted by employers
against the proposal, those decisions of
the Arbitration Court were speedily incorpora ted in our State wages Board
determinations. There was a link-up
and co-operation between the Arbitration
Court and State wages Boards over the
years. Naturally, there was no union
opposition.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Because
they were all on the" up and up."
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-That is so.
Now, the first time that something has
occurred which is not on the "up and
up "-the Arbitration Court's decision of
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September last-there is obstruction on
every side and the Government is introducing this legislation.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The same
thing applied when it was on the" down
and down," too, you know.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It appears to
me that the position will be untenable, if
the court's decision is to have limited
application. Yesterday the Minister of
Labour made extensive remarks regarding section ·23, and he seemed to be in
doubt as to how the section was inserted in the Act.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Have you
looked into the matter in order to determine how the section was inserted?
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I am not
worried at all on that score. Section 23
was most useful because it provided a
link between the Commonwealth Arbitration Court and wages Boards. The
section has not caused any harm
throughout the period of its operation,
because the structure as a whole has
worked excellently down the years. I
think that the effect of section 23 is to
render the acceptance of decisions of the
Arbitration Court mandatory.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
know whether your statement is altogether right, since there has been a
court decision to the contrary. However, I think the section is mandatory.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-At any rate
the repeal of ,section 23 will free wages
Boards of any link with the Arbitration
Court. Is that correct?
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Yes.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-What will
be the result of removing the link between the wages Boards and the Arbitration Court?
1!t will mean that men
employed in the same industry will be
on different basic wages. The provision
in question was inserted, I presume, to
ensure uniformity in industry, and it has
been upheld by all Governments in the
past. Most unions chose the Arbitration Court because it was considered that
that court would achieve something ill
their interests. The fact is that the
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arbitration but the present measure will,
I consider, have a serious effect on the
whole structure of wage-fixing systems.
It is quite possible that the general
system of arbitra.tion which now obtains
will collapse. I consider that the Government has been in a terrible hurry Wit!l
this proposed legislation. There will be,
I imagine, a. new basic wage announced
on the 1st of February next. At present
the effect of this Bill will be to influence
the worker's wage to the extent of 26s.
for three months. In order to ensure
that every worker wHI obtain that
amount under State wages Board determina tions, the general structure of the
arbitration system is being jeopardized.
A most interesting situation could arise.
If the Government had said, "We will
wait until the 1st of February to see
wha t altera tion is made in the basic
wage, and then we shall bring in a Bill,"
that would have been something in its
favour. It may be that on the 1st of
February there will be a fall of 4s. in
the basic wage, which will mean that
instead of a worker obtaining an additional payment of 26s. he will then
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-One is re- receive £2 12s. less. I do not think
minded of the system of fixing wages that any harm would be done by
in municipalities. The town 'clerk has allowing the present position to conhis salary based on the revenue of the tinue for three months until the 1st of
Then it will be shown
municipaHty, regardless of his com- February.
whether
the
cost
of living is decreasing.
petency.
Everyone will be saying, "What a
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-As I was wonderful decision the Arbitration Court
saying, most unions chose the Arbitra- has made. It is maintaining wages on a
tion Court and agreed that the awards decent standard. Whatever happens in
should be adopted by wages Boards. the direction of downward trends in
The large majority of manufacturing costs the worker will be worth what he
industries work under a Federal award, is paid. Exhaustive inquiries will be
while a small proportion of their em-' made in future to see that justice is
ployees-for example, clerks, caretakers, done to everyone." The High Court has
gardeners, and watchmen-are under been approached for a decision on a cerdeterminations of State wages Boards. tain question, and it seems to me a pity
The result of the present proposal wHl that the Government of this State has
be that men who come under an Arbi- displayed such haste in bringing fortration Court award will be in a different ward this measure, expecting it to be
category for wage purposes from passed without delay.
that into which those who are engaged
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The decision
under a State award will come. Is
it not a ridiculous position when the of the High Court will have nothing to
minority of employees in an industry do with this proposition.
are not to be subject to the same prinSir JAMES KENNEDY.-I am preciples as are the majority? It has been pared to accept the Minister's statement,
the professed policy of the trade union but it does not void my contention that
movement to uphold the principles of it would have been far better had the
Arbitration Court has built up and
stabilized working conditions. I remember that some years before I was
appointed Minister of Transport our
State legislation provided in respect of
the Railway Department that the Arbitra tion Court should fix all wages below
£600 a year, and that the Governor in
Council should determine salar,ies of that
amount and over. Then there was a
period in which the salaries were reduced
to a pretty low level, with the result
that the men on £600 a year or more
submitted a claim to the Arbitration
Court. There was a most scathing indictment of the Government of the day
for having kept the employees concerned on such a low salary scale, refusing to accept the opinion of the
administrators of the railways as to the
value of the services of the men concerned. Those employees were brought
within the jurisdiction of the Arbitration
Court, and obtained a substantial increase in their salaries. That piece of
history provides an example of the
benefidal effect of arbitration in respect
of a number of industries.
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Government waited until the 1st of
February next when, possibly, far more
than 26s. will be taken off wages.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The sum of
26s. may be just as useful to the humble
worker as is, say, £200 to Sir James
Kennedy and, say, £2,000 to Mr. Warner.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The Minister will gather from my remarks that
although I express no opinion on the
decision of the Arbitration Court, personally I. am opposed to the Bill. In
my view, although this measure will
mean a small temporary benefit to a
section of workers, it may have the effect
of completely undermining the arbitration system which for so many years has
proved of outstanding value.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (S~mth
Western Province).-I am constrained
to address myself to this measure. There
is no question that the arbitration system has been accepted throughout
Australia. My friends' in the Country
party have reminded me that in 1929
the people of this country rejected any
suggestion that the Arbitration Court
should be abolished. I should like to
learn of one instance in which an employer has not accepted an award of the
Arbitration Court, even in the case of
an adverse judgment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If you will
look at the High Court reports of the
early days you will find that employers
obtained prohibitions time and time
again.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-The
Minister has, so to speak, come to light,
but not with great success. In those
early days to which he refers we were
small boys. The honorable gentleman
has not yet convinced me that employers
have ever objected to an award by
violating it.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I could give
you hundreds of cases.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-I am
seeking the Minister's assistance. If
there were hundreds of cases, all I can
say is that they must have ·received
little publicity. Probably the Ministerial
reply to that comment of mine will be
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that among the employers are those who
own newspapers. While the employers
or their representatives have apparently
not resisted awards of any wage tribunal,
there have been occasions when, upon a
decision adverse to unions, the expression " direct action" is heard. I submit
tha t there cannot be direct action as well
as arbitration. There have been cases
in which strikes have been threatened
or have actually occurred. Surely the
arbitration system was devised to avoid
conflict between employers and employees.
It is all very well for the
Minister to suggest that there are hundreds of cases in which employers have
objected to awards.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-They have
done so.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-May I
be informed of one instance?
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-The award
in the boot manufacturing industry.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Indefinite replies have been given to my
question. When has there been a lockout in Australia?
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY.-In 1947.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Against
an Arbitration Court award? Surely
the honorable member knows that it is
contempt of court to violate an award.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You are
teaching me something new.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Surely
it is axiomatic that when the judgment
of a properly constituted court is
violated, that amounts to contempt.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-No. The
mere fact that a judgment is not
observed does not say that the person
concerned is guilty of contempt.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-I am
willing to be corrected, seeing that the
Minister of Labour has the assistance of
the Attorney-General. Most people in
Australia will agree with me that there
is a tendency to violate an award on
almost every occasion when one is made
adverse to the workers.
On this
occasion it is alleged that a decision has
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been made which is adverse to the
workers, but is that so? Surely it is to
the advantage of workers to have
their wages kept at a uniform·
level. Opponents of the Commonwealth
Government allege that every rise in
the basic wage is the fault of that
Government. They also claim that such
increases cause inflation and that the
workers do not derive any benefit from
increased wages. That argument is an
interesting one. I repeat my previous
contention that employers have never
failed to abide by an adverse decision
of the Arbitration Court, nor have they
violated an award of that tribunal.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western
Province). The
Government has not in any way undermined the, structure of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in introducing
this measure. I do not claim that the
Arbitration Court is infallible; it is composed of human beings, who are liable
to make mistakes. In this instance, the
Government believes that the Arbitration Court has made a mistake; hence
the necessity to bring down the measure
to protect what might be termed the
under:-privileged section of the community. There has been much conjecture
as to what might happen in the future
because the decision of the Court may
have been based on the assumption that
it would halt the inflation spiral. I
claim, however, that that is merely a
theory. It has been stated by Opposition
members that, in the meantime, prices
and the economy of the country may
stabilize themselves, but that again is
only a theory. I ask: Why should the
workers be the "guinea pigs" in the
experiment? Why should they make
the sacrifice?
No suggestion has been advanced by
Opposition members that the Arbitration
Court should be yes ted with power to
determine what profits employers should
receive. Members of the Country party,
who are opposed to this measure, have
made no substantial contribution towards deflation; they have sou'ght only
increases in the prices of primary products. The matter of quarterly wage
adjustments is simply a compensating
factor for those who have only their
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labour to sell. In my view, the Government has adopted a wise and extremely
humane course in bringing forward this
simple piece of legislation to assist
those persons who can least afford to be
penalized by preventing them from taking all the shocks in the so-called campaign of deflation.
I commend the Bill, and claim that
opposition to it is based on theories
only. It is all very well for Sir James
Kennedy to state: What if the cost of
living decreases by 4s. a week? My
reply is, "Wait and see." I ask:' What
if the cost of living increases by 4s. a
week? In that instance, an added sacrifice will be made by the workers of this
State, who will be called upon to bear
the additional burden. The Bill is very
simple, as you, Mr. President, have
stated. I do not think there is need
for me to discuss it further. The Government is to be commended for having
come to the assistance of the workers
who, I believe, have been the victims of
an unjust decision, made unwisely by the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I did not intend to speak
to this Bill, but I am impelled to do so
in order that I may refute certain statements made by Mr. Ferguson, who
claimed that only the under-privileged
members of the community were affected
by the decision of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court. I do not know where,
to-day, an under-privileged person can
be found, unless he is under privileged
because of his own fault. If the Government claims that there are underprivileged members of society, I say that
the fault lies with the Labour party,
which has failed to discharge its obligations. The time' has arrived when that
section of the community which the
Government claims to represent should
be informed that the only way in which
privileges can be increased is to produce
more and not continually to force upwards the price of commodities, as is
now being done.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-YOU are
probably right. We are reaching the
stage of enlightened democracy, and we
may make up for some of our mistakes
of the past.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-We have
a "welfare State" in Australia, and it
will be well for us all when we say
" Farewell" to it. Mr. Ferguson claimed
that farmers and businessmen were not
accepting their proper share of the
burden. I do not desire to labour the
point, but I ask Mr. Ferguson to review
the balance-sheets of some of the principal companies engaged in industry at
the present time.

The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-" King
Charles's head" again.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-They are
not doing badly.

The Hon. R. R. RAWsoN.-We have a
history.

The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The next
point I make is that in this House, not
long ago, I attacked the present Government on its decision not to give to milk
producers an increase in price that was
granted by a properly constituted
tribunal. The Premier intimated that
the Government made that decision so
as to prevent an increase in the cost of
living. The return to milk producers
was kept down for some time, but
uHimately the Government was compelled to grant an increase. There has
recently been the spectacle of the Victorian and Queensland Governments
holding up the wheat stabilization agreement and, as a result, Australia has lost
the opportunity to sell at a profitable
price a considerable tonnage of wheat.
Those Governments deliberately tried to
keep the price down because that is
the policy of the Labour party. The
Prem'ier has admitted to me personally
and has stated publicly that the Labour
party will take no action that will have
the effect of increasing prices to consumers. We of the Country party do
not object to the Government adopting
that policy, but we do object to its supporters claim'ing that the only persons
who are called upon to' bear increased
costs are the under-privileged members
of society. In that respect, a misstatement is made.
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY.-Those are the
persons who are least able to bear the
sacrifice.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is
not so. There is no person in Australia
to-day who is not in a reasonably good
position, unless it is because of his own
fault.

The Hon. A. J. BAILEY.-I should like
to take you around my Province.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Workers
have been awarded a basic wage.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Your party
has been making that claim almost since
the dawn of history.

The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-According to the Government, the Country
party has a bad history. Actually, there
is no such thing as a basic wage, as was
stated by Mr. Warner. To-day the
average basic wage rate is approximately
£11 15s. a week. I believe it ranges to
£12 in certain States. Statistics reveal
that approximately twelve months ago,
the average wage paid to workers was in
the region of £14 a week.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is proposed to send out a search party to find
the fellow who is on the basic wage.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is
so. I have sat on wages Boards. Those
tribunals take the basic wage figure, then
they consider seasonal and other conditions and gradually build up a wage
which applies to every man engaged in
the industry concerned. Then it is stated
that" all others" will be paid the basic
wage.
. The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Soon you
will convince me that the only persons
who were present at the Coronation of
Her Majesty the Queen were Australian
workers on the basic wage.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That may
be so. The point I make is that the decision of the Arbitration Court has been
adequately justified. The court is composed of able and experienced men, and
their decision was made in an effort to
. stabilize the economy of the country.
The Victorian Government has tried to
stabilize the economy of the State by
keeping down prices of primary products such as milk and wheat. Supporters of the Government should not
contend that only under-privileged members of the community are being called
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upon to bear any burden. If the claim
of the Labour party is correct, then I
contend that most pri1mary producers are
under-privileged also.
The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)Ay~
17
Noes
14
Majority for the motion

3

AyES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Gartside
Jones

I

(Ballarat)

Mr. Jones
(Doutta Galla)
Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Sheehy
Mr. Slater
Mr. Smith
Mr. Thomas.
Tellers:

Mr. Rawson
Mr. Tilley.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Byrnes
Cameron
Fulton
James Kennedy
Ludbrook
McArthur
MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mansell
Swinburne
Walters
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Chandler
Mr. Grigg.

The Bill was committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Adoption of awards of Commonwealth Arbitration Court).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I wish to make two observa tions to the Committee. First, the
President last night asked whether or
not 'section 23 of the Factories and Shops
Act 1934, No. 4275, h.'3.d been proclaimed.
I want to point out that Act No. 4275 was
to come into operation on a day to be
proclaimed, and section 23 had to be
especially proclaimed. In other words,
the mere proclamation of the Act was
not sufficient to proclaim section 23.
However, I can assure honorable members that the proclamation was made on
the 17th October, 1934. Secondly, Mr.
Warner referred to the fact that a Judge
of the Arbitration Court had made a
decision contrary to that made by the
full Arbitration Court.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I understand under legal duress.
Session 1952-53.-[86]
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.- The full
Arbitration Court deleted the wage
adjustment provision on the evidence.
The other Judge has said that he has no
power to do so, but if it is to be done and
it is the will of Parliament, Parliament
should express its will. I throw the
matter back to the Federal Government
to see whether it will be " game" to pass
legislation, which apparently a Judge of
the Arbi tra tion Court thinks it has power
to do, to delete from the awards relating
to maritime industries of Australia the
automatic wage adjustment provision.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
CASTLEMAINE GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-In the Assembly, this Bill was
ruled to be a private Bill, but was treated
as a public Bill except in relation to the
payment of fees, and I propose to adopt
the same course. Therefore, I moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill except in relation to the payment of
fees.

The motion was agreed to.
SWINE COMP.ENSATION BILL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).t moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this small measure is to
increase the stamp duty payable on the
sale of pigs from 1d. in the £1 rising to
a maximum of Is. 3d . .to 2d. in the £1
rising to a maximum of 3s. 4d. I should
point out that when the Swine Compensation Fund was established in 1927, the
stamp duty payable was 2d. in the £1,
but during the depression years, in 1934,
it was reduced to 1d. in the £1. The
purpose of the stamp duty is purely to
make the Swine Compensation Fund selfCountry party members
supporting.
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know that during the last few years pigs
have been profitable but expensive, and
the outcome is that the compensation
fund has not been self-supporting. It
was set up to compensate farmers whose
pigs became affected with one of the
diseases mentioned in the schedule,
except tuberculosis, 40 per cent. of the
compensation for which is payable out
of Consolidated Revenue.
The Swine
Compensation Fund is expected to bear
the whole of the loss incurred through
the other diseases, and in respect of one
pig the compensation amounts to seveneighths of the value of the animal, but
not exceeding £15.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is that
equal to about 1d. a lb. of the sale price?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Yes.
The maximum payment will be increased
under the Bill. Apart from tuberculosis,
the diseases mentioned in the schedule
are swine fever, swine erysipelas, swine
1Il1ague, swine dysentery, or infectious
necrotic enteritis. For some time the
f1.Ind has not been self-supporting, and
the ordinary taxpayer has had to subsidize the farmer whose pigs have become affected with disease. As a matter
of sound economy, I commend the
measure.
The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULA.Y
(Gippsland Province).-The Bill covers
an important, but, unfortunately, disappearing industry. The pig population
of the State has deteriorated rapidly in
the past few years. In 1945-46, there
were 271,889 pigs in the State, and in·
1949-50, 202,901. During that period of
four years, the loss was 68,988 animals.
Pig meats are a staple food and also one
of our main exports, and it is not nice
to see such deterioration occurring. The
pig-raising industry needs all tp.e assistance the Government can give it. There
are a number .of reasons for the
deterioration, and one is the modern
method of dealing with milk products.
One of the best pig fattening foods is
skim milk, but that is now being dried
and used for other purposes. Scientists
say it is too valuable to be fed to pigs,
but the diverting of skim milk for other
purposes is the main reason for the
decline in our pig population.
The
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second important reason is the high
price of grain fed to pigs; the third
reason is the difficul ty that farmers have
in obtaining the labour necessary to run
their farms.
I understand that the deficiency in the
fund approximates £43,000 and that the
payments out in one year amounted to
£31,000. That does not represent tbe
total loss of pigs from disease. Only a
proportion of the value of the animal is
paid in the way of compensation, so that
the total loss would range between
£50,000 and £60,000 a year. That is a
great loss to the State, and the Government should recognize the urgent need
to have inquiries made into the cause
of these diseases, which are not overcome merely by destroying pigs. Figures
relating to a number of years indioate
that since 1945 to the present time
practically the same number .of pigs have
been condemned each year, notwithstanding the fact that the pig population
has declined. I do not blame the Department of Agriculture, but sufficient investigation has not been made into the
diseases suffered by pigs. I would point
out that in 1944-45, 5,055 pigs weredestroyed; in 1949-50, 5,374; in 1951-52,
5,897; and in 1952-53, 4,976. Although
the pig population has declined, the
number destroyed each year has remained practically stationary.
The
Government could assist the industry by
having inquiries made into the cause
and prevention of the diseases that give
rise to such a big loss each year.
I am sorry that the Minister did not
supply more complete figures, because
without them it is difficult for members
to appreciate the true position. I understand the problem of the Minister, who
is dealing with a subject relating to a
Department not under his control. The
House, however, is entitled to be given
figures demonstrating what the Bill entails. I gather that the income of the
fund in 1949-50 was £17,588; in 1950-51,
£19,254; in 1951-52, £21,273; and in
1952-53, £22,405.
Taking the lastmentioned figure as the yearly income
under the present set-up, the Government proposes that the tax shall be
doubled. That means that next year
the income will be £44,810.
That
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does not give a complete picture
of the position.
It must be remembered that the tax rates are based
on a maximum price of £15 a pig,
and the new allowance will be based
on a net price of £20 a pig; the
amount of income will be increased
considerably. In addition, more pigs
are being sold at £20 a head than
was the case when the maximum price
was £15. A conservative estimate is
that the income under the proposal will
not be less than £50,000 a year. What
are the likely obligations under the
scheme?
Last year, the Government
contributed about £6,000 towards the
fund. If that is increased by one-third
on account of the higher price of pigs,
£8,000 will be paid by the Government,
bringing the total revenue of the fund
for the year up to £58,000.
I wish to know what payments will
be made under the scheme. Notes supplied by the Minister show that in one
year £31,000 was paid out of the fund.
If that figure is increased by one-third,
the payments for the coming year will
exceed £41,000, and on that basis
there will be a credit in the fund at the
end of the year amounting to £16,000.
In four years, the fund will be in credit
to the extent of £64,000. From that sum
mus.t be deducted £43,000, the debt
owing to the Treasury.
My complaint is that producers are
to be asked in less than three years to
refund the amount of £43,000 that has
been pa'id to producers and manufacturers during the last ten years. Payments from the fund are made not only
to producers.
An official list I
have indicates that since 1941-42,
the sum of £117,048 has been paid
as compensation to farmers and £137,000
to butchers and bacon manufacturers,
indicating that
not only
farmers, but also bacon manufacturers
and butchers are involved in the scheme.
Yet the farmers whose pigs are sold are
those who are asked to pay money into
the compensation fund. In view of the
fact that the deficit has accumulated over
a period of ten years, and that many
primary producers who have received a
benefit will not be asked to pay for it
in the future, and that many who will be
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asked to pay will obtain no benefit at
all, it does not seem fair or reasonable
that the stamp duty should be so grea,ly
increased. In my opinion, a lesser rate
would meet the requirements of the
Government, not only in the direction of overcoming the deficit in
the Swine Compensation Fund, but
also to provide sufficient for the
payment of compensation in the years
to come. I suggest that the Minister
should consider seriously whether it is
not possible to reduce the proposed
stamp duty of 2d. in the £1 to l!d. in
the £1. In fact, when the Bill is in
Committee an appropriate amendment
may be moved.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Province) .-As indicated by the Minister
who is in charge of this measure, the
purpose of it is to increase the stamp
duty payable on the sale of pigs from
1d. to 2d. in the £1. The revenue thus
received will be paid into the Swine
Compensation Fund as against compensation for pigs destroyed because they
have been found to be affected with a
notifiable disease, such as swine fever or
enteritis. I am glad that it is proposed
to bring the stamp duty back to what
it was in the original Act. I can remember when, in 1927, the pig breeders
of Victoria waited on the Dunstan
Government, requesting the establishment of a fund such as the Swine Compensation Fund. The stamp duty was
fixed at 2d. in the £1, with a maximum
of 2s. 6d. in respect of anyone pig.
The fund operated satisfactorily until
1938 when it was adversely affected, due
to the high price of pigs. In the early
stages, the maximum amount of compensation for anyone pig destroyed or
ordered to be destroyed was £15. In the
meantime, there has been a rise in the
price of pigs of about 300 per cent.
At the time to which I have just
referred the average price of a baconer
was £6, whereas it is now about £18.
In all the circumstances, it was understandable that the fund became insolvent.
Primary producers, especially pig
breeders, consider that the fund should
finance itself, and I definitely agree with
that viewpoint. The fund was established at a time when the pig population
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was nearly wiped out by swine fever.
I could never understand why the
orjginal stamp duty was reduced, and
I am pleased that the Government has
decided to revert to the stamp duty
charged under the original Act. The
fund owes Consolidated Revenue about
£43,000. In passing; I express my thanks
to Mr. MacAulay for the interesting.
statistics he furnished. I think it is
safe to say that pig breeders hold the
view that they are well provided for.
Consequently, I shall support the Bill and
again express the view that the Government is taking the right action by
reverting to the original rate of duty.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY (NorthEastern Province).-This highly important Bill will have far-reaching consequences. It is obviously of great
interest to the pig breeders of Victoria.
As we have been informed, owing to
unfortunate circumstances the Swine
Compensation Fund has over a period of
years accumulated a deficit of about
£43,000, brought about largely by an
outbreak of disease some years ago. In
1938, as Mr. Ludbrook indicated,
the fund was in credit. The stamp duty
is paid by the producer and by him
only, and the present measure seeks to
effect a drastic increase of from 1d. in
the £1 to 2d. in the £1 stamp duty, or
an increase of 100 per cent. On the
basis of 1d. in the £1, the maximum was
1s. 3d. in respect of anyone pig, whereas, if this Bill is passed into law, the
maximum will be 3s. 4d., representing
an increase of 150 per cent.
The Han. WILLIAM SLATER.-It is an
insurance.
The ·Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.Admittedly, but the producer is carrying all the burden.
The Han. WILLIAM SLATER.-But he
receives the benefit if his herd is wiped
out.
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.Nevertheless, the burden is the producer's. I should be interested to learn
of the number of pigs condemned on the
farm because of tuberculosis and for
which the producer obtains compensation. I should be interested to be informed also of the number of pigs
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condemned at the abattoirs as distinct,
from the farm. The butcher and the
bacon factories obtain a return.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Are they
not paying the farmer for the pigs?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBU:RY.-lf a
pig is condemned after a butcher has
bought it, he receives compensation.
The Han. J. W. GALBALLY.-But he
has paid the farmer for the pig. Surely
you do not suggest that all the compensa tion should go to the farmer.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-I am
not asking that that should be done,
but I am contending that the butcher
does not pay anything for the insurance.
The Han. J. W. GALBALLY.-He pays
for a good pig and gets a diseased one.
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.-That
is true.
Producers have a similar
experience.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Your logic
is hard to follow.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-That
may be. I believe that the prop'osed
increase in stamp duty is too steep. It
will mean that the fund will be in
credit in about three or four years.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-What if
disease among pigs affects the position?
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.-We
can only take the average amount
of compensation paid over the years.
Recouping the deficit of the fund
will take approximately three to four
years, after which the fund will
gradually build up a credit. I suggest
that if the recovery of the fund was
over a longer period, a lesser amount
of stamp duty being charged, the producer would be more satisfied. However, the point with which I am most
concerned is that under the original Act
the pig raiser is paid not the full amount
of the valuation placed on a destroyed
animal, but seven-eighths of the market
value. It is difficult to discover the
reason. There was a similar provision
in the Cattle Compensation Act which,
however, was amended to provide that
three-qual'lters of the market value, but
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not exceeding £25, should be paid out of
the compensation fund in appropriate
cases. On that basis, although a stock
inspector placed a value of £25 on a
beast that had been destroyed, the
owner would receive only £18 lOs. If
a pig is condemned because it is suffering from tuberculosis, the return to the
producer will be seven-eighths of the
market value. Provision is made for
deductions on account of yarding dues,
commission, and so forth. If a man has
a full litter of pigs which is wiped out
by disease, his loss is great. From one
aspect the proportion of seven-eighths
is misleading, since a stock inspector
may place on a destroyed pig a value
of £20. The individual considers that he
will receive £20, but he will receive only
seven-eighths of that sum.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-If an
anim'al is condemned on a farm, the
owner does not 'incur expenses associated
with commission and yardage.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-What
would those expenses amount to?
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-They
would not amount to one-eighth of the
compensation payable.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Probably that is true. The charges would
not amount to one-eighth of £20. Any
pig producer whose herd is afflicted with
disease sustains a drastic blow and it
takes a considerable time for him to recover. I claim that pig raisers should be
encouraged t'O increase their production.
In 1948 I had the unfortunate experience of having 34 out of 94 head of
cattle wiped out by tUiberculosis. Their
estimated value at that time was in excess of £2,'500, but the valuation
for compensation purposes in respect of
any beast did not exceed £25.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-W'Ould
that not be the average value of each
beast?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-One of
those animals, only six weeks previously,
was reserve champion' at the Royal Melbourne Show and I was offered 350
guinea~ for it. Under the terms of this
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Bill, an over-all average must be recognized. The unfortunate aspect of the
measure, as in the cattle compensation
legislation, is that a producer does not
receive compensation immediately an
animal is condemned; payment of compensa'tion is deferred, yet the producer
is expected to build up his herd and carry
on. Immediately a stock inspector views
a beast that is affected by disease it is
condemned, and a broad arrow is placed
on its side. From that moment onwards,
the beast belongs to the Crown, and it
must then be sent to the abattoirs to be
destroyed and its body searched for germ
infection. I might menti'On that of the
34 head of cattle belonging to me that
were condemned four or five years ago,
only four were found to be unfit for
human consumption. The remaining 30
beasts were actually sold for human consumption, because the disease had not
spread beyond the glands of the carcasses.
The Hon. H. V. MACLEoD.-What was
the disease from which the cattle suffered?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Tuherculosis. I had to wait untH all of the
beasts that were fit for human consumption had been sold. Then I had to wai t
for the butcher to send me his cheque.
Afterwards, the balance of the money
due to me was paid from the Cattle
Compensation Fund. I suggest that the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings should ask the Minister of Agriculture to insert a provision in the Bill
to the effect that, immediately a pig is
condemned, the owner will be paid the
full amount of compensation to which he
is entitled, direct from the fund, without having to obtain it piecemeal. To
replace the cattle that had been condemned on my property, I had to purchase a truckload of young beasts at ,my
own expense. I was compeHed to wait
for six months, however, for reimbursement of my loss on the beasts that were
condemned. That was a heavy burden.
I contend that seven-eighths of the
valuation really means nothing.
A
stipulation should be contained in the
Bill that the market value will be paid,
up to a maximum of £20. Under the
terms of the Bill, a beast must be valued
at considerably more than £20 before
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the producer will receive that sum of
money as compensation. The Bill in its
present form is misleading, and it does
not give a clear indication of what a
producer will receive if his animal is
condemned. Moreover, I claim that the
proposed steep increase in the stamp
duty from 1d. to 2d. in the £1, with a
maximum of 3s. 4d. ·for each animal
is unnecessary. The increase could be
spread over a longer period and in that
way the fund could' be amply recouped
for the deficit that it is now exhibiting.
This would considerably assist pig
producers.
The Hon. H. V. MACLEOD.-Would you
discriminate between a porker and a stud
pig for the purpose of compensation.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-A
porker can be a stud pig. Every pig,
in fact, passes through the porker stage,
irrespective of whether it is a stud
animal or a crossbred.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Rates of stamp duty on
sales of pigs).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I was considerably impressed by the
thoughtful arguments and the figures
that were submitted by Mr. MacAulay,
and I assure him that I shall take an
early opportunity to bring them to the
notice of my colleague, the Minister of
Agriculture.
Mr. Bradbury raised certain questions
relating to compensation payments under
this Bill, but I was unable to appreciate
his arguments. The Swine Compensation Act was placed upon the statute
book in 1927 by a Labour Government,
and it effected a form of insurance for
pig farmers. By reason of the legislation, a farmer whose herd became infected with swine fever, instead of
finding himself without any income
whatever, was provided with an adequate
form of insurance. At that time, seveneighths was set by the Labour Government as the proportion of compensation
payable. Since then, there has been a
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succession of Country party Governments in Victoria, but not one of them
has attempted to alter the legislation in
any way. Indeed, it must come as a
surprise to you, Mr. Chairman, to learn
that a Country party Government
allowed the Swine Compensation Fund
to become bankrupt and did nothing
about it, so that the taxpayer has been
forced to foot the bill for the pig farmers
to the tune of £43,000.
This Governmen t believes tha t the
fund should be self-supporting and that
it should not be a· charge upon the
remainder of the community. The fund
insures farmers against the loss of their
pigs, and that is all it attempts to do.
lt would be ludicrous to load the loss
caused by diseased pigs on to the remainder of the community. lt is a matter of
wonderment to me that, despite the
importance of this measure, so few members of the Country party are in the
Chamber to participate in the debate.
\Vhile members of that party condemn
roundly every Socialist enterprise, when
it suits their own pockets to do so, they
demand that the community should accept responsibility for the loss of diseased
pigs. The Government is of the opinion
that seven-eighths represents a fair proportion of the valuation for the purpose
of compensation.
If 'pig farmers desire to be compensated to the extent of the whole of their
los'S, the remedy lies in their own hands,
namely, to increase the payments made
to the fund on the sale of pigs. The
rate of stamp duty is being increased to
2d. in the £1, with a maximum of 3s. 4d.,
Mr. Bradbury claims that this is a
shocking imposition. I hope that his
indiscretion is due to his comparative
youthfulness, because I have more respect for his intelligence than to assume
that he would try to persuade the
Government that pig farmers, who have
never received better prices for their
animals than they are getting to-day,
will be upset by the impOsition of this
" burdensome" charge. I do not believe
him and I do not think that any other
member of the House does.

The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province).-I intend to submit an amendment that in par~graph
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(a) of clause 3 the words" two pence"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
words " one penny and a half."

maintain that a tax of l!d. in the £1 is
sufficient to pay current expenses and
meet the deficiency in a short time.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).
-I rise to a point of order. I submit
that it is not competent for a member
to move such an amendment as that
foreshadowed by Mr. MacAulay because,
by virtue of section 36 of The Constitution Act Amendment Act, the Council
may not suggest any motion or amendment, the effect of which will be to
increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people. The effect of the amendment, if carried, would be that if the
Swine Compensation Fund were deficient, the e{{tent of the deficiency would
have to be met out of Consolidated
Revenue, and to that extent it would be
a charge or burden on the people.

The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-Why did
not the party of which you are a member take measures to make the Swine
Compensation Fund solvent when it
formed the Government?

The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters}.-I uphold the contention of
the Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings, and rule that the proposed amendment would not be in order.
The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province) .-I accept the
ruling, but, if the Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings desires that
the Swine Compensation Fund should
be self-supporting, I again direct his
attention to the figures I submitted to
him. It may have been of advantage if
the Minister had been enabled to submit
to the House an estimate of the sums
likely to be received and expended in
the forthcoming year so that members
could judge whether the proposed increased stamp duty on the sale of pigs
to 2d. in the £1 would be sufficient, or
more than sufficient, to meet the requirements of the fund. The figures I
supplied to the Minister disclose that in
one year the sum of £16,174 shall be
Since the
credited to the fund.
deficit in the Swine Compensation
Fund is approximately £43,000, it is
evident that, on the figures I have submitted, the fund will be solvent again
in only two and a half years if vhe Bill
is passed. As the present deficiency has
accumulated over a period of ten years,
it seems unreasonable that the Government should attempt to recoup the
amount in two and a half years. I

The Hon. WILLIAM MACAULAY.-':
The solvency of the fund has been
deteriorating for ten years. During that
time a number of different Governments
have been in office, and all must share
the respons,ibility. However, there is a
deficit to meet and it is desirable to
reduce it in the least burdensome
·manner. Unless the Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings can demonstrate that my figures are unsound, he
should acknowledge that the impost of
a stamp duty that will result in the
deficit being reduced by £16,174 each
year represents the imposition of an
unnecess'ary burden on the producers.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).
- I commend Mr. MacAulay for his
thoughtful contribution to the deba'te.;
he has gone to a good deal of troublp.
and has presented me with a number of
figures which I shall place before the
Minister of Agriculture. The question
of rais'ing the stamp duty on the sale of
pigs from 1d. to l!d. in the £1 was fully
considered in the Assembly. By way of
general comment, I should like to say
that the estimated revenue is only an:
estimate, and the first job to be tackled
is to make the Swine Compensation Fund
solvent.
The Hon. WILLIAM MACAULAY.Within a reasonable space of time.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is expected that the deficiency will be re.:
couped within about four years. Doubtless, when the fund becomes solvent the
Government of the day will re-examine
the rate of stamp duty. The fact that
the fund has been allowed to get so much
in the " red " must sound a note of alarm:
to members. The first step proposed by
the Government to remedy the situation:
is to raise the rate of duty to the figure
imposed in the year 1927, namely, 2d'.
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When the fund is solvent, which is expected to be within a:bout four years,
I have no doubt that the Government of
the day will reconsider the question.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
JUNIOR LEGACY, MELBOURNE
(DUREAU MEMORIAL) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-In another place,
this Bill was ruled to be a private Bill.
I propose that a similar procedure shall
be adopted in this House. Therefore, I
moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. WILLIAM
SLATER (Attorney-General), the Bill
was read a 'first time.
GAS AND }'"UEL CORPORATION
(FINANCIAL) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
BUILDING SOCIETIES BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The Bill is designed to amend in only
three or four particulars the existing
Building Societies Act, which is an old
enactment. The societies came into being
in the year 1874, and the current law
appertaining to them is contained in the
Building Societies Act 1928. There are
limitations in the law in its present form,
and the building soci~ties have requested
the passage of this amending Bill to
enable them to advance money on residence areas and residence licence land.
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These have limited titles, neither freehold nor leasehold, but there is a protecting provision in the Bill which does not
allow advances to be made by the
societies unless the valuation pays regard to the limited nature of the title.
Tha t is expressly provided in the Bill.
The next amendment deals with the
power which the building societies desire
to have to buy and to subdivide land and
to sell it, when so subdivided, for the
purpose of the erection of homes. That
is a principle with which no reasonable
person will quarrel. The third principle
embodied in the measure deals with the
wish of the societies to make further use
of accumulations of capital forming part
of their general reserve funds,· which they
are unable to use under the existing
law, but which they will in future
be able to use with the protection that
already applies under the principal Act.
The provisions of the Bill which I have
shortly outlined have been scrutinized
by the Lands Department on the aspect
of titles.
The Department offers no
objection because the titles will naturally
and inevitably be converted to freeholds,
thus providing a means whereby the
building societies may further their
schemes of house erection. For those
reasons I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why does
not the Bill bring these building ~ocieties
within the ambit of the Companies Act
of 1928? At the present time, if I remember correctly, building societies are only
covered by the liquidation laws.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
building societies have never made a
request on those lines. The societies are
composed of shareholders and participants in their building schemes. There
are two classes of society-permanent
societies and terminating societies. It
is desirable that they should be able to
convert their shares and at the Committee stage I shall move an amendment
wi th that object in view. The Building
Societies Act 1928 is very limited in its
scope and the societies have requested
the minor amendments contained in the
Bill. There may be something in what
Mr. Warner says, and if the societies take
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the matter up in future their :rep:resentations will receive favourable consideration.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigv
Province).-I rise to support the Bill,
which brings the building societies into
line with the co-operative housing
societies in respect of lending money on
properties, which now they are not permi tted to do. In the early days there
were two means of obtaining building
blocks in mining towns. One was to purchase land from the Lands Department
a t land sales; such properties became
freehold. The other means was to take
out a miner's right at a fee of 2s. 6d. and
thus procure the right to hold not only
a claim for mining, but also a residence
area, which was registered for t.he sum
of Is. 6d. In years gone by many owners
of properties, in mining towns considered
that they were better protected by holding a miner's right residence area than a
freehold. Provision was made whereby
if any 'One objected to further leases being
granted for mmmg purposes, -the
matter was dealt with by a warden's
court, which decided whether the land
should be included in the lease. In that
case mining companies could operate
within 300 feet of the surface of such a
property. That did not apply with a
miner's right. If the holder of a miner's
right residence area objected, the company could not so operate.
In many cases in the old days jf a person omitted to take out his miner's right
on the due date, another person could
come along, take out a miner's right and
take over the house. In 1928, section 129
of the Land Act removed from the
Mines Department the power of granting
residence areas, and there were then
instituted what were known as permissive occupancy blocks. For the payment of 5s. per annum a right to a
residence area was granted. When it
came under the jurisdiction of the Lands
Department the land had to be surveyed,
whereas under the miner's right it was
just a case of placing four pegs in the
ground; for 'instance, lin Bendigo one
house was erected in the middle of a
road. After a period of three years if the
holder of an area wished to have it
converted to freehold, he could purchase
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it, but many people did not go to that
trouble. This Bill makes it possible for
a man of limited income to take out a
licence, build a home, and purchase the
land later from the Lands Department.
Under permissive occupancy I believe all
moneys paid as rental go towards reduction of the purchase price. In Bendigo,
since 1941, 1,000 licences have been
issued. The main object of the Bill is to
allow building societies to advance money
for the purchase or building of homes on
residence areas. This will be of great
advantage in old mining areas, and I
urge honorable members to give the Bill
a speedy pass'age.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) .-Building societies
have been functioning under an Act
of Parliament for about 80 years.
They have earned the confidence of the
people during that time, and have fulfilled a useful purpose in the community.
One could aimost term them another
"Housing Commission" because their
function is very much on the lines of that
body. They have been the means of providing homes for a number of persons
who were not in a position to purchase
dwellings or pay a large deposit. Anything that the Government can do to
assist these societies to extend their
work and place them on a better footing
is worthy of consideration.
There are three m'ain clauses in the
Bill. The first concerns licence areas
and residence areas. I understand that
in the past, building societies have been
lending money in respect of these areas
in a manner not strictly legal, and that
this amending legislation will correct
that position. There are 6,415 allotments held under licence, most of which
comprise one acre. They are all in
mining areas, and are untidy heaps of unlevelled land, which means that a man
not possessing a great deal of finance can,
by carrying out a certain amount of
work himself, improve the property considerably. There are 3,000 residence
areas. The licence areas are of 1 acre,
but the residence areas, which are not
closer than 1 chain to a river and 3
chains in the case of the River Murray,
are as large as 3 acres. To a working man, such an area on a rental
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of £1 per annum represents an opportunity to grow vegetables, and perhaps
run a cow or some fowls. Although this
practice has been going on for a number
of years, the amendment will provide a
better legal footing for it, and place it
on the same level as operations of the
co-operative housing societies.
Clause 3 grants societies the power to
purchase large areas of land and
use bulldozers or other mechanized
methods to clear that land and subdivide
it, then to erect homes and sell them
when the opportunilty arises.
That
should be the means of bringing into the
societies extra funds, which ultimately
revert to shareholders of tlie societ.ies.
In clause 4, provision is made for the
amount of deposits or loans to be increased. A number of societies have
accumulated funds which at present they
are not allowed to use. Now the" societies
will be able to use those funds and
borrow up to three times the value of
their accumulated funds. That will enable the societies to extend their activities. I should like to ask the AttorneyGeneral a question. Is it not a fact that
a person who has a home erected on land
leased at £1 or 5s. a year, despite the
valuation, can apply for and Ibe granted
a freehold of the property once he has
erected a home and satisfied the Registrar of Friendly Societies or the Lands
Department in certain respects?
" The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I understand that that is so, that such a person
can acquire a title.
" The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-Once a
man owns his own home he can take a
pride in it and look after it. I commend the Bill and trust it will have a
speedy passage.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham
Province).-These
building
societies were in operation for many
years before the Companies Act of 1928
came into operation. They operate in
the main under a document known as
"members' rules." I do not know what
the original object was, and why they
were left outside the scope of the Companies Act. It may have had something
to do with State income tax. Now they
are treated as operating companies for
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purposes of the Federal Income Tax Act.
Therefore, they are in the peculiar position of not using the normal services of
the community, but acting as private
individuals in respect of lending money
for mortgage purposes. They have to
pay income tax twice, once as a company and again as individuals.
I
imagine that tha t is the true reason
why these building societies have ceased
to flourish and why more of them have
not been formed.
The societies do not represent a very
good means of investing money in the
peculiar circumstances in which they
exist. I think it would be of great advantage to most building societies if
they could readily change over to the
normal operations of the Companies Act
and extend their powers.
Then they
would be more profi'table. . As I understand the position, at present they cannot do that without going into liquidation, which entails all sorts of problems
on their antiquated rules. All building
societies would appreciate an easy
method by which they could -automatically have their rules incorporated
as articles of association or be changed
into a company without going into a
process of liquidation, involving the
transfer of a large number of documents.
I think that -is the real problem, which
does not appear to be tackled in this
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
The
Bon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 propose the following new clause to follow clause 3:AA. (1) Notwithstanding anything in the
principal Act(a) the rules of any society may provide;
or
(b) the rules of any society may pursuant
to the principal Act be amended, by
the alteration or rescission of any
rule or by the making of an additional rule, to providefor the conversion of all or any of its paid
up shares into stock and for the reconversion of that stock into paid up shares of any
denomination.
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(2) A society if so authorized by its rules
may convert all or any of its paid up shares
into stock and may reconvert that stock
into paid up shares of any denomination.
(3) If a society has converted any shares
into stock or reconverted stock into shares
it shall within twenty-one days after so
doing give notice thereof to the registrar
specifying the shares converted or (as the
case may be) the stock reconverted.
(4) The conversion of shares into stock
or the reconversion of stock into shares
shall not in any manner affect the rights
of members, and references in the principal
Act to shares shall, unless a contrary intention appears, be construed as including a
reference to stock.

The purpose is merely to enable building
societies to convert their shares into
stock. The new clause will obviate many
difficulties of bookkeeping; it will facilita te dealing with transfers of stock
certificates and it will bring into line a
practice observed freely under the provisions of the Companies Act of 1938.
I take this opportunity of informing Mr.
'\larner that legislation relating to building societies is particularly old. I do
not know the numbers of those societies,
but there is considerable merit in what
the honorable member has said about
the wisdom of the societies taking advantage of the provisions of the Companies Act. However, the problem is
not quite as easy as it looks and I
consider that the persons most interested
should express their view upon it. Perhaps, as the result of Mr. Warner's
opinions being communicated to the
societies, they will consider whether they
will make representations with a view to
having the structure of the existing
legislation changed by their being
brought under the provisions of the
Companies Act.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Without
liquidation.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Yes.
There are involved many legal problems
which the societies would have to consider. This old legislation follows the
pattern of English Acts relating to building societies. It is very much in line
with the enactments affecting friendly
societies and other similar bodies, but
it largely springs from the comparable
English legislation of the 1870's. Such
legislation has been successful. I know
of few cases-apart from any which
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occurred in the boom period-in which
any of the building societies failed to
meet their obligations or to serve the
purposes for which they were formed.
Nevertheless, I repeat my opinion that
in view of the growth of company law
there is a great deal of merit in Mr.'
Warner's suggestion. I presume that the
societies will be informed of that sug~
gestion and give consideration to it.
Sir JAMES KENN~DY (Higinbotham
Province) .-1 commend the Gov~rnment
for having submitted the proposed new
clause, which relates to a question raised'
in the other House by Mr. Rylah, Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. The Minister
in charge of the Bill there undertoo~
to make inquiries and to arrange for a
new provision to be submitted in this
House, if that step were considered to
be right. Anyone who deals with stocks
and shares realizes what a terrible
nuisance it is to deal with share
numbers. For a holding of 100,000'
ordinary shares, every .share bears a
number-from 1 to 100,000. If each of
two persons take out 1,000 shares, the
first lot is numbered 1 to 1,000, and the'
second 1,001 to 2,000. If one of those
holders dies and his trustees desire to
sell the share holding, the broker may
divide it into parcels of 100. A person
holding, S'ay, 1,000 or 2,000 shares may'
find that they bear several different sets
. of numbers. For years in the city I had
charge of a huge register. The preferential share issue was about £1,000,000, and.
there was about £2,000,000 worth of
consolidated ordinary stock. There was
no trouble with the consoHda ted stock,
but considerable difficulty was ex-'
perienced regarding the records of
transactions in preference shares.
The proposed new clause will give:
building societies an opportunity of converting their shares into stock.
I'
understand that the societies have asked
for this new provision, and I am sure
that we all congratulate the Government
on its having acceded to the request for
the initiation of a simple procedure
which will not affect the law but will
save much time and work.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages. I
.
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(Amendment) Bill.

ESSENDON LAND (AMENDMENT)

MARKETING (EGG AND EGG PULP)

BILL.

BILL.

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I move-

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I move-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Under the Essendon Land Act 1934
certain land was made available to the
Essendon City Council for the construction of a road. The council has since
found that the land is not usable for
that purpose, and consequently aU
parties have agreed to its revesting in
the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria. The simple principle involved
scarcely needs any statement on my
part. I have in -my possession a plan
of the land, showing that which by the
E-ssendon Land Act was vested in the
local council. The reveslting of the land
will take place by agreement with the
Royal Agricultural Society, but the
rights of certain adjoining owners are
protected both as to rear access and as
to easement rights over a portion of the
land to the width of about 13! feet.
There is general agreement upon the
Bill. It is true that last year a protest
was made by some residents of the area.
A meeting was held and an objection
was submitted to the Essendon City
Council, but it was not sustained. No
further progress has been made along
those lines and seemingly there is now
general support for the proposition outlined in this Bill.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The aims of the Bill
are very simple. The Attorney-General
and his colleagues should have a firsthand knowledge of the district referred
to. All honorable members who, like
myself, have an interest in and a knowledge of the work of the Royal Agricultural Society will heartily support the
retransfer to the society of the land
specified in the Bill. The AttorneyGeneral has explained the circumstances,
and since all par.ties are in agreement
and the righ'ts of the owners abutting
the land are secured so far as drainage
and sewerage easements are concerned, I
have very much pleasure in supporting
the BilL
The motion was agreed to.
The BHI was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend section 4 of the Marketing of Primary
Products (Egg and Egg Pulp) Act 1951,
which provides that at any poll or election held after the 9th January, 1953, no
producer shall be en titled to vote unless
he is the owner of at least 250 hens and
has delivered to the Boar.d during the
preceding twelve months at least 3,000
dozen eggs. Unless this amendment is
made to the Act, it will be impossible for
an effective and proper roll to be prepared of producers who have the qualifications entitling them to vote for the
election of representatives of the producers on the Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board. This anomalous position was
discovered only recently. In order to
give effect to the legislation and provide
the machinery for the preparation of the
roll, section 4 of the Act must be
amended as sought. The Bill simply
enables a proper roll to be prepared s()
that producers can vote at the poll to
be held in May, 1954, for producer
representatives on the Board.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) .-1 support the Bill, which is
Considerable
a machinery measure.
confusion has arisen concerning the persons entitled to vote at elections because
of clause 4 of the existing Act. I am interested to ascertain the number of hens
a person must own before being entitled
to vote at a poll or at an election for representatives on the Egg Board. This
Board has performed a wonderful job,
although at present it is under a cloud.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Order! There is a simple question
here relating to the rights of producers
to vote. The subject matter of the Bill
does not in any way touch the functions
of the Egg Board.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) .-1 support the Bill. Previously it has been very hard to compile
the rolls of those entitled to vote at particular elections. Time must elapse to
enable returns to be received by the
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Board and to ascertain the names of persons eligible to vote. The Bill provides
that in respect of each poll and election
the Minister shall publish a notice in the
Government Gazette appointing a date
not more than three months prior to the
date fixed for the poll or election for the
purpose of calculating the eligibility of
producers to vote.
The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province).-The party to
which 1 have the honour to belong offers
no objection to the Bill. The Act would
be almost unworkable unless such a provision ,as that contained in the measure
were included. The Government is justified in asking for this alteration to the
legisla tion and for reasonable time to
enable compilation of the rolls before a
vote is taken. 1 support the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
C~ause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Producers' rolls for elections
and polls).
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-1 should like to ask the
Attorney-General why delay is incurred
in the furnishing of returns.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The pur.pose of the
measure is to enable the Department of
Agriculture to obtain sufficient material
to assess the qualifications of electors.
Thereupon, the roll can be prepared in
time for the election which must take
place in May, 1954.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-The Bill provides that no
producer shall be entitled to vote unless
he is the owner of at least 250 hens and
has delivered in the previous twelve
months to the Board at least 3,000 dozen
eggs. . I should like to know the basis
upon which it is estimated that 250 birds
will lay 3,000 dozen eggs; that seems to
me to be fairly good laying. By whom
was that assessment made? 1 have been
in close contact with Mr. Rugg, who was
formerly the Government poultry expert,
and he pointed out that years ago Victorian hens laid an average of 180 eggs
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a year, but that the average had decreased to 110. I should like to know
how production can be raised.
The . Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-It is 26 years since
1 was Minister of Agriculture, and the
limited lq10wledge 1 obtained of the
practices of poultry has meanwhile
evaporated. 1 am a person not qualified
to vote under the terms of the Act, because 1 am the owner of only five adult
female domesticated fowls, whose laying
propensities are limited to about three
eggs a day. 1 sincerely regret that I am
not armed with the information adequately to answer Mr. Grigg.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the Hou.se
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I move, by leaveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.33 p.m.)
until Tuesday, November 17.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, November 11, 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 4.14 p.m., and read the
prayer.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
POLIOMYELITIS VICTIMS: CHARGES FOR
HOSPITALIZATION.

Mr. McCLURE (Dundas) asked the
Minister of HealthWhether poliomyelitis victims who are inmates of public hospitals are required to
pay; if so, for what period?

l\lr. BARRY (Minister of Health).The answer isPoliomyelitis sufferers for the first three
weeks of their illness are regarded as
sufferers from an infectious disease, and
treatment given in infectious diseases wards
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of general hospitals or in Fairfield Infectious
Diseases Hospital is therefore paid for by
councils. A half-share of the cost to ·councils
of this treatment is borne by the State
Government.
Depending upon medical conditions,
sufferers may be kept in an infectious
diseases hospital longer than three weeks,
although as a general rule they are not.
Once the infectious stage is past, poliomyelitis sufferers are usually treated as
general hospital cases; at that stage maintenance and treatment may be charged for
according to the circumstances of the patient.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS ACT.
PROPOSED NEW ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS:
AREAS.

Colonel
LEGGATT
(Mornington)
asked the Chief SecretaryWhat ·is the area of each of the proposed
new Legislative Assembly electoral districts
as set out in the report of the Commissioners
dated 26th October, 1953?

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Preparation of details concerning the
areas of the proposed new Legislative
Assembly electoral districts has not yet
been completed. The Electoral Districts
Act does not provide, nor was it the intention of the Government that it should, for
the division of the State into definite
areas. The Government promised that
each Federal electorate would be divided
into two State electorates and that each
would contain, as nearly .as possible, an
equal number of voters. Therefore,
the Act specifies the number of voters in
each electorate rather than the number
of acres. When the officers concerned
have completed their survey, which
entails the compilation of much detail,
the information sought by the honorable
member for Mornington will be supplied
to him. It 'should be furnished within
the next two or three weeks.
ANZAC DAY.
METHOD OF OBSERVANCE.

Mr. PETTY (Toorak) asked the Chief
SecretaryWhether the Government proposes taking
steps to ascertain by plebiscite of returned
servicemen and servicewomen residing in
Victoria whether it is their desire that there
should be a change in the method of the
observance of Anzac Day in Victoria?

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The answer is-No.

Literature.

SOLDIER SETTLEMENT
COMMISSION.
SALT CREEK ESTATE.

Mr. GLADMAN (Warrnambool) asked
the Minister of Soldier Settlement1. What area of Salt Creek Estate has
been acquired by the Soldier Settlement
Commission, and what was the purchase
price per acre?
2. What area of the land acquired has
been made available to soldier settlers?
3. Whether any of the land has been sold
to other than soldier settlers; if so, what
area, to whom, and at what price per acre?

For Mr. HOLT (Minister of Soldier
Settlement), Mr. Smith (Honorary
Minister).-The answers are1. 1,819 acres were acquired from Salt
Creek Proprietary Limited and a further
4,623 acres from West Salt Creek Proprietary Limited, making a total of 6,442
acres.
2 and 3. On account of subdivisional
difficulties and to avoitl bridging the Hopkins
river, 464 acres of the area acquired
were sold to Mr. A. G. Manifold in consideration of his selling 1,244 acres to the
Commission, thereby increasing the land
made available for ex-servicemen from 6,442
acres to 7,247 acres.
<Includes approximately 25 acres closed roads.)
The Government does not deem it prudent to disclose the prices at which land was
acquired, for two reasons(a) it
may be embarrassing to the
vendors; and
(b) it may influence land owners in
future negotiations with the Commission.

LITERATURE.
OBJECTION ABLE PUBLICATIONS: SALE AT
RAILWAY BOOKSTALLS.

Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) asked
the PremierWhether the Government will place an
immediate ban upon the sale of obscene
literature at Government-owned railway
bookstalls?
.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-I am advised by the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners that liter.ature
which has been held to be obscene is
not sold at railway bookstalls. The
Government is studying the whole question relating to obscene literature, which
is extremely difficult to cope with. It is
hoped, in conjunction with other States,
to introduce legislation to deal with the
matter.

Prices Regulation
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PRICES REGULATION
(CONTINUATION) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr. CAIN
(Premier and Treasurer) , was read a
first time.
JUNIOR LEGACY, MELBOURNE,
(DUREAU MEMORIAL) BILL.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
relating to certain property held in trust
for the purposes of Junior Legacy, Melbourne, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
(EXTENSION) BILL.
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
extend the operation of the Building
Operations and Building Materials Control Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read
first time.

.3,

LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary) moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Licensing Acts, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
CASTLEMAINE GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
~Ir. STONEHAlU (Minister of Agriculture) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to increase the borrowing powers of
the Castlemaine Gas Company.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
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BOOKMAKERS BILL.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary) moved
for leave to bring in a Bill relating to
the registration of bookmakers and
bookmakers' clerks, to amend the Stamps
Acts and other Acts, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
LAND SETTLEMENT BILL.
For Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands),
Mr. Smith (Honorary Minister) moved
for leave to bring in a Bill relating to
land settlement, and for other purposes.
The motion was· agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Sewerage Districts
Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (IMPORTED
HOUSES) BILL (No.2).
~Ir. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to further amend section 901 of the
Local Government Act 1946.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
COUNTRY SEWERAGE LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to sanction the issue and application
of loan money for sewerage and other
works in country districts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
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REVENUE DEFICIT FUNDING BILL
(No.2).

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).That this Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to grant the
necessary parliamentary approval to fund
the deficit of the financial year 1952-53
by transferring loan funds to the Consolidated Revenue. Similar legislation
has been enacted in re'Spect of each of
the five preceding years. A number of
members have stated that the Government has an overflowing Treasury. In
order to balance the Budget in this State,
our Government is endeavouring to bring
to an end these recurring deficits, which
have totalled more than £5,000,000 over
the last six years. I warn the House
that no Government can continue to show
a deficit in its financial administration
year after year. Although the State
has found it difficult to balance its Budget
during recent years, last year the Commonwealth Government had a surplus of
£13,000,000. All the other States-New
South Wales almost balanced its Budget
last year-have experienced similar
difficulties over the years. I shall not
discuss the disadvantages of uniform
taxation because neither the time nor
c~rcumst,ances ~arrant my doing so, but
smce 1942 the uniform taxation system
has applied in Australia, and reoresentatives of the State Governments from
time to time have attended Premiers'
conferences where they have received
taxation reimbursements from the Commonwealth Government irrespective of
its political complexion.
As a result of this system our Government has been forced to raise charges on
a large number of services to an extent
which some people think-and not without justification-is becoming too great.
The deficits in recent financial years have
been:
1947-48,
£553,000;
1948-49,
£1,383,000; 1949-50, £259,000; 1950-51,
£343,000; 1951-52, £2,407,000; and
1952-53, £365,000. Thus a tot,al deficit
of £5,310,000 has been incurred over
the last six years, disclosing a
great deterioration in the public
Honorable
finances of the State.
members must realize that that
amount is a first charge on loan
funds, which in some years have been
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meagre. In addition, such deficits involve
the payment each year of 4! per cent.
interest plus a charge of 4 per cent. into
the national sinking fund, a total of 8~
per cent. per annum over a period of
seventeen years.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is not the only
charge.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so. That is a
direct charge on revenue. In this year's
Budget I have provided £650,000 t'O meet
interest on the deficits incurred during
the previous five years. A further
amount of £31,000 for annual interest is
involved in the present proposal. That
means that whatever happens £681,000
must be provided in next year's Budget
to pay the interest on funded deficits.
Some
people
say,
" ·Why
worry
about deficits? What do they mean?"
Ultimately, they mean that a Government spends too large a proportion of its
borrowed money or loan funds, which
should be devoted to public works and
development of the State, on such
obligations. It also means on the revenue
side that for every £100 of deficit,
£8 lOs. in interest must be paid each year
for the next seventeen years. Therefore,
I counsel honorable members of this
Parliament to take note of what I have
just said. The answer to the suggestion,
"What does it matter?; deficits do not
make any difference," is that they do
make a serious difference, and render it
difficult for a Government t'O carry out
necessary work and pr.ovide essential
services.
Costs are running against the Government. This year they have increased by
about £7,000,000. Honorable members
opposite have said of our Government
"You h ,ave an abundance of funds. You'
have £7,000,000 more than the previous
Government had last year," but that is
because the Government hopes to secure
that additional amount from the tax··
payers of this State t'O meet the increased
costs.
The money has come from
no other source. I trust that in the
next six or seven years Parliament
and whoever may control the financial
destinies of the State, will at least
aim at avoiding further
deficits
which will require to be funded
over the years. It is true that as
a result of a smaller deficit this year as
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against last year, Victoria has approximately £2,000,000 more loan money to
spend on public works than it had last
year. Is it not more advantageous to
spend £2,000,000 on the Eildon weir, or
on the development of power 'resources,
or on roads, or on some other important
work such as the construction of schools,
or the furtherance of the hospitalization plan, than to pay it into a fund on
which it will be necessary to pay interest
over the next seventeen years? It should
be the aim and aspiration of every
thoughtful member of this Parliament to
avoid deficits in the future. That is why
our Government has been endeavouring
to get out of its difficulties by imposing
such taxes as the entertainments tax-Mr. TURNBuLL.-And Tatters-alI's?
Mr. CAIN.-No, because the revenue
received from Tattersall's win go into
the Hospitals and Charities Fund and the
Mental Hospitals Fund. Ano·ther tax
imposed by the Government is the land
tax. I t has been necess-ary to try to
increase revenue, which has been falling,
in order to balance the Budget. The
people of Victoria will give no credit to
a Government which runs the State into
bankruptcy. Therefore, I trust we will
be able to balance the Budget this year.
It is not always easy t'O do so. Unforeseen circumstances and difficulties arise;
for instance, last year £100,000 had to be
expended on measures to suppress the
fruit fly menace; now we are faced with
a possible grasshopper plague. Whatever obligations arise the Government
must be prepared to cope with them, and
still balance the Budget. Therefore, I
submi t this Bill to honorable members
in the hope that whatever criticism may
be levelled against our Government, this
will be the last Bill of this nature that I
shall present to Parliament.
If we are wise in this generation we
will endeavour in the future to meet our
obligations from day to day, because
what applies to an individual in respect
of financial matters applies equally to the
nation as a whole. An individual who
spends more than he ,receives runs into
serious trouble, and so will a State if it
follows the same course. It must raise
sufficient funds to meet all its obligations
and responsibilities to the people.
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If the State can carryon without deficits

for the next ten years, we shall be able
to reduce the amount of £681,000 that
must be paid in interest on the outstanding sum. The money saved in this way
can be used for education and other
social :services that are so urgently
needed in this State.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Leader
of the Opposition), the debate was adjourned until Tuesday, November 17.
JURIES (FEES) BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .--I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to increase
the fees payable to members of juries.
In the course of my Budget speech,
I indicated that our Government intended to increase the fees payable
jurors.
Persons
attend
the
to
courts as members of a jury and
thereby perform an outstanding public
duty. At the present time they are
being paid a fee of £1 a day,
rising to £1 5s. a day after the case has
extended beyond three days, and to
£1 lOs. a day for each day beyond six
days that the case continues.
In the Bill, the Government proposes
to increase the fees to a flat rate of
£2 lOs. a day. In 1946, when the fees
were last fixed, the basic wage was £6
a week; to-day, it is almost £12 a week.
For a considerable time our Government
has felt-I am confident that it was also
the opinion of our predecessors in office
-that to expect working men to lose
time to accept such a low rate of payment is an injustice. Members of juries
who are on the executives of big businesses are well cared for, but ordinary
workers governed by certain awards have
their wages deducted for the period that
they serve on juries. If jurors are engaged on a case involving capital punishment they may be locked up for one or
more nights, and they are entitled to payment commensurate with the ruling
basic wage.
For that reason, the
Government proposes to increase the
payment to a flat rate of £2 lOs. a day.
If a man has to serve on a jury for five
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days, he will be paid at the rate of £2
lOs. a day.
If a member of a
jury lives more than 5 miles from
the court, he is now entitled to be paid
is. a mile travelling allowance one way.
Under the Bill, that allowance will be
increased to 2s. a mile.
I realize the difficulties surrounding
this question. The proposal in the Bill
will increase the costs each year to
approximately £80,000. The" Bill covers
juries engaged in civil cases and places
an additional obligation on the litigants
concerned. Is it fair to expect a member of a jury to be paid only £1 a day
when adjudicating in civil cases? Any
litigant in such a case has to be either
very poor or very rich. If he is poor,
expenses do not matter, and the same
applies to litigants who are rich. The
Bill will increase the cost of civil cases,
the litigants in which will have to pay
twice as much in future as they had
to pay in the past. In 1946, members of
juries were paid 12s. 6d. a day. Later,
the rate was increased to £1 a day, but
since that increase was granted the cost
of all services has doubled, and now our
Government proposes to raise the payment to £2 lOs. a day.
The increase will place an added
burden upon the Budget, which I do
not like, but we must be just to the
people concerned. The Bill is an endeavour to provide justice to a section
of the community that renders valuable
service. There is much to commend our
jury system, although some people
desire to see it abolished. The right of
trial by jury is a principle that has been
long established in the British world, and
jurors should be reasonably remunerated
for their service to the State.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Leader
of the Opposition), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, November 17.
PUBLIC AND BANK HOLIDAYS
BILL.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members will recall that
copies of this Bill were circulated
previously just before an upset in the
political world.

Holidays Bill.

Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Country party
Government was given a holiday.
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes. Sub-seotion (1)
of section 67 of the Public Service Act
of 1946 provides that the public offices
shall observe twelve days as holidays,
including-(l) Easter Monday; (2) the
anniversary of the birthday of Her
Majesty; (3) the 21st April-not given
a title in the Act, but generally known
as Labour Day; and (4) 25th April,
"
Anzac Day.
rt is further provided that when the
Queen's Birthday or Labour Day falls
on a day other than Monday, the following Monday is to be the holiday instead.
As the anniversary of the bivthday of
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. is the
21st April, it will be seen that the day
must in every year coincide with the
statutory date of Labour Day. In some
years three holidays will coincide. For
example, in 1955, the Queen's Bivthday
holiday, Labour day, and Anzac Day
will all fall on 25th April; in 1957, the
Queen's Birthday holiday, Labour Day,
and Easter Monday will all fall on 22nd
April.
Sub-section (2) of section 67 of the
Public Service Act empowers the
Governor in Council to appoint holidays
in addition to the twelve prescribed by
sub-section (1) . This power is used
to appoint holidays for any celebration
or occasion throughout the year and to
appoint local holidays for events in
particular localities. Sub-section (3)
empowers the Governor in Council to(a)

(b)

declare that any of the twelve days
prescribed by SUb-section (1) shall
not be a holiday in a particular
year; and
substitute another day which shall
for all purposes be deemed to be
the day appointed by SUb-section
(1).

At first sight, this power would appear
to be sufficient to cope with the difficulty
encountered, but on closer examination
it will be seen that this is not so for the
reason that when two or more h.olidays
fall on the same day, that day cannot be
declared to be not a holiday for one purpose and remain a holiday for another
purpose. The remedy for this situation
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is to amend the provisions of the existing
law relating to the observance of the
birthday of Her Majesty and Labour
Day.
The proposals contained in the Bill are
that, instead of observing a holiday on
the actual date of the birthday of Her
Majesty, a holiday· will be observed
annually on a day appointed by the
Governor in Council. There is nothing
novel in this proposal as, during the
reign of His late Majesty, whose birthday was in December, the official observance thereof was held in June in the
United Kingdom and in Australia.
As to Labour Day, the proposal is to
change the date of observance from the
21st April to the second Monday in
March. This is the day that has been
observed for the last six or seven years.
In the past, it has been necessary frequently to change this holiday owing to
proximity to or clash with Anzac Day
and the Easter holidays. The Melbourne
Trades Hall Council, which is particularly
interested in this holiday, has agreed to
the change for the duration of the reign
of Her Majesty the Queen. The Bill,
however, has not imposed such a limitation nor is it desirable to do so.
The adoption of the proposals contained in the Bill will separate the dates
of the Queen's Birthday holiday and the
Labour Day holiday, and if in the future
it is again desired to make a permanent
change in the date of observance of
Labour Day, further legislation can be
enacted. In the event of the Trades Hall
Council desiring a change of date to meet
altered circumstances in a particular
year, the power contained in sub-section
(3) of section 67 which enables the
Governor in Council to change the day of
observance of any of the twelve statutory holidays can be exercised. The
explanation thus far has been related to
public holidays. The Bill deals also with .
bank holidays where an analogous situation exists, and the provisions of the law
being similar, a detailed explanation is
not required.
This Bill is divided into two Parts,
dealing respectively with public holidays
and bank holidays, as two Acts, namely,
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the Public Service Act and the Banks
and Currency Act, are being amended.
Part 1. has to do with public holidays.
Clause 2 is a machinery clause providing
that Part I. shall be read and construed
with the Public Service Act.
With
respect to clause 3, sub-section (1) of
section 67 of the Public Service Act lists
twe1ve days to be observed annually as
the holidays in the public offices. The
existing paragraph (d) provides that the
anniversary of the birthday of Her
Majesty, the 26th January (Australia
Day), and the 21st April (Labour Day),
shall be observed as pubHc holidays. This
paragraph is repealed and in place of it
the Bill substitutes new paragraphs (d)
and (e). The new paragraph (d) provides that the 26th January (Australia
Day) and the second Monday in March
(Labour Day) shall be holidays. The
new paragraph' (e) provides that the
birthday of Her Majesty shall be
observed on a day to be appointed
annually by the Governor in Council.
If past practice in the United Kingdom
and in Australia is continued, the holiday
will be early in June each year.
Part II. covers bank holidays. Clause
4 is a m:achinery clause providing that
Part II. shall be read and cons'trued with
the Banks and Currency Act. Section 13
of the Banks and Currency Act provides
that the same twelve days as are listed
in section 67 of the Public Service Act
shaH be observed annually as bank holidays.
The explanation of clause 5 is
exactly the same as that relating to
clause 3 so that it is unnecessary to
repeat it.
On the motion of Colonel LEGGATT
(Mornington), the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, November 17.
BOOKMAKERS BILL.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to provide for
the registration of bookmakers and bookmakers' clerks by a Bookmakers and
Bookmakers' Clerks Registration Committee, to amend the provisions of the
Stam'ps Acts relating to bookmakers'
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licences and permits and substitute
licences and permits, and also to amend
the Police Offences Act 1928 and the
Instruments Act 1928 to make bets lawfully made by or with a book,maker on
racecourses and sports grounds recoverable at law.
Under the present legislation, any person who has been granted a betting
licence or permit by a ra'cing club or
sports promoter may operate as a bookmaker as soon as he has paid the requisite stamp duty thereon. Experience
has shown that this system is far from
satisfactory. In many instances, licences
and permits have been issued by clubs
and promoters to applicants without any
inquiries being made by the clubs and
promoters as to the character and
financial stability of the applicants and,
as a result, many persons of doubtful
character and lacking the necessary
finance have been able to operate as
bookmakers, much to the detriment and
annoyance of the unsuspecting betting
public.
Apart from the responsibility that
bookmakers have to meet their obligations to race club patrons, it will be
recognized that bookmakers are collectors of substantial Government revenue.
In the past, the Government has not
exercised any control over the persons
who act as bookmakers' clerks, although
some metropolitan racing clubs register
the clerks who operate with the particular bookmakers under their control. It
is known that certain persons who act
as bookmakers' clerks at the nearby
country meetings do so to evade the
charge of vagrancy, and their characters
and actions leave a good deal to be desired. Having regard to these matters,
the Government has decided to take steps
to place the operations of bookmakers
and their clerks under stricter control.
For this purpose it is proposed to appoint a committee to be known as the
Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks
Registration Committee. This committee will be empowered to issue to approved persons, bookmakers and bookmakers' clerks certificates of registration,
upon which stamp duty will be payable.
Mr. Galvin.

The
are as
(1)
issued

Bill.

rates of duty proposed in tlle Bill
fallows:Upon any bookmaker's certificate
with respect to race-meetings(a) On ,the Flemington racecourse, jf
such certificate is forthe grandstand enclosure
£50
the Hill . .
£20
the Flat
£10
(b) on the Caulfield racecourse, if
such certificate is forthe grandstand enclosure
£50,
the Guineas
£20
the Flat
£10
(c) On the Royal Showgrounds
racecourse at Ascot Vale, if such certifi.cate is forthe grandstand enclosure .. £30
any other part of the race£10
course grounds
(d) On the Werribee racecourse, if
such certificate is forthe grandstand enclosure ..
£5
any other part of the racecourse grounds
£2
(e) On other racecourses within a
radius of 20 miles from the General
Post Office, Melbourne, if such certificate is forthe grandstand enclosure .. £40
the South Hill or the Flat
on the Moonee Valley
racecourse
£15
any other pa:vt of the racecourse grounds
£10
(f) On racecourses not hereinbe£15
fore provided for
(2) Upon any bookmaker's certificate
issued with respect of shooting contests
held on sports grounds ..
£10
(3) Upon any bookmaker's certificate
issued with respect to sports on sports
grounds(a) With respect to that type of
dog racing known as speed coursing,
if such certificate is forsports grounds within a
radius of 20 miles from
the General Post Office,
£25
Melbourne
sports grounds outside a
radius of 20 miles from
the General Post Office,
Melbourne
£10
(b) With respect to any other
sports
£5
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(4) Upon any authority for a shooting
contest issued to any bookmaker . .
£2
(5) Upon any bookmaker's clerk's
certificate
£1
(6) Upon any replacement bookmaker's certificate issued on the loss or
destruction of a bookmaker's certificate
and any replacement bookmaker's clerk's
certificate issued on the loss or destruction of a bookmaker's clerk's certificate
£1
(7) Notwithstanding any:thing in the
foregoing where any bookmaker's certificate or bookmaker's clerk's certificate
referred to in paragraphs (1), (2), (3),
or (5) under this Heading XII. is issued
after more than six months of the period
in respect of which stamp duty is payable
has expired the duty payable shall be
half the amount that would otherwise be
payable as aforesaid.

bookmakers who field there year in and
year out, but city bookmakers· nevertheless attend.

(8) Upon any bookmaker's temporary
certificate
£1 1s.
At the present time, a metropolitan
paddock bookmaker who pays £60 stamp
duty annually on one betting licence may
operate at race-meetings anywhere in
the State; but, under the proposed rates
of stamp duty which I have just read,
the same bookmaker will be required to
pay £145 to operate on four metropolitan
racecourses, including Werribee, a further £30 to operate at the metropolitan
night-trotting meetings and another £15
if he operates on country racecoursesa total annual payment of £190, as
against the £60 now paid by him.
It will be necessary to make separate
payments on the different certificates of
registration, and, in this connexion, it is
felt that country bookmakers are entitled
to some protection from being swamped
at a number of country meetings by
visiting city bookmakers.
This, of
course, will be some safeguard.

Mr. MUTTON.-But cannot we stop
that?

Mr. BOLTE.-That swamping has
occurred.
Mr. GALVIN.-:-As the Leader of the
Opposition knows-and this applies also
to the honorable member for Warrnambool-it .takes place in his own district
when such meetings as the Warrnambool
Grand Annual Steeplechase are conducted. There are a number of local

Mr. BOLTE.-They go to smaller meetings too.
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes, and also attend
meetings at Bendigo, Ballarat, Woodend,
Kyneton, and other provincial centres
on days when the main meetings are
held. This Bill will give some encouragement to the country bookmaker in that
it will give him a little more stability.
Mr. MUTTON.-This measure is designed to stop the city bookmakers from
going to the country. It will cause them
to pay a special licence fee to operate in
the country. When country meetings
are held the local bookmakers are flooded
by the influx of city bookmakers.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is so.

Mr. GALVIN.-We are attempting to
do so.
Mr. MUTToN.-We should allow the
country bookmaker to operate in the
country.
Mr. GALVIN.-The provIsIOns contained in this Bill will be a deterrent
against city bookmakers operating in the
country. The registration of clerks is
a new departure, but such a registration
will ensure that only persons of good
character will be permitted to operate
as clerks. Furthermore, the fact thcl.t
bookmakers will be permitted under the
provisions of the Bill to employ only
these registered clerks will remove a
long-standing grievance by the clerks
tha t some bookmakers at country racemeetings have been employing other
bookmakers to clerk for them, thereby
depriving the clerks of a day's work.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The present practice
in the country districts is to pick up
anybody for the day.
Mr. GALVIN.-As the honorable
member for R'ainbow knows only too
well, any man charged in a police court
with vagrancy who gives his occupation
as "bookmaker's clerk" will invariably
escape conviction. Clerking is used as
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a cloak by some men. However, many
honorable men foHow such an occupation,
and those are the persons to whom we
seek to give some protection.
After giving the matter careful consideration, the Government has decided
to make a provision that bets lawfully
made by or with a bookmaker on racecourses and sports grounds are to be
recoverable at law. It is believed that
such a provision will not only act as a
deterrent on both the bookmaker and
the backer from betting beyond their
means, but will also enable the bookmaker to budget from race to race on
the state of his winnings according to
his betting book, because of the knowledge that losing wagers can, with the
power to recover from the backer, be
regarded with some certainty as moneys
in hand. The percentage of u.nrecovered
wagers is, I am informed, high, and the
power to sue for their payment will also
offset to no mean degree the additional
imposts sought by this Bill to be imposed upon bookmakers.
The Bill is divided into three parts,
as follows:Part I.-Registration of bookmakers
and bookmakers' clerks.
Part IT.-Amendments of the Stamps
Acts.
Part IIT.-Amendments of the Police
Offences Act and Instruments Act.
The Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks
Registration Committee will be appointed
under Part I. of this Bill, and will consist of four members of whom one, who
shall be the chairman of the committee,
shall be a person appointed by the
Governor in Council; one to be appointed
by the Governor in Council on the nomination of the Victoria Racing Club; one
to be appointed by the Governor in
Council on the nomination of the Trotting Control Board; and one to be
appointed by the Governor in Council
on the nomination of the Chief Commissioner of Police. Each member is to be
appointed for a per,iod not exceeding
three years, may be removed from
office at any time by the Governor in
Council, and is to be paid such fees and
expenses as are prescribed.
A t any
Mr. Galvin.

Bill.

meeting of the committee, three members-of whom one must be the chairman-shall f.orm a quorum, and the
chairman is to have a deliberative and,
in the case of an equality of votes, a
casting vote. When conducting any investigation or inquiry, the committee is
empowered to take evidence on oath.
The present practice is to be discontinued whereby a person who has been
issued with a betting licence or permit
for race-meetings may operate at any
race-meeting anywhere in the Sitate as
soon as he has paid the requisite stamp
duty. Under the Bill, if a male person,
not less than 21 years of age, has been
issued with a betting licence or permit,
it will be necessary for him to apply in
wri ting on the prescribed form to the
committee for a certificate of registration as a bookmaker. Under the present
legislation, it is possible for a minor to
obtain a betting licence or permit, notwithstanding the fact that the law prohibits any bookmaker from accepting
wagers from a minor, and it is thought
to be consistent that the minimum age
that a person can be licensed as a book·
maker should be 21 years, as is now
provided in this Bill. It is rather strange
to relate that in the present state of the
Act a person under 21 years of age can
be licensed as a bookmaker.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Even though he
not allowed to bet.

J.S

Mr. GALVIN.-Yes. I do not know
how any losses could be recovered from
such a person because he would be
looked upon as a minor. Those features
have been brought to light by a survey
made during the last two or three years.
The committee may grant the application Lor the certificate, and, following the
practice in certain other States, without
giving any reason, may refuse it or, at
any time, revoke or vary the certificate.
If the certificate is granted, the book·
maker must then pay the necessary
stamp duty to the Comptroller of
Stamps. Any certificate may be limited
in application in relation to any part
of a racecourse, a group of racecourses,
or a group of sports grounds. The committee is empowered to suspend a bookmaker's certificate.
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It is also provided that any male person who proposes to act as a clerk to a'
bookmaker on any racecourse or sports
ground must apply to the committee for
registration in like manner to 'that
required of the bookmaker and the
application may be granted, refused or,
at any time, suspended or revoked.
Before being submitted t6 the Comptroller of Stamps for payment of the stamp
duty, all certificates must be signed by
the applicant before an authorized witness, so as to afford means of identification that he is the actual person licensed
by the committee. Furthermore, bookmakers are forbidden, under penalty, to
employ clerks who are not the holders
of certificates upon which the necessary
stamp duty has been paid. Provision is
made for the issue of certificates before
the period of currency in each year, for
the return of expired certificates and for
the replacement of lost certificates on
payment of £lo
There is a transitory provision covering the period between the 1st November, 1953, and the commencement of this
Act whereby bookmakers who have
already paid stamp duty on betting
licences and permits will be credited with
the amount of such duty when certificates have been granted to them. In
other words, the effective operation is
from the 1st November so that bookmakers can be credited with the amount
of money already paid as stamp duty.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-How long will it take
for the committee to operate after the
Bill is passed?

Mr. GALVIN.-I do not think any
great length of time will elapse before
the committee functions.
Mr. BOLTE.-It should be in operation
by Christmas in any case?
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of Part 1. It also provides the rates of
stamp duty payable on bookmakers'
certificates of registration issued for
differen t racecourses and sports grounds
under the new practice to which I have
already referred and prevents the use of
one stamped betting licence or permit
in any part of the State, as at the present.
The amount of stamp duty for a certificate of registration for a bookmaker's
clerk is £1, and for a temporary cer. tificate for a substitute to operate for
and on behalf of a bookmaker £1 as
at present. It is also proposed to increase from £1 to £2 the amount of duty
payable on daily betting authorities to
operate at shooting contests. At these
contests, bookmakers are not required
to issue stamped betting tickets or to
keep betting books. Therefore, they
avoid paying winning bets tax. All certifi·cates of registration will have a currency of twelve months from the 1st
November to the 31st October and provision is made in the Bill that where any
certificates are issued after more than
six months of a yearly period has
elapsed, only half the amount of stamp
duty shall be payable on such certificates.
Part III. of the Bill amends the Police
Offences Act and the Instruments Act to
make bets lawfully made by or with a
bookmaker on racecourses and sports
grounds recoverable at law.
The
estimated additional revenue from the
proposals in this Bill is £30,000 per
annum.
As the new certificates of
registration are to operate as from the
1st November and much preliminary
administrative work will be necessary
before their issue, I ask the House for
the speedy passage of this Bill.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Leader
of the Opposition), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, November 24.

Mr. GALVIN.-I should think so.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-At least by the new
year?
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes, it is possible. I
should imagine that the appointments
are reasonably obvious; I do not know
how many applicants there will be for
the position of chairman. Part II. of the
Bill contains consequential amendments
of the Stamps Act 1946 upon the passing

CASTLEMAINE GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 have examined this Bill,
and am of opinion that it is a private
Bill.
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Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-I move, by leaveThat all the Private Bill Standing Orders
except those relatJing to the payment of

fees, be dispensed with, and that this Bill
be treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to increase the
borrowing power of the Castlemaine Gas
Company. The company, which was
established in 1859, is authorized to
borrow by means of debentures or loans
an amount equal to one-half of its paidup share capital. The paid-up capital is
£16,625 of an authorized capital of
£25,000, and the limit of its borrowing
powers is, therefore, £8,312, of which
£7,684 has been raised, including a loan
of £3,000 from the Government in 1950.
This loan, together with bank overdraft,
was used to partly finance a programme
of capital expenditure over the past
three years.
During the next few years the company
will be required to meet the cost of
further capital improvements to the extent of some £17,500 to provide services
to new housing areas in the Castlemaine
area, and to improve services and further the use of gas to existing consumers. The company's plans have been
examined and approved by experts of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation, who are
satisfied that its operations are carried
out in an efficient manner and that the
company is now in a position to seek
new consumers and improve the consumption of gas per meter.
The Bill authorizes the company to
borrow on mortgage or debenture any
sum or sums of money not exceeding at
any time twice the amount of paid-up
capital.
Such additional borrowing
power would permit the company to
borrow up to 0£33,250, which would
cover the services and improvements
contemplated and permit the seeking of
additional finance for future expansion.
In my opinion, the Castlemaine Gas
Company conducts one of the most efficient gas undertakings in Victoria. It
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has played a prominent part in the development of Castlemaine, which is the
centre of a prosperous agricultural
district.
Further, several important
secondary industries are established in
Castlemaine, the most outstanding of
which is, of course, Thompson's foundry,
which is one of the best industries of its
type in Australia. Castlemaine is developing and, as a result of the policy
of the Hous"ing Commission relating to
the use of gas appliances, the Castlemaine Gas Company finds a pressing
need for increased borrowing powers.
I commend the Bill to the House, because I am sure that its passing will
make a constructive and valuable 0contribution to the future of Castlemaine.
On the motion of Colonel LEGGATT
(Mornington), the debate was adjourned
un til later this day.
JUNIOR LEGACY, MELBOURNE
(DUREAU MEMORIAL) BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 have examined this Bill,
and am of opinion that it is a private
Bill.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 move, by leaveThat all the Private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Ministelr of Education).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This small measure is of extreme importance to the Junior Legacy Club,
Melbourne. Richard Goldsmith of the
Uni ted States of America desired to
S'how some appreciation of the services
rendered in Australia to the armed
forces of his country during the 1939-45
war, and at the same time to perpetuate
the memory of the late David H. Dureau
of Victoria. R'ichard Goldsmith was the
president of the B.G. Corporation, which
is incorporated in the UnIted States of
America. On the 6th October, 1944, he
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. made available to the Junior Legacy
Club, Melbourne, 1:Ihe sum of £27,059 for
the purpose of carrying out his wishes.
A building at 342 Swanston-street, being
Crown allotments 27, 28, and 29, section
44, City of Melbourne, Parish of North
Melbourne, County of Bourke, was purchased for the amount made available
by the benefactor.
On the 5th September, 1952, the
Junior Legacy Club was incorporated
under the Oompanies Act 1948, under
the name of "Junior Legacy, Melbourne," the registered office of the
company being at 45 Market-street,
Melbourne. Inability to carry out the
desires of the organization and to give
people the real service of Junior Legacy
underlies the proposal. One recognizes
the great work that has been carried out
by Legacy down the years. Many people
have been educated by this means and
,they, in turn, have assisted in the education of others. Anything that Parliament can do should be done to assist
Legacy.
Doubtless, members know the location
of the building mentioned in the Bill. It
is about four doors north of Latrobestreet, in Swanston-street. It is a substantial building and was formerly
occupied by the Eagle and Globe Insurance Company. If members wish to see
it, I have a photograph of the building.
It is the old Hibernian Hall, and if
records are consulted it will be found
that it was one of the first places in Melbourne in which moving pictures were
shown. At the present time, the basement is occupied by the MeLbourne Technical College for the storage of bicycles,
and other tenants carryon business
throughout the building.
Generally
speaking, the internal aspect of it is not
as good as its external aspect. An opportunity now presents itself to Legacy to
dispose of the building. If this is done,
it is felt that Legacy will be able better
to serve many people than it can at present. Legacy has received the acquiescence of the B. G. Corporation of the
United States of America to dispose of
this building.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Have you a copy of
that consent?
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-No, but the Attorney-General assures me that consent has
been received.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I think members
should be assured on that point.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I have no desire to
withhold information. The Leader of
the Opposition has assured me that he
has no objection to the Bill being passed
through all stages, and full information
will be made available to members. The
only condition is the perpetuation of the
name of David H. Dureau, and that condition will be ful'filled. A plate commemorating the memory of the late Mr.
Dureau will be exhibited at 145 Marketstreet, Melbourne.
The Bill consists of a long preamble
and two clauses. Clause 1 is the title of
the Act, and clause 2 is to empower the
trustees to sell the building and to apply
the proceeds to the general purposes of
Junior Legacy. I am positive that every
member appreciates what has been done
by Junior Legacy. If values are maintained and the building is disposed of
immedia tely, great benefit will accrue to
Legacy.
I know that the efficient
management of Legacy will ensure that
the money is used in the interests of the
people concerned. I commend the Bill,
and Parliament will be rendering a great
service to the public if it agrees to the
passage of this measure.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Y.OU said that Junior
Legacy wished to sell the building. Under
clause 2, they will have the power to sell
or exchange the building.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I have mentioned
that aspect. The reason for the desire to
sell the building is that they cannot
obtain occupancy of it and the structure
is not suitable for their purposes. In the
first instance, I understand that it was
to be used as a youth club. Now, the
trustees are of the opinion that they
will be able to make better use of the
money to be derived from the sale of the
building, which has appreciated in value
from £27,000 to about £57,000. I cannot
say whether there has been an offer to
purchase the building or to exchange
another building for it. ':Dhe Government has enough faith in this organization to leave the matter in the hands of
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the trustees. The Government feels that
the trustees are possessed of sufficient
integrity and business acumen to do the
best they can for the trust funds under
their control and also to perpetuate the
memory of the late Mr. D. H. Dureau,
who was closely associated with the B.G.
Corporation of the United States of
America.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).This is a small and simple Bill. The
Opposition feels that it can safely leave
to Junior Legacy the administration of
the trust. The purpose of the trust is
to care for the welfare ·of children of
members of the Australian armed forces
who lost their lives in the 1914 and 1939
war.s. The preamble of the Bill recites
that the B. G. Corporation of the United
States of America has consented to the
sale of this building so long as the name
of the late D. H. Dureau is retained as
a memorial. The operative part of the
Bill gives Jun'ior Legacy authority to
sell or exchange the building, and empowers the trustees to purchase another
building or to use the proceeds of the
sale to further the objects of Junior
'Legacy. It is not said in the Bill that
they must perpetuate the name of David
H. Dureau. I agree with the Minister
that that condition will be carried out,
but members should be certain that the
implications of the Bill are brought to
the notice of the B. G. Corporation. We
have been assured that the consent of
that organization has been given to the
terms of the Bill, but the Minister in
charge of the Bill in the other House
should make available the terms of that
assurance and so finalize the matter.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-I support the
Bill and the Government is to be complimented for bringing it down.
On
behalf of all returned soldier.s in Victoria, I wish to express thanks for this
gesture to assist Junior Legacy, which
has done outstanding work for the dependants of those who lost their lives
in the first and second world wars. The
Bill will overcome practical difficulties.
Certain action was taken in 1946, but
now it is found that what was regarded
then as a sound proposition is not acceptable and the Bill will enable Junior
Legacy to sell this building. I again
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express my appreciation to our American,
friends for their contribution to the excellent work that has been done in this
State by Junior Legacy.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to trustees to sell
Dureau Memorial Building and apply
proceeds to general purposes of Junior
Legacy, Melbourne).
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-In response to the query raised
by the honorable member for Mornington, I shall ask the Attorney-General to
give an assurance in the other House
that the necessary permission has been
obtained from the B. G. Corporation to
dispose of this property.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended from 6 p.m.

until 7.17 p.m.

CASTLEMAINE GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Stoneham
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1
ha ve before me the original Act incorporating the Castlemaine Gas Company.
That enactment is dated 24th February,
1859, and it contains section 5, which is
to be amended by clause 2 of the Bill.
Apparently, this will be the first amendment of the Act that has been made
since 1859. For the benefit of members
I shall now read the relevant portion of
section 5It shall be lawful for the company to
borrow on mortgage or bond such sum or
sums of money as shall from time to time
by an order of a general meeting of the
company be authorized to be borrowed not
exceeding at any time one-half of the
amount of the capital of the 'company then
actually paid up but no part of such money
shall be borrowed until Five thousand
pounds of the said capital shall have been
paid up . . . .
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Under the principal Act, the company
has power to borrow only up to one-half
of the paid-up capital, but this Bill will
extend that power to twice the paid-up
capital of the company. In these days of
raising money by debentures, consideration is given to the assets of a company
rather than to the extent to which its
capital is paid up. I appreciate that a
company ,of this size, which possibly has
a small paid-up capital, has assets that
are more than sufficient to cover any horrowing, and still give adequate security to
debenture holders. I might mention that
the Government of Victoria will not be
guaranteeing in any way the raising of
the capital that is suggested by the
Castlemaine Gas Company. Any persons
who care to lend money on mortgage or
bond will take into consideration the
assets of the company, and will decide
whether or not they will invest in it.
I claim that, by amending the 1859
Act so as to provide better borrowing
powers for the Castlemaine Gas Company, the Government is not misleading
debenture holders in any way, nor is it
guaranteeing that debenture holders will
be paid. I can see no objection to the
proposed extension of the borrowing
powers of the company, particularly in
view of the fact that, since 1859, it has
been able to continue its operations with
the power to borrow only up to one-half
of its paid-up capital. I should say that.
to-day there are extremely few public
companies in Victoria that do not borrow
up to four or five times the amount of
their paid-up capital. The reason why
they can borrow to that extent is that
the value of their assets is far in excess
of t~e amount of their paid-up capital.
I do not desire to delay the passage
of this measure; nor do I think there is
any aspect upon which members should
be informed beyond the fact that those
persons who invest their money on mortgage or bond in the Castlemaine Gas
Company should examine the financial
position of that organization. The relevant information is available to investors
at any time. The Opposition has no
objection to the passage of this measure.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-The
record of the Castlemaine Gas Company
As the honorable
speaks for itself.
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member for Mornington stated, there has
been no amendment of the legislation
concerning that company since 1859.
The Minister of Agriculture, in his
second-reading speech, stated that the
borrowing powers of the company were
50 per cent. of the paid-up capital which,
in effect, means that the borrowing
powers amount to about £8,000 only.
The honorable gentleman mentioned
that, in 1950, the company had borrowed
from the Government the sum of £3,000.
I do not question the suitability of the
company to borrow additional sums of
money, but I do criticize the paucity of
information that has been supplied to
members concerning the company. It
seems that, with Bills of this character,
members are not told of the items of
expenditure for which the money is intended. They are merely informed that
the additional funds are required for
improvements to plant or property. No
mention is made of the number of consumers, nor are members supplied with
a balance-sheet from which to ascertain
the financial position of the company. I
claim that members are entitled to have
those details placed before them.
As a former Chief Secretary, I can
state that the Castlemaine Gas Company is one of the country companies
that gave no trouble during my term of
office. Certain difficulties were experienced with other companies because of
the poor quaUty of gas manufactured in
their retorts and delivered into the
reticulation systems, but I do not remember any complaint ever having been
made concerning the Castlemaine Gas
Company. In this case, I think members must take it more or less for
granted that the company concerned is
solvent and that the Government is doing the right thing~ It may be that the
company could have called up more
'capital; I do not know. It might have
been possible to overcome the difficulty
in that way. I suggest that if similar
Bills are presented in the future more
information relating to the companies
concerned should be provided.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
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Clause 1 was agreed to ..
Clause 2 (Increase of borrowing
powers).
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-I thank honorable members
for their co-operation in facilitating the
passage of this measure. In reply to
the honorable member for Rainbow, I
would point out that the request from
the Castlemaine Gas Company for increased financial provision resulted in a
searching investigation being made of
its affairs by officers of the Gas and
Fuel Corporat'ion.
The concluding
paragraph of the report submitted by
those officers readsIn view of (a) the satisfactory position
of the company, (b) the expansion of the
district, (c) the company's desire to further the sale of gas in the district and (d)
the capital required to carry this 'out, it is
recommended that the Corporation gives
~ll the assistance it can to the company in
Its endeavour to obtain an alteration of its
Act to allow it to raise more loan capital.

. Colonel LEGGATT.-Is there anything
m the report regarding the quality of
the gas supplied by the Castlemaine Gas
Company?
Mr. STONEHAM.-I can speak of
tha,t aspect with personal experience.
During my second-reading speech, I
stated that this company was one of the
most efficient gas undertakings in Victoria. Even during the period when
poor quality coal was being received
in this State and complaints were being
made about the quality of gas supplied,
no complaints were made concerning
the Castlemaine Gas Company. I cannot speak too highly of the undertaking,
and I have heard nothing but praise for
its activities.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(FINANCIAL) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
13) ,on the motion of Mr. Cain (Premier
and Treasurer) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-This
Bill proposes to increase the borrowing
power of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.

(Financial) Bill.

In h1s second-reading speech, the
Premier outlined the financial set-up of
the Corporation. At this stage, I do not
propose to comment on that aspect
beyond saying that I hope sufficient
finance will be found to enable the Corporation to continue the great work it
has started on behaU of the people of
this State. I do, however, wish to comment on the management of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and the utilization of
our brown coal resources, because it is
important that this House and the
people of Victoria should have some
picture of what Parliament may ultimately have to decide so far as the
power and fuel needs of this State are
concerned.
This is the first opportunity that
members on this, the Opposiition, side
of the House have had of speaking of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation since it
started to implement the plan of gasification of brown coal in order that the
needs of the metropolis might be met.
I do not propose to say a great deal
about that plan, which has been discussed in detail on previous occasions.
It can be said, however, that, as a
result of its implementation, the metropolitan area has some security of gas
supplies, a position which did not
obtain for many years previously. In
ma'king that statement, I do not wish to
criticize the Metropolitan Gas Company,
because that organization encountered
many real difficulties related to price
control, the hopeless quality of the coal
supplied £oor its purposes and its labour
problems, which were common to almost
every industry during the war and in the
early post-war years.
Those problems
were not the fault of the management,
and were almost impossible to overcome.
The party of which I am a member
takes some credit for the establishment
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation, because
we comprised the Government which
introduoed the necessary legislation. The
management of the Gas and Fuel Corporation has carried out remarkable
work. I doubt if any corporation in the
history of this State has conducted a
work of such magnitude with the smoothness that has been evident during the
time that the Corporation has implemented a new policy. Further, it has
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managed t'O avoid any gas rationing in
Victoria over that period. I 'think members should recognize the tremendous
work that was performed by the first
chairman, Mr. Roy McArthur, who was
appointed Itemporarily at his own request. He and his co-directors, who
helped to launch the Gas and Fuel Corporation, did a remarkable job in the
early stages of the planning and in the
selection 'Of personnel. The work that
has been done up to date lis, in a large
measure, due to the early planning work
on ,the part of those people. I pay Mr.
McArthur's co-directors the compliment
of saying that they showed a re.al in terest in their work and demonstrated that
they were capable of dealing with the
problems associ.a1ted with the gas industry. One proof of my assertion is provided by the fact that-as I mentioned
previously-since they assumed control
there has been no gas rationing in Melbourne. Further, they have studied the
consumers in relation to the price of gas,
and they have been able to obtain the
co-operation of the employees to an
extent that reflects credit on all concerned.
I also pay tribute to the present chairman, Dr. Andrews. I doubt whether any
other person -in AustraHa has his knowledge and ability, and a capacity not only
to manage the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
but to inspire in the employees of that
undertaking and all those working in cooperation with him, from the directors
down, such confidence tha1t he is able tl)
obtain the greatest possible efficiency.
Of course, like every other man who
occupies a prominent position, he has to
have good staff men. I think the f.ormer
general manager and secretary of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation, Mr. Evans,
who retired recently, is owed a great
debt of gratitude. Mr. Evans ~as the
secretary of the Metropolitan Gas Company for many years, and I am certain
that his long experience was invaluable
when the Gas and Fuel Corporation was
being estabHshed. I hope that the
Government will be able to find some
way of utilizing his experience in association with the work of the Corporation.
It is a pity that when a man reaches the
age of 65 years, his usefulness is considered to be at an end, particularly when
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his experience can be used during the
developmental stage of an industry. I
thank Mr. Evans for the help he gave me
when, as Premier, I submitted the measure to constitute the Gas and Fuel
Corpora tion.
As a result of the planning that has
been done, and the work that is progressing, I believe that Melbourne's gas supply
will be safeguarded.
However, I consider that something more is required,
because many authorities are now seeking to use brown coal, which in Victoria
is almost unlimited in supply. Dr.
Andrews in a paper read to representatives of the mining and metallurgical industry this year, referreil to the
debt of gratitude which the people of
this State owe to the staff men and
scientists of the State Electricity Commission who helped evolve the technique
of making the best use of brown coal in
the manufacture of briquettes and their
use in industry. The work and research
carried out by the Commission has
proved of extreme value to the Gas and
Fuel Corporation. I hope that the people
of this State will recognize the valuable
work done by the State Electricity Commission in that regard. At present, not
only the State Electricity Commission
and the Gas and Fuel Corporation are
using brown coal, but other industries
are seeking to develop its use for many
purposes. For instance, one by-product
of this .industry is utilized as fertilizer,
which adds to the importance of the
gas industry. All by-products wiH be
extremely valuable to the chemical and
agricultural industries. The development of brown coal deposits must not be
overlooked, because that will be more
important than the price of gas to the
metropolitan area.
Our brown coal
deposits are the source from which many
industries win be established.
There is no authority to protect the
people in the matter of supplies of hard
fuel. When I was Premier, my Government said that it intended to introduce
a Bill to develop the brown coal deposits
by means of an organization having the
power to manufacture briquettes, or to
use brown coal in other ways, so
that Victorian citizens would not have
to use expensive heating materials at a
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higher cost than is paid by citizens in
other States. There is a problem as to
the quality of black coal supplied to
Victoria, which has not received a fair
deal from those who control the black
coal resources of the Commonwealth.
The present Premier has had to overcome difficulties in this matter the same
as I did when I was Premier. Victoria
should be prepared to spend the money
necessary to free the State from the
need to use black coal which is so expensive, and which occupies so much
time of coal miners. I know the reaction of those workers to the industry
and I do not condemn them. Men who
have to delve into the bowels of the
earth to hew coal have a different point
of view from that of other workers.
There is no need for this State to call
upon those men to mine coal, because
we have brown coal resources that can
be made available to us at cheap rates.
It is the duty of this Parliament to consider using machines rather than man
power in the coal-mining industry, the
history of which is an unhappy story.
The loss of human lives in this industry
could be obviated by the development of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation or a
similar authority.
When .the scheme is properly under
way and the State is prepared to raise
the money necessary to develop our
brown coal fields, the Gas and Fuel Corporation will loom more importpntly in
the economic sphere than the State
Rivers and Water Supply' Commission
and other governmental instrumentalities. Gas will be supplied not only for
household use and industrial purposes,
but also for chemical industries of great
magnitude. In an address, Dr. Andrews
said that 1,000,000 tons of briquettes,
gasified, would make 33,600,000,000
cubic feet of gas of 450 British thermal
units, 8,000,000 gallons of tar, and
2,640,000 gallons of light oil. In the second
.process, it would give 10,800,000,000
cubic feet of 880 British thermal units
gas, which would be double the usual
calorific value, together with 12,000,000
gallons of petrol and 10,000,000 gallons
of oil, plus other by-products.
Not only have we started a project
that will supply the metropolitan area
with gas, but its possibilities are iIlimitMr. McDonald.
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able for industrial development. They
are beyond what we can visualize at
the moment, and all that is required is
courage and finance to develop industri~s
in this State. Dr. A:.1drews pointed out
that by 1956 there would be available
6,789,000,000 cubic feet of 450 British
thermal units gas, 2,263,000,000 cubic
feet of 900 British thermal units gas,
1,630,000 gallons of coal tar, 611,000
gallons of light oil, 2,424,000 gallons of
petrol and 2,012,000 gallons of fuel oil.
By 1966, Dr. Andrews estimated that
there would be available 32,252,000,000
cubic feet of 450 British thermal units
gas, 10,751,000,000 cubic feet of 900
British thermal units gas, 7,740,000 gallons of brown coal tar, 2,903,000 gallons
of light oil, 11,514,000 gallons of petrol
and 9,557,000 gallons of fuel oil.
Those figures are important. To-day,
agricultural industry is being carried out
by means of combustion engines using
petrol or fuel oil and greater development in that way could take place under
the scheme. The horse has almost disappeared from towns and farms. During
the last war, rationing was introduced,
and we had to develop our brown coal
resources, which are situated near the
large centres of population. One important aspect is that industry requires industrial coke, and that supports my contention that the Government should
consider the constitution of a hard fuel
Authority. In this connexion I wish to
quote from Brief Review of the Australian Hard Coke Industry, a booklet
issued by the Division of Industrial
Development, Canberra. When black
coal is replaced by supplies of brown
coal, it is necessary that all types of fuel
required by industries shall be available and the hard coke industry must
be established in this State. The Country
party GDvernment encouraged the necessary research to be undertaken at the
University of Melbourne, where an excellent job was done. Investigators there
have been able to prove that a hard and
efficient metallurgical coke can be made
from brown coal. With the plant and
equipment available, they have made
small quantities of this coke, but it is
necessary for the State to be able
to supply metal industries with large
quantities of coke of the required
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quality. The following conclusions were this State is taken care of. I was about
made after the Commonwealth inquiry: to direct the attention of the Premier
to this point, that either the Corporation
into the coke industryitself
should be directed to examine the
The seriousness of the shortage of hard
position or the Government should set
coke in Australia has in the past been
masked to some extent by the shortage of
up another body to undertake it.
pig iron and foundry labour. The shortage
of pig iron, of course, has itself arisen
largely because of the shortage of hard
coke for steelworks use. Both of these
shortages reflect the inadequacy of black
coal supplies.
The minimum demand for hard coke for
normal hard coke usages other than the
production of iron and steel is estimated
at about 226,500 tons in 1951-52. In addition there will be demands of at least
30,000 tons arising from the shortage of soft
coke.
Given steady improvement in coal supplies, the commercial coke producers may
produce 185,000 tons during the year 1951-52,
about 75,000 tons short of those requirements. Coke available from other local and
overseas sources of supply is unlikely to
exceed 30,000 tons, leaving an unsatisfied
demand of about 45,000 tons.
The situation will become increasingly
difficult, particularly after the year 1953,
unless additional coal is made available and
additional plant capacity is installed. The
currently planned development of steelworks coking capacity is not based on a
policy of regularly supplying outside users
either now or in the future. Demand will
rise to at least 330,000 tons in 1955 (perhaps
to 400,000 tons) or 120,000 tons (perhaps
190,000 tons) in excess of the present in~talled capacity of the commercial producers.

I shall proceed now to quote particulars respecting the export of hard coke
from Australia. The figures are as
follows:Year
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51

Exports
Tons
17,083
15,866
21,671
36,076
30,091
40,705
8,293
29,944
20,962
31,078
24,522
5,613
7,684
9,434
2,534
2,660
1,621

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Before the honorable member proceeds further, I take it that he
is engaged in a presentation of a picture
of the Corporation in its field of operation and that that picture is intended
either to justify or not justify the
raising of the additional amount of
money referred to in this Bill. Is that
so?

At the same time Australia imported
very considerable quantities of coke. In
1949-50 the total quantity imported was
21,722 tons; in 1950-51, 37,655 tons.
But there was still a shortage of coke.
It is pointed out in this authority which
I am quoting that every 20,000 tons
shortage in coke supply means a lack of
capacity to melt 100,000 tons of steel,
or of metal. If we in Victoria want
to compete industrially with other
States the question is one of the Government making certain that every penny it
can spare shall be used in the development of our brown coal resources. The
Gas and Fuel Corporation ought to be
immediately taking the necessary steps
in that direction or else the Government
should consider the establishment of
some authority that will undertake the
work which is virtually necessary now.

Mr. McDONALD.-Yes, Mr. Speaker,
I think I can justify my contention that
this sum of money, or more, is necessary,
and the thought which I am developing
is that it is essential that the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, or some other
authority to be appointed, should take
steps to ensure that the coke supply of

I have here in my hand samples of
the outcome of the work done at the
University of Melbourne. Those engaged
in their activities there had a small
press and they pressed brown coal, and
here I display a product prior to its
being carbonized and again after carbonization, proving that this can be

By 1955 there will be an estimated shortage in this State of industrial coke of
anything between 120,000 and 190,000
tons.
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done. It demonstrates that we have
been even ahead of the Germans in this
particular regard, but to-day the
Germans have set up a plant and
are able now to supply industry in
Europe with a metallurgical coke which
meets aU the pUI1poses of a black coke.
That is a matter of extreme importance.
I pay tribute to Professor Henderson.
In his report he describes the importance
of coke to industry and the serious
position due to the shortage of that
commodity. He is concerned as to
whether we are taking the proper steps
to produce gas for the metropolitan
area, and whether in doing so we are
going to leave ourselves short of coke,
which means that the coke will have to
be brought in vast quantities' from New
South Wales, and perhaps Queensland,
and at tremendous cost. He believes
that serious consideration should be
given now to the development of this
side of the work carried on in this State.
n is not just sufficient to make gas for
the metropolitan area-that is the
easiest part of the business. It is all
the other factors associated with the
problem which make it the greatest and
more serious.
I propose now to read
very briefly some of the comments of
Professor Henderson. He statesThe maintenance and extension of heavy
metallurgkal and chemical industries in
Victoria requires an assured supply of good
quality coke. An experiment was carried
out in the Brown Coal Research Laboratory
at. Melbourne university during 1952, and
thIS showed that a hard carbonized briquette
of high crushing strength could be made
from Yallourn brown coal if the proper
briquetting and carbonizing conditions were
employed. Briefly, these were the pressing
of fine grain coal (no particles greater than
one-twenty-fiHh inch) at a pressure of 19
tons per square inch followed by carefully
controlled gradual heating of the briquette
up to 900 deg. C. The engineering techniques for complying with these conditions
are already highly developed.
However, it should be remembered that
the briquettes made measured only 1 inch
high by 1 inch diameter, and were only
one-sixth the size of the "Y" type of
briquette made at Yallourn.
Larger
briquettes are more inclined to be disrupted
by the expUlsion of the volatile matter and
the shrinkage which occurs when they are
carbonized; nevertheless, it is confidently
believed that these difficulties may be overcome by carefully regulated heating. The
final product oC'curs in lumps, each corresponding to an original briquette in shape,
Mr. McDonald.
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but having only half the volume. At the
University of Melbourne a special" rinsinggas" carbonizing retort has been designed,
and the construction completed which will
permit of carbonizing batches of 80 lb. of
briquettes 2 inches diameter by Hinch
thickness, which approximately corresponds
in volume to the Yallourn "Y '" briquettes.

He proceeds to show how valuable are
our brown coal deposits in the production of briquettes, and he gives particulars as to the known properties of
this fuel. These sum up as follows:(0 High

compressive strength, 5,000
lb. per sq. in.
(ij) Extremely low ash content-3.5 per
cent.
With Morwell coal it
would be 8 per cent.,' still much
below the ash content of Australian hard coke.
(iii) Very low sulphur content-0.2 per
cent. from Yallourn and 0.4 per
cent. from Morwell.
(iV) Great uniformity of particle size.
The following properties still require
investigation:(v) Reactivity. Indications from German experience are that this can
be satisfactorily controlled, although generally higher than for
black coal coke.
(vi) Resistance to abrasion.
Good results are expected, but these can
only be ascertained when larger
quantities of fuel are available
from the newly-erected rinsinggas retort mentioned above.

Professor Henderson also mentions the
effect of the type of briquetting press
necessary for this work. He states:~
All the briquettes used so far have been
made in the laboratory's hydraulic press.
This was very tedious and eventually
briquettes will have to be made in either an
experimental ring-roll or extrusion press,
the latter being the type used at Yallourn.

I am making these quotations to emphasize how very important it is that we
should know that this gas can be made
economically to compete with black-coal
gas and that it can be reticulated all
over the State. The future of Victoria
so far as its gas suppl~es are concerned
is ensured if the present Government
. and succeeding Governments have the
necessary courage and interest in the
project to provide finance. I am quite
certain that much greater sums of money
will'be required to that end. I feel sure
also that, with the personnel at present
managtng the Corporation, the money
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will be well and wisely spent in the
best interests of the people of the
State.
I m'ay say that this matter arose as a
result of a suggestion of the Premier in
the course of his second-reading speech
on the Bill. It was proposed that a
pilot plant should be erected on the
premises of the Corporation in Melbourne. It will be remembered that a
committee of inquiry was appointed to
investigate the whole situation, and we
gained a tremendous amount of information from the expert evidence given
to that committee. It was decided that,
whatever was done and whatever money
was spent, it ought to be spent as
nearly as possible to the location of
our brown coal supplies. It was not
then competent for the Metropol'itan Gas
Com pany to undertake this tremendous
task. Private enterprise was not able
to carry it on or was not sufficiently
interested to take up the problem.
Perhaps those concerned did not realize
the
tremendous
possibilities
that
existed. However, the Government of
which I was the Leader had no regrets
in setting up the committee in the
manner we did. It will prove to have
been the best thing that could have
been done, not only for the people of
the metropolis, but for the whole State.
The Toute "for the necessary pipe-lines
has been preliminarily mapped out, and
it is now known that this high-pressure
gas travels through the pipes by means
of its own pressure and can travel a
very long distance. It seems to me, in
all the circumstances that, so long as
we can retain the type of the present
members of the Corpora tion with all
their ability, as well as the goodwill of
the whole staff of employees-and I am
sure we can do so-then it is only a
matter for this Government
and
succeeding GoveI'nments to have the
courage to continue to find every penny
they poss'ibly can for this huge
enterprise.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Bill recasts the financial proVISIons of the Gas and Fuel Corporation
Act 1950 and makes it a little easier for
the Corporation to raise money in view
of the financial position that ha.r.; ~APn
Session 1952-53.-[87]
T?~'S
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created since the Act was passed. The
m'ain proposal jn this recasting is for
an increase of the borrowing powers of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation from
£10,000,000 to £20,000,000. The Corporation, of course, has the power to
borrow on debentures, but in the financi'al provisions it is made clear, as it
is also in this Bill, that the Government
will provide the money out of loan.
Speaking on the Budget, I made mention, in reply to an interjecilion by the
Minister of Housing, of the employment
of outside or private capital instead of
using loan moneys which were in short
supply. The Government has pleaded,
With justification, that it has not sufficient loan money to be made available
for all the projects that are urgently in
need of it. I said that in the case of the
Gas and Fuel CorplOration we had an
example of an organization that was
previously carried on by private enterprise, but the 'State stepped in and took
over, and so this State has now to provide money for its development out of
loan funds. Already, £10,000,000 has
been provided and, as has been stated, an
additional £2,000,000 has to be provided
to buyout the interests of people who
held preference shares in the Metropolitan Gas Company.
The Leader of the Country party has
just outlined how this situation arose.
The Metropolitan Gas Company and the
Brighton Gas Company, prior to 1950,
wanted to change their retorts. They
realized that they did not have sufficient
retorts to produce gas for the metropolitan area, and, in view of the
shortage of Maitland coal, considered
that it would be desirable to introduce a Lurgi or brown coal plant
which would produce gas from brown
coal. A suggestion was made that
the then Government should lend money
for this project in view of the shortage
of finance at that time and that the
Metropolitan Gas Company should go
ahead with the erection of a plant in
the vicinity of its existing West Melbourne gasworks. It will be remembered that the price of gas at that time
wa.s determined under price-fixing regulatIOns and there was an ardent desire
by all gas users that there should be no
rises in the price of gas. If the price
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of gas was increased by 1d. a thousand
cubic feet, there was an outcry from
members of the Labour party who were
then in Opposition. All of the private
gas companies were strangled and they
could not pay any dividends because the
price of gas was not increasing commensurate with the costs of production.
When it came to a matter of raising
money on the assets of these companies
it was found that nobody would lend
money to an organization not paying
proper dividends, because the appropriate return from such an investment
could not be obtained.
The present chairman of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation is Dr. Andrews, who
was formerly consulting engineer for
the Metropolitan Gas Company and advisor to them on the Lurgi system. He
is now the mainstay of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and is the driving
force behind it. That is the reason why
it is so successful at the present time.
The Metropolitan Gas Company had
details of this system and was quite
saNsfied that it would be successful,
so it suggested that the Government
should advance money for development of the system. Through political circumstances at that time,
apart from the investigations of a
Select Committee that was appointed,
Parliament decided that the State should
take over certain gas companies and
establish the Gas and Fuel Corporation
and provide money to that body for the
development of the Lurgi project.
I am not opposing this Bill. The situation has been created where the Gas
and Fuel Corporation is under way and
is carrying out a magnificent job. However, I reiterate that it is using urgently
required loan money which could have
been provided by private enterprise. A
sum of £10,000,000 of loan money has
already been spent and Parliament IS
now asked to provide the means of
obtaining up to £20,000,000 more. Provision is to be made for the raising of
£10,000,000 of loan money that is
urgently required for other purposes. I
suggest that that sum could have been
provided by private enterprise if proper
consideration had been given to the
needs of the private companies.
Colonel Leggatt.
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Since the Metropolitan Gas Company
and the Brighton Gas Company have
joined together to form the Gas and
Fuel Corporation, the Colonial Gas Association has been carrying on very
nicely, paying its way, and it is able to
raise money and to extend its activities
into many districts. That company 1s
making a good contribution to the needs
of many suburbs in Melbourne. Immediately the Gas and Fuel Corporation
took over the undertakings of the Metropolitan Gas Company and the Brighton
Gas Company the price of gas went up
and up. An increase of 3s. a cubic foot
was nothing at all, whereas an increase
of 3d. previously was an unheard of
thing.
.Of course, the Colonial Gas Association, having managed to avoid being
involved in this amalgamation, was on
the" pig's back," if I might use such a
colloquial expression. It has been able
to do a good job for private enterprh;e
and because of the fact that there have
been no further restrictions on the price
of gas, every rise in price commensurate
with costs of production gave the
Colonial Gas Association a very good
return because its undertaking is
efficien tly managed.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation is now
in operation and this developmental project has advanced tremendously. The
Corporation now has a visionary aspect
far beyond what was anticipated. The
scheme has been tested and apparently
the Government is quite satisfied that
the Gas and Fuel Corporation will produce gas from brown coal in large quantities as well as producing other subsidiary products. It will be a great asset
to the State of Victoria. Nevertheless,
we have to look at this matter in its
proper perspective. When money is in
short supply, is it urgent that the State
should pay large sums of money for
the production of gas for the city of
Melbourne under a long-range plan which
will pflovide quite an asset for Victoria
in 1973, but perhaps at the same time
starve water services, education and
other urgent nee~ which require
tha t loan money? Gas from brown
coal could be produced by private
enterprise, but I quite agree that
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private enterprise could not develop
the plan to such an extent as the Gas
and Fuel Corporation intends to do, with
the unlimited resources of the State
behind it.
I have before me a report which I
obtained from Dr. Andrews. It is a
report on the ·activities of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and covers what is
likely to happen in the production of
gas and other by-products in the future.
The initial plan, as he sets out, is that
gas making will commence in 1956.
Therefore, there are still three years t()
go before any gas will be obtained and
the sum of £10,000,000 has been spent.
It is estimated that in 1956 the output
will be 18,000,000 cubic feet a day and
that quantity represents half of the
present demand of the metropolis. Dr.
Andrews sets out that the initial plant
will consist of Lurgi pressure generators
and ancillary pure faction and washing
systems as well as boilers and other
equipment necessary for the making of
the gas. There is to be a tar distillation
plant for treating 1,000,000 gallons of
brown coal tar per annum. This tar
distillation system will yield approximately 1,000 gallons of oil a day. By
1956 the production of brown coal gas
will supply half of Melbourne's gas
requirements and 1,000 gallons of oil a
day.

It is intended to convey the gas under
high pressure from YaHourn, where the
treatment works will be situated, by
pipe-line to Dandenong. The pressure
in that pipe-line will be 350 lb. to the
square inch and at Dandenong H will
be reduced to 25 lb. From there it can
be piped to the various suburbs of Melbourne or to the country towns.
The plan is that when the gas producHon at Morwell exceeds 30,000,000 cubic
feet a day, possibly in 1963, a recent
modification of the process will be introduced, and oil and petrol will be produced synthetically from two of the
constitutents of the brown coal gas. By
1976-and now we realize that ilt is
really a long-range plan-the works at
Morwell will have an annual output of
60,000,000 cubic feet of gas of 450 iBritish
thermal units.
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I would remind the House that the
requirement under the gas legislation
is that gas shall be of a calorific value of
500 British thermal units. That is
the standard for any gas produced by
any of the gas companies; but the Lurgi
system will not produce effectively gas
of over 450 British thermal units, so that
will have to be the standavd of gas
supplied under this new project.
By 1976, 60,000,000 cubic feet of 450
British thermal units gas will be converted to 20,000,000 cubic feet of gas of
900 British thermal units; also there
will be 20,000,000 gallons of petrol;
22,000,000 gallons of diesel and fuel
oil; '13,000,000 galLons of brown coal
tar; 5,000,000 gallons of high octane
motor benzol; and 1,500,000 gallons of
solvents.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation has
prepared a long-range plan, the fulfilment of which should prove a great
asset to Victoria. The chairman of the
Corporation works in his own quiet
way; he has been getting on with the
job and has been spending large sums
of money unbeknown to many members
of Partiament. Under his direction,
trenches are being dug in preparation
for the laying of the pipe-line from
Morwell to Melbourne, and it may not
be long before it reaches Dandenong. I
concede that this project will be of
great benefit to the State in the distant
future.
When the Gas and Fuel Corporation
was established, certain gas companies
were amalgamated. A~though large
sums of money are being spent on this
project, all that will be achieved by
1956 will be that sufficient gas to supply
half the annual consumption in Melbourne will be produced. It is estimated
that the sum of £10,000,000 will be
spent to achieve this objective. I admit
that the foundation will be laid for
something of benefit to Victoria in the
future.
However, the question of
priorities arises. Are schemes of water
conservation and educational facilities
to be starved in order that half the
gas used in Melbourne may be supplied
from Morwell? That is a question of
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Government responsibility; the Government must decide the manner in which
the limited loan funds are allocated.
I do not intend to oppose the measure,
but the Government should adopt a
common-sense policy regarding the
amount of money to be spent on the
manufacture of gas from brown coal.
One good thing resulting from the
establishment of the Gas and Fuel Corporation is that just fewer than 50 per
cen t. of the board of directors are
persons who were originally the representatives of the preference sh'areholders
of the Metropolitan Gas
Company and the Brighton Gas Company. Until the Government purchases
all the preference shares, those directors
may continue to be appointed. They
can advise on the proper management of
the Corporation. I do not think any
honorable member desires to question
the efficiency of the Corporation. As the
gasification project has been started, it
must be continued, but the question of
the sums to be spent on it immediately
is one of Government responsibility.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
HEALTH (PROPRIETARY
MEDICINES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November
4) on the motion of Mr. Barry (Minister
of Health) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-I did
not secure the adjournment of the
debate when the Minister of Health
delivered his second-reading speech. It
is a much more complicated measure
than honorable members may expect.
Members of the Opposition are confronted with considerable difficulties in
ascertaining all the facts reI a ting to
such a technical measure as this, and I
am disappointed that the Minister did
not agree to a longer period of adjournment of the debate.

The HeaHh Act was consolidated in
the year 1928 and, since then, it has
been amended about fourteen times. The
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Health (Patent Medicines) Act was
passed in 1942 and proclaimed in 1948;
it is that legislation that this Bill is to
amend. There are many things inciden tal to the administration of the
Department of Health about which
members of Parliament cannot possibly
be informed unless they have been associated with the Department in some
capacity.
Although Her Majesty's
Opposition has no direct responsibility
for administration it has, and I trust it
always will have, a real responsibility
concerning the passing of legislation. It
is making something of a farce of Parliament when a measure of the importance
of this Bill is brought on for debate
before members of the Opposition have
had an opportunity of equipping themselves adequately with background knowledge.
Under the Health Act there is
appointed a Food Standards Committee,
which establishes standards not only for.
foods but also for drugs and medical
prescriptions. The committee is expected
to decide whether substances proposed
to be marketed are injurious to health.
It also has the responsibility of deciding
what claims may be made regarding
drugs used in the accepted pharmacopoeias. If it be thought that a certain
pharmaceut~cal product is injurious to
health, or that in its sale claims not
in harmony with fact are made about
it, the Food Standards Committee must
report the matter to the Minister of
Health who may, through the Governor
in Council, issue a proclamation. Thus,
the sale of a so-called remedy that had
been in use for a considerable time could
be banned and persons fined for selling
it.
The declaring of certain substances as
poisons is a most important question.
Nobody doubts the desirability of controlling substances injurious to health and
of ensuring the truth of advertisements
in such an important field as this. It has
been decided by the Food Standards Committee that no product shall be advertized as a cure for influenza. The reason
for this is that the properly qualified
members of the committee believe that
there is no cure at present for this complaint.
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Sir GEORGE KNox.-There is whisky
and aspirin.
Mr. WHATELY.-Some very good prescriptions a're used, but in view of that
decision of the Food Standards Committee, firms merChandising certain wellknown remedies advertise their remedy
not as a cure for influenza but as a
valuable means of alleviating attacks of
that m·alady. When decisions have been
made along the lines I have indicated,
honorable members will realize tha t
firms responsible for putting products on
the market may be involved in a
sudden alteration of their advertising
material.
It is quite possible that a
firm is advertising in good f.ai t'h a product as a cure for a certain ailment.
If the Food Standards Committee says
there is no cure for that particular ailment, overnight the firm might find itself
faced with the necessity to alter its
advertising material. Vast numbers of
labels might have been produced.
Economy demands that they should be
so mass-produced. The practical necessities of the case should be considered
when an alteration is ordered. What I
have said presupposes that a medicine
is already on the market and being
advertised. In the past there have been
few cases along the lines indicated, but
when the register is gazetted showing
products about to be approved, such
things may happen. I shall refer to that
aspect later.
Now I shall deal with the Health
(Patent Medicines) Act 1942, which this
Bill sets out to amend. Under the Act,
an advisory committee is appointed with
the function of advising the Chief
Health Officer, who then decides whether
a remedy should be entered in the
register. One aspect of the matter is
that if the Food Standards Committee
has already stated that the medicine is
injurious, or that certain claims cannot
be made in reg.ard to it or other
remedies in a certain field-such as
influenza or cancer-the Chief Health
Officer is bound by its decision, especially
as the Food Standards Committee reports
to the Minister, who causes the decisiol1
to be gazetted. The Chief Health Officer
is bound by the decisions of that outside
committee as soon as its decisions have
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been gazetted. Therefore, the function
of the Chief Health Officer in advising
the Minister as to whether certain patent
medicines should be registered or not is
limited to issues which have not already
been decided by the Food Standards
Committee. Honorable members who
appreciate the high calibre of the per·manent heads of our Government Departments believe that the powers
granted by this legislation will be
properly exercised; they believe that
if a manufacturing firm were to
approach the Department of Hea!lth
stating that as a result of experiments a remedy has been developed
for a certain malady, if the claims
appeared to be well authenticated, the
Chief Health Officer, acting on the advice
of the advisory committee, would recommend its inclusion in the pharmacopoeia.
Members of the Opposition believe that
would occur, but we would be much
happier if the general conditions under
which the Chief Health Officer is to
proceed were defined in the legislation.
After all, there is always' some doubt as
to how beneficial one remedy is as compared with another.
HonofaJble members will recall that
the object of the Health (Patent Medicines) Act is to save people from the
effects of injurious substances and from
false advertising.
When a product is
introduced, especially if it is a radical
departure in medicine, it may be very
difficult for the advisory committee to
decide whether the product will be highly
beneficial or not.
There is always a
possibility of .there being different schools
of thought. I suppose the medical
fraternity and those engaged in pharmaceutical chemistry in general have their
cliques and SChools of belief.
It is a
pity for a matter of this ~ind to be left
to the decision of individual officers, no
matter how meritorious they may be,
without any guidance as to procedure or
principles to be adopted being laid down.
Suppose a firm was dissatisfied with a
decision. The legislation provides that
an appeal may be made to the Supreme
Court. However, a Judge of the Supreme
Court might say, "The Chief Health
Officer states that these claims are not
substantiated. He is under no obligation
to grant registration. Ther~fore, I can
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grant no relief." The Chief Health people who belonged to the Australian
Officer's sole responsibility is to receive Association of Scientific Workers. Posthe report of the advisory committee, on sibly the staff of the Department of
which he makes his decision. If he is Health was not sufficiently numerous in
not willing to allow the product to go war-time to deal with the requirements
on the market, his responsibility is to of the Act, and so the matter dragged on
decide accordingly. I think it would be for a considerable time. Members of
natur,al for a Judge to adopt such a view. the trade were rather horrified by the
Certainly a Judge would not dare to revolutionary nature of the legislation
introduce his view of the remedy into the and opposed it, but not for long. I
shall read portion of the history of the
situation.
Honorable members will recall that matter, as set out in an official documost of the world's greatest discoveries ment addressed to the secretary of the
have been ridiculed, in many instances Department of Health. This document
by highly placed persons. Astronomy is public property.
is a notable example. For generations
Mr. BARRY.-Who wrote the letter?
holders of the correct views were persecuted and ridiculed, but ultimately
Mr. WHATELY.-That will appear as
they were proved to be right. I believe I read the document. It statesI speak on behalf of many honorable
On the 5th May, 1948, the Drug and
members, including supporters of the Allied Trades Council of Australia subGovernment, when I assert that pro- mitted a case for the revocation of the proof the Health (Patent Medicines)
vision should be included in the Bill, clamation
Act, 1942 and amendment of the said Act.
whereby the advisory committee on
On the 20th July, 1948, a deputation
pharmaceutical remedies should be waited on the then Minister of Health,
obliged to recommend registration in re- Sir Albert Dunstan, M.L.A., and made cerspect of any product which is obviously tain requests. The Minister asked to have
the main points of the case for amendment
not injurious, and which appears on the set
out for investigation.
face of the evidence available to be beneOn the 12th November, 1948, the Drug
ficia'l and not the subject of false claims. and Allied Trades Council of Australia
If that were the guiding principle laid submitted to Sir Albert Dunstan eleven prodown for the advisory committee and posed amendments to the Act, and later a
was arranged between the Ministhe Chief Health Officer, it would be conference
ter, the Permanent Head, the Chief Health
possible for aggrieved persons to Officer, and two representatives of the
approach the court by way of appeal, D.A.T.C.A. This conference took place on
being aware that the Judge would know the 31st March, 1949, and it was decided
that the representatives of the D.A.T.C.A.
exactly where he stood. If it was pos- should
confer with the Chief Health
sible that an error of judgment had Officer, with the idea of reaching agreement
been made, with weighty evidence on on the proposed amendments submitted by
both sides, and the Judge considered the D.A.T.C.A.
Nine meetings have been held, and the
tha t a prolongation of ,the trial period
representatives of the D.A.T.C.A.
should be permitted, he would be able following
attended the meetings: Mr. K. G. Attiwill,
to order accordingly in the light of the Mr. A. J. Morris, and Mr. E. Scott. It
principles defined in the Bill. That is a w,as decided to 'proceed as a "working
highly desirable and sensible procedure. party" without a chairman or ,formal rules
of procedure.
This legislation was introduced in 1942
It was agreed that the purpose of the
during the war. At that time a Country Act was to protect the public from fraud,
party Government supported by the from danger by harmful preparations, and
Labour party was in power. I do not to prevent false. and misleading claims
made for the efficacy of advertised
know whether it was known at the being
proprietary medicines.
time, but I believe that this legislati<>n
was radical when introduced; there was The points I am about to present to the
nothing like it in Australia at the time. House are the conclusions of that" workIn fact, I doubt whether there was any- ling party," which consisted of two reprething like it in the world. Further, 1 sentatives of the trade, on the one hand,
believe that the gentlemen who sugges- and the Chief Heal th Officer on the
ted it were highly accredited scientific other hand; all three were responsible
Mr. Whately.
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for this letter being sent to the secretary
of the Department of Health. Therefore, this is not only a Government document but it is one which has been circulating in the trade in all States for a
considerable time. The first item of
agreement concerned the responsibilities
of the Chief Health Officer and the
amount of discretion granted him in the
original legislation. I have discussed
that aspect at some length. The agreement of all three was set forth in the
following terms:Subject to SUb-section (5) of section 6,
the discretion of the Chief Health Officer
shall be defined and limited so that he shall
be obliged to register a proprietary medicine
unless he is satisfied beyond reasonable
doubt that it is dangerous, and to register
a claim unless he is satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that such claim is false and misleading in a particular matter.

Similarly with regard to appeals, agreemen t was reached. I think Ii ttle would
be lost and much gained by the incorporation of the foregoing provision in the Act.
The principles I have mentioned are
clear. If the claims are substantiated,
then automatically the products will be
registered. I cannot see why a reasonable Parliament should not agree to that
principle without dissension. The Chief
Health Officer would then know precisely
where he stood. He would only be concerned as to the health of the people and
truth in advertising; and all the manufacturers would know where they stood,
and the Judge also, if it came to an
appeal, would know where he stood.
I wish to refer now to the question of
what will happen when the register of
accepted remedies is actually published in
the Government Gazette. It is interesting to recall that although the original
legislation was passed in 1942 we have
had to wait for eleven years before the
setting up of a register of accep.table
remedies is contemplated. I can imagine
that a great deal of the delay has been
due to the very considerable number of
remedies that have been placed on the
market and are subject to adjudication.
There have recently come in 600 remedies
since it was discovered that this Bill
was about to be brought down and the
date of registration must necessarily be
drawing near. After this Bill has been
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passed, the members of the trade are to
have 30 days in which they can submit
applications for registration of remedies.
I have just indicated that in the last six
months about 600 samples of remedies
have been received. It is gratifying that
the Minister of Health has a~sured the
Drug and Allied Trades Council in the
following terms:In regard to publication of the register.
if the Bill is passed the register will be
published when all applications coming
within the provisions of the IBill have been
considered; if the Bill is not passed, the
register will be published as soon as it can
be printed, probably early in the new year.

That means that when the register is
passed, it will be up to date. All applications that have come in will have been
dealt with except those apparently
dropped by the producers or by the
people responsible for thE: merchandising.
I have been assured that these applications arE now being dealt with at the
rate of several score each week. That
i~ very satisfactory indeed. It is understood also that after the register is published it will be possible for further
registrations of pharmaceutical remedies
to appear in the Government Gazette
from week to week. I have been informed
that the staff is now adequate to enable
speedy dealing with these applications,
and that if any member of the advisory
committee or of the Food Standards
Committee should not be available the
Government may appoint a substitute,
so making it easy for a quorum to be
formed of members of both committees.
Mr. BARRY.-Everything will be done
to expedite matters as speedily as
possible.
Mr. WHATELY.-I am glad to hear
that assurance.
Mr. BARRY.-And the applications will
be taken in their turn.
Mr. WHATELY.-That is an important
point, to which I was about to refer.
Honorable members will know that
drugs, or inventions in connexion with
drugs, just as with inventions connected
with chemistry or the use of machinery.
are matters of importance. A firm might
be experimenting for years to discover
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a suitable remedy or method of manufacture. Just on the verge of achievement this firm might send in an
application, and it is not only important
that that application should be dealt
with speedily but that the first application in should get the benefit of its
priority.
As to this matter, let us suppose that
for some reason' in connexion with an
application which is the first handed
in, there is found a technical defect as
the result of which the Chief Medical
Officer says, "We cannot register this
one for certain reasons." It ,is very important that some correspondence should
proceed from the Department giving the
facts to the claimant-stating, for instance, "We have dealt with your
application but we want you to clear up
this particular factor and alter your
application, if necessary; you should
do this within a certain time." My
point is that not only should these
applications be dealt with in their order,
but all technical matters should be
investigated and so dealt with before
another application is considered.
Mr. BARRY.-I will say that, too.
Mr. WHATELY.-It is very easy for
individual people to feel themselves
isolated from Governments and Government Departments, but in this instance,
if those concerned can make reference
to this debate and can read the Minister's
assurances as recorded in Hansard) they
will of course be assured. In saying
this, I appreciate that the words of
Hansard are not the law.
Mr. BARRY.-But they record an
undertaking for the Department.
Mr. WHATELY.-Quite so. If the
Government were to put everything into
an Act it would be so cluttered up
and so technical that people concerned
would hardly know where they stood.
I shoU'ld feel happier if some regulations could be gazetted in connexion
with this legislation and then all
concerned would be in the same position
to ascertain all the facts. If the issue of
regulations is being contemplated by the
Minister, I am sure that he will be
prepared to discuss the matter with
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representatives of the Opposition in this
House so that every aspect can be
presented. Although we on the Opposition side may desire to suggest some
amendments when this Bill is being
considered in Committee, I feel that I
need say nothing further now than that
the Bill has a good object and that the
members of the trade accept it. For some
years their atNtude has been that this
kind of legislation is necessary. The
only criticis·ms that have been made of
the Bill have been directed at the omissions from it, but what is in it seems to
have had widespread commendation
among manufacturers, scientists, retail
pharmacists and, indeed, all concerned.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-When
this Bill was first given to me for
handling on behalf of my party, I
felt it was something that could be
dealt with easily and pleasantly. But
the more I looked into it, the more
certainly I found that the situation was
complex. I endeavoured to obtain pertinent information particularly from
practising chemists. I wanted to know
how those persons found this Bill and
what the Minister had to say by way
of explanation for it, and I am sorry
to say that I have not yet secured any
worth-while information to put before
the House. I have found myself faced
with a position of considerable confusion.
I had hoped to be able to assist the
Minister with some worth-while contribution. Instead, I have obtained very
little as a foundation on which to indicate possible lines of suggestion.
I do not know the Minister's intentions
in regard to the Bill but I would not
think there is the same urgency as
in the case of the legislation dealing with
heroin, and so I should like progress to
be reported on Clause 2 when the Bill
is taken into Committee. Then those
of us who are interested could take
advantage of the opportunity to go
around our traps and see what pelts
we have got. I should like the chance of
seeing exactly what the set-up is,
because it is an interesting one.
Mr. BARRY.-This has been going on
since 1942 and we are now in 1953. I
have made the declaration that it is
going to be finished this year.
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Mr. MITCHELL.-I appreciate that.
Faced with the Minister's able, determined and constructive attitude, these
people who have been dithering will
come to the party, but I should like a
few more days to help the honorable
gentleman bring them to the party. I
am hoping that he will give me that
opportunity.
Mr. BARRY.-The Bill will bring them
to the party; they will be in all right
by Christmas.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I think the Minister's determinaUon to put the Bill
through this House before Christmas
will bring them to the party, but I
should like him to agree to report progress until next Tuesday to give me time
enough to see if we cannot hammer out
a few more things, because the whole
history of this affair has been full of
uncertainty, with two obvious forces
playing very potent parts. One is the
trade and the other is the departmental
side. I have heard allegations that the
trade has been deliberately stonewalling and I want the opportunity to
take them up on it, because that stonewalling might have been carried on from
the point of view of delay or aggravation. On the other hand, it could have
been, as is the case in cricket, with the
desire to win a worth-whi'le point. That
is one of the things I wish to look into.
There has been this obvious uncertainty
down the years.
The first Act was passed during
war-time and there was uncertainty
about it. In 1949, the then Minister of Health appointed a small
committee of officers to meet representatives of the trade to consider their suggestions and, as the Minister of Health
said in his second-reading speech,
discussions continued intermittently until
1951. Obviously, there was difficulty in
reaching a conclusion. The Minister
went on to say that the Government
then decided to prepare a Bill " covering
the points on which apparent agreement
had been reached." What significance
has that word " apparent"?
For
example, a mirage is something that is
apparent but not definite. I want to be
certain about these things and I should
like the opportun'ity of having a fuller
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discussion with the Minister of Health
and other people who know the position.
Were these points something more than
apparent? Were they definite? It is no
good proceeding with this Bill if we are
going to act along the lines of taking a
mirage as a reality.
Mr. BARRY.-I do not think anybody
could say we have travelled with too
much haste. It has taken from 1942
until 1953 to reach the present stage.
Mr. M'ITOHELL.-I agree with the
Minister. He has argued my case for
me and I am very grateful. A few more
days will be neither here nor there. A
delay until next Tuesday would give me
a chance of clearing up one or two of
these points and seeing if they are
sound or not.
Mr. BARRY.-With your great medical
skill, I am sure that you could deliver a
lecture now for two hours without any
trouble.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I appreciate the
Minister's compliment; I know how
sincere he is in paying it. However, I am
particularly anxious to help the Government with this Bill. I am prepared to
throw the same energy into assisting
the Government as I did with the Poisons
(Heroin) Bill because I feel that the
Minister of Health is grasping the nettle
and is doing something that hi'S predecessors should have done but did not
do. I want to help him and if he gives
me a few more days, I shall be grateful.
Mr. BARRY.-You want .to help but
not here and not now.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Well, next week
then. I am not asking the Minister to
adjourn the consideMtion of the Bill in
Committee until next month or next
session; I am merely asking for an
adjournment until next week.
Mr. BARRY.-At the request of the
Leader of the Opposition, I agreed that
the debate on this Bill should be adjourned until to-day. I am like an umpire
now; the ball is on the ground.
Mr. MITCHELL.-The Minister will
appreciate that I was receIvmg a
deputation and was not in the Chamber
when he delivered his second-reading
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speech.
When I first received the
explanatory papers I thought that the
matter was a simple one, but since I
have looked into it I find that it is not
easy. I now realize what we are really
up against.
There are one or two points I am
uncertain about. For example, take the
question of one or two of the drugs
coming in from outside Australia. As
the Minister of Health said in his secondreading speech, we do want to alleViiate
sickness in this country. I agree with the
honorable member for Camberwell about
the attitude we should assume in regard
to drugs that are definitely not harmful.
We should admit them because we want
to have available every pos'Slible remedy
for all types of diseases.
Mr. BARRY.-But such drugs can be
registered.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I think there is
some doubt about that. Did not the
Minister say that the trade wanted also to
exempt medicines listed in various named
formularies published outside Australi3.
and as there is no way of controlling the
listing of drugs and medicines in formularies published outside Australia, the
request was not considered to be reasonable?
Mr. BARRY.-If application is made,
the drugs and medicines can be regisThe people concerned have
tered.
until next July to apply.
Mr. MITCHEl1L.-I feel that is being
a little drastic and, as I said, it. is a
matter I Should like to look into. The
next point I have to make is almost
along the lines of owner-onus. In other
words, on whom lies the onus? Is ,the
proposed committee a suitable body
really to bear the onus of saying that
such and such a drug shall nat be sold
and that such and such a drug shall?
It was discovered in the time of Captain
Cook that lemons were a good prophylactic treatment against scurvy and it
was decided to use lemons for that purpose. When the matter came before the
pharmacologists of those days-like the
galaxy of talent I see listed in the Bill
--somebody slipped and, instead of
lemons, limes were ordered. All sailors
on British ships were forced to throw
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limejuice down the inside of their necks
and thus gained the name of "Limey's,"
a term used particularly by the Yanks.
'Vhat the Board of those days failed t;)
realize was that limes are not lemons and
that limes do not contain ascorbic acid,
which is the main -agent against scurvy.
Lemons do. I feel that a big responsibility is being cast on the people who are
to form the proposed committee to say
yea or nay to these questions.
If a person comes forward in good
faith with what he thinks is a cure
for, say, housemaid's knee and it is
rejected by the Board, I consider he
should have the right of appeal. He may
have proof that in another country,
housemaid's knee has been cured by this
mixture of S.A.E.30 and coco-cola. If
he had received the permission of the
Board in the first instance to market such
a remedy he would have been able to
treat people normally and would have
brought to our pharmacopoeia a very
important therapeutic agent. Throughout our whole way of life here in Australia to-day, we are riddled with appeals
-appeals to this tribunal; appeals to
that court; appeals against this and
appeals against that. However, I cannot find any avenue of appeal in this
measure and I consider that there should
be some means of appealing against the
decisions that will be made.
Mr. BouRKE.-The right of appeal is
contained in the original Act.
Mr. MITCHELL.-This precipitate
action of the Minister of Health, although
with the best of intentions, has had the
unfortunate effect that I have not had
time to investigate all these aspects. I
am quite willing to agree with him that
probably an appeal does lie, but I wish
to assure myself that what he says is
really correct. The honorable member
for Camberwell raised a very good point
about not wishing to stultify new discoveries. I understand that the official
attitude in this matter is that while the
departmental people feel that they are
not interested in the economic sidethey do not mind in the least if we members of the public "do our dough"
through purchasing some ineffective
medicine-they are interested in whether
the public is led up the garden path from
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a medicinal point of view, in other words,
through taking ineffective medicine. If
that happens diseases may ultimately
reach the stage of becoming chronic
through lack of proper treatment.
As prisoners of war, we had Japanese,
officers included, coming along to us
with worries about venereal disease and
we gave them inoculations of sterile
water. We received bows, hisses, and
presents of cigarettes in return and the
4' Nips" went away quite happy. However, the treatment did not exactly do
their small malady any good; they were
generally moved away before they had
time to worry too much.
Consider the matter of shock treatmen t. I remember that a short time
back shock treatment was regarded as
just the right thing for certain conditions
of nervous disorder. Shock treatment
now is not considered as being of anything like the importance it was prerecall
discussing
this
viously.
I
matter with Dr. Catarin'ich, and even
last week with a prominent surgeon and
medical authority in Melbourne. I was
told that, with all due respect to shock
treatment, one of the best treatments for
nervous disorders is to return the patient
to a normal life. Here we have a case
where shock treatment was once
accepted but has now been proved to be
wrong.
That is why I claim that there is such
uncertainty about these matters, and that
there must be some latitude. Otherwise,
we shall destroy initiative and we shall
not have people saying that they will try
this or try that, and, therefore, we will
not make progress in the medical world.
To my mind this measure is a typical
socialistic restriction which will destroy
initiative. It rings true of its creators.
Some cures are found as the result
<Y.f an accident. For instance, native
doctors on the Malayan Peninsula, to
provide a remedy for sexual neurasthenia in males, pour into the left eye
of the individuat a mixture blending
pickle and seven ground-up black ants.
Obviously, such a remedy is of no use
except tha1t perhaps the person concerned gets such a pain in the eye that
he forgets about his neurasthenia.
Another treatment was the use of green
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pineapples as an abortifacient. That
was a sound idea, becauS'e the green
pineapples caused such a pain in the
stomach of the woman concerned that
they produced sympathetic contractions
of the uterus and brought about an
abortion. There are two examples, one
of which was no good, but the other
worked, although seemingly it was just
as stupid.
When referring to the question of
medicines, the mental attitude of the
patient is sometimes overlooked. During
wartime, when there has been a shortage
of morphia, I have seen men desperately
wounded given a shot of sterile water
and, on being told that it was morphia,
they have immediately announced they
felt better. Also, I knew a Dutch
prisoner of war who was a skilled
hypnotist. He could hypnotize a man
so that a tooth could be extracted and
when the m·an awoke from his hypnotic
trance, with blood streaming from his
mouth, he would ask When the tooth
was to be pulled out. Although, from
the point of view of drugs, many of
these thdngs may be innocuous, they
have some therapeutic effect, and if
they can cure a condition without harming the patient, why should they not be
used?
There are m'any changes of ideas with
regard to the application of medicines.
For instance, the old idea was that for
a cold one should take a drink of hot
whisky and lemon when going to bed, as
the lemon juice was a good antidote for
the cold. Then came a change in
medical outlook, and it was said that
the lemon juice had nothing whatever
to do with curing the cold,. The suggestion was that the microbes, or whatever
causes a common cold, could not flourish
in conditions of warmth, and that the
hot drink proved advantageous; therefore, the patient might just as well take
hot water. Later, it was discovered
that the ascorbic acid in the lemon was
a good cure for colds; hence, one can
now buy ascorbic. acid tablets from
chemists. It is unwise to condemn a
harmless medicine as being entirely useless. I think we have to allow a certain
amount of tI'lial and error in the
community.
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The poison curare, which was used by
the South American Indians on their
blow-pipe darts, was always regarded
as so deadly that people were
frightened to touch it. Now, scientists have discovered that it is an
important anaesthetic. There has to
be a certain amount of elasticity in
such legis~ation as is proposed in this
measure. That is why I consider we
should have a little more time to ascertain if we can help the Minister of
Health produce really good legislation.
I regard th'i1s Bin as being a "swipe in
the dark." I consider that we must be
a little careful and, for that reason, I
ask the Minister to agree. to progress
being reported in the Committee stage.
I would not like to see this Legislation
delayed for longer than a week, because
it is a step in the right direction. I
·compliment the Minister on forcing the
situation in this way, but I should like
to see his efforts crowned with even
greater glory.
I am concerned as to the enforcement
of legislation such as this.
It is
all righ t for an advisory committee
of seven to decide that a certain
mixture shall not be sold ·as medicine,
but it is difficult to police such
a decision. For some time, I have felt
that the policing of drugs and medicines
in Victoria is not on a basis comparable
with what is done in other centres,
particularly in Sydney. I do not wish to
say anything disparaging about the
Police Department or the various pharmaceutical Boards which are responsible
for the policing of the Poisons Act, but
I do not think there will ever be a
proper application of that or ~imilar
legislation until a drug squad is appointed
as a separate organization, as is the case
in New South Wales. My remarks are
in no way to be taken as being derogatory to the members of the vice squad
and the various drug inspectors in
Victoria, because I think they are doing
a good job, but the situation concerning
the policing of legislation relating to
drugs and patent medicines has got out
of hand.
In the drug squad in New
South Wales, some detectives are fullyqualified chemists.
Speaking from
memory, I think there are 840
chemists in Sydney, and when the
Mr. Mitchell.
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drug squad checks up on a chemist,
its members do not carry only the
badge of a Board or Department, but
the full prestige of the New South Wales
Police Force.
In my opinion, the provisions of this Bill and other enactments
will not work properly unless there is
appointed a separate drug squad, whose
specialty will be the checking up of all
chemists throughout the State.
After
all, a chemist can sell many of these
things unless there is some effective way
of checking him. Once again, I ask the
Minister to assist us to help him by
agreeing to progress being reported on
clause 2 of the Bill. If that is done, I
can assure him, as far as my party is
concerned, that we shall be prepared
to go right ahead next Tuesday.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-This importan t Bill is to amend the Health
(Patent Medicines) Act of 1942, which
for various reasons was not proclaimed
until 1948. In his second-reading speech,
the Minister of Health said that since
that date numerous representations have
been made, some requesting the repeal
of the Act and others asking that the
date of proclamation be deferred. I think
it is to the credit of all Governments
since that time that they have successf.ully resisted the blandishme:tlts of some
people in the trade. After considerable
dis'cussion, the Government in office in
1951 decided to introduce an amending
Bill, but did not proceed with it. The
present Government has taken the matter up, and, as a result, this Bill has been
presented. One can almost call it an
"enabling Bill" because it will enable
the 1942 legislation to operate.

It is most important from the point of
view of the community that some control
should be exercised over patent or proprietary medicines. In my opinion,
members of the Opposition have looked
at the matter rather from the point of
view of the manufacturer, but the
Government must keep in mind the
ultimate effect that such legislation as
this, or lack of it, will have upon the
general health of the community. Some
patent and proprietary medicines are
used extensively by the medical profession, but, unfortunately, associated
with the manufacture and sale of such
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medicines, is what can be called "selfmedication."
That is widely practised
in all pal'ts of the world, including Australia. All it means is that people are
inclined to be their own physicians, and
they are aided and abetted by the manufacture of certain patent medicines. I
do not contend that a person should not
be able to take an aspirin or one of
the various pain-deadeners at certain
times.
As a result of the passage of this Bill,
the application of the 1942 Act, and
under the Food and Drugs Regulations
and the Health Act, the authorities will
have very wide powers, but one wonders
whether they will be sufficient. I understand that at the moment a manufacturer must not advertise that a drug will
effect a cure, and that if he does so a
prosecution can be launched. However,
there is no doubt that many advertisements imply t,hat patent medicines will
effect cures. They do not make a direct
claim, but the implication is there. The
average person, upon reading the advertisement, would receive the impression
that all his troubles would be over so
long as he took a sui table dosage of a
certain drug. In my opinion, the greatest
damage' comes from those drugs which
are claimed to kill pain. There is
a great temptation for anyone in pain
to obtain a particular patent medicine
to relieve it, but we must realize that'
pain is only a symptom, and if anything
of real value is to be done so far as
health is concerned, it is of no use
deadening the symptoms.
I have obtained a number of advertisements which have appeared in the
newspapers to-day. One advertisement
readsQuick certain relief from indigestion,
acid stomach, heartburn, and dyspepsia. A
single dose of . . . . rapidly neutralizes
excess acid in the stomach and disperses
pain and discomfort and gives immediate
relief.

The word "relief" would indicate to
many people that this particular patent
medicine would actually effect a cure.
However, my point is that the manufacturer of this medicine guarantees to
relieve the pain of those suffering from
heartburn, dyspepsia, and so on. Cecil's
Textbook of Medicinej in the chapter
dealing with diseases of the digestive'
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organs states that" pain is the outstanding symptom of ulcer." These people
advertise that they can kill the pain, and
I repeat that that is of no benefit to
sufferers. That will merely stop them
from consulting a doctor. A person not
in pain as the result of taking a paindeadener will lmagine that there is no
need to see a doctor. If a sufferer continued to take these medicines and was
later forced to be examined by a doctor,
he might be told, " Your ulcer is very far
gone and you should have consulted me
many years ago." The patient will say
that he took a certain remedy that was
advertised in the press. The Victorian
Year Book of 1947 records that 364 males
and 324 females died from diseases of
the digestive organs in the year, which
is a most serious matter.
An advertisement I have before me is
headed" Indigestion." There is a picture
of a juicy steak on a plate with eggs and
vegetables.
The advertisement says
"Tuck in and take --." After mentioning the name of the medicine, the
statement is madeThick, juicy steak and egg. You love it,
but it doesn't love you? Don't worry, tuckin and take - - after eating. Pleasant,
mint-flavoured - - bring swift, sure, lasting relief from indigestion, heartburn,
flatulence, dyspepsia, acid and nervous
stomach.

Such an advertisement does not render
service to the community. The preparation is only a pain killer and will not
destroy the root of the trouble. With
the growth of the free medical service,
there is less need now than ever before
for patent medicines to be advertised
extensively.
I shall mention other
advertisements to indicate the need for
legislation of this character. One is
headed" Stop backache and rheumatism
pains.
Pep up-Feel younger and
stronger with wonderful kidney cleaner."
In the text of the advertisement appears
the following:Do you or any of your family at times
suffer from Backache, Rheumatism Pains,
Neuritis, or Fibrositis? Do your kidneys
work too often either during the day or
night? Are you nervy? Do your ankles
swell? Do you have a lot of colds and
do you get up in the morning almost as
tired as when you went to bed the night
before? Do you feel tired out a lot of the
time and older than you should ? If you or
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any of your loved ones have suffered from
symptoms such as these, have tried a lot of
things and wonder just what to do, then
read this message of hope and happiness ...

If I read further in to the advertisement,
doubtless I would see it stated "When
you have finished the dosage and are
feeling better, you can use what is left
to clean your boots." This preparation
is claimed to be a cure-all, but it will
not cure people. I agree that a legitimate
manufacturer should be protected, but
not people who are merely playing on
the feelings of those who are ill. The
Government must educate sick persons
to consult a medical practitioner instead
of taking the risk associated with the
mere deadening of pain. Another advertisement readsSlim rapidly! Pleasantly! Permanently!
No starvation! No Exercises! Guaranteed
Harmless!

This preparation may contain an extract
of thyroid, although I understand that is
prohibited. Another advertisement tries
to induce people to buy a bottle of medicine at 4s. a small bottle and 6s. 6d. for
the large size, by sayingNow-She's exciting-Got zip and glowand plenty of beaux. Don't envy her charm
or radiant health! Make it yours the way
thousands of pale, listless, anaemic people
are doing-

There are m'any pale and anaemic
people, and they shouid not be misled
in that way. They should be encouraged
to seek medical advice. Another advertisement is headed: "Be kind to your
stomach," which sounds like a popular
song. It tells the publicNever shock an upset stomach with a dose
of baking soda (bicarbonate of soda). This
may give temporary relief, but its continued
use is likely to eause acidity in a more
severe form. You can get safe relief
quickly from gentle-acting--

The average person reading the words
" You can get safe relief " would imagine
tha t the root of his or her medical
problem would be dealt with. Some
advertise~s say that, if the pain is constant, the sufferer should see a doctor,
and that is a reasonable approach to the
matter. Advertisers should not be permitted to make extravagant dad-ms, and
ethical st'andards should be observed, not
only by advertisers, but a1so by the
press. The latter could prevent misMr. Doube.
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leading statements being read by the
public. An advertisement relating to
hay fever saysIf you suffer from hay fever, asthma,
smarting eyes, blocked-up nose, maddening
itch,
congestion,
this
new
scientific
discovery wHl bring you relief.

One wonders what is being done by
members of the medical profession if
these cures can be effected so readily.
I do not think the powers of the Bill are
wide enough. Advertisers claim that
they can kill pain, but they are hiding
the real facts from those who are ill,
and I trust that action will be taken on
the lines I have suggested to amend the
legislation at a later date.
Mr. PETT"£ (Toorak).-I wish to
refer to statements of the honorable
member for Oakleigh, who has read
advertisements of patent medicines.
The present legislation provides that the
only information that can be given in
an advertisement and on packages containing patent medicines is that they
have been approved by the Advisory
Commi ttee after submission for registration. Section 10 of the 1942 Act
provides, inter aZiarAny person who(being a wholesale dealer in or
vendor of any registered patent
medicine) publishes, circulates or
distributes or causes to be publ,ished, circulated or distributed
any advertisement relating to
such patent medicine which contains(0 any claim or statement as
to the efficacy Or suitability of such patent
medicine for use for any
purpose other than those
in respect of which it is
registered; or
(if) any
claim or statement
which is false or wilfully
misleading; or
(d) sells any registered patent medicine in respect of which any such
claim or sta tement has been
made or published by him either
verbally or in any advertisementshall be guilty of an offence against Part
XII. of the principal Act . . .
If advertisements are contravening the
(1)

(c)

law, the Department can prosecute the
advertisers. As prosecutions have not
been lodged, we must assume that the
claims of the medicines concerned have
heen approved.
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Mr. DOUBE.-YOU know that they have
not been approved.
Mr. PETTY.-If they have not been
approved, the manufacturers should
have been proceeded against for breaking the law. In this House, it is unfair
to make a charge against advertisers
that they are misleading the public; they
have no right of reply. ProViisions have
been laid down and they must be complied with. It is the responsibility of
the Department to ensure that the regulations are implemented. It was suggested that the trade desired to have
the original Act repealed. The trade, I
presume, means members of the Drug
and Allied Trades Council of Australia. I
have consulted notes of "meetings that
have been held, and it appears that discussions of the' councll concerning the
Bill have covered all matters covered by
the legislation. As to the insinuation that
the council has endeavoured to destroy
the BiB, I would point out that, early in
1948, the counci'l agreed not to seek the
repeal of the legislation, but a rescission
of it·s proclamation date, so that the
legislation could be 'amended before
being proclaimed. Even if that proved
impracticable, the council decided to
adhere to its decision not to press for the
repeal of the Act.
Tha t shows that some of the sta tements that have been made could convey
a very wrong interpretation of what has
taken place regarding this legislation
over the years. I also th-ink it is apparen t that the amendments sought in
this Bill have the full approval of the
depa:r.tmental officers and of the members
of the drug committee appointed by the
council to negotiate with the officers
of the Department. The Bill must be
passed but there are certain interpretations to w'h~ch I propose to refer as the
clauses are considered in Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Change of name and citation
of Act).
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).This is a rather simple clause which
changes the title of fuis type of legislation from Health (Patent Medicines)
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to Health (Proprietary Medicines). This
altera tion has been asked for by representatives of the trade. The Government
considered the term" patent medicines"
and although it had been in use for a
number of years, it was realized that it
had become somewhat discreditable, and
so the alteration to the term" proprietary medicines " w~s agreed upon. It is
realized of course that proprietary
medicines will be spoken of for a long
while by the general public as patent
medicines.
This legislation is not new. Before
commenting further I would draw the
attention of ;the honorable member for
Toorak to section 10 of the principal Act
which refers to advertisements which
cannot be interfered with until a register has been set up. My point is that
all this undesirable publicity will continue until the register is an establisher}
fact. Everything connected with this
legisl-ation is ·of great importance but
it would appear from the ;rem-arks of thp.
honorable member for Benambra th~t
it was of so little interest that he had
never heard of it before. The honorable
member for Camberwell stated tha t
when the original measure was brought
down in 1942 there was ·a Oountry party
Government in office which was being
supported by the Labour party. That iR
not a fact. It is true that the Labour
party was then in Opposition and J
intend to let honorable members know
what the OppositIOn then proposed. In
the course of the present discussion,
doubts have been expressed as to the
ability of a Supreme Court Judge. The
honorable member for Benambra doubted
the abHity of the ad'Jisol'Y committee
but when the Bill was before Parliament
in 1942 the Leader of our party moved
an amendment in clause 7 for the omission of the expression" A Judge of the
Supreme Court" and the insertion of
"The Minister." The decision of the
Minister was to be final and without
appeal and was to be given effect by
the Chief Health Officer. The view of
the Labour Opposition at that time was
tha t the Department was the body which
should be responsible. So What is complained of now is none of -our doing but
is the responsibility of the Government
in 1942.
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As a result of a letter signed by the since then all the efforts in the world
Chief Health Officer and by three mem- have been made to prevent the legislabers of the trade on the 28th November, tion from being put into operation. I have
1949-seven years after the original here the draft copy of the Bill of the
Bill had been pased-the whole matter Country party Government; that Governwas taken before the Country party ment put it on one side saying it wanted
Government in which the honorable more information. Last week I made
member for Benambra was Attorney- myself most agreeable by acceding to
General. He should know what was in the request of members on the Opposithe draft Bill of the Government of the tion side for an adjournment of the
day, but that kind of legislation was un- debate on the Bill now before us. Now
popular with the Country party and its we are going to proceed with the
Government was not prepared to face legislation. The appeal of the honorable
up to it. When the draft Bill was taken member for Rainbow on behalf of his
before Cahinet, it came to a decision party was so persuasive last week that
which is minuted, "3.4.51. Cabinet I felt almost like granting an adjourndecision, more detailed information ment of the debate for a matter of
required." So from 1942 to the present twelve month~-that was, until I went
time this legislation has been left in . back to my Department and looked at
the air, and to-night the honorable mem- the draft of the Country party Bill and
ber for Benambra says" Let us have an decided that we should go right ahead
adjournment of this discussion until I with this measure. The Country party
and my party get some information." Government was never game enough to
Why do not he and his party say that revoke or repeal the existing legislation.
they do not want the legislation? The
With respect to the remarks of the
original Act was passed in 1942 and honorable member for Toorak I have
it was left unproclaimed until Labour already assured him that there is not
formed a Government. Then it was the power to-day, without the register,
proclaimed. In 1951 there was another to enforce the suppression or withdrawal
failure to bring down a necessary of advertisements of the kind he has
measure.
referred to. Is it not right that a
Mr. RYLAH.-At that time you were product which is called a medicine should
telling us that the Country party require registration? I know of a place
Government was a very good Govern- in Melbourne where a man is selling
pills to make one fat and pills to make
ment and that it had your full support.
one thin, and also an ointment to make
Mr. BARRY.-I have been guilty of hair grow.
saying that. There were times when we
Mr. RYLAH.-In New South Wales
were driving that Government along and
it was doing things. It was only when people are selling something to make
it kicked over the traces that we threw your hair fallout.
it out. Ever since the initial history of
Mr. BARRY.-People could not get
this legislation, there had been working away with that kind of thing under a
committees wasting time and stonewall- system of registration. Are we going to
ing and asking the Government of the permit the continuance of the publication
day to repeal the legislation on the
statute-book or revoke it. Not until a of advertisements such as we have heard
Labour Government came into office about to-night? Is is not a matter of
again was the legislation brought out importance that drugs which are unfit
with a view to its being put into effect. for registration should be' taken off the
market?
Mr. RYLAH.-What happened when
Mr. PETTY.-The Opposition is not
you were Minister of Health last time?
complaining.
Mr. BARRY.-We proclaimed the
Mr. BARRY.-I assure Opposition
legislation. As I have said, the Bill was
passed in 1942. In 1947 the Labour members that, when the Bill is passed,
Government proclaimed the Act but permission will be granted for legitimate
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advertising in trade journals. Furthermore, the Government will carry out the
promise that I gave to the honorable
member for Camberwell who has an
extensive knowledge of the subject. I
intimated that all applications would be
dealt with expeditiously.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-Possibly the Minister of Health did
not understand the purport of my
introductory remarks.
I
indicated
that I· was not happy about the
Bill which was introduced in 1951,
and that I desired a few extra days in
which to review the present measure. I
am desirous of ascertaining whether the
Minister has any additional facts in his
possession which have impelled him to
bring down this Bill and, incidentally, I
am eager to offer suggestions for its improvement, if I can do so. My .previous
remarks turned on the word" apparent."
Possibly the Minister of Health will
remember that I used the simile of a
mirage-something that is not a reality.
I wanted the opportunity to ascertain
whether the facts adduced by the Minister were illusory or otherwise. Therefore, I asked him to pay the Opposition
the courtesy of reporting progress until
Tuesday next, on which day the members of the Country party would be
willing to do everything possible to assist
the passage of the Bill. I have set
several traps around the city, so to speak,
and I desire to ascertain whether they
have been sprung. If I find by Tuesday
next that nothing has happened I am
prepared to say no more about the
rna tter and agree to the passage of the
Bill.
At this stage, I regard the measure as
being "half a loaf" which, after all, is
better than no bread. I doubt whether
it will do any real good, but it will at
least represent a commencement in the
right direction. In those circumstances,
I consider that a delay of two or three
days will not make any real difference to
the effectiveness of the legislation. It
will, however, provide an opportunity to
Opposition members to make it more
effective and bring less opprobrium and
condemnation in the months and years
to come.
Session 1952-53.-[88]
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Mr.
WHATELY
(CamberweU).I had hoped to persuade the Minister of
Health to report progress on clause 2.
With respect to the history of the Bill,
it is interesting to note that, at the end
of December, 1947, Cabinet decided that
the measure would be reviewed. If I
remember correctly, there was discussion
at that time about a certain proposal to
nationalize the banking system. The
Government had been defeated, and an
election was imminent. One of the last
actions of the Government was to proclaim legislation which had been passed
some years previously, as a sort of parting gesture. The Opposition does not
object to the Bill for any other reason
than that it is considered to be incomplete. I thought I had made that point
perfectly clear when I expressed the
view that reputable retailers, manufacturers, and suppliers of raw· materials
favoured the registration of products
that possessed some merit and were not
injurious.
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).Order!. I understand that, during my
absence, the Bill has reached the Committee stage and that clause 2 is now
under discussion. I ask the honorable
member for Camberwell to confine his
remarks to that clause.
Mr. WHATELY.-On behalf of the
Opposition, Mr. Chairman, I assumed
that I might discuss the measure on
somewhat the same lines as the Minister
of Health had done.
The CHAIRMAN.-No. The honorable member must adhere to clause 2.
Mr. WHATELY.-Perhaps, Sir, I
might revert to my original purpose, and
request that progress be reported on this
clause.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I am not prepared to report progress at
this stage, because I regard the passage
of the Bill as a matter of considerable
urgency. The honorable member for
Benambra has suggested that the measure is incomplete. I take this opportunity of informing him that I will not
hesitate, in the forthcoming session, to
consider any amendments. that are
designed to improve the measure. . In
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view, any further delay is undesirable
and, if I were to agree to progress being
reported, I would be considered to be
guilty of perpetuating a condition that
has obtained since 1942. I might state
that I have received cablegrams from
persons all over the world with respect
to this Bill and, having set my hand to
the plough, as it were, I must not turn
back.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-I can
understand to some extent the enthusiasm of the Minister of Health to have
his Bill passed. The honorable gentleman said, however, that the reporting of
progress at this stage would be a reflection upon him personally.
Mr. BARRY.-No fear.
Mr. DODGSHUN. - The Minister's
argument faJls to the ground, because
my understanding is that, when another
place completes its business this evening,
it will not meet again until Tuesday
next. If the Minister will report progress at this stage, the Bill can be discussed in this House first thing on
Tuesday next, and it can be transmitted
to another place on the same evening.
Ti1Y

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! I cannot permit the honorable
member to continue in that stra1in. The
Committee is now discussing clause 2.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-A request has been
made that progress be reported, Mr.
ChaiTman.
The M'inister of Health
has already risen twice to discuss
tha t matter, and I am merely pursuing
it.
If progress were reported at this
stage, Opposition members would be
afforded an opportunity to gain additional information, which they desire to
do.
The CHAIR'MAN.-I cannot allow the
deba:te to proceed in this way. If any
member desires to move that progress
be reported, he is entitled to do so.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 and 4.
Clause 5 (Last day for applications in
respect of ~xisting medicines).
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-There is one
omission from this clause which, I think,
will cause concern among citizens,
namely, the failure to specify any
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period within which applications for
registration of medicine must be dealt
with by the advisory committee and the
Chief Health Officer. I consider that
provision for the contingency should be
made in the Bill.
In the course of discussion, it was
stated that the advisory comniittee and
the Chief Health Officer would deal with
these matters each week, and I presume
that, in this way, registrations will be
kept up to date and recorded in the
Government Gazette accordingly.
I
should ltike the Minister of Health to
assure me that applications for registration in future will be dealt with
promptly, and that they will be kept
right up to date. The necessity for such
action is evident, because a manufacturer
who produces a drug must submit it to
the proper authoflity for registration
before it can be marketed. Frequently,
thousands of pounds are expended on the
development of a drug before it is
offered for sale. It would be extremely
bad for the drug trade if a preparation
were kept off the market for a long
period merely because the formalities
associated with registration were incomplete. I do not imply that any such
delay would be deliberate, but, from
time to time, Government Departments
become cluttered up with work.
Mr. BouRKE.-That aspect is provided
for in clause 6.
Mr. PETTY.-That provision does not
apply to the registration of new drugs;
it relates to registrations that Cl;re now
outstanding. Under clause 5, provision
is not made for a limited period of time
for the registration of new preparations.
I direct the attention of the Minister to
the fact that in the course of discussions
between the Drug and Allied Trades
Council and the Department of HeaUh,
it was arranged that a register would be
compiled, and that, before it was printed,
all outstanding applications for registration would be dealt with. They
were all to be -included in the first copy
of the register, which is to be published
approximately six to eight months after
the passage of this Bill. I direct the
attention 'Of the Minister of Health to the
arrangement that was made some time
ago as a result of negotiations.
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Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I am prepa'red to examine the matter
raised by the honorable member for
Teorak, but at this stage I can make no
promise. I do not consider that I should
be obliged to name a date when the
register wHI be published, ner do I
think the Department should
be
expected to do so. Most 'Of the delays in
relation to the register have occurred
because formulas have not been clearly
stated, and a number of applications
have had to' be returned with a request
that clearer definitions be provided. I
say quite definitely that the applications
will be treated in the order in which
they are received and win be dealt with
Further, any underexpeditious'ly.
takings that have been given to the trade
will be honoured. The register will not
be published while there are outstanding
applications, provided that they have
been recorded in accordance with the
legislation.
Mr.
WHATELY
(Camberwell).Probably the Department 'Of Healfu will
desire to issue a special 'annual list of
appreved m'edicines.
Mr. BARRY.-'f.hey wi'll. be gazetted
weekly, as the applications come in.
Mr. WHATELY.-That is so, but ]
assume that each year there will be published a special issue of the register
containIng a iJist of all those that have
been approved. Such a list would prove
of great assistance to everyone concerned. I would point out that if the
register were ~ssued in June or July, the
trade weuld have an opportunity of
preparing for any changes that might
be involved under the new situation.
Many peopie are concerned.
For
instance, there are those who supply the
raw materials, some of which have to be
imported.
Mr. BARRY.-The supplier of raw
materials would know when a medicine
was registered, and his position would
be safeguarded.
Mr. WHATELY.-There is a'lways the
possi'hility of changes in the registration.
Mr. BARRY.-The manufacturer would
then have to make another application,
and the same proceS:5 would be followed.
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Mr. WHATELY.-I should [ike to
know whether it is the belief of the
Minister that there should be n'O need
for a person to cancel any order for
labels or to withdI"aw a product? For
example, if a m'anufacturer had a line
for which there was a Umited sale, but
he had enough faith in it to dbtain stocks
of appropriate labels and pack,aging to
last twelve months, and the Department
required that different wording must
appear on the packets, it seems a pity
that, merely because of a technicality,
he should not be abl'e to use up these
stocks, which would happen -if the
register was published in January
instead of in June. Can the Minister
give an assurance that there need be no
change so far as labels are concerned
until a period of approximately six
months el'apses?
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).There wiH be no publicati'on of the
regi'8ter· until such time as all existing
applications, and those received within
30 days of the passage of this Bill, have
been dealt with. That will probably
take about six menths. After that time,
if any alteration of wording is necessary, the manufacturer will. have to
discard any unused labels.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 6 (Pewer to Chief Health
Officer to add to and amend register and
to cancel registrations in certain cases).
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-In my opinion,
propesed new sub-sect'ion (8) of section
8 is badly drafted and loose1y WOI"ded. I
presume that one purpose is to permit
corrections to be made in the register,
but, if that is the intention, I consider
that it· could be more clearly stated. I
think that in the prinCipal Act the Chief
Health Officer is given very limited
powers to make any alterations. I consider that' the proposed new sub-section
should be carefully examined. Portion
of it employs the following words:send or cause to be sent to the wholesale
dealer in any registered proprietary medicine a registered letter, addressed to him
at the place of business mentioned in the
register.

The fact has apparently been overlooked
that there is no provision in the Health
(Proprietary Medicines) Act 1942 for the
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address to be entered in the register.
Therefore, it will be necess'ary for that
part of the section to be recast. I direct
the ·attention of the Minister of Health
to that aspect.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I cannot agree that clause 6 is so loosely
worded, and that the draftsmanship is
so bad, that the honorable member for
Toorak should be afflicted with horror.
After all, this clause inserts a new subsection in section 8 of the principal Act.
The provision will serve two purposes.
It will enable the Chief Health Officer
to add new items and to remove items,
and to authorize corrections in the patent
medicines register, particularly when
entries have been made in error. The
Chief Health Officer will be empowered
to strike off the register the name of any
patent medicine, the proprietor of which
no longer requires registration and consents to cancellation, or where the proprietor does not reply to registered letters
asking whether registration is still
required. The clause is quite clear and
definite, but before it is transmitted to
another place I shall examine the latter
portion with the view of altering the
words" place of business" to read" last
place of business."
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I move-That this Bill be now read a third time.
WHATELY (Camberwell). - I
direct the attention of the Minister to
the hope of Opposition members that he
will consider-before the Bill goes to
the other place--the idea of defining the
principles that will guide the Department of Health in registering or not
registering pharmaceutical products.
This aspect was referred to in the course
of the second-reading debate, when it
was contended that the principles should
be clearly defined. If a product is not
injurious and if the publicity is not false,
there should be more or less automatic
registration until such time as the public
becomes tired of the preparation or it
l\lr.
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is proved to be false. We feel that
guidance should be given all concerned
as to the circumstances in which registra tion will be effected.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I have every confidence that the officers
of the Department and members of the
advisory committee will carry out the
provisions of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS (WAGES
BOARDS) BILL.
was
received from the Council
This Bill
and, on the motion of Mr. SHEPHERD
(Minister of Education), was read a first
time.
HOUSING BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 4) on the motion of Mr. Hayes
(Minister of Housing) for the second
reading of thi c;; Bill was resumed.
Mr. LUCY (Ivanhoe).-I listened with
interest to the comments of Opposition
members, and Hansard discloses that
their views conflicted. It is hard to
decide which of. those members agree
with or oppose the Bill. The Housing
Commission originally was intended to
effect slum clearances, and possibly more
work could have been done in that direction than has been done. Since the
original Bill was passed in 1937, the
Labour party has occupied the Treasury
bench only for 2~ years.
Mr. BOLTE.-Your party supported a
Government for six years, in addition.
Mr. LUCY.-The Labour party could
not direct the Ministers of that Government as to the way in which they were
to act. I am prepared to agree with
Opposition members that possibly more
could be done in regard to slum clearance. After the original Act of 1937
was passed Governments in Victoria
invested only £1,200,000 in housing and
slum clearance, out of which about 1,000
houses were built. Since 1943 money has
been poured into the Housing Commission and the number of houses built has
exceeded all the earlier figures.
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The Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement has now to be read into the
Slum Reclamation Act. The present
Government of this State is very
conscious of this matter and has formed
a sub-committee of its own members to
inquire into the activities of the Housing
Commission and, generally, as to how
the Commission can assist the people.
Some few years ago, when Mr. Warner
was the Minister of the day responsible
for housing, a white paper on the
subject was issued and it made a very
thick book.
I will agree that the
Opposition of to-day has claimed that
rents are high in Commission houses
but that is only because of the economic
philosophy of members of the Opposition.
We must all agree that it is Canberra
which works out the destinies of the
finances of the Commonwealth. In 1950,
when the Commonwealth Labour Government left office, the rent for a twobedroom brick home was 51s. A year
later-after the financial geniuses typified by the members of the Opposition
in this House were going to put value
back into the £l-the rent of a twobedroom brick home went up to 67s. a
week. The reason for this was the cost
of living and the increase in the cost
of production. The members now seated
in Opposition in this House are those
who increased the rents of Housing
Commission homes.

1953.]
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Mr. McDoNALD.-It was your party
that had taken value out of the £1.
Mr. LUCY.-I have stated the main
reason why rents went up, and the
Housing Commission cannot be blamed.
There are many features about the
Housing Commission that I do not like,
but the fact is that it has housed about
22,000 families, which private enterprise
could never have housed. It was a
Labour Government that originally
financed the housing project.
Mr. Mmus.-vVho built all the houses
before the IHousing Commission commenced its operations?
Mr. LUCY.-The houses built in those
days were not particularly nice ones. I
was born in Richmond, and can testify
that the homes built by private enterprise in that district were not of a
relatively high standard.
Mr. RYLAH.-We want the Government
to proceed with slum reclamation.
Mr. LUCY.-The Labour party has
been in office for only two years and a
half since 1937; consequently, that party
cannot be blamed for having failed to
take action concerning slum reclamation.
I am hopeful that this Government will
do something in that regard before its
term of office is complete. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition stated that the
need for housing had decreased.

Mr. McDoNALD.-Did costs increase in
other countries at the same time?

Mr. RYLAH.-I said nothing of the
kind.

Mr. LUCY.-Of course they did,
because other countries all had different
types of financial philosophies. However, it is a bad argument to say that
because costs have increased in other
countries they must increase here.

Mr. LUCY.-There are at present
15,000 live applications before the Commission, which is the only instrumentality that is building houses at present.

l\1r. McDoNALD.-Costs did not increase under Labour Governments here,
of course!

Mr. LUCY.-The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition referred to the South Australian Housing Trust, and led members
to believe that 53 per cent. of the houses
built by that body were sold, whereas
such is not the case. The latest report
prepared by the South Australian Housing Trust reveals that, until the end of
1952, 13,330 houses had been built, of
which 5,256 were for sale. In other
words, 39 per cent. of the houses built

Mr. LUCY.-They did, but never in
one year did they increase by 34 per
cent., such as has happened since in the
matter of rents. I believe that the
economic policy of the Opposition parties
was wrong. Those parties said they
would put value back into the £1.

Mr. RYLAH.-We all want to see the
end of emergency housing.
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by the Trust were for sale-not 53 per
I submit that by undertaking the concent. as claimed by the Deputy Leader struction of concrete dwellings the
of the Opposition.
Housing Commission is pr'Oviding houses
The Opposition claimed also that the at a much more economic figure than
cost of maintenance on Housing Com- otherwise would be the case. One of
mission homes was reaching a stage the reasons why the Commission met
when the sum expended would put the wi th difficulties is traceable to the advice
railways deficit in the shade. However, of the present Federal Minister for Works
facts do not support that argument. Last and Housing, Mr. Kent Hughes, that
year the Housing Commission expended Victoria should import houses. The ten£281,000 on maintenance, city and water dency was to recommend the States to
rates. In my view, Opposition members obtain prefabricated dwellings from
have not a true appreciation of the posi- overseas. The result has been that in
tion. Some tenants of Commission Victoria the cost of erecting a house
homes pay a rental of 70s. weekly. prefabricated 'Overseas is £1,000 more
The sum of 42s. 9d. is allocated for the than the cost of a similar structure
amortization period during which the manufactured at Holmesglen. The
principal and interest are paid off. There States were put on to such "great
is an amount of lOs. 1d. weekly for main- ven tures " by the intellectual, financial
I undertenance, municipal rates account for geniuses of the country.
stand
that
costs
at
Holmesglen
103. 10d. and insurance for 5.04d. For
vacancies and defaults, the amount is f.actory have, in recent months, been
approximately 2s., and for administra- considerably reduced. It is to the credit
tion the allocation is 3s. 4d. To 'suggest of the Housing Commission that it has
that the loss to be sustained by the engaged in that branch of enterprise.
Housing Commission will be astr:)nomical There is now being erected at H olmesbecause of maintenance costs is not glen a two-bedroom building, to cost
al together fair. I should be prepared to £1,912. I do not know that a fiveagree 'that there is a loss on mainten- roomed house could be obtained elseance in respect of early Housing Com- where in Victoria for such a figure. It
mission dwellings, but in view of the fact does not include the cost of sewerage,
tha t the more modern houses constructed which I understand is £130, nor does it
by the Commission-those in the rental include the cost of the land.
bracket of £3 to £3 lOs. a week-do not
During the present debate members of
require so much maintenance, it may he the Opposition have referred in a derogasaid that the tenants are assisting to tory fashion to the Government. They
offset the loss to the Commission regard- have indulged in nasty comments on the
ing maintenance on the 'Older homes.
ground that the Government was seeking
Members of the Opposition have dis- dictatorial powers for the Housing Comcussed the extension of the activities of mission. It is interesting to recall that
the Housing Commission and have local government bodies were circularized
claimed that that body should have de- by the Municipal Association of Victoria,
voted much more attention to the prob- and the councils, in turn, circularized
lem of slum clearance. In order to members 'Of Parliament.
ascertain what justification those memI have received objections from the
bers had for their comments, I think it
Kew,
Heidelberg, and Camberwell City
is necessary to investigate the activities
of the Housing Commission itself. When Councils complaining about the proIn my view, the
the Commission undertakes the construc- visions of the Bill.
tion of house parts at Holmesglen, Op- Municipa'l Association of Victoria has
position members hasten to describe such misguided the councils on this question.
activities as socializati'On; whereas if an The Local Government Act 1946 includ~s
undertaking like General Motors-Holdens similar powers to those proposed to be
Limited started in the business of manu- conferred on the Housing Commission
facturing tires to fit on the cars it pro- by this Bill, but the relevant provision
auces, that would merely be described as of the measure is more democratic than
that in the Local Government Act; it
private enterprise.
Mr. Lucy.
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its inclusion in a Bill relating to the
HouS'ing Commission? Most municipal
councils have assisted the Housing
Commission, but when it is proposed to
embark upon a project such as that
envisaged for Broadmeadows, it is
necessary to have some overriding body
whose members contain persons with
Where any works authorized to be carried. brains, intelligence, and knowledge of
out by any municipality under any housing engineering works.
I understand that
scheme or reclamation scheme may inter- it is intended to erect about 15,000
fere with any land, property, undertakings,
or works vested in or under the manage- houses at Broadmeadows. Members of
ment or control of the Board of Land and the Opposition questioned the selection of
Works, the Victorian Railways Commis- Broadmeadows as the site. What other
sioners, the State Rivers and Water Supply open land is available near the metroCommission, or any other Authority under poli tan area?
the Wa'ter Act 1928, the State Electricity

is prov-ided that the Minister of Housing and another Minister must agree
on certain matters and then submit
them to the Governor in Council. The
Local Government Act provides that the
Governor in Council shall have full
power. Sub-secNon (1) of section 716
of the Local Government Act sta tes-

Commission of Victoria, the Country Roads
Mr. BOLTE.-Why did not the GovernBoard, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works, or any Sewerage Authority ment embark upon slum reclamation
under the Sewerage Districts Acts 1928, the . works?
Melbourne Har.bor Trust Commissioners, the
Geelong Harbor Trust Commissioners, the
Mr. LUCY.-When the Leader of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board, or the promoters of any tramway Opposition was a member of the Governunder the Tramways Act 1928, or any ment,why did he not initiate action to
municipality other than the municipality improve conditions in the slum areas?
authorized to carry out the works (hereinThe Liberal party Government did
after in this section included in the term
nothing about slums. I hope that the
" corporation") such works shall not be
proceeded with by the first-mentioned munipresent Government will tackle that
cipality unless and until every such corproblem and I am confident ,that it will
poration concerned has agreed thereto or
do so. I believe that the Housing Coma determination has been made by the
mission must sell houses as speedily
Governor in Council as hereinafter provided.

In other words, clause 3 of the Bill
contains the same power as section 716
of the Local Government Act. Why did
the Municipal Assooiation not inform its
mem:bers that this power already existed
in the Local Government Act? It is very
unfair of the association to state half
the story and ask members of Parliament to take some action in the House.
Sub-section (2) of section 716 of the
Local Government Act statesIn default of agreement between the
first mentioned municipality and such corporation all matters in difference between
them shall be determined by the Governor
in Council whose decision shall be final and
binding upon the parties.

What is, the difference between that
prov'ision and clause 3 of the Bill? I
cannot understand why the clause is
opposed. The section of the Local
Government Act which I have quoted is
even more dictatorial than the prOVision
contained in the Bill. The same authority
is given in the Portland Harbor Trust
Act. Why should objection be taken to

as possible, and, when the question is
taken to its logical conclusion, I trust
that the policy of the present Government will not be as weak as that adopted
in 1948 by the then Minister of Housing,
.the Honorable A. G. Warner. That gentleman visited the Ivanhoe electorate at that
time and addressed approximately 300
tenants of Housing Commission homes
in the Heidelberg Town Hall; he advised them not to purchase the houses
of which they were tenants because
prices would fall. In those days, the
Housing Commission homes could have
been purchased for approximately £1,300
but they will not be availaJble for that
price at present. Because of the advice
of a financial genius, many people did not
purchase houses. I consider that many
State problems have to be tackled in a
broader way than envisaged by some
people who perhaps have met with outstanding business success. I hope that
the Government will 'be a,ble to sell Housing Commission homes in the immediate
future.
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In a report on housing prepared by Mr.
Warner and issued in October, 1949, when
referring to sales of Housing Commission homes to existing tenants, the
following statement appears:The selling price as initially quoted, wi.ll
be the average cost of houses of similar
type and size, built by the Commission
since December, 1943.

In other words, the policy of that Governmen twas that houses would be ~old at
average cost but to-day the Housing
Commission's policy is to sell at replacement value. I do not know whence the
Housing Commission obtained authority
to change the policy laid down by Mr.
Warner. I hope that the Government
will sell houses at the average cost and
not at the replacement value, because
prices will continue to increase, although
possibly slowly. After the 1914-18 war,
people were told in the 1920's not to purchase houses as the prices would revert
to those prevailing in 1914, but that did
not occur. The same situation applies
to-day. Possibly, there may be a decrease in prices of 10 per cent., but there
will be no sudden decline, because the
economic structure of our country would
not permit a sharp drop.
I think we should congratulate the
Housing Commission on the work that
it has carried out, and also the officers
of the Commission who are doing a
magnificent job. At times we overlook
the humane work that is being carried
out by welfare officers employed by
the Commission. When the death of
the breadwinner occurs the welfare
officer approaches the family to ascertain
what arrangement can be made concerning rent. Although these persons are
paid by the Housing Commission, they
undertake a great deal of charitable
work, and I take this opportunity of
expressing my thanks to them. Private
enterprise would not employ such people
to look after the welfare of tenants.
This Bill proposes that the Housing
Commission shall be permitted to sell
land. Members of the Opposition have
said that private enterprise should
build shops in Housing Commission
areas. In the Heidelberg Housing Commission estate there are approximately
2,600 houses, and not one shop has been
Mr. Lucy.
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built on the actual estate. When the Commission is given authority to erect shops,
it will b~ able to supply a much needed
want in the Heidelberg and other Housing Commission estates, most of which
are very large and are lacking in the
amenities that are absolutely essential.
I have seen small tragedies in the Heidelberg estate, which was planned when the
Housing Commission possessed insufficient authority to fulfil its task. The
Bill confers that authority on the Commission to assist its planning and operations at Broadmeadows. I should like
to be assured that the potential tenants
of the Broadmeadows housing estate
will have those amenities provided which
their counterparts in the Heidelberg area
lack.
I hope the Opposition will agree to
the passing of this Bill without much
further debate, and that it will not continue to blame this Government for past
misdeeds of the Housing Commission.
I trust that in future t!he Housing Commission will be able to operate on a
higher plane than at present, and that
this legislation wiU assist in that direction. The a,rrangement under which the
Housing Commission operates represents
the only solid finance available for the
construction of housing for workers.
Good wages and conditions are of no
use to a worker unless he has 'a decent
home to live in, and a Government which
does not assist him to obtain a satisfactory dwelling is not fulfilling its
responsibilities. I trust members of the
Opposition will be sure of their figures
in future before submitting them to the
House. Incidentally, the ,former Housing
Trust of South Australia has been
known as the Housing Commission of
South Australia since July of this year.
Mr. BOLTE.-That body has sold 53
per cent. of the houses it has built.
Mr. LUCY.-The Sixteenth Annual
Report of the Housing Trust of South
AustraUa for the year ended 30th June,
1952, which was printed on 20th November, 1952, shows that, up tiH that time,
the Trust had constructed 13,313 houses,
of which 5,256 had been sold. In other
words, 39 per cent., not 53 per cent., of
the houses erected were sold. 1 support
the Bill and trust it wHI receive a speedy
passage through the other House.
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Mr. BWOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
effect of this Bin, as stated by the
Minister of Housing when introducing
it, is to increase the powers of the
Housing Commission.
The Minister
ostensibly justified that increase by a
very full review of the operations of the
Commi1ssion. In the course of doing so,
the Minister did not fail to enthusiastically praise the operations of the Housing Commission. In addition to the
Minister's second-reading speech, honorable membe:ps on the Opposition side of
the House have the Housing Commission's own report and its recent publication, whimsically entitled Home
Truths ~ on which to form their opinion.
It is my view-it is also the view of
other Opposition members-that an
exa,mination of the Minister's statement
and of the bela ted and overdue report of
the Commission and its publicatiollHome Truths-will show any person with
the interests of the State at heart that
the Commission has shockingly neg:'e~ted
its priwary obligc:tions.
As was admitted by the Minister, this
organization was inaugurated to carry
out the most vital of all necessary works
in the State--slum reclamaNon. The
suggestion is amply borne out by the
facts that it has been led from that
obligation into grandiose and unnecessary schemes of town planning and has
embarked unsuccessfully in the business
of building and letting houses at a rental
that is too high for most needy citizens.
In an endeavour to emphasize the
urgency of slum reclamation, I shall
narrate the history of this Parliament in
that matter.
The history probably
extends back beyond 1913, 40 years ago,
but I shall adopt that year as a
convenient starting point.
In 1913, a joint Select Committee o.t
this House was appointed to inquire into
and report upon the housing of the
people in the metropolis. In due course,
the report of the committee was presented to Parliament, and I propose to
read a passage from it.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-In those days, there
were Liberal Governments in power, and
they did nothing.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Since I have
been a member, I have heard many
futile interjections and continual reSession 1952-53.-[89]
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criminations as to what happened in
1913, whether a Liberal Government was
in ,power in 1947 and so on, from responsible Ministers charged with the duty
of carrying on Her Majesty's business in
this State.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-YOU cannot deny the
truth of my statement. You want to
forget the past.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The interjectioll
is not relevant to the question as to
what should be done now. In an attempt
to direct the attention of the Government to the obligations of the ::-~ousing
Commission as they exist at this
moment, I shall cite the following
passage from the report of the Select
CommitteeYour Committee regret that time has not
permitted this urgent question being
exhaustively gor.e into, but from the evidence which has alI'cady been placed before
them, and Xrom their own personal observations in the slum ar8as which they have
been afforded a:'l opportunity of visiting,
your Committee are convinced that the
housing of people in portions of the metropolis is most disgraceful, and that the conditions under which the unfortunate
residents of some of the slum areas exist
are a menace not only to themselves but
to the health of the community at large.

The next occasion when this matter was
reported upon was, I think, in 1937. There
was then presented the first progress
report of the Housing Investigation and
Slum Abolition Board, which was
appointed under the Act of that year.
At page 2, this statement appearsThe passage of 24 years has aggravated,
almost beyond description, the appalling

conditions of the same slum areas and of
the inhabitants. The Board records its
horror and amazement at the deplorable
conditions under which these thousands of
men, women, and children are compelled
to exist. Hundreds of houses contain small
rooms, low and water-stained ceilings, damp
and decaying walls, leaking roofs and rotten
floors. Many are badly lighted, rat and
vermin infested, and without proper ventilation. Inadequate sunlight, dampness, and
lack of drainage render these shelters (which
are not worthy of the name of dwelling)
veritable plague spots, and heavy toll is
being taken of the health of the occupants,
particularly of the women and children.

Then follows a page of heart-rending
description of the squalor and unbelievable sordidness of those conditions. The
Minister of Education referred to the
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fact that, in those days there was in
office a Liberal party, which was a predecessor of the party to which I belong.
That may be so. I assure the honorable
gentleman, and the Minister of Housing
who is in charge of this Bill, that I am
reading these extracts from reports and
making these comments because I have
a sincere and non-partisan desire to
direct the attention of the Government
to the deplorable conditions that now
obtain.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I do not question
your sin<!erity but it was the insincerity
of previous Governments that contributed to the conditions that obtain
to-day.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That may be so.
Let us consider, however, what should
be done now.
Mr.

PETTIONA.-We

are doing it.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Tbe Housing
Commission is not doing it. It is neglecting to perform a most urgent task.
Mr. MCCLuRE.-Are you supporting
the Bill?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Of course I am
not supporting it. The Bill is introduced
on the basis that the Housing Commission will continue to build houses.
Mr. MCCLURE.-It is the
authority to build such houses.

proper

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The Bill is aimed
at furthering the grandiose idea of establishing the Housing Commission as an
enormous contractor, far removed from
the slums, where it can continue its
present policy, which is stated in a report submitted by the Minister of Housing and also in the Housing Commission's
own report. On page 46 of this reportit is the report of the body first established under the legislation now sought
to be amended-appears the following
passage, and it is one that I commend in
all earnestness to the Ministers who are
concerned with this vital problemHousing schemes and slum reclamation
schemes.
130. The Board desires to emphasize that
there has been much confusion of thought

Bill.

both in this State and elsewhere. due
to a failure to appreciate the difference
between(a) a housing scheme-the provision of
additional houses at a full economic
rent, of which the Government
Housing Scheme at Port Melbourne
is an exampleand, I would add, of which 90 per cent.
of the work of the Housing Commission
is a further example(b) housing for slum reclamation which
involves-Firstly-The removal of
insanitary dwellings and the replanning and perhaps the rebuilding of the area, andI suggest that the 'Minister would feel
decidedly uncomfortable if after having
lavished so much praise on the Housing
Commission he was asked how far that
first task of the slum reclamation .plan
had gone. I continue the quotationSecondly.-The provision of hygienic and
decent dwellings at a rental within the
capacity of the lower paid worker-a rental
which in most cases will be less than the
normal economic ren t.
Leading English authorities state that
owing to this misconception of the problem
many hundreds of millions of .pounds of
public moneys have been spent on housing
without making any noticeable inroads on
t,he slums.
Is that not exactly the situation which
these reports and! the explanatory speech
of the Minister disclosed in relation to
Victoria at present? Let me first of alI
examine the Commission's report. The·
first thing we notice that it is one submitted under sections 47 and 49 of the'
1938 Act. To make it plain how the·
Commission is observing its duties under
the Act I shall refresh the memory of
members as to what those sections pro-vide. Section 47 sets out(1) The Commission shall cause proper
books of account to be kept.
(2) The Commission shall cause to be
prepared as soon as practicable after the
thirtieth day of June in each year a statement of accounts showing fully -and correctly
the financial transactions of the Commission during the financial year ending on
the said thirtieth day of June.
(3) Such statement of accounts duly
audited shall be included in the annual
report of the Commission.
Section 49 providesThe Commission shall in each financial
year prepare an annual report of its proceedings during the preceding financial
year, and a copy of such report shall be
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laid by the Minister before both Houses of
Parliament on or before the thirtieth day
of November in the financial year in which it
is prepared or if Parliament is not then
sitting within fourteen days after the next
meeting of Parliament.

What have we from the responsible
body that is handling many millions of
pounds of public funds? A few days ago
there was presented an undated document, the Thirteenth Annual Report of
the HDusing Commission of Victoria for
the period 1st July, 1950, to 30th June,
1951. This is an extremely unsatisfactory
state 'Of affairs and one which does not
encourage confidence in the operations of
the Commission. The report, a document
of 36 pages, states on page 16 with
reference to slum reclama tionProgressively, the whole of the 4~ acres
of the reclamation area bounded by Molesworth-street, Haines-street, and Abbotsfordstreet, North Melbourne, has been cleared of
old structures except six shops and two
cottages.
Of the fiats commenced in the last financial year, two three-storey blocks, comprising
twelve two-4bedroom and four three-bedroom
units were completed and occupied. . . .
During the year building operations commenced on the new three-storey concrete
flats with laundries and drying areas located
as a separate block occupying ground space
and with bicycle shed and pram store included in plans as a standard feature.

On page 20, the report statesTwelve houses only were actually demolished, these having deteriorwted to such
condition that they were no longer occupiable. It is the Commission's present policy
not to insist on demolition until a house
reaches this condition. Apart from the
orders actually issued for repair much
valuable work was achieved. . . .

I emphasize that only twelve houses
were actually demolished.
Statistics
relating to sub-standard houses which
are divided into those with respect to
which demolition orders were issued and
those concerning which compliance
orders were issued disclosed that there
was a total of 8,646 orders issued, of
which 3,382 were demolition orders. The
a'chievement of this body during the year
ended 30th June, 1951, so we are informed two years later, extended to the
demolition of twelve sub-standard houses.
The report contains a great deal 'Of in..,
formation relating to other transactions,
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including references to visits of representatives of the Commission to Austria,
Germany, France and 'Other parts of the
world in an endeavour to import prefabrica ted houses.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Honorable A. G.
Warner, a member of the Legislative
Council, went abroad on behalf of a previous Government.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That statement
may be true. The interjection of the
Chief Secretary is of ,the sa-me sort as
those I have characterized previously. I
do not care whether 'Mr. Warner, Mr.
Bolte, and Mr. Rylah went abroad together; I 'am discussing action which the
Housing Commission should take now.
Mr. PETTIONA.-Why not criticize the
ruinous policy they implemented?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is the function of members on the Government side
of the House. I propose to direct attention to measures which should be adopted
now.
Mr. PETTIoNA.-We are doing the job.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-If the honorable
member for Prahran had been attentive,
he would have Tealized from the passages
of the report which I cited that the
Commission is not undertaking slum
reclamation work. I intend to utter some
home truths. I do not know wh'O
authorizes these self-advertising publications which have been issued. One
in my possession gives what was intended
to be a puff to the Government, and that
is a matter to which I take objection.
It starts off in this wayIn Victoria there has been a substantial
reduction in emergency housing. Watsonia
camp-of 250 families-has been closed
down and the present Labour Government
has set about further reductions.

Is it correct that public money should
be spent on political propaganda of this
type? The publication contains a considerable amount of rather complacent
references to the work of the Commission, but, concerning slum reclamation,
all it says isSLUM RECLAMATION.
Work is currently proceeding on the rebuilding of a slum area off Palmer-street,
Fitzroy; our picture on the right shows
the demolition of houses unfit for hUman
habitation ....
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The picture shows two and a half houses.
. . . . and these will be replaced by modern
blocks of flats, the foundations for which
have been marked out as shown in the foreground.

That is an achievement of demolition
of houses and the provision of dwellings
for the unfortunate owners. Not only
have the foundations been marked out,
but this tremendous stride has been
madeOur architect's sketch below gives some
idea of how, with the co-operation of the
tenants, these new fiats can be made into
very desirable homes.

There are few inhabitants of Palmerstreet, Fitzroy, who will not feel a warm
glow in their hearts when they view
the sketch.
Tenants of the demolished houses will
be offered tenancy of the new fiats as well
as other fiats in the course of erection in
adjacent suburbs. Some tenants may elect
to go to Commission homes in the outer
suburbs.

In his second-reading speech the Minister
of Housing when speaking of slum reclamation saidWork on slum reclamation has not proceeded as fast as I should like. One factor
is -connected with finance, and another has
been the resumption of large areas where
it was necessary to evict tenants in existing
buildings so as to be able to erect new
buildings.

Let us examine the substance of those
two factors. It is said that one difficulty
relates to finance, but the Budget provides that the Housing Commission is
to expend £12,000,000 during the present
financial year. Are members to understand that the Commission is not able
to do any more than pull down two
buildings in Palmer-street, Fitzroy, and
prepare architects' plans?
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you not know that
under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement, money cannot be used for
slum reclamation?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, and I have
examined it. I deny the Chief Secretary's
reading of the Agreement. The Minister
of Housing has suggested that he is willing to proceed with slum reclamation.
This year the Budget totals £100,000;000.
Mr. GALVIN .-But the 'Minister of
Housing
still cannot touch
that
:::12,000,000.

Bill.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Why cannot he
build houses with it?
(the Hon. P. K.
This exchange of
interjections is not conducive, I imagine,
to the elucidation of any issue.
The

SPEAKER

Sutton) .-Order!

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-If it is a factand I deny that it is-that the houses
cannot be built with Commonwealth
assistance, I reiterate that this year there
is a very large Budget, and I cannot be
persuaded, nor can the Minister of Housing be persuaded, that a financial difficulty has prevented the Housing Commission from doing a very great deal
more than it has done. However, the
Minister's attitude is made perfectly
clear by the following statement in his
second-reading speechI have in mind a proposal to obtain direct
Government subsidy, which would make possible considerable progress as far as
finance is concerned.

The Minister of Housing- has occupied his
position for ten months. Why is it only
in his mind? I suggest the explanation
appears on page 1017 of Hansard. It
should be printed not in letters of gold
but of dross. When referring to the
difficulty of evicting tenants the Minister saidIt is easier to take the line of least
resistance.

Mr. HAYES.-It is more difficult to
evict people than the honorable member
for Malvern thinks.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-All the power of
the law is behind the Minister, but the
Government is making a muddled
approach to this question.
As the
Minister said in his second-reading
speech, the provision of emergency housing and slum reclamation go hand in
hand; there must be somewhere to
accommodate people while their houses
are being built. I take it that that is
what the Minister means.
Mr. HAYES.-I agree.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-What is the
policy set out in the Commission's report
and indicated in the Minister's speech?
~ere is growing self-congratu1ation in
almost every sentence concerning the
number of housing settlemerits which
have been abolished.

Housing
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Mr. HAYEs.-Do not you want to see the State and are let to tenants, who
have no hope of buying the dweUings in
them abolished?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, I want which they are living. That is a most
them to be used for a while to house unsatisfactory state of affairs.
people while slums are reclaimed.
Mr. HAYEs.-It is not the fault of the
Has the honorable member seen the Government.
slums? These emergency accommodaMr. BLOOMFIELD.-If the Minister
tion places should not be abolished
straightway; people have lived in them likes, I will concede that everything is
and they are habitable. They could be the fault of the Leader of the Opposition;
occupied while something was being done but let l,ls look to the future. That is
what I am begging the Minister to do,
to get rid of the slums.
in an effort to benefit the community.
Mr. LIND.-Houses should be buHt in According to. the statIstics of the honorthe country, and that is what the Com- able member for Toorak, the Broadmission is doing.
meadows scheme will cost something in
Mr.
BLOOMFIELD.-The
funda- the nature of £30,000,000. The result
mental cause of slums is poverty, plus a will be a collection of about 12,500
certain mental outlook brought on by families gathered together under condespair.
ditions of the most hideous and depressMr. HAYEs.-There is also greed on ing uniformity. They will be compelled
to trade in shops of the Commission's
the part of landlords.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Possibly that design, go to churches erected by the
plays a part, but let us look to the Commission and to picture theatres conFurthermore, these
future. The !fact Is that homes being structed by it.
buHt by the Commission in the outer people will present the Minister of Houssuburbs are beyond the means of slum ing or some other fortunate individual
dwellers. That is the explanation of with a delightful constituency. That
the slums, otherwise people Uving under fact is practically undeniable, and in
those conditions would be the first to my submission it is one of the worst
try to get out of such appalling places. fea tures of this type of SociaHsm f'rom
Some of them become a Uached to their which we are suffering. Another bad
homes, which are near their places of feature is the deplorable complacency
business and they cannot afford fares with which undertakings of this sort can
to travel from an outer-suburban dwell- suffer crippling financial losses. We have
ing. Definite action must be taken in one example of that in a reply which
was given to the honorable member for
this matter.
Toorak
concerning losses on cement. I
Mr. GLADMAN.-More houses have
been built in Warrnambool during the believe a sum in the region of £800,000
las't ten months than during the previous was lost by the Government over the
purchase of that commodity. Heaven
ten years.
alone knows how much has been lost on
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-I wish to discuss the purchase of prefabricated houses
the districts in which the slums are overseas.
found. Instead of increasing the powers
Principally for the reason that I conof the Commission to permit it to do all
sider
it is time the Housing Commission
sorts of things, such as building
chemists' shops, churches, factories and reverted to the purpose for which it was
picture theatres, we should forcibly constituted, I protest strongly against the
direct the a tten tion of the Commission to passage of this measure. While it may
what it should be doing. That is my be true that the Minister of Housing has
principal thesi'S. We have reason to be numbers on his side, I claim that the
dissatisfied with this body on other Opposition at any rate has the facts, the
grounds. We have been told by the logic, and the rights of· the matter on its
Minister that the State has no desire to side.
be a great landlord, but the facts are
On the motion of Mr. LIND (Mildura),
that, of about 21,500 houses built by . the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
the Commission, 21,000 are owned by November 17th.
Session
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BUILDING SOCIETIES BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to an
amendment.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration on Tuesday
next.
ADJOURNMENT.
LITERATURE:
OBJECTION ABLE
PuBLICATIONS-STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION:
REPORTED AGREEMENT WITH
OVERSEAS CONSULTING ENGINEERS-DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE.

Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).I move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .-1 desire to thank the Premier for the courteous manner in which he answered the
question that I addressed to him to-day
as to whether the Government would
place an immediate ban upon the sale of
obscene literature at Government-owned
railway bookstalls.
The honorable
gentleman went beyond the ambit of the
prepared reply, and explained something
of the situation. I ask the Minister of
Housing, who is now at the table, to
convey to the Premier my appreciation
of his difficulties. The departmental
reply, which I hold in my hand, statesI am advised by the chairman of the
Railways Commissioners that literature
which is held to be obscene is not sold at
railway bookstalls.

That statement is entirely wrong. Irrespective of what may be defined as
"dbscene," the fact remains that literature of the type of which the honorable
member for Toorak complained has been
sold on every railway bookstall from
Spencer-street to Wodonga.
The Premier explained very courteously that he was making inquiries in
other States.
I do not see why the
Government should defer taking action.

Adjournment.

Why can it not do one o'f two things
~ither throw this obscene literature
back into the hands of Gordon and
Gotch (Australasia) Limited and other
distributors or, alternatively, adopt the
more felicitous method of putting it
under the counter so that anyone who
wants it can ask for it? By that means
youthful members of the community will
not be confronted on railway bookstalls
with literature of an obscene character.
I should like the Government to give.
the matter' very earnest consideration
and set a lead.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I desire to raise
a question affecting the administration
of the State Electricity Commission. On
the 28th October, the honorable member
for Toorak asked Mr. Scully (Honorary
Minister), for the Minister in Charge of
Electrical Undertakings, certain questions relating to an agreement which
members on this (the Opposition) side
of the House believed was contemplated
as between the Commission and a firm
of consulting engineers in England, in
connexion with the supervision and design of certain major electricity underta'kings in Victoria.
The Premier
answered the question, and in doing so
he may have misunderstood what the
question was directed at. His answer
was given, I believe, impromptu. He
referred to the general overseas representation of the Government in England,
to the Ottawa Agreement and to a certain preference of 12! per cent. associated
therewith. The question asked by the
honorable member was directed to a subject quite different from that answered
by the Premier.
I refer to the
suggestion which has been current in the
city for the last week or two that the
State Electricity Commission was contemplating-and in fact may be in the
process of making-an agreement with
a leading firm of consulting engineers in
England which would enable and provide for the future design and construction work of major electricity undertakings in this State being carried out
on the engineering side by these consulting engineers.
I consider that this matter goes much
further than merely the employment of
consulting engineers, because I understand that such an agreement would not
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only contemplate advice and inspection
-I am informed that inspection has
already been carried out on behalf of
the Commission-but also involve tendering and preparation of specifications,
the general supervision of those tenders
and specifications, and possibly even
engineering work on the site in Victoria
when the equipment was purchased and
brought here. If that be the case, it
may affect the whole future of the
Design and Construction Engineering
Section of the State Electricity Commission. 1 believe that while much has been
said about the Commission, the actual
work done on the design and construction side by its engineers has been
accepted as of the highest character. .
If this agreement is contemplated, it
is not surprising that some very able
engineers who are employed by the Commission may wonder what their future
is with that instrumentality. I ask the
Minister of Housing to direct the attention of the Minister in Charge of Electrical UndertaJ:dngs to the matter I have
raised so that I, and the House as a
whole, may be informed whether the
agreement is contemplated, and if it is
what will be the extent of it, and what
effect it will have on the future of the
Design and Construction Engineering
Section of the State Electricity Commission.

Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-My remarks will be directed to the Minister of
Agriculture. It would appear, according
to press reports and statements made by
the Minister, that Victoria is threatened
with a plague of grasshoppers. According to recent reports in the daily press
following interview.s with the Minister,
one might be excused for being lured
into a sense of security or complacency.
We were led to believe that everything
was under control and that in Victoria
the guns were already loaded to meet
the threatened invasion.
However,
according to yesterday's newspapers, the
Premier, having realized the seriousness
of the threat, issued a statement in
which he said, "It's a race against time."
The Premier is reported to have appealed to the Prime Minister to make
available planes, crews and equiPlllent
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to fight the grasshopper "invasion."
According to a newspaper report he
went on to sayWe need at least four planes, fitted with
tanks and spray bars.

This is an alarming statement. Apparen tly the headquarters of the Royal
Australian Air Force were contacted by
a representative of the press following
the statement made by the Premier and
it was statedRoyal Australian Air Force headquarters
said yesterday that the Royal Australian
Air Force had only one plane fitted for
spraying and no other equipment. This
plane had been offered first to New South
Wales and then to Victoria.
"The Victorian Government asked us if
we could provide planes and to what extent," a Royal Australian Air Force spokesman said.
"We replied that we could provide one
plane-the only one fitted to spray from
the air."

I agree with the Premier that one plane
would be entirely insuffic~ent. Four or
five planes would be needed as well as
ad~quate equipment and" poison spray
I and
to deal with the menace.
thousands of other persons in the State
should like to receive an assurance from
the Minister to-night that the Government has the position under control. If
necessary, the Government should hire
private aeroplanes to undertake this
work. I feel sure that they are available, as they are used for spraying
crops to eradicate weeds and for other
purpOSes. During the second world war,
a private plane was hired to provide
target practice for anti-aircraft batteries
which were situated near Melbourne.
The person who provided the plane
received no fee for his time or payment
for petrol or depreciation of the plane,
but when his services were no longer
required, he was supplied with ration
tickets. The Government could hire
sufficient planes and have them equipped
ready to meet the grasshopper invasion,
which constitutes a real threat. I ask
the Minister of Agriculture for an assurance that the Department is fully prepared to combat successfully the grasshopper menace.
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).In reply to the honorable member
for Benambra, I have nothing to
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add to the statement made by the
Premier this afternoon to the effect
that the question of introducing legis·
lation was being considered. I shaH
refer the remarks of the honorablemember to the Premier. I undertake to hring
to the notice of the Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings the state·
ment of the honorahle member for Kew
and I shaH try to secure a reply.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-It is obvious that the honorable member for Korong has not taken
a very keen interest in the subject he
raised, otherwise probably he would
have read all the statements that have
appeared in the press and been. aware
that the Government has contacted all
the private aircraft companies and
obtained quotations from them. The press
has conveyed the information that the
price quoted by a leading private company for the use of a Dakota aircraft
was £225 a day for four hours' flying,
every hour in excess of that time to be
at the rate of £55 an hour. Because the
Government feels that the grasshopper
plague is a national calamity, in the same
category as bush fires and floods, it considers that the co-operation of the Royal
Australian Air Force should be given.
Up to the present, all that the Federal
Government has said is that one Dakota
aeroplane has been placed at the disposal
of the New South Wales Government and
that when it is not required in that State
it can be utilized in Victoria. That is a
totally unsatisfactory position.
The Victorian Government indicated to
the Federal authorities that it had investigated the use of other types of aircraft but that, in the absence of satisfactory tests for the atomizing of the
spray at the reduced speeds of. the
smaller aeroplanes, it was most desirable,
in fact almost imperative, that Dakota
aeroplanes be obtained. The request for
the use of Air Force planes was renewed.
I can assure the House tha t the most
elaborate and complete plans have been
prepared. The offers of the private companies have been held in abeyance until
the final decision of the Prime Minister
is given on the question of the use of
Royal Australian Air Force aeroplanes.
If the Commonwealth Government 'refuses to do the proper thing, obviously

we will face up to our responsibility and
engage aircraft operated by private companies. If that position arises, it will
certainly reflect no credit on the Federal
authorities.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.13 a.m.
(Thursday), until Tuesday, November 17.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday) November 17) 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.55 p.m., and read the
prayer.
HEALTH (PROPRIETARY
MEDICINES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour), was read a first. time.
UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS: FEES:
GOVERNMENT GRANTS.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of Transport(a) What is the total number of students
now attending the University of Melbourne?
(b) How many are attending under the
Commonwealth scholarship scheme?
(0) How many are paying-CD full fees;
(ii) part fees; and (iii) no fees?
(d) What was-(l)
the total amount
received in fees; (ii) the total expenditure;
and (iii) the total amounts received in con·
tributions from the Commonwealth and
State Governments, respectively, during the
year 1952?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answers are-(a) University students: 6,983 including
462 externals.
(b) Commonwealth scholarship scheme:
2,035.

(c)

(D

The

university receives full fees in
respect of 5,627 students. The university receives half fees in respect
of 1,211 students. The university
receives no fees in respect of 145
students.

Onion Marketing Board.
(ii)
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4,143 students are in receipt of some
financial assistance. 2,840 students
are in receipt of no financial assistance; The proportion of assisted
students is higher for full-time than
for part-time students.

(d)

(0 Students' fees-

Lectures
Others
(ii)

(iii)
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PUBLIC SERVICE AND TEAClflNG
SERVICE.
NUMBER PERMANENTLY EMPLOYED:
LONG-SERVICE LEAVE.

The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of Transport-

All
General
Funds.
Fund.
£
£
263,520 284,869
61,718 61,718

How many persons are permanently employed in the Public Service and the Teaching Service, respectively, ·and how many in
each service are entitled to long-service
leave?

325,238 346,587

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answers are-

Total
expenditure
(including
cost
of
new
buildings)
.. 1,198,509 1,502,632
State Government
grants
481,076 587,455
Commonwealth
Government
grants for general
purposes -- excluding
£36,872
received in 1952
in respect of 1951 295,383 295,383
For special purposes
8,139 45,732

Note: Answers
1953 and answer

1953.] statutes Amendment Bill.

303,522 341,115
refer to

(a), (b), and (c)
(d) to 1952.

ONION MARKETING BOARD.
OPERATIONS OF AUTHORIZED AGENTS.

The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province) asked the
Minister of Transport(a) In respect of sales of onions delivered
by growers to authorized agents of the
Onion Marketing Board prior to 30th June,
1953-0) what total amount is owed to the
Board by such agents; (ii) what amount i~
owed by each agent; and (iii) what are the
dates of delivery of the onions to the agent?
(b) Is there arty reason to believe that
authorized agents who also deal in potatoes
have used funds due to the Onion Marketing Board to finance the buying of potatoes
for sale interstate?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The Onion Marketing
Board has supplied the following
answers:(a)
(i) Nil.
(ii) Nil.
(iii) See answers to (a) (i) and (a) (il).
(b) The Board has no reason to believe
that such was the case.

(a) 7,448 persons are permanently employed in the Public Service and 1,588 are
entitled to long-service leave.
(b) 11,047 persons are permanently employed in the Teaching Service and 3,623
are entitled to long-service leave.

STATUTES AMENDMENT BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-I desire to give
notice that to-morrow I will move for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend various
statutes.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The title of the Bill is not very
illuminating--one to amend various
statutes.
The Hon. W'ILLIAM· SLATER.-The
proposal is novel and new, following
upon what has been done both in New
South Wales and England. The Bill
proposes to amend various sections of
statutes. Instead of our bringing in
about a dozen different measures for
that purpose, this Bill is designed to make
necessary and desirable amendments to,
I think, nine separate Acts.
The PRESIDENT.-Presumably, it is
largely a machinery Bill?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Some
of the amendments go to matters of
substance, but one composite form is
followed.
The PRESIDENT.-To-morrow the
House will be asked for leave to introduce the Bill. I think it must first have
some idea of what is sought to be done.
However, notice of motion only has been
given at present.
The Hon. W'lLLJAM SLATER.-At
this stage I am only giving notice of intention to ask for leave to bring in the
Bill.
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'The PRESIDENT.-The same remark
could apply to the motion itself. The
purpose of the notice is to. inform members of the proposed motion so that
they can inform their minds upon it,
but the Attorney-General has given
notice of his intention without conveying any idea of what it is about.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(FINANCE) BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The ultimate effect of this measure is
to transfer from the Government to the
fire insurance companies one-third of the
responsibility for financing the Country
Fire Authority, which will mean that
under this Bill the companies will find
two-thirds of the revenue of the
Authority and the remaining one-third
will come from the Municipalities Assistance Fund. The original Fire Brigades
Act, which was enacted in 1891, provided that the annual expenditure of
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
and of the Country Fire Brigades Board
should be shared in equal parts by the
Government, the municipalities, and the
'fire insurance companies. In the year
1944 legislation abolished the Country
Fire Brigades Board and constituted the
Country Fire Authority in its place. The
law provided that the annual expenditure of the Authority should be shared,
as formerly, in equal parts by the
Government, the municipalities and the
fire insurance companies.
In the year 1950 the Municipalities
and Other Authorities Finances Act was
enacted under which the Municipalities
Assistance Fund was constituted. This
Act also amended the Country Fire
Authority Act by relieVing the municipalities of responsibility for one-third of
the expenditure of the Authority and
meeting that responsibility from the
Municipalities Assistance Fund. At this
stage the position was, and is to-day,
that one-third of the expenditure of the
Country Fire Authority was met from
the MuniCipalities Assistance Fund, one
third by the Government and one-third
by the fire insurance companies.

(Finance) Bill.

As from the 1st October, 1952, the
Fire Brigades Act was amended to transfer the Government's share of the expenditure of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board to the fire insurance companies.
The Government contributes nothing to
the expenditure of the Board, the metropolitan municipalities one-third and the
fire insurance companies two-thirds. The
Bill now before the House proposes that
the fire insurance companies shall likewise meet two-thirds of the expenditure
of the Country Fire Aulhority. The position will then be that the Government
will make no contribution, one-third will
be met from the Municipalities Assistance Fund, and the fire insurance companies will meet two-thirds of the annual
expenditure of the Authority.
The Country Fire Authority Act 1946
set up a fund from which persons, not
being enrolled firemen, who voluntarily
render assistance in fighting fires can be
compensated in the event of injury or
loss. The fund was originally financed
in equal shares by the Government, the
municipalities, and the fire insurance
companies. The Municipalities and Other
Authorities Finances Act, referred to
previously, transferred the share of the
municipalities to the Municipalities
Assistance Fund. The new section embodied in clause 3 of this Bill requires
the Treasurer of Victoria to contribute
from the Municipalities Assistance Fund
one-third and the fire insurance companies two-thirds to the Casual Fire
Fighters Compensation Fund.
This is both a budgetary Bill and an
enabling measure and it will relieve the
State revenue in a full financial year to
the extent of £110,000; the relief this
year will a·mount to £55,000. I commend
this simple measure to the House. It is
very important from the point of view of
the Country Fire Authority and also
that of the insurance companies.
It
brings the financial resources of the
Authority into line with those of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I was opposed to similar
legislation when it was brought down in
19,50 .and I was still against it in 1952. It
is very interesting to study the history of
this legislation because a mistake was
made in another place, where it was
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claimed that the .original Bill had been
introduced by the then Attorney-General
in 1946. The original Bill was brought
down by the composite Government when
the late Sir Albert Dunstan was Premier,
in 1944, and it was my present colleague
in this House, Mr. Chandler-then an
Honorary Minister-who had to carryall
the worry of trying to build up the Bill so
that it might be acceptable and be passed.
At that stage there was conflict of
OpinIOn between the Country Fire
Bridages Board, which had been established to serve all the reticulated areas,
and the bush fire brigades, whose scope
covered the whole of the State. We had
great trouble in reaching any sort of
unanimity so that the Bin might pass.
However, it did pass, and it is to the
credit of Mr. Chandler that he steered it
through in his capacity as an Honorary
Minister in the Government of the day.
He did an excellent job in handling that
measure and having it placed on the
statute-book.
I think we can claim that since 1944
the bitter differences of opinion between
the Country Fire Brigades Board and
the bush fire hrigades have largely disappeared. The Bill of 1944 provided that
the cost of running the Country Fire
Brigades Board should be on the basis
of one-third being borne by the Government, one-third by the municipalities and
one-third by the fire underwriters. In
1950 the Act was amended. At that time
the licence fee required of drivers of
motor vehicles was increased by 5s.
Money raised by that means has been
used to provide for country fire protection and also to furnish money for
the Municipalities Assistance Fund. When
I was Minister of Public Works for nearly
three years the Consolidated Revenue
contributed approximately £100,000 for
the payment of subsidies to municipalities which would provide for
recreation reserves and children's playgrounds throughout the State. That
assistance was a valuable contribution
by the Government at that time to the
development of the sparsely populated
areas of the State, and it was my very
pleasant job to visit the country ciistricts
and assist in the establishment and
development of recreation reserves in
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cases where it was very difficult fur the
people of the locality to finance such a
project themselves.
In every instance the action taken by
the Government was based on the principle of self-help-that is to say, if those
concerned contributed so much the
Government would contribute so much.
As an outcome, a number of fine reserves
and children's playgrounds have been
created throughout the State. IJl 1950
the fees paid by drivers of motor vehicles
for their licences were increased, but in
that year the Government in which I was
a Minister went ·out of office. I hoped to
have the extra fee used for country
roads. One aspect of traffic over country
roads in certain parts of the State was
the need for the installation of traffic
lights. I am referring to various built-up
areas through which motor traffic passes
very quickly, to the danger of local
residen ts and of people using such roads
generally. I have in mind such places as
Dandenong, through which one of the
greatest highways of the State passes
and carries a heavy volume of traffic.
It was realized that in such places
traffic lights were necessary. I endeavoured to get the Government to increase
drivers' licence fees by 5s. so that there
might be built up a specific amount of
about £140,000 a year. That money
would have provided a very valuable aid
to the road systems of the State. It has
always been recognized that motor registration fees and drivers' licence fees
should be credited to the purposes of our
roads because the maintenance of the
roadways throughout the State is of
tremendous importance. I received a
circular recently from which I obtained
some interesting matter. It was issued
by the Commonwealth Department of
Transport and, amongst other things, it
stated that throughout Australia, in
regard to passenger traffic, the percentage of total passenger miles over
roads was 67.32, the comparison being
between sea, road, railways, tramways,
and air transport.
Dealing with freight traffic, the figures
were even m·ore striking concerning
roads. Of the total tonnage of goods
carried 76.5 per cent. is moved by road
compared with 18.7 per cent. by
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rail and 4.6 per cent. by sea.
The
figures give some idea of the tremendous maintenance required in respect of roads.
Although one would
have reasonably thought that the
revenue from the additional 5s. charged
for drivers' licence fees would have been
applied to some aspect of road construction or maintenance, it was decided-as
I have already said, I opposed the decision at the time----that what is now
known as the Municipalities Assistance
Fund should be established. The decision
m~ant that a sum of £100,000 a year was
no longer to be paid by the Governmen t,
by way of municipal grants, but that
grants were to come out of the
Municipalities Assistance Fund, as
authorized by the Minister of Public
Works, the total not to exceed £100,000 ..
Therefore,· motor car drivers in Victoria
were, in effect, to provide that sum by
means of an increased licence fee.
At the same time, the Government was
freed also from the payment of £50,000
representing its proportion of one-third
of the cost of maintaining the Country
Fire Authority. Consequently, no portion of the revenue obtained from the
increased motor drivers' licence fees was
applied to roads at all, but it was paid
to the Municipalities Assistance Fund
which, one assumes, was to be used
along the same lines as formerly,
namely, for recreation reserves and
children's playgrounds. That was the
position at the time of the passing of
the 1950 measure. The present Bill
provides that instead of the proportion
of one-third of the cost of maintaining
the Country Fire Authority being paid
by the Government, it is to be found
from the Municipalities Assistance Fund
and two-thirds by the fire underwriters.
I think the total amount received from
drivers' licence fees is in the vicinity of
£300,000 a year.
The assumption is
that there would be £150,000 in the
Municipalities Assistance Fund. It will
be appreciated that the Government is
saving a substantial sum including the
original subsidies and the original
Government proportion-at the expense
of road construction and maintenance.
Much has been said about the petrol
tax, it having been contended that more
of the revenue from that direction
Sir James Kennedy.
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should be made available to provide for
road maintenance, which is correct; but
the revenue from motor drivers' licence
fees should also be applied to road
works.
There seems no reason why
the drivers of motor vehicles should be
expected to contribute a large sum to
the Municipalities . Assistance Fund
al1d so help to meet the expenditure
of the Country Fire Authority.
As
I have previously remarked, road
maintenance is the grea test need.
in Victoria at the present time.
Another point is that the Government is claiming that it has no responsibility with regard to fires-that the
fire underwriters should pay two-thirds
of the cost of fighting fires. The Public
Works Department looks to the matter
of insurance on Government residences.
It is interesting to note that the large
majority of Government residences are
not insured at all. A few of the big
places are, but neither houses provided
for headmasters of schools nor many
small schools throughout the State are
insured. Yet, the Government is asking
motor car drivers to make a substantial
contribution for the protection of
Government property.
Furthermore, I understand that the
Commonwealth Government does not
insure its buildings. The attitude
appears to be that millions of pounds
have been invested in· buildings throughout Australia and that to insure them to
the full would involve more than the
cost of replacement. The Commonweal th carries its insurance in so far as
whenever a fire occurs it pays the cost
of making good the damage. Is it right
that the Government should expect the
assistance of the Country Fire Authority
to deal with fires on Government
property? Probably the Country Fire
Authority would successfully prevent
the development of a fire in Government-owned buildings.
It is a wellknown fact that by speedy response to
a call valuable properties have been
saved from considerable damage. I
claim that the State is responsible for
protecting lives. It is possible there are
many occasions on which, by the prompt
action of the fire Authority, lives have
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been saved and that is an aspect for
which, I submit, the State should accept
some responsibility..
I regard the present proposal as a
retrograde step, as I did in 1950. We
are informed that the fire underwriters
pay two-thirds of the cost of the expenditure of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades bu~ the municipalities have still to
pay their proportion of one-third. Some
of them get up to £8,000 and £10,000 a
year, yet the Government is putting
through a Bill which will completely
relieve the country municipalities of any
contribution to the cost of maintaining
a valuable activity. There is no doubt
that the Country Fire Authority has
performed a wonderful job; it has prevented extensive damage throughout the
State. It must be remembered that not
every person insures his property fully,
and that others do not insure at
all; even Governments do not cover
their properties with insurance.
I
do not regard the measure now under
consideration as good legislation.
I
opposed its principle in 1950 and I shall
continue to do so, because I claim that
all revenue from motor registration and
drivers' licence fees should be applied to
roads.
I asked a month or two ago a question
about a Transport Regulation Bill. Some
years ago this Parliament passed legislation providing. for an increase in all
the fees paid by road operators who
came under the jurisdiction of the Transport Regulation Board. That measure
set out that after the expenses of the
Board had been met-the Board had
been showing a large debit balance 'up
to that time-the surplus was to be
placed in a fund to furnish amenities
on country roads. During the last year
in which I was Minister of Transport
I managed to obtain a sum of £10,000 for
a specific purpose. It was provided that
if anv surplus had not been spent by
the 30th of June it was to be transferred
to Consolidated Revenue. As far as I
know, no expenditure on amenities in
the country has been undertaken for
years, and I believe that for each of
three recent years the amount transferre1 aP.'greqated hundreds of thousands
of nOllnris. The sum for one year alone
was £400,000.
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Considerable additional revenue was
obtained by means of increasing the fees
chargeable by the Transport Regulation
Board, and it would have been a most
progressive move if some of the money
had been used to provide amenities in
various country districts. I can recall
that big buses were arriving at Daylesford with 20 or 30 people for whom
there was only one hotel. The scheme
envisaged included the provision of comforts of all kinds for road travellers, but
that scheme was never put into effect.
It is wrong that additional money should
be taken from the pocket of the motoring public and not be used on the construction and maintenance of roads. At
the same time, we hear people" kicking
up a row" with the Federal Government
regarding the petrol tax. Surely it is
only right that money raised for specific
purposes should be applied to those purposes. This Bill provides another instance
of funds finding their way into Consolidated Revenue when they should be devoted to the important purpose with
which I have been dealing.
The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province). - As Sir
James Kennedy has suggested, the measure now before the House is typical of
those brought down by .successive
Governments in the past in order to alter
completely the basis on which the
Country Fire Authority was established
in Victoria. I appreciate that every
Treasurer finds it is necessary to raise
money in one direction or another. The
method indicated by this Bill is one by
which not only the present but also·
previous Governments have sought to
" get out from under" in regard to theirresponsibility under the original legislation. The first step was for the Govern-·
ment of the day 'to take from country'
municipalities their share of responsi-·
bility to the Country Fire Authority. Sir'
James Kennedy has said that that concession was given to country municipalities but not to metropolitan municipalities. I have always maintained that those
municipalities cannot be placed on the'"
same footing, because the firemen employed by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board are paid for their services, whereas
in the country the only person who is'
paid is the regional officer. Tha t officer-
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is responsible for a region covering an
area as large as any of the Legislative
Council provinces. With three exceptions-namely, those engaged in Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong-the' firefighters in the urban brigades give
their services voluntarily.
The first responsibility of country
municipalities under the Act is to carry
out fire prevention work. Some municipalities are most active in that direction and spend much money on fire prevention. The advisory council comes
under the authority of the proper officer
of the shire and that officer is responsible
solely for the prevention of fire. He has
nothing whatever to do with finance.
The country municipalities have accepted
their duty and have discharged it since
Mr. Chandler was successful in having
relevant legislation placed on the statutebook. In view of that fact, the municipalities concerned should be relieved of
financial responsibility. It has been
stated that the revenue from drivers'
licence fees should be used to maintain
roads or be paid to the municipalities.
When a charge of 2s. 6d. was first imposed for such a licence, the revenue was
not intended to be used to provide roads
or any other amenities. It was considered to be a contribution to the State
finance towards the cost of supplying
police whose services were required to
enforce the traffic regulations and
the prOVIsIons of the Motor Car
Act.
From time to time, the fee
for a motor car driver's licence has
been increased and is now lOs.
When the Country party Government increased the fee from 5s. to lOs. it was
for the speCific purpose of providing
revenue to the Country Fire Authority.
At that time, the Government had to
overcome an adverse financial position.
Every Treasurer over the years has
stated that his duty is to balance
the Budget, and, in an endeavour
to arrive at that position, some
Treasurers have, rightly or wrongly,
increased the licence fees paid by
motorists.
The revenue thus re.ceived .was to take the place of
the contribution of municipal councils
towards the finances of the Country Fire
Authority.
The Hon. 1. A. Swinburne.
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I wish to make it clear that the
Authority is a voluntary organization
and that the responsibility of country
municipalities is related to the prevention of fire. In the main, the work of
fire fighting is accepted by country landowners. Throughout the country towns,
there are urban fire brigades manned by
volunteers who accept the responsibility
of protecting the ,assets of the town.
The rural fire brigades are also' manned
voluntarily by citizens who carry out
fire-fighting work to protect not only
their own properties but those of all
other people in the district. The fire
fighters do not receive a penny for their
work. The only time they receive anything is when they are paid compensation for injuries received as a result of
an accident when engaged in fire-fighting
work. I do not think anyone would contend that that is payment for services.
In fact, most volunteer fire fighters
would be cons.iderably out of pocket. As
one who has taken a very active interest
in this work, I would say that these men
are providing such a contribution that
they should not be taxed again, through
their municipalities, to provide additional
finance.
As a former Treasurer decided to impose a further tax upon motor car
drivers, by increasing licence fees, I cannot understand why the Municipalities
Assistance Fund is in a worse position
now than it was previously. Under this
Bill it is proposed that the fire insurance
companies shall accept two-thirds of the
responsibility of financing the Country
Fire Authority. I should like to point
out, however, that the people generally
pay the premiums of those companies;
therefore by providing that they shall
furnish two-thirds of the expenditure of
the Authority, the Government is imposing an additional charge upon the people
in this State who insure their properties.
If it is true, as Sir James Kennedy has
stated, that the State does not insure
many of its buildings, it is extremely
fortunate. Of course, if the Government
insured all State properties, the cost
would be tremendous, and possibly the
danger of loss by fire is so small that a
risk can be taken. However, the average
citizen cannot afford to take that risk,
and, as he must insure his property, he
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win thereby be paying a further contribution to the Country Fire Authority. It
is quite certain that the insurance companies will not bear the increased contribution but will pass it on in the form
of premium rates.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Do you consider
it proper that the licence fees of motor
car drivers in the metropolitan area
should go towards maintaining th&
Country Fire Authority?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Probably those motorists use the country
roads as much as do country people. The
country roads are maintained entirely by
the municipalities. City drivers are
much better off than those in country
areas, because cars driven on some of
the back roads of Victoria will not last
half as long as those driven solely on
roads in the metropolitan area. If the
fee of lOs. is a contribution towards the
Country Fire Authority and will help in
the prevention of fires, it is one of the
best insurances that can be taken out
by any car driver, wherever he may be
in the State. If I paid an insurance
premium of 5s. as a safeguard against
becoming involved in a bush fire, I would
consider it a very low premium, because
it costs me quite a lot of money each
year to insure against bush fires and loss
resulting therefrom. Further, I make a
big contribution, along with many others,
in a voluntary effort to try to prevent
bush fires.
In my opinion, this is one of those
financial Bills which, whether we like
them or not, have to be presented by
the Treasurer of the day in an endeavour
to get some financial relief. When all is
said and done, it does not appear to
matter greatly whether the money comes
out of one fund or another, because any
increase is just passed on to the taxpayer. On the one hand, the motor driver
is being charged extra so that payments
might be made to the Municipalities
Assistance Fund, and, on the other hand,
it is proposed that the insurance companies shall pay two-thirds of the annual
expenditure of the Country Fire
Authority, as a result of which people
who insure their properties against fire
will pay increased premiums.
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The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-I oppose this Bill because it
relieves the Government of paying any
contribution towards the cost of the firefighting services of this State. Prior to
1890, a chaotic condition existed throughout Victoria concerning fire-fighting services and the financing of them. In the
country districts, these services were
provided mainly by the municipalities
assisted by various organizations. In
the city, they were maintained not only
by the councils and the insurance companies but by business firms such as
breweries and other organizations. In
the country districts, before water reticulation, there were what were known as
"bucket brigades." Later, these were
followed by "hook and ladder companies," which made breaks to prevent
the spread of fire. Later still, country
municipalities imported manual fire
engines, first from America and
later from England. When water was
reticulated into most of the country
towns, the municipalities and insurance
companies carried practically the whole
cost.
In 1890, the Premier of the day, the
late Mr. Alfred Deakin, introduced a Bill
which became the Fire Brigades Act of
that year. It made provision for the establishment of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board in the metropolitan area.
I am not aware of the personnel of that
Board, but it was financed by the tramways Board contributing one-third, the
municipalities one-third, and the Fire
Underwriters' Association the remaining one-third. The Country Fire Brigades
Board was formed in reticula ted country
districts. The personnel of that Board'
comprised three representatives of the'
Government, two of the municipalities,
two of the fire insurance companies and'
two from the Fire Brigades Association.
The finance was provided by a contri-·
bution of one-third by the Government,.
one-third by the municipalities and one-'
third by the Fire Underwriters' Associa-·
tion.
As a result of the disastrous fires which
occurred throughout country districts,
the Bush Fire Brigades Association was'
formed. I think the first move to form
that association was brought about by a',
fire threatening the city of Melbourne"
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when the then Governor, Lord Somers,
was responsible for the creation of a
voluntary fire-fighting organization. Previously, fires in country districts were
the sole responsibility of those people in
the vicinity of the fire. In those days,
we fought fires with bushes and bags,
"but there was no co-ordinated effort,
which was evident later. With the clearing of land and thousands of acres being
.converted into pastures and sown in
crops, there were more disastrous fires
than had been known in the history of
the State.
Following the bush fires of 1939
and 1944, the Government of the
day appointed Royal Commissions to
investigate their causes and to make recommendations for their prevention.
One recommendation of both Commissions was that there should be one firefighting service throughout the State,
controlled by one Authority. As a result,
the Country Fire Authority was established, although both the town brigades
and the bush fire brigades retained
their associations. Later those organizations were known as the Urban
Fire Brigades Association and the
Rural Fire Brigades Association. The
personnel of that Authority consisted of two representatives of the
Forests CommisSlion, t'wo from the Fire
tTnderwriters' Association, two from the
Municipal ASSOCiation, two from the
Rural Fire Brigades Association, and two
from the Urban Fire Brigades Association. The Authority was financed as
previously, namely, by a contribution of
one-third by the Government, one-third
by the Fire Underwriters' Association
and one-third by the municipalities.
With the institution of the Municipalities Assistance Fund, which I understand
had a revenue of approximately £170,000
in its first year, the Treasurer of the day
was not only relieved of paying a contribution of £100,000 a year to the
Municipal Subsidies Fund from Consolidated Revenue, but sufficient finance
was raised to induce the Government of
the day to relieve country municipalities
of paying their contribution to the
Country Fire Authority. At that particular time, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board was also relieved
The Bon. T. B. Grigg.
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of its contribution to the Metropolitan
Fire BrigC!-des Board, and in place of that
payment revenue was obtained by
doubling the contribution of the fire insurance companies. This Bill proposes
that the contribution of those companies
shall be increased from one-third to twothirds of the annual expenditure of the
Country Fire Authority.
If the Bill is passed, the Government will pay nothing whatever
towards the cost of maintenance of
fire brigade services throughout Victoria. In my opinion, that will be
unfair to other org~nizations which are
contributing to municipalities and to fire
insurance companies. The Cowltry Fire
Authority, which is a voluntary organization and has been spoken of so highly
by previous speakers, is providing a service comparable with any in any other
part of the world, and at a very low cost.
I consider that the Government is not
playing its part if it is not prepared to
contribute towards the cost of such a
service, because it is provideo free to all
State property. I consider that there is
a definite obligation on the Government
to assist in that particular direction. It
was stated by the Minister that the
Government has established a special
fund for that purpose, but the fire services are still called upon in the event of
an outbreak of fire on Government property. The Government does not provide
a fire-fighting service for its own purposes.
The result of the proposed increase in
the contribution of the fire insurance
companies from one-third to two-thirds
of the annual cost of the Country Fire
Authority will react against the property owners of Victoria, whose fire insurance premiums will be doubled.
In view of the representations made by
members, the Government should reconsider the Bill.
The Country Fire
Authority is prepared to work in the
interests of the community without reward, but it is unfair to ask it to work
for the Government if no contribution
is made from the Treasury. Fire prevention measures are taken to protect the
property of the Railway Department.
Since there has been collaboration between the Authority and the Railways
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Commissioners, very desirable results
have been achieved. The fire insurance
companies greatly assist country fire
brigades, and it is poor reward that
they should be burdened with the cost
of two-thirds of the fire-fighting services throughout Victoria-metropolitan,
urban, and rural. I trust that the Bill
will be rejected.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-It is a pity that the Government should forgo all its responsibility
in the financing of the Country Fire
Authority, which was brought into
existence following disastrous bush fires,
mainly in the year 1944. I took only a
small part in the drafting of the measure,
which resulted in the establishment
of the Authority, although I was one
of a Cabinet sub-committee appointed
to consider the matter, the other
members being a former Chief Secretary, Sir Herbert Hyland, and
the then Minister of Forests, Sir
Albert Lind.
There was then a
violent difference of opinion between
bush-fire brigades and the Country Fire
Brigades Board. That Board controlled
what we now know as the urban brigades, and the bush-fire brigades had an
association, but they really did not
operate under an Act of Parliament.
Public funds were expended in the purchase of equipment, and it was thought
fitting that there should be established
one Authority to control the fire-fighting
services outside the metropolitan area.
I pay a great tribute to Mr. C. A. Daw,
the Chief Officer of the Country Fire
Authority, who was formerly employed
by the country fire brigades section,
which consisted of the urban brigades.
He undertook much of the responsibility
of co-ordinating the urban and rural
brigades into one organization, and performed an excellent job. Legislation to
which I have alluded has resulted in tremendous benefit in the protection of
property in the country. In the fires of
1944, 50 lives were lost, 120 persons were
injured, and 600 houses, 26 churches, 12
schools, 14 halls, and stock valued at
£250,000 were destroyed. Those figures
illustrate the disastrous effects of bush
fires.
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Originally, the cost of financing the
Country Fire Authority was paid by
municipalities, fire underwriters, and the
Government, each of which paid onethird. Since then, different Governments, partly for pol'itical purposes, have
developed a policy which, if pursued further, will result in the fire underwriters
being called upon to pay the whole cost.
If this result occurs, the insurance premiums will be raised accordingly. A
couple of years ago, the country muniC'ipalities were reHeved of the payment
of their one-third share, and the amount
was paid from the Municipalities Assistance Fund. That fund has grown tremendously, and the Government is
beginning to make a big profit from it.
In view of the fact that State property is
protected by voluntary fire brigades, the
Government should bear some financial
responsibility. I understand that the
most vulnerable of properties are insured; for example, in the city of Melbourne the Exhibition Building, notorious
as a fire hazard, is insured. However,
the protection of properties is left to
voluntary brigades or the metropolitan
brigades.
If the present trend is followed to its
logical conclusion, eventually the fire
underwriters will pay the whole cost of
fire brigades. Property owners will then
provide a service which will protect not
only their own possessions, 'but also those
of the Government. I do not favour the
change of policy embodied in the Bill,
but, as the Government has the necessary numbers in the House, the measure
will be passed. In my opinion, it is a
trend in the wrong direction.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Contributions to annual
expenditure of Country, Fire Authority).
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I wish to correct a mistaken view expressed by a number of
members concerning the contribution by
the Government to the Country Fire
Authority. Mr. Grigg stated that no
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contribution was made by the Government. A Government has many sources
of revenue, all of which is paid into the
Consolidated Revenue, and it is the duty
of the Treasurer to alloca te these
accumulated funds for various purposes.
It would be as logical for Mr. Grigg
to say that, if a payment was made from
the Municipalities Assistance Fund for
the construction of a recreation ground,
a hall, or a swimming pool, the Government would be making no contribution.
It is true that the revenue of the Municipalities Assistance Fund is derived
from the licence fees paid by drivers of
motor vehicles, but those fees go into the
Consolidated Revenue and' are apportioned to the Fund, which finances not
only the Country Fire Authority but
also other measures adopted in the interests of municipalities. In the past,
the Government has paid two-thirds of
the cost of the Authority, but the Bill
provides that in future two-thirds shall
be financed by the Fire and Accident
Underwriters Association, and one-third
shall be contributed by the Government
through the Municipalities Assistance
Fund.
The clause was agreed to, as was the
remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LAND SURVEYORS BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill and its contents
were approved at a meeting of the Victorian Institute of Surveyors in the year
1951, when the previous Government
was in office. The Surveyors Board of
Victoria, constituted under the Land
Surveyors Act 1942, has somewhat circumscribed powers, in view of modern
developments. The Board is empowered
to prescribe the. training to be undertaken and the examinations to be passed
by persons desirous of qualifying for
land surveying. It has the right to issue
certificates of competency and to license
successful candidates to practise as surveyors.

Bill.

The Board's powers and functions are
limited to matters affecting the survey
of land for the purposes of titles. Surveying has advanced considerably in recent
years. The original Surveyors Board
goes back many years. Throughout its
history it has been mainly concerned
with the surveying of land titles. The
purpose of this measure is to extend
those powers to enable the Board to conduct examinations, issue certificates of
competency, and grant licences to practise in branches of surveying other than
purely land surveying such as engineering surveying, topographic surveying,
geodetic surveying, hydrographic surveying, and mining surveying. That in
effect is the main proposal. The Bill
will not restrict in any way the activities
of surveyors engaged in those special
branches, but its passage will have the
effect that if a surveyor specializes in
a particular form of work he will be able
to obtain a certificate of competency and
a licence to practise in that particular
field of surveying. The measure carries
out a further form of specializing in
surveying. The Board, which will have
added responsibilities by reason of the
passage of this Bill, has shown for more
than 50 years that it is competent to
undertake its functions. The expenses
involved will be met by the Board from
the revenue derived from registration
and examination fees.
Since the Bill has been under way there
has been a change in the name of the
responsible body. Under the present Act
it is the Victorian Institute of Surveyors,
and the Surveyors Board consults that
institute which is an incorporated body
going back many years. However, that
body no longer exists as such. The
organization has become Australia-wide,
and the Victorian branch will be the
Melbourne division in the Commonwealth
body known as the Institution of Surveyors, Australia. As the legal formalities in connexion with the constitution
of the new institution are not complete
the old body is being retained for the
present. When the Australian body functions properly a further amendment of
the Act may be required to alter the
name. It has been mutually agreed by
the Surveyors Board and the Melbourne
division of the Institution of Surveyors
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that they will consult in respect of the that both in Government Departprescription of courses and the conduct ments and outside them there is a shortof examina!ions in the same manner as age of surveyors and many projects are
the Board was required under the 1914 consequentially being delayed. The passAct to consult with the Victorian Insti- age of this measure will assist the Surtute of Surveyors. I assume that when veyors Board to provide specialized
there is the Federal body it will make ,courses and encourage and expedite the
major decisions and issue them to the training of men so that certificates of
State branches. We can legislate only competency can be granted in the
within the boundaries of Victoria.
various classes of surveying. Surveyors
all over the Commonwealth have decided
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 extends the to form a Federal body, and we may
power of the Surveyors Board to enable assume from that that while the States
it to prescribe courses of training and legislate within their boundaries it will
examination in any of the special be incumbent on the Federal Institution
branches of surveying which I have to provide common standards for its
named.
Sub-clause (2) covers the members. The adoption of the Bill will
appointment of the examiners and the permit people of experience to be copayment of such fees for their services opted for surveyors' examinations and
as the Board with the approval of the other purposes, and will permit the
Governor in Council determines. Subclause (3) empowers the Board to grant Board to hold examina tions in the
certificates of competency, and sub- various divisions. Under the legislation
clause (4) relates to the making of the Board will be able to issue a certifiregulations. Clause 3 is a minor matter cate to any person who has completed
and refers to the sale of a surveying the appropriately prescribed course, and
handbook. This is a simple Bill which the fixing of fees will be at the discretion
has awaited the consideration of Par- of that body. The measure is overdue,
and it will be for the good of the surliament during the last two years.
veying profession itself and to the
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East advantage of the people who require in
Yarra Province).-I support the Bill, so many forms and on so many occasions
which is similar to several others that the services of surveyors. I commend
we have passed in recent weeks. It is the proposals.
wider, however, in its scope because it
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Northdeals with the surveying profession
Province).-This
measure,
which has various divisions of work. Western
The Minister of Labour has pointed which was submitted to Parliament on
out several classes of surveying which a previous occasion, was not passed by
require more or less specialized training both Houses. That was due to an
and knowledge. As the natural re- unforeseen occurrence. Although I have
sources of the State have been developed nothing to say against the Bill, I desire
and the industrial programme has be- to direct the attention of the Government
come more advanced it has been found to the shortage of licensed surveyors
necessary to have specialists in all walks throughout the State and the difficulty
of life. The profession of surveying has of private people in the city and
proved no different from others. The country in having surveys carried out.
Minister has mentioned that the pro- That condition applies also to public
visions of the measure will widen the authorities such as the Soldier Settlescope of the training, of the examina- ment Commission. I cannot see any
tions, and of the issue of certificates of reason why men do not wish to become
competency. As a valuer of land for licensed surveyors. :Is it that the work
primary production and industrial pur- is not attractive enough to interest
poses I realize the amount of work that young men? I know that officers of the
surveyors are called on to perform under Lands Department have been examining
varying conditions and' for different the position for some time. I urge the
purposes. It is commonly understood Government to make further inquiries
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as to the possibility of having more men
trained as licensed surveyors so that subdivisional work can be expedited.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The surveying profession will be regarded as one of
the higher professions.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-!n my district there is only one licensed surveyor,
and a person has to wait twelve months
or more for a survey to be made. I
believe that similar delays occur in the
metropolitan area. There are a few
licensed surveyors in the city of
Melbourne, but for various reasons
-one of which possibly is that they
are obtaining a good deal of work in the
city-they will not go to country districts. It is obvious that the shortage of
fully qualified men is causing a problem.
If the passage of this ,measure will result
in the profession being given a higher
status, that will be all to the good. The
general situation warrants inquiry with
the v,iew of steps being taken to, so to
speak, step up the output of surveyors. One way of accomplishing that
objective may be a university course or
the granting of scholarships, thus
encouraging suitable persons to qualify.
However, the situation is urgent. The
Bill has the blessing of the Country
party.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
POISONS (HEROIN) BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short but very important measure, the proposal being to prohibit the
manufacture of the dangerous, drug
known as heroin. The Bill has been
brought forward because of a singular
and uniform desire on the part of both
the Com,monwealth and State Governmen ts to deal with the increasing traffic
in drugs. ' Representations were made to
the Commonwealth Government early
this year by the United Nations Organization, which pointed out illat there had
beert a remarkable increase in the Use
of heroin in AustraHa the figure for
which was almost the 'largest per capita

Bill.

of any country in the world. As there
had been a notable increase in consumption from 5.32 lb. per million of
popula tion to 11.35 lb. per million of
population in the period from 1946 to
1951, the Commonwealth Government
was induced to bari immediately the importation of the drug. The Commonwealth Government, however, could not
take action in respect of the problem of
manufacture or prepara Hon of heroin,
because those phases were solely within
the control of the individual States. In
May of this year, the Commonwealth
Government made representations to the
States with the result that they-with
the exception of Queensland where there
was already legislation on the subjectagreed to pass at once Bills concerning
the manufacture and preparation of the
drug. That is briefly what the present
measure sets out to accomplish; There is
a saving clause which will allow the use
of the drug for very limited purposes
such as research at the university and at
other technical institutions. Beyond that
there will be complete prohibition upon
further manufacture or preparation.
This Bill does not deal with the sale
or use of the drug, because there are certain stocks, mainly held by medical
practi tioners, in existence; these Will
be used until the supplies are, exhausted.
It is hoped that at a later stage, when
stocks are almost, if not completely,
exhausted, we shall be able to take appropriate action regarding the use of the
drug, and impose a prohibition. As I
have already emphasized, in conformity
with the action taken by other States,
this measure bans the m'anufacture or
preparation of heroin.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This is a Bill which all
members must agree with whole'neartedly because they know the tragic
results that spring from the' use of
heroin. Reports that have reached us
in recent times have indicated a marked
increase in the use of this drug for some
YOOrs past. Whatever steps are possible
to prohibit it should be taken unhesitatingly. In my opinion, 'the Bill does
not warrant any long debate.
The Hop.. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-.:..The Country party supports
this measure relating to heroin. We have
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in mind the figures quoted by the members will recall, that legislation was
Attorney-General to the effect that con- recently amended and, on that occasion,
sumption of this drug increased from it was believed that the position had been
5.32 lb. per million of population in 1946 brought right up to date. .An examinato 11.35 lb. per million in 1951. Investi- tion of the situation, however, reveals
gations were conducted :by the United that certain anomalies still obtain.
Nations Organization which made repre- Although some of the proposed amendsentations to the Commonwealth Govern- ments are of a minor character, there
ment with the view of endeavouring to are several matters of principle that call
control the use of heroin throughout the for revision. When an amending Bill
world. It has been pointed out that the was introduced earlier this year, the
increase of its use in Australia has been maximum amount of compensation payalarming, the figure per million of popu- able to a partial dependant of a worker
lation being larger than that in any was £1,400. Actually, the maximum
other country. If the drug has been payment in that instance should have
manufactured in Australia, some quan- been £2,240. It is proposed to remedy
ti ties may have been exported to other that defect by the passage of this Bill.
countries.
Another matter that calls for amendThere is a body of opinion in the ment is the repair and replacemerit of
medical world to the effect that this drug artificial limbs, of artificial eyes and of
could possibly continue to be used as in spectacles. Members will understand
the past, but the Commonwealth that, in the course of time, the repair
Government, in its approach to the ques- and replacement of those articles are
tion, has requested the States to ban necessary. The Government feels that
manufacture. The Commonwealth has such repair and replacement should be
played its part also in prohibiting impor- borne by the insurers, and the intention
tation of thp drug in all its forms. Some of the Bill is to make that so.
The third matter, which is not of parmedical schools of thought consider that
heroin is still necessary, or even essen- ticularly great importance, is the simplitial, in thp manufacture of certain cough fication of returns which insurers are
mixtures, and that it should be available obliged to submit annually to the
for that purpose in future as it has in Government Statist. The amendment
the past. However, the Commonwealth proposed in the Bill will result in a
Government and the Commonwealth greater degree of clarity in those returns.
Another amendment proposed is that
Department of Health have decided to
support the opinion expressed by the the Workers Compensation Board shall
United Nations Organization. I agree have power to remedy a defect that has
with Sir James Kennedy that nothing is b~n discovered with respect to the taking
to be gained by opposing this Bill, since of evidence on commission from people
the weight of evidence is in favour of who live outside the boundaries of the
State of Victoria. The power to take
the banning of the drug.
evidence
in such circumstances is
The motion was agreed to.
granted to the higher courts. The
The Bill was read a second time, and Supreme Court and the County Court
passed through its remaining stages.
can exercise that power by granting perThe sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m. mission to take evidence outside of Victoria in support of proceedings before
until 7.52 p.m.
the tribunal. It has been found in a
number of cases which have come before
WORKERS COMPENSATION
the Board that it hicks power to obtain
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
evidence from abroad to establish the
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER dependency of certain persons. This
(Attorney-General) .-1 movedifficulty has arisen with respect to
That this Bill be now read a second time. claims for compensation concerning
This is a small measure which proposes migrant workers who have been killed in
to effect seven or eight amendments to Victoria, but whose dependants live outthe workers compensation legislation. As side of· Australia. The only practicable
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course available to the Workers Compensation Board, in order to establish dependency, is to issue a commission to fill in
the gap, and so satisfy the requirement
of our law. The Government feels that
this extremely desirable amendment
should be made.
A further amendment relates to a more
or less administrative matter, namely
the making of provision for appointment
of a member to the Board before the
expiration of the current term of office.
As the law now stands, it is not competent to make an appointment until the
office actually expires. On occasions,
that position has led to delay and, in
order to overcome the difficul ty, provision is made in the Bill that an
appointment to the Board may be made
before the actual date of expiry of the
existing appointment.
The last amendment proposed to be
made by the Bill is not considered by
the Government's advisers to be absolutely necessary, but the Government is
of the opinion that it should be effected
so as to place beyond doubt the position
concerning compensation payments for
injuries suffered by workers prior to the
passing of the principal Act, as consolidated in 1951. Under the proposed
amendment, payments of compens~tion
will be made at the rates prevailing
to-day, irrespective of the date of the
occurrence of injuries.
I have now explained briefly the
provisions of the Bill. In substance
the measure will merely correct defects
and bring the workers compensation
legislation up to date. I commend it to
the House.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-I am surprised
that the Government has found it necessary to introduce this amending Bill
mainly for the purpose of correcting
omissions from a measure which was
passed comparatively recently. Although
the matters concerned are not of
serious moment, they could have had a
serious effect in certain circumstances.
Speaking on behalf of the Country
party, of which I am a member, I desire
to say that we regard the cost of repairing and replacing crutches and such
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items as a proper charge against
insurers. However, I ask: What is the
position if those articles are damaged as
a result of carelessness or misuse?
Possibly that aspect is covered by the
principal Act, and employers may have
the right to appeal against such claims.
If there is a loophole, it should be dosed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham· Province).-As the AttorneyGeneral said, the main aspects of workers
compensation legislation were debated
recently, and I do not wish to cover
that ground again. I would point out,
however, that the Bill contains anomalies.
Clause 3 provides for the repair and
replacement of glasses, and so on, and it
is curiously worded. The old section provided for replacement up to the time of
the settlement, and it gave a date limiting the time of continued repairs or
replacements. The a·mendment in clause
3 will provide that crutches and other
articles shall be provided permanently.
If a young man of 21 years is injured,
an insurance company will have to continue to keep his glasses in repair for
more than 30 years. The right way to do
this is by having regard to what should
be paid for keeping these articles ir~
repair when the amount of compensation
is fixed. That is right not only from
the point of view of insurance companies
and the people who pay the premiums,
but also from the point of view of an
injured man. If an insurance company
goes out of business, how will claims for
replacement and repairs be met? I do
not know whether the Attorney-General
has considered that aspect.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Only time
can solve that problem.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.----Consideration should have been given to the
matter in the drafting of the Bill and
the cost of renewals and repairs should
have been added to the claim. If provision is made for the replacement of
glasses, the repair and maintenance of
artificial limbs, and so on, at the time of
the making of the claim, an injured man
will be certain of his money. Obviously,
injured persons needing minor repairs to
glasses will be sick of going to insurance
companies and submitting claims. Those
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persons will not receive proper compensation. In Committee, progress should
be reported when clause 3 is reached so
that the Government can further consider the matter. I cannot think of anything more stupid than allowing a.n interminable claim to run year after year.
Apparently the Parliamentary Draftsman omitted to realize the consequences
of the wording of the old section, providing that the claim would be made up
to the time of settlement.
The final
clause of the Bill directs attention to the
undesirability of making legislation
retrospective. When the House debated
the previous Bill earlier this year, certain
retrospective principles were included.
Obviously, they have caused confusion.
Now the Government has introduced an
amendment which could go back to 1901.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
Government felt that the principal Act
would carry the matter back beyond
1951. The amendment in the Bill will
resolve any doubt. The Government is
viewing the matter from the point of
view of an injured man who wants to be
compensated not at the value of money
when he was injured, but at the time
be is suffering from his injury.
The Hon. A. G.WARNER.-An indurance company receives a premium for
which it contracts to accept certain
liability. Under the previous Act, the
liability of an insurance company was
extended for more than it had contracted
to pay. That obligation was laid upon
companies without regard to the consequences. The Government followed its
standard policy and said, "Let us take
from those who have and give to those
who have not, regardless of moral principles or any other considerations." The
action of the Government was !.Jurely a
vote-catching scheme at the expense of
the insurance companies. At the time
the Government was satisfied that the
provision would not go back for more
than two years. Now it has brought in
an amendment to take the payment
back to 1901. An obligation will be
placed upon people to perform a contract which they never accepted, and for
which they have received no payment.
When the Attorney-General was making his second-reading speech, he glossed
)ver this aspect.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Would not
most cases of weekly payments have been
met before 1951 by lump sum redemptions?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
that most cases would have been met
in that way, but the Government has
included in this clause another new
principle. It has provided that the
decision of the Workers Compensation
Board can also be put to one side. A
man makes a claim, the Board arrives
at a decision and the insurance company
accepts certain liability, but the decision
of the Board is to be set aside and a
new basis of liability is to be made. In
effect, the Board is really a court that
determines these claims, and the
Government has taken upon itself the
right to set aside its jurisdiction. The
Attorney-General did not say anything
about that. This is an entirely new conception and I do not think the Labour
party" boys" realize what the Government is doing.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-Order! It is not appropriate to refer
to honorable members by using such an
epithet.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do' not
know how many cases are involved but
some one must have had good reason for
drawing a line through a principle that
has been established; that is to say, when
a court has given its decision the decision shall stand. First of all' the principle of the sanctity of a co~tract- has
been torn up and the contract is to be
made retrospective. Then the Government has said, "We will not regard the
decisions of courts and tribunals. We
The
will tear up those decisions."
Attorney-General did not mention that
question.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I said
that the Government had been advised
that there was no doubt about the
matter, but as the Board had expressed
doubt, we intended to make the position
clear.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Attorney-General did not mention that
the Government was departing from
decisions of the Board.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
House debated that aspect six months
ago.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-When the
previous Bill was debated nothing was
said about decisions of the Board being
set aside. Assuming that the Government had intended to set aside decisions
of the Board, that intention was not
expressed clearly in the previous Act,
but now the Government has gone to the
trouble of including provision in this Bill
so that decisions of the tribunal may be
ignored. The Government is saying, " Do
not worry about the Board's decision, we
will have a new basis." I have not previously seen an Act of Parliament providing for that. The clause should be
deleted because it tears up a well-established principle of British law.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Compensation in respect of
medical expenses to cover replacements,
&c. of artificial limbs).
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I do not know if the
Attorney-General intends to do anything
about this clause but surely, in the interests of the worker, the Government
will not allow this business to drag along
interminably, with a claim unsettled and
possibly with insurance companies
retiring from business or going into
liquidation or something of that sort.
What grounds would the Gov~rnment
have for wanting a claim to go on and
on? Why not fix the matter? All that
is required is to assess the amount. It
was obviously intended in previous legislation that it should be assessed, but now
a change is being made so that the business may go on for ever. I think most
companies would prefer to have to pay
10 per cent. additional, so overcoming the
condition of having a long string of
people coming along year after year,
say, in regard to such a matter as a pair
of glasses.
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-Mr. Warner suggests that there is a possibility of insurers going out of business so that the
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worker concerned would then have a
worthless claim. That is a possibility,
but it is extremely remote. What Mr.
Warner disregards is that what is in
question is a payment for an injury or
disease occasioned by virtue of the employmen t. It is the considered view of
the people concerned in these problemsI refer to the industrial organiza tions-Th'e Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And the
Trades Hall Council.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Not
only them but the members of the
Workers Compensation Board itself and
also the great majority of the members
of the medical profession. They :eel that
the burden is one that should properly
faU on the insurers for ·main taining the
repair and replacement of appliances
required by workers as the result of
accident or disease occurring in the
course of employment. Mr. Warner's
proposition does not meet the situation.
There will not be a great
number of these cases and it is
proper that the burden shall be upon
the insurers and that proper provision
shall be made for it.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higin
botham
Province).-The
AttorneyGeneral has made another of his silvertongued speeches about something that,
I was not arguing. Nobody is disputing
that the matter ought to be covered
in the assessment of the amount of
compensation. Nobody is contending
that the worker ought not to get
compensation. I argue in this way:
Why not determine the matter at
the time when the settlement i~ made?
Why should the worker have to drag on
his claim over the years? Many 0f these
damages will be in respect :)f small
amounts, but the repair or replacement
of an artificial limb, while it may be
originally a comparatively small charge,
may over a period of 30 years amount to
a substantial sum of money. Surely
there can be nothing in favour of the
business being dragged on.
U the Attorney-General pushes thi~
proposal through the House, he will be
doing something that has been handed to
him to do, without his having given
consideration to what really ought to be
done. I thirik this is the first time the
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Attorney-General has ever had the .point
brought to his attention. In his secondreading speech in explanation of the Bill
he certainly did not convey his more recent expression of view. It must be to
the advantage of everybody concerned to
determine what the specific claim is.
Why must there he these long streams of
people continuing to go to the insurers?
The .Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-A matter
is not determined where there is a case
of aggravation or recurrence of the
injury.
By analogy, this is the same
thing because the matter is incalculable
and uncertain.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tben I
suggest that this clause be put aside for
reconsideration and with a view to
amendment.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I would point out
that Mr. Mansell drew attention to the
difficulty of taking care of the possibiljties of .negligence. There is a good deal
in what Mr. Warner has said. Workers
who have suffered injuries of the kind
we are discussing will not necessarily
have remained in the one State; they
may have been of the itinerant type and
have gone from one State to another. I
think Mr. Warner's suggestion is most
practicable and that it would overcome
the problem of the possibilities of negligence or other causes that would be difficult to assess. Actually, I think the
position has become more or less farcical.
Take the case of a worker and his artificial teeth.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The injury
to the face requiring the provision of
artificial teeth must have been part of the
accident.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. Warner's proposal seems to me to be the
simplest and most effective way of proceeding.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 to 7.
Clause 8-(As to operation of altered
rates of compensation).
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I cannot let the observations
oi Mr..Warner concerning this clause
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pass unchallenged. I do not appreciate
his argument, whether he was challenging the whole clause from the point of
view that it embodies the principle of
retrospectivity or whether he was distinguishing this clause from the one that
was passed in the Bill that was enacted
earlier this year. By virtue of the fact
that we have provided, as he says, for
the setting aside of the award, he had
abundant opportunities to deal with this
point earlier this year, in which Parliament passed, in Act No. 5676, what is
contained in section 15. There, it was
made clear that, in reference to injuries
that had occurred prior to the passage of
the Bill, the injured worker should have
the money value of his compensation
equated to present-day rates, which was
only fair.
When I look into the report of the
debate on that Bill, I see that Mr. Warner
did not raise his voice against the provision; he did not say a word about it.
I find that the members of his party
practically accepted it, because its only
spokesman saidI have discussed the Bill with the Parliamentary Draftsman and I would point out
that clause 15 deals with the right of the
worker to the specified compensation as
soon as this legislation becomes law. He
may be in receipt of weekly payments under
the old Act but when this measure becomes
effective he will benefit under the new
scale laid down. If he has a recurring injury
after this Bill is passed he will enjoy the
benefits of the amended Act.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Whom are
you quoting?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-A spokesman on behalf of the Liberal party. He
was the gentleman who had charge of
the Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-In this
House?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
want to get into trouble with the Acting
Chairman. I will show Mr. Byrnes the
passage immediately after we have
disposed of the clause.
The ACTING CHAffiMAN (The Hon.
William MacAulay).-1 would ask the
Minister: Did this debate from which he
is quoting take place earlier in the
present session?
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
know whether it was in the same session
or not.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.----Perhaps
the Minister of Labour can give me the
date of the quotation he is making.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I shall
have to look that up. My point is that
Mr. Warner did not then dbject to this
retrospective provision, and all the
members of his party accepted it. The
doubt arose in this way, although we did
not think there was any legal doubt: We
took the Act that was passed some years
ago as being the principal Act. But
section 15 used the termThis Act may be cited as the Workers
Compensation Act 1953 and shall be read
and construed as one with the Workers
Compensation Act 1951 (hereinafter called
the principal Act).

Then it became a matter of a definition
of the expression, "principal Act."
We thought that the principal Act
was the earlier one which dealt with the
whole matter. Our intention was to go
back to the principal Act. We took the
view that the existing section was all
right; other lawyers took a different
view, and there was some doubt on the
Workers Compensation Board. In order
to darify the position, clause 8 was included in this Bill.
When the Workers Compensation
Board has by a method of calculation determined certain rates,
injured workers-in cases of recurring
injury-should, notwithstanding the
fixation of those rates, obtain compensation, as was intended. Mr. Warner has
made a long play about the insurance
companies and so forth. Leaving out of
consideration recurring injuries, I should
think that in a large number of cases
prior to the Act of April last most of the
sums involved had been redeemed. In
other words, the workers concerned had
preferred to accept lump sum payments.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Do yon
think that the lump sum payment is
good?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not,
but 'there is provision in the Act for
redemption. Some people like to receive
cash; others do not. Presumably many
employers would prefer redemption so
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that they may be finished with the matter once and for all. I should ha ve
thought that in many cases in which
the end of the road could not be seen
redemptions were effected. The numberof recurring cases in which injured persons are receiving compensation payments would not be abnormal in the
ordinary course of business. The proposition now under consideration could
be compared with the cost-of-living
adjustment on the basic wage, and
nothing more. A person who was injured
in January may, under the legislation, be
entitled to £8 a week. If, in the meantime, there is an equation with the basic
wage, when the Commonwealth Statistician issues his figures, the worker
concerned will obtain his automatic
increase. Notwithstanding that the court
~as fixed a certain amount the worker,
under clause 8 of this Bill, will be
entitled to added payment. We are not
interfering with the decisions of the
courts, but in those cases in which a
court says, "There is no entitlement,
because you do not come within the
section of the Act" the proposed new
section now in question will not bring
the worker in. It merely deals with the
amount he is to obtain when he is
injured; and brings him up to date with
the cost-of-Jiving arrangement. If Mr.
Warner considered that the provision
had inherent dangers, I suggest that the
Liberal party should have looked into
the matter in April last. All that the
Government is doing is to clarify a
difficulty which allegedly exists. The
principle remains exactly the same as
heretofore. The Liberal party did not
object to it in April nor did the
Country party. I think that, as a matter
of justice, those parties should stick to
the decision they made in April; they
should not voice any dissent now.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-The Minister of
Labour delivers excellent speeches on all
such subjects as that now under consideration. I do not think I have met
anyone who is able to draw more red
herrings across the street than does the
honorable gentleman. I suggest that we
remember some of the facts and forget
the camouflage. Section 15 of Act No.
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5676 accomplishes one thing only; it
makes retrospective the principle of an
adjustment of money which has not yet
been paid. In other words, if a person
has had his injury made the subject of a
redemption or the award of a lump sum,
and has actually received payment, he is
not entitled to any retrospectivity. If
he has not received his money at the
date from which the Act operates he is
entitled to have the payment readjusted.
Arguments put forward during the
debate were to the effect that it was
only fair that a man who had not been
paid should have the benefit of an adjustment on the basic wage principle related
to cost of living, with which most members of my party agreed. As far as I can
remember, I did not raise my voice in
dissent.
The proposed new section, however,
propounds something new. In the first
place, it is obviously not meant to adjust
any minor claims that happen to be
dragged in, but it is intended to go
back and deal with subject-matter
before 1951, a possibility that certainly
was not raised by any member of this
House. Neither the Liberal and Country
party nor the Country party thought
that there would be any outstanding
claims dating back to before 1951. The
Minister of Labour may now contend
that the Government intended retrospectivity to operate prior to 1951, but
neither in this Chamber nor in another
place was that proposal mentioned. It
was merely stated that the provision was
to deal with some minor cases that may
have been ovelllapping.
Further, the proposed new section
says, in effect, "Notwithstanding that
the Workers Compensation Board may
have made a determination on this question and may have determined a lump
sum or weekly payments, those payments also shall be varied." Again that
variation was certainly not contemplated by section 15 of the Act of
earlier this year, and one would therefore think that a new principle had been
introduced. The point was not particularly mentioned by the Minister who explained the earlier Act. I cannot understand why the Minister of Labour, as a
legal authority, contends that proposed
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new section 15 is not substantially
different from the existing section. This
fresh section certainly contains new
principles and will extend much farther
than was intended. It is not right that
there should be an attempt, in a snide
way, to embody a new principle in an
'Act of Parliament. Decisions have been
made by the Workers Compensation
Board for whose opinions, I gather, the
Attorney-General has considerable respect. I understand that the Board comprises Judges, and I do not think that
it will like its decisions lightly set aside
by retrospective legislation.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You are only
objecting to the words" Notwithstanding
that an award for a lesser rate or amount
may have been made by the Board."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I remind
the Minister of my submission that three
things are accomplished by the proposed
new section. One is mentioned in the
existing section, but the others are not,
including that which will set aside
decisions of the Workers Compensation
Board. For the reasons I have already
advanced, a fresh field of thought is
opened up. '
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-In my view, Mr.
Warner has presented a point which, in
fact, has no substance. The Government's intention, as indicated in the Act
No. 5676 passed earlier this year, was
that it should apply retrospectively to
every class of injury for which a worker
was receiving compensation, and that the
equated rates of compensation should be
paid after the passage of the legislation.
That was the view of the Government,
and it was fortified by its legal advisers.
Although no actual case has been stated
resulting in a determination by the
Supreme Court, since the passage of Act
No. 5676 some doubt has been felt in
legal quarters as to how far the legislation could be retrospective and upon the
question whether the previous Act, in
effect, incorporated the principal legislation, or whether it erp.bodied merely the
Act of 1951 alone. The Government
however, requires that matter to b~
determined in Parliament, not in the
court. Mr. Warner-if I understand his
argument correctly-suggests that the
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Board is empowered, having made ~
determination for a lump sum payment,
to review that payment and make a
higher one in the light of the increases
provided for in Act No. 5676. The provision now under discussion deals only
with weekly payments, rates or amounts.
If the Board has made an award-.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And the
amount has not been paid.
The Ron. WILLIAM SLATER.-I am
assuming that it has been paid. Mr.
Warner is suggesting a case in which the
Board, having made an award prior to
April this year, the worker is still waiting to be paid; but I think that is a
futile suggestion. It would not apply in
any single case unless it be to a claimant
who has disappeared and the Board is
advertising publicly in order to trace
him. ,I repeat that the present proposal
is simply to put beyond doubt what the
Government had in mind this year when
it asked Parliament to agree that continuing payments should be equated to
the existing value of money, disregarding its value when the award was
originally made.
The clause was agreed to.
,The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
REVENUE DEFICIT FUNDING BILL
(No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Ron. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport) , was read a first time.
RAILWAYS (MT. BUFFA-LO CHALET)
BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
'of Transport) .~I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small measure intended to
remedy a defect in the Railways Act
1928. The Victorian Railways Commissioners have been conduoting the Chalet
at Mount Buffa.lo for a number of years,
but actually there is no authority in the
Railways Act under which they may do
so. They have expressed the wish that
legislative authority should be given .to
them to conduct the Mount Buffalo

Ohalet) Bta.

Chalet. I submit the Bill to the House
in order that the Commissioners may
have the necessary approval.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-Although I have spent many
holidays at the Mount Buffalo Chalet I
had not realized that the Railways Commissioners actually had no authority to
permit them to conduct it. We all recognize that Mount Buffalo is probably the
best holiday resort in Victoria; that is
my experience after having spent many
holidays there. I am sure we are only
too happy to give the Commissioners
the requisite authority to continue to
conduct the chalet.
The Hon. I. A.' SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-As one who
has some interest in this Bill, being a
member of the committee of management of the Mount Buffalo National
Park, it comes as a surprise to learn
that
the
Railways
Commissioners
actually have no authori<ty to conduct
the Mount Buffalo Chalet, which they
have operated from the 1st October,
1924. Further, since that time the Commissioners have been paying interest on
a capital sum of £18,900. During the
period they have conducted the chalet
they have done a good job and have
provided this State with an excellent
holiday resort in both winter and summer. The Railway 'Depa~tment has kept
the tariff at a reasonable rate, within
the reach of citizens Who could not afford
to meet the higher tariffs 'obtaining at
Some holiday resorts. As a result, holiday makers have been enabled ,to spend
an enjoyable ten days at Mount Buffalo
in either the winter or the summer.
Apart from the tariff at the Chalet, one
doeS not need to spend much' more
mOney. In the summer period there is
beautiful scenery to be seen, and in the
winter season one can enjoy skiing,
although that activity does cost a few
pounds. The Country party supports
the Bill a.nd trusts that the Railway
Department will be able to continue to
provide the same service at the Chalet
at Mount Buffalo as has been given
over the years.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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CASTLEMAINE GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
The Order of the Day for the first
reading of this Bill was read.

capital and £16,000 p~id up capital represented large amounts compared with
money values to-day. I commend the
Bill to the House.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I produce a receipt showing
that a sum of £20 has been paid into
the Treasury for the public USes of the
State to meet the expenses of the Bill,
and I move-

Th~ Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-I support the Bill, the purpose of which is to increase the borrowing power of the Castlemaine Gas Company, which was established in t..~e year
1859. The authorized capital of the company, when it was formed, was £25,000
and the paid-up capital amounted to
£16,625. The borrowing power of the
company was limited to half the paid-up
capital, or £8,312, of which £7,684 has
been raised in a loan, including a Government loan of £3,000 in the year 1950.
The Bill provides that the borrowing
power of the company shall be increased
to double the amount of the paid-up
capital; this will amount to the sum of
£33,250. The increased borrowing power
is necessary to meet the cost of extending
the supply of gas to the residents of
Castlemaine and of effecting vital
improvements in the gasmaking plant.
There have been large expansions in
the housing areas of Castlemaine,
and to enable gas facilities to be
extended to those districts the passage of this Bill is necessary.

That this Bill be now read a first time.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short measure which proposes to increase the borrowing power of
the Castlemaine Gas Company, which
has been operating for nearly 100 years.
Under its original charter, the borrowing
power of the company was limited to onehalf of the paid-up capital. The company has an authorized or nominal capital of £25,000, and the 'paid-up capital
is £16,625; therefore the limit of its
borrowing power is £8,312. The company has already raised £7,684, including a loan of £3,000 from the Government. That sum has been used by the
company to finish its programme of capital works during the last three years.
The company is efficient, and it has been
found necessary to engage in further
capital expansion during the next few
years to provide services for the growing
district of Ca'stlemaine, particularly in
the housing area.
It is expected
that the company will expend between the sum of £17,000 and £18,000
on capital works in the next few years.
The company's plans have been examined
by the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria, whose officers are satisfied with
them.
The Bill authorizes the Castlemaine
Gas Company to borrow twice the amount
of the paid-up capital. In other words,
after the passage of the Bill, the company will be enabled to borrow the sum
of £33,250. That will permit it to proceed with the contemplated improvements and perhaps others in the near
future. When the company's original
charter was granted in the year 1859, I
suppose the sums of £25,000, nominal

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Who are the
shareholders of the company?
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-Most of them
are local residents. The plans of the
company have been inspected by officers
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria and have been declared satisfactory.
This is the first amendment that has been
made to the Castlemaine Gas Company's
Act since 1859. Its passage will not
affect the debenture holders, because the
assets of the company far exceed the
amounts required. Castlemaine is a fastdeveloping town. It is the centre of a
rich agricultural district and is also a
railway centre. It has several important
industries, including Thompsons (Castlemaine) Limited, which is being greatly
developed.
That company is to be
commended for having provided houses
for many of its employees, and I understand that it intends to spend a
sum exceeding £100,000 in the provision
of homes for the workers. However,
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there is still a shortage of accommodation for trained men. The company
has in hand contracts for work totalling
more than £4,000,000.' Extension of the
gas facilities will assist that company,
as gas is a desirable amenity in homes.
The woollen mills at Castlemaine are
another important industry. I favour
the passage of the Bill to increase the
borrowing powers of the Castlemaine
Gas Company, because it will help to
develop the district. .
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
JUNIOR LEGACY, MELBOURNE
(DUREAU MEMORIAL) BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a very interesting and desirable
Bill, which proposes to allow the trustees
of Junior Legacy, Melbourne, to sell a
building which they were enabled to buy
as the result of the creation of a trust
and to apply the proceeds to purposes
other than those which the original
donor desired; he made available a sum
of money to Junior Legacy for a specific
purpose. There is hardly any need for
me to speak of the magnificent services
rendered by Legacy to returned soldiers.
both of the first and the secOlld world
wars, and to the children and orphaned
dependants of those soldiers. I suppose
the work of Legacy ranks as high as
that of any organization in the city of
Melbourne. The fact that a body of
men, of whom most, if not all, are
returned men, are prepared to devote
themselves wholeheartedly and unselfishly to this work of Legacy redounds
greatly to their credit.
In the year 1944, a gentleman named
Mr. Richard Goldsmith, who was president of an American corporation known
as the B. G. Corporation, which had been
carrying on its activities in Australia
during the war period, was conscious of
the work being carried out by Legacy.
and, because of his friendship' with
the late Mr. David H. Dureau, he
agreed to giv~ to Legacy the sum of

(Dureau Memorial) Bill.

£27,059, with which to purchase a building in Swanston-street, Melbourne. That
building was bought, but Legacy has
not found the building usable, because
it has not been able to gain possession
of all of it, and the cost of its upkeep
has constituted a grave burden upon
the organization.
When one of the members of Legacy,
Mr. Bert Nathan, happened to be passing
through the United States of America
on his way to England 'last year, he
saw Mr. Goldsmith and suggested to him
that the building might be sold and the
funds that would be realized from its
sale applied to the general and immediate needs of Legacy. Mr. Goldsmith
readily agreed that the proposal was
desirable. Correspondence has passed
between Legacy and Mr. Goldsmith, with
the result that he has confirmed the
action of the trustees of Junior Legacy,
Melbourne in seeking the passage of this
Bill.
In the other place, all political parties
readily agreed to the passage of the
measure. The honorable member for
Mornington suggested that Parliament
should be satisfied that the donor was
completely in favour of the change in
the trust, and an undertaking was given
by the Minister in charge of the Bill
there that, when the measure reached
this House, evidence of Mr. Goldsmith's
acquiescence in the proposal would be
presented. I propose to read· to the
House the document which Legacy has
received from the donor of the trust. It
is in these termsJUNIOR LEGACY MELBOURNE
CONSENT TO APPLICATION FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL ACT OF THE
PARLIAMENT OF VICTORIA.

I assume that what is meant by "an
individual Act" is a private Act. The
document proceedsThe B. G. CORPORATION of New York
being the Donor in a Trust Deed made
between it and JUNIOR LEGACY CLUB
MELBOURNE dated the Sixth day of
October One thousand nine hundred and
forty-four under which it made
gift to
the Club of a sum of TWENTY SEVEN
THOUSAND AND FIFTY NINE POUNDS
upon certain conditions and for certain purposes and in particular for the purchase
of premises known as 342 Swanston-Street
Melbourne to be known as "The D. H.
Dureau Memorial Building" which Trust

a
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Deed is attached hereto and marked "A"
and understanding that Junior Legacy Melbourne, an incorporated body which is the
full successor of the Junior Legacy Club
Melbourne has made application in the
form of the document attached hereto and
marked "B for an individual act of the
Parliament of Victoria to permit the said
building to be sold by the Trustees under
the said Trust Deed and the proceeds of
such sale to be devoted to the general purposes of Junior Legacy Melbourne HEREBY
ACKNOWLEDGES that it is well aware of
the reasons for such application and
approves thereof and formally consents to
the sale of the said premises and to the
application of the net proceeds of such
sale to the general purposes of Junior
Legacy Melbourne being entirely satisfied
that such .sale and application of proceeds
is in the best interests of persons it inten.ded
to benefit by the original gift and being
also satisfied that the undertaking of Junior
Legacy Melbourne to perpetuate the
memory of David H. Dureau either by
attaching his n.ame to a headquarters building or to a Trust Fund for Education or
Welfare of Junior Legatees will be carried
out and will form a suitable memorial to
the said David H. Dureau completely satisfactory in all respects to it the said The B.
G. Corporation.
DATED the 27th day of October One
thousand nine hundred and fifty-three.
II

THE COMMON SEAL of THE
B.G. CORPORATION was hereto
affixed by order of the Directors,
in the presence of:
The B.G. Corporation
by Richard Goldsmith, President.
THE B.G. CORPORATION
CORPORATE
SEAL
1917
N.Y.
Arthur J. Goldsmith, Jr.,
Secretary.
William J. Meisch.
Sworn to before me this 27th day of
Oct., 1953.
MELVILLE MILLER.
MELVILLE MILLER,
Notary Public, State
New York.

of

No. 41-2713400.
Qualified in Queens County.
Cert. filed with N.Y. Co.
Clk. and Reg.
Term expires March 30,
1955.
STAMP
MELVILLE MILLER
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
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I, Geoffrey Wallace Shannon, Australian
Vice-Consul in the City of New York, in the
United States of America, do hereby certify
that on this 27th day of October, 1953, there
appeared before me a male person unknown
to me but who identified himself to be
Richard Goldsmith, the individual described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and he duly acknowledged to me that
he executed the same.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
my hand and affixed my seal of office at the
Australian Consulate-General, New York
City, the day and year above written.
G. W. SHANNON,
Australian Vice-Consul,
Australian Consulate-General,
636
Fifth-avenue,
New
York 20, N.Y.
SEAL
AUSTRALIAN CONSULATEGENERAL, NEW YORK.

There is abundant proof that the
channel of this splendid trust has agreed
with the trustees of Junior Legacy, Melbourne, that this highly desirable trust
should be changed, the building should
be sold by the trustees, and the proceeds
of the sale should be applied to further
the magnificent work that Legacy is
doing. I point out that Junior Legacy is
incorporated under the Companies Act
as a non-pront-making organization, and
it is undertaking work which is
most highly valued. I have the greatest
pleasure in submitting this motion, because of my knowledge of the men associated with Legacy and of the great
service that they are rendering.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The Liberal and
Country party is in complete agreement
with the proposals in the Bill. I should
like to congratulate the AttorneyGeneral for having taken the opportunity to further the wonderful work
done 'by this patriotic and public-spirited
body of men. I am sure that honorable
members will agree that the State owes
a great deal to Legacy. Countless numbers of young people are indebted for
their successful careers to the guidance
given by this organization. The asset,
valuable as it may be now, is capable of
being of much more value when it is
sold and the money r2rlsed is made available for the continuance of the work of
these men. So far as the D. H. Dureau
Memorial is concerned, we can agree
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that· the memory of that gent1em~ will
. be kept alive to greater adva.ntage by
the expenditure of the money through
the channels of the organization and for
the purposes for which it exists. Therefore we can commend the Bill with great
pleasure.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-The Country party wholeheartedly supports the Bill, and 1 congratulate the Attorney-General on the
manner in which he placed it before the
House. He clearly answered the question
raised in the Assembly whether there
was any document available relating to
the gift, and he demonstrated the claims
of .the Minister who introduced the Bill
in the other House. I feel it is well to
pause to take a glance down the avenue
of time and try to capture for a short
while the spirit of Legacy. As a matter
of faot, I wish we could capture that
spirit for all time. Legacy is an institution which has rendered magnificent service in a voluntary capacity. Lieut.General Stanley George Savige laid the
foundation of something grand and
noble, and we can look on it with pride
and admiration. That is substantiated
by the fact that an American who passed
through Melbourne in the days of the
war realized what Legacy meant in the
life of this State. The donation of
£27,000 from a citizen of another country
is a wonderful tribute to men doing
great work in this land. It is possible
to give the names of many illustrious
men associated with Legacy, but I fear
that in submitting such a list some would
be neglected. However, these men include a team who have dedicated their
lives to the welfare of the wives and
children of soldiers who paid the supreme
sacrifice on the field of battle in the
two world wars.
If we could go through the scrolls we
would find inscribed the names of men
who made their mark in the first world
war, and of their sons who in various
professions have demonstrated the worth
of the kindly hand of Legacy. The passage of this measure will enable Junior
Legacy to do work that will be of
greater value to children who need assistance. Under this legislation the warm
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kindly spirit associated with Legacy will
continue. The name of the D. H. Dureau
Memorial and of the B. G. Corporation
will be commemorated for all time. In
agreeing to the proposition, the Government is to be commended for its promptness in submitting the Bill. Even if
there were no documents from the United
States of America signifying that this
gentleman had agreed to the gift, no
man would question the integrity of men
who have done so much for no reward
but to see that the sons and daughters
of gallant AustraUan soldiers have been
put on the right· path.
The HOD. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-I am pleased that the
Attorney-General spoke as he did of the
rriagnificent work done by Junior Legacy.
Many people do not fully realize what is
being accomplished by that noble band.
I have seen its work, and I will quote
only one example. A friend of mine took
part in the first world war. While he
was away he received a cable telling him
that his wife had given birth to a
daughter.
Honorable members can
imagine with what pleasure he showed
the message to his companions. Unfortunately, he was killed 'in action and
never saw the girl. The Junior Legacy
Club took charge of her and gave her a
splendid education. She became a doctor
and married a doctor in another State.
The praise that the Attorney-General
gave to Legacy was well deserved. I
feel that every honorable member appreciates the work being done by that splendid club. Anything that this Parliament
can do to further its noble activities
should be done, and the passing of this
Bill is a step in that direction.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
ONION MARKETING 130ARD: SUGGESTED
INVESTIGATION OF ACTIVITIES.

The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

Adjournment.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I move-That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province).-I should
like to voice a protest in relation to the
answers I received this evening to a
question I asked relating to the Onion
Marketing Board. A member of this
House must be guided by those who are
associated with particular industries in
his electorate. Some of my constituents
have approached me from time to time
concerning the activities of the Onion
Marketing Board. That Board has disposed of 25,878 tons of onions on behalf
of growers. I have been reliably informed by interested persons in my electorate that the Onion Marketing Board,
after allowing rebates to merchants, paying agents' fees and other contingencies,
spent a!bout £130,000, which represents
about £5 a ton, in handling onions on
behalf of growers.
It was suggested to me that all is not
well with the Onion Marketing Board
and that a probe should be made into its
activities. Indeed, it 'was suggested to
me that the Government may have been
better advised to conduct an inquiry into
the activities of the Onion Marketing
Board than into those of the Potato
Marketing Board. Consequently I placed
a question on the Notice Paper. I believe all honorable members are entitled
to infonnation, and I ask the Minister of
Transport to further investigate the
matter to see whether this Board is
above suspicion. I do not want my constituents coming to me with allegations
against a Board or a Commission under
the jurisdiction of the Government. I
shall be grateful if the Minister will look
into the question and advise me of the
result.
The· Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).---,I give'Mr. Ferguson an
undertaking that I will discuss that
rna tter with the Minister of Agriculture
with the view of obtaining the information he desires.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.35 p.m.
until Tuesday) November 24.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday) November 17) 1953.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 4.36 p.m., and read the
prayer.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
FREE MILK SCHEME.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Educatiori1. How many schools provide free milk
for their pupils?
2. Whether free milk is provided for children attending kindergartens; if so, in how
many instances?
3. Whether there are many children not
receiving free milk at theit schools; if so,
whether he' will take steps to ensure that
these children, particularly the youngpr
ones, do receive free milk?

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of EduCltion).-The answers 'are-1 and 2. Free milk is being supplied to
pupils in 480 State schools, 323 registered
schools, and 327 kindergartens and preschool centres.
3. There are 224,736 children eligible to
receive milk in the schools and kindergartens supplied. It is estimated that 88,000
school children in Victoria are not able to
receive free milk, principally because their
schools are in areas where milk of approved
quality is not available. It is not possible
to determine the number of children in preschool centres not supplied.
,
The scheme now embraces the whole of
the metropolitan area and 53 centres beyond
it. It is continually expanding as more
centres obtain facilities to supply bottled
pasteurized milk of approved quality.

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
COUNCIL OF ADULT EDUCATION:
ALLOCATION OF VOTE.

Colonel
LEGGATT
asked the Premier-

(Mornington)

Whether he will consider apPOinting the
Council of Adult Education as an advisory
committee upon the allocation of moneys
granted for cultural development?

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The Government is prepared to give consideration to any good proposal concerning this difficult and involved question.
In my opinion, far too many authorities
in this State are spending public money
out of the vote for cultural development.
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I consider that probably I can handle this
matter as well as anybody else, and it is
my intention to retain control.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
RURAL EXTENSIONS: SELF-HELP SCHEME.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY
asked the Treasurer-

(Barwon)

Whether, in view of the statement attri·
buted to him (the Treasurer) in the Sun
News-PictoriaZ of 26th August, 1953, that
The Government had pulled the State
Electricity Commission out of a grave financial position," he will direct the Commission
to cease demanding by way of loan from
rutal consumers of electricity half the capital cost of extensions, and place them upon
the non-contributory basis applicable in city
areas?
II

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The Government has stabilized the Commission's finances, and consequently the
State-wide self-help scheme has been
restored to a 50-50 basis. A long time
before this Government attained office,
loans from rural consumers of elcctrici ty
were on a 50-50 basis, but ultimately
the stage was reached when the scheme
ceased to operate altogether. As a result
of stabilization, ,the scheme has been
restored to a 50-50 basis, and I shaH be
delighted to comply with the request of
the honorable member when the financial
position of the State Electricity Commission permits such a course to be taken.
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) presented the Treasurer's statement of the receipts and expenditure of
the Consolidated Revenue and other
moneys for the year ended the 30th
June, 1953, accompanied by the report
of the Auditor-General and by the docu-:ments 'specified in section 55 of the Audit
Act.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table, and be printed.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS (WAGES
BOARDS) BILL.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill deals with sections 21 and 23
of the Factories and Shops Act 1934,
No. 4275, by amending the former sec-

(Wages Boards) Bill.

tion and repealing the latter. These
two sections were introduced as amendments to the principal Factories and
Shops Act in 1934, with a number of
other amendments.
Section 21 was a simple empowering
provision, which enahled wages Boards
to include in their determinations provision for the automatic variation at
periods determined by them of wages
rates and piecework prices in accordance
with rises or falls in the cost of living,
as indicated by the retail price index
numbers published by the Commonwealth Statistician. The purpose of the
amendment of section 21 is to make it
compulsory for the wages Boards to retain or, in some cases, to insert or restore
provision for the automaUc adjustment
of wages rates in accordance with the
rise or fall in cost-of-living figures.
Although it is most desirable to
achieve stability in the economic structure of the country as a whole, the
Government is of the opinion that it is
not fair that the burden of achieving that
equilibrium should be at the cost of the
wage earner. Accordingly, although the
Arbitration Court has seen fit to amend
many of the awards within its jurisdiction so as to delete provisions for automatic adjustments in accordance with
possible price rises or falls, the Government is of opinion that these adjustments
should continue so that wages shall at
least approximately retain their real
value in the hands of wage earners and
not be further depreciated by the possibility of future prices rises.
I do not propose to debate the correctness or otherwise of. the statement by
the Arbitration Court of the elements
which now go to make up what is known
as the basic wage, but it is the Government's opinion that however that wage
is constituted, if ~t is a just finding, its
value in terms of purchasing power
ought to be maintained as far as possible in the periods which intervene
between general revisions by the court.
On the other hand, section 23 was a
new one which required wages Boards to
copy into their determinations provisions
of Federal awards relating to the trades
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with which the wages Boards were concerned. The effect of this amendment
was to deprive the wages Boards of any
discretion in determining whether to include all or any of the provisions of
awards if they related to similar trades
to the ones dealt with by the wages
Boards. The Boards were required to
repeat the award provisions blindly. It
is therefore proposed to amend section 21
as I have indicated, and to repeal section
23.
Clause 1 contains the short title, construction and citation. Clause 2 substitutes for sub-section (1) of section 21
of the Factories and Shops Act 1934, a
new sUb-section which alters the present
Law in the following ways:Paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1) provides that every wages Board must provide for the automatic adjustment of
wages at quarterly or other periods fixed
by the Board in accordance with variations in the cost of living as indicated by
the retail prke index numbers of the
Commonwealth Statistician or Commonwealth Arbitration Court, as the Board
considers appropriate.
Paragraph (b) provides that where
any determination has not an adjustment
provision in it at the date of operation
of this Bill the wages Board must within
one month after such date include a
provision for cost-of-living adjustments
in accordance with this Bill in its determination to operate from the date of
its making, although the determination
may not be unanimous.
Clause 3 repeals section 23 of Act 4275
which at present requires wages Boards
to reproduce in their determinations provisions of any Arbitration Court award
-including those relating to cost-ofliving adjustments-where the wages
Board is concerned with a trade covered
by a corresponding Commonwealth
award relating to an interstate dispute.
Mr. HOLLwAY.-That provision could
be taken beyond a cost-of-living allowance.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is not the intention of the Government.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-The provision relating to section 23 should be similar to
that relating to section 21.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-That question was
raised in the other House, and the
Government sought the advice of the
Law Department and the Parliamentary
Draftsman. It is considered that the Bill
covers the rise and any possible fall in
the cost of living.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-A wages Board could
disregard completely an award of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It will be compulsory for a Board to adopt the Commonwealth Statistician's figures. I should
like to hear that aspect debated, and if
serious doubts are raised advice will be
sought as to them. In the course of the
debate in the other House it was pointed
out that the Bill could have serious repercussions. That is the reason why the
Minister of Labour went to great trouble
to explain why the legislation had been
introduced. A query was raised as to
section 23. It was pointed out that it
had to be specially proclaimed in accordance with the Act, and that might not
have been done, but the Minister made
inquiries .and was able to inform the
other House that the section was proclaimed on the 17th October, 1934.
Although this is a short Bill, it is
of outstanding importance to many
people who, unless the Bill is passed,
will be deprived of cost-of-living
rises in accordance with the figures
of the Commonwealth Statistician.
Despite
opposition
from
various
quarters, the Bill was passed in the other
House, and I submit it in this Chamber
with confidence feeling that, although
it may be debated at length, it will be
passed without much controversy, because the underlying principles of the
Bill have been known to members for
many weeks.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Leader
of the Opposition), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, November 24.
BUILDING SOCIETIES BILL.
The message from the Council relating
to the amendment in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
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Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).- associated building societies of Victoria
The amendment made by the Council was desirable in that it would clarify
in this Bill consists of a new clause which the position which had been exercising
is to follow clause 3. The new clause the minds of the leaders of the societies
reads as follows :'who were doubtful whether they had
(1) Notwithstanding
anything in the power to convert shares into stock or
principal Actreconvert the stock into paid-up shares.
(a) the rules of any society may provide;
There are many advantages in the
or
societies having that power particularly
(b) the rules of any society may pursuant
now that the cost of recording share
to the principal Act be amended, by certificates has become so heavy. Any
the alteration or rescission of any
rule or by the making of an idea that saves money in the cost of
administering building societies is desiradditional rule, to providefor the conversion of all or 'any of its paid- able, provided that the interests of shareup shares into stock and for the reconver- holders and others are protected. The
sion of that stock into paid-up shares of amendment inserted in the Bill by the
any denomination.
Council is completely satisf.actory. It
(2) A society if so authorized by its rules
may convert all or any of its paid-up shares follows the lines of section 51 of the
into stock and may reconvert that stock Companies Act and of certain of the prointo paid-up shares of 'any denomination.
visions which are contained in table A
and
are usually in the articles of associa(3) If a society has converted any shares
into stock or reconverted stock into shares tion adopted by an ordinary company.
it shall within twenty-one days after so The Ohief Secretary and the Assistant
doing give notice thereof to the registrar Parliamentary Draftsman were most
specifying the shares converted or (as the
helpful in this matter. In fact the draftscase may be) the stock reconverted.
(4) The conversion of shares into stock man somewhat embarrassed me by
or the reconversion of stock into shares inquiring whether the amendment sugshall not in any manner affect the rights " gest-ed was adequate for the purposes I
of members, and references in the principal had outlined. I submitted a copy of the
Act to shares shall, unless a contrary intention appears, be construed as including a amendment made by the other place to
reference to stock.
,
the solicitor for the associated building
societies and I have a lett~r from him
This amendment was suggested by the
indicating that in his opinion it meets
honorable member for Kew when the
the situation fully.
On behalf of the
measure was debated in this House. It
Opposition I thank the Government for
deals with the conversion of building
its co-operation.
societies shares into stock and gives
The motion was agreed to.
those organizations an opportunity to re-convert the stock in to shares. When the
matter was first raised the Government
PRICES REGULATION
intimated that its members were not
(CONTINUATION) B~L.
thoroughly conversant with the position
'Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).but it would have the subject examined
before the Bill reached the Council. That I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
was done and the Parliamentary DraftsThis measure is a simple one and proman and the honorable member for Kew
considered the preparation of a new vides for the extension of the present
dause which later was inserted in the price control for a further period of one
Bill when it was in Committee in the year. It is well-known that there are
two opinions on this question, but the
,other House. I move-price~ Ministers of the States, who are
That the amendment be agreed to.
best able to judge, decided at their last
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I wish to take cpnference to recommend their Governthis opportunity to thank the' Govern- ments to introduce legislation extending
ment for the way in which it has treated price control for a further period
this matter. During the debate on the throughout all the States. The Minissecond-reading motion I suggested that , ters included the Liberal party Premier
the proposal which emanated from the of South Australia, Mr. Playford. Some
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of the Governments have difficulties because of the Upper Houses in their States,
but continuation of price control was the
general consensus of opinion among the
Ministers. Some people hold that if
prices control were abandoned completely prices would ultimately find their
own level. We have tried that method
but I think there are certain things that
we cannot allow in the present economy
of Australia to go uncontrolled. I shall
refer to a few items which have been
controlled for a considerable time in the
Commonwealth, and the effect that they
have had and are still having on the
Australian economy. The five items are
hides and skins, zinc, copper and lead.
They are not what can be called everyday
requirements, but they have a tremendous
effect ·on the economy of this country.
That is disclosed by graphs which I have
here, and copies of which are available
to honorable 'members.
If there had been no .price control in
this country, and the prices of those commodities had followed world trends, as'
they could easily have done, the effect on
the Australian economy would have been
serious.
Everyone 'knows that those
items were not allowed to follow world
trends anywhere, particularly during the
war. The monthly averages of the United
Kingdom and United States of America
have been taken from Quin's Metal Handbook, London. The first graph shows
tha t in connexion wi th zinc the A ustralian economy would have been affected
to the extent of £21,600,000 but for price
control. In regard to copper, its landed
Australian cost was approximately £10
a ton higher than that of the U ni ted
Kingdom. If the Australian price had
been uncontroHed and had moved in line
with the United Kingdom's price, copper
wDuld have CDst this cDuntry an extra
£14,600,000.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is that nDt a
Federal matter?
Mr. CAIN.---.:Without price control the
copper price wDuld have gone higher.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-We dO' not produce lead in VictDria.
Mr. CAIN.----lprice control was carried
on by the CDmmDnwealth until 1948,
since when it has been continued by the
Session 1952-53.-[91]
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States. Consequently where lead is produced the price 'cDntrol operates in those
States. That cDntrDI has been continued
in Australia in view of the general consensus of opinion. I have been talking
about the Australian eCDnDmy and nDt
the Victorian econDmy. If the prices of
these com,mDdities had been aUowed to
go free of contrDI at any periDd they
wDuld have reached tremendDus heights.
AlthDUgh lead is nDt produced in Victoria, I point DUt that the graph shows
what has happened in countries where
the prices have been allDwed to rise and
fall and what wDuld have occurred in
the Commonwealth. But for .price CDntrol lead wDuld have CDst the Australian
eCDnDmy £18,000,000.
Hides and skins are important items.
They have been cDntrDlled, and a Board
handles them. There has been pressure
frDm tanners and prDbably frDm prDducers to have the cDntrol lifted. As a
result of cDntrDI the estimated savings
to' CDnsumers were as follDWS in round
figures:-In
1948-49,
£10,UOO,000;
1949-50,
£11,000,000;
in
1950-51,
£18,000,000; in 19'51-'52, £9,000,000; and
in 1952-53, £4,400,000. Since 1950 the
prices have been cut dDwn and the saving
to Dur eCDnDmy has nDt been as great as
it was when the prices were higher. The
estimate may be Dut of date, but it is
reckoned that if the prices Df hides and
skins had been allowed to go free of
CDn trDI the effect on the user Df fDDtwear
wDuld have amounted to lOs. Dr 12s. in
the case Df a man's ordinary pair of
shDes.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is it nDt true
that hides are being allDwed to rDt rather
than to have them processed fDr leather?
At any rate :that is repDrted.
Mr. CAIN.-If that were so it would
be a cDndemnation of the BDard which
handles hides and skins Dn a CDmmonwealth basis. In comparison with the
prices abroad the Australian prices are
IDW.
I shall now give the HDuse examples
that are exclusively State matters. First,
take petrDI which is required by every
farmer as well as by everybDdy whO' runs
a mDtor car, or cDnducts a factory, or
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uses stationary engines. Petrol is allimportant to our economy. All petrol
used in Australia is imported, but I trust
that that condition will not aLways apply,
and that ultimately a large quantity of
pertol will be produced at Morwell from
brown coal. At present, there is a very
high import tax on petrol, from which the
Commonwealth Government receives
revenue running into millions of pounds,
a portion of which is allocated to the
States. However, that is not the present
issue before the House. There have been
two reductions in the price of petrol
during the last four months, namely,
l!d. and !d. a gallon respectively, which
represent an annual saving to users
throughout the Commonwealth of
£5,500,000. An estimate based on consumption within this State and population indicates that the reduction of 2d.
a gallon represents an annual saving to
Victorian
users
of
approximately
£1,500,000.
It is interesting to note
that the meeting of prices Ministers
which resulted in the reduction of l!d.
a gallon in the price of petrol considered an application by the petrol companies for an increase of 2d. a gallon.
If the increase sought had been granted,
consumers would be paying approximately £10,000,000 more a year than
they are under the present price.
Victoria acts as the investigating
State and makes recommendations to
the prices Ministers' conferences on the
price of petrol. Up to date the States
have acted collectively, basing their
decision on the price of petrol on the
recommendations of the Victorian Prices
Branch. About eighteen months ago the
Queensland prices Minister raised the
question of the differential rates operating between country districts and the
metropolitan area in relation to the price
of petrol. Originally the prices were
based on the capital cities of the States.
That meant that although petrol was
landed at, say, Portland, users in the
surrounding district had to pay the
Melbourne rate plus the appropriate
differential. The same principle applied
in other places and in all States. As a
result of the Queensland Minister's suggestion, it was decided that the price of
petrol should be fixed at ports and that
Mr. Cain.

(Oontinuation) Bill.

differential rates should apply according
to the distance from the port where the
petrol was landed. As a result petrol
users in certain parts of the State were
saved a considerable amount-at Portland, for example, the price was reduced
by 4d. a gallon, and that price became the
basis for the differential rate applying
throughout the Western District. The
honorable member for Dundas will be
aware that to-day the price of petrol in
Hamilton is 2d.. , a gallon cheaper than
it would be under the previous arrangement.
Of course, the differential
system operates within a certain radius
from each port, and the nearest port is
the basis for the price in a given town.
The new arrangement has made a considerable difference in Queensland because of the long distances involved.
I know that price control is a controversial political subject, and I do not
assert that it is the panacea for all our
ills. I have never subscribed to that
view, but I believe it would be very
unwise to decontrol certain commodities
to-day, for instance, petrol, beer,
cigarettes and tobacco. I trust there
will not be serious opposition to the
passage of this Bill, and suggest to
honorable members opposite that if they
were on this, the Government, side of
the House to-day, they would not abolish
price control completely. The Liberal
party Government of South Australia
has not done so.
Mr. Playford, the
Premier, is also the Minister in Charge
of Prices and he has attended conferences of prices Ministers since 1948.
As a result, he is aware of the value and
effectiveness of price control and knows
what its complete abolition would mean.
People who say, "Let it go," are either
not informed or do not want to be
informed. I do not say that price control should continue in respect of everything but it is necessary with major
commodities-such as petrol-which
seriously affect the economy of the
nation. I do not wish to mislead the
House. Probably similar legislation will
be introduced next year, but at least
that will give the House an opportunity
to examine the situation again, and that
is not a bad idea.
'
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Mr. MUTToN.-What is the present other than that supplied by co-operative
position in respect of the Lakes Entrance housing societies, is available for home
project? Has any progress been made? . building, which is largely confined to
owner-builders, whose rate of progress
Mr. CAIN.-The Victorian Govern- is necessarily slow, the War Service
ment spent £250,000, and the Common- Homes Commission and similar organiwealth Government £350,000, on that zations. Noone is bulHding houses for
project, employing American oil experts, rental purposes. There is, therefore, a
but apparently the Victarian geologists, definite need to preserve existing accomwho said petrol was not there, were modation as far as possible. Applicaproved to be right in the long run.
tions to demolish or convert almost inOn the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Leader variably concern rented houses of the
of the Opposition), the debate was poorer type, usually in industrial areas.
The tenants of these dwellings are the
adjourned until next day.
least likely to have the means to build
their own homes, and if they are evicted
BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
from their present homes they will
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
inevitably become a problem for the
(EXTENSION) BILL.
State accommodation officer. The presMr. HAYES (Minister in Charge of sure by industry to expand at the expense
Materials}.-I moveof ·these dwellings is great, but so far
That this Bill be now read a second time. the Act has enabled the Building DirecThe purpose of the Bill is to extend for torate to secure the co-operation of coma further period of twelve months the mercial interests in obtaining suitable
life of the Building Operations and alternative accommodation without placBuilding Materials Control Act 1946 and ing an additional burden on the Governsubsequent amending legislation. The ment in this respect.
Acts at present control the following:In all estimates regarding the probable
(1) The demolition, removal, or con- demand for Aus,traHan-manufactured
version to other uses ot' any galvanized iron sheets, the requirements
of industry for the construction of new
dwelling house;
factories
have not been taken into
(2) The use in certain building operations of galvanized iron sheets account. The Act at present permits the
use of Australian galvanized iron sheets
of Australian manufacture;
on a limited scale which, on the basis of
(3) The regulations governing the the figures available for the nine months
supply and sale of galvanized ending September, 1953, has given rise
iron sheets of Australian manu- to a lag of unfulfilled, approved orders
facture; and
amounting to 10,000 tons of 26-gauge
( 4) The regula tions governing the corrugated iron, or approximately ten
supply, sale, and use of cement to twelve months' supply at the present
of Victorian manufacture.
rate from New South Wales. Since the
It is considered desirable to maintain the demand for this commodity, within the
present measure of control on these present limited approved scale, can be
items for reasons which I shall explain reasonably estimated at approximately
one-third of the potential demand under
to honorable members.
conditions of no control, the GovernDealing with the first item-demoliment considers that relaxation of the
tions, removals, and conversion of dwellings-there is no evidence indicating any provision relating to restriction on the ,
alleviation of the housing shortage. use of Australian-made galvanized iron
Although two years ago the lI'ate of would create an enormous and increashouse construction was limited to a large ing shortage, with supplies inevitably
extent by a general shortage of materials, going to industry to the detriment of
prices were considerably lower than to- primary producers, home builders, and
day, and finance was more freely avail- those who now :receive a measure of
able. To-day, practically no finance, priority.
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The quantities of galvanized iron
received into Victoria during the three
years ended the 30th June, 1953, are as
follows:-

---

From New
South
Wales.

From
Overseas.

tons.

tons.

tons.

..
..
..

16,830
14,599
23,523

25,594
23,351
11,311

42,424
37,950
34,834

Average

18,317

20,085'

38.402

-

1950-51
1951-52
1952-53

Total.

Yearly

The Building Operations and Building
Materials Control Regulations 1952, are
used at present solely for the control of
the supply and sale of iron. They are
additional to the section of the Act referred to, and they provide for the
system of allocation at present in use by
which all orders are submitted for approval and allotted an appropriate
degree of priority; also the allocation of
supplies received from New South Wales
to merchants and manufacturers.
The system ensures an even and equitable distribution of available supplies,
and makes possible the allocation of AustraHan material to the Housing Commission, the Soldier Settlement Commission
and simHar Government Departments.
In pursuance of this latter policy, the
amounts so far this year made available
to Government Departments represent an
annu~l saving' of approximately £40,000
~nd In view of future Government proJects land departmental requirements
this saving may well be considerabl~
increased.
From the f.ollowing figures, which
reveal the quantities of cement produced in Victoria during the period
1st J'anuary, 1950, to 30th June, 1953, it
will be noted that production during the
years 1950-52 was fairly stable. It was
affedted only by the floods that occurred
in 1951. For the year 1950, the production was 213,400 tons; for 1951, it was
198,225 tons; for 1952, 222,150 tons; and
for the period ended 30th June, 1953,
Mr. Hayes.

Building Materials

133,200 t'Ons. The, demand for cement
is estimated at from 380,000 tons to
400,000 tons per annum.
It is interesting t'O note from statistics
relating to house construction that have
been compiled by the Commonwealth
StaNstician thalt 22,200 homes were completed during the twelve months ended
the 31st March, 1953, and that, at that
date, 22,506 were under con's'truction.
Assuming that 5 tons of cement is
required for each dwelling, more than
100,000 tons will be absorbed in the
constructJion of new houses alone.
I shall now discuss regulations for the
contr'Ol of cement of Victorian manufacture. Production in this State is still
insufficient to meet the demand, although
output at Geelong has been stepped up
over the last five months and appears to
be steady at a figure equal to 300,000 tons
per annum. Furthermore, it is confidently expected that production at
Traralgon will commence before Christmas and, although the initial v'Olume
will not be great, it is anticipated that
full production will be reached early in
1954. Availability is assessed as 300,000
tons' from Geelong and 36,000 tons from
Traralgon, making a total of 336,000
tons. With a further 12,000 tons expected to be available from Tasmania
the over-all total from these source~
should be approaching 350,000 tons. The
demand is being maintained, iJut the
position is being closely watched with
the view of extending the use of the local
product into the field of commercial and
industri'al building, should the position
warrant such action.
The policy of the Government in providing Victorian cement t'O Government
Departments has achieved a considerable
saving over the nine months to 30th
September, 1953. During that period, a
total of 21,488 tons was made available
in excess of that supplied during the corresponding peri'Od of 1952. This represented a saving of at least £100,000 and
justified the policy instituted at the
beginning of this year. Prior to the current year, cement was imported in large
quantities from overseas, and the Government felt that local cement should be
made available to Government Depart-

Oontrol (Eztension)

ments in preference to that imported
from overseas. The following figures
indicate the extent to which Government
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Departments have benefited as a result
of the allocation to them' of ce:nen t of
Australian manufacture:Quantity Allocated.

I

Department.

1st January,
1952, to 30th
September,
1952.

tons.

tons.
1,072
3,412
3,264
1,315
1,526
576
5,012
425
800
1,471
2,615

5,092
16,207
15,604
6,246
7,249
2,736
23,807
2,019
3,800
6,987
12,421

21,488

102,168

320
1,144
128
5,650
'650
96
4,053
855

..
209
..

1,392
4,556
3,392
6,965
2,176
672
9,065
1,280
800
1,680
2,615

..

13,105

34,593

Totals ..

..

..

Despite the fact that supplies of cement
are improving, the Government is of the
opinion that unless it retains a measure
of control, the situation might get out of
hand. The Building Directorate is today dealing with many people who make
application for small quantities ranging
from 1 ton to 10 tons for the building
of homes throughout the State, and I am
confident in saying that unless the
Government had control of the position
it would not be as good as it is to-day.
Sir
THOMAS
MALTBY.-Has
the
Government considered placing municipalities on the same basis as Government
Departments for the supply of Australian cement?
Mr. HAYES.-The Government is trying to make available to municipalities
a certain quota each month, which is
considered to be a better practice than
that of allocating a larger quantity every
six months.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is that practice operating now?
Mr. HAYES.-Yes, it is working satisfactorily. While the present shortages
obtain, it is not possible to give to
everyone the quantity desired, but the
Building Directorate is performing a
reasonably good job, and extension of
the existing controls for a further period

Accrued
Sa.ving a.t
£4 15s.
per ton.

tons.

..
Victorian Railways
..
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission ..
State Electricity Commission
..
..
..
Country Roads Board
..
..
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board
.,
..
..
Housing Commission
Public Works Department
..
..
Soldier Settlement Commission
..
..
Harbor Trusts
..
..
..
Hospitals and Charities Commission
..

..

Increased
Quantity
Available
1953.

1st January,
1953, to 30th
September,
1953.

I

£

of twelve months is desired. I assure
the Opposition that if by next June the
Government ascertains that it is possible
to procure supplies of cement in sufficient quantities to meet demands it will
not retain the control of that commodity
for one day longer than is necessary.
On the motion of Sir THOMAS
MALTBY (Barwon) the debate, was
adjourned until next day.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT) Bn...L.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to amend the Sewerage
Districts Acts. Its purpose is to make
amendments to the administrative procedure prescribed under the existing
Acts in order that the operations of
country sewerage authorities may be
facilitated. In particular, the wording
of the present provisions relating to
borrowing by the issue of debentures by
such authorities has been revised and
brought up to date. Clause 3 of the Bill
provides for the substitution of newlyworded sections in place of the existing
sections that cover the raising of loans
by the issue of debentures, and it may
be observed that the new wording is
similar to sections 11 to 14 inclusive of
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the Water Act 1952, No. 5637, which in- the Sewerage Districts Acts into line
troduced provisions for the raising of with the long-established procedure
loans from private sources by water- which applies to local water authorities
works trusts and other local water under the Water Acts.
authorities. Out-of-date features of the
The Provincial Sewerage Authorities
existing sections, such as the reference to Association of Victoria has requested
the investment of the sinking fund in several amendments to the existing legisVictorian Government 3 per cent. stock, lation, and clauses 2, 5, 6, and 7 of the
have been eliminated.
Bill embody amendments sought by this
At present, a sewerage
A new provision is made to permit an association.
alternative form of debenture, in addi- authority is required to advertise for
tion to the ~prm prescribed in the Fourth tenders, and obtain the approval of the
Schedule of the Act, for cases where the Minister before entering into contracts
whole loan is advanced by one lender. exceeding £100. This provision has not
Such an alternative form is permitted been amended since 1915, and it is now
for such cases in borrowings under the proposed under clause 2 to increase the
Local Gover:nment Acts, and is widely specified amount to £500 in view of
used as the form permitted is more con- changed money values.
Clause 5 provides for an increase in
venient. This amendment has been suggested by the State Savings Bank to 'the limit imposed by the' Act on the
facilitate the arrangements it makes for special rate which can be made by an
such loans. In the event of this particular authority prior to the completion of
amendment being passed by Parliament, sewers. It is proposed to limit such
the Government will consider introduc- special rates to a maximum of 2s. in
jng a similar amendment to further the £1 of net annual value, or 4d. in
amend the Water Acts so as to permit the £1 of unimproved capital value,
local water authorities also to use the these limits being in line with a recent
alternative form of debenture.
similar amendment of the Water Acts.
Under an existing provis.ion of the The present limit for the special rate is
Sewerage Districts Acts, a sewerage 6d. in the £1 of net annual value--or
authority which has borrowed funds 1d. in the £1 of unimproved capital
from private sources for its main works value--and sewerage authorities now
is precluded from obtaining any loan seeking to undertake construction of
funds from the Government until the their schemes have pointed out that
whole of the privately-raised loan has under present conditions they would have
been redeemed. Local water authorities interest payments and other expenses to
are not now precluded from obtaining meet during the construction period
Government loan funds under similar which could not be recouped with the
circumstances. The Bill provides for small special rate now permitted.
At present an authority has the power
the repeal of the present provision referred to, so that in future any Govern- to fix minimum amounts of rate to be
ment loan funds available may be paid in respect of properties on which
advanced to sewerage authorities irres- there are buildings up to £2 lOs., and in
pective of whether previous loans have respect of vacant lots up t'O £1. These
been obtained from private or Govern- limits were fixed in 1938, and it is now
mental sources.
proposed to increase the amounts to £5
Under sub-clause (3) of clause 3 the in respect of properties with buildings
procedure involved when a sewerage and £2 in respect of vacant lands. These
authority makes application for approval proposed increases in the limits for both
to borrowing will be simplified in the the special rate and the minimum
same way as provided for local water amounts of rate do not mean that higher
authorities in the recent amendments to charges will necessarily be' made. The
the Water Acts. It is proposed under authorities themselves can fix any
clause 4 to require sewerage authorities amounts they desire up to the limits
to obtain the sanction of the Minister specified, and in many cases the actual
for withdrawals from their depreciation amounts will probably be lower than the
funds, thus bringing the procedure under limits fixed in the Act.
Mr. Stoneham.
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Sewerage authorities have frequently
directed attention to anomalies which
arise under the existing section of the
Act which provides that, in the case of
certain non-rateable properties, no
charge for sewerage services can be
made, levied, recovered or received.
Clause 6 will empower authorities to
receive payments voluntarily offered in
respect of these properties where the
bodies controlling the properties think it
proper that some payment should be
made. The amendment will not, however, enable any such payments to be
enforced. The properties concerned are
in the following categories:-Commons
mines, public worship, mechanics institutes, public libraries, cemeteries, free
schools, subsidized technical schools,
charitable purposes, agricultural college
sites, war memorials and ex-servicemen's clubs. Persons controlling properties of the type enumerated have frequently offered and some have even
made payment, but, under the law at
present, sewerage authorities are not
entitled to receive such amounts.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Payment is made
in 'certain cases if the property concerned
is connected with a sewerage scheme.
Mr. STONEHAM.-The amendment
will legalize the receiving of these
payments. Clause 7 will amend the
charge payable to a sewerage authority
for a rate certificate from 1s. to 2s. 6d.;
this is in line with recent amendments
to the Water Acts and the Local Government Acts. As I have already mentioned, the Bill will meet the requirements of the Provincial Sewerage
Authorities Association and I hope the
measure will receive a speedy passage.
On the motion of Mr. TURNBULL
(Korong) the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, November 24.
l

COUNTRY SEWERAGE LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-I moveThat this BiB be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to seek
parliamentary approval to make loan
funds available to the 38 sewerage
authorities named in the schedule to the

Loan Application Bill.
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Bill. The total estimated cost of the
works involved is £7,900,000 of which
amount £4,000,000 would be provided
from Government loan funds and the
balance would be borrowed from
private sources. By means of this Bill it
is proposed to authorize an expenditure
of £4,000,000 from Government loan
funds.
It is unfortunate in a matter of such
importance and so closely related t~ the
health of the community, that it has
been necessary, because of the limitation
of loan funds, to restrict the actual expenditure on sewerage works during the
current financial year to an amount of
only £80,000. The amount which will
be available next year cannot be forecast
until after the total loan allocation for
tha t year has been determined by the
Loan Council.
The unexpended portions of the provision authorized in the existing Act of
1947 have been incorporated in the provision sought in this Bill. It is desired,
therefore, that the sums specified in the
column headed " Proposed Provision" in
the schedule to the Bill be authorized.
The new Bill when enacted will cancel
the existing Act of 1947 and will continue effective until the new provisions
as authorized have been expended.
With the object of encouraging the
construction of sewerage works, provision was contained in the Sewerage
Loan and Application Act 1947 to assist
local authorities by' means of grants.
The assistance is afforded by the transfer, on the approval of the Governor in
Council upon the recommendation of the
Minister, of portion of the capital cost
from the direct liability of the local
sewerage authority to the State. The
am·ount of the capital liability so transferred is based on a "formula" which
has been adopted by previous Governments and has regard both to the cost
of the proposed sewerage works and the
population to be served.
The Government has included provision in this Bill to continue to render
assistance by this means as it is obvious,
in most instances, that the high capital
costs of installation would be too heavy
to be borne solely by the local inhabitants.
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This assistance would be additional to
the concession contained in the Sewerage
Districts Act 1943, wherein it is provided
that where the interest rate payable by
a sewerage authority on money borrowed to finance works exceeds 3 per
cent., the authority will receive a subsidy
from the Treasury equal to the difference between the amount actually payable and the amount which would be
payable at an interest rate of 3 per cent.
per annum. I might add that no moneys
are advanced to any authority for the
construction of sewerage work until the
scheme has been examined by the Commission of Public Health and approved
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission.
An item included for the first time in
a sewerage loan Bill is a provision of
£1,300,000 for the construction of the
Latrobe Valley outfall sewer for the
conveyance of domestic and industrial
wastes from the Latrobe Valley, which
is developing rapidly and becoming
highly industrialized. The outfall sewer
is to provide primarily for the disposal
of the highly toxic wastes from the
brown coal gasification plant now under
construction by the Gas and Fuel Corporation. As the production of brown
coal gas cannot commence until provision is made for the disposal of the
noxious waste, it is essential that immediate action be taken to meet the cost
of this important sewer, the construction
of which has become a matter of urgency.

Loan Application Bill.

sewage effluents from adjacent towns
and trade wastes from other industries
in the area, including the paper mills
at Maryvale. The use of this sewer main
for the disposal of industrial wastes will
effect an immediate and permanent improvement in the present heavily polluted
condition of the Latrobe river.
Doubtless members are aware that
under the provisions of the Latrobe
Valley Drainage Act, 1951, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission is
empowered to exercise the functions of
the Latrobe Valley Drainage Board until
such time as that Board is constituted.
The Commission, accordingly, has been
proceeding with preparatory investigations, planning and designing connected
with the outfall sewer. It is intended
that the Board will be appointed early
in 1954 before the actual construction of
the sewer is put in hand. As the clauses
in the Bill are all machinery clauses, I
do not think they require elaboration by
me at this stage. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of Mr. TURNBULL
(Korong) the debate was adjourned until
next day.
The sitting was suspended at 6.5 p.m.
until 7.30 p.m.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (IMPORTED
HOUSES) BILL (No.2).
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-I move-

It is proposed, therefore, to invite

That this Bill be now read a second time.

tenders immediately for the manufacture
of the sewer pipes so that delivery can
commence in July, 1954. This action will
enable the pipes to be laid, and other
essential works constructed by the 1st
January, 1956, in time for the commencement of the gasification of the
brown coal at the Morwell plant. Commencing at the gasification works at
Morwell the main outfall sewer will
traverse the area through Maryvale and
Traralgon to the Ninety-mile beach-a
distance of ·some 50 miles. The importance of this major undertaking will be
appreciated when it is realized that in
addition to waste from the brown coal
gasification plant, the sewer has been
designed to fa~ilitate the removal of the

In the Local Government Act of 1949,
a provision was included which amended
Part 49 of the principal Act-the Local
Government Act 1946-dealing with the
uniform building regulations, and empowered the Governor in Council, by
order, to provide for and allow the
relaxation of the requirements of any
regulation under that Part, or any other
regulation, joint regulation, or by-law
under the Act so far as it related to precut houses, imported for any Government Department, and erected within
twelve months after the commencement of that Act, namely, the 6th
December, 1949. It will be recalled that
the Railway Department imported a
number of pre-cut houses in connexion

Mr. Stoneham.
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with what was known as the" Operation
Snail" project, and these homes did not
comply with the building regulations in
certain respects. For example, such
dwellings had a ceiling height of 8 feet,
whereas the regulations required 9 feet
-now reduced to 8 ft. 6 in. In addition,
they were not provided with internal
vents, and the sizes and spacings of
framing timbers did not comply with
the regulations.
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previous Government-if they were
forced into such a position. It should
be perfectly obvious to all honorable
members that deficits are bad business
for the State. At the present time
there is a sinking fund account, which
up till this year has taken annually out
of revenue the sum of £650,000. As a
result of last year's deficit of £365,000,
a further £31,000 will be paid out of
revenue annually for the next seventeen
years into the sinking fund. From now
on one of the first charges on the
State's Budget will be a payment of
£681,000 into the sinking fund, which is
a large handicap to overcome in the
initial framing of any Budget. It means
that in addition to the amount of
£365,000, which will not be available
this year for capital works, a further
amount of £31,000 will be a charge
against the present Budget for interest.
The 82 per cent. per annum which is
paid into the sinking fund on funded
deficits provides for repayment of the
amount in seventeen years. Thus the
deficits of the last few years will be a
charge on the State for a number of
years. It will be at least ten or twelve
years before the Government will cease
paying £681,000 yearly into the sinking
fund.

On the expiration of the period of
twelve months, it was found that the
project had not been completed, and
from then on it was necessary to pass
further legislation each year extending
the period during which exemption from
the regulations might be gran ted. The
current approval expires on the 5th December, 1953. The present position is
that of a total of 1,466 houses imported,
978 have been erected and eighteen are
under construction, leaving 470 houses
still to be erected. These houses are
held in store at Brooklyn, and their
erection depends mainly on the amount
of money that can be made available
for. the work. In the Government's view,
there is no alternative at this stage but
to pass further legislation allowing for
the exemption of these houses from the
provisions of the regulations. This Bill
Although I agree with the Treasurer's
provides for relaxation of the reguLations
for a period of five years from the 6th object of avoiding a deficit this financial
December, 1949, instead of four years, year, I do not agree that it was necessary
to take such actions as imposing the
under the existing Act.
entertainments tax, and increasing the
On the motion of Mr. PETTY land tax-which I believe places too
(Toorak) the debate was adjourned until severe a burden on a particular section
next day.
of the community-in order to balance
the Budget. The honorable gentleman
REVENUE DEFICIT FUNDING Bn..L said that this year the Government:
(No.2).
had about £7,000,000 more' revenueThe debate (adjourned from Novem- to allocate than did the previous:
ber 11) on the motion of Mr. Cain Government, and stated that extra.
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second costs would offset that amount. Although
reading of this Bill was resumed.
the Premier omitted to advert to'
the fact in his Budget speech, in his
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposi.tion) .-Last week the Premier intro- second-reading speech on this Bill he'
duced this small Bill to fund the deficit stated that last year the Treasurer had
of the previous financial year. I agree to fund a deficit of £2,500,000, which'
with the Premier's assertion that it is mean t that loan funds were depleted to·
Therefore, the present
detrimental to the interests of the State that extent.
for any Government to have a deficit. Treasurer is in a much more faviJurable
I do not say that with the view of con- position than was the Leader of th~
demning past Governments-or even the Country party, as Treasurer, last year~
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A large number of people in Vll!toria
do not take sufficient cognizance of how
the State is financed. Indeed, I believe
too few members of this House know
how the larger questions-the functions
of government, administration, the need
for money in this Department or that,
and how economies can be effected-are
dealt with. The average private member
in the House rarely speaks on Budget
matters or gives any indication of his
thoughts on the Supply sheet or, the
Estimates. I believe all members should
interest themselves in questions concerning State finance. Because of the uniform taxation system honorable members
and the general public have accepted the
position that it does not matter much
that the Government must send representatives to Canberra annually to receive a
set sum of money, which the Treasurer
then allocates to' the best of his ability.
If that sum is insufficient in the opinion
of the Treasurer or tha t of pressure
groups or electors, the Treasurer has
the excuse of saying, " I have not f'nough
money; you can blame Canberra." I
agree that that story goes over fairly
well; unless people study the State
finances they are not in a position to
argue with the Treasurer as to whether
he is right or wrong. The Premier must
find it comparatively easy to convince
people in that way by shif'ting the blame
to the central Government in Canberra.
I am concerned wi th the over-all
financing of the operations of this State
as compared with those of the Commonwealth Government. The Oommonwealth
Government finances capital works out of
revenue. The Premier will admit that
an appreciable amount of this State's
loan moneys comes ostensibly from
revenue out of the Federal Budget. In
the State sphere, the position is in
reverse because by the end of a. given
nnancial year---'the Leader of the Country
party, as Treasurer, and the Premier
have both been in this position-there
are usually certain works, which are
really of a capital nature, still out.standing. The Treasurer of the day
will say, "We have run out of loan
moneys. Therefore, I will grant this
amount 'Out of revenue." I do not
know whether the Treasurer is endeavouring to fool himself or the
Mr. Bolte.
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people, because it is apparent that if there
is a deficit a't the end of the financial
year it is funded and paid out of loan
funds. It is really a jig-saw puzzle and
Treasurers of the past could enlighten
the people of this State and elsewhere as
to how the pieces are firtted together.
I have, however, always thought that
such a measure as this should be introduced much later' in the financial year,
because the payments of interest and
sinking fund commence from the date of
the funding of the deficit. I do not know
whether my idea is correct or not, and
perhaps the Treasurer will inform me if
I am mistaken. If I am right, I should
have thought that this Bill could have
been brought in towards the end of the
financial year. I take it that the total
sum of loan funds is not made available
at the beginning of the financial year, but
that various sums are made available at
different times. While there is a credit
remaining, it is good business not
to fund the deficit, because then the
State does not have to meet the interest
and sinking fund payments un til a later
time. Even if the Bill passes both
Houses, ,perhaps the Government will
not proclaim the legislation, which can
be held back until an appropriate time.
No doubt, 'the Treasury officials will
advise the Treasurer concerning that
matter.
I have no objection to this Bill passing
all stages. My only objection to it is
that it deals with a deficit, which I do
not like to see at any time. However,
as the State has incurred a deficit we
must do the proper thing and ensure
that it is funded. I do not propose to
debate State finances at this juncture. I
realize that the Treasurer will introduce
the Appropriation Bill some time before
Christmas and then members will have
ample opportunity, if they desire to do
so, to deal with State finances in more
detail, and to analyse some of the taxing measures that have been introduced
by the Government. Probably, other
Bills affecting the budgetary proposals
of the Government will also be introduced. Having those matters in mind,
I have no desire to delay this particular
measure any further. I trust that the
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hope of the Treasurer will be realized
and that this will be the last Revenue
Deficit Funding Bill that will be introduced for many years.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I
had not intended to speak on this
measure, because deficits are always unfortunate for the Treasurer of the day.
However, the Treasurer, when introducing the Bill, appeared to be somewhat
self-satisfied and implied that the genius
possessed by himself and the members
of his Government had enabled them to
produce a great deal out of nothing.
That is not quite the position, and that
fact is disclosed in the Budget papers.
It is true, as the Leader of the Opposition
has stated, that members ought to take
a greater interest in the financial affairs
of the State as presented in the Budget
papers. A study of those papers will
reveal that the Premier has been
extremely fortunate, because he has received a substantially increased amount
of revenue as compared with what was
received by the previous Government, of
which I was Treasurer. The Budget
papers show that this Government has
received an increase of £7,847,000, which
is a considerable sum. Further, legislation has been introduced as a result of
which the revenue of the Government
will be increased still more. I think it
is the duty of members on the Government side of the House to ask the
Treasurer what he is doing with those
particular amounts. I know that he can
refer them to the Budget papers, but
that is not quite sufficient.
Such a large increase in revenue makes
it easy indeed for the Treasurer to be
pious and hopeful that this State will
suffer no more deficits. I sincerely hope
that proves to be the case, but if there
is a drop in the prices of primary products, which has been indicated in newspapers almost daily, it is possible that
we \¥ill suffer deficits again. The incurring of a deficit enables a Government
to carryon the affairs of the State
when it is temporarily lacking the necessary funds.
Later, Parliamentary
authority is obtained to recover that
deficit from loan moneys. Of c(>urse, it
is not a good practice because when a
deficit is funded the State has to pay a
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higher rate of interest, for the repayment
terms are not as favourable for funding a
deficit as for loan money. That was
one of the penalties imposed as a result
of the Financial Agreement.
Although the Treasurer did not say in
so many words that previous Governments had been careless and did not have
the capacity to manage the affairs of this
State, that is what he implied when he
stated that his Government has been
able to put the financial affairs of this
State on a sound footing. I hope that is
so, but I wish to direct the attention of
the honorable gentleman to the fact
that the present position has been
made possible as an o~tcome of
certain unpopular action taken by
my Government, as a result of circumstances completely beyond our control
when we were confronted with the
greatest rise in the cost of living and
cost structure generally that has ever
occurred. As the Treasurer and every
other member of this Parliament knows,
this State has little or virtually no control over its finances, or over the bulk
Of. its expenditure. All kinds of Boards,
trIbunals and wage-fixing authorities
decide what the Government shall pay
for the various services rendered by
those concerned. Apart from a few
paltry millions, which the Government
can expend on various works, the great
bulk of our expenditure is earmarked by
complete necessity, as a result of legislation passed by this and other Parliaments, which give other people power
to say what the cost of running Vic-.
toria will be.
lt is important, and becomes increasingly so, for every member of this Parliament to make a study Of finance~
I suggest that a Public Accounts Com-.
mittee should be appointed to examine,
the expenditure and the sources of'
revenue of Victoria. I believe that such
a committee would be an invaluable·
help to the Government and also to Parliament. Further, it would inform the,
public mind to a much greater extent
than is possible under the present
system. 'When the Treasurer accused my
~overnment of being careless or apathe-tIc, or failing in ability to manage the'
affairs of this State, he was nQt. fair'
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enough to point to the increase in the
basic wage that took place during our
term of office, amounting to £5 a week
for each individual. That increased the
cost of almost everything being done
under Government control or Government direction; it amounted to untold
millions. During the time I was Premier,
the Budget total expenditure increased
from approximately £65,000,000 to
£85,000,000. I am not complaining of
that position but I ani showing how
fortunate the Treasurer is that conditions have become somewhat stabilized.
I trust that the Government will hesitate befor~ it takes any step to increase
costs in this State by granting the
latest cost-of-living allowance. Although
such action may not be responsible for
a deficit in the future, it will certainly
affect the finances of Victoria.
I
do not think this Government is
in a position where it can afford to
be over-generous, and to grant more
than has been decided upon by a tribunal
set up for the purpose of fixing wages
and working conditions; yet this Government has seen fit to accept a considerable additional burden. Not only the
latest adjustment but future quarterly
adjustments will be taken into considera~
tion; therefore, the problem becomes
important.

Country people have been faced with
a tremendous increase in railway fares
and freights. I admit quite frankly that
my Government imposed a greater total
bill of costs over the whole of the people
of Victoria than the present Government has done, because the increase for
which this Government has been responsible affects solely the rural section ot
the people. The Government hopes to
receive approximately £2,500,000 to
£3,000,000 additional revenue, whereas I
think I budgeted for an increase of more
than £9,000,000 in railway revenue. I
stress that that sum was spread over al1
sections in all parts of the State. Again,
I was forced to increase land tax, and
this Government has seen fit to reduce
that tax in certain phases. Further, l
introduced other measures to provide
revenue, and this Government is reaping
the benefit. If my Government had not
Mr. McDOfKJld.
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had the courage to face up to those particular problems, the present Adminitration would have been in a much more
serious position than it is.
I know that I will be accused of riding
my "hobby horse" but I remind the
Treasurer that he can have some say in
the source of his revenue if he will
fight the imposition of uniform taxation.
I suggest to the Government and its supporters, that if they are to manage the
affairs of this State properly, at least
concerning revenue, they should put
their house in order and try to ascertain
what revenue they are to receive and
from whom they will get it. There can
be no real responsibility unless the
Government raises its own revenue. I
have been a Treasurer of this State and
I know there are pressure groups. I
am aware than in one's own electorate
there are often pressing needs on which
considerable sums of money can be
spent. It becomes very hard to resist
a genuine case,_ because sometimes unless
something is done tremendous hardship
is imposed on many people. Of. course,
generally speaking that means the expenditure of a large sum of money.
If we could revert to the system
under which the State Government
decided the sources of revenue and the
amount to be derived, I consider that
there would be greater responsibility of
government. I do not reflect upon the
Premier in making that comment. If
the taxpayers could be informed of the
reasons why a certain sum was required to be raised, I consider that Parliament would be much better informed
and members would be more careful
than they are in making demands for
funds. The Bill to fund the deficit is
necessary. I trust that the Premier's
pious hopes that there will be no more
deficits in Victoria will be fulfilled. If
that objective is realized, nobody will be
more happy than I.
'Mr. TuRNBULL.-Do you not thInk
that the deficit could have been met
from revenue this year?
Mr. McDONALD.-It is possible that
it could have been met out of the increase in revenue that the Treasurer
has this financial year. The question
of expenditure is one for the Government to decide. I recall that during the
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last Assembly general election campaign, the Premier made all sorts of
promises, which he qualified with the
statement, " provided that Canberra gives
me the money." I do not know whether
the honorable gentleman will take a
technical point and assert that·" Canberra" has not given him the required
funds, but he has the sum of about
£10,000,000 more than the Government
which I led had available. Members of
the Labour party, particularly country
members, should examine the Budget to
ascertain the manner in which the
money is being spent. I hope that some
of the great load that the Government
is adding to the country people in the
form of increased water rates, higher
land taxes, and extortionate railway
freights will be alleviated. The increases in railway transport costs will
kill the policy of decentralization. In view
of the total funds that the Treasurer
has to spend, I
consider that,
instead of adding to the burden of rural
dwellers, he should ease it. That is the
only criticism I have to offer iil speaking to this Bill, but I shall have more
to say when the Appropriation Bill is
before the House. But for the policy
pursued by the Country 'party Government, the present Treasurer could not
have presented such a Budget as he
brought down this financial year. My
Government courte4 unpopularity, and
the present Premier is reaping the
benefit.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
STATE FORESTS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
The debate (adjourned from November 10) on the motion of Mr. Scully
(Honorary Minister) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).Every year it is necessary to pass a Bill
relating to the appropriation of funds
for work relating to one of our great
natural resources, the forest area'S of
the State. The Bill embodies several
very definite objectives, and authorizes
expenditure of the sum of £1,100,000. An
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amount has been allocated for the purchase of land-isolated freeholds, and
the like--for the further extension of
forests. There is the most important
subject of fire protection, an item which
looms tremendously in the welfare of
the State. Then there is the improvement and development of the indigenous
State forests-those native to Victoria.
Construction of roads and tI'amways for
bringing out forest products is a very
essential item. Provision must be made
for accommodation for forest officers,
a sum of money is required for purchase
of plant and machinery, and a sum is to
be paid into a Forest Stores Suspense
Account.
The honorable member for Gippsland East unfortunately is not in
the House to-night on account of
illness, but we believe that he will be
back shortly. If he were present, he
would address himself, with skill and
real understanding, to this measure.
One of his great attributes is his love of
the forests. He has a practical approach
to all matters relating to forestry, since
he is a trained bushman who has been
associated all his life with forestry and
has advocated the development of the
forest areas of Victoria.
Until the Forests Commission was
created, the history of forestry in this
State was sordid and disastrous. Former
members of Parliament realized that it
was necessary to conserve our natural
resources, to protect them from fire, and
to regenerate them, if possible, in areas
ravaged by fire. Consequently, a Bill
providing for the establishment of the
Forests Commission was passed. Our
forefathers of two or three generations
ago realized that Victoria was clothed
with magnificent forests, particularly in
the southern areas. However, those
who preceded us evidently did not appreciate the great potential worth of the
timber. We of the present generation
place great value on our natural timbers
that were our inheritance when Victoria
was separated from New South Wales
and was given self-government.
Magnificent timbers grew not only in
the highlands of the Great Dividing
Range, but also in southern Gippsland
and in the Otway ranges. Probably
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because of the difficulties that confronted
our forebears, the timber did not have
for them the value that we place on it
to-day. The pioneers considered that it
was necessary to cultivate the land, and
by fire and every other means available
they destroyed timbered areas so that
land could be cleared. Certain areas
were wrongly set aside for agriculture;
probably the best product that could be
raised on them is timber. There were
depredations into our timber resources
which we could hardly contemplate
to-day.
One tragic day for the
State was "Black Thursday" in the
early 1850's; there were tremendous
fires in Gippsland about the year 1899;
and there were other disastrous outbreaks just before the beginning of the
second world war. Forests of mountain
ash were levelled in those fires, particularly in the electorate of Evelyn, which
I formerly represented. That district
was depleted of a great natural growth
of timber, and those destroyed forests of
mountain ash, or eucalyptus regnans,
cannot be replaced for a generation or
more.
Officers of the Forests Commission
possess vast scientific knowledge, and
consequently
the
Commission
is
gradually, if slowly, rectifying the conditions which I have outlined. There
are other wonderful varieties of timber,
including the blue gums and mountain
ash, and there are many varieties in
respect of which I do not think the
term " common " should be used,
although
it is applied freely to
messmate, peppermint, and stTingy
bark. Properly grown, those varieties
have a tremendous value. I wish
to refer part1cularly to the" wonderful mountain ash forests which grew, .
and still grow, however sadly depleted
they may be, in many areas from 600
feet above sea level to about the 2,000
feet mark.
In my opinion, mountain ash is equal
to any other timber in the world. It
is too good to be used for scantlings,
and many other purposes to which it is
now put; it is really a furniture timber.
Mountain ash has its own distinct value
and "the forests, if properly cared for,
should be a source of perpetual wealth.
In the huge fires to which I have referred,
Sir George Knox.
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the great mother trees were burnt.
Throughout the forests, they had previously sca ttered their seeds, and
regenerative growth was commenced.
The seeds remained in the ground for
many years before they germinated.
As soon as daylight, through the
natural decay of trees in the forests,
illuminates the floor there will be a
wonderful growth of timber which, we
hope, will replace that killed by those
disastrous fires. During the last war,
and the years following it, there was a
tremendous demand for Australian timbers, and there was difficulty in overtaking it. Not only was timber required
for housing, and many other purposes
which we can envisage, but there was a
new race of sawmillers. They went into
the forests and conducted profitable
ventures. Many were splendid men but
I regret to say there were some Nho had
no appreciation of the ethics of
the trade. ';l'hey put on the market
inferior timbers and scantlings.
I believe that a number of home builders
who were supplied with such timbers
will suffer a shock eventually. Every
member who has had anything to do
with timber knows that although it was
difficult to obtain the A.'1 class of timber
there was no differentiation between the
various qualities; anything was good
enough so long as it was timber. There
was a well-known saying that one minute
the birds were in the timber and within
a few days it was put into houses. Timber sold by the Forests Commission as
only case quality was diverted in many
cases to the trade as building timber and
unfortunate home builders will suffer
badly in the rapid depreciation of their
dwellings in -the next few years.
Fire protection is a vital part of f.orest
c.onserva tion.
I regret the clash of
opinion on that subject and the clash of
duties which occur between the authority granted to the Forests Commission
and those engaged in fire protection under
the Country Fire Authority. By that I
mean that in my constituency, in Gippsland and in Benambra, it is not possible
to get a fire t.o burn until Christmas or
later but the prohibition against lighting
fires will be proclaimed at the end of this
month if precedent is observed. Fire is
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a good friend but a dangerous foe. In my
district there is always this difficulty
between the authorities who prevent fires
from the forestry angle and those who
administer the law for the Country Fire
Authority. I suggest that the efficient
chairman of the Forests Commission
should make an effort to bridge the difficulties existing between the two
au thori ties.
A great amount of the money, the
spending of which we are authorizing
under this Bill, will be devoted to the
cultivation of softwood timbers. In an
interesting talk, the chairman of the
Forests Commission told me that the
query had been put to him: "Cannot we
grow a more Vlaluable type of softwood
than the ordinary pinus radiata which
used to be known as the common pinus
insignis?" I left him convinced that he
was perfectly right in what he desired to
do because grown under proper conditions this is an extraordinarily valuable
timber, not merely for making cases but
by virtue of its tensile strength it is a
valuable adjunct to the timbers at the
disposal of Victorians. The difficulty
with all pine forests is that with thinbarked trees of our native flora fire is
a danger. Pinus radiata will not stand
fire nor will the thin-barked gums of the
Victorian forests. I presume that the
precautions taken in the pine areas are
grea ter than those adopted in the indigenous forests.
I wish to see precautions taken in regard to the use of timber in the ground,
particularly redgum. Redgum reserves
in the southern parts of Victoria are
becoming scarce. Redgum in its immature state is very poor timber in the
ground. The real redgum from properly
matured trees is one of the best timbers
that can be put in the ground for use as
blocks under buildings.
Fortunately
many architects with a degree of good
sense in their specifications for the building of homes specify that the blocks
must be of redgum. If it is good redgum
jt is the best in the world although I
think the yellow box is equally good.
My desire is that when architects specify
redgum blocks they will see that only
mature redgum is used-immature redgum is worse than useless.
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This annual enactment of the legislation I feel is one that should have the
approbation of every honorable member.
I believe there is a forest
conscience growing amongst the people
which is not only creditable but is
due to the strictness of the administration of the anti-fire laws.
Those
measures have forcibly brought home
to the people a realization of the
dire penalties that can be imposed on
them but it has also engendered something that is essential in the make-up of .
us who are supposed to be lovers of the
great natural resources of Victoria. If
one considers the financial return from
forest products-what is being done and
made from forest produce-one appreciates how valuable the scientific approach
to forestry is. We have a picture of forests
that are gradually being developed but
which were assets that our forefathers
did not appreciate. We notice too how
land that is fitted for nothing else but
the growing of trees is being brought
under forestry. If these forests are
allowed to grow I believe that with the
aid Parliament gives they will become a
perpetual source of wealth to future
generations.
If the honorable member for Gippsland East were present he would be glad
to put his imprimatur on these proposals
and he would display in this d~bate his
keenness and skill in forestry matters.
I hope that we may soon hear his voice
in this Chamber again. I feel that he
has done much to encourage the wise
and practical officers of the Forests Commission by precept and example. The
chairman and members of the Commis. sion and the staff are capable men prepared to give their lead and advice in
the development of Victoria's forests. I
should like them to go further in one
particular but unfortunately they have no
authority. I wish they would give
greater encouragement to the ordinary
man on the land to better preserve his
timber. Without forests there can be
no adequate water supply; without
forests erosion will leave the land bare.
I believe that the Forests Commission,
the Soil Conservation Authority and the
Lands Department must work in unison.
The Government should say to those
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bodies, "You must have a joint commit- of the Commission, but first to a shorttee to co-ordinate your tasks so tha t age of rna'll power and then a shortage of
landholders on alienated land, farmers, money. I should like to see more men
water conservers and men with wider employed in the area so that it could
VISIOn can preserve this wonderful be made a great asset of the State. If
canopy which nature has provided for it is not possible to enlist regular
the use of man." Efforts should be forestry employees, I suggest the Forests
directed towards ensuring that our Commission should consider employing
rivers are not silted up at the mouths as some of the very good types of migrants
many Gippsland streams are to-day. Such who are available in the district. They
streams should run fresh without yellow are good workers and cause no trouble.
mud, unpolluted by erosion. It is not
The main work necessary at the
too late to achieve this object despite
moment
is the trimm-ing of young redwidespread depredations by the hand of
gum timber, which is not quite in its
man.
In that spirit I grasp this opportunity natural state. The original owner put
to commend the Bill to the House. It a heavy roller over the land, and then
may be said that £1,100,000 is a large roughly ploughed it. That work did
sum of money to spend on capital works not kill the young timber, but as a
in connexion with our forests during this result multiple stems came up where
financial year, but I say to honorable there should have been only one stem.
members, particularly those who repre- The idea is to select the best stem, cut
sent electorates which contain many hills the others down, and poison the cuts
and trees, to heed the inspiration from with "Arsene" or some other suitable
above which is difficult to put into words. poison. Then the remaining stem will
The old words of the Psalmist say: "I grow into a very fine tree, but that takes
will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from a considerable time. Some work has
whence cometh my help." The strength been done, but there are only two men
of our community is in the timber, to look after 2,300 acres, and they are
not making headway.
When the
stre~ms, gullies and mountains of VicHonorary Minister in charge of the Bill
toria.
was in my district I showed him the land
Mr. McCLURE (Dundas).-This is a I have been discussing, and he was very
Bill to sanction the issue and application interested in the work. I hope that one
of loan moneys for works and other day Mr. Gerraty, the excellent chairpurposes relating to State forests. First man of the Forests Commission, will
I should like to congratulate the honor- inspect the area with the view of seeing
able member for Scoresby on his excel- that work is done there which will turn
lent contribution to the debate.
I the area into the great stand of timber
thought I might have been the only I know it is capable of becoming. I do
member who knew something about red- not say that all the trees should be cut
gum, but I was mistaken. I wish to to a single stem. Some should be left
refer particularly to an area of land in with multiple stems; such timber could
my electorate which was once part of be used for strainer posts, corner posts,
Kadnook station. The land was left for and many other purposes. Redgum trees
a long period unstocked, with the result take up to 150 years to mature. In
that it Was overrun with redgum sap- perhaps fifteen or twenty years some of
lings. When these saplings grew to a the trees could be used for the purposes
certain height the owner wondered what I have mentioned.
he could do with them. He tried many
The honorable member for Scoresby
ways of dealing with the trees with
little success. Finally he sold the area mentioned other timbers of which I know
of 2,300 acres to the Forests Commis- very little. However, I have a warm
sion at approximately £6 an acre. I spot in my heart for stringy bark. Perbelieve the Forests Commission was very haps foolishly I shore my sheep early
wise to purchase that land, but it has not this year in order to be able to attend
been developed perhaps as it Should oat the beginning 'of the session. A very
have been. That is not due to any fault rough night. 'came °on, and as I did not
0
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have shed room to put the sheep in, I had communication-the basis of all fireto put them in stringy bark scrub, and fighting is fire prevention. That is
they suffered no ill effects. I believe founded on inculcating knowledge in the
that if some of the people who went to minds of the people that forests are somecourt recently had a little forest of thing to protect. I should like to see
stringy bark in which to place their sheep £20,000 of the amount that the Governthey might take the decision better than ment proposes to allocate to fire-fighting
they did on that occasion. I commend works devoted to publicity. I refer to'
the Bill to the House and hope it will signs such as those which the Forests
Commission hangs on small gallows along
have a speedy passage.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra). - In the highways-" A match has a head but
approaching this Bill I cannot help no brains." The erection of those signs
thinking of the siege of Troy when the is a step in the right direction, but
wooden horse, which played such a great better than that must be achieved.
part in the capitulation of the city was, People must be taught to appreciate
according to Book II. of The Aeneid} the value of trees. I desire that signs
built of spruce. I think the words were such as those erected at Avenel by the
sectaque intexunt abiete costas. It is Soil Conservation Authority should be
typical of the deceit 'Of the present placed at picnic places by the Forests
Labour party Government ·to camou- Commission, which body should label
flage their using a comparatively specimen trees so that people would
simple hardy annual like this Bill learn to appreciate that trees are objects
to further the machinations of their that are worthy of conservation. I canfoul Moscow masters. Members on the not think of a better specimen than the
Government side of the House may laugh. . picea pungens, the blue spruce, that
They try to laugh it off, but they know lovely conifer that characterizes New
it is not redgum with them; it is red England villages in the United States
Moscow politics and their base ignorance of America. The predominating colours
of the essentials of this State, particu- in those villages are green, white, and
'arly those of country people, is every- blue; the green of the towering beeches,
Nhere indicated in this Bill. Of course, ~he white of the colonial frame houses,
.ill that the Socialist Government of and the lovely frosty blue of the picea
Victoria is interested in when it comes pungens.
In the shadow of Mount Ruapehu in
to wood is the filthy sex literature printed
on American pine pulp which the Govern- New Zealand, near the Chateau Tonment will not even ban on its own book- gariro, for a distance of a quarter of a
stalls. That is the wood they want to mile into the native bush, trees are
see, or possibly the Minister of Forests labelled with their botanical names and
does. All he is interested in by way of their common English requivalents. I
~imber is putting the deadwood on the
maintain that unless something of that
respectable hard-working members of character is done in this country,
the community. All he cares about it citizens will wander through our lovely
bushland, but will regard it in much the
is to II bash the bishops on the boko."
We will see exactly how puerile same way as if they were looking
and unsuited to the needs of Vic- at a most interesting book but a
toria the proposed legislation is. The book written in a strange language
Honorary Minister very kindly supplied that could not be understood.
If
me in advance with the notes of the
Forests
Commission
labelled
his speech, on which I shall now com- specimen trees at picnic places-I
ment. Item 2 of the schedule to the do not suggest that such action
Bill provides for an amount of £200,000 should be taken on public highways,
for fire protection. The honorable mem- where the attention of motorists would
ber for Scoresby outlined that aspect of be distracted-the thought would be
the Bill very clearly. It does not matter inculcated in the minds of citizens that
how much fire-fighting equipment there trees were objects that should be cared
is-how many machines, how many look- for, and that it was no light matter to
mt towers, or fire fighters, or means of kindle a forest fire.
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I should like to see some money devoted to projects like that of the Geelong
Grammar School at Timbertop, near
Mt. Buller, and that of the Tintern
school for girls at Ringwood. The
Geelong Grammar School project at
Timbertop envisages the planting of
. conifers by the boys and the thinning
out of the natural eucalypts so that the
forest will be improved, and worth-while
trees will be given a chance to grow and
develop. The encouragement of such
projects would deal a severe blow to the
bush-fire menace. 'In this ,regard, I
recall an old Japanese saying that to
see once is better than to hear a thousand
times. I urge the Honorary Minister,
who is now at the table, to consider
diverting from the sum of £200,000 provided for fire protection works, the sum
of £20,000 for publicity purposes.
The honorable member for Scoresby
stressed some particularly important
aspects of the allocation of loan funds"
and I should li'ke to say that I am
dissatisfied with what is proposed in the
Bill. Item 5 of the notes used by the
Honorary Minister when making his
e;econd-reading speech statesThe establishment, extension, improvement, and protection of plantations of softwoods and hardwoods, £85,000.
That sum of money is mere chicken
feed in a land where, of the indigenous
timbers, only about 10 per cent. is softwood. This country urgently needs
softwoods. I know that one of the
reasons why the present Socialist
Government does not want to improve
the supply of softwoods, is that they are
easily worked.
The Socialist Government is aware of
the wave of resentment that is crystallizing in the fact that many men now
build their own homes, getting the knowledge from those publications that tell
them how to build their own home, and
certain other articles. That resentment
is an active protestation against the
domination of the Communist-controlled
unions. This Socialist Government does
not want a wood which is easily worked
and which every man can obtain in
plentiful supply. Members of the Government may say what they like about eucalyptus regnans being so low down the
Mr. MitcheU.
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scale of hardwood that it lis almost a softwood. I claim that it is a hardwood.
Last week-end I was making spokes for
the beater of a reaper and binder, and
I was impressed with the ease with
which it was possible to rip a circular
saw or a plane through softwood, in
contra-distinction to the difficulty with
which hardwood was worked.
The amateur carpenter must devote
more time and care to the sharpening
of his saws and drills-especially highspeed drills-when he works in hardwood than when softwood is handled.
If his drills are not sharpened accurately,
distortion is produced and there is
smashing of the web of the drill,
and also an ill-fitting hole is made.
The present Government wants to limit
the supply of softwoods that are easily
worked by the average man who will not
submit to the domination of the Bolsheviks and their subservient unions. It
wants to keep the average man on the
hard penurious road of hardwood, as it
were.
The sum of £380,000 is provided in
the Bill for the construction of roads
and tramways for the extraction o4!
forest produce. Foorest roads are pard
cularly useful for fighting fires becaust
they afford an opportunity to drive right
into a fire area whereas, in days gone
by, considerable delay was experienced
in reaching the seat of an outbreak by
pack horse, especially in the back
country around Omeo and Tallanga Ua.
By the time the fire fighters arrived with
their pack horses it was possible that the
fire had burned itself out or that it had
moved two or three days ahead of them.
Nevertheless, I believe that the sum of
, £380,000 is too much money to spend on
the construction of such roads.
I emphasize that, before timber can be
extracted from a forest, it is necessary
to grow a forest. My suggestion is that
£80,000 of the sum of £380,000 provided
for the construction of roads should be
set aside for increasing the area plante(
in softwoods. Added to that fund, als.n i
suggest should be the sum of £20,000 to
be taken from the £100,000 allocated for
the construction and purchase of forest
officers' quarters, workshops, and other
buildings. Employees of the Forests
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Commission should be properly housed especially when an equivalent, of better
and adequaLe workshop facilities should quality, can be grown more cheaply in
be provided, but, in my view, the sum of Australia.
I emphasize that some of the imp'Orted
money provided for that purpose is
excessive and a portion of it should be white pine, which is known as Norway
devoted to the establishment of ")I)ftwood pine, is of extremely poor quality.
forests. There is now in Victoria only The tracheids and texture are par52,096 acres of conifers, as compared with ticularly rough, and the timber is
-approximately 10,000,000 acres of forest most difficult to work. In other words,
~ountry.
The area planted in conifers a bad bargain is often made when
1s microscopic, by comparison, and the overseas timbers are imported. Of course,
such a procedure appeals to the present
positi'On calls for adjustment.
The honorable member for Scoresby Government because one of the largest
raised a good point when he mentioned exporters of that type of pine is Russia.
the increased appreciation of the value The Government desires that conifers
of pinus insignis) which is also known as shal,! be imported from abroad because
pinus radiata or the Monterey pine. Citi- tha t will bring more." dough" to the
zens received a poor impression of the Trades Hall. That means more money
Money
value of that timber in the initial stages for the Labour Government.
of development of a company, which from Tattersall's will be as nothing comurged citizens to invest their money in pared with what will come from the
the concern and to watch it grow. The Kremlin-" dough from Uncle Joe." The
company proposed to produce pulp from Government desires that Victoria shall
the timber, but that process was found import this trashy Russian stuff, that is
to be impracticable. Consequently, many full of bugs and sour propaganda.
people gave up their holdings \)f pinus
Although it may be true that there are
insignis) and that timber was given a bad good eucalyptus forests in Australia, the
name. Pinus insignis also earned for fact remains that the conifer is essenitself a bad reputation because in tially the people's tree. Anyone who has
the early days it had not been studied the cantonal forests of Switzergrown under proper sHvicultural con- land, which were originally planted to
litions, but had been raised in wind- protect the villagers from avalanches,
breaks, with the result that timber was will realize that every scrap of that type
produced in varying sizes and at different of tree is used-even the top, which is
stages of dev.elopment. Moreover, knots made into a Christmas tree at yuletide.
often fell out of the wood, and citizens This timber is used for the making of
generally gained a poor opinion of it. It paper pulp and artificial silk. When I
has now been discovered tha t pinus was in Germany before the recent war,
insignis is an extremely good and durable I saw the wood suits about which the
timber.
people joked, speaking of wood borers
The price aspect is particularly in- eating out the seats of the trousers and
teresting. By courtesy of the highly doing more damage than a wife going
efficient chairman of the Forests Com- through her husband's pockets! The only
mISSIon, Mr. Gerraty, I now have way one could distinguish an "ersatz"
before me certain statistics which reveal wooden suit was the fact that it crinkled
that on the 29th January, 1952, quickly. One or two ribald Huns said
imported Baltic pine cost 114s. 1d. that if the suits were put away damp
net per 100 running feet, as com- they sprouted leaves.
From what I
pared with 53s. 3d. for the local pro- could see, the wooden suit was a serviceduct. In other words, pinus insignis can able garment, although not as good as
be produced locally at approximately a woollen suit. By distillation, turpenone-half the price of its imported equi- tine and rosin are produced. From the
valent. It is improper to indulge in pro- Kauri is obtained copal, the basis of
paganda about producing food for sale varnish. Balsam is also obtained from
overseas with the view of earning credit the bark blisters on certain conifers and
abroad, when the money so earned is it is used in medicine. From the food
lpent on over-price,- timber from abroad, point of view, we get from pinus pinea
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ecfiible kernels that are particularly
favoured by the inhabitants of southern
Europe. In our Australian forests, we
have the Araucaria Bidwillii, the kernels
of which, are roasted 'by aborigines,
forming a staple item of their diet. In
the United States of America, when
times were hard wi th the Red Indians,
they a te the fibre and inner bark
of young conifers. From the pinus
sylvestris and pinus palustris fibre pineleaf wool is obtained; that is used for
stuffing mattresses and pillows. The
water from the production of these
fibres is used for medicinal purposes.
The bark is used for tanning leather and
lamp black is obtained by distillation
processes.
One of the most pertinent facts is the
over-all use of pines, as illustrated by
the example. I shall now quote. In
Forests Products) Their Manufacture and
Use) by Nelson Courtland Brown, refer-

ence is made to a cord or 128 feet of
pinus palustiis) which produced seven

gallons of turpentine, two gallons of pine
oil, 32 gallons of tar oils, 41 gallons of
tar and pItch, and 39 bushels of charcoal.
Mr. O'CARRoLL.-And two gallons of
beer.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I am pleased to
hear the interjection, which I shall
answer later.
One of the reasons why
we have not made the progress that we
should have made is that in the main
we have been tied down to pinus
insignis) which has not quite the same
value as some of the other conifers. I
shall indicate how the Government could
spend money in really doing something
worth while for the State. The Douglas
fir, pseudotsuga toxifolia) has been
planted only in the Dandenongs and at
Beechworth. One of the problems in
bringing this tree from North America
is that it does not have here the static
period of the long snow season of the
northern hemisphere. Here the wood
has grown the whole time and the tree
has not developed the hard annular rings
found in the northern hemisphere types,
the local Douglas fir is, therefore, brittle
and will not stand up to the same pressures as in its native land. This tree
should be planted in our own snow
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country. People can say what they like
about the Douglas fir not standing on its
own but needing the support of other
trees. In the southern part of the South
Island of New Zealand, I have seen
Douglas fir standing up to the vicious
climate of that locality. I hope the
Government will devote some of this
money towards the growing of Douglas
firs in our snowlands so that we can have
available a tough wood similar to that
grown in the northern hemisphere.
Before I left home on Monday, I looked
at our spruces-Oupressus Torulosa-of
which we have six. This type grows in
limestone along the the western Himalayas, in the northern parts of India
and in China in the arid areas at the
head of the Tung river. It grows in altitudes of from 4,000 to 9,000 feet and to a
height of approximately 150 feet. It is
a particularly pleasing wood, being of
a smooth and even texture and of ligh t
It produces a timber that
colour.
is very durable in the ground; that has
been proved by tests at Dehra Dun,
where Torulosa buried for eleven years
in the ground came out better than other
woods similarly tested. It is called
Bhutan cypress because it is popular irr
that province between India and China
The natives use the wood for their
temples, for their idols and for poles to
carry their religious arks. If the wood
will stand up to the carrying of a religious
ark over some of that country it may
easily be the type of wood we are
looking for to replace American hickory
in axe handles. I am now trying a
piece of this wood as a handle in a maul.
Although it flourishes in the limestone of
the Himalayas, it appears to flourish also
in the granitic soil of the Upper Murray
area. The Government should conduct
experiments in the growing of this tree.
I well remember the cypresses growing
in northern Europe and Russia, and the
economic versatility of their woods' is
astounding. They can be used for making boxes, for violins and other musica'
instruments, and table tops. The woo~
is particularly usefui Jor table tops on
dairy farms in Europe, and I feel that
it could be used in this State. Spruces
grow in wet and shallow soils in which
the pinus vadeties fail. Probably the
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finest of this variety is the Picea Sitchensis) I shall use its other name which
must appeal to the Government; it is
known as the Menzies spruce. It will be
even stronger after the next Federal
election! It is the timber out of which
statesmen are made, as the Government
well knows. This is probably the finest
of all spruces, and that is proved by its
almost universal use in aeroplanes of
the 1914-18 war. The chairman of the
Forests Commission was not as satisfied as he might have been with some
plantations in Scotland. Although it is
said that it will not grow on the American
-continent more than 50 miles from the
sea, it has been cultivated with satisfactory results on the exposed Scottish
highlands. It should be planted in this
State.
Now I come to the aspect of the matter
to which the honorable member' for
Clifton Hill is looking forward. This is
the Norway Picea Abies. This timber has
many uses and yields large suppl'ies of
rosin and turpentine.
Here is a great
moment for the "Beer and Betting"
Government-spruce beer is distilled
from the twigs and leaves. Treacle or
some other sugary substance is added
and one has the stuff that the Labour
" boys" thrive upon. I have planted a
number of these trees so that I can
entertain them in an appropriate way!
However, as the trees take 30 years to
mature, they need not start l'icking their
lips, because many members now present
will not he in the Government by
that time. Whatever the present Labour
Government does about planting Douglas
firs or any other trees, it should develop
the Picea A bies and then "Whacko !
the Booze and Betting Government." We
now pass to the Cedrus atlantica and
Cedrus Deodara. I have milled a sample
of the wood of this specie. Members will
see that it is a particularly tough timber.
It can be used even for railway sleepers.
In England it is used for outdoor farm
work. It grows in the Himalayas from
Afghanistan to Garwhal at altitudes of
from 5,000 to 10,000 feet and the trees
run up to 200 feet in height, the girth
being about 57 inches. Although it
generally prefers deep rich soil, it grows
readily in our soil. In England, it is
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being grown under silvicultural conditions, and the Government should start
experiments on those lines.
An important aspect is the great waste
that occurs in the Victorian forests. Even
in mountain ash forests, only 65 per cent.
of the trunk of a tree is recoverable; the
balance is wasted, branches being either
burned or left on the forest floor. Even
when I was making spokes for a reaper
and binder on Sunday last, only three
spokes were obtained from a piece of
4 in. by 2 in. hardwood, because i in.
was lost at each saw cut. I would like
to see money spent on research to cut
down the waste by using it for wall
boards or ice-cream spoons, meat
skewers, and so on. Up to date, some of
these articles have been made out of
conifers but few from eucalypts.
Money should be allocated to fight
pests. In New Zealand, there is the
question of combating the sirex noctilio
and hylastes aster) which. burrow into
pines and kill the forests. In Canada,
there is the spruce bud worm, which has
devastated miles of forests; one would
think a fire had been through them. I
repeat that we ought to set aside money
to start a " bug fund" so that if any of
these pests get loose among local conifers
we shall be able to combat them from
the outset, with the maximum efficiency.
Members know what happened last year
with the advent of the fruit fly; they
can easily imagine what the cost would
be to overcome some of these forest
pests if funds were not readily available.
The Honorary Minister in charge of the
Bill should consult the Commission with
a view to establishing a "bug fund."
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Sirex has been
found in some of our imported timbers, I
understand.
Mr. MITCHELL.-That is so. In this
State there should be put aside some
financial ammunition because the devastation that has occurred in Canada and
also in New Zealand is shattering. The
loan si tua tion is not satisfactory for the
solution of this problem. The money
allotted under this legislation is allocated only from year to year. If the
Forests Commission does not spend its
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full allocation in the one year it cannot put the unexpended revenue aside
for next year.
There are nurseries
which, in being carried on, must be
planned f'Or two years in advance. How
can ,one plan an adequate and practical
policy when one is limited to the finance
of only 'One year? Many of the conifers
require to remain for one year in the
seed beds and f'Or one year in the transplanting beds. One has to plant for two
years, therefore, n'Ot knowing how much
money will be provided.
I should like the Government to consider a provisi'On whereby the unexpended
portion or each year's allocation of loan
money could be put aside to the following
year so that the officers in charge of the
florest nurseries might plan confidently
for the future, S'O giving us the forests
that we all want to see and should have
in this State. In the main, the Bill is
along fairly good lines, but I urge that
attention be given to the points I have
mentioned.
Mr. CONNELL (:Evelyn).-I strongly
commend this Bill, which deals with
something that has interested me f.or
many years, namely, the subject of
afforestation. Regarding the purchase of
land, I commend the Government on the
repurchase of are'as that in years g.one
by have been opened up foQr farming or
grazing or other such purposes but have
proved to be not really suitable. If the
Government grants money for the repurchase of this land, so that it may be
used again for forestry purposes, that
will prove to be the best thing that can
be done.
Work on fire protecti'On was carried
out in the past by voluntary labour in
conjunction with the officers of the
Forests Commission. One of the difficulties of the C.ommission has been that
a:ll the m'Oneyobtained from the forests
has gone into Consolidated Revenue and
Governments, 'Over the years, have
handed back to the Commission just
whatever they have seen fit for afforestation purposes. Now, our forests are a
national asset, SoQmething that ought to
be used to its best and fullest purposes
and something of which we .ought all to
realize the benefits. If I could take members of this House through territories
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tha t were devastated by the bush fires
of 1924, 193'2 and 1939 it would make
them almost weep to see stretches of
country in the Warburton, Erica and
Powelltown districts and many other
mountainous areas. Throughout all that
country, and for mile after mile, one
could scarcely fire a .303 bullet wi thou t
hitting dead timber.
The provisi'On of the sum of £200,000
for fire protection works is wise and
necessary. I c.ongratulate the Forests
Commission on what has been achieved
over the past few years in protecting the
forests from fire. Great w.ork 'has been
done in putting in roads and also in
cutting up the forests into small areas to
facilitate fire fighting with the aid of the
various implements now available for the
purpose. If in years past the necessary
money had been made available for the
forests when it could not all be expended
in the one year of its alloca·tion, much
of that devastated country would have
been saved.
Wi th respect to the construction of
roads and tramways, I would point out
that most of the mills to-day are in
Melbourne or country towns. At one
time all the timber was cut in the
bush and the waste went literally to
waste. To-day, the face-cuts-the outer
cuts of the timber-are used for firewood so that there is not now quite the
same amount of waste. More money
should be spent, however, on the use of
the by-products from timber cutting
such as sawdust and face-cuts.
Regarding the, extensIon of improvements and the protection of softwoods
and hardwoods, I might say that I have
lived mostly in hardwood areas, but I
know that this State could be saved a
tremendous amount of money if we
plan ted softwoods in the areas that had
been devastated and, by recurring fires,
have been so completely destroyed that
there is no longer natural regeneration
of the original timber. Vast stretches
of territory grow practically nothing but
bracken fern, but much of that country
could be utilized again, I think, in the
growing of softwoods. Both for building and furniture purposes, our mountain ash is amongst the finest timber in
the world. The honorable member for
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Benambra spoke of a tree 150 feet high.
I remember a tree that was cut in the
Powelltown district, the height of which
was 200 feet to its first limb. I have
much pleasure in commending the Bill
,and trust that it will be passed without
delay.
Mr. D'ARCY (Grant).-It gives me
much pleasure also to speak in support
-of this Bill. The Forests Commission is
a very important body, concerned with
the development and protection of one
,of our greatest national assets. In this
State there are vast rural areas for the
production of primary products. There
is also a huge area of 5,160,000 acres of
permanent forest land which can produce great wealth if properly developed.
Of that tremendous acreage, .open
Crown lands constitute 11,000,000 acres
and, excluding the Mallee and alpine
areas, there is a total of 6,000,000 acres
of timbered Crown lands. Of this, there
are many hundreds of thousands of acres
of forest land undeveloped and not producing timber of any kind but poor
value.
The importance of these vast areas is
of great national concern. As the honorable member for Benambra has said,
we can produce softwoods in this State
more cheaply than such tim'ber -can be
imported. If those sources of labour
that were available during the '30's
had been used to develop this vast State
asset, we should be reaping the benefit
to-day through the sowing of softwood
timbers which would now have matured
and have been ready for milling. Much
expenditure would be involved in clearing those areas. But it would be comparatively l'ight if the State were to put
in mills that could be run under the
power existing in the forests, such as
steam power in the first place driving
generators so that electricity could then
be distributed to mill sites where waste
timber could be sawn into firewood and
trucked to Melbourne and elsewhere for
use both for fuel and power. The
Forests Commission is responsible for
the protection of this vast area, which
embraces one-third of the rural acreage
of the State. It is necessary, therefore,
that so much national wealth should be
protected against fire. Speaking from
many years of experience with rural
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fire brigades, and having lived close to
forests, I wish to commend the Forests
Commission for its fire prevention work.
Roads built into forest areas not only
facilitate the winning of timber but also
act as firebreaks and means of access
whenever the necessity arises.
As honorable members know, in the
State forests there is a great fire hazard.
A fire hazard may be described as an area
where it is extremely difficult to cope
with a fire. The hazard may in certain
cases be in open country where there
is excessive growth and where it would
be most difficult to extinguish a fire
should one break out. It is only right
tha t as far as possible such hazards
should be removed. It is interesting to
note that the sum of £200,000 has been
allocated in the schedule to this Bill for
fire-protectlion works. Although I do
not agree with many of the arguments
advanced by the honorable member for
Benambra, I concur with him in his
view that prevention of forest fires is
much better than endeavouring to fight
them when they have started. Numerous
preventive methods have been employed
by the Forests Commission, which certainly deserves heartiest congratulations
for its efficiency in that direction.
Close co-operation should exist between
the rural brigades and the Commission's
officers in controlling fires.
It has been found that with 30 yea.rs'
rotation softwood plantations will produce between £300 to £400 worth of
timber, or £10 an acre every year. It
must be realized that poorer forest areas
where pine can be grown are far more
valuable than a grazing proposition of
equal size. If too great an emphasis is
laid upon the necessity for increasing
primary production and the development of forest areas does not obtain
the attention it deserves, it becomes
necessary to spend large sums of money
overseas in the purchase of softwoods,
thus cancelling a considerable amount of
our national wealth gained from primary
products. Although £1,100,000 appears
to be a large sum to apply to the purposes of the Forests Department, I feel
that the proposed expenditure will be
more than justified, more especially in
view of the tremendous advantages to
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be obtained from developing a national
asset. I consider also that the work of
cultivating the specie pinus radiata
should be extended. In conclusion, J
congratulate the Honorary Minister on
his having brought forward this measure
which, I trust, will have a speedy
passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue and application of
£1,100,000 from loan funds for forest
works, &c.).
Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).Referring to the remarks of the honorable member for Scoresby, I should like
to point out that the Government desires
to associate itself with the good wishes
expressed about the honorable member
for Gippsland East who, we hope, will
speedily be restored to normal health,
thus enabling him to resume his duties
as a member of this House. In regard
to any difficulties that may exist as
between the Country Fire Authority
and the Forests Commission, I may say
that it is the intention of the Commission at all times to iron out problems.
The objective of the Commission is to
prevent bushfires and to minimize the
risks of damage to one of the greatest
assets of the State.
The honorabl~
member for Benambra delivered yet
another entertaining speech, but I am
certain that at heart he supports the
measure that is now before the Committee. I am sure, also, that he appreciates the value of our State forests.
As regards the production of softwoods, I am able to inform honorable
members that the Forests Commission
is always experimenting, testing, and
planting for the purpose of discovering
the best types. The value of softwoods
is appreciated to the full, as I pointed
out in my second-reading speech. Efforts
are continually being made to determine
the most suitable types of softwoods for
Victoria. As at the 31st December,
1952, 32,793 acres were planted with
pinus radiata.
The Commission will
The
continue its research work.
Government appreciates, in particular,
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the importance of publicity on the
subject of prevention of fires.
As
the honorable member for Benambra
knows, steps have been taken already
to emphasize to the community as
a whole the necessi ty of defea ting
bushfires whenever they occur. Further
publicity and research will continue to
receive the attention of the Commission,
as will also the problem of coping with
various pests.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
REVOCATION AND EXOISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November
4) on the motion of Mr. SMITH (Honorary Minister) , for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. MmUS (Borung).-As pointed out
by the Honorary Minister in his secondreading speech last week, measures of
this nature, because of changed circumstances, appear on the Notice Paper of
this House at quite frequent intervals.
The Bill deals with the proposed revocation of a number of Crown land
reservations, and the re-reservation of
those lands for certain specific purposes,
but in at least one case the Bill grants
permission for the alienation from the
Crown of a portion of land used by
private enterprise.
Little can be
said about the Bill, but I regret
that the land mentioned in item
1 of the first schedule to the Bill
was leased by the Ballarat City
Council for purposes other than those for
which the land was reserved. The land
was improperly leased by the Ballarat
City Council. As the name impliesnamely, the "Haymarket" site-this
land was set aside for marketing purposes, but the Ballarat City Council
leased one portion of the land to a
garage proprietor, who built a brick
garage on the site, and on another portion a tire service station was erected.
I am sure that if the tenants in question
had known at the time that there was
not some chance of releasing the sites
after the expiry of the leases, they would
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certainly not have entered into the leaseholds. At least it can be said that they
would not have erected such solid business premises as they did.
I intended to deal with the revocation
of reservations of certain rural Crown
lands, but as the Government has given
notice of a land settlement Bill it would
be wrong for me to discuss matters concerning pending legislation. The Opposition ra,ises no objection to the Bill.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat) .-Amongst
the provisions in this Bill are two which
vitally concern the City of Ballarat. The
first is item 1 of the first schedule. In
effect, the Bill gives formal assent to
the Government's undertaking to revoke
the area defined for use as a hay market
and to re-reserve it for the erection of a
civic hall. The honorable member for
Borung has just criticized the erection
of certain garages on the area reserved
as a hay market. I do not 'wish to make
an issue of that. The main purpose of
this re-reservation is to permit the erection of a civic hall and civic centre in
Ballarat. For many reasons the citizens
of Ballarat have for a long time deplored
the lack of a suitable hall. Ballarat as
a city possesses the reputation of being
a centre of culture.
For example,
recently the famous South-street competitions were conducted. It can be said
that no other eisteddfod in Australia
commands as much respect as that which
is held at South-street. Success in those
competitions not only carries the imprimatur of proficiency, but has been
to many the gateway to a successful
career. However, besides these competitions there are dramatic, musical,
and ballet societies which function
throughout the year. To such societies
and for the presentation of performances
by visiting artists, the civic hall will
afford an appropriate setting.
Mr. RYLAH.-Does this Bill provide
that the land shall be granted for a new
civic hall?
Mr. SHEEHAN.-Yes. In 1936 the
Coliseum," a large hall with good
acoustic properties, was destroyed
by fire, and there was in Ballarat
a demand for a new hall.
Most
activities, including the South-street
competitions, were transferred to the
II
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Alfred hall.
To the citizens of
Ballarat and to many others, the
Alfred hall, while possessing an interesting history and many curious features,
was eminently unsuitable for the wide
range of activities associated with the
life of the city. In fact, facetious
citizens and exasperated visiting artists
have sometimes claimed that the hall
was built in the time of the monarch whose name it bears.
However, in pre-war years there was
obviously an increasing demand for
a new hall.
In those days the
Ballarat City Council was unanimous
neither on a site nor on planning.
Brigadier ToVELL.-Are they unan-imous now?
Mr. SHEEHAN.-They are. With the
advent of the war, the Federal Treasurer
did not see fit to grant the Council
authority to borrow for the purpose of
erecting a new civ.ic hall. As a result
all plans had to be shelved. After the
war the possibilities of the Haymarket
site were examined. It is obvious that
the purpose for which the site was
originally reserved was unnecessary. The
Council has requested the Government
to pass the necessary legislation to enable
arrangements to be made for finance
and
the drawing up of plans.
I desire to pay a tribute to the
Mini,ster of Lands and to the officers of
his Department for .the expeditious
manner in which they dealt wi th my
representations on behalf of the Ballarat
City Council. Incidentally, as the honorable member for Borung mentioned,
certain difficulties were associated with
reservations in this case, but they were
overcome by the helpful co-operation
of those to whom I have just referred.
I know that the ex-Mayor of the City
of Ballarat, Councillor Nicholson, and
the Town Clerk, IMr. M'addern, would
like to be associated with my expressi'on of appreciation.
\¥hen approval had been given by the
Lands Department, the matter of
finance became urgent. The municipal
council was able to borrow the sum of
£40,000 for a period of 40 years, and the
Loan Council approved of the municipality borrowing £91,000 in the current
financial year. In its negotiations for
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finance the council was assisted by, and
it is greatly indebted to, Mr. Smithers
and Mr. Wilson of the Treasury. Plans
were completed, and a few weeks ago
the name of the successful tenderer for
a new civic hall was announced. The
contract was priced within a few
hundred pounds of £140,000, and the
estimated time for the erection of the
building is from 18 to 22 months.
By 1955, therefore, the South-street
competitions will have a new home.
In effeet, this Bill will give legislative
approval to an undertaking given by
the Government earlier this year. The
net result will be a matter of considerable satisfaction to' citizens of
Ballarat. Af.ter nearly twenty years
they will soon have a suitable hall with
seating accommodation for 1,800 people,
plus a theatrette with modern appointments.
I appreciate once m'ore the
co-opera tion of the Government and of
·the Minister of Lands in facilitating these
arrangements. I know that effective
use will be made of the new hall, an.d that
the cultural life of the City of Ballarat
will be stimulated.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I am rather
surprised that, in this measure, the
Government .is perpetuating an unfortunate, antiquated and obsolete method
in referring to Crown grants by volume
and folium, retaining the old s:ix and
seven-figure foliums, which the Titles
Office discontinued two or three years
ago. There may be some particular
reason for the action of ·the Government
in this instance, but it seems curious that
when every effort is being made by the
Titles Offi,ce to prevent the wastage of
time caused by the use of these six and
seven-figure groups, the Government
should perpetuate the practice in this
piece of legi'sla tion.
It 'is perfectly
obvious that the first three or four
figures of the six and seven-figure
groups have no specific value in themselves; they merely indicate that there
are some 200 foliums in a volume. The
first part of a group is determined by
merely doubling the number of the
volume.
When the honorable member for
Ballara t replied to an interjection, in
the course of his speech, he conveyed
the impression that this Bill provided for
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the setting aside of land at Ballarat for
the purpose of a municipal hall. I
believe the position is, clearly, that this
Bill revokes the reservation for purposes
that were improper, and that an Order
in Council will be necessary to enable the
land to be set aside for the purpose for
which it was originally intended. Perhaps the honorable member for Ballarat
misunderstood the question that was
addressed to him, and I desire to make
the position clear in fairness to him and
to the member who interjected.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5 (No liability to attach to
Crown).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-On behalf of
the Opposition, I desire to take this
opportunity to express oW' pleasure that
the Minister of Lands has returned to
the House after an enforced absence on
account of illness. I desire to assure
the honorable gentleman that while he
was away, the Honorary Minister-the
Honorable J. H. Smith-who is now at
the table, discharged his duties efficiently
and in a most courteous manner, as does
the Minister himself, when he is in
charge of Bills that are considered by
the House.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lan.ds).I thank the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for his kind remarks. I am glad
that the honorable member added ,the
last observation; otherwise I might have
concluded that he preferred the Honorary
Minister to the Minister of Lands. I am
pleased to know that we rank pari passu.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
JURIES (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from N ovember 11) on the motion of Mr. Cain
(Premier and Treasurer) for the
second rea~ing of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-No one on this,
the Opposition, side of the House can
quarrel with the principle of this Bill.
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Its proposals, as outlined by the
Premier in his second-reading speech,
are based on the fact that jury service
should be compensated for on a
reasonable basis, having regard to what
the person giving that service may lose
The
by his attendance at court.
Premier emphasized the importance of
the jury system in the administration
of justice and, on behalf of the Opposition, I agree entirely with his views.
The honorable gentleman referred to
the fact that some people in the community, I believe a fairly vocal minority,
wish to abolish the jury system. From
time to time various suggestions are
made on a number of grounds, most
of them specious, for abolishing that
system.
I believe that the jury system is one
of the most important elements in our
administration of justice. I do not think
any member will quarrel with its value in
criminal cases. It is frequently said that
sometimes juries come to extraordinary
decisions, but probably all members
will agree with the old principle that
it is better that one hundred guilty men
shall be acquitted rather than one
innocent man shall be convicted. In
this community, it is almost impossible
for an innocent man to be convicted of
a crime when the case is heard by a
jury. The occasions when innocent
persons are convicted usually occur
when cases are heard without juries; of
course, that is possible only in the lower
jurisdiction of our courts. In civil
proceedings, there are from time to
time strenuous arguments advanced for
getting rid of the jury system. Most
of those arguments are based on the
cost to the community of verdicts for
large amounts of damages in accident
cases, particularly in motor accident
cases.
Probably all of us have from time
to time criticized verdicts in individual
cases and have worried about the
fact that verdicts by juries for large
sums impose a heavy burden, particularly under third party compulsory
insurance, on the person who does not
become involved in accidents.
It is
proper that we should remember that
rarely does monetary compensation
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adequately replace what a person has
lost when he has been injured. I should
think that a large proportion of injured
persons, particularly those who have
been ,injured seriously in motor-car
accidents, would much rather have their
health and strength than any monetary
compensation which may have been
awarded to them.
I consider it essential that we should
retain the jury system.
I endorse
completely the proposals of the Government to increase the amount of jury
fees payable in criminal cases. I cannot
quarrel with the argument of the
Premier that if adequate remuneration
should be paid in such cases it should
also be paid in civil cases. I agree that
it would be unreasonable if a juror
called up for service in a criminal case
was paid £2 lOs. a day, whereas if
he were called up in a civil case he
would receive £1 a day. However, I
share the Premier'S concern, which
he expressed to some extent in his
second-reading speech, at the great
increase of cost that this proposal will
place upon the litigant. I cannot understand the following statement made by
the honorable gentleman in the same
speech:.
I realize the difficulties surrounding this
question. The proposal in the Bill will
increase the costs each year to approximately £80,000. The Bill covers juries
engaged in civil cases and places an additional obligation on the litigants concerned.
Is it fair to expect a member of a jury to
be paid only £1 a day when adjudicating in
civil cases?

So far, I agree with the statement of
the Premier, but then he saidAny litigant in such a case has to be
either very poor or very rich. !If he is
poor, expenses do not matter, and the same
applies to litigants who are rich.

Mr.
CAIN.-That was a jocular
remark.
Mr. RYLAH.-Tbe Premier's statement continuedThe Bill will increase the cost of civil
cases, the litigants in whi'ch wiU have to
pay twice as much in future as they had
to pay in the past.

Actually, I think the Premier understated the position. The Bill provides
that there shall be a flat rate of £2 lOs.
a day and, in civil cases, this will
increase the cost two and one-half times.
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Mr. CAIN.-It depends on how long a
case lasts. If it lasts for two or three
days, the cost will not be increased two
and one-half times.
Mr. RYLAH.-I agree. For the first
day, the cost will be increased by two
and one-half times, but for additional
days it will be a little over twice as
much. The important po'int is that the
amount which a litigant will have to pay
to enable him to have a trial by jury
will be increased two and one-half times.
That is shown by the fact that paragraph
(b) of sub-clause (1) of clause 2 of the
Bill provides that, in section 42 of the
principal Act, the words " Thirty
pounds" shall be substituted for the
words "Twelve pounds." That is the
amount a litigant will have to pay before
his case can be tried in the Supreme
Court before a jury of six.

It is a difficult problem. Although the
Premier has remarked th'at the statement to which I have referred was of a
jocular nature, and I agree that is
probably the case, this provision will hit
the person with reasonable means who
i:s involved in a motor-car case. My
concern is that it may deter people
seeking a trial by jury. I do not wish to
be taken as critiCiZing Judges who, I
believe, render great service to the
community. After spending some time
on the bench, Judges may be inclined to
form rather strong views one way or the
other when hearing a case. Probably,
that is only human nature because they
hear the same tale time after time. If
they are sitting without a jury, they
may be inclined to associate in their own
minds the problem of the law and the
facts, and in order to save expense to
litigants, they may seek short cuts to
achieve what they believe to be justice.
In accident cases, it is extremely difficult
for a Judge to form a judgment on the
facts. No Judge likes a decision to be
reversed when an appeal is made to a
higher court and so there is an inclination for Judges to say, "I believe one
side, but not the other."
Most members have had experience of
motor-car accident cases, and it is rare
when one can completely believe one
side but not the other. Tests that have
been conducted by the university and the
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police indicate that after a ~otor a~ci
dent it is I'arely that elther SIde
knows accurately what occurred. Events
happen quickly and bystanders are influenced by what they see. They may
be influenced also by their sympathies
for a particular person. Perhaps one car
involved in an accident has a baby as a
passenger and the other car has not.
Again, one may be a luxurious car,
whereas the other is a broken down
jal'Opy. At times w.itnesses do not tell
the full story. All these things make
harder the work of Judges, and if there
is a conflict of evidence, it is most desirable that the case should be heard before
a Judge and jury. Perhaps it is an
application of the old adage that two
heads are better than one. If a jury of
six men thrash out the facts after ha ving been instructed by the Judge on the
questions that they must consider, it is
reasonable to assume that they will come
to the right conclusion in most cases.
Members of the jury are men with experience of everyday life, and will form
a sounder judgment on these problems
than a Judge.
I am not criticizing
Judges, who must necessarily live a
somewhat remote life. They have to be
careful as to whom they associate with
and they do not exchange ideas with
ordinary people.
Their associations
must largely be with their fellow Judges.
I feel grave concern· as to the effect
of the Bill on many cases. I do not
suggest that the Government could have
done otherwise than it has done, as it
promised to place jury fees upon an
adequate and reasonable basis. I cannot quarrel with the Government for
carrying out its promise, but I ask the
Premier to consider the effects of the
Bill on litigants. The jury system grew
from voluntary service, and a person
acting as a juror did not expect to be
fully remunerated for what he did.
Under the Bill, many jurors will not be
remunerated completely, but it will be
as well to impress upon jurors that
their service is similar to that rendered
by justices of the peace. There has
been an effort recently to extend the
area from which persons available for
jury service may be called. I am s~re
that the sheriff has not caught up WIth
the new provisions and has not been
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able to distribute jury servIce among all
those entitled to serve. If the service
was spread more widely throughout the
community, the fact of having to attend
a court would not be a hardship. A
man would not be caught more than
about once in eighteen months, instead'
of two or three times a year as often
occurs now.
All members are concerned over the
congestion in the County Court. The last
Government made an effort to overcome
the congestion in the Supreme Court by
extending the jurisdiction of the County
Court from £500 to £1,000 in ordinary
cases and up to £2,500 in running down
cases. The effect has been to increase
the number of cases in the County Court
tremendously. To some extent, the congestion has been relieved in the Supreme
Court. At the same time, the previous
Government introduced complementary
legislation providing for the extension of
the jurisdiction of petty sessions from
£50 to £100, with the idea of taking from
the County Court lower scale actions, and
thus enabling that court to take up the
surplus from the Supreme Court. Owing
to certain political events that occurred
last year, the complementary legislation
was not enacted, and 1 ask the Premier
seriously to consider the introduction
of a Bill on the lines 1 have
mentioned, as early as possible. 1 repeat
that the proposal was to double the
jurisdiction of petty sessions from £50 to
£100. Its further extension would mean
that any man with a claim amounting
to more than £100 would be deprived of
a hearing before a jury. If the increase
is made from £50 to £100, it will be in
direct relation to present-day money
values. If all claims of between £50 and
£100 were removed from the County
Court, the congestion would be alleviated.
The effect of this legislation may well
be that a litigant of ordinary means fighting an insurance company will be deterred from taking action in court.
He will have to face the payment of
£30 instead of £12 in jury fees When his
case is set down for trial. Great
pressure is exercised by insurance
companies-l do not assert that it is
exerted improperly-and by insurance
adjusters to persuade persons injured in
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motor-car and other accidents to settle
their claims without issuing proceedings. A further inducement to litigants
to do that will be the fact that they
must provide the sum of £30 for the jury
fees. 1 consider that this Bill will
merely assist the rich, or the well-off, to
defeat the poor in litigation. 1 make
that statement relatively; 1 do not use
the words" rich" and" poor" literally.
The system whereby an amount of
money must be put' up by a litigant
before he can start a case before a
jury should be examined. It may be that
some form of Government assistance
could be provided, although the Premier
would probably object strongly to such
a proposal. 1!t may be that, in civil
cases, the charge for the first day' c,ould
remain as 'it is. There is an obligation
on the Crown to ensure that persons
who serve the community as jurors in
criminal cases should be adequa tely
remunerated.
If provision were made
to ease the burden on litigants, it might
assist justice to 'be done in the State.
The Opposition does not object to the
principle of the Bill.
Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda) .-1 support
the Bill, the suomiss'ion of which implements a promise made by the Government adequately to compensate persons
called upon to perform jury service. I
agree with nearly all the statements
made by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. The jury system is an
inherent part of our legal structure, and
any attempt to remove it must be
strenuously resisted. Some years ago,
there was an attempt-curiously enough,
it came 'from the Judges of the Supreme
Court-virtually to destroy the jury
system in civil cases. A predecessor of
this Government null'ified that attempt,
and it had not only the support of the
people generally, but also that of the
whole of the legal profession. Those
who practise the law daily in the courts,
in both the criminal and the civil jurisdictions, realize that juries have a
humanizing effect upon the day-to-day
administration of the courts.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you consider ,that a
little humanizing is required in the
courts?
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Mr. BOURKE.-After having had 25
years' experience in the courts, I am
certain that the Judges at times need to
be brought back to a somewhat lower
level than they assume they should take.
The civil jury system has worked
extremely well. In the past, there has
been certain criticism to the effect that
claims for damages have resulted in
verdicts for excessive amounts being
brought in. Such cries come from those
whose financial interests are involved;
they come from persons engaged in the
insurance business. Insurance can and
must be made to pay, and the premiums
must be commensurate with the risks
involved. No great complaints are
made about the conduct of the State
Motor Car Insurance Office, and it continues to make profits. If private.
insurance companies do not wish to
transact this type of business, they are
not obliged to do so. The State Motor
·Car Insurance Office is prepared-in fact,
it is compelled-to take up these risks.
One feature of the Bill referred to by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
might receive attention by the Government. It is a very serious matter to ask
a person who has been injured in a
motor accident to provide expensesincluding stamp fees for the issue of a
writ and various court documentstotalling, for a case lasting one day, the
sum of £35 and, for a case lasting two
days, an amount exceeding £50. I am
certain that this fact will deter litigants
from seeking to exercise their right to a
trial by jury, if they so desire. I suggest, as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition hinted, that the Government might
consider reducing the first day's contribution to half the amount now contemplated. The total sum of £30, proposed
to be included in section 44 of the Juries
Act, will not go to the members of the
jury empannelled for the case, but part
of it will be used to pay the remainder of
jurors compelled to attend. If the total
sum provided by the litigant could be
reduced by hali, and if it should fall
short of the total amount to be paid out
to the jurors summoned, the balance
might be paid from other court fees or
from the Consolidated Revenue. I do not
consider that great hardship .would be
entailed in the payment of such amounts
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from ordinary taxation. If the course
suggested were adopted, the total amount
paid in jury fees would be reduced to a
reasonable figure.
It may be that the large impost of £30
will have the effect of substantially reducing trials by jury in the Supreme
Court. There may be a shortening of
trials and less litigation. As the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition implied, insurance companies live by frightening litigants out of their just rights.
Delay
in the operation of the law to-day is
just as bad, in its effect on the people,
as it was in the time of Shakespeare.
The bard made Jack Cade say, when
referring to the best means to adopt
when starting a real reform or revolution, "The first thing we do, let's kill
the lawyers." If that policy were implemented, there would be a new system.
If that scarcely desirable state of affairs
were brought about, there would be
delay in the operation of the law. In
the case of a person who has been
seriously injured in a motor-car accident,
or if a widow and three or four young
children lose their breadwinner, and have
to wait for twelve or fifteen months for
a trial, the display of the pot of gold 01
£2,000, when they may be entitled tc.
receive £3,000, is apt to lead them to
accept the lesser amount rather than
wait for the greater sum. I urge on
the Government the desiraJbility of attempting to end this state of affairs.
It has been said that there have been
delays over the years in the construction
of new courts at the Melbourne Law
Courts. There is one that is apparently
awaiting furniture, and two courts are
partly under construction. It is to be
hoped that money will be made available
so that these courts will be ready,
without further considerable delay, for
public use.
The effect of the increase in the
jurisdiction of the County Court is shown
in figures that have been made available
to me in reply to a question which I
asked in this House. Litigants in the
County Court are now suffering grievous
delays not only in jury actions but also
in civil actions. It takes twelve
months to get an ordinary claim
for £200 or £300 to trial. That is
bad both for business and the State.
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In our police courts we have some
magnificent buildings that are used perhaps only one day a week or fortnight.
'i'here are, however, courts of general
sessions sitting on appeal now both at
Camberwell and Hawthorn. The Hawthorn court-house is now being availed
of for appeals on four days of the week,
and when the Hawthorn Court of Petty
Sessions is sitting the Judge travels
to Camberwell and thus public business
is carried on without any great hardship.
There should be a redistribution of the
courts system throughout the suburbs.
A magistrate sits at Dandenong on only
one day a fortnight, but there are eight
days in a fortnight in which that court
is available to cover the requirements
of the whole of that area and regions
beyond it. The same situation exists at
Preston, where the court sits on only one
or two days a week, and in other northern
suburbs the position is similar. It is
imperative that litigation should be
speeded up. As it is speeded up it
becomes cheaper and therefore advances
the good of the general community. I
commend this Bill because in substance it
affords a bare act of justice to ordinary
men serving on juries. I would ask, in
conclusion, that the matters referred to
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and myself be given attention in the near
future.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The jury system is the backbone of the
judicial system of England and Australia
and it would be very wrong if this
Parliament were to curtail it. In criminal
jurisdiction, juries are paid by the Crown
and in civil jurisdiction jurymen are paid
by the litigant desiring the service of a
jury. I take this opportunity to suggest
that in some cases it might be possible
to lessen the use of juries, not over
questions of fact, as in accident cases,
but in regard to damages. Perhaps the
first step could be taken in cases in which
the nominal defendant is mentioned and
where it might not be possible to get
all the facts of a case before the jury.
There, the question of damages should be
left to the Judge instead of being given
to the jury. That might limit the number
of times that a jury would be required
by insurance companies and also by the
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litigant himself, with the resultant
desirable effect of having less time
wasted by the court.
It is obvious that where there are
juries there are longer cases. I accept
the principle of the Bill and agree that
something must be done for juries in the
matter of increasing their fees. I think,
however, that the effect will be to
increase costs to litigants. I reiterate
what has been said by the honorable
member for Kew, that by the extension
of petty sessions jurisdiction we may
overcome some of the delays in the
superior courts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Increased Jurors' Fees)Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 should like to ask for an
assurance that the matters raised by the
Opposition in regard to this Bill will be
given some consideration.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I give that assurance, particularly as to
the question raised regarding an amendment of· the jurisdiction of the lower
courts. 1 do not want to promise that
that will be undertaken this session but
the question will be considered.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RAILWAYS (MT. BUFFALO OHALET)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Councll
and, on the motion of Mr. SHEPHERD
(Minister of Education), wa:s read a
first time.
PUBLIC AND BANK HOLIDAYS
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 11) on the motion of Mr. Galvin
(Ch:ief Secretary) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).1 will not delay the passage of this Bill
for long. I can see reason for .it, but I
th'ink there is need to consider whether
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we should nat reduce the number of
holidays rather than increase it. There
are provisions for long-service leave, for
annual holidays and for every other kind.
of holidays. In addition, there are statutory holidays and they are being added
to every year. N ext year there will be
a Royal visit and there will be a. holiday
'to celebrate that event. Perhaps Padiament could consider which holidays could
be abolished. This Bill provides th3.t
Labour Day, which was known at one
time as Eight Hours Day, shaH be
observed on the 26th January, or the
nearest Monday to that date, and that
the Queen's Birthday anniversary shall
be held on a day to be decided by the
Governor in Council. The latter proVISIOn is wise. When it is enacted
Victorians may follow, as they desire or
not, the actual date of the Queen's Birthday anniversary or the nearest Monday
to that date, or follow the English
decision, or else decide themselves which
day will be most suitable for the
observance of that anniversary.
Labour Day, as the Minister in charge
of the Bill explained, may fall on Foundation Day or some other holiday near it.
If we are to continue these holidaysand they have been established for a
considerable time-I see no reason why
the method as suggested by the Governmen t should not be followed. The first
part of the Bill deals with the Public
Service and the second with banks. The
two parts are similar. There are
instances in which, in country areas,
ho'lidays are not observed on the same
days as they are in the city. In some
circumstances, it is rather anomalous
that holidays are celebrated in the
country and not in the city. Perhaps the
Government would consider establishing
some uniformity in holidays in the city
and country. I have no real objection
to the measure, which is a method of
setting out holidays so that one will not
clash with the other.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-I think
this Bill was drawn up when I was Chief
Secretary. I wish to pay credit to an
officer, Mr. Lyons, who was in that
Department, but who has since been
promoted to the Police Department. It
was due to his efforts that the conflict in
the holidays was first discovered. It has
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been the usual practice, a'S the Minister
sta ted, for the Chief Secretary to
exercise his prerogative in regard to
iLabour Day. That has been done with
the concurrence of the Labour movemen t. I think the honorable member for
Mornington mentioned that on occas'ions
some holidays are proclaimed in the
metropolitan area at one time and in the
country areas at another time. That was
done when I was Chief Secretary because
of confiicts O'f opinion. I feel that the
passage of this measure will clear up
any doubt because in the metropolitan
area as well as in country districts
sporting events are budgeted for many
months ahead, and if there is a sudden
change many people are inconvenienced.
I recall that I was inundated with telegrams from country districts asking that
a certa'in holiday be observed as originally deoided because of various sport..
ing engagements. Another reason why
the Bill was not brought forward previous1y was the accession t'O the throne
of Her Majesty, the Queen. At the time
no definite decision had been made of the
day on which the holiday would be
celebrated. I think this is a good move
and 'it will clarify the position.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
TRUSTEE COMPANIES
(COMMISSION) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
13) on the motion of Mr. Holt (Minister
of Lands), for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAD (Kew).-This is a simple
measure to amend section 17 of the
Trustee Companies Act 1928 so as to
permit a trustee company to charge up
to 4 per cent. on the gross value of an
estate committed to its care. The Bill
was fully debated in the Legislative
Council and has been on the Notice Paper
in this House for some time. I understand that the del1ay in bringing it to
completion has been due to the temporary indisposition of the Minister of
Lands. The Opposition has no objec·
tion to this measure and, in fact, welcomes the proposals contained in it. It
is interesting to note that the Bill follows
similar legislation enacted in New South
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Wales in 1952 and in Queensland in the
present year. In each case the percentage to be charged by a trustee company on the gress capital value 'Of
estates committed to its care was fixed
at a maximum 'Of 4 per cent.
In New Seuth Wales there was a
thereugh investigatien by an all-party
Select Cemmittee, which teek evidence
frem mest 'Of the persens respensible fer
trustee management and alse frem the
Public Trustee. The intr'Oductien 'Of the
relevant measure fellewed a petition to
the Legislative Council by the trustee
companies that this question 'Of remuneration should be considered and
prevision made "fer its increase. There
is nothing outstanding in the report of
the New Seu th Wales Select Cemmi ttee.
The full preceedings and minutes of
evidence are centained in Parliamentary
Papers which were 'Ordered to be printed
in New South Wales en the 5th 'Of June,
1951. I do not prepose to weary the
Heuse by referring to the cenclusions
arrived at; they appear to be similar to
those expressed by the Attorney-Genera]
when this measure was breught forward
in the Ceuncil. I wish to point 'Out that
the fixation of a rate of 4 per cent. dees
net necessarily mean that that percentage will be charged by trustee
cempanies.
Brigadier TovELL.-Don't make us
laugh!
Mr. RY.LAH.-Again the henerable
member for Brighton rushes in bef'Ore he has heard all I have to say en
this subject. Curiously enough trustee
companies in New South Wales art~
probably not very different from those
in Victoria. In New South Wales, after
legisla tion similar to this had been
passed, the trustee companies fixed 3~
per cent. as their charge. In fact, they
have been 'Operating en that basis for
some time.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Not in all cases.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable member
for Brighton once again disagrees, but I
can assure him that the charge 'Of 31
per cent. en corpus value is the figure
charged by the trustee cempanies and is
being closely adhered to. I emphasize
that when the rate was fixed in Victeria
under the Act, the. trustee companies did
Session 195z.-;53.-[92]
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net for some time charge the maximum.
T'O suggest that because remunerati'On is
t'O be fixed at a certain figure the

companies will immediately decide to
charge that figure is, I think, a gratuiteus
insult t'O them. The evidence available
regarding trustee companies in this State
does net suggest that they are hungry
pr'Ofit-making 'Organizations.
Brigadier TovELL.-Then why was it
necessary t'O bring forward this measure?
Mr. RYLAH.-I assume that the
honorable member fer Bright'On pr'Op'Oses
to 'Oppose this Bill, alth'Ough it appears
that everyone else is in favour 'Of it.
Brigadier TovELL.-I d'O not intend te
'Oppose it, but I d'O n'Ot kn'Ow why you
Sh'OUld want to make these excuses fer
the c'Ompanies, when such excuses are
not warranted.
The Deputy SPEAKER (Mr. Morton).
-Order! There cannot be an argument
between two members.
The Deputy
Leader 'Of the Oppositi'On is addressing
himself t'O the Bill, and if any other
member desires t'O c'Omment upon it he
will have an 'Opportunity in due course.
Mr. RYLAH.-----I thank you Mr. Deputy
Speaker. As a matter 'Of fact, I am prepared to make available to the h'On'Orable
member f'Or Bright'On all the inf'Ormatien
I have here. It shows that the trustee
c'Ompanies are net big pr'Ofit-making
'Organiza ti'Ons. In fact, the trustee companies in Victoria and other States have
suffered c'Onsiderably as far as staff is
concerned because their pr'Ofit rates have
been cut t'O a fine figure. I think it is
common kn'Owledge am'Ong these Wh'O
have had experience 'Of these companies
that many 'Of their best men have been
lest t'O 'Other empl'Oyment simply because
the companies c'Ould n'Ot pay salaries
that were attractive.
Mr. C. J. Ahern, chairman 'Of directors
'Of the Nati'Onal Trustees and Execut'Ors
Agency Cempany Limited, in presenting
the annual report, as shown in The Steck
Exchange Official Recerd 'Of January,
1953, saidThe earning rate on total shareholders'
funds, 5.1 per cent. in 1939, reduced to
4 per cent. in 1951. It is interesting to
contrast this with the earning rate of shareholders' funds of all companies in Australia
as returned in the Commonwealth Statistical
Bulletin in January, 1952, which rose from
6.8 per cent. in 1939 to 9.2 per cent. in 1951.
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I do not propose to go into more material.
am quite satisfied from my own
investigations, and the party of which
I have the honour to be Deputy Leader
is also satisfied that the -information
placed before us by the trustee companies justifies the action of the Government.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It is so silly to say
that the trustee companies will not avail
themselves of the Act.
Mr. RYLAH.-I cannot allow the interjection of the honorable member to go
unchallenged. I repeat that the trustee
companies in New South Wales have not
taken advantage of the full rate fixed
by legislation in that State. FurthermoOre, for quite a long time in Victoria
the trustee companies did not charge the
full rate fixed for their commission. The
companies are in a competitive business,
and they cannot afford to charge more
than the business allows. In addition,
I should like to poOint out that provision
is made in this legislation that in any
particular case a person can apply to
the court to have the remuneration
reduced when special circumstances exist
that would not justify a trustee company
making the charge. I commend the
Government for including that provision
in this amending legislation. Although,
generally the reputation of trustee companies stands fairly high in the community, I believe there is a danger that,
as they increase in size, they tend to
become bureaucratic. If a trustee company becomes a bureaucratic organization, it will rapidly lose the goodwill it
has built up. At the present time, there
are a number of trustee companies in
Melbourne and the provincial areas
which have established a very high
reputation for personal attention to
estates entrusted to their care. I believe
there are also a number of people in the
community who have had unfortunate
experiences because of the somewhat
bureaucratic propensities of officers
employed by certain companies. These
companies are in a competitive business,
and this is an aspect of their business
which they must continually watch. The
proof of this will become a pparen t in
the future because, if the large companies tend to expand their organizations too rapidly, and employ unsuitable
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officers, the small companies which give.
greater attention to detail and provide
a more personal service win receive a
greater proportion of the business. On
behalf of the Opposition, I support the
Bill.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-I
have been adversely criticized by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition because
of an interjection I made which I think
was quite justified. The purpose of the
Bill is to give trustee companies
adequate remuneration for the work
they carry out. It is ridiculous for the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition to say
that, although this legislation is passed,
the companies may not avail themselves
of the privilege it grants. it is absurd
to use such a reason as an excuse for
supporting the Bill, which is a good one.
The companies concerned merit the
privilege of charging higher commission
because of the extra costs which the
performance of their services now
involves. In my criticism of the remarks
of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
I was not opposing the Bill, which I
regard as being a desiTable measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
MILK BOARD:

ISSUE OF MILK LICENCES.

Mr. GALVIN
I move-

(Chief Secretary).-

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at 'half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN
I move-

(Chief Secretary).-

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).I direct attention to the unsatisfactory
method by which milk licences are issued
to shops within the metropolitan area.
As far as I can ascertain, the deciding
factor in the issue of a mil'k licence does
not concern the cleanliness of a shop or
the ability of its proprietor to sell milk.
The issue of a milk licence to a shop
creates a goodwill for that business
which is worth possibly £100 or £200,
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from which the Government receives no
advantage. At present, there are 1,830
milk licences in Melbourne and the
suburbs. The public are pushed around
and, instead of being able to buy milk
at a shop to which they normally give
their custom, they are forced to go to
another with the proprietor of which
they are perhaps not friendly. I can
quote cases where such an anomaly
exists. In one suburb, the cleanest shop
is run by a returned soldier. He has a
milk bar at which he can sell milk to be
consumed on the premises as long as he
adds a little "lolly" water, but he
cannot sell milk to be taken from the
premises. The shop next door is the
dingiest in the district and it is run by a.
New Australian. As such, I have no
objection to him, but I do object to his
having a milk licence when the returned
soldier next door has not been issued
with one. People resent going into this
New Australian's shop to buy milk, but
they must do so.
The issue of milk licences should be
open to everybody. One does not have
to possess a licence to sell meat, eggs
or butter, so why should there be discrimina tion in the case of milk? Mal ted
milk can be sold, but not raw milk. In
my district is a splendid shop which is
open for longer hours and which does a
better trade than any other shop in the
district, but the proprietor does not hold
a milk licence. If a man, by his business
acumen and ability, draws customers to
his shop, why should he not be granted
a milk licence if he wishes to sell milk?
Action taken to cure this anomaly
will tend to make those people who
hold milk licences improve the conditions
of their salesmanship, so that the public
will be given a " fair go." Why should
a housewife have to journey 100 yards
up the street to purchase her requirements of milk, when she could get them
without travelling that distance? I
request the Chief Secretary to bring this
matter to the notice of the Minister of
Agriculture.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Clifton Hill
has raised a matter that has previously
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been discussed in this House. However,
I undertake to bring his remarks to the
attention of the Minister of Agriculture,
with the view of ascertaining whether
anything can be done to meet the position.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.11 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, November 18, 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 4.12 p.m., and read
the prayer.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
RED GUM SLEEPERS: PRICES AND QUALITY.
Mr. STIRLING (Swan Hill) asked Mr.
Scully (Honorary Minister), for the
Minister of Transport1. Whether the Railway Department pays
differential prices for sawn and hewn redgum sleepers; if so, what are the different
prices?
2. Whether there is any difference in the
quality or durability of sawn and hewn
sleepers?

l\lr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).The answers supplied by the Minister of
Transport are-1. The Railway Department pays differential prices for sawn and hewn redgum
sleepers. The present Melbourne price of
sawn redgum timber is 115s. per 100 super
feet, which price is fixed by the Victorian
Prices Commissioner and includes the cost
of bringing the timber to Melbourne.
Delivery of sleepers is taken free on rail
at country stations, and the price to be
paid is arrived at by deducting the rail
freight to Melbourne from the above-mentioned sum. For ex·ample, the price paid
at Nathalia is 38s. ld. each and at Kerang
37s. 6d. each. The pI'Iice of hewn redgum
sleepers is the same at all country railway
strubions, namely, 16s. ld. each, plus a
'royalty of is. 4d. each paid direct to the
Forests Commission.
2. Yes.
Sawn sleepers are of better
quality and more durable than hewn
sleepers.
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Gallide
CALLIDE COAL.

STOCKS IN VICTORIA: USE BY STATE
ELECTRICITY' COMMISSION.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale) asked
Mr. Scully (Honorary Minister), for the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings1. What is the tonnage of Callide coal
on hand in Victoria?
2. How much coal arrives from Callide
each month?
3. How much CalHde coal the State Electricity Commission uses each month?

Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).-·
The replies furnished by the Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
are1. 83,473 tons as at the 14th November,
1953.
2. Tons received for twelve months
ended 31st October, 195319,135
November
11,909
December
14,332
January
17,574
February
21,147
March
25,094
April
May
17,155
20,799
June
July
15,695
August
3,651
September
9,699
October

Total 176,190
3. 'Disposal ton'S for twelve months ended
31st October, 19538,697
November
12,480
December
January
12,356
9,226
February
8,564
March
9,371
April
May
8,885
13,199
June
July
17,454
14,429
August
17,323
September
22,424
October

Goal.

devising flood prevention measures, a survey
would be made of the Barwon river from
source to mouth?
2. When it is expected such survey will
be completed?

Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-The answers are1. The total length of river to be surveyed
is approximately 100 miles. All air photographs necessary for the survey have been
assembled and about 40 miles of the ground
survey ,has been completed. A large amount
of plan work has yet to be done.
2. It was hoped that this survey would
have been completed this year. However,
on account of the disastrous flooding in the
Colac area, all available survey staff was
transferred to that particular work. The
Lough Calvert Drainage Trust has now been
constituted, and it is expected that the
survey will be completed during 1954.

POLICE OFFENCES' (CRANBOURNE
. AND WERRIBEE RACECOURSES)
BILL.
For Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary),
Mr. Cain (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating to race-meetings at Cranbourne and
Werribee racecourses.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
CO-OPERA TION BILL.
For Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of
Education), Mr. Cain (Premier and
Treasurer), moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to provide for the formation
registration and management of cooperative societies, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.

Total 154,408

STATE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY COMMISSION.
BARWON RIVER:

SURVEY.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon)
asked the Minister of Water Supply1. What progress has been made toward
implementing the promise made by him
(the Minister) that, as a preliminary to

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
BILL.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Town and Country
Planning Acts, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.

Motor Car
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TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) BILL.
For Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of
Education), Mr. Cain (Premier and
Treasurer), moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the Transport Regulation Acts, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
BALLAARAT GAS COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to further amend the Ballaara t Gas
Company's Act 1857.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
MOTOR CAR (FEES) BILL.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat with effect from the first day of
July One thousand nine hundred and fiftythree until the thirtieth day of June One
thousand nine hundred and fifty-four all
money received by way of additional registration fees under section eight of the Motor
Car Act 1951 shall continue to be paid into
and form part of the Consolidated Revenue.

A measure introduced by the previous
Government imposed a fee for the recording of the transfer of ownership of motor
vehicles, and that charge has operated
for two years. When that measure was
introduced, it was understood that the
money to be derived from its application would flow to the Country Roads
Board.
In my Budget speech, I
announced that, for the current year the
revenue would accrue to the Treasury,
but I promised that the position would
be reviewed next year. In reality, this
Bill is, therefore, a Budget Bill. Next
year, I hope to be able to present to
Parliament some views concerning the
incidence of this taxation and the destination of the revenue to be derived from
it.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-How much revenue
will be derived from the implementation
of this measure?
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Mr. CAIN.-A sum between £400,000
and £500,000 will be raised.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
Leave was given to Mr. Cain (Premier
and Treasurer) and Mr. Galvin (Chief
Secretary) to bring in a Bill to carry
out the resolution.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
brought in a Bill to amend section 8 of
the Motor Car Act 1951, and moved that
it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed t'O, and the
Bill was read a first time.

VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-·
I moveThat a sum not exceeding £7,663,840 be
granted to Her Majesty on account for or
towards defraying the following services
for
the
year
1953-54:-Legislative
Assembly - salaries
and contingencies.
£3,625; Refreshment Rooms-salaries and
contingencies, £1,450; Engineers and Gardeners-salaries and contingencies, £820;
Parliamentary
Printing,
£3,000;
The
Library, Parliament House--salaries, contingencies, &c., £890; Victorian Parliamentary Debates-salaries and contingencies, £2,025; The Governor's Office-salaries
and contingencies, £1,730; Premier's Officesalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£16,600; Patriotic Funds Council-salaries
and contingencies, £170; Soil Conservation
Authority-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £9,800; Regional Planning and
Decentralization Division-salaries and contingencies, £2,400; Agent-General, £2,370;
Public Service Board-salaries and contingencies, £4,460; Audit Office-salaries and
contingencies, £10,975; Chief Secretary's
Office-salaries and contingencies, £6,000;
totalizator administration, £200; miscellaneous, £500; pen'sions, &c., £60; grants,
£1,000; Immigration-salaries and contingencies, £2,100; Board for the Protection ot
the Aborigines-salaries and coptingencies,
£1,090; Explosives-salaries and contingencies, £5,600; State Accident Insurance Office
-salaries and insurance of State employees,
£5,940; Motor Car (Third Party) Insurance
-salaries, £3,530; Workers Compensation
Board-salaries, £695; Fisheries and Game
-salaries and contingencies, £7,500; Government Shorthand Writer-salaries and contingencies, £880; Government Statistsalaries and contingencies, £11,500; Children's Welfare-salaries, contingencies, and
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miscellaneous, £35,000; Penal and Gaolssalaries and contingencies, £50,000; Police
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£437,500; Police Classification Boardsalaries and contingencies, £210; Public
Library, &c.-salaries and miscellaneous,
£24,240; Free Library Service Boardsalaries and contingencies, £9,500; Department of Labour-salaries and contingencies,
£19,900; Education - salaries, £1,290,000;
contingencies and miscellaneous, £292,000;
works and buildings, £7,000; endowments
and grants, £95,000; Teachers Tribunalsalaries and contingencies, £300; ,AlVtorneyGeneral-salaries and contingencies, £64,630;
Prices Control-salaries and contingencies,
£21,000; Rent Controller-salaries and contingencies, £4,760; Public Trustee-salaries
and contingencies, £11,485; Courts Administration,· &c.---'Salaries and contingencies,
£38,295; Treasury-salaries and contingencies, £7,600; payment under the provisions
of the Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act, £46,000; miscellaneous, £25,000;
transport, &c., £5,000; unforeseen expenditure, £250; payments to Railway Department, £50,000; miners' phthisis allowances,
&c., £10,000; grants, £47,500; pensions, &c.,
£5; exceptional expenditure, £30,000; State
Superannuation Board and Pensions Office
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£3,000; Registry of Co-operative Housing
Socie1ies-salaries and contingenCies, £1,700;
Building Directorate-salaries and contingencies, £850; Emergency Housing-salaries
and contingencies, £1,500; Taxation Office-salaries and contingencies, £21,950; Stamp
Duties-salaries and contingencies, £10,060;
Government Printer~salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £60,080; L'ands and
Survey, Land Settlement-salaries and contingencies, £73,000; miscellaneous, £84,000;
Soldier Settlement Commission-salaries
and contingencies, £20,000; Botanic and
Domain Gardens, &c.-salaries and contingencies, £6,900; Works and Buildings, £130;
Public Works-salaries and contingencies,
£80,000; works and buildings, £95,000; Town
and Country Planning BoaFd~alaries and
contingencies, £1,600; Ports and Harborssalaries and contingencies, £13,000; works,
&c., £19,000; Mines-salaries and contingencies, £12,530; miscellaneous, £3,045;
Forests-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, &c., £101,495; payment under the
proviSions of the Commonwealth Pay-roll
Tax Assessment Act, £1,345; State Rivers
and Waler Supply Commission-salaries,
&c., £254,135; payment under the provisions
of the Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act, £5,000; Agriculture-Administrati ve-salaries, contingencies, miscellaneous,
and exceptional, £47,100; salaries, con tineencies,
and
miscellaneous,
£25,100;
Horticulture-salaries, contingencies, and
miscellaneous, £18,300; Live Stock-salaries,
contingencies, and miscellaneous, £20,600;
Dairying-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £24,300; Health-Administrative
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
Mr. Cain.
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£414,950; General Health-salaries, contingencies, and infectious diseases, £58,500;
Tuberculosis-salaries, contingencies, and
miscellaneous, £120,200; Maternal and Child
Hygiene-salaries, contingencies, and miscelJJaneous, £58,700;
Mental Hygiene-salaries, contingenCies, and miscellaneous,
£340,200; Railways-working expenses, &c.,
£2,855,990; Railway Construction Branch,
£1,560; State Coal Mines-working expenses,
£79,350; Ministry of Transport-salaries and
contingencies, £585. Total, £7,663,840

The amount ,included in this Supply
Bill is suffiCient to meet requirements
until the end of December, 1953.
The last Supply Bill submitted to the
House covered the months of October
and November. This measure will be
followed very closely by a discussion of
the Estimates early next month and by
the presentation of the Appropriation
Bill. Members will thus be afforded
ample opportunity of discussing the
financial position of the State. Some of
my friends in the Treasury ea'rlier
wished me to submit a Supply Bill
covering three months, to provide for the
period up to the submission of the
Appropriation Bill, but I thought it wise
not to be too greedy and considered that
the House should have the opportunity
of passing Supply for a period of two
months, and then later for a further
period of one month.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is it your intention to dispose of the Budget completely before the House goes into
recess? .
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. The debate on the
Estimates will be completed and the
Appropriation Bill will be submitted.
Members will then be enabled to discuss
any rna tters they wish to raise. The
first column of the Supply schedule indicates the amount required under each
division of the Estimates to meet expenditure for the month of December, 1953,
and the second column shows the proportionate amount of the expenditure
under each division of the Estimates for
last financial year. The Supply schedule
discloses many variations from the
expenditure for a proportionate period
of the year 1952-53. There are many
reasons for these variations, but the
.amount of Supply required, whether
greater or lesser than the expenditure
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incurred for a proportionate period of
the preceding year, does not necessarily
reflect the position of the current year.
I would refer honorable members to
the Estimates of Expenditure for the
year 1953-54 which are available, as by
such reference it is possible to compare
the estimated expenditure for the year
under each division with the actual
expenditure incurred during the last
financial year. This is the only true basis
of comparison, as under some divisions
the greater portion of the expenditure is
not charged until the latter half of the
year, while in other instances the expenditure is heavier in the earlier part of
the financial year. In addition, Supply is
not required for certain items of expenditure such as interest, sinking fund, and
exchange payments for which special
appropriations have been authorized by
Parliament. These figures do not present
a complete picture; it is necessary to
refer to the Budget papers to obtain that.
Increased Supply is required under
many divisions, as it has been necessary
to provide for three fortnightly payments
of salaries. Apart from the amount
necessary on account of the three fortnightly salary payments, I shall outline
the main items under which increased
provision is required. An additional sum
of £127,440 is required for salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous expenditure
in the Police Force. Besides the amount
included for salaries, provision has been
made to meet the cost of Powers Samas
machines which will be used in the Motor
Registration Branch. These are new
machines which will increase the
efficiency of the Branch.
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Miners' phthisis allowances are paid
quarterly in advance, and the Treasur.y
vote has been increased by £6,283 on thIS
account. An increased amount of £22,300
is necessary mainly to meet three fortnightly salary payments to employees of
the Vermin and Noxious Weeds Branch
in the Department of Lands and Survey.
The Department of Health vote indicates
an increase of £42,567. The additional
provision is necessary mainly to meet
the increased contribution from Consolidated Revenue to the Hospitals and
Charities Fund. The contribution under
this division amounted to £4,307,000 in
the year 1952-53, whereas in the current
year it has been necessary to provide
£4,800,000.
Under the heading of
"General Health" the increase in the
vote is £20,182. This sum is needed to
meet the quarterly payment which is
made in advance to the Queen's Memorial
Infectious Diseases Hospital, Fairfield,
and to provide for an increased payment
to the Cancer Institute. To provide for
the additional costs involved in the
ope'ning of "Stonington" as an institution for the treatment of tuberculosis
patients and also to meet increases in
maintenance costs of other institutions,
an additional amount of £17,768 is required.
Recen tly the Red Cross Society
vacated "Stonington" and the Department of Health took it over as an
institution for the treatment of tuberculosis. As this is the first opportunity
I have had of doing so, I wish to compliment the Society in taking such good
care of the building and leaving it in
such an excellent condition. I feel that
I should publicly thank the Red Cross
Society.

There has been an increase in the
number of teachers employed in the
For the Mental Hygiene Branch an
Education Department, and there will be increased sum of £111,272 is needed to
three fortnightly salary payments. Con- provide for extra staff and additional
sequently, a further sum of £442,850 is artisans. Higher costs generally in the
required. For contingencies and miscel- . maintenaI1ce of the institutions are now
laneous expenditure in this Department operating.
an extra £28,117 is provided to meet inAn increased provision of £83,030 is
creased wages payable to school cleaners
and to provide for the increased cost of necessary for the Railway Department
transporting children in country districts. to meet the full year effect of the wages
In addition there has been an increase in awards made in 1952-53, and further inthe number of students in teachers' col- creases in 1953-54, together with increased expenditure on maintenance.
leges.
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In some divisions decreases are shown,
and I shall now indicate the most important. Renewal premiums on account of
the insurance of State employees are
payable during the month of September;
therefore the Supply schedule shows a
reduced amount of £3,546 for the State
Accident Insurance Office. Provision is
made under the appropriate division for
the Treasury for the payment of a subsidy to the Railway Department on
account of debt charges. As this payment
is not made until the end of the financial
year, the amount of Supply required is
reduced by £116,521.
I have now explained the major variations in the amount of supply required
for the month of December from the
proportionate amount of the estimated
expenditure for last financial year. I
shall be pleased to furnish any further
information desired by honorable members. I suggest that the Supply Bill
should be dealt with expeditiously.
Ample opportunity will be available
within the next week or two, .when ·discussion takes place on the Estimates, to
deal with any item and, of course, members will then know the accurate position; the figures I have presented to-day
do not disclose the real financial position.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.---Can you explain
why for salaries and contingencies concerning the Building Directorate the sum
required for December of this year is
£850 compared with the sum of £2,178,
which is the proportionate amount of
expenditure for 1952-53?
Mr. CAIN.-Controls have been removed from all building materials with
the exception of cement and galvanized
iron, which are in short supply. The
Government considered the question of
abolishing the Building Directorate, but
in view of the shortage of cement in
Victoria, to the extent of approximately
100,000 tons a year, it wa~ felt that
although the operations of the Building
Directorate could be curtailed, control
should be retained over supplies of
cement and iron. We have ensured that
supplies of local cement have been
diverted to small builders working on
their own account, public Departments,
and users of cement in country districts.
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We have allocated a share for country
needs so that country residents will not
have to pay an excess price for imported
cement. The staff of the Building Directorate has been reduced by almost half.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Does the expenditure on the Building Directorate include the supervision of cement being
allowed to go to the Riverina?
Mr. CAIN.-I do not think much
cement is going to the Riverina from
this State. When Victorian cement is
being sold at £10 a ton and New South
Wales cement at probably £13 or £14,
it is difficult to prevent supplies going
to the Riverina. We are not allocating
any cement to New South Wales.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Many people in that
State are buying Victorian cement.
Mr. CAIN.-It is difficult to prevent
persons residing near the border of New
South Wales and Victoria from purchasing cement at Swan Hill, Mildura,
Wodonga, or other border towns.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-You are on
dangerous ground.
Mr. CAIN.-If there is any allocation
of cement from Victoria. to New South
Wales, I will want to know about it. I
consider that we should be right out in
the open on this question, because
cement is an important commodity. We
are continuing the control of cement
because we want it to go to Victorians
and to our own Departments. It is true
that some big builders have been forced
to import cement from New South
Wales and South Austral'ia, or from
abroad, but that is their business. Of
course, in the previous two years, the
Victorian Government spent thousands
of pounds of loan money on the purchase
of imported cement for departmental use
while big builders obtained local supplies.
We stopped that practice and as a result
much money was saved. If members of
the. Opposition want to speak about
cement, I ask them not to hold anything
back but to tell the whole story. That
is what we want in this Parliament; it
is the only way of getting to the bottom
of things.
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Mr. DODGsHuN.-There is a vast
difference between the sums required for
December of this year and the proportionate amounts of expenditure for
1952-53.
Mr. CAIN.-In some cases, more money
is required, and, in other cases, less is
needed, but actually there is no real
difference as payments are made at
various times.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Out of the 93 items
listeq on the Supply schedule, the sum
required is less in only nine cases.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so, but the honorable member for Rainbow knows quite
well that last year in the Supply schedule
presented by the Government of which
he was a member, not one item was less
than the proportionate amount for the
previous year. There was an increase in
all cases because costs were increasing,
and that position still obtains. There is
nothing new in the fact that costs are
rising.
Mr. BOLTE.-Has the 2s. increase in
the cost of living been taken into consideration in these figures?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-In one case, the sum
required for payment under the provisions of the Commonwealth Pay-roll
Tax Assessment Act is the same for
December of this year as it was for the
corresponding period last year; most of
the increased amount is required for
salaries.
Mr. CAIN.-That is because there are
three pay periods in December of this
year whereas there were only two pay
periods in the December of last year.
Mr. WHATELY.-Does that apply to all
Departments?
Mr. CAIN.-It applies to most Departments, but not all.
Progress was reported.
BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
(EXTENSION) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of Mr.
Hayes (Minister in Charge of Materials)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
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Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-Opening the debate for the
Opposition in place of the honorable
member for Barwon who is temporarily
engaged elsewhere, and without wishine
t'O steal any of his thunder, I would
say briefly that I agree with the remarks
of the Premier when initiating the
debate on Supply. He said the Government had looked carefully at the matter
of the Building Directorate and had
seriously considered dispensing with its
services. With that view the Opposition
heartily concurs. Had the d~cision been
one for us to make we would have
decided that the Directorate had outlived
its usefulness. I understand that all tho;
Directorate controls now is cement anl:A
galvanized iron. During the war year~
and the post-war years we all knew
how difficult it was for the average hom~
builder or farmer or business man to
obtain galvanized iron, barbed wire or
cement, and it was necessary that those
commodities should be controlled.
Now that the honorable member .for
Barwon is at the table on behalf of the
Opposition I propose, Mr. Speaker, to
leave it to him to put our case, which
we do not want to labour. I hand 0 \rer
the discussion to the honorable memher,
knowing that he will make our poiuts
far better than I could have done.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. I{.
Sutton) .-In debate the call from the
Chair should be to alternate sides of the
House, but by leave of the House I now
call on the honorable member for Barwon.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).It is rather appropriate that just before
this measure came before the House we
were dealing with Supply. I then invited
the Premier to explain an item in the
Supply sheet dealing with the Building
Directorate and he pointed out that the
decrease in the amount provided under
that heading was due to a decline in the
staff of the Directorate. Arising from
that question I raised the point whether
or not the Building Directorate, despite
the grievous shortage of Victorianmade cement in this State, was permitting traders to allot and sell and permit
the transport of cement into the
Riverina. The Premier denied that that
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was being done but lated qualified his
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I have
denial by saying that if it was being already mentioned that in a memorandone he would take certain action.
dum of the 9th November of this year
the
Directorate informed the organizaThis Bill provides for the continued
tion
of cement distributors that because
control of the distribution of galvanized
iron and cement, and I suggest it is of the improved supply position of
quite relevant to continue to discuss cement in Victoria the ban on exports of
now the subject of the distribution of cement to the Riverina had been lifted.
For the information of the On the 12th November, the organization
cement.
House I may state that on the 9th circularized its members, conveying to
November of this year the Building them information that because of the imDirectorate informed the cement distri- proved supplies of Victorian cement they
butors conference that, because of the could now sell cement to persons in the
improved position in relation to supplies Riverina; the ban had been lifted. In
of the Victorian-made cement, the distri- fact, cement has been sold legally in the
butors were now permitted to supply Riverina on the authority of the Buildcement to the Riverina consumers of ing Directorate.
New South Wales. There was previously
Mr. CAIN.-The Building Directorate
a prohibition upon the sale of that will be on the mat to-morrow.
cement to the Riverina and on its transSir THOMAS MALTBY.-I take credit
portation. By a letter of the 9th November I have learned that the distributors' for ensuring that the Premier puts those
organization was informed that the ban, officials on the mat. It remains for an
because of the improved supplies, had alert Opposition to bring bad administration to the notice of the Premier and
been lifted.
the Minister in Charge of Materials. That
On the 12th of this month-very is a function of the Opposition. I desire
promptly, it will be noted-the distribu- to have placed on record the assurance
tors' organization by circular informed of the Premier that he will carpet the
its members of the contents of the com- responsible
officials.
Therefore,
I
munication from the Directorate. But assume that this particular cement will
there was a qualification in the instruc- be diverted back to Victoria.
tion; indeed, the only restriction placed
Mr. CAIN.-If it has not been used.
upon the distributors was that the quantity must come out of the allocation
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I mean in
which they had already received. The
the
future. The Premier is living in a
Directorate was permitting the export
of Victorian cement but was making no built-up suburb, whereas the constituents
provision for its replacement within the of other members are up to their hocks
State of Victoria. That was a most in mud after rain, when they go to a
serious situation. I suggest that every local shop. I . expect the Minister in
member has been approached by muni- Charge of Materials to justify the action
cipalities and other authorities for in- that has been taken and to prove that
creased supplies of cement for the neces- the lSupply situation has improved to
sitous work of making footpaths, such an extent that Victoria can export
gutters, and so on. The Minister in cement to the Riverina. The Minister is
Charge of Materials stated that there in a quandary, and I wish to be kind to
was a sufficiency of Victorian cement to him. He is faced with one of two sHuawarrant the Directorate giving a certi- tions: Either he is not in charge of his
ficate for supplies to be sent to the Department and his officers have decided
Riverina, whereas people on the border matters of high policy without showing
of the River ,Murray are paying £19 lOs. the honorable gentleman' the ,relevant
a ton for cement.
memoranda, or they have done so and
Mr. CAIN.-Do you say that officers have obtained the approval of the
of the Building Directorate are issuing Minister on matters of high policy. If
certificates permitting supplies of cement the latter con ten tion is true, the Minister
is culpable. It is gratifying to note that
to be sent to New South Wales?
Sir Thomas Maltby.
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the situation relating to supplies of
building materials has reached the
stage where it is no longer necessary to
control more than two commodities.
Control breeds black markets and
rackets. The more commodities that are
controlled when there is no need to do
so, the more we perpetuate black
markets.
Mr. CAIN.-If the price of iron was not
controlled, all supplies would be used in
the metropolitan area.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Premier
has made a wrong anticipation. Cement
and iron are in short supply, and it is
necessary to control them for a little
longer. The Minister did not refer to
the 19,000 tons of cement that the
Government has arranged to be brought
from New South Wales, at £19 a ton.
Mr. CAIN.-Such an arrangement has
not been made. We had discussions with
New South Wales manufacturers on the
matter but we did not order supplies.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-My information is to the effect that the New South
Wales company was prepared to send
to this State sufficient cement to bridge
the gap mentioned by the Minister.
Mr. CAIN.-I wrote to the New South
Wales people telling them that this State
was not interested in supplies of cement
and that we did not intend to import
cement for Victorian governmental purposes.
Sir
THOMAS
MALTBY.-Cement
might have been imported for private
use. I trust that before the Committee
stage is reached, the Premier and the
Minister in Charge of Materials will confer on these matters and will not make
contradictory statements. The remarks
of the Premier force me to analyse the
second-reading speech of the Minister
more closely than I had intended. According to the Minister, the Geelong production will be 300,000 tons per annum
unless there are shortages of coal supplies, floods, or industrial troubles. I do
not accept the optimistic estimate of the
honorable' gentleman that the Traralgon
works will produce 36,000 tons next year.
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Mr. G. E. WHITE.-The Geelong works
could produce more cement than they
have been turning out.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I trust that
the honorable member for Mentone will
give me evidence to prove his statement.
I query whether the Traralgon works
will produce any cement next year. The
Minister was silent on the question of
supplies from the Western District.
Apparently that baby is not to be mentioned in respectable company.
Mr. CAIN.-The Country party Government was its father, and put £300,000
into the Port Fairy cement works.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-Order! The honorable member for Barwon should be permitted to
proceed with his speech without interjections.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-A famous
evangelist named Gipsy Smith used to
welcome interjections. He often said,
"If you pitch a stone into a pack of
dogs the one that runs out yelping is
the one yqu have hit." I accept no
responsibility for the bungling and mismanagement which led to the establishment of the Port Fairy cement works. It
is not proper for the Treasurer to condemn the Country party Government's
action in assisting to establish an industry at Port Fairy; his Government
has also assisted by granting the company concerned a financial guarantee.
Mr. CAIN. - Our Government endeavoured to save something from the
wreck, and advanced £40,000 for the
purpose. The honorable member for
Barwon is not well informed concerning
the transaction.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I cannot
understand why the Government threw
good money after bad. In fact, the
undertaking is a failure, and the Government's guarantee did not bring it nearer
to success. I disapprove of the previous
Government's action in this matter and
of the present Government's guarantee
to the company, knowing that the project was doomed to failure. It is surprising that the Auditor-General did
not deprecate the whole business. B.)th
Gov~rnments sinned but, in my view,
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the present Government's sin was a
mortal one. I accept the estimate of the
Minister in Charge of Materials concerning Tasmania's ability to supply 12,000
tons of cement, but I believe a larger
quantity could be obtained. Plenty of
cement is available from a number of
countries at about £6 or £7 a ton, but
the freight to Victoria is the "killer."
The hardship imposed on private industry by having to import cement has
been exaggerated. Cement is an impDrtant item in building, 'but its high
cost is nDt a deterrent to construction·for example, a building which should
cost £60,000 might CDst £61,000 if imported cement, instead of the local
material, were used. in my opinion,
the GDvernment's action in diverting
IDcally-prDduced cement to use by
Government
Departments,
allDwing
private industry to pay the higher
price applicable to imported cement,
was right. I do not think taxpayers
ShDUld have to pay the extra cost of
imported cement for the building of
schools, hospitals, and mental institutiDns, giving private industry the benefit
of the cheaper local commodity. I give
the Government full credit for its policy.
In Victoria there are nO' facilities to
manufacture galvanized iron. In all
kindness, I suggest that the Premier
and the Minister in Charge of Materials
ShDUld explore the situation concerning
galvanized iron produced in· New South
Wales. Last week substantial quantities of galvanized iron ex wharf Sydney
were Dffered in Victoria to speculators
and dealers at £84 a ton. The Prices
Commissioner should IDOk in to the
matter, because I understand that this
iron is being sold at a price close to that
of the imported article. In effect, it is
a black market. Another aspect which
should be investigated concerns manufacturers of wa ter tanks for farmers.
Such manufacturers are allDcated sufficient galvanized iron to manufacture
farmers' requirements of water tanks.
However, farmers are not able to obtain
as many tanks as they require, and
apparently some of the galvanized iron
supplied for that purpose is being sold
for roofing and other uses. I ask the
Government to 10Dk at the regulations
with the view of establishing a register
Sir Thomas Maltby.
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of galvanized iron used for purposes
other than housing, indicating how it is
disposed of. My object is to be constructive, and my style has never been
to mention only pleasant things, omitting any reference to matters which I
am duty bound to direct attention to.
The supply pDsition and its trend lead
me to believe that controls such as
those included in the Bill are a diminishing necessity, and that a tapering-off
process is in course. At the Committee
stage, I shall move an amendment designed to' limit the operation of this
legislation to a further six months, at
the same time giving an assurance that
the Liberal and CDuntry party will not
oppDse an extension of that period if
circumstances warrant it. On the other
hand, I seek an undertaking from the
GDvernment that, if the position improves in the next three or four months,
the restrictions will be removed.
Mr. CAIN.-If the supply of locallyprDduced cement becomes sufficient to
meet requirements with'in the State in
the near future, the Government will be
pleased to lift the restrictions.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I thank the
Premier for his assurance. These controls restrict trade to certain channels,
and allow those people to flourish who
frustra te the efforts of the Minister in
Charge of Materials, his departmental officers and Parliament, to
direct
the
commodities
concerned
where they ought to go.
Perhaps
the worst example was the release, at
prices below cost, of hundreds of tons of
galvanized iron, that had been imported
at considerable expense by the State
Electricity Commission.
Substantial
quantities of that cDmmodity were subsequently sold on the black market at
prices far above those paid originally
by the State Electricity Commission. I
predict that the day when controls are
removed will be a sad one for black
marketeers, who are not in the same
category as ordinary business folk; they
have no facilities for regular trade; today they sell stockings, to-morrow they
deal in cement, the following day they
handle iron and perhaps on the day
after that they trade in wat~es. Black
marketeers are invariably engaged in
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the sale of commodities that are hard
to get. They use public telephones to
contact prospective purchasers, and the
falling of the pennies in to the container
immediately indicates that they have
not an established office. In my view,
the termination of controls will remove
a blight that has afflicted the business
community for too long.
The honest
trader has no reasonable opportunity of
competing effectually with black marketeers, because the greater the degree
of control that obtains with respect to
any commodity, the more competition
there is to procure it.
Since the introduction' of this Bill
yesterday, I have been busy acquainting
myself with the present situation. I
honestly believe that it would be safe to
allow the Bill to lapse but, as there
seems to be a reasonable doubt in the
mirids of members of the Government
whether that could be done with safety,
Opposition members are prepared to
agree to the tapering off of control.
Considerable quantities of galvanized
iron and cement are awaiting shipment
to Australia from overseas, and the impact of the arrival of those stocks
should enable the Government to terminate the application of this legislation
in six months at the outside, without
fear of adverse consequences. The Premier could shorten the deba te by
announcing that, if the position warrants
it, the operation of the legislaNon will be
terminated before the expiration of the
full period provided for in the measure.
Mr. CAIN.-I have indicated that, if
sufficient supplies of cement are available to meet the requirements of Victoria, control will not be continued unnecessarily.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I accept the
assurance given by the Premier. I hope
that this will be the last occasion when
the House will be asked to pass a
measure of this character.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time ana
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT (IMPORTED
HOUSES) BILL (No.2).
The motion of Mr. Merrifield (Minister
of Public Works) for the second reading
of this Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Duration of No. 5116).
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Government has sprung a surprise
on the Opposition by calling on this
Bill after progress had been reported on
the Building Operations and Buildings
Materials Control (Extension) Bill, and
the honorable member for Toorak, who
is in charge of the measure for the
Opposition, is not now in the Chamber
to proceed with the debate.
I move, thereforeThat progress be reported.

The Committee divided on the motion
(Mr. Morton in the chair)Ayes
15
No~
28
Majority
motion

against

the
13

AYES.

Mr. Brose
Mr. Dodgshun
Colonel Leggatt .
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Moss
Mr. Petty
Mr. Stirling

Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turn bull
Mr. Whately
Mr. White
(Allendale) •
Tellers:

Mr. Cook
Mr. Mibus.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Hayes
Holland
Lind
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Sir

Bolte
Buckingham
Cochrane
Herbert Hyland
George Knox

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Mr.

Murphy
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Sheehan
Smith
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Mr. Pettiona.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Galvin
Holt
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Barry
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Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-The purpose
of this Bill is to amend the Local
Government Act 1949, section 30 of
which added the following sub-section
to section 901 of the Local Government
Act 1946(6) The Governor in Council may by
Order provide for and allow the relaxation
of the requirements of any regulation under
this Part or of any other regulation joint
regulation or by-law under this Act so far as
relates to pre-cut houses imported for any
Government Department which are erected
within a period of twelve months after the
commencement of the Local Government
Act 1949.

HouSes) Bill (No.2).

it is true that the erection of houses
which fall well below the accepted
regulations applicable to a particular
district have an adverse effect on the
values of surrounding properties. This
comment is particularly apt in cases in
which timber dwellings that do not
conform to standard measurements are
permitted to be erected in proclaimed
brick areas. When the housing position
has been relieved further, the Government should reconsider the question of
the erection of prefabricated houses. In
the meantime, it should ensure that they
are placed only in districts where they
cannot have a detrimental effect on
established housing. Wherever possible,
such houses should be allocated to districts where they are not too far
removed from the standard existing in
the locality and can be absorbed readily.

The Act of 1949 has been amended on
three previous occasions, and by this
Bill the relevant provision will be
extended for the fifth year. When the
1949 measure was passed, there was an
acute shortage of houses throughout the
State, and accommodation was required
Certain pests have been found in the
for new employees of Government
Departments whom fue Admif.listration . timber of a number of imported prethen in office was bringing from overseas. fabricated houses. In some States, it
That Government decided to purchase has been necessary to undertake costly
abroad a number of prefabricated reconstruction work to get rid of timber
houses, and we are now advised that the wasps. I should like an assurance from
components of 470 such houses are in the Minister concerned that imported
store and require to be assembled. The prefabricated houses stored in Victoria
passage of this Bill is necessary to enable have been thoroughly treated to ensure
that they will not be affected with wasps
those houses to be used.
or any other timber pests and also that
I wish to make the attitude of the when they are erected no harm will be
Opposition in this matter quite clear. occasioned to neighbouring houses.
Members on this side of the House would
The clause was agreed to.
not consider preventing the erection of
the houses, as they have been paid for,
The Bill was reported to the House
the parts are already here, and there is without amendment, and passed through
still a shortage of housing. However, we its remaining stages.
ask the Ministers concerned to exercise
some discretion regarding the erection of
the houses, particularly as many of them
PRICES REGULATION
(CONTINUATION) BILL.
tend to whittle away the standard set
in the local regulations. Some of the
The debate (adjourned from Novemprefabricated houses are so constructed ber 17) on the motion of Mr. Cain
that the ceiling is only eight feet from (Premier and Treasurer) for the second
the floor, and when they were imported reading of this Bill was resumed.
the minimum height prescribed for
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposiinterior walls was 9 feet. Subsequently,
the standard was relaxed to allow walls tion).-This is a typical Labour measure
to be 8 ft. 6 in. high. That is one varia- designed to continue the operations of
the Prices Branch for a further period
tion f.rom the established standard.
of twelve months. When the Bill was
1n certain respects the prefabricated introduced into the Legislative Council
houses could be regarded as sub-standard. it provided that price control would conI do not intend to imply that they are tinue· for two years, instead of for the
in the category of slum dwellings, but usual period of one year. That term
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was inserted so that the Government
could say, "We will compromise and
make the further period of operation
one year so that everybody will be
happy." Perhaps every one is happy,
'except the people of Victoria who are
sick and tired of this unnecessary control
being continued. It is a drug on the
community and, to change the figure,
In
a millstone round our necks.
the past, there may have been
some excuse for the continuation of price
control, more especially when the
Federal Government was foolish enough
to pay the administration costs of the
Prices Branch, but now the Government and the Victorian taxpayers have
to meet those costs. The continuation
of price control entails an expenditure
of more than £200,000 a year.
In his second-reading speech, the
Premier did not give one valid reason
why this legislation should be continued.
He mentioned only four commodities,
three of which have nothing to do with
the economy of Victoria in any way;
they are not produced in this State and
are not submitted to any process by
industry in Victoria. Those three articles
are zinc, copper, and lead, and the
fourth is petrol. I am unable to say
whether or not the Government has a
good case for controlling the price of
petrol, but if it is as good as the Government suggests I consider that this Bill
should relate solely to petrol. I was
anxious to hear the Premier refer to the
muddle that has occurred in the potato
industry and indicate how price control
has assisted the industry and the consumer.
If ever a muddle has been
caused by the Prices Branch in this
State, it has been in the potato industry.
The Government appointed a Select Committee to inquire into the question, but
it was perfectly obvious before the committee held its first meeting that the
shortage of potatoes was caused by price
control, administered by Mr. Waldron.
It appears to me that Mr. Waldron
ei ther has too many powers, enabling
him to put an indus1try practically out
of business so that the consumer cannot get a potato, or else he has been
receiving some instructions from an outside source, which should never have
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happened.
Imagine any man being
able at one fell swoop to say that
potatoes shall be £20 a ton when there
is avaHable evidence by the ream to
prove that there can be no justification
for such a price!
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Are you suggesting
tha t there is some poli tical direction
for it?
Mr. BOLTE.-He was under the
direction of the present Government,
who said, "We are going to have cheap
potatoes for the housewife." That is
why the Prices Branch, if it has served
a purpose at all, can no longer be justified. As to commodities where there is
full and plentiful competition, that
factor in itself looks after prices. In
the clothing industry and various other
retail trades that is the situation. It
was found during the free period with
regard to clothing that several lines
were selling at figures below the prices
permi tted by the Branch; but as soon
as control was reimposed those breadand-butter lines had to be offset against
the profits made from the sale of the
luxury lines.
Under price control the housewife
cannot shop intelligently because there
is no competition attaching to business,
and sales go by the board. Quite apart
from the fact that some people are
suspicious of huge newspaper advertisements of sales in retail establishments,
the truth is that a great number of
these sales are genuine. The housewife
benefi ts by reduced' prices and, in the
absence of price control, sales can be
carried on periodically. I have had it
on the best of authority, from the top
management of some of our leading
emporiums, that the discriminating
shopper, without price control, can buy
the bread-and-butter lines much more
cheaply. It is obvious that in big
business, as soon as price control is
clamped on, the employment of additional staff becomes necess'ary. That
is to ensure that every line carries the
correct price. Those responsible must
make the price neither 3s. 10d. nor
4s. 1d., if the control price is 4s. But
what does it matter to the average
shopper whether the price of an item is
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3s. 10d. or 4s. 1d.? If the control
authorities say that the price shall be
4s., then 4s. it must be. It is the
psychology of the Labour party that
there must be ·a level at one particular
price. In that sense, therefore, the
Labour party does not agree that an
item shall be marked for sale at less
than that price.
The honorable member for Mentone,
who served for some time in the Prices
Branch, does practically nothing else
in this House than advertise and defend
that organization. If price control lasts
over the life of this Parliament-that is,
for perhaps a further period of two
years-the present Government will be
seen to be falling down on its duty. It
has admitted, in effect, that it is retaining control for the sake of keeping controls in this State.
The honorable
member for Barwon has said, quite
righ tly, that all con troIs' breed black
markets. If there is an abundance of
goods, of what value to the community
is price control?
Mr. CAIN.-If that is logical, why
have price control ov~r wheat?
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier is now
following another line entirely.
He
might as well say, "We have price control on wages."
Mr. CAIN.-We always have had.
Mr. BOLTE.-I still say that unless
there is free competition there is no
chance of our ge.tting prices back to the
level on which we are anxious to see
them. As S'oon as a commodity is in
short supply and there is thus some justification for the Prices Branch to examine
the position and endeavour to ensure a
proper price, the outcome is to bring
about a lucrative black market. I do not
suggest that tha't is a reason for doing
away with control but I do ask: If we
cannot police the whole set-up on the one
hand and control black m'arketing on the
other, is price control serving a useful
purpose?
The Premier referred earlier this afternoon to the situB!t,ion concerning
copper, lead, zinc and petrol, and' also
hides. The honorable gentleman now
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says that wheat is under price control.
That commodity was placed under price
control to help the consumers of Australia, and' the control of the price of
hides has been for exactly the same
purpose. That purpose is not to assist the
producers of hides, who have been in a far
better position than the wheat growers
for the rea'Son that the production of
hides and skins has been more or less a
secondary line in their industry. It is
always objectionable that any commodity
should be made subject to the whims
and the wishes of a Ministry. There
has never been any great agitation
from agricultural organizations to have
the prices of those commodities lifted.
The growers have fallen in voluntarily
with the principle of price control, to
assist the Australian consumer. The
price of wheat was fixed for the Australian consumer. There was no fixed
price on the exportable surplus except as
to the contracted price with the British
Government, but in Australia the wheat
grower subsidizes the consumer.
Mr. BROSE.-At a concession price.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is not a matter of
price control. It was undertaken by
agreement between the wheat grower
and the Government of the day to ensure
that prices should be stabilized at the·
particul'ar level fixed. We are about to
reach a stage-and the Premier himself
has admitted it-where the Australian
price will be higher than the overseas:
price. Will there be price ·control over
wheat when that comes about?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, at the cost of production.
The sitting was suspended at 5.59 p.m.
until 7.41 p.m.

Mr. BOLTE.-Before the suspension of
the sitting I was discussing the proposal
to continue the control of prices for a
further period of twelve months, and had
practically completed my remarks. In
summing up, I desire to say that the
Government is clinging desperately to
control in the hope that, in Mayor June
of next year, when an election is due to
take place in the Federal sphere, the
Labour party will gain control of the
Treasury bench at Canberra.
The
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Government cherishes the hope that it
will then be able to hand over certain
controls to the central Government.
Labour policy, as we know it in the
States, is identical with that in the
Federal sphere, and I can well imagine
how Australian citizens would receive an
announcement that the control of prices
was to revert to Canberra. When a
referendum was held some time ago,
citizens indicated in no uncertain manner
that they would not have a bar of the
proposal to delegate to the Commonwealth Government the control of those
commodities that were subject to control
rJuring the war period.
It is interesting to note that in Canada
the peg on prices was lifted in 1950.
Taking the pre-war prices as a base of
100, Canadian prices have risen by twelve
points, from an index figure of 168 in
1950 to an index figure of 180, in the
present year. In Australia, however,
where there is operating a so-called price
control, prices have risen, during the
same period, from an index figure of 180
to an index figure of 249. It has been
proved conclusively that the only achievement of price control has been to legalize
price increases. I claim that black
markets have been created as a result
of the operation of price control, which
has outlived its usefulness wherever
commodities are in full supply. The
Government would have been well
advised to accept an amendment that
was moved in another place to the effect
that price control should be limited to
a period of not longer than six months.
If the Government had adopted that
course, it would have displayed some
degree of honesty.
The Premier indicated earlier to-day,
during the debate on the Building Operations and Building Materials Control
(Extension) Bill, that the Government was prepared to relinquish the
control of building materials as soon as
there was certainty of their being available in full supply. It cannot be denied
successfully that certain commodities,
such as clothing and groceries, are now
plentifully available; yet they remain
under price control. The price of haircuts is still controlled. Surely, haircuts
are in full supply, so to speak. These
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examples indicate how ridiculous is the
retention of price control in this State.
Apparently, it is futile for the Opposition
to try t.o convince the Government that
it should not re-enact for a further
period of twelve months the legislation
relating to prices regulation.
I claim that the views of the Opposition are those of the majority of Victorian citizens. The Government's policy
of retaining price control has the effect
of imposing upon taxpayers an additi.onal
bu:-den of £200,000 annually. I can well
imagine what the Leader of the Country
party, the honorable member for Shepparton, could do with £200,000 annually,
for the improvement of country districts.
My suggestion is that the Government
would be better empl.oyed in spending
that sum of money for purposes other
than the control of prices. Members
of the Opposition will at all times fight
against the continuation of unnecessary
controls, particularly of prices.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-Retention of price control in Victoria is
no longer necessary. This form of control can be justified only in two sets of
circumstances.
Perhaps the more obvious is the complete scarcity of goods,
as a result of which there- may be unfair
distribution. Secondly, the price factor
can play an important role when there
is a shortage of commodities, even when
prices are controlled.
In a time of
scarcity, a person can always obtain
goods on the black market if he chooses
to pay sufficient for them.
If the Government decided to abolish
price controls, a considerable sum of
money which is now spent on the administration of the Prices Branch would •
be saved, and it could be disbursed
wisely in the rural areas. The adoption
of the course I advocate would enable
the Government to restore to municipalities grants which it has discontinued.
However, the Labour party wishes to
retain this form of control as part of
its political philosophy. In certain circumstances, controls are justified, but
they should not exist to-day, when almost
all goods are in plentiful supply.

Mr. GALVIN.-Are potatoes and onions
in good supply?
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Mr. McDONALD.-The Government
has blundered on the question of
potatoes.

Mr. GALVIN.-Do you still believe in
applying controls to the prices of those
commodities?
Mr. McDONALD.-The Chief Secretary is apparently attempting to attack
the principles of orderly marketing. In
my view, there is not such a scarcity of
goods at present as to warrant the continuation of price control.
Mr. GALVIN.-What about petrol?
Mr. McDONALD.-There is no shortage of petrol.
Mr. GALVIN.-Nevertheless, its price
should be controlled.
Mr. McDONALD.-I disagree on this
question with the Chief Secretary. Rest.rictions on the importation of petrol
prevent competition between the companies.
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you consider that
price control on petrol should be lifted?

(Continuation) Bill.

value in it. Black marketeers are disappo~nted when members of the Opposition fight against its continuation,
because they realize that if controls are
abandoned their means of gaining an
easy living will disappear.
I do not criticize Mr. Waldron, the
Prices Commissioner, who has a difficult
task to perform. Prices which are determined can never really be fair; at best,
the Commissioner can strike only an
average. In some instances, the residents of certain localities pay excessive
prices for commodities, while people living in other districts do not pay sufficient. I support the suggestion of the
Leader of the Opposition that the legislation should remain in force only until
30th June next.
l\lr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I support the remarks .of my Leader. As he
stated, price control was necessary at
one time because of force of circumstances, but the need for its retention
has now passed. By continuing price
con trol, we are playing in to the hands
of black marketeers. Further, it causes
a great deal of confusion. Only recently,
because control was removed from certain lines of woollen goods and then
put on again, a respectable shopkeeper
in my electorate was innocently overcharging and was caught by an inspector.
Price control is causing much confusion
and a feeling of frustration and unce:r;tainty throughout the country. Over
all, there is the idea that price control
is not needed, that it is just an unnecessary sadistic restriction retained for the
sake of continuing control. The time
has passed when price control is necessary; it is an economic anachronism
and must be removed. We cannot get
away from the fact that this out-moded
restriction is costing the State £250,000
a year for adminIstration; that money
could be used to assist country areas.
As my Leader was speaking, I opened
a letter in reply to representations J
had made to the Minister of Education
for a teacher's residence at the Talgarno
school. The reply of the Minister ended
with this statement-

Mr. McDONALD.-I do. If present
restrictions on the importation of petrol
were removed, there would be no fear
of unfair prices being charged for this
commodity. The time has long passed
when there was need for this type of
Bill. I urge back benchers on the
Government side of the House to
examine carefully the financial arrangements and proposals of the Government.
The retention of price control in Victoria has little bearing on the Australian
economy, and if the system were
abolished the Government would be
enabled to spend the sum of £250,000 in
country districts.
The Government is not concerned
about the economy of Australia; proof
of this contention is the fact that it has
decided not to abide by a recent judgment of the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court, but to add to the cost structure
by continuing the system of quarterly
cost-of-living adjustments. It has taken
this action at a time when Australians
The case, along with others, will be given
are pricing themselves out of their ex- . further
consideration early next financial
port markets. Price control at present year when it is known what funds if any
'
•
is a shibboleth; there is no merit or are available for the purpose.
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If price control were abolished the sum

of £250,000 could be spent on vital
matters. In the case I have mentioned,
the teacher cannot obtain board. The
old arrangement whereby he boarded a
short distance from the school has unfortunately fallen through. There is
urgent necessity for a teacher's house
at Talgarno, yet the Minister responsible
says that no funds are available for the
purpose. If the Government would end
this waste of £250,000 on useless and
annoying price control, money would be
ava'ilable to supply the teacher with a
house. In addition, there would be funds
to provide Chiltern with a hospital,
which project was "wiped" by this
Government owing to shortage of money.
If it will not end price control now, I
appeal to the Government to continue
control for the shorter per-iod suggested
and then abolish it.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).J join with other Opposition speakers in
opposing this Bill. I agree that the
time has arrived when price control is
no ionger necessary. When the Commonwealth Government went out of the
business of price control, the State
Governments at that time thought it
necessary, because materials were in
short supply, to retain control of prices.
It was emphasized then, however, that
actually decontrol of prices should be
the policy, and in Victoria a Prices Decontrol Commissioner was appointed.
His duty was to ensure that any commodity that was not in short supply
should immediately be decontrolled.
That has been consistently the policy
of members of the Liberal and Country
parties, whether they have been on the
Government side of the House or in
Opposition.

The Government considers that price
control should be continued. The only
argument advanced in favour of its retention has been that the price of petrol
should be controlled. It cannot be
argued that petrol is in short supply;
therefore the only reason for retaining
control is that the price of petrol may
rise. The Government's idea is not to
control prices of commodities that are
in short supply, but to control prices to
see that they do not increase.
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Mr. GALVIN.-Simply stated, the
Government's policy is to control prices
of goods produced by monopolies, such
as breweries and petrol companies.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The interjection
of the Chief Secretary makes it quite
clear that the intention of the Government is not to release price control as
the supply of commodities becomes
ample, but to control the prices of certain
commodities for all time.
Mr. GALvIN.-We are not prepared to
allow the people to be exploited by
monopolies.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not think
that it can be said that there is a
monopoly so far as oil companies are
concerned. Does not the Chief Secretary
know that there are independent oil
companies, that the companies are establishing garages at various places and are
trying to induce the people to use certain
brands of petrol?
Mr. GALVlN.-Have you ever heard of
a cartel?
Colonel LEGGATT.-There are ample
powers to stop the operations of cartels
and trusts. If the Government wants to
introduce legislation to prevent monopolies it should do so in a proper manner
and not use price control as an ineffective method. In its desire to keep prices
down, the Government has interfered
with price fixing in various ways. First,
it interfered with the Milk Board, but
did not fare too well, because, in spite
of the Government's action, eventually
the price of milk was related to the
proper cost of production. It also interfered on the question of potatoes. I
think enough has been heard about that
subject, but we know that finally the
Government had to back down. Concerning barley, the Opposition tendered
certain advice to the Minister of Agriculture when he introduced a Bill affecting barley growers, and later the honorable gentleman had to agree that the
contention of the Opposition was correct.
The Government said that it would not
agree to the price of wheat as suggested
by the Federal Minister for Commerce
and Agriculture but later introduced a
Bill to give effect to the price agreed to
by the other States and the Commonwealth.
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Mr. GALVIN.-That is an incorrect
statement.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I am prepared to
be corrected, but the Government first
said that it would not agree to the price
suggested by the Commonwealth Minister
for Commerce and Agriculture; but eventually agreed to it.
Mr. GALVIN.-We accepted the compromise because the Commonwealth
Minister agreed to the proposition advanced by the Victorian Government.
We would not accept the original demand.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The Minister for
Commerce and Agriculture suggested a
price but it was not accepted by the
Government of this State. Later, a compromise price was proposed by that
Minister and all the States agreed, I
think, except Victoria. The Government
of this State said it would not agree and
eventually it brought down a Bill saying,
in effect, "We think we are right." In
every case in which the Government has
interfered, trying to fix prices, it has
failed.
Mr. GALVIN.-It did not do too badly
with the petrol companies. They had to
take a reduction of price.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! Interjections are far
too persistent. They are reasonable up
to a point but they are becoming unreasonable and, moreover, are wasting
the time of the House. Also I am finding
it difficult to hear what is being said by
the honorable member for Mornington,
and it is desirable for me to hear what
he is saying.
Mr. GALVlN.-Some of us cannot understand him when we do hear what he is
saying.
The SPEAKER.-I must ask the
Chief Secretary not to interject so persistently.
Colonel LEGGATT.-My whole point
is that price fixing is merely a recording
of changes in the cost of products and
automatically it causes rises in prices.
It is the fundamental policy of the Labour
Government of Victoria to control prices;
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it claims that it wants to control prices
so that the people will not be exploited.
It has been proved, however, in most of
the free countries of the world that price
fixing never has had the proper result.
In France there has been price fixing
ever since the war of 1914-18 and the
economy of that country is in an awful
mess. Where there has been no competition the people have had no desire
to be efficient and to compete in their
enterprises. There has been no inducement to work harder because if the price
of an article is exactly the same when
produced by an inefficient man as by
an efficient worker, what is the inducement to become or remain efficient?
Here, in this State, encouragement is
being given to the inefficient. If there
is a price fixed for a certain article and
it is based solely on cost of production
so that little or no profit can be
made, then other articles which are
in greater demand will be priced
at the fixed level and there will
be no competition. Lower prices cannot
be brought about by that procedure. If
price fixing on some lines is removed
the initial result may be a higher price,
but in the long run articles that are
wanted by the people and are in ample
supply will find their proper price level,
and that will be at a lower figure. I feel
sure that once price control is further
imposed in this State the idea will be
accepted that it will continue for ever.
It is obvious that the Government intends
to keep price fixing on certain commodIties for ever. It will be 'a very sorry
day for Victoria if price fixing remains
any longer. Now is the time to end it
-DOW that goods are in ample supply
and there can be proper competition on
the basis of proper prices.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I feel that there
is some ray of hope in the present outlook because the Government does not
seem to be too determined on the question of price control. It introduced this
Bill in the other House to continue price
control for two years. A'pparently
voluntarily, it amended it by limiting the
period of operation to one year. Having
cut the proposed period in half, the
Government has' probably some doubt
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itself whether price conrol is a good
thing. I share that doubt and am satisfied that it is not a good thing.
A huge amount of twaddle has been
uttered in both Houses of Parliament in
regard to petrol. The facts as stated by
the companies and by the Government
differ in practically every detail. At no
stage has the Government given a factual
statement of the circumstances in which
the case for increased prices was placed
before the Prices Commissioner, and
under the Prices Regulation Act no such
statement would be possible. It is inevitable, where commodities are controlled, and when applications are made
to the Prices Commissioner based on information which is to some extent
secret, that there will be a considerable
amount of poor and inadequate information placed before the public, who are
blinded by the latest information given
through the press.
A situation in which the full facts cannot be placed before the electors leads
to misleading statements by both sides.
I agree with the honorable member for
Mornington that price control is virtually
a bonus to the inefficient and an encouragement to dishonesty and blackmarketing. Having read the report of the
Select Committee on the operations of
the Potato Marketing Board and having
heard some of the statements made on
the Government side regarding black
markets in potatoes, I fail to see how any
member of the Government cannot agree
with the proposition that I have just advanced. I hear an honorable member
say that I am on very shaky premises.
On this subject let me refer to the sale of
properties. During the period in which
the Prices Commissioner was controlling
the commission earned by estate agents
on the sale of properties, certain " fast "
salesmen in Melbourne who were expending considerable amounts on advertising,
on luxurious office suites and on the payment of very high prices to "slick"
salesmen assistants, were able to go to
. the Prices Commissioner and say to him,
"These are our expenses and we want a
rate of commission that will be warranted having regard to what we are
spending." The outcome was that salesmen who were spending large sums in
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advertising over the air and in the press
-often in a misleading way-received a
percentage more than double the amount
fixed by the Real Estate Agents Association, which was a guide for the decent
estate agents. UnscrupUlous agents were
receIvmg greater remuneration than
scrupulous agents.
Another angle is the subletting racket,
which is operating under rent control, a
form of price control. Government supporters know that it is one of the most
profitable rackets for dishonest tenants,
not landlords. I have heard Government
supporters suggest that landlords are dishonest and grind the faces of the poor
into the .dust, whereas tenants are decent
people suffering under an intolerable burden. That statement will be repeated because it is good, political propaganda. The
subletting racket is in the hands of
tenants and many cases are brought to
ligh t daily. A tenant paying 30s. a week
to a landlord, SUblets the accommodation
for any sum up to £7 7s. or £8 8s. a
week. All sorts of devices are adopted to
evade control over rents. I heard of a
new one to-day. A constituent of a
Government supporter saw me with
his Federal member. The man told me
he had come up against a new form of
evasion. Instead of the tenant giving a
sub-tenant a licence to occupy the
premises and thereby evade the provisions controlling rents, the tenant had
put in a sub-tenant as a caretaker, and
the latter was paying from £5 5s. to
£6 6s. a week to look after the tenant's
fiat. The tenant was paying £1 lOs. a
week to the owner and keeping the
difference.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! The honorable member has told an interesting story that
is related to rent control, not price control. J ask him to return to a discussion
of the Bill.

Mr. RYLAH.-J appreciate your
leniency, Mr. Speaker, but this type of
control permits dishonest tenants to make
money out of New Australians and other
persons wanting a commodity in short
supply and they must be prepared to pay
the price requested. In view of the
economic position of the State, the
Government is not. justified in spending
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£200,000 a year on the administration
of price con trol.
If the Minister
in Charge of Prices had given an indication in the other Chamber of how the
money would be spent and the value it
was estimated would be received in return, my views might have been different.
The second-reading speech of the Minister
in Charge of Prices was .a series of
generalizations, dealing with the prob- able cost to the community if four commodities had not been controlled; that
is to say, petrol, zinc, lead, and copper.
Nothing was said about the way in which
the £200,000 would be spent by the Prices
Branch.
I did not hear the Premier's explanation of the Bill last evening, but I am
reliably informed that he did not introduce any original matter into his speech.
Having read the speech delivered in the
other House by the Minister in Charge
of Prices probably I know as much
about the subject as if I had heard the
Premier's explanation. I repeat that I
do not believe the Government can justify
the continuance of price control, and on
the evidence before members I feel that
the sum of £200,000 could better be spent
on slum reclamation or mental hospital
projects, for which the Minister of Health
has told members the need is great. I
suggest that there is a stronger case for
spending £200,000 in those directions
than the Minister in Charge of Prices
made in favour of retaining the Prices
Branch.
The average unionist objects very
strongly to the people who spy on his
work. The Prices Branch has had to
create a race of inspectors whose job it is
to spy on honest and dishonest traders
alike. The time has come when honest
traders should be spared from the activities of these people. When I use the term
" spy," I give it its full meaning. From
time to time, the press reports of prosecutions disclose tha t inspectors of the
Prices Branch ha ve to resort to subterfuge so as to obtain the evidence necessary to convict a trader for overcharging.
The stage has been reached when we
should get rid of this practice. Realizing
that the economy of the State is getting
back to normal, we should cut out this
deadwood and allow competition free
play. If I am wrong in my contentions,

(Oontinuation) Bill.

I am sure that, at some later stage, the
House will give the Government the
power it is seeking. We should experiment by removing all price controls to
prove whether the fears of the Government are real or imaginery.
Mr. COOK (Benalla).-I hold personal
views on the subject of the debate, and
I wish to point out that one important
aspect has not been mentioned. A trader
must establish his business on the foundation of fair and honest t.rading.
If one departs from that principle in
business one does not get far. When
once a business man loses the confidence
and goodwill of his customers, he might
as well close his doors.
My parents
were in business before me, and after
many years of similar activity I shall
have the pleasure of handing over to the
younger generation. I value very highly
the confidence reposed in me by my
customers over the years; that confidence has extended from generation to
generation. Unfortunately, that aspect
of business has been disregarded by the
Government. Many business houses' in
Melbourne have built up goodwill and
trade for almost a century, as have
large stores and merchants in the provincial cities. Their services have been
invaluable throughout the State; but
they would not exist to-day if they had
not dealt fairly and squarely with many
customers over a long period. The
Government should take cognizance of
that important factor in business. Today, although there is much criticism
concerning prices, honest traders exert
a steadying influence on their control.
I do not believe it is necessary for the
Government to expend £200,000 on the
continuance of the Prices Branch. With
the exception of potatoes and other commodities of that nature, supplies are
now freely available. One principle of
business is a small profit on a large
turnover, but previous speakers in the
present debate did not refer to it. The
Government wishes to encourage price
control rather than remove it. To-day,'
as in the past, there is rivalry in business
but it would increase without price fixation. The more competition can be encouraged, the smaller will be the profit
margin, and the consumer will benefit.
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When prices are fixed, competitive trade
is limited and traders become apathetic;
they can work on a day-to-day basis
only. The present set-up under price
Business
control causes frustration.
people do not know where they stand,
and the honest trader suffers. In fact,
prevailing conditions have almost made
him a nervous wreck.
Mr. PETTIONA.-My experience is that
they are happy as long as they can rob
the customer.
Mr. McDoNALD.-That is why the
honorable member for Prahran did his
own shoe repairs.
Mr. COOK-Is it fair that a member
of Parliament should repair his own
family's shoes and boots, thus depriving
legitimate tradesmen of business?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-Order! I may have to invite
the attention of honorable members to
the Standing Orders once more. The
honorable member for Benalla should be
allowed to proceed with his speech with'Out interruption.

Mr. COOK.-The continuance of price
control keeps traders in a state of uncertainty. It upsets trade and creates a
lack of keenness in business wi thin the
State. I ask the Premier to consider
amending the Bill SO' that price control
shall remain in force until the 30th
June 1954, thus enabling the new financial year to be commenced in a different
business atmosphere.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (:Allendale) .-1
support the arguments that have been
submitted by previous speakers on the
Opposition side of the Chamber, and I
should like to learn why the Government
changed its mind and agreed to an
extension of price control for one year
only instead of two years as originally
intended. Was it, as the Leader of the
Opposition suggested, that a compromise
was effected because of pressure that
was brought to bear upon the Government by an independent Labour group?
Government supporters profess to believe
in price control in the Federal sphere.
In those circumstances, the Governmen t
should be prepared to extend price con-
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trol for a period of six months only, and
then make the matter an issue for the
forthcoming Federal elections. I predict
that, if that course were adopted, citizens would express their views in no
uncertain manner, and the Labour party
would be defeated. There is no need for
a continuance of price control.
Mr. BOURKE.-There is need for it with
respect to potatoes.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-The honorable
member for St. Kilda was chairman of
the Select Committee that was appointed
to investigate the marketing of that
commodity. No greater mess has been
made concerning any primary product
than that which was made by the Labour
party over the marketing of potatoes.
Victorian consumers were starved of
potatoes while New South Wales consumers were fattened on the Victorian
product. Most of the 1,OOO-odd pages of
evidence given before the Select Committee indicates how useless is the prac~
tice of the Prices Commissioner determining the price at which potatoes shaH
be sold in Victoria. Mrs. Imray, vicepresident of the Housewives Association,
and a member of the consumers' commit..
tee that was appointed under the orderly
marketing legislation, stated that control of the price of potatoes should be
wiped out because that factor was responsible for consumers not receiving supplies. Moreover, Mr. Clarkson, secretary
of the Potato Marketing Board, stated in
evidence that the Prices Branch made
available certain information concerning
the price structure a fortnight before it
was released to merchants. AS:l result
of that action someone made a lot of
money. The statements I have made constitute valid reasons why the price
structure should be " outed."
The sum of £250,000 annually, which
has been referred to in debate is not the
total cost of administering price control
in Victoria. The indirect cost of price
control is probably in the region of
£1,000,000 annually. My view is that we
should get rid of the " rabbit warren" at
the Prices Branch and produce something
of value for Victoria instead of retarding
production.
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Mr. CONNELL.-Since price control was
taken off land, it has become impossible
to buy it.

(Continuation) Bill.

could ever be presented to Parliament,
particularly under present conditions.
It is necessary to review, to some degree,
the system of price control throughout
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-The honorable
the Commonwealth.
Prior to the
member for Evelyn should present his
views concerning price control to potato Federal Government resigning its·
grawers, dairymen, wheat farmers and authority, Prices Commiss'ioners of the
variaus States were autacratic, and no
other primary producers. The GovernState Minister in Charge of Prices at
ment robbed the milk producers of this that time had any right whatever to
State of approximately £350,000, which
determine prices or to object to a find-·
sum af m'oney has never been repaid. ing of a Prices Cammissioner. A MinisThe Chief Secretary has indicated that ter was practically powerless.
The
the Gavernment effected a saving of some Prices . Commissianers would meet at
millions of pounds ,in the expenditure in a stated period, perhaps prior to a meetVictaria an petral by directing :the Prices ing of the Commonwealth and State
Cammissioner as to the prices that should prices Ministers.
Determinations of
be charged far that cammodity. It is usethose Commissioners would be placed beless to appaint a Prices Commissioner
fare the Ministers. In some instances,
and then for the Gavernment to say,. the determinations related to primary,
in effect, "If you do not do what we
secondary, and tertiary industries. Those
say, you shall do nathing at all." T?e officers set themselves up as umpires in
Gavernment instructed Mr. Rankm, industries of which they knew nathing.
chairman of the Milk Baard, to take In many cases, they had not the rudiback his repart on the milk industry
mentary knowledge necessary to deterand submit a revised one. However, mine whether the principles upan which
that afficer was strong enaugh to submit they based their decision were sound.
to the Gavernment the same repart as The system to which I have referred conhe originally presented.
After two tinued far a considerable time and during
months had elapsed, the Government
a very difficult period, when the natian
was compelled to adopt the recommendawas at war. Towards the end of that
tion of the Milk Board.
conflict, a promise was made that all
The Prices Branch is a redundant price controls would be lifted as soon as
organization which is costing Victorian materials and equipment were in
citizens £1,000,000 or more annually to maderate supply. During the regime of
admin"ister, and I claim tha:t if the the Gavernment of which I was a memGovernment is sincere it will agree to ber, certain commadities were deconthe suggestion of the Opposition to ex- trolled. The policy of the Government
tend price contral in Victoria for six was that the people shauld accept decanmanths only and, after the expiration trol gradually and plan against reperof that periad, to give Victorian citizens cussions that might result.
a chance to determine whether they
Another inequitable system has arisen
desire its retention.
because of a division of opinian between
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-I am the representatives of the various
astounded that the Deputy Premier has States. On occasions, certain goods
nat replied to the cogent arguments have been decantrolled in one State, but
that have been submitted by Opposition cantrols on the same classes of cammembers in favour of the abalition of modities have been retained in other
States. Consequently, the balance in
price control.
supply and manufacturing has been upMr. GALVIN.-You are wasting the
set. The inference I draw from the
time of the House. I dO' not propase to
facts I have outlined is that it is not the
do as you suggest.
Prices Cammissioner who has control,
Mr. OODGSHUN.-I claim that argu- but the Government. Recently, there
men ts propaunded by the Opposition are have been glaring examples to support
irrefutable. Price control is one of the my contention, and I shall quote the one
most obnoxiaus forms of legislation that most publicized throughout the State.
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An application was made by the
breweries for an increase in the price of
liquor.
Immediately, the AttorneyGeneral, representing this Government,
announced that the rise would not be
granted. I do not know whether an increase was justified, but I came to the
conclusion later that it was warranted,
because the Minister had to "crawl
down." There has been a trend in this
direction in the last ten or eleven months.
The Government has undertaken the
responsibility of declaring whether it is
beneficial for the economy of the State
-not of the Commonwealth-for certain
action to be taken. By interjection tonight, some of my colleagues have referred to outstanding instances affecting
primary products, including barley, milk
and wheat. The wheat growers of Victoria have been robbed of the sum of
£2,500,000, because the price of wheat
has been reduced by 1s. a bushel, despite
the fact that since the year 1947 they
have contributed the sum of £110,000,000
to the national income.
The honorable member for Allendale
was chided, when he addressed the
House, because on one occasion he was
Acting Minister in Charge of Prices. I
was then Acting Premier, and the question of the prices of certain primary products was raised. It was learned that no
definite principle was followed by officers
of the Prices Branch in the fixation of
prices. If a person was a warehouseman
and selling piece goods at a certain figure
on a specified date, that price was regarded as proper. The question of the
cost of production was not considered,
nor whether the goods were imported or
manufactured locally.
Mr. G. E. WHITE.-That was his price.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The facts I have
outlined illustrate the inequality of the
method adopted. The Prices Commissioner did not determine whether the
price was low or exorbitant, although it
was his duty to do so in the interests
of the consumers. The honorable member for Mentone should be an expert on
this' question. In one of his lapses from
parliamentary life, he was appointed to
a position in the Prices Branch, and I
have been waiting to hear him make a
contribution to this debate, because he
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might be able to throw some light on
questions of which I am ignorant. The
principle to which I have referred is
obnoxious. Members of the Labour party
agree that there must be a basic wage,
and I have no quibble with their contention. However, I claim that primary
producers are entitled to the same right;
a cost of production for oommodities,
with a reasonable profit, should be determined.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
stated that price control bred spying and
was welcomed by the low, informant
type of person. The honorable member
for Benalla stated that in business there
was keen rivalry; generally speaking,
rivals are not friends. If anything goes
wrong in a country town where there
are two or three or more storekeepers,
each keeps his eye on the others. In a
town in my electorate a young returned
soldier opened a store, and the proprietors of the established stores stated
that they would run him out of the
town.
The wives of the "diggers"
rallied and stated that the young man
would not be run out of business, with
the result that he is building up a con~
nexion. I have purchased goods at
that store; at times the owner informed me that he was unaware of the
prices of certain commodities because an
announcement had been made by the
Prices Commissioner that there was to
be an increase, but he had not yet received the list. Chaos is caused in
business in these circumstances.
As a primary producer, I assert that
if the Government continues the system
of price control, it should examine the
prices of certain goods which are not at
present controlled. Primary producers
pay exorbitantly for their equipment. An
ordinary tractor costs the sum of £1,500,
and a heavier type costs £2,500.
Mr. BOURKE.-Is that machinery subject to price control?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-No. Under the
present system, the Government controls
the prices of farm produce, but not the
prices of the machinery used. I have
been asked by persons in my electorate
to make representations for a number of
If the
amenities that are required.
Prices Branch were abolished, the
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Government would save in the current financial year the sum of
£250,000. If my Leader, when he was
the Treasurer, had had that additional
sum of money at his disposal, he could
have provided many necessities in
country districts. .
I have just studied the Supply schedule
that was submitted to members earlier
and I realize the difficulties with which
the Government is faced. It has many
millions of pounds more than we had
last year yet the comparative figures reveal that in one Department the sum
required for December is £400,000 more
than was expended twelve months ago.
The Treasurer said that the position
applied because there are three p~y days
in December of this year whereas there
were only two in December of last year.
Tha t increase reveals how money is
expended. If the Government intends to
carryon the administration of Victoria
in the way that is desired, and not incur
a deficit, it will have to do something to
lop off the excrescences that have been
attached to this State for so many years.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-The true title
of this measure should be "A Bill to
continue the operation of Government
power over industry." I intend to link
that statement with a reference made by
the honorable member for Rainbow.
During two world wars the people of
Australia accepted limitations on their
usual peace-time activities and were subject to controls, which they rightly considered should not be continueEl in times
of peace. Unfortunately, we have found
to our cost that controls have been continued for years after the conclusion of
hostilities. One of the worst controls,
and one which should have been removed
as quickly as possible, is price control.
That is no longer an economic matter,
but a subject related to party politics.
It is one of the most nationally detrimental powers exercised by any Government. Price control caused the creation
of a special Departmet:1t. Its administration has continued for four or five years
in a period of peace, and is now costing
the State approximately £250,000 a year.
If price control was serving any effective
purpose there might be some reason for
its being continued. We all know it is
supposed to be administered free from

(Continuation) Bill.

interference by political parties or
organizations, but it is increasingly
apparent that, as the period during which
price control had any economic purpose
has passed, its retention is related only
to political expediency.
To illustrate what has happened in
this State, and what can occur at any
time in the future while price control
continues, I shall refer to the h~ndling
of the application by the 'brewerIes for
an increase in the price of beer. I am
not concerned personally whether or not
the price should have been increas.ed,
but the principle behind the handlmg
of the application should always be before
us and the people of Victoria when a
measure providing for the continuance
of price control is being debated. The
treatment of the application of the
breweries for an increase in the price
of beer was one of the most glaring
examples of political interference that
have ever occurred in Victoria. The
Prices Commissioner investigated the
breweries' claim, decided that an inorease
was justified and fixed a new price.
Under the Act, the decision of the
Commissioner should have become operative in fourteen days, but the Minister
in Charge of Prices suspended its operation and advised the breweries that the
question of an increase in the price of
beer was to be decided by his party.
The breweries took the matter to the
Supreme Court. A business enterprise
had to approach the Supreme Court to
force the Government to administer its
own laws! The Acting Chief Justice
ordered the Prices Commissioner to fix
the price of beer within fourteen days.
The reply of the Minister in Charge .of
Prices was to suspend the CommIssioner's order for 28 days. It is understood that the only reason advanced for
this high-handed and unethical act was
that the Federal Government might reduc o excise on beer and thus eliminate
the . . necessity for an increase in .price.
Surely that cannot be accepted as anything but a blatant attempt to create a
precedent for dealing with future cases.
With a memory of that matter well In
the forefront of our minds, I think we
must decide that price control in Victoria
should be abolished for ever.
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Mr. BWOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
honorable member for Toorak has reminded me of another most detestable
attribute of this legislation, and that is
the subservience to political influence
of the public servant who administers
price control. Concerning the application for a revision of the price of beer,
one or two features should be made
more widely known to the members of
this House. In the course of his judgment, the Acting Chief Justice had
occasion to point out that it was a
ma.-tter for astonishment that, in view
'Of the oath of secrecy which the Act
provided, the Minister in Charge of
Prices was able to interfere with the
discretion of the Prices Commissioner.
It may be recalled that in the circumstances of that particular case a price
increase was contemplated, but before
it became effective the Commissioner
received his instructions from the Minister who, in turn, received his instructions from the party. That is a completely inexcusable instance of the
political domination of bureaucracy and
a warning to citizens of what may occur
as a result of the continuance of this
wholly unnecessary and undesirable
legislation. Further, it is an example
of the socialistic State, which members
of the Labour paI'ty are obliged to
introduce.
There are two other facets of the
matter, one of which relates to the socalled freezing of wages. That illustration, which is often made use of by
members on the Government side of the
House, is completely fallacious and misleading. The fact is that there is no
upward limit of wages, but there is a
downward limit, because wages may not
be paid below a certain minimum. As
is well known, if the market is there
the iabourer is able to charge whatever
price he can obtain for his services.
Therefore, the alleged analogy of wage
freezing breaks down a t the very
beginning.
The other matter is one that was mentioned by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition-that under this system we are
building up a staff, and by no means a
small or economical staff, of paid agents
provocateurs whose duty it is to pose as
ordinary customers, carrying on a
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friendly business transaction with a
trader but with the object of trapping
and eventually getting him convicted.
Mr. BOURKE.-How else could they get
a conviction?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-In the case of
my friend's clients, probably quite frequently. Occasionally one has an opportunity, or the doubtful privilege, of being
in court and hearing these apparently
respectable persons of both sexes giving
evidence, a smug little smirk on their
faces, and saying, "I went into so-andso's store and ordered a p.:mnd of beef.
I passed the time of day with him, had a
friendly chat and then I took my purchase away, and afterwards I brought
someone else back and the trader admitted that he had sold me the goods."
That kind of thing represents to me and
to a great number of other people a
detestable state of affairs in which there
are plain-clothes spies posing as ordinary
civilians when they are in fact nothing
more or less than spies.
The more there are of these controls,
and the longer they are continued, the
more we shall become accustomed to the
state of affairs I have depicted. The
sooner we get back to the atmosphere of
our early days when as school boys we
regarded such people as sneaks the better'
it will be for the general moral tone of
this State and the conditions in which
we live together. So for these reasons,
in addition to economic and all other
reasons, I suggest that this is a m'easure
which ought to be thrown out without
delay.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ayes
27
Noes
16
Majority for the motion

11

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Dunn
Fewster
Galvin
Gray
Hayes
Holland
Hollway
McClure
Merrifield
Morrissey
Morton

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Murphy
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Randles
Ruthven
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd'
Smith
Stoddart.
Tellers:

Mr. Mutton.
Mr. White
(Mentone).
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Mr. Bloomfield
- Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Rylah

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stirling
Turnbull
Whately
White

(Allendale) .
Tellers:

Mr. Moss
Mr. Petty.

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Doube
Holt
Lemmon
Lind
Stoneham

Sir Herbert Hyland
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Buckingham
Sir George Knox
Mr. Mitchell
Brigadier Tovell.

The Bill was committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Duration of No. 5310).
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-This
clause deals with the peI'liod 'for which
the prices regulation legislation is to be
extended. The Government has already
made known that its original intention
was to legislate for an extension of two
years. Later the Government decided
to reduce the term of the proposed extension of the legislation from two years to
twelve months. Members of the Country
party in this House are wondering what
political significance there is in this move,
because a certain gentleman on whom
the Government relies for support in
another place stated in the press that he
was opposed to any extension of price
control. Members know that the honorable member for Glen Iris and one or
two other members are supporting the
Government in this House and in the
other Chamber. The honorable member
for Glen Iris was reported to have said
that he would not agree to an extension
of price control. We feel that there has
been a compromise and that the Government will not abolish price control.

GALVIN (Chief Secretary).~
The honorable member for Rainbow
should submit his question to the honorable member for Glen Iris. It is not
incumbent upon the Government to
inform members of the Country party
-they have no standing in this House-why it has decided on the term of twelve
months.
Mr.

(Oontinuation) Bill.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-On a
point of order, I ask the Deputy Premier
to withdraw his remark that members of
the Country party have no standing in
this House.
The

CHAIRMAN

(Mr.

Morton).-

Order! I do not think any remark of
the Chief Secretary was detrimental to
an individual member.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).In view of the optimistic predictions of
those controlling Commonwealth imports and exports, our Government
believes that the economic position has
improved and that price control should
operate for twelve months instead of
two years. If the predictions are not
well-founded, price control will be imposed for a further period of twelve
months.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.

THE BALLAARAT GAS COMPANY'S
Bll..L.
The Order of the Day for the secondreading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. 1\:.
8utton).-I have examined this Bill and
am of opinion that it is a 'private Bill.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-By leave, I moveThat all >the Private Bill Standing Orders,
except those relating to the payment of
fees, be dispensed with, and that this Bill
be treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to increase
the amount that the company concerned
is authorized to borrow by way of bank
overdraft. The company which was
established in 1857 is authorized to issue
share 'capital to the extent of £250,000
divided into 250,000 shares of £1 each.
The paid-up capital at the present time
is £150,000 leaving £100,000 available for
issue.

The Ballaarat Gas
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The company is also empowered to
borrow by way of mortgage or the issue
of debentures up to a maximum of twice
its paid-up capital and has exercised
its powers under that provision by
obtaining a loan of £120,000 from the
State Government of which £6,063 has
been repaid. The loan liability to the
Government at the present time is
£113,937. The moneys obtained have
been applied to plant extensions and the
expenditure incurred has been approved
by the Gas and Fuel Corporation, whose
advice the company has sought over the
period.
In addition the company is authorized
to obtain advances up to a limit of
£25,000 by way of bank overdraft. The
present overdraft figure has reached
£24,975 and the company now finds that
the limit of £25,000 is insufficient to meet
its normal monthly transactions. The
following table shows the growth of the
company from 1946, the da'te when the
overdraft limit was fixed, to the last
financial year ended 31st July, 1953:Gas output
Annual total cash
turnover
..
Coal
purchased
Wages and salaries

1946
1953
c. ft.
c. ft.
164,975,000 214,906,000
£87,804
£28,463
£25,574

£323,896
£107,934
£82,154

The Bill provides authority for the company to increase its borrowing on bank
overdraft t~ a limit of £100,000. Clause
2 specifies that the total borrowings, including bank overdraft, shall not exceed
the maximum of twice the amount of
the paid-up capital of the company. The
measure proV1ides further that any mortgagee or debenture holder shall have the
right to enforce security under the conditions of any such mortgage or debenture, and it is designed to bring the
company under the provisions of the
Companies Act 1938 in relation to the
registration of mortgages and debentures.
These proposals have been examined
carefully by the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria. I understand from the
honorable member for Ballarat that the
direCtors of the company are sound business men and that it is well managed. I
ask the House to agree to the speedy
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passage of the Bill, so that the company
will be able to raise the money it
requires without delay.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The Opposition does not seek an
adjournment of the debate on this
measure.
Like the honorable member
for Ballarat, I have the honour to represent a substantial portion of the outskirts of Ballarat, which is supplied with
gas by the Ballaarat Gas Company. I
have taken interest in the company and
can vouch for its good management. On
the figures supplied, the company's request for further capital is reasonable.
In 1946 die company's cash turnover
amounted to £87,000. To-day, it is
£323,000-almost four times as much.
The amount expended by the company on
coal, and wages and salaries, has also
increased approximately four times.
Therefore, the present overdraft is at
a ridiculously low level. I have much
pleasure in supporting the Premier to
enable this Bill to go through to-night.
SHEEHAN
(Balla'rat). - In
Mr.
approving of this measure, I point out
that during the current session honorable members have been reminded of the
initiative and confidence displayed by our
pioneers, in that legislation has been
dealt with relating to the Ballarat, Bendigo, and Geelong gas companies, which
were founded in 1857, 1858, and 1860,
respectively. Now, almost 100 years
after the incorporation of those companies, Parliament sees fit to grant
authority for more finance to be available to the companies to enable them to
undertake satisfactorily the expansion
of their activities. The main purpose of
the present Bill is to increase the
amount of money which can be borrowed
by the Ballaarat Gas Company on bank
overdraft.
In briefly traversing the history of
legislation concerning the Ballaarat Gas
Company, it willI be noticed that from
time to time since the 1857 Act amendments of this nature have been passed,
indicating how the company has
expanded. Section 11 of the 1857 Act
deals with the borrowing powers of the
company. The section was amended in
1926, the amount of money which could
be borrowed on bank 'overdraft being
limited to £25,000. In 1946, the section
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was further amended, increasing the and Fuel Corporation. In the past year
limit of money which could be borrowed new high-pressure mains have been laid
from £25,000 to one half of the down to serve the expanding industrial
paid-up capital of the company.
In area of West Wendouree. The company's
addition, provision was made for the activities are growing, and its borrowing
company to borrow a further £25,000 by powers should be brought into line with
way of bank overdraft. In 1951 section its present-day needs. The management
11 of the principal Act was again of the company is indebted to the
. amended to permit the company to Premier and to the Government for the
borrow up t.o twice its paid-up capital, introduction of this measure. I thank
but the bank overdraft limit was not the Leader of the Opposition for his
assistance, which will contribute to
altered.
the
speedy passage of the Bill.
As the Leader of the Opposition
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).-I
pointed out, in view of increasing costs
and the present capital of the company, vJ'holeheartedly support the measure, but
a bank .overdraft of £25,00'0 is insuffi- there are one or two aspects upon which
cient for the company's purposes. The I desire to commen t. The Premier
amendments in 1926, 1946, and 1951 have uttered certain complimentary remarks
made section 11 of the principal Act un- concerning the control of the works of
wieldy. Therefore, the amendment con- the Ballaarat Gas Company. The observatained in the Bill before the House em- tions of the honorable gentleman serve
braces the whole of the borrowing powers to indicate the extent of the service that
of the Ballaarat Gas Company. In effect, has been rendered by private enterprise
it embodies the same principles discussed to citizens of the City of Ballarat over a
ear1ier in the session in respect of the long period of time. Another point that
Geelong Gas Company's Bill. This latest should be stressed is that one of the
amendment provides that the company major reasons necessitating the passage
may borrow a sum not exceeding at any of this measure is the vast development
one time twice the amount of its that is taking place on the outskirts of
present paid-up capital but money Ballarat; might I say in the electorate
borrowed on bank overdraft shall not of Hampden and the temporary elecexceed
£100,000.
In
effect
the torate of Allendale. The Ballaarat Gas
over-all amount of money which can Company has rendered magnificent serbe borrowed is decreased by £25,000. It vice in the past to citizens of the City of
is important that the amount obtainable . Ballarat and that service will be exon bank overdraft should be increased tended to the industrial areas on the outbecause at this time of the year, for skirts of that city.
•
example, it is necessary for the company
The motion was agreed to.
to purchase coal to carry it over the
The Bill was read a second time, and
miners' holidays, which means an expen- passed through its remaining stages.
diture of £12,000.
Moreover it is difficult for the comBU1LDING OPERATIONS AND
pany, in its normal monthly transactions,
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
to keep within the present limit of bank
(EXTENSION) BILL.
overdraft. As the Premier explained,
The House went into Committee for
the company has expanded its service to the further consideration of this Bill.
consumers greatly in post-war yea,rs. In
Discussion was resumed of clause 2,
1946, the value of coal purchased by
the company was £28,000, whereas this providingIn sub-section (1) of section twenty-three
year it is £107,000. The wages bill has
of the principal Act as amended by any Act
increased from £25,000 in 1946 to for
the words "One thousand nine hundred
£82,000 this year. The moneys which and fifty-three" there shall be substituted
have been borrowed by the company, in- the words " One thousand nine hundred and
cluding an amount of £120,000 from the fifty-four ".
State Treasury, have been applied to
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-.
extensions, such expenditure having been I desire to take this opportunity of
incurred with the approval of the Gas discussing certain matters that were
Mr. Sheehan.
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referred to by the honorable member for
Barwon in his second-reading speech.
With respect to the portland cement
works at Port Fairy, the position is that
when the present Government attained
office in December last, a communication
was received from the chairman of
directors, Mr. Morris, asking for a
further advance of a sum of money so
that the works could be proceeded with.
Until that time previous Governments
had made available to the company approximately £187,000.
Sir THOMAS MALTBy.-Was any advance made by your Government included in that sum of money?
Mr. CAIN.-No. I called for a report
from the Treasury and also from Mr.
Reinbach, the Government's adviser on
the Board who had some knowledge of
the position. Both the Treasury and Mr.
Reinbach recommended that an advance
be made. However, I did not decide to
make an additional sum of money available to the company without referring
the matter to Cabinet. On 21st January,
1953, Calbinet approved that the sum of
£40,000 should be made available, on the
understanding that the company would
go into production at an early date and
that it would produce 750 tons of cement
weekly. I wrote to the company accordingly. My letter statedWith reference to your letter of 19th
December, 1952, and consequent interview
with the Honorable the Premier concerning provision by the Government of
further financial assistance to Moyne Portland Cement Limited, I desire to inform
you that Cabinet approval was given on
27th inst. to additional loan money being
made available to a maximum of £40,000.

I came to the conclusion that the works
could never be a success, so I stopped
the work, and uUimately a receiver was
appointed.
Colonel LEGGATT.-How
been spent on the works?

muoh

has

Mr. CAIN.-Speaking subject to
correction, I should say that somewhat
less than £30,000-possibly £20,000was spent of the amount we approved.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY. - Had the
Government any preferential claim upon
the assets of the company?
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Mr. CAIN.-Yes, the Government was
a preferential shareholder. The communication proceededIn approving of this amount Cabinet has
directed the company to be advised that no
further advance from the Government will
be approved under any circumstances.
The Crown Law Department will be requested to prepare a further debenture
covering this loan and which will be forwarded to the company for execution and
registration. In the meantime, I should be
pleased if a revised list of creditors whose
accounts are overdue as at 31st December,
1952, could be prepared and forwarded to
this office with special reference to those
accounts most urgently requiring payment.

The company intimated that it had certain obHga tions to meet bef6re it could
go into production. The Government
advanced money to the company in good
faith -to support an undertaking in which
previous Governments had invested
some thousands of pounds of public
money. When the true position was
ascertained, the present Government
closed the works, much against the
wishes of some shareholders, and a receiver was appointed. I then negotiated
with other organizations to ascertain if
they were interested in taking over the
works, but I was unsuccessful in my
quest. When I was in England, I
approached the firm of Eastwood and
Company, the second largest cementmaking organization in Great Britain,
with the view of ascertaining whether
it would install a vertical kiln of
the type which was operating in Europe.
I understand that such a kiln has since
been installed in Gippsland.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY. - Has the
Government invested any money in that
undertaking?
Mr. CAIN.-A certain sum of money
was borrowed through the Rural Finance
Corporation. I am uncertain as to the
amount involved, but I understand that
it is somewhat less than the sum invested in the undertaking by private
shareholders. That occurred long before our Government assumed office, so
I am not responsible for it. So far, I
have been unable to find anyone who is
prepared to take over the Moyne portland cement company's works. A large
sum of money has been spent on them,
and the building is a fine one. I did not
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wish to see the works closed down, as it
was desirable that they should continue
in production. However, it was not possible for the company to keep operating
then. The Government is still conducting negotiations in an eff'Ort to locate
somebody Who can solve the problem.
Tha t is the his:tory of Moyne Portland
Cement Limited.
Concerning the Traralgon cement
works, I do not wish to enter into a discussion on this subject, because I do not
know whether production will be possible
there. Much private money has been
spent on these works, and if a success is
made of the vertical kiln, burning inferior quality coal, it will also be possible for a vertical kiln to be operated
effectively at Port Fairy. However, that
remains to be seen.

It was stated that the Minister in
Charge of Materials and I were at loggerheads regarding the export of cement t'O
New South Wales. That was the most
important statement made by the honorable member for Barwon, who alleged
that an official of the Directorate circularized certain merchants to the effect
that they could send cement to New
South Wales. That statement was perfectly true. I have seen the officer concerned. When the honorable member
for Barwon was addressing the House,
I stated that I did not know anything
about the matter.
Subsequently, I
questioned the Minister in Charge of
Materials and the officer affected. I did
nat know anything about this question when the honorable member was
speaking, and I said so. The Minister in
Charge of Materials did not know
anything about it either, so the officer
informed me.
I also stated, perhaps vulgarly, that if
the statement of the honorable member
for Barwon was c'Orrect, I would put the
officer concerned" on the mat." I propose to interview that officer on Friday.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.~What did you
tell him outside?
Mr. CAlN.-That is my business.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I will tell the
House.
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Mr. CAIN.-The hon'Orable member
may do so if he chooses. As long
as 'Our Government remains in 'Office,
no public servant will make decisions
so far-reaching as the one referred
to without first 'Obtaining Ministerial
approval. . It is not true that Victoria
is in a position to export cement
to New South Wales, because supplies
are inadequate for our requirements.
Until the needs of this St'a te can be
met, no officer of the Government will
be entitled to give advice to that effect to
merchants, of whom the honorable member for Barwon is one.
Sir THOMAS MALTBy.-I am not.
Mr. CAIN.~If the honorable member
is not one of them, he has means
of obtaining infarmatian. The ather
statement made by the han arable
member cancerning New Sauth Wales
was erraneous; I consider that he
drew an his imaginatian.
It is
true that in this building twa manths
aga twa persans-their names elude
me at the mament-wha represented
a cement campany in New Sauth
Wales -infarmed me that they had
100,000 tans 'Of cement available far dispasal in Victoria. I advised them that
since 'Our Gavernment had taken 'Office it
had ceased imparting cement and
that, as far as passible, 'Only the
local product was being used by the
Departments and far small buildings
in the State; therefare, I was nat interested in purchasing any. I further
stated that in future the Gavernment
wauld distribute as effectively as passible the whale of the 'Output of the
cement warks at Geelang and Traralgan
far use by the Victarian peaple, and that
in the meantime anybady wha required
cement in excess 'Of the amaunt available lacally cauld 'Obtain it fram any
ather saurce. I had na objectian ta their
selling cement in Victaria. The persons
ta wham I refer stated that the impartatian of cement wauld baast the revenue
'Of the Railway Department. I replied
that they cauld send as much as they
cared ta. Subs~uently, I received a
letter fram the campany cancerned stating that agents had been aPI?ointed in
Melbaurne and hinting that the Government might purchase cement from them.
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The Government is not interested in
buying New South Wales cement; there
is sufficient produced locally for our purposes at present. However, the Government does not intend .to allow any Victorian c~ment to be exported to New
South Wales.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Have you any idea
of the quantity of cement sent to New
South Wales?
Mr. CAIN.-I have been informed
that a consignment of 9 or 10 tons was
sent to Jerilderie, but I will not be pinned
down to a definite statement; I merely
repeat advice I have received from a
departmental officer. So long as builders,
dairymen and farmers in Victoria require
cement, I shall take all measures to
ensure that locally-produced cement is
made available to them. Three matters
were raised by the honorable member for
Barwon about which neither I nor the
Minister in Charge of Materials had any
knowledge. I repeat that no officer of
the State will, in future, make farreaching decisions without first obtaining
Ministerial approval.
The

CHAmMAN

(Mr.

Morton).-

I ·gave the Premier special permission to
make a statement, and in doing so I did
not act strictly in accordance with the
rules of debate in Committee. I adopted
this course because the Premier stated
that he did not have the file to enable
him to reply to questions asked by honorable members. From now on, the
rules of debate must be strictly adhered
to. Clause 2 of the Bill relates to the
extension of the operation of the legislation for a period of twelve months.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I rise to a point of order, Mr. Chairman.
The Premier made his statement by
leave.
Mr. CAlN.-I did not ask for leave.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I did not
refuse the Premier leave; I granted him
leave.
The CHAIR~AN.-Order!
Leave
cannot be granted in Committee.
Session 1952-53.-[93]
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Although
you have stated that leave cannot be
granted in Committee, Mr. Chairman,
the Premier has enjoyed it. I moveThat all the words after the word II Act,"
where second occurring to the end of the
clause be omitted with the view of inserting
the wordsFor the words II thirty-first day of December, One thousand nine hundred and
fifty-three," there shall be substituted the
words "thirtieth day of June, One thousand
nine hundred and fifty-four."

My reason for submitting the amendment is supported by the statement of the
Premier, who agreed that my assertions
had been fully borne out by his investigation. The. honorable. gentleman stated
that I made an erroneous suggestion;
that is not so. A question was asked
whether or not there were conferences
or discussions held concerning the importation of cement to Victoria. It is.
most important that members shall be
acquainted with the facts, so that they
may decide whether the date in the
clause will be accepted or amended. I
trust that if and when this measure is
passed, and the effects of clause 2 are
applied for another six months or twelve
months, there will be no attempt to make
a scapegoat of a public servant for a
Ministerial failure. I am amazed that a
Socialist Government should seek, among
helpless public servants who cannot
defend themselves in this Chamber, a
scapegoat for its own sins. There should
be a full understanding of Ministerial
responsibility, and if there is to be a
search for scapegoats every time a Minister commits a sin of commission or
omission, public servants will have their
confidence undermined, they will feel
insecure, and they will be liable to
victimization.
I trust that what is common talk in
the corridors of Parliament House
concerning the future of a public servant
who is a servant of the Minister
and of, the Crown is not true.
If rum our is correct, probably the
provision in the Supply schedule for the
Building Directorate will have to be
amended because apparently the amount
required for salaries will be much less
than is at present provided. I thank
the Premier for his temperate and
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gentlemanly reply; he accepted my
charges in the true parliamentary spirit
and stated the facts. [n so far as he
apologized to me and made an explanation, I accept both his apology and his
explanation.
The Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed by Sir Thomas
Maltby to be omitted stand part of the
clause (Mr. Morton in the chair)Ay~
29
Noes
16
Majority against
amendment

the
13

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
. Mr.
Mr.

Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Galvin
Hayes
Holland
Hollway
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield
Morrissey

Murphy
Mutton
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Randles
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Gray
Mr. Rutl:tven.
NOES.

Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Dodgshun
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Moss

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Petty
Rylah
Turnbull
Whately
White
(Allendale).
TeZler3:

Mr. Cook
Mr. Stirling.

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
D'Arcy
Holt
Lemmon
Lind
Stoneham

Sir Herbert Hyland
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Buckingham
Sir George Knox
Mr. Mitchell
Brigadier Tovell.

The Bill was reported to the House
. without amendment, and the report was
adopted.
Mr. HAYES (Minister in. Charge of
Materials).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.

During the debate the honorable member for Barwon referred to a circular
issued by the officer in charge of the
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Building Directorate, Mr. Down. 1 know
nothing about that circular and r cannot
explain why it was is~ued. The weekly
production of cement in Victoria is
6,000 tons, and every ton is allocated by
the Directorate. We can produce sheets
from week to week showing the quantity
of cement available in this State.
The different parts of the State each
get a quota. Merchants get a quo~,
and despite the statements Of the honorable member for Barwon I say that he
knows as well as I do that we have no
control over cement going into another
State. A merchant at Wangaratta or
at Albury may get 10 or 20 or 30 tons
a week.
Colonel LEGGATT.-He would get it for
a certain purpose.
Mr. HAYES.-My point is that we
must be fair. It is no good making
allegations. The officer in question has
made a mistake, but as far as I am
concerned I have every confidence in
him.
Mr. McDoNALD.-Some other peop~
do not seem to have it.
Mr. HAYES.-I am naturally anxious
to see that as far ~ this officer is concerned..-.:he admits that he made a
mistake---Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Why has he
been told that he has b~en fired? If
every Minister is to be fired because .of
some mistake he makes there will be
none of them here.
Mr. HAYES.-I am sati~fied that a
mistake ha$ been made. The officer has
expressed his regret for having sent out
a circular, and if he has made a mistake
it has been made on the ground of Inexperience and nothing else.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I make a plea for this officer. It is
common knowledge in the House that
the officer, when asked if such a circular
had gone out, admitted it and was then
told that he was fired. I .make a plea
for this man, a servant. of the public.
He might l,1ave acted in error but he did
so in good faith. The responsibility
devolves upon the Minister. It has
always been a 1;·radit'ion of B~itish Parliamentary gov~rnIl).e~t that no Minister
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ever tries to shelter behind an error of
judgment on the part of a servant of
the State.
Mr. HAYES.-There is no one doing
that.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Nor would
a Minister even plead the servant's error
as an excuse. I say that it has always
been a British tradition that Ministers
accept responsibility for the acts of
their servants. This is the first occasion
during my membership of this House,
over a period of 25 years, on which a
public servant has been made a scapegoat.
Mr. GALVlN.-Does that mean that I
have to take all the blame for all the
mistakes made by the Police Force?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Chief
Secretary asks whether he has to accept
responsibility for the Police Force. Of
course he does. Did not we all read in
to-day's papers of the application of the
rule I am now promulgating, where a
police officer, being charged with a misdemeanor in that he slapped the face
of a woman, was brought before the
disciplinary Board and dealt with in
the proper manner? The responsibility
is there. The Board has been set up,
and the Minister is responsible. He now
astounds me that he, who has been a
Minister in several Governments, should
have to sit here and ask me as a private
member of the Opposition what are his
responsibilities as a Minister.
Mr. GALVlN.-Do not make yourself
any more ridiculous than you are.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I know that
the Chief Secretary has been to-day
upon a long journey and that he probably felt ill in the middle of it.
Mr. GALVIN.-What is more, I enjoyed
it.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-My plea is
that civil servants be not penalized and
made scapegoats and that in this
instance the ofncer concerned should not
have .shouldered upon him the responsibility of the Minister.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1 am
rather surprised and somewhat disappointed at the explanation of the
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Minister in Charge of Materials. First
he said, "We have no power to prevent
cement from going into the Riverina."
Technically that may be quite true, but
the control of cement is in the hands of
the controlling authorities. In the allocation of cement the controlling authorities
can stipulate the purposes to which the
product is to be put. Therefore, I do not
accept the explanation of the Minister
as one of any substance at all.
The fact that the officer concerned did
send this information out can have
serious repercussions.
Many people,
including numbers in the rural areas,
are looking for cement to comply with
Government laws and requirements, for
instance, in the dairying industry. It
was particularly unfortunate that this
err-or should have occurred, but it was
not a heinous crime and I say again
that I am disappointed that the responsible Minister has not assured Parliament and has not told the House that
the officer will not be fired.
Mr. HAYEs.-I have nbt said he will
be fired.
Mr. McDONALD.-There was an
allegation made in the House that this
man had been told by the Premier or
by the Minister in Charge of Materials
that he would be fired.
Mr.
DODGSHuN.-That
he
was
"sacked." That was the word used.
Mr. McDONALD.-1t is the same
thing, and therefore I say that this cannot be allowed to happen.
Mr. GALVIN.-Who told you this?
Who said it?
Mr. McDONALD.-It has been said in
this House and not denied. We expect
at least a denial of the accusation that
.has been made because if this kind of
thing happens no public servant will
have any future sense of safety if he
makes an error. He will feel that he
stands a risk of being dismissed from
the Service. That is absolutely unfair
and should not be tolerated. The officer
concerned in this case should not be left
under a threat of being forced to his
dismissal. I repeat my dissatisfaction on
the two matters to which I have directed
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attention. The first is that the Minister did not convey the true position
regarding the material and, secondly,
that he did not assure the House that
this public servant, who has certainly
not committed a heinous crime, will
not be dismissed.
In this matter the Government is on the
run. The honorable member 'for Barwon,
as was his right, made a statement in this
House exposing a certain situation,
but the Minister did not make a
correct explanation. The Government
has every power it requires over
the owners or controHers of cement.
The Government has every power to
say for what purposes this material
should be used. The particular officer
concerned having made a mistake, and
the Minister having taken the decision
he did, there should be no question of
dismissal. I hope that the Government
will state clearly that there shall be no
question of the dismissal of this officer.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-The
statement of the Minister in Charge of
Ma terials has left a very uneasy feeling
in the minds of honorable members.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-Order! This is a grave question and its discussion is not helped by
interjections or loud conversations in the
House.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Minister . rose
of his own volition to make a statement
tha t has left an uneasy feeling among
members. He attempted to reply to a
statement of the honorable member for
Barwon when he spoke of a certain circular that was supposed
to emanate, from the Building DirecFor some time, I have
torate.
known of the activities of the officer concerned, and he is a man of high integrity.
I hope I can truthfully say that of most
officers of the Public Service, but this
particular officer has performed an exceptional job under exceptional circumstances, over a number of years. Under
the general principles embodied in the
Bill, the fact is that there has been a controversy, and the Premier is alleged to
have told this man that he is "sacked"
because of action he took. That must
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cause great perturbation among public
servants. If the Premier, in a moment
of heat, can tell a public servant that he
is no longer an officer of the State, there
is something wrong. If this officer has
committed a grave misdemeanour, it is
the duty of the Premier to refer the case
to the appropriate tribunal that can
judge and assess the misdemeanour and
punish the officer, if he has done something wrong.
Speaking of the general principles of
the Bill, the explanatory notes I have before me-they were supplied by the
Minister-cannot be co-ordinated, and on
this matter the House has been given a
paucity of information. The Premier
said that the present Government started
the principle of allocating locally manufactured cement to Departments. The
Minister in Charge of Materials gave
members a list of quotas. The Country
party Government experienced a more
trying time than this Government in the
matter of the allocation of cement supplies. Building, had almost stopped in the
State. At Fyansford most of the cement
produced in this State is manufactured,
and the capacity of the works was presumably 5,000 tons a week when the
Country party Government assumed
office.
Mr. G. E. WHITE.-That was in 1948.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Yes, arid the
Government experienced trying times.
The present Government is reaping the
benefit of what the Country party
Government did. To-day, the capacity
of those works is 6,500 tons a week. The
present Government has never been faced
wi th the low straits experienced by the
Country party Government, which, at
certain times, could not obtain more than
2,000 tons of cement a week owing to
lack of coal, and other obstacles. On
more than one occasion, the then Premier
consulted the chairman of directors and
the manager of the concern in an effort
to boost production. ·Plans to build
additional retorts and so on were submitted and every avenue of increas'ing
production was explored. During the
regime of the Country party Government, the retorts of this company were
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reconstructed; that is the reason why
additional quantities of cement are now
being produced.
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and Charities Commission case all over
again. Will the Premier, in a fractious
moment, discredit a man and sack him?
A temporary employee under the Public
Speaking from memory, I think the Service Act has certain rights, and if he
Minister in Charge of Materials said that is dismissed from the Service he must
34,000 tons of cement were allotted to earn his living elsewhere. Matters such
Departments in the period he mentioned. as this disturb honorable members not
On the figures submitted by the honor- only on the Opposition side but on the
able gentleman the consuming capacity . Government side of the House too. The
of the State exceeds 400,000 tons a year Country party hopes that before the Bill
under controls, so s,omeone must go passes through its remaining stages,
short. This Government is using nearly the Premier or the Chief Secretary will
double the quantity of 34,000 tons, but give an assurance that this man will not
members have not been told that the lose his job.
varying price of that cement is from £14
to £17 a ton, nor have they been inMr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).formed how much cement is provided for The honorable member for Rainbow, in
housing outside th~ Housing Commission discussing the subject of cement at this
areas. Therefore, the Government is not stage, does not appreciate what happened
saving the money it purports to save when the Country party Government
according to the statement of the Minis- was in office. I know of no case where
ter. I want to know what the Govern- a genuine home builder-whether buildment is doing to bring cement production ing himself or through a con tractorin Victoria within economic bounds and has not been able to obtain an allocation
to db'tain the quantity needed for the of locally-produced cement. Is it not
development of this State. We have been right that the Government should allocate
told that the Traralgon works will be in cement for specific purposes of State
operation by Christmas time, but they instrumentalities? When ihe Country
will produce only 38,000 tons a year.
party Government was in power it did
Mr. GALVlN.-Who started those not alloca·te 1 ton of local cement for the
use of soldier settlers or the Hospitals
'works?
and Charities Commission. Those conMr. DODGSHUN.-The Country party sumers were forced to use imported
Government. Except to obtain cement cement, subsidized by the Government,
from over the borders of the State, the which is the people.
present Government has not done anySir THOMAS MALTBY.-Soldier settlers
thing to obtain the quantity necessary to
carry out important works. Matters of did not suffer as a result of that.
this nature must be handled carefully,
Mr. GALVIN.-The taxpayer suffered
and if the Government runs around sack- because in the long run he must make up
ing trusted officers like Mr. Down, it will the deficiency, whether by way of subsidy
find itself in a mess. Officers of the or direct payment.
type of Mr. Down are needed by
the Government to extricate the State
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Country party
from a difficult position. Members Government also subsidized the coal
of my party desire an assurance which made the cement. We are not
from the Deputy Premier that this ashamed of that policy.
officer will not be victimized. The
question was raised of a police officer
Mr. GALVIN.-I would be interested
being presented to the appropriate tri- to know what the Country party
,bunal and the punishment tha twas Government did to assist cement prometed out to him. Members may hold duction. Going back to 1948, the basis
differing opinions on that matter, but a for the co-ordination of the Geelong
Board decided what should be done in cement works was laid by the 'present
that case. Apparently Mr. Down will have Minister of Transport. He initiated the
no right of 'appeal. It is the Hospitals plan which was followed by others.
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-Now the Government is sitting tight and not doing anything.

Mr. GALVIN.-The Minister in Charge
of Materials mentioned that the Government saved the State £168,000 on the
distribution of cement. That knowledge
has hurt members of the Country party.
N ow they are shedding tears for public
servants, but they opposed granting
them an independent tribunal.
The
Liberal and Country party has run away
from every issue, even the two-for-one
electoral proposal. What justice did the
party extend to the honorable member
for Glen Iris and his colleagues? They
were sacked from the party.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-Order! I ask the Chief Secretary to resume his seat. Every honorable member is expected to address the
Chair when he is on his feet, not to-carry
on a system of thrust and parry with
honorable members opposite.

Mr. GALVIN.-Mr. Speaker, earlier in
the evening, you informed me that interjections were disorderly.
The SPEAKER.-If necessary i shall
repeat that instruction.
Mr. GALVIN.-My point is that interjections are disorderly, and I claim
some protection.
Members of the
Country party do not like the facts which
were presented to the House by the
Minister in Charge of Materials to-night.
It is well known that in the past they
opposed independent tribunals for the
Public Service.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-But the Labour party
Government put through the legislation
'on which my party was defeated.
Mr. GALVIN.-I know we have passed
an Act which sounds the deathknell of
the Country party. I should have
expected the Court try party to raise the
issue of the two-for-one electoral plan
rather than endeavour to gain some
political kudos out of this matter.
Mr. BROSE.-Did you sack a man
without trial?

and Building Materials

Mr. GALVIN.-Tbe Country party
Government was sacked ignominiously
by the electors of the State last December
for incompetence.
Mr. BROSE.-Now you are introducing
a red herring.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Minister in
Charge of Materials presented a logical
and reasoned statement to the House this
evening on the Bill. I am pleased to hear
my friends in the Opposition corner raise
their voices now because when the
Country party was the Government they
were silent. There has not been a
Minister in this House for more than
a century who made fewer speeches
than the honorable member for Rodney
did when he was Minister of Water
Supply for two years. Even now he does
not make a reasoned speech, but merely
croaks like a frog and speaks of
red herrings. To-night the Minister in
Charge of Ma terials made a reasoned
and logical speech.
Mr. BRosE.-We all agree with it.
Mr. GALVrn.-Then why has there
been so much criticism, and why has
the Deputy Leader of the Country party,
who is a past master of Understatement,
cri ticized the Minister because of his
allocation of cement?
Mr. BRosE.-We do not like people to
be dismissed without a trial.
Mr. GALVIN.-I assure members of
the Country party that no injustice will
be done by the Government to any public
servant. Our Government can be judged
on its record.
Mr. Mmus.-What about Dr. Hurley?
Mr. GALVIN.-Why did the Country
party not attack the Government with
a no-confidence motion on that subject if
it thought the Government had done
something wrong? I repeat that no injustice will be done by the Government
to the officer concerned.

Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-By
'leave, I desire to thank the Chief Secretary for his assurance that no injustice.
will be done to the officer referred to.
In my view, it is unfortunate that the
honorable gentleman did not make his
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statement earlier, because such action
would, have expedited the debate. At
this stage I desire to convey to members
my recollections concerning the Moyne
cement company. It has been suggested,
by innuendo, that there is something
frightful about the circumstances surrounding that organization. Actually,
the Government which I led was not
responsible for the establishment of
that company; it was one of the legacies
which was left by a previous Administration, led by the present member for
Glen Iris. That Government sponsored
a company which, I think, was known
as the Western District cement company.
However, the undertaking sustained a
major disaster at the outset. It was
using broyvn coal as a fuel and it was
inexperiedced in the technique associated with the '.Ung of that comI
understand that from
modity.
£90,000 to £100,000 of public money wa~
sunk in the venture.
J
The Government which I led was
faced wit~ the responsibility of making
a crucial decision. At that time, cement
was requir~ at the rate of approximat~ly 400,000 tons a year, and for
many weeks in succession 2,000 tons
only was being delivered. For the
present Government to claim that it has
effected a saying of £168,000 a year on
cement i~ SQ much tripe and nonsense,
because the circumstances now are
totally different fr9m what they were
then. It is but fair that I should be
permitted to state my version of the
matter. My Government was informed
by experts that, if certain things were
done, the company could be reorganized
and reconstituted. The present Minister of Lands was the member for
the district, and he w~smost insistent-,-he had the support of his party
-tha~ if a sum of money necessary to
meet requirements was advanced, the
production of cement could be increased.
At that time, supplies of cement were
being imported, not only from other
States, but also from overseas. The
shortage of that commodity in Victoria
was so grave that my Government believed that all available supplies would
be used by Government Departments if
they could procure them. In order to
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relieve the situation, my Government imported supplies of cement from overseas
and credited the Departments with the
difference between the prices of the
imported and local products.
My Government did' agree to reorganize and to finance the Moyne
cement company. A new company was
formed, and' the shares were written
down. Speaking subject to correction,
approximately £188,000 has been advanced to the undertaking, of which sum .
about £24,000 was for share-capital that
the company had failed to raise on the
open mar~et and which it was required
by law to obtain. My Government has
nothing to hide concerning its negotiations with the Moyne cement company.
It acted in good faith, at a time when
the shortage of cement was extremely
acute.
I desire now to refer to the cement
undertaking at Traralgon which, I hope,
~
successful.

b,

M~~J

GALVIN.-Your Deputy does not
hope so.
Mr. McDONALD.-That is untrue.
The honorable member for Rainbow supports me in this matter. The point is
that the company concerned is using a
new technique and a new process, and
I believe that its business will develop
quickly. When that undertaking reaches
full production, it should be capable of
producing in excess of 34,000 tons
annUally. That is the hope for the re.
mainder of the year.
Mr. CAIN.-This company could not
produce more than 750 tons a week.

Mr. McDONALD.-The management
of the company hopes to make a start
and to expand. New techniques were
adopted for the manufacture of cement
by using brown coal as fuel. Another
reason why the Goyernment of which I
was a member felt that the project was
worth while was that it was in accordance with the policy of decentralization.
The establishment of such an industry as
this in Gippsland would enable transport costs to be saved, because thousands
of tons of cement are required in
the rapid development of that district.
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My Government considered that it was

more than justified in making an advance loan to the company, in view of
all the circumstances. A new technique
was to be adopted; brown coal would
be used; limestone was available in the
district; and there would be a great
saving of transport costs. Those who
formed my Government have nothing
to be ashamed of because of the action
taken to help cement companies develop
when cement was urgently required in
the State.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).Our Government was attacked for making available the sum of £40,000 to the
company.
Mr. McDoNALD.-1 did not attack you.
Mr. CAIN.-A group in the Liberal
party attacked our Government because
of certain action taken by the previous
Country party Government. The first
grant made to the Moyne portland
-cement company was in September, 1948,
when the honorable member for Shep~
parton was Premier.
Mr. McDoNALD.-No; Acting-Premier.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
for Glen Iris and I were then in Britain.
On that occasion, the sum of £25,000
was advanced. In the year 1949, the
sum of £20,000 was allocated. The
honorable member for Shepparton was
not then a member of the Government.
I do not condemn him for that action.
nor for assisting in the establishment of
cement works at Traralgon.
Great
pressure is exercised against all new
companies by the Geelong cement company, which does not wish to have a
competitor, but prefers that there shall
be a shortage of cement. The Government desires that there shall be a
plentiful supply of this commodity, and
is entitled to obtain it from any source
available. I did not censure the honorable member for Shepparton for the
action he took, but I was condemned by
a section of the Liberal party.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill- was read a third time.

Account.

VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House went into Committee of
Supply for the further consideration of
the motion of Mr. Cain (Premier and
Treasurer) tha t a sum not exceeding
£7,663,840 be granted to Her Majesty
on account for or towards defraying
services for the year 1953-54.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-Although the hour is nearly 11
o'clock, the Opposition is being cooperative with the Government in not
asking for an adjournment of the
debate. There are at least four serious
matters that I could raise, but I do not
propose to refer to them to-night, as the
Premier has given an assurance that the
Estimates will come before the Committee in two or three weeks' time and that
members will have ample opportunity
to debate them. It is necessary that
this Supply Bill shall be passed in order
that public servants may be paid. The
schedule contains nothing unusual. The
sum required for the month of December is £1,058,778 more than for the
corresponding period last year.
This
morning I was informed by Treasury
officials that in most cases the increases
were accounted for by the fact that
there would be three pay periods inDecember compared with two for that
month last year. At future sittings of
the House, there will be debates concerning land tax, the licensing laws,
bookmakers, and transport.
The Transport (Amendment) Bill
has been read a first time.
I
have been informed that the measure wHI restrict the use of trucks
by primary producers to a certain
mileage and that a farmer will no longer
be enabled to carry his neighbour's
goods. If that is so, I can promise the
Treasurer that that measure will have
a fairly rough passage. I -trust that my
information is not correct, but we shall
know later. Personally, I have no objection to the Government being grant,ed
Supply for a period of one month because
I realize that members will have ample
opportunity at a later stage to debate
the Estim'a tes.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I wish
to relate my remarks to the AttorneyGeneral's Department and the issue of
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housey-housey permits. During the last
few months there has been a good deal of
talk and counter talk on this subject.
Recently, I endeavoured to give my
opinion on the subject but was called to
order by the Speaker, I think quite
rightly, and was told that the time was
not opportune to discuss the matter,
although there had been certain interjections concerning the attitude of the
Country party Government to houseyhousey. I should like t.o refer to a
generous statement of my Leader, which
is reported in Hansard of the 27th
October, when he saidSome Ministers at present sitting on the
Treasury bench were responsible for the
de'cision I· made to overrule my AttorneyGeneral.

As the then Attorney-General I did
not wish to have anything to do
with housey-housey, but four members
of the party that now comprises the
Government-Messrs. Shepherd, Hayes,
Towers, and Coleman-felt, for various
reasons, that in their electorates there
should be housey-housey games conducted for charitable purposes. I pay
tribute to the present Minister of Education who, when the matter was raised the
other evening, said that he did not wish
to be dissociated from his colleagues who
wanted housey-housey games permitted.
I dug my toes in but the then Premier,
the honorable member f.or Shepparton,
as he very manfully said on the 27th
October, overruled me. I then proceeded
to make the best I could of what I felt to
be a bad and un savoury job. The four
members I have just named did nothing
in any way to harrass me; they treated
me with consideration as a new and
inexperienced Minister; they were not
impatient but helped me to hammer out
what was considered to be the best
arrangement that we could adopt for
housey-housey. At the behest of the
Labour party, which was supporting the
Country - party Government, we issued
some eight or ten conditions. It is only
fair that when one has partners they
should be helped if that is at all possible.
At no Nme did the present Premier personally like the idea, but I think he
realized that in the circumstances nothing else could be done.
Session 1952-53.-[94]
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I do not know whether the people in
the electorates where housey-housey
games are wanted are less generous, nor
do I know what the set-up is, but
evidently for charitable purposes they
will not co-operate to the full unless they
are provided with the sport of houseyhousey.
I did my best to become
acquainted with the game, so I d.onned
old clothes and went to a housey-housey
school. As a result, I consider that one
aspect of housey-housey is not mentioned
in the propaganda that is released about
it. At one game I attended there were
three tables, twenty to each side; there
were 120 people seated and many others
were standing around waiting for the
main game. The conduct of the game
was perfectly orderly, but I was interested to notice that it was rather like
a Pioneer tour, the bulk of those present
were women, and many of them were
elderly. There were signs 'Of arthritis and
wash tubs on the hands handling the
counters; one or two ladies appeared to
have been pumping beer during the day,
and others had probably skimped to " do
the dough" that they should have spent
on nourishing food. I had an opportunity of studying the faces of those presen t. Many of them were thoroughly
decent and non-vicious. For many of the
older people it appeared to be a form of
club life which enabled them to get away
from some mean and cold bed-sitting
room, to mix with their fellow men and
women and to have a little bit of ~ flutter.
I concluded that housey-housey in some
respects was possibly not as bad as it was
cracked up to be.
One condition that I insisted upon was
tha t there should be no bag into which
the caller would dip his hand blindly and
perhaps fake a number but that there
should be a barrel and that the number
should be picked out with tongs. Notwithstanding that condition, I considered
that it was a game that would be exceedingly difficult to police. I repeat that in
order to oblige our partners of that time
we granted housey-housey permits under
what were considered to be the strictest
possible conditions. During the last
election campaign, when the Country
party was in its twilight as a
Governmen t, when everything was
slack in the newspaper world and no
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president of any Liberal branch was
resigning in rage because of the treatment being meted out Ito Tom Hollway,
there was always talk of some gent
who was making a colossal amount for
himself out of housey-housey. I would
receive a request for a statement of
what I intended to do. I would say that
if a signed statement was obtained from
the person concerned and it was brought
to the Law Departmen t I would be only
too glad to institute rigorous proceedings
forthwith. However, none of the allegations ever reached that stage, and I do
not think they have since. I do not
know what the experience of the present
Attorney-General has been but I doubt
whether anyone has ever " come to the
party" with a signed statement which
would enable the Attorney-General to
take appropriate action.
I wish to clear up one point relating to
the issue of permits for housey-housey.
It was reported in Hansard of the 27th
October that the Premier said-when
interjecting during the speech of the
honorable member for SheppartonYour Government issued 400 permits, ann
we have issued only three.

I think that is somewhat misleading and
that the Premier meant 300 permits. I
do not think it can be said that in the
year the Labour party has been ln office
only three permits for housey-housey
have been issued, and the statement is
not borne out by an answer supplied to
a "Dorothy Dixer" that was asked by
the honorable member for Oakleigh. On
the 6th October the honorable member
askedHow many "Housey-Ho.usey " permits
were granted during the periods 1st
January, 1952, to 30th September, 1952; and
1st January, 1953, to 30th September, 1953,
respectively?

The answer supplied by the AttorneyGeneral wasFor the period first mentioned the figures
are 293 in respect of charities ann 80 in
respect of registered patriotic funds. For
the second period the figures are-287 in
aid of charities and 21 in aid of registered
patriotic funds.

On the same day, in reply to another
question
concerning
housey-housey,
schedules of financial returns were supplied.. A study of those returns reveals
Mr. Mitchell.

Account.

that for 1953, after the present Government took office, just over 300 permits
were issued. In other words, approxirna tely 86 fewer permits were issued by
this Government than by the Country
party Government. I suggest that an
apparent step in the direction of virtue
was that quite a number of people had
" had" their particular charity; it was all
over and they did not seek fresh permits. The present Government has now
been in office for a year, and it is issuing
approximately the same number of
housey-housey permits as were issued by
the Government of which I was a member. The honorable member for Shepparton has said that if the Government
sees fit to take any action calculated to end housey-housey it will be
given the wholehearted support of the
Country party. I am with that statement 100 per cent.
I have been giving this matter some
thought. One of the troubles associated
with the whole question is that, having
issued the permits, it is not easy for the
Government to "wipe" them.
The
Attorney-General, in the course of the
year in which he has controlled his
office, has had available to him all possible information on this subject-aU
that we as the preceding Government
had. But he still has not done anything.
In connexion with the report that was
prepared on the subject I am sure that
members now behind the Government
who were concerned with the preparation of that report will substantiate that
we thrashed out the whole matter and
produced what we thought was a meticulously prepared and complete statement.
Mr. RANDLES.-It would take a Philadelphia lawyer to get anything out of
the report that was submitted. The
" show" conducted in Brunswick to-day
at least is honest.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Yes. I think that
the game at Sunshine is probably one of
the best run in the State.
The
poin t I was making was that there
is every possible piece of information that we could provide now
available to the Attorney-General if
he wants it. I emphasize that if the
Government is desirous of ending houseyhousey we can probably help. One of
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the directions in which those concerned
with the running of housey-housey have
an avenue of escape is in a decision of
Mr. Justice Fullagar in Forge v. Maysa housey-housey case in 1946-in regard
to which he happened to refer to a £5
note as an artide. In 1824, in England,
the House of Commons found that even
State lotteries, after a period of about 150
years, had such a bad effect on the people
that they were all banned. In 1846,
however, there was passed an Act providing for art unions. Under that legislation people were allowed to conduct a
raffle in the interests of art. The whole
reason why a raffle is justifiable is in the
principle that one is not running a
lottery for cash but for an object. In
latter years, whether a raffle was run for
a turkey or for a pair of ski boots or any
other object, the raffle was always permissible because it was an article that
was offered as the prize.
Under section 88 of the Police Offences
Act in this State raffles are aJilowed for
an object, such as a work of art. The
decision of Mr. Justice Fullagar was
seized upon by those interested in the
business of housey-housey. I admit that
a £5 note is an object. It is a piece of
paper, but the average person looks upon
it as money and not as an object. At all
events, these housey-housey schools have
been run along these lines: "The next
drawing will be for five green articles
and there they are, pinned up on the
board," and five £1 notes are to be seen
pinned on the board. In other instances
the prize may be stated to be 35 green
objects.
I do not wish to interfere in any way
with the occasional legitimate raffle of
a turkey or something of the kind in
the interests of a local hospital, nor does
the Premier wish to interfere with the
holding of an occasional raffle for a bona
fide charity where the whole business is
above board. We want to get away from
this deliberate lottery which is now
going on the whole time behind the subterfuge of the decision of the learned
Judge to whom I have referred, in which
instance a £5 note was spoken of as an
article, thus putting housey-housey in the
same category as a legitimate raffle. If
the Attorney-General will examine this
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aspect and the Government decides to
bring in legislation whereby houseyhousey can be put where it belongsthat is, in the place of an illegal lottery
for money-the party for which I now
speak will heartily support him.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The Government has not disclosed its plans
for freshening up this House of Parliament in readiness for the visit of Her
Majesty the Queen. I fear that a shabby
House of Assembly may be on view during Her Majesty's visit, but the money
which the Government says will
be forthcoming from the control l1f
the price of petrol may provide
sufficient funds to enable the Assembly
and other portions of this beautiful parliamentary building to be freshened up
before the Royal visit. I trust that the
Government will give this matter earnest
consideration at an early date.
To-day I had an opportunity to inspect
at the Public Library the master plan
of the proposed future layout of Melbourne, and I compliment the Government on the display. Tribute should be
paid to the Trustees of the Public
Library for making available the
space necessary for persons to examine
the master plan.
The most striking feature was the number of
people interested in the display; they
represented all sections of the community. Many visitors were interested
in the technical data and were prepared
to pay £2 2s. for the book explaining
what is proposed to be done under the
first section of the plan. I have not had
an opportunity of examining the whole
plan in detail but the interest shown in
thE' master plan reflects great credit on
those who have made possible this display. Members must be gratified at the
practical demonstration of public interest
in this project by the formation yesterday of a body of prominent citizens to
assist to implement the plan.
I shall now discuss matters concerning the Police Department. I have discussed many times with the Chief Secretary the lack of drive within the
Force. I do not suggest that that is
reflected in the investigation of criminal
cases or other serious duties performed
by officers of the Police Force, but there
is a lack of drive which is particularly
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noticeable among officers stationed in
suburbs, where there are many traffic
problems, and on rare occasions only
do local police play their part in trying
to solve those problems. It is remarkable how often a traffic jam will occur
through one selfish motorist parking in
an area which the police have the pO-Ner
to keep clear, or through traffic lights
operating wrongly, or through employees of the tramways Board pulling
up the roadway to effect repairs. In
those instances, it is seldom that a member of the Force is present to direct
traffic operations.
Representations have been made to
successive Governments to
relieve
officers of the Police Force of routine
duties so as to enable them to concentrate on important problems. In the
past, Governments have relieved them of
the work of serving civil processes.
Since that was done, some solicitors have
experienced trouble owing to the poor
type of persons available as process
servers. There is need f.or an overhaul
of the Police Force, particularly from
the top downwards, to ensure that better
administrative methods are introduced
so that officers will be able to concentrate on real problems. Doubtless all
members are concerned at the increase
of crimes of violence. There have been
no remarkable achievements by the
police for some time to bring their work
under the public eye; something spectacular in -the way of reorganization
appears to be required to assist the
police to solve problems arising in
the metropolis. Next year, members
of the Police Force will have to perform
arduous and important duties and doubtless plans to that end have been prepared.
Mr. PETTIONA.-Do you think a rise
in salary that the police are now seeking
will have a g-ood effect?
Mr. RYLAH.-I do not think members
should interfere in any matter submitted for arbitration by members
of the Force. Much has been said about
problems facing the Mental Hygiene
Branch, and publicity was given to these
matters last year by a daily newspaper
which raised a fund for the general
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overhaul of the children's cottages at the
Kew mental institution. Recently the
Minister of Health made unfortunate remarks as to the lack - of interest displayed by the community in mental
hygiene, but I am pleased to say that
yesterday the honorable gentleman retracted his statements.
I direct the
attention of the Minister of Health to
the harsh comments he made respecting
menta] hospital auxiliaries. That was
unfortunate. Most members know the
valuable work done by these auxiliaries
which has resulted in the spectacular
efforts of members of the Master
Builders Association, the Lions Club and
other organizations.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-They are a very
great factor to-day.
Mr. RYLAH.-I agree; the interjection of the honorable member for Allendale is very much to the point. It would
be fair to say these people do the hard
" ya'kka ", and although the organizations
in which they are interested are receiving deserved credit for the work
they have done, such credit should
not be given to the detriment of
the mental hospitals auxiliaries. I suggeS't to the Minister of Health that it
would be of great assistance to the
auxiliaries and other persons interested
if he could issue a statement of the
amoun t of money which has been spent,
the work which has been put in hand
and completed, and the work which is
planned for expenditure of those funds.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Has the money been
paid over?
Mr. RYLAH.-It has been paid, and
in the Budget papers it is' shown in a
separate trust account. Some of the
money has already been spent. I have
received certain notifications from the
Minister of Public Works and the
Minister of Health concerning contracts
which have' been let, but no over-all
statement has been published on the
lines I have suggested. I was prompted
to act by a direct inquiry by the Kew
mental hospital auxiliary, which has
played a large part in the actual work.
In view of the Premier's assurance that
there will be a full debate on the Estimates, I do not propose to say any more
on the Supply Bill.
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Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-I
endorse the remarks of the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition concerning the
display of the master plan of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
I was extremely impressed by the plan,
but trust that the cynical remark
recorded in the remarks book in the
Public Library, that this is a very fine
plan but only a dream, does not prove
to be true. I am sure it will not, because
people in the metropolitan area are working with the view of ensuring that some
part of the plan will be carried out in the
near future.
The first matter I desire to mention is
the Tarago scheme for the supply of
water to the Mornington peninsula. That
project was started some considerable
time ago, but work ceased because of
lack of funds. Now I have received
second-hand advice that part of the
tunnel which was constructed is commencing to fall in. Of course, that will
incur substantial expenditure, and I ask
the Minister of Water Supply to consider
making further representations to obtain
the comparatively small amount of funds
required to complete the project. It is
uneconomic to start on work like that
and abandon it at a stage where it can
fall into disrepair. I understand that
approximately £200,000 is required to
complete the scheme, which it vital not
only to householders but to farmers on
the peninsula. Some of those :armers
are growing vegetables for the metropolitan area, which were formerly supplied by market gardeners in the
Moorabbin and other areas.
The other subject I desire to discuss
is the employment of private veterinary
surgeons on the tuberculin testing of
cattle, more· particularly in the Cranbourne area. On previous occasions, the
Minister of Agriculture has informed me
that the Department of Agriculture supplies its own veterinary surgeons for
this task, but I have been assured by
people in the area that private veterinary
surgeons from the metropolitan ~.\rea are
still doing the work.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-That is a very
serious statement if a whole milk area
is concerned.
Session 1952-53.-[95]
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Colonel LEGGA TT.-It is a whole milk
area. In the district there is a young
man who is duly qualified to carry out
the task, having served his apprenticeship, had sufficient experience and graduated at the Sydney university. Unfortunately, there is not a chair of
veterinary science at the University of
Melbourne. Now that young man is
in his home town, and I suggest he
should receive preference over veterinary
surgeons from the metropolitan area if
the Department does not use its own
veterinary officers. I have no objection
to outside veterinary surgeons being
employed by the Department if they
carry out the work efficiently. I have
before me a letter dated 16th November
which indicates that Mr. Thompson, a
veterinary surgeon, of Korumburra, is
being employed for the purpose of tuberculin testing in that district; which is
outside the area to which I referred. I
claim that if private veterinary surgeons
are to be employed upon such work, the
services of local men should be obtained.
On the 18th June of this year, I introduced to the Minister a deputation consisting of dairy farmers, stud breeders;
and members of. the Australian Primary
Producers Union, who intimated that
although they had previously looked
after their own cattle, they realized that
the services of qualified veterinary surgeons were necessary for the proper
treatment of their stock. They also
expressed the view that the services of
resident veterinary surgeons should be
availed of.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-COWS which supply
whole milk for consumption in Melbourne must be tuberculin tested.
Colonel LEGGATT.-That is so, but
the work is now being done by veterinary
surgeons from Melbourne, in districts
as far afield as Cranbourne and KooWee-Rup.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Are you reflecting on
the ability of herd testers sent from
Melbourne?
Colonel LEGGATT.-Not at all. The
veterinary surgeons sent from Melbourne
are qualified and experienced men of
long standing. I trust, however, that
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the Minister of Education does not reflect
upon the ability of resident veterinary
surgeons in the area to which I have
referred. The sending of veterinary
surgeons from Melbourne to country districts is not an entirely satisfactory procedure because they have to travel long
distances and often they do not arrive
when they are required. Nevertheless,
they perform a good job, and there is no
doubt as to their ability. The Minister
was particularly impressed with the
arguments submitted by the deputation
to the effect that local veterinary surgeons should be employed by the Government, in country districts. The honorable gentleman expressed agreement
with the proposal, but unfortunately
nothing has been done, and the replies
that I have received are evasive. I
believe that, if the Minister investigated
the activities of his Department, he
would be surprised to learn the number
of occasions on which Melbourne
veterinary surgeons are sent to country
areas to conduct tuberculin tests and he
would accede to the request of the residents of the district to which I have
referred.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the
House and adopted.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I moveThat out of the sum of £6,432 already
voted by the Committee of Supply, but not
yet reported to the House, a sum not
exceeding £730 be granted to Her Majesty
on account for or towards defraying the
following services for the year 1953-54,
viz.:Division I.-Legislative Council, Contingencies, &c.-£730.

Bill (No.4).

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House and
adopted.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.4).
Leave was given to Mr. Cain (Premier
and Treasurer) and Mr. Shepherd
(Minister of Education) to bring in a
Bill to carry out the resolution of the
Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
brought in a Bill to apply out of
the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£7,664,570 to the service of the year
1953-54, and moved that it be read a
first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first time, a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sum available for the purposes voted by Legislative Assembly).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I should like to
ask the Premier whether he will arrange
for the matters raised by members of
the Opposition during the Supply debate
to be replied to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I shall bring the rna tters referred to
under the notice of the Ministers concerned.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.

The motion was agreed to.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educ.:ltion).-I moveThat towards making good the supply
granted to Her Majesty for the service of
the year 1953-54, the sum of £7,664,570 be
granted out of the Consolidated Revenue of
Victoria.

ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .--'"
I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.53 p.m.
until Tuesday, N ovem,ber 24.
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relation to the payment of fees. I propose that the same procedure be adopted
in this House. Therefore, I moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public Bill
except in relation to the payment of fees.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.58 p.m., and read the
prayer.
STATE FORESTS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
of Forests), was read a first time.
REVOCATION AND EXOISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
WlLLIA'M SLATER (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
JURIES (FEES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
WILLIAM SLATER (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
PUBLIC AND BANK HOLIDAYS
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
A. M. FRASER (Minister of Labour),
was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (IMPORTED
HOUSES) BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
BALLAARAT GAS COMPANY'S BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-In the Assembly this
Bill was ruled to be a private Bill, but
was treated as a public Bill except in

I produce a receipt showing that a sum
of £20 has been paid into the Treasury
for the public uses of the State to meet
the expenses on the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this· Bill be now read a first time.

The motion was agreed to.
BUILDING OPERATIONS AND
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
(EXTENSION) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL.
(No.4).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
Y ARRABULLA CREEK AREA : REMOVAL OF
BRIDGES.

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister in Charge of Electrical UndertakingsDid the State Electricity Commission destroy by blasting two bridges in the Yarrabulla creek area; if so-(i) why; (ii) at
whose direction were they destroyed; and
(iii) was the Forests Commission consulted
regarding the use of these bridges in connexion with fire protection?

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).The answer isTwo bridges in the Yarrabulla creek
area were built by the State Electricity
Commission in 1939-40 on a temporary track
to obtain access to the Yarra bulla camp
used for the construction of the Kiewa transmission line patrol road.
With the completion of the permanent
patrol road, the temporary access track was
no longer required. As the bridges were in
a dangerous condition and were being used
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by unauthorized persons to gain access to
the transmission line patrol road, they were
removed recently by the State Electricity
Commission on the authority of the engineer
in charge of the work. The Forests Commission was not consulted. A third bridge
is still intact.

STATUTES AMENDMENT BILL.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The first item on the Notice Paper
under the heading 'of Government business is a notice of motion by the Attorney-General, as to which he gave notice
orally on the last day of meeting, the
17th November, of his intention to move
for leave to bring in a Bill which he
described as "A Bill to amend various
statutes." HonoQrable members may recall that, when the Attorney-General
gave notice, I directed attention to what
appeared to me to be the want of a
title to the Bill, and questioned the
sufficiency of the notice. Upon reading
the written notice, and giving the matter
full consideration, I am of the opinion
that any motion in relation to the proposed Bill is incompetent unless it is
given ·a title. In my view, the words
" A Bill to amend various statutes" do
not constitute a title. They are mere
general words which give no clue to the
contents of the Bill, and do not serve to
distinguish it from any Bill whatever,
except a consolidation Bill, which might
be introduced in this House.
For want of a descriptive title it would
be impossible for honorable members to
cast any intelligent vote upon eit.her the
motion for leave to bring in the Bill, oQr
- i f that were carried-upon the motion
for its first reading, because until the
motion for the second reading comes
before the House, the contents of the
Bill itself are not e~hibited to honorable
members.
The Attorney-General said, when I first
raised the question of title, that the proposal was novel, ,and it certainly is. In
my opinion, if the proposal were admitted a bad precedent would be created,
because, once it was admitted, any honorable member could .give notice of intention for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
a statute, without naming any particular
statute. Honorable members then would
be required to vote upon the proposal
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without having any intimation of what
it was. I consider that it would be
improper foQr me, as President, to put a
motion which would stultify the House,
and perhaps the President, because the
proQposed motion is that the AttorneyGeneral have leave to bring in "a
Bill to amend various statutes." No
member would have any idea of the
matter upon which he was voting. When
it came to the second reading, of course,
he would be informed, because the Bill
would then be exhibited and explained.
In my opinion, the matter }s concluded
by Joint Standing Order 17, which
readsThe title of every Bill shall succinctly set
forth the general object thereof.

I consider that the descriptive words
used in the notice oQf motion do not
succinctly or at all set forth the object
of the Bill. They do not give a. title in
the proper sense of the word or within
the meaning of the Joint Standing Order.
Therefore. I feel compelled to hold that
the proposed motioQn is one that It is not
competent for the Attorney-General to
move.
Of CQurse, honorable members will
realize that although the notice of motion
relates to a Government Bill, it must
comply with the same rules as any Bill
introduced bya private member. If the
proposal were permitted, it would create
a precedent for all time. I do not know
of any precedent in this State for the
introduction of a Bill so deficient in title.
Therefore, somewhat regretfully, I rule
that the motion proposed to be made
pursuant to the notice cannot be presented to the House.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I speak by leave.
I would be the last member in the House,
Mr. President, to challenge your ruling
or to question the reasons which you
have given toO justify it. The notice of
motion was noQt prepared by me, although
I thought it satisfied the neces,3ary requirements. After availing myself of
an opportunity oQf discussing the matter
with you, it was my intention to withdraw the notice O'f motion on the Notice
Paper and to substitute another. It appears, however, that the proposed notice
of motion might fall under the axe in the
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same way as the earlier one. The motion
that I proposed to submit to-morrow was
" That I have leave to bring in a Bill to
revise the statute law and for other
purposes. "
The PRESIDENT.-I think that
motion would be perfectly in order, because ·a Statute Law Revision Bill is a
well-known form of measure, which has
been passed on many occasions in this
House, and, in fact, by Parliament. The
purpose of such a Bill is to revise the
statute law. I do not think I can do
better than quote the definition given by
the Statute Law Revision Committee of
what a Statute Law Revision Bill is. On
22nd August, 1951, the Statute Law Revision Committee, appointed pursuant to
the provisions of the Statute Law Revision Committee Act 1948, reported on a
Statute Law Revision Bill as follows:The committee have examined the proposals in the Bill and the further proposals
in paragraph 3 above, and they gener~lly
fall into three classes, namely, the correctIOn
of verbal errors, the alteration of the designation of certain public offices to meet
changed circumstances, and the coasequential amendmen t of Acts affected by such
legislation.

The committee, hDwever, considered·
that special attention should be drawn
to certain proposals which were said to
go beyond the ambit of a Bill to revise
the statutes. There is no dDubt that a
Statute Law Revision Bill is a well-recognized measure in this HDuse. There are
many examples of such Bills which have
corrected errors and inadvertences, or
have made consequential changes in the
law following generally upon some
statutory consolidation. Of course, it is
not within the scope of a Statute Law ReVision Bill to make substantial amendments in the law, but so far as the
Attorney-General ha·s read the proposed
notice of motion it is perfectly in order.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-Mr. President, in
view of your ruling, I think it might be
convenient to withdraw the notice of
motion appearing on the Notice Paper,
and also not to proceed with my proposed notice of motion, because the intention of the proposed legislation is to
amend single sectiDns in a number Df
Acts. I must indicate to the House that
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it goes beyond a mere revision, because
substantial changes of law are proposed.
It would not be fair to mislead the House
and say that the notice of motion related
to 'a Bill to revise the statute law when
I know that it goes beyond a mere revisiem and proposes substantial changes
in the law. Therefore, by leave of the
House, I propose withdrawing both the
notice of m'Dtion standing in my name
on the Notice Paper, and the notice of
mDtion which I have given to-day.
The PRESIDENT.-I do not think the
Attorney-General requires leave for that
purpose.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I
should like to indicate that, before the
adjournment mDtiDn, I Will ask the House
fDr leave to' submit a nDtice Df mDtiDn in
a form that will cDnform with YDur ruling.
HOTHAM HEIGHTS LAND BILL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in ChaI1ge Df Electrical Undertakings).I mDveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

FDr many years, the VictDrian Railways CommissiDners cDnducted a chalet
at Mount HDtham, in buildings and
imprDvements known as the MDunt
HDtham Chalet. The site on which the
chalet was conducted is Crown land,
within a large area of unalienated Crown
land, and, under the prDvisiDns of the
Land Acts, it cannot be sold. In March,
1952, the Commissioners invited public
tenders fDr the purchase Df the buildings
and improvements Dwned by them, with
an intimation in the conditiDns of tender
that the Government wDuld intrDduce a
Bill to enable the purchaser to obtain a
freehDld title to' the land. The buildings
and imprDvements have nDW been purchased by the Ski Club Df VictDria.
The purpDse of this small measure is
to' authDrize the issue of a Crown grant
to' a proprietary cDmpany called S.C.V.
(HDtham) Proprietary Limited, which
was formed by the Ski Club of VictDria
sO' that the debentures subscribed
fDr
the Hotham Heights Chalet
may be separated from other debenture
hDldings Df the club. The Bill provides
for the issue of a CrDwn grant Dn
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payment by the company of the unimproved value of the land as fixed by an
appraiser appointed by the Board of
Land and Works and payment of the
subscribed fees.
The preamble to the Bill sets out
clearly the conditions that I have stated.
Clause 1 is the short title. Clause 2 is
the definition provision. Clause 3 provides for the issue of a Crown grant on
payment by the company of the unimproved value of the land described in the
schedule, as fixed by an appraiser
appointed by the Board. Clause 4 sets
out the conditions for the revocation of
the grant. Clause 5 provides that no
liability shall attach to the Crown concerning anything arising out of the legislation. I do not think this small
measure will occasion any controversy
and I ask for its speedy passage. I should
intimate that I propose to move a small
amendment when the Bill is in
Committee.
The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-This Bill
has been introduced as a result of the
sale of the building known as Mount
Hotham Chalet to the Ski Club of Victoria, which desires to carryon a club
in the alpine region of Victoria. The real
purpose of the Bill is to provide the Ski
Club of Victoria with a title so that the
necessary finance may be raised. When
it was first suggested that the Mount
Hotham Chalet should be sold, the question of whether a freehold title should be
granted was raised. Many people hold
strong views against the grant of a title
to any club or person for land within
the alpine areas. As one who had a good
deal to do with the preparation of the
report of the State Development Committee concerning the development of the
tourist resources of the alpine section of
the State, I can say that the committee
was of the opinion that there should be
no alienation of such lands on a freehold
basis.
Within the alpine regions, to my knowledge, there are only two small portions
which are held under freehold. An area
of approximately 3 acres is owned by
a company that purchased the site of
the old Saint Bernard hotel, which was
burned down some years ago and has
never been rebuilt.
Another area

Land BiU.

of
approximately
600
acres
on
the Dargo High Plains is held by
a grazier who purchased the freehold.
The area has been fenced in, and the
State Development Committee considered that all other areas should be
occupied on a lease basis. As the Minister explained, when the Departmen,t
decided to sell this land it advertised that
a Bill would be brought down to grant
the freehold of the area. Doubtless, the
Minister will agree that, if he took the
Bill to a bank or some other financial institution seeking an advance, it would not
be regarded as being a valuable document. It does not even give the company
a "spotted" title. Personally, I would
prefer to have a 99-year lease from the
Lands Department. If the company does
not comply with certain conditions, it
can be evicted. However, it has agreed
to this form of title and so I support the
measure. Probably the company has
arrived at a basis of negotiation to overcome a technical difficulty.
I trust that all future Governments
will preserve the alpine areas by using
the lease basis so that the land will
remain under the supervision of the
Lands Department, which has protected
the interests of the public in the past.
Other alpine areas have been developed
on a lease basis, and the retention of that
system would be to the advantage of aU
concerned.
For a part of the year,
these areas are covered with snow,
and only hardy citizens visit them. I
support the Bill, trusting that it will
meet the needs of the Ski Club of Victoria Limited.
The HOD. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I support the Bill.
When members look back to the time
when the Railways Commissioners made
efforts to bring under the notice of the
world in general the attractions of our
snow resorts, it must be admitted that
the intentions of the Commissioners were
laudable. Our ski runs are worthy of
advertisement, because they are outstanding alpine playgrounds. Under the
Bill, persons who are able to enjoy these
snow sports will have the right to occupy
this area in a way that will be best for
themselves and for the State. The fact
that they have not a title will not be
regarded seriously by them. So long as
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the area is used for the intended purposes, they need not fear the penal clause
providing for revocation. If they cease
to use the area for those purposes, it will
be right for the State to say, "We or
someone else will make proper use of
the area." The Ski Club of Victoria
is an active organization and the
sport of skiing is becoming more popular
each season.
Honorable members can
safely look to the club to carry out the
intentions of the Bill.
The H(m. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-It is not often that
I support the Government, but II am
pleased to do so in this instance. When
I was younger, I had the good fortune
to take part in the sport of skiing and
I assure members that it calls for excellent physical condition and great stamina.
We should encourage the young people
of the State to follow the sport, because
it requires physical fitness to ski
down the slopes of Hotham Heights, one
of the best-known snow-fields. People
from other countries do not appreciate
our facilities for enjoying alpine sports,
because Australia is more noted for heat,
dust, drought, and so on. However, in
Victoria and New South Wales, there are
oustanding facilities for alpine sports,
and I commend the Government for
introducing the Bill. It will benefit the
Ski Club of Victoria, which has
done its best to encourage interest in
these sports. I have three sons, and
possibly members know that the public
schools of Victoria are encouraging
young boys to go into the snow country.
My boys will go there because I appreciate how it toughens young men to
participate in snow sports.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Grant of land in schedule to
company)The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland
Province).-Under
this
clause, the Government has the power of
revocation which will safeguard the
interests of the State. Paragraph (c)
providesSuch other covenants conditions reservations exceptions and provisions as the
Governor in Council thinks fit.
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That is a wide power, which may enable
some future Government to stipulate
conditions not contained in the Bill, making the position of the Ski Club of
Victoria untenable.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).Clause 3 provides that, on payment by
the company of the sum prescribed in
accordance with the appraisal, the
Governor in Council may grant it the
land under the stipulated condition that
the premises must be used as a chalet.
Then paragraph (c) provides that the
company must comply with certain other
covenants,reservations and exceptions
prescribed by the Governor in Council.
That is the usual provision appearing in
a Crown grant.
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAULAY.-Before the grant is made?
The Hon. J. W. GADBALLY.-Yes.
I do not think Mr. MacAulay need have
any fears.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 and 5 and the schedule.
Preamble, providing, inter aZi~
And whereas at the request of the hereinbefore recited Ski Club of Victoria Limited
it is expedient to provide for the grant as
hereinafter enacted of the land described
in the schedule to this Act to the hereinbefore recited S.C.V. (Hotham) Proprietary
Limited:

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).
-In the preamble, provision is made for
a grant to be made to the Ski Club of
Victoria Limited. It is thought desirable that the Crown should reserve the
power to make a grant to any other
appropriate body. As it is considered
that difficulty may be experienced if
the preamble is adopted as drafted, I
moveThat, in the preamble, after the words
"S.C.V. (Hotham) Proprietary Limited,"
the following words be inserted:without prejudice to due consideration
being given by the Governor in Council
to applications by other bodies for
similar grants of land in the Hotham
area.

It is not generally realized that the

alpine regions of Victoria and New South
Wales have more snowlands than the
whole of Switzerland. That interesting
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fact has emerged from technkal information acquired in the construction of
the Snowy River hydro-electric project.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the preamble, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
MAINTENANCE (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from March
31) on the motion of the Hon. William
Slater (Attorney-General) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings has waived his right to
resume the debate on this Bill in favour
of Mr. Thomas.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-1 support the Bill, the
passage of which will benefit women and
children. I pay a great tribute to the
Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee
for its investigations relating to the
measure. The words "destitute or deserted" in the principal A,ct have
operated very harshly. This Bill was
referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee for examination and report.
Among the witnesses who gave evidence
were His Honour Judge Book and His
Honour Judge Mulvany, of the County
Court, and the committee was very
appreciative of their help. Those learned
gentlemen pointed out ways in which
justice could be done.
Figures were submitted of the number
of maintenance cases that came before
courts of petty sessions and of the
number of cases struck out or dismissed.
In the year 1947 there were 1,563 maintenance claims dealt with by those
courts; in 1948, 1,364; in 1949, 1,267;
in 1950, 1,280; in 1951, 1,274; and in
1952, 1,430; a total for the last six
years of 8,178. Mr. Gawler, the Government Statist, has furnished to me information stating that of the 1,430 cases
heard during the year ended 31st December, 1952, a total of 882 orders was
made, while 548 cases were struck out
or dismissed. Similar figures would be
applicable in previous years; therefore,
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about 38.3 per cent. of all maintenance
applications in the last six years have
been dismissed or struck out. Clearly,
some hardships have been placed on
women and children.
Evidence presented to the Statute Law
Revision Committee indicated that there
are two outstanding cases in Victoria
relating to the law of maintenance.
They are Ploog v. Ploog and Woods v.
Woods. Mr. Ploog enlisted in the Royal
Australian Air Force and made an allotment of money to his wife until the
year 1946, when the allotment was cancelled. Mrs. Ploog applied to a court of
petty sessions, on behalf of herself and
the two children, for a maintenance
order against her husband. A stipendiary magistrate made an order in
favour of the applicants, but, on appeal
by the husband, the magistrate's decision was quashed. When the husband
refused to contribute towards the
maintenance of his wife and children, Mrs. Ploog, on account of her
economic position, took in two female
boarders, each of whom paid 35s. a week.
This was mentioned in the court of
appeal. Further, it was stated that Mrs.
Ploog and Mr. Ploog were joint owners
of the property in which Mrs. Ploog
resided, it being her matrimonial home.
Then an assessment was made as to the
actual value of the home and land, which
was placed at least at £900.
Next, a statement was put before the
court to the effect that the land was subject to a first mortgage with the State
Savings Bank and that the amount owing
at the date of the complaint was
£432 19s. 6d. Mrs. Ploog's financial
interest in the property was stated to be
£230. The husband then thought it
would be a good idea to sell the property
and was prepared to enter into an agreement to that end. However, Mrs. Ploog
objected. She said that if the property
were sold, it would deprive her and her
children of a home and would amount to
an improvised sale.
Under the law as
it stood, this woman had not sufficient
means of support. The barristers in the
case tried to insist upon the sale of the
property, but that was not permitted.
Thus, it became a question of Mrs. Ploog
receiving £1 15s. a week as a return from
the board provided by her two lodgers.
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I might add that an assessment was towards the support of· the mother. In
made, in 1946, as to the value of the 1921, the elder son took to himself a wife,
furniture "in the home, and it was con- leaving the care of the mother with the
sidered that, on the basis of existing younger son. Then he, in turn, informed
values, she would be lucky to receive his mother that he was about to be
£20. She had not any other assets or married.
income. Honorable members will underAt this stage, Mrs. Woods's position
stand the meagre circumstances in which became very serious. Under the original
she was existing. It was a matter of agreement she was to receive £13 a
impossibility for her to carryon.
month, but she found her status and
The committee had to take into con- general mode of living deteriorating besideration another matter. We found ~ause of the rapid increases in the cost
that the existing wording of the law of living. When Mrs. Woods entered into
was so harsh from the aspect of destitu- the deed of covenant she stated that she
tion that something should be done. In would not make any further claim upon
the case of Ploog and Ploog, there was her husband.. He was a very wealthy
no possibility of the wife being able to man, who had an income amounting to
obtain a proper form of justice. The thousands of pounds a year. In those
learned chairman who adjudicated on circumstances, Mrs. Woods thought she
this and other cases said that it was a was entitled to a larger amount of mainquestion of law upon which he had to tenance than she had been getting. As
give his decision and, despite the finan- a matter of fact, after the two sons
cial circumstances of the wife, by reason were married, her position was such
of her interest in the house and land, she that she had to live with her sister.
was not without means of support;
During the period 1911 to 1921, from
therefore, he allowed the appeal. To a
the
money received from her husband
degree, it was beyond the power of the
court to grant a maintenance order and the income from her children she
against the husband, because of the had been able to save to the extent of
amount of money his wife was receiving £250, which she had in the State Savings
and because she was a part-owner in the Bank. When the appeal was heard, the
solicitors for the husband informed the
property.
court that the wife had entered into a
When we realized the importance of covenant under which she was to be paid
that case, we were confronted with still £13 a month and that there would be no
another case, that of Woods v. Woods, additional claim upon the husband. It
which involved a decision upon the was further argued that she was in
circumstances of this husband and wife, possession of the sum of £250, held in
who were married in 1898. These people the savings bank, and, that being so, it
lived happily together until 1911. Then was deemed that she had sufficient money
a disagreement arose and Mrs. Woods to enable her to carryon under condecided that, on the ground of his cruelty, ditions equivalent to her accustomed
she could not ~ontinue to live under the standard. The solicitor on behalf of the
same roof with her husband. He had a wife argued that it was a question
conversation with his wife, and even- whether the amount of £250 held in the
tually there was drawn up a deed of bank had been saved out of the £13 a
covenant under which he was prepared month provided by the husband or, as to
to pay her £13 a month. That arrange- a proportion of it, from the contribution
ment continued until 1921. At the time of the two sons towards the upkeep of
of the separation, there were two the home while they resided with their
children, both sons, and they were placed mother.
under the care of the father for the first
The point in dispute at this stage was
two years. By. a subsequent agreement, whether the amount in the bank was the
the wife was given the care and posses- actual property of the wife. I looked up
sion of the children, who continued to the Act on this point and found referlive with their mother. Each was earn- ence to a case in 1864-that of a woman
h·.g his own livelihood and contributed who had a sum of money standing to her
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credit in a bank but as to which the
bank manager had refused to pay over
any portion. This was the case of
Muir v. Muir, in connexion with
which it was stated that money in a bank
to the credit of a customer against whom
a maintenance order had been made
under section 21 of the Marriage and
Matrimonial Causes statute 2-68 was not
goods and chattels within the meaning
of section 32, and that the refusal of the
bank manager to give up such money
was not a disobedience of the order,
punishable under section 30.
An appeal was taken from the decision
of . the High Court in this case and it
went to the Privy Council. I was able
to search the records, and it appeared
that the judicial committee of the Privy
Council had decided that the amount of
money placed in the bank, although it
was to the credit of and in the name of
the wife, in law was not the property of
the wife. The money in the bank, in
the case of Mrs. Woods, whose circumstances I have related, was deemed to
be the property of the husband. Although
that money was not held toO be goods and
chattels, the wife was. classified as a
chattel. In this matter I made a further
search and got 'into touch with Mr. P.
E. J oske, Q.C., who is rec.ognized as an
authority in questions .of marriage and
divorce. He also confirmed that particular ruling, which operates to-day.
Al though the original order in the case
of Muir and Muir was made in 1864, it
continued to operate at least until the
end .of last year.
That the wife had entered into an
agreement was contested in court. In
passing, I propose to make reference to
the case of Davis and Davis, before the
High Court. The fa-ct that a separate
agreement for valuable consideration had
been entered into between husband and
wife, and providing that the wife should
not make a ela-im against her husband
for maintenance either for herself or the
child of the marriage, was not deemed to
be in itself a bar to justice on the complaint laid by the wife under section 93
of the Marriage Act 1915; so, an order
was made for m-aintenance .of both the
wife and child. The rights of a wife and
her children toO maintenance under section 83 .of the Marriage Act are not based
The Hon. F. M. Thomas.
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upon a contract or dependent upon an
arrangemen t between the parties. The
rights are based on the interests of
society-that a wife and her children
shall be 'Supported by the husband and
f.ather and shall not be left without
maintenance. However, such an agreement did not prevent desertion. The
woman could be deserted, but the prQvision of maintenance was a different
matter altogether.
The cases placed before the Statute
Law Revision Committee made its members realize the importance of replacing
the words "unlawfully deserted" with,
the words "deserted without just cause
or excuse." The committee was confronted with further difficulties, ineluding section 22 of the Maintenance Act
1928, which refers to enforcement orders.
I instance the case of a Mrs. Coates, who
applied for a maintenance order from a
court of petty sessions in Bendigo, comprising three justices of the peace. The
husband appeared before the court, and
agreed that he would be bound by a
maintenance order made by the court.
The court made an order for the payment of £2 a week maintenance. Then
the husband went to New South Wales,
leaving his wife in a difficult position.
Mrs. Coates applied to the same court,
through her solicitors, for an enforcement order, which was granted. Such
an order could only be issued under the
Federal Interstate Destitute Persons Relief Act of 1915. The wife proved conelusively to the court that her husband
lived at No. 6 Gould-street, .Bondi,
Sydney, New South Wales, and that he
had been living there for a period of
four months. The enforcement order
was served upon the husband, whereupon
he appealed to the High Court. I quote
from the decision of the Chief Justice,
Sir William Irvine(a) Residence in another State by a
husband who has left his wife in Victoria
may be sufficient to found jurisdiction to
make an order under this Part, and yet not
be of such a character as would make the
husband and wife "residents of different
States" within the meaning of section 75
of the Commonwealth Constitution.
An order under a section corresponding
to this section for maintenance was made
on the 15th November, 1924, by a court of
petty sessions, constituted by honorary jusUces, against a husband who had left his
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wife in Victoria and was residing in New
South Wales. The only evidence of the
latter fact was a declaration of the wife,
made on the issue of the summons, that on
2nd October, 1924, her husband was residing in Sydney and had been residing there
since the 15th August, 1924.

The case was dismissed, Chief Justice
Irvine stating that the only persons who
could make enforcement orders were
stipendiary magistrates, police magistrates, special magistrates, or Judges.
That was one of the grounds on which
the application was struck out. The
next ground on which there was lengthy
argument concerned residence. I was
surprised to discover that although the
husband was living in another State
for a period of four months, that
did not constitute sufficient grounds
for the husband and wife to be considered
as residents of different States within
the meaning of section 75 of the Commonwealth Constitution. Mr. Justice
Isaacs, one of the other Judges constituting the High Court, saidThere is necessary some element of
permanence of residence, some connexion
with the State more than temporary
residence.

In my opinion, there is an element of
harshness about that. I might add that
there was exclusive jurisdiction of the
High Court in connexion with this case.
On the subject of permanent residence,
Mr. P. E. Joske, Q.C., has statedA fixed purpose must exist of making his
residence the principal and permanent
home for himself for a limited time.

In other words, the husband might have
to live there for fifteen years. The ordinary person finds it difficult to appreciate
the degree of permanency involved. Mr.
J oske continuedWhere a man resides in a place for some
years without any fixed intention as to
staying or as to what he will do in the
future it only establishes the length of continuity of residence.

Section 22 of the Act conveys a different
idea of permanency. It provides, by way
of reciprocity with the other States, for
enforcement orders to be issued against
deserting husbands on substantiation of
the case and establishment of the degree
of permanency. It is desired to change
that condition. It was beyond the power
of the Statute Law Revision Committee
to do so, but inquiries have been made
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of the Commonwealth authorities. The
unsatisfactory position obtaining has
been brought to their notice, especially
the question of residence beyond the
limits of anyone State. As a result, I
understand that this session the Com.monwealth Government will introduce
an amendment of the Interstate Destitute
Relief Persons Act designed to provide
justice to people who are entitled to it in
the matter of maintenance. This would
represent a great change in the law. The
SUb-committee of the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee and the Statute Law
Revision Committee, qnd all who
gave evidence before it, hold the
unanimous view that the courts should
not be playhouses in the matter of a
man's obligation to his wife and children.
Our chief aim is to protect unwanted
wives and children, and to provide legal
punishment sufficient to keep the husband within reasonable bounds.
The members of the Statute Law
Revision Committee wish the legislation
to be the embodiment of all that is right,
and to be the last word in justice. I
believe the committee has done an excellent job in this matter. Its members
appreciate the assistance of all who
gave of their legal skill and advice.
Many hours were spent . in discussion of the subject in an endeavour
to analyse it from every point of
view. It was not desired to recommend penal clauses which would be too
severe on husbands; justice to wives and
children was the paramount question. I
trust the Bill will give the relief it is
designed to afford to those whom it seeks
to protect and I commend it to the
House.

The sitting was suspended at 6.28 p.m.
until 7.52 p.m.
The Hon. H. C. LTJDBROOK (Ballara~
Province).-After hearing the speech of
Mr. Thomas, I am sure members will
agree that this Bill is ex,tremely desirable. It is designed to overcome certain
anomalies in the exis,ting law and to
incorporate amendments that will facilitate the carrying out of maintenance
orders. As was stated by Mr. Thomas,
the measure is the result of recommendations from the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee. It was introduced
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in to this House in March, 1953, by the
Attorney-General, and then referred to
the Statute Law Revision Committee.
That committee heard evidence from
several persons, including two County
Court Judges, His Honour Judge Book,
and His Honour Judge Mulvany. Mr.
McLean, Chief Stipendiary Magistrate,
Mr. Winneke, Q.C., Solicitor-General, Mr.
Rodd, president of the Law Institute of
Victoria, and Mr. Pearce, a member of
the Council of the Law InsUtute of Victoria and a practising solicitor, also
tendered evidence. All of those gentlemen have had considerable experience
concerning maintenance orders.
After the Statute Law Revision Committee had given much consideration
to the evidence, it· furnished a report,
one of the most 'important recommendations of which is stated in
paragraph 4. The committee recommended that deserted wives and children
should be adequately provided for, and
expressed the opinion that the court
should have wider powers by being permitted to take into 'consideration the
accustomed conditions of life and the
financial position of the wife.
As Mr. Thomas pointed out, under the
1928 Act, the court could deal only with
cases concerning the maintenance of
deserted wives. Under the provisions
of this Bill, the court will have wider
jurisdiction. It will be enabled to give
consideration to the position of a thrif.ty
wife, who has gone out to work for the
purpose of mait:ltaining herself and her
children after she has been deserted.
The court will also be enabled to consider the position of a wife who has
gone out to work for the purpose of
furthering her career and, by so doing,
has contributed towards the desertion
by her husband. Moreover, the court
will be enabled to take into account the
ability of a husband to meet his obligations with regard to maintenance. Those
are meritorious improvements. I claim
that each maintenance case has individual aspects, and should be treated on
its merits.
Another recommendation of the
Sta tute Law Revision Committee, which
I trust will be accepted by this House,
is that with respect to a wife who has
missed her opportunity to appeal. At
The Hon. H. O. Ludbrook.
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the present time, if a wife is refused
maintenance, she cannot apply to the
court again within six months unless she
first obtains a spedal order from the
court. In such circumstances a wife is
under a considerable disadvantage. In
my view, a wife should be allowed to
appeal again within that period, because
a new set of circumstances will be associated with the case. That aspect was
emphasized by Mr. McLean, Chief
Stipendiary Magistrate, who said he was
of the opinion that, if a wife were given
that privilege he did not think the
husband would suffer any hardship, but
that it would be in the interests of the
deserted ~ife.
A further provision in the Bill which
I consider to be commendable is that
turning on the enforcement of maintenance orders in the territories of the
Commonwealth of Australia. That provision is necessary because many men
who live in Victoria work in various
parts of the Commonwealth territories.
The provisions of clause 9 will clear up
some of the doubt that obtains under the
present legislation on the question of the
recovery of money under maintenance
orders from the estates .of deceased
persons. When this Bill becomes law, it
will be possible to recover from such
estates twelve months' arrears under
maintenance orders.
.
Another desirable amendment of the
law is contained in clause 10, which provides for the recovery of moneys due
under maintenance orders. The Bill is
desirable and necessary, and I commend
it to the House. There is in the report
of the Statute Law Revision Committee
a recommendation to which I ask the
House to give particular consideration.
The 1928 Maintenance Act has been
amended ori numerous occasions, and I
doubt whether any lay person could
correctly interpret the existing law. For
that reason, a consolidation of the maintenance legislation is necessary. The
Statute Law Revision Committee has
recommended that the law be consolidated, and I commend that recommendation to the Government.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-The report of the
Statute Law Revision Committee on the
proposals contained in this Bill has been
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made available to honorable members,
and doubtless they have read and ruscussed it. The Bill, which is an important one, brings the maintenance law
up to date, and it corrects anomalies in
the existing legislation. For that reason
it will, I am sure, have the wholehearted
support of the House. The inquiries of
the Statute Law Revision Committee
extended over a considerable period, and
many witnesses gave the committee the
benefit of their legal experience in relation to maintenance cases.
I wish to make a few comment's, not
on the proposed new law, but in relation
to the enforcement of the law. Mr.
Thomas mentioned a number of interesting matters, including cases in, which
persons against whom maintenance
orders had been granted had gone to
other States. Living as I do near the
junction of three States-Victoria, New
South Wales, and, South Australia-I
appreciate the point of the remarks of
Mr. Thomas, and I wish to stress the
desirability of everything possible
being done to enforce maintenance
orders. The question of enforcement
cannot be dealt with in the measure now
under consideration, but I trust that the
Minister in charge of the Bill will bring
the subject to the notice of the Chief
Secretary or the Premier, with a view to
some action being taken to enforce payments by persons ag'ainst whom maintenance orders have been granted but
who fiit across the border into another
State.
What is really wanted is a more
effective method of co-operation between
the police of the different States, a
method that is not cumbersome but
which will ensure that absconding
husbands will be tracked down and compelled to honour their obligations. If
that can be done, the wives and the
children of the absconders will not be
left destitute, as they are in many cases
at the present time. Frequently, families
suffer considerable hardship through
the husband and father escaping to
another State in order to avoid payment
under an order, and but for the fact
that the wife and children are able to
receive help from their relations they
would be left destitute. I suggest that
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an effort be made to eliminate red-tape
and circumlocution in order that maintenance orders m'ay be enforced rapidly
and effectively. I could quote many
cases of hardship in support of my remarks, particularly where orders have
been granted against husbands who live
in towns along the borders of Victoria.
The Hon. R. R. RAWSON (Southern
Province).-My thoughts run along lines
similar to those of Mr. Byrnes. While
there is much that is commendable in
the Bill, a satisfactory position will not
be reached until a means is found to
make deserting husbands honour the
m'aintenance orders awarded against
them. At present, there is no effective
means of enforcing such orders. I have
before me a resume of a case in which
I have been interested on behalf of a
deserted wife. I shall quote some brief
particulars of the case, which have been
supplied to me by the secretary to
the Law Department. They are as
follows:1952.
Oct. 31-Advised Collector, Sydney, dates of
birth of the children.
Nov. 16-Letter to Collector, Sydney, inquiring as to the position.
Dec. 12-Advised Collector, Sydney, defendant may be contacted (at a
certain address).
1953..
Jan. 15-Letter dated 12th January, 1953,
from Collector, Sydney, advising defendant served, and that
defendant's
solicitor
stated
defendant unable to pay.
Feb. ,9-Advised Collector, Sydney, complainant disbelieved defendant's
statement. Requested action to
enforce arrears.
ApI. 10-Letter dated 9th April, 1953, from
Collector,
Sydney,
advising
summons for arrears issued.
May 1-Letter dated 28th April, 1953, from
Collector,
Sydney,
advising
summons unserved and defendant believed to have returned
to Melbourne.
May 12-Advised Collector, Sydney, defendant may be employed as a
transport driver.
May 25-Letter dated 21st May, 1953, from
Collector,
Sydney,
advising
application had been made for
issue of First Instance Warrant.
June 26-Letter to Collector, Sydney, inquiring of position.
July 6-Letter dated 1st July, 1953, from
Col1ector, Sydney, adviSing First
Instance Warrant issued on
28th May, 1953.
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Aug. 6-Letter to Collector, Sydney, advising
defendant may be traced (at a
certain address).

In the meantime, the mother, whom I
know well, was working hard to keep
her children. That is an instance of the
type of case which must be solved. This
Bill is valuable, but a means of effectively enforcing maintenance orders must
still be evolved and applied. In my simplicity, I suggested that a defendant
might be required to report regularly at
a police station, but I was told that such
a procedure was adopted only in serious
cases. I accept that position, but, at tile
same time, it seems to me that the
neglect of the husband to provide for his
family is a serious matter. Therefore, I
hope that the Government will endeavour
to solve the problem of enforcing the
payment of maintenance orders.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).This is a measure of great social importance, and it deals primarily with a legal
problem. The Statute Law Revision
Committee has given it very human and
sympaIthetic consideration. Those of us
who have practised in the courts have
always felt the great impact that maintenance cases exert, not only on the
economic life of members of the community, but also on their social welfare.
This measure touches the root and hearrt
of society-the family. Every day in
the courts magistrates hear maintenance
cases, and the problems that such cases
pose are not easily solved. They are
certainly not solved by the granting of
an order against a husband. Once the
separation of husband and wife occurs,
other great evils follow.
A short time ago the Attorney-General
was good enough to supply me with
statistics relating to capital crimes during
the past ten years in Melbourne. It was
a ma.tter of great sorrow to find that a
large proportion of those crimes were'
committed by mere youths. I have no
data to support my view, but, in my
experience-and I think in the experience
of others-many of those crimes were
committed by youths who had no proper
upbringing and who were the victims of
broken homes. It is not only in
the committing of major crimes that
the result of' this lack of parental
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control appears. It is also responsible for many other crimes in the
community, especially those associated
with car stealing. Indeed, it may be said
that the greatest advantage a youth can
have is not the provision of his economic
welfare, but a proper upbringing by his.
father and mother, who live together, no
matter how humble their circumstances
may be.
In the measure before the House, we
have an instance of a very practical
approach to the problem that is created
when husband and wife separate. Wise
provisions have been inserted in the law,
but my observations go deeper. All these
remedies are mere palliatives. Once
there is a break-up in the home of father
and mother, of husband and wife, then.
irrespective of whatever wise provisions
the law provides for the economic welfare of either spouse and the children of
the marriage, the question of their social
welfare remains unsolved. Moreover, it
can never be solved by the law because
it is a matter that touches the heart of
society.
After listening to these cases for
many years in the courts, I cannot help
feeling that in a number of instances
the separation on which the magistrate
is adjudicating could have been avoided
by a little common sense--some good
give-and-take.
There are cases, of
course, where husband and wife are as
wide apart as the poles; but in many
instances the problems one hears
described, such as, "We just cannot get
on together," are such as can only be
solved and should' be solved by wise
understanding on both sides.
I feel that, while this measure sets
out to put at rest some of the difficulties
under which children and wives labour
to-day, a permanent solution can only
be evolved by people being less ready
to separate. Where there are a husband
and a wife prepared to say, "These difficulties that confront us can be overcome for ·the sake of the children " then
these laws, however wise they may
appear on the statute-book, will not be
necessary.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing inter alia(1) In section three of the principal Act
for the interpretation of "Means of support" there shall be substituted the following interpretation:" • Means of support,' in respect of a
wife or children, means lawful and
adequate means of support, having
regard to the financial position of the
husband or father and to the accustomed condition in life and the financial posiltion of the wife or children,
but disregarding any moneys which
the wife is earning or is capable of
earning by her own personal exertion."

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The Statute Law
Revision Committee made a number of
suggestions for amendment of this Bill,
and the series of amendments which I
shall present are all recommended by
that committee.
First, therefore, I
moveThat, in the interpretation of "Means of
support," the words" is earning or is capable of earning by her own persoll'alexertion " be omitted with the vi'ew of inserting
the words "has earned is earning or is
capable of earning by her own personal
exertion and any savings arising from such
earnings."

The Statute Law Revision Committee
was helped very greatly in its decision
upon the amendments by the views of
the two Judges of the County Court,
Judge Book and Judge Mulvany, and
they influenced the committee to make
the Tecommendations in the amendments
I am submitting.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-Since I spoke previously on
this Bill a couple of further matters have
arisen which bear upon clause 2.
A
woman who is f.orced by economic circumstances to work for herself and her
children is at a disadvantage under the
present statute law in Victoria. The
justices who are required to adjudicate
in this matter generally need not take
into consideration the question of a wife's
earnings. But the remarkable fact is
that if, in the course of a wife's journeying to or from her work or while at her
work, she meets with an accident as an
outcome of which she benefits by the
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provisions of workers compensation, she
cannot continue to claim maintenance.
By the amendments to be made in the
Bill it will be clear that in such circumstances the receipt of workers compensation payments will not interfere with
the woman's maintenance provision.
There -was one other matter that I
omitted to mention. In the course of
my investigations I resurrected an important judgment on the aspect of permanency. Fr·om that judgment J quote
the following:. . . That the seat of ordinary justice
might be permanent, and to all the nation
it was made an article of Magna Charta
that common pleas should no longer follow
the King's Court but be held in some certain
place.

The point there is that steps had to be
taken 1:0 decide upon a place of permanency where effect could be .given to
the laws under Magna Charta.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 was agreed to.
Clause 4 (Discretionary power to court
or justices in respect of making maintenance orders).
The

Hon.

WILLIAM
SLATER
clause amends
section 6 of the principal Act and those
amendments include one which is set
forth in the Bill under sub-paragraph
(Hi) as follows:-'(~ttorney-General).-This

in paragraph (a) for the expression "as
(having regard to his ability to pay) they
consider proper" there shall be substituted
the expression "as they consider proper
having regard to her or their accustomed
condition in life, to her or their financial
position at the time of the hearing including
(without limiting the generality of the foregoing) any moneys which she is then earning, and to his ability to pay".

I moveThat, in sub-paragraph (iii), the words
including (without limiting the generality
of the foregoing) any moneys which she is
then ·earning, and to his ability to pay" be
omitted with the v-iew of inserting the
following words:II and to his ability to pay, and in ascertaining the financial pOSition of the wife
or children for the purposes of this paragraph the court or justices shall disregard
any moneys which the wife ·has earned is
earning or is capable of earning by her
own personal exertion and any savings
II
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arising from such earnings unless in the
special circumstances of the case the court
or justices think it proper to take those
moneys and savings into consideration".

This amendment in substance very
largely follows the amendment already
made in clause 2. It now gives the court
a wider ambit of inquiry and consequently is of great advantage to a wife
seeking relief in regard to means of
support from her husband.
The amendment was agreed to and the
clause, as amendeil, was adopted.
Clause 5 (Appeal to general sessions
against refusal to make maintenance
orders as well as against orders made).
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The Statute Law
Revision CommiUee feels that the period
of time under which an appeal is to be
made, by the terms of an amendment
embraced in this clause, is to'o short; and
it has recommended that the period be
increased from seven to fourteen days.
The clause proposes a new sub-section
(2) of section 15 of the principal Act as
follows:Any person aggrieved by the making of
any such order or by any amount directed
to be paid or by the granting or refusing to
grant custody of any child or by anything
contained in or omitted from any such order
or by the refusal of the court or justices to
make any such order may, within seven
days after the making or refusal to make
the order or within such further time as
the court of general sessions in its discretion
allows, appeal therefrom to the court of
general sessions for the said bailiwick.

I m·oveThat in proposed new SUb-section (2) the
word seven" be omitted with the view of
inserting the word fourteen".
II

II

The amendment was agreed to.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-Sub-clause (2) is
as follows:Where an appeal against the refusal of a
court of petty sessions or justices to make
an order against any person for maintenance
under section six of the principal Act is
dismissed by the court of general sessions,
the appellant shall not, without leave of a
court of general sessions first granted, take
any further proceedings for maintenance
against that person within the period of
six months after the determination of the
said appeal.

I moveThat sub-clau.:;e (2) be omitted.

Bill.

The Statute uaw Revision Committee
recommended, in regard to the matter of
appeals provided for here, that this subclause should be omitted, ;md it made a
recommendation to that effect, to which
I think the Committee should agree.
The amendment was agreed to and the
clause, as amended, was adopted with
a verbal amendment.
The remaining clauses were agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the amendments
were adopted.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.

I desire at this stage to refer to the very
excellent work that was done by the
Statute Law Revision Committee. Evidence of that work has been seen to-night
in the valuable contribution made by Mr.
Thomas on the motion for the second
reading of this measure. The honorable
member gave us an admirable survey of
those difficUlties and anomalies in the
law which influenced, in the first place,
the Chief Justice's Committee on Law
Reform and, in the second place, the
St'atute Law Revision Committee itself,
to recommend to Parliament these highly
desirable changes in the law.
Valuable evidence was given to the
committee by a panel of legal men who
offered advice out of a wealth of experience. I refer particularly to His Honour
Judge Book-here let me say that the
House was sorry to learn of his serious
ill;.health-and His Honour Judge Mulvany; also their Honours Judge Read
and Judge Moore; the Solici tor-General,
Mr. Winneke, Q.C.; the President of the
Law Institute of Victoria, Mr. J. M.
Rodd; a member of the Council of the
Law Institute, Mr. T. A. Pearce; and
the· Chief
Stipendiary
Magistrate,
Mr. McLean. Their evidence largely
assisted the Statute Law Revision
Commi ttee in forwarding to this House
a Bill which is of very great value indeed.
I propose early next year to consider
the final recommendation made by the
Statute Law Revision Committee, and
that is the desirability of consolidating
the law on maintenance. The present is
only an amending Bill dealing with a
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limited number of sections in the Act,
and it is most desirable, from the point
of view not only of the community but
of legal practice, that the law be consolidated, which, I think, will be done
some time next year.
The moti'On was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
OLDHAM TRUSTS BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-In another place
this measure was ruled to be a private
Bill but was treated as a public Bill. I
propose to follow the same procedure in
this House and I therefore moveThat this Bill be dealt wLth as a public
Bill.

, The motion was agreed to.
On the m'Otion of the Hon. WILLIAM
SLATER (Attorney-General) the Bill
was read a first time.
REVENUE DEFICIT FUNDING BILL
(No.2).
The lIon. P. L. COLEl\IAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this measure is to obtain
the necessary parliamentary approval to
fund the deficit of the financial year
1952-53, the amount being £365,224 9s.
3d. This is to be accomplished by the
issue and application of loan money for
transfer to the Consolidated Revenue.
Similar legislation has been enacted since
1946-47, and in every subsequent year a
substantial deficit has been shown. In
1947-48 the amount was £553,000; in
1948-49, it was £1,383,000; in 1949-50,
£259,000; 1950-51, £343,000; 1951-52,
£2,407,000, and in 1952-53, £365,000. The
total of the deficits for those years is
£5,310,000. ' As the result of borrowings
to finance past deficits provision has had
to be made in the Budget of this year for
a sum 'Of £650,000 t'O meet interest and
sinking fund obligati'Ons. This obligation
will increase by £31,000 a year when last
year's deficit of £365,000 is met from the
loan programme. This is due t'O the fact
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that in addition to the interest payable
on loan raising there is a sinking fund
payment of 4 per cent. As honorable
members are aware, the deficit will be
a charge upon the State's loan funds and
Loan Council authority for funding the
am'Ount has already been obtained"
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This is a measure which the
House must pass. As is generally known,
the State had a deficH in the past financial year of approximately £365,000. I
suppose that the Government is fortunate
-as distinct from private enterprisein that when there is a deficit it is, so to
speak, capitalized, the State charging
itself with interest in' the future at a
higher rate. The Minister has submitted
figures showing that for the past s'ix
financial years the deficits have totalled
£5,310,000. The Budget for the present
financial year has to bear an amount of
£650,000 representing' the interest on
those deficits. I understand that the
State has to pay 4~ per cent. on the
money it borrows, and an extra 4 per
cent. when the deficits are funded. Consequently, for the next seventeen years
the State will have to pay not only the
sum of £650,000 to meet interest on the
deficits incurred during the previous
years, but also a further £31,000 for the
interest involved in the proposal contained in this Bill.

Although it is a pity that these obligations accrue, I must accept part of the
blame, as must other former Ministers
of the Crown. Previous Governments
have experienced such deficits but they
did not seem to do much about them.
The total revenue available to the
Government
this
year
is
about
£107,000,000. As the figure for the previous year was nearly £99,000,000, there
is an increase of income of about,
£7,500,000. However, there is a corresponding increase in expenditure of about
the same amount, and the result is that
the Government anticipates a surplus of
£11,000.

It seems to me that something should
be done about expenditure. I am not
suggesting that salaries are too high; I
do not think they are, but I consider that
there is insufficient examination of the
possibilities of avoiding some expenses.
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I am not saNs-fied that there is no duplication, nor that the most modern
'methods of conducting Departments are
necessarily adopted. A suggestion has
been made in another place from time to
time that the Public Accounts Committee
should be reconstituted so that it may investigate various aspects of the expenditure of the State. I am not certain, however, that such a committee would be
able to delve deeply into the question
whether a huge department spending
£7,000,000 or £8,000,000 a year is being
operated economically.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-In the
Federal sphere the Minister for National
Development thought that inquiries went
a little too much into his Department.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Evidently
some good has been accomplished in the
Federal sphere and it may be that the
reinstitution of the Public Accounts Committee -in Victoria would help solve the
problem. Undoubtedly in the sphere of
private enterprise there are constant endeavours to eliminate expenditure. I
was associated with a large industry for
a number of years, as chief accountant
and as secretary. All my efforts were
directed to eliminating unnecessary expenditure-not to get rid of employees
but to remove duplication. There are
certain persons who will always duplicate. My experience was that the man
who submitted innovations for doing
away with duplication was the man I
promoted.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-How many
promotions did you make?
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The position
was such that I never had to consider
dismissing staff, because the industry
was going ahead at an enormous rate.
Action should be taken to ensure that
the State obtains full value for the money
it spends. I realize that the Public Service Board is supposed to take regard for
the aspect in question, but I do not think
it has the ghost of a chance of attacking
the problem of a complete reorganization of Government Departments.
Government Departments undoubtedly
accomplish good work, as' do the public
servants employed in them, but there is
a tendency to hold the view that the size
of the Department is the point that tells
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and that it is indicative of the value of
the men employed. I claim that the
officer who can keep expenditure down is
the most valuable in any organization.
I appreciate that the present Government is endeavouring to do a good job
and that the Minister of Transport in
particular is trying to eliminate unnecessary expenditure in the Railway Department, which disburses something like
£30,000,000 or £40,000,000 a year. The
fact that such a large sum is involved
makes it very difficult to make a favourable impression on the profit and loss
account. We ,are all to blame. Possibly
the Federal Government is also to blame.
It has had such an enormous amount of
revenue that there has been a tendency
to spend money in millions af pounds.
There is an inclination also to incur unnecessary expenditure and a committee
of accountants should be appointed to investigate the working of Departments
wi th the view of elimina ting needless
spending. Then the Government could
budget for a surplus without increasing
taxation. It should consider means of
instituting an investigation to ensure that
the public is receiving full value for its
money from all Departments. .
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-The Bill is necessary to regularize the finances of the
State. Over the last six years, the accumulated deficit amounts to £5,310,000,
which is a large sum, but the position is
not as bad a'S it may appear to be on the
surface. The point is whether full value
has been received for the money spen't,
and whether the same service would have
been given the public if the Budget had
been balanced during each of those years.
The deficits occurred during the post-war
period, when Governments were called
upon to do many things necessary in the
life of the community, but costs were
rising all the time. It wa'S impossible to
predict exactly what would happen
twelve months ahead.
Taking all factors into consideration,
I do not think there is any reason for
Victorians to wear sackcloth and ashes
merely because there is an accumulated
deficit of £5,310,000.
Our economic
future is now becoming more stable, and
-the Government may be able to balance
its Budget. I belong to that section of
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the community, the farmers, who are of schools. There was a large accumulaused to deficits. Sir James Kennedy and tion of arrears of maintenance of schools
other members are engaged in industries because nothing had been done in that
that show profits. Farmers do not show way during the war years. On the other
profits, and it is remarkable how they hand, the capital sum may have been
manage to survive. Since I reached 21 spent on building hospitals or for the
years of age and was legally entitled to railways. Without a thorough investigasign cheques, I have lived on credit and tion of all accounts, it would be imposhave kept my affairs solvent. I have sible to blame anyone Department for
previously mentioned that during the last the deficit.
If a committee of experts carried out
two or three years I have been able to
walk on the same side of the street as a form of continuous auditing, we might
be able to put our fingers on the weak
my bank manager.
spots
in our financial structure. Surveys
Sir J ames Kennedy proposed the
appointment of a special committee to of that nature have been made. A gentlescrutinize Government expenditure. That man came from overseas to examine the
would be an almost impossible task for running of the railways and he submitted
any committee. Sir James and I belong a report. I do not know whether all his
to the exclusive society of former recommendations have been adopted, but
Ministers of Public Works. During the some of them have been put into operayears in which we were Min1st~rs, the tion. In Departments, modern accounting
Department spent a lot of money, but I machines have been installed to save
think we did our best to reduce unneces- labour, which proves that Departments
sary expenditure. That is the measure are not merely standing still. I trust
that should be applied to Government that the Budget will be balanced in the
accounts. Anyone can reduce expendi- future, but I hope that will not be done
ture by cutting down services, but that at the expense of essential services to the
ultimately may lead to loss. I do not community.
The motion was agreed to.
think the State can regard the matter
The Bill was read a second time, and
from the same point of view as a private
company, which must pay a dividend. committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
The dividend paid by the State is seen
Clause 2 (Appropriation of loan money
in the security and well-being of its
to meet revenue deficit).
people.
Victoria has reached a stage of developThe Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
men t tha t is a credit to its citizens. It is of Transport) .----rWhen financial measures
the most highly developed State of the are being debated, advice is tendered by
Commonwealth. In rural industries, we former Ministers. To-night, I was parproduce more an acre than any other ticularly interested in the remarks of Sir
Sta te and I believe our secondary indus- James Kennedy. The accumulated deficit
tries are more efficient than those of goes back to the year 1947-48. That was
other States. Taking those factors into. the year in which the previous Labour
considera tion, we are able to near an Government was defeated, and I had
accumulated deficit which arose during something to do with the preparation of
one of the most difficult periods that has its Budget. If I remember rightly, it
ever faced any Government. It was showed a surplus, but, owing to extravapractically impossible for Governments gant promises made by a certain party
of the post-war period to balance during the election campaign, the surplus
accounts. I do not believe in reckless was converted into a deficit. In 1946-47,
expenditure, but there are times when a the Labour Government showed a
Government must spend money. It is surplus. In 1947-48, the deficit was
unfortunate that the sum of £650,000 £553,000. During the regime of the commust be charged against loan money, posite Government, the' amount rose to
because, otherwise, that amount could be £1,183,000, and an all-time high was
used for other purposes. Possibly the reached by the Country party Governcapital on which this amount is the ment in 1951.;52, when the deficit
interest has been spent for maintenance approached £2,500,000.
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It has been suggested that a committee

should be appointed to examine the
accounts of the Departments. I do not
favour such committees,. because they
merely "pass the buck." It is the
responsibility of the Government to effect
economies. As Mr. Byrnes rightly said,
it is the duty of the Government to effect
savings, without depleting services to
the people. The present Government has
adopted a realistic approach .to the question. In the past, the deficits in the
Budget have been caused mainly by
deficits in the accounts of the Railways
Department. One of the first things done
by this Government was to try to overcome the huge railway deficit and, if
matters progress as is anticipated, the
delficit of approximately £4,000,000 in
that Department will be reduced to about
£1,000,000.
I have on many occasions been critical
of Government expenditure, and no
member has ever heard me suppor.t the
theory that a Government should budget
for a deficit. A Government should
budget for a surplus, even though the
year's working may show a deficit. In
addition to railway finance, the Government has investigated the question of the
transport used by Departments, and a
report has been prepared which, I
believe, will effect savings. The school
transport system has provided a valuable
service in country areas. It cannot be
regarded as an economical system and it
is being investigated, not with the view
of curtailing it, because it is felt that it
fulfills a long..;felt want, but because
there is over-lapping, which is uneconomic. I believe the outcome of
the investigation will lead to savings without any depletion of the
present service. I mention these matters
to indicate that it is the duty of the
Government to effect economies and not
to " pass the buck" by appointing a committee of inquiry. For the present financial year, the Government has budgeted
for a surplus, and I think I can reasonably assure members that, for the first
time since 1947-48, a surplus will be
shown in the Government's accounts.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-A number of people
are of the opinion that Vlictoria would
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receive a much larger reimbursement
from the Federal Government under the
uniform taxation scheme were it not for
the fact that a Country party Government led by the late Sir Albert Dunstan
always balanced its Budget and kept its
taxation low. The Minister of Transport
referred to the fact that the Government
of which I was a member had a large
deficit in one financial year. However,
if one balanced the deficit that we had
against the surpluses accumulated by the
Governments led by the late Sir Albert
Dunstan, it would be found that the last
Country party Government was well on
the right side in matters of finance. I
have never known any bouquets to be
handed to Sir Albert Dunstan because he
was a good Treasurer; in fact, more
bricks than bouquets were thrown at
him. People have said that owing to the
way in which he administered the
government of the State, kept costs
down, and did not pay enough to the
public servants, the State has suffered.
It has been contended that he should
have run the State into debt and done
all sorts of similar things, and then
when we went to Canberra the Federal
Government would have unloosened its
purse-strings, as it did in the case of
New South Wales, and given Victoria as
much as it wanted. According to these
crit'ics, the Government of New South
Wales benefited because past Administrations in that State had not been so
careful as the Governments in which
the late Sir Albert Dunstan was Premier. Members of the Country party
Government, being used to working hard,
living hard, and saving hard, know that
Sir Albert Dunstan did the right thing
in balancing the Budget. I have never
heard anybody praise him for having
done so. The Minister of Transport may
find himself in the unfortunate position
in which Sir Albert Dunstan was placed,
and, if so, he will not get any thanks for
the good work he is doing.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .---:-I do not consider that any
Minister can even things up in the Department he administers. It is impossible
for a Minister to ascertain accurately
where duplication and waste are occurring. The present Government has the
sum of £7,000,000 or £8,000,000 ~ore to
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spend this year than the previous
Government had available in its last
financial year.
The wages bill for
the current financial year will total
£48,000,000, compared with £44,700,000
in the previous year, an increase of
£3,300,000.
Obviously, the higher
amount is not due to cost-of-living increases, but because more persons must
be employed. It is impossible for a
member to ascertain in detail what is
occurring by examining the Budget. It
cloaks so many things that it is impossible to discover What is really
happening. An item of miscellaneous
expenditure shows an increase from
£23,000,000 to £24,000,000 this year.
I was a member of a Government
when there was a surplus in the accounts
of the Railway Department for three
years. The sum of £6,000,000 was
accumulated and put into the repairs
and renewals account. I was Minister
of Transport at the time, but do not
claim credit for that result. It was my
good fortune that motor 'cars were unable to use the roads as much as normal
during the war and rail traffic was
boosted. Private persons seem to have
a good deal of money to spend on
luxuries. Expenditure on local government is also increasing. The same com.;.
ment applies to Governments. It would
be a good thing if there was a keen
examination made of the expenditure
of all Governments with a view to
saving money by reducing expenditure
rather than increasing expenditure and
imposing more taxation.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province}.-The Minister of Transport
directed 'aottention to what could happen
in the transport of school children in
country districts. I am happy to know
there is no intention of reducing those
facilities. If any facility was justified,
it was the transport of children from
country areas to the larger centres to
receive technical and higher education.
'This opportunity was denied many
children for a number of years. I recall when the proposal was first mooted.
Sir Albert Dunstan was Premier, and
the initial cost was estimated to be
£50,000 annually. The amount spent in
this direction has been increased to more
than £1,000,000 a year. Members of
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Parliament naturally are eager that the
districts they represent should receive
good treatment from the Government.
Instead of looking on the debit side, we
should consider the credit side, represented by the advantages given to children living in country areas. That is
justifica tion for the cost. I hope the
thought does not get abroad that we
should go back to the " good old days." I
feel that they were really the bad old
days. Hospital services were minimized
and the treatment of patients in mental
hospitals was relegated to the lowest rung
of the ladder. Although an economy
could be effected by that means, it was
false economy.
If Victoria received its just share of
the revenue raised by the Commonwealth Government, under the uniform
taxation scheme, there would be no need
for members to urge for the provision
of many services and amenities that are
required. I refer particularly to hospitals, mental institutions and infant welfare centres. Victorians contribute more
per head in taxation to the Commonwealth Government than the residents of
other States. Evidently, no action is
being taken to have this matter put on
a proper basis. As a former Minister
of Health, I was concerned with the
complex question of hospitals and charities, which includes mental hygiene, infant welfare centres, and kindergartens,
which contribute greatly to the building
up of a healthy, vigorous race. Great
advances have been made over the years
in these fields, and the expenditure has
been amply justified. It may be felt that
one Department or another should spend
less money. As a former head of the
Department of Health, I was concerned
with effecting savings. This problem is
not always easy to solve. It is all very
well for persons to state what private
enterprise does, but when prices are not
sufficien t to meet expenses, the prices
are increased. A Government Department is not always able to take similar
action. There is no gainsaying the fact
that on many occasions private enterprise had had the benefit of help from
Governments. Many private enterprises
have been enabled to get sympathetic
treatment from Governments, and when
the cost of producing articles is too
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high, those in charge of industries
ask for more. Those producing the primary goods of the country have been
overlooked to a large degree and the
needs of children have been forgotten.
Government grants for the building of
public halls. or recreation grounds in
country districts have been reduced.
The needs of country residents should
be considered when a measure such as
this is receiving consideration. Grants
have been withheld from m·any worthy
institutions. Surely no one'will say that
infant weLEare centres are not essential.
We would be wrong if we attempted to
balance the Budget by reducing the services of which I have spoken. Grants for
the mentally ill are just as necessary as
for the physically ill. When an agreement was made between the Commonwealth Government and the State
Government for hospital treatment, the
Commonwealth Government provided a
paymen t of 6s. a day in respect of
patients of hospitals, but it granted only
1s. 2d. 'a day for patients of mental institutions. That anomaly should be rectified. The Government should prosecute to the utmost the claim for the
return to the people of Victoria of a just
share of the taxation revenue.
The late Sir Albert Dunstan was castigated, particularly by members of the
Labour party, for adopting a parsimonious attitude towards different services. Victoria has suffered because past
Governments have been too conservative.
Members realize what happened when
the Loan Council was established and the
uniform taxation system was instituted.
The amount allocated to Victoria was on
the basis of expenditure in the base year.
Consequently, the other States received
an advantage. The Government is not
doing its duty if it is not pressing for a
greater share of the taxation revenue so
tha t more money can be expended on
education, hospitals, mental institutions,
kindergartens, infant welfare :centres. ·and
transport of children to enable them to
receive a higher education in the country.
It must be realized that country people
have done much to make the State as
prosperous as it is.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-This being primarily a nonparty House, I am better able to
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commend the speakers who have
taken a particular line of argument. I
compliment members of the Country
party, who have adopted a realistic attitude. Whether we live in the city or the
country does not matter. I recall the·
lines of GoldsrnithPrinces and lords may flourish or may fade.
A breath can make them, as a breath has.
made;
But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,
When once destroyed, can never be supplied.

r

have spent years working in the
country, not touring through it in a magnificent Cadillac, and I have seen a large
part of Victoria. I have also known of
kindly acts of good samaritans who pick
one up for a lift here and there. The
point raised by Mr. Fulton deserves
close attention. As a back bencher in
the Labour party and the Government,
I assure Mr. Fulton that the Labour
party is not likely to drop its interest in
the conveyance of country children to
school. It is a sacred obligation of the
Government, which was approved by a
Labour party conference. All children
living in the country will be given an
equal opportunity of transport to their
schools. The Minister of Education has
tackled the problem sympathetically, and
he is assisted by a large and able staff.
Certain expenses should not be considered as expenses, but as necessaries.
A great man, the late Sir Isaac Isaacs,
who rose from humble beginnings to the
highest position in this nation, came
from a country town-Beechworth.
Many men who rose to high positions
were not born in t.he city. In the country
those who know the topographical
problems of Victoria realize how miles
can lengthen and seem to be more than
miles. I hope the day will come when
no parsimony will exist respecting those
services which the Government must
supply. It is quite reasonable to say
that a resident in the country should
have the best of health facilities. The
Labour Government can be relied on to
do that work and to tackle it with grim
earnestness.
I appreciate Sir James Kennedy's
desire as a' business man to to keep an
eye on expenses, but I should not like to
see created another class of public servant to watch the rest. Who shall guard
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the guardians? There is the Auditor- Institute of Victoria. When I returned
General, and the Ministers in charge of from Russia he immediately resigned in
the various Departments. As I have order that I might regain my position as
said, the Government has well in mind a member of that council.
country problems. A number of its supI recall also an historic election
porters represent rural constituencies. struggle in which, in the contest for the
The Minister of Transport is doing what
electorate of Dundas in the Assembly, I
he can, and I challenge any honorable
was declared to be defeated on the first
member to point to any Minister of this
count on the primary votes, and when
-Government who is not pulling his
a recount was sought Trevor Oldham was
weight. As back benchers, we claim the
the scrutineer for my opponent, Mr.
·privilege of criticizing our Ministers,
Cooper. After the recount when it was
.but we must give credit where credit is
found that by a mista-ke some 50 votes
due. The first essential in a State is not
attributable to me had been credited tQ
to balance the Budget, but to do the job Mr. Cooper, and I was restored to the
-and provide the essential services as rea- position of member for Dundas, the
sonably and as economically as possible. sincerest and wa'rmest congratulations
What does the word "economy" mean? came to me from myoid friend but
It means "house law," the science of political enemy. Thus I share the sorrow
running one's affairs. If things are done
which fell upon members of all parties
economically, even though a t a slight
in this Parliament when one of our colloss, services are being provided which
leagues chosen t-o go to the Coronation
are necessary for the people. Country
and his beloved wife met their dea'ths
children should receive the best atten- in such a tragic fashion.
tion possible. The Labour party GovernThis short Bill is intended to overcome
ment will do that, particularly with
relation to the extension of the system of . some legal difficulties which have arisen
transporting country children to school. concerning two insurance policies taken
out by a trustee of Mr. Oldham over
The clause was agreed to.
the lives of Mr. Clnd Mrs. Oldham. A
The Bill was reported to the House settlement was prepared under which
without amendment, and passed through the trustee held those policies, but legal
its remaining. stages.
difficulties which have now arisen influence the disposition of the insurance
moneys. Although there are amicable
OLDHAM TRUSTS BILL.
relations between the insurance company
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER and the trustee, both having been advised
(Attorney-General).-I moveby their legal advisers that a certain
course of action is quite safe to follow,
That this Bill be now read a second time.
This is a private Bill, the purpose of nevertheless the company feels that it
·which is to obviate certain legal diffi- should be completely protected and that
{!ulties which have arisen as a result of if it pays it should not be faced with the
the tragic deaths of Mr. and Mrs. Trevor possibility in the future-perhaps the
Oldham. Perhaps I might be pardoned, distant future--of some claim being made
before speaking on the subject-matter of by one of the beneficiaries under the
the Bill, if I pay a tribute to the memory settlement. This simple Bill of f-our
of a very old personal friend of mine. clauses will solve those problems.
The doubts of the insurance company
Trevor Oldham and I were at the univer.sity together, and in the Law Students are threefold. The first is whether the
Society we engaged in debates so long trustee can give them a valid discharge
.ago that I have forgotten the year. The for payment of the moneys insured under
friendship which ar-ose then continued the policies or whether the trustee is
down all the years of his life. I remem- obliged to follow the terms of the policy
ber his generosity to me on various or of the settlement. The other question
occa,sions. When I went to Russia as the is whether the moneys are payable now
first Australian Minister, Trevor Oldham or upon the attaining of the age of 21
took my place on the Council of the Law years by each of the three orphaned
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children. I feel that this measure will
immediately attract the attention of
members of the House; whose cooperation I earnestly seek in the immedia te passage of this legisla Uon, made
so necessary by the sorrow which has
affected us all.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-Members of the Liberal and
Country party appreciate very much the
Government's action in expediting this
Bill, as the late Mr. Oldham was the
Leader of our party at the time of his
departure for England. It came as a
tremendous shock to all of us when we
heard of the tragic death ot" Mr. Oldham
and his wife. I do not need to comment
on the Bill, which is to clear up a difficult
legal position explained by the AttorneyGeneral. I wholeheartedly support the
measure.
The HOD. P.' T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-Having listened to
the explanation of the Attorney-General,
on behalf of the Country party I express
our desire to co-operate with the Govern:
ment in expediting the passage of the
measure. Members of my party regret
the circumstances which have made this
Bill necessary and we are only too happy
to assist to settle any difficulties which
have arisen in respect of Mr. Oldham's
children. I support the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was, read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.4).
The Hon. P. J•. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I move--That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is to apply out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of £7,663,840 to
the service of the year 1953-54. In
other words, it seeks Supply for the
month of December. The amount included in this Supply Bill is sufficient
to meet requirements until the end of
December, 1953. The first column of
the Supply schedule indicates the amount
required under each division of the Estimates to meet expenditure for the month
of December, 1953, and the second
column shows the proportionate amount
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of the expenditure for the last financial
year. The Supply schedule discloses
many variations from the expenditure
for a proportionate period of the year
1952-53. There are many reasons for
these variations. In some divisions the
greater proportion of the expenditure is.
not charged until the latter half of the
year, while in other instances the expenditure is heavier in the earlier part
of the financial year. Supply is not required for certain items of expenditure
such as interest, sinking fund and exchange payments for which special
appropriations have been authorized by
Parliament.
Increased Supply is required under
many divisions, as it has been necessary
to provide for three fortnightly payments
of sal,aries. Apart from the amount
necessary on account of the three fortnightly salary payments, I shall outline
the main items under which increased
provision is required. An additional sum
of £127,440 is needed for salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous expenditure
in the Police Force. Besides the amount
included for sal'aries, provision has been
made to meet the cost of Powers Samas
machines which will be used in the Motor
Registration Branch. These are new
machines which will increase the
effi'Ciency of the Branch.
There has been an increase in the
number of teachers employed in the
Education Department, and there will be
three fortnightly salary payments. Consequently, a further sum of £442,850 is
required. For contingencies and miscellaneous expenditure in this Department
an extra £28,117 is provided to meet increased wages payable to school cleaners
and to provide for the increased cost of
transporting children in country districts. In addition there has been an
increase in the number of students in
teachers' colleges.
Miners' phthisis allowances are paid
quarterly in advance, and the Treasury
vote has been increased by £6,283 on
this account. An additional amount of
£22,300 is necessary mainly to meet three
fortnightly salary payments to employees
of the' Vermin and Noxious Weeds
Branch in, the Department of Lands and
Survey. The Department of Health vote
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indicates an increase of £42,567. The inform'ation desired by honorable mem.additional provision is necessary mainly bers. I suggest that the Supply Bill
to meet the increased contribution from should be dealt with eX'peditiously.
Consolidated Revenue to the Hospitals
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinand Charities Fund. The contribution
botham
Province) .-1 wish to comment
under this division amounted to
on
the
general principles of the Bill.
£4,307,000 in the year 1952-53, whereas
Recently
I was interested to hear Mr.
in the current year it has been necessary
Brennan
say:
"We cannot do anything
to provide £4,800,000. Under the headabout
the
accounts."
I appreciate all the
ing of " General Health " the increase in
difficulties
of
dealing
with accounts of
the vote is £20,182. This sum is needed
,large organizations.
The managing
to meet the quarterly payment which
director
of
a
company
and a Minister
i,s made in advance to the Queen's
Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital, administering a Government Department
Fairfield, and 10 provide for an increased both face great problems if they wish to
payment to the Cancer Institute. To examine every petty cash account.
provide for the additional costs involved
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Of course,
in the opening of "Stonington" as an directors'
are
not
balance-sheets
institution for the treatment of tuber- published.
culosis patients and also to meet inThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In the case
creases in maintenance costs of other
of
private enterprise, a managing
institutions, an additional amount of
director every year has to produce his
£17,768 is required.
examination paper, and if he is not able
For the Mental Hygiene Branch an to give satisfactory answers to the
increased sum of £111,272 is needed to shareholders, they, in due course, will get
provide for extra staff and additional rid of the directors, or the directors will
artisans. Higher cost generally in the get rid of the manager first.
maintenance of the institutions are now
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-What
operating.
happens if the shareholder is a director?
An increased provision of £83,030 is
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-If he is a
ne.::essary for the Railway Department
to meet the full year effect of the wages major shareholder, he could have control
awards made in 1952-53, land further in- and lose his own money. However,
creases in 1953-54, together with in- in very few large companies has one
person a controlling interest, because
creased expenditure on maintenance.
people do not have that much money. It
In some divisions decreases are shown, is extremely difficult to ascertain the
and I shall now indicate the most impor- reasons for all small accounts in large
tant. Renewal premiums on account of organizations, but I believe that it is
the insurance of State employees 'are possible to examine the functions. From
payable during the month of September; my experience in Government Departtherefore the Supply schedule shows a ments and private enterprise, I have
reduced amount of £3,546 for the State found that one of the main ways of
Accident Insurance Office. Provision is achieving economy is to remove a funcmade under the appropriate division for tion. I shall suggest a number of
the Treasury for the payment of a sub- Government functions which I besidy to the Railway Department on lieve can be removed and thus
account of debt charges. As this pay- save the people of
this
State
"ment is not made until the end of the some money. In my opinion, a number
financi'al year, the amount of Supply re- of parliamentary members who do not
quired is reduced by £116,521.
hold Ministerial office and who have nl)
I have now explained the major varia- particular job could be formed into
tions in the amount of supply required a committee, along the lines of one
for the month of December from the operating in Canberra, to investigate the
proportionate amount of the estimated expenditure of various Departments. I
expenditure for last financial year. J am quite sure that the only way departshall be pleased to furnish any further mental heads will be taught a sense of
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responsibility is by a committee prying
into what is going on and submitting
proper published reports to indicate how
money is being expended.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-What
about the report of the Auditor-General?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Auditor-General reports on whether
expenditure has been duly authorized
and not whether it is stupid or sound.
Actually, he is not entitled to comment
on the stupidity of expenditure; that is
a job for the Minister concerned and for
Cabinet, and, ultimately, for Parliament.
I suggest that Parliament might well be
neglecting its duty at present in not
appointing a committee whose responsibility it is to ensure that various Departments are not duplicating expenditure
and are not wasting money. I realize how
difficult it is to decide how many letters
should be typed each day by twenty
typistes and how many men can justifiably be kept on counter work. I am
satisfied that a large sum of money is
being frittered away. No doubt members who have spoken ,to various public
servants privately have at times been
informed, as I have, that they personally
waste half their day. It is impossible,
when such information is received
privately, to put a person's "pot" on.
Nevertheless, it is time that something
was done about the matter.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
~lause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sum available for the purposes voted by Legislative Assembly).
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I notice that a sum
of £1,450 is provided for the Parliamentary refreshment rooms. I do not know
what are the receipts of those refreshment rooms but, according to my calculations, they are incurring a loss in the
region of from £10,000 to £16,000 per
annum. I take it that there is no charge
for rental against the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms, consequently the
premises are provided free of charge. I
should not think that the refreshment
rooms would be selling wine, spirits, and
cigarettes at a loss. My suggestion,
which may be unpopular with members,
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is that the charges for meals should be
increased to offset the loss that is
obviously incurred in the supply of
meals which loss must now be met by
taxpayers.
The HOD. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-While I appreciate Mr.
Warner's noble desire to reduce expenses,
I must say that I have not noticed him
visiting the Parliamentary refreshment
rooms frequently.
Certain exclusive
clubs in the city offer inestimable
privileges to their members, but for
rank and file members of Parliament,
who must remain within the sound of
the division bells, it is handy to have
somewhere to eat their meals. I pay a
tribute to the efficiency of the refreshment rooms and to the excellence of the
appointments and the meals provided.
In the opinion of those who have an
eclectic taste, the Parliamentary refreshment rooms offer a somewhat limited
cuisine which, to people like myself, is
adequate. 1 appreciate, however, that
others more used to the atmosphere of
exclusive clubs have preferences in diet
that are merely caviare to the general.
Those members who are dependent on
the ordinary means of transport are
entitled to consideration, particularly
when they are within the precincts of
the House until the early hours of the
morning, at which time knocking on
the doors of hostelries in the city would
bring no response. If Mr. Warner is
prepared to bring his Itll1cheon to the'
House, tied in a handkerchief, I shall do
the same.
I regard Mr. Warner as
speaking with almost monastic asceticism. He reminds me of Friar Tuck
in "Ivanhoe," who offered the Black
Knight a meal of dried pease and water
at the hermitage but later, when pressed
by his jovial guest set before him a
venison pastie and a jug of ale. If Mr.
Warner is agreeable to cut down on
expensive jaunts and the expenditure of
considerable sums of money on Royal
Commissions and the like, I am prepared
to help him to bring about economies in
such a small matter as parliament1ary
meal services.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 almost ; take
exception to the remarks of Mr. Brennan. In the first place, I have not been
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guilty of incurring any public expenditure on jaunts either abroad or interstate. I have always paid my own fares
and expenses. Mr. Brennan indicated that
I did not attend the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms frequently. Perhaps
I have good reason for not doing so.
Possibly I do not desire to partake of
low-cost meals; alternatively I might
receive them free elsewhere. In any
event, that is my business. I maintain,
however, that if it costs the Parliamentary refreshments rooms 3s. 6d.
to provide a meal for members, there
is no reason why the charge should be
2s. 6d. only. If a privilege is being provided, by members being undercharged
for their meals, the position should be
adjusted.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-A simple remedy is
available to Mr. Warner. There is in
existence a joint House Committee that
controls the activities of the Parliamentary refreshment rooms. The party
of which Mr. Warner is a member is
represented on that committee by Mr.
Cameron, a keen business man, by Sir
James Kennedy, a qualified accountant
and Leader of the Liberal party in this
House, also by Sir Thomas Maltby, honorable member for Barwon in the Legislative A:ssembly. If Mr. Warner feels
aggrieved about the situation, or if his
conscience is pricking him, he should
bring the matter to the notice of his
party's representatives on the joint House
Committee so that his views may be
placed bef'Ore other members 'Of that committee with the view of having the
ma tter rectified. .
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I am a member of
the joint House Commi'ttee and I desire
to state that considerable difficulty is
encountered in conducting the Parliamentary refreshment rooms.
The
manager of that establishment does not
know from day to day how many meals
he will be called UP'On to provide. N evertheless, a staff must be kept on duty.
On some days there are hardly any
patrons, but, on others, there is a considerable number. In those circumstances it is difficult to keep the overhead
expenses at a low level; they are unreasonably high when compared with
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those of ordinary catering businesses. I
do not deny that members are provided
with a reasonably priced meal. Members
of the j'Oint House Committee understand
the difficulty of providing the supplies
that are needed to meet the requirements
of the establishment from day to day.
The Parliamentary refreshment rooms
are in a different category from public
restaurants. Members may entertain
their friends at the refreshment rooms
and that privilege is availed of by many
city members. Undoubtedly, the entertainment of members' visitors costs a
considerable sum of public money. I
agree with Mr. Warner's contention that
the accounts of the refreshment rooms
should be examined closely, but I emphasize that they are now in better shape
than they have been in the past.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.~Are full
prices charged by the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms for drinks!
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes.
Although the bar does not d'O a big trade,
it yields a small profit. I emphasize that
members receive no concession on liquor
or cigarettes which they purchase from
the Parliamentary refreshment rooms;
they pay the same prices as those that
obtain outside the House. If the matter
is referred to the joint House Committee,
it will be considered.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I am surprised that
the matter has been brought forward at
this juncture, because the same item has
appeared on the Supply list for years. It
is remarkable that it should be brought
up to-night at a time when ,the House
Committee has revised the accounts
system and instituted supervision and
checks to a greater extent than ever
before with a view to increasing
efficiency.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I desire to comment
on the provision of £3,530 for salaries in
connexion with the administration of
motor car (third party) insurance.
There has been an increase of £1,200 in
the sum allowed for this item, the full
provision for which is equivalent to the
expenditure of £40,000 a year. I do not
wish to discuss the question whether this
activity should be socialized or not, but
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I desire to know whether it is the intention of the Government to persist in
the loss of money by the Department
administering motor car (third party)
insurance. Does the Minister of Transport think that the taxpayers' money
could be saved?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answer to the point
raised by Mr. Warner is in the negative.
It is not the intention of the Government
to continue losing money.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I take it
that economies will be effected in the
Department concerned, or that premiums
will be raised, or does the Government
intend to discontinue its activity in thirdparty insurance?
The Hon P. L. COLEMAN.-The
matter is being closely investigated by
the Government, which will endeavour
to reduce .losses and show a profit. Mr.
Warner, who knows the difficulties associated with third-party insurance, gave
the Government some very good advice
when discussing the matter a few weeks
ago. I repeat what I said on that occasion-that the question of premiums is
being thoroughly investigated, as is every
other phase of third-party insurance.
The Government is doing its best to
comply with Mr. Warner's suggestions,
and if it cannot show a profit on this
activity it will endeavour to minimize
losses.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-I should like to
know whether the Government proposes
to abandon this enterprise.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The answer
is no.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-When the
Supplementary Estimates were being
discussed some months ago, I asked the
Leader of the House to obtain certain
information regarding the project at
Snob's creek, and I made certain charges
against the administration of
the
Fisheries and Game Department. I have
not yet received any reply.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Snob's creek
is a place where the young fish are killed.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That
is so. I was prepared to substantiate
the charges I made. The same trouble
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continues to exist. . This enterprise at
Snob's creek is supposed to be providing
fish for those who pay a 5s. licence for
fishing in fresh-water streams; but
actually this hatchery at Snob's creek is
not producing young fish. During the last
couple of months, it has been found ,that
when fish from the Snob's creek hatchery
have been liberated in various streams
throughout the State, nine out of ten
of such fish have been dead. The Supply
schedule indicates that the cost of the
Department has risen from £6,000
last year Ito £7,500 for a corresponding period this year, an increase of
£1,50'0. I previously asked for information regarding the expenditure at this
hatchery. If better results cannot be'
achieved, it is time the show was.
closed up.
A heresy hunt was previously conducted in an effort to get rid of a.
particular public servant, and the effort
was successful. It appears that when fish
are liberated under the new system, nine'
out of every ten are dead on arrival at
their destination. I rise mainly to ask
whether the information which I previously requested is available, so that I
may proceed further with my investigation to try to clear up some of the
difficulties at the Snob's creek hatchery.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support the remarks of Mr. Swinburne. For three or
four years I have been hearing that the
methods used in the hatcheries-I do not
know whether at Snob's creek or elsewhere-are completely futile. People
who apparently know something about
fish say that the conduct of the theorists
in the Fisheries and Game Department
is completely stupid. Before the present
methods were adopted there were, I
understood, some successful hatcheries in
Victoria, one being at Ballarat, which at
one time was under the charge of a man
named Gilbert, who was an accountant.
I do not know whether he is still in
charge of the Ballarat hatchery, but at
one time-in 1922-he conducted a
a hatchery in Launceston.
There are apparently men in this
State who can produce young trout and
other fish successfully. It appears that
the Fisheries and Game Department
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spends much money in trying to produce
fish, but it is regularly unsuccessful in
doing SO. I suggest that the Government
could get rid of the hatcheries and, at a
price, buy the fish from successful
breeders. It is not essential to socialize
the production of trout. The industry
can be successfully carried on by private
enterprise. In recent yearS, there has
been a substantial increase in expenditure by the Fisheries and Game Department.
I should also like to know what is the
cost of collecting the 5s. payments for
the issue of licences. A certain number
of staff are allotted for the purpose of
collecting the Hcence fees, and that
money is then spent in the unsuccessful
production of fish. I am anxious to know
how much more is spent in collecting the
licence fees than is received from the
payment of such fees. If the cost of
collection is greater than the total of the
fees received then, I suggest, the licence
should be abolished so that British subjects might be able to do at least one
thing without having to take out a
licence. Alternatively, if the Government thinks that it is too horrible that a
young boy should be allowed to fish for
tiddlers without hav:ing a licence, the
Government should. increase the amount
of the licence fee so that its collection
would be profitable.
The Hon. G. S. lUcARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-On previo~s occasions, I have advocated an open season
for opossums. I contend that opossums
are the greatest pests in my district.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-They are
the sweetest little pets.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Opossums will eat fruit in the orchards' they
will kill gum trees, destroy rose b~shes,
and eat tomatoes. They also are a
nuisance in many ways, and frequently
fall into tanks of drinking water. Yet
I hear a member say, by interjection,
that they are the sweetest little pets.
I appeal to the Government to grant an
open season on opossums. A Country
party Chief Secretary who had charge of
this problem said that he was' prepared
to grant licences for the destruction of
4~ opossums a year instead of 30, provlded that the skins were sent to the
Government.
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Some members of this House appear
to regard the subject as trivial, but I
assure them that opossums make life
impossible in some country areas. We
cannot grow tomatoes, fruit or roses, or
even potatoes, because these pests
actually dig under the ground. They
make our lives a misery and yet they are
protected. I regret that the matter is
not being taken seriously to-night. I
hope, however, that my view will be
placed before the Chief Secretary. There
are millions of opossums in the forest
areas of the State and they are even
doing harm to the trees. It is hard to
convey to my fellow members the immense amount of damage and destruction
caused by these animals. I emphasize
that there should be an open season. Let
us make war on the pests in those areas
where people are trying to grow fruit,
vegetables and flowers under practically
impossible conditions.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-Many complaints are being
received from fishermen throughout the
State as to the amount of money provided for the Fisheries and Game Department, which is now approaching £100,000.
Surely the fishermen are entitled to
reasonable consideration in view of the
fees they are being called upon to pay
for their sport. I am expressing the
opinions of very many fishermen throughout Gippsland, who complain that they
are paying licence fees for what they are
not getting. Reference has been made
to the point that desp'ite the large sums
of money spent on the hatcheries at
Snob's creek, that activity has been a
failure.
Fishermen have been led to believe
that streams throughout the State are
to be well stocked with trout and other
varieties of fish. So, many thousands
of persons have applied for licences and
paid their fees, with the usual fishermen's
luck, however. N ow the fishermen are
becoming perturbed. The Department is
active in tagging fish to see whether they
swim from Mallacoota to Portland and
vice versa, and, whatever may be the
reason for its investigations and activities in this direction, much mDney is
being spent. The Department is also
tagging ducks, to ascertain whether they
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fly from various areas back to the Gippsland lakes or across to South Australia,
and so on. All this activity is not of
much use.
The Department carries out a census
of every gun-shooter as to how many
cartridges he uses and how many gallons
of petrol he buys in order to get out into
the country to shoot a duck. Sportsmen
have to go to all this trouble and worry,
whether they shoot one duck or no ducks
at all, and the whole business has been
carried to an absurdity. Fishing and
duck-shooting are a sport or a recreation,
and the few pounds e~pended by each of
those persons who want to go fishing or
duck-shooting ,once or twice a year surely
ought not to be of any great departmental interest. What does it matter to
Mr. Butcher how much it costs Bill
Brown to go fishing or Tom Jonec; to go
shooting? The money spent on making
these inquiries is public money wasted.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Is this census
something only recently introduced?
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-I will
admit that it was in force before the
present Government took office; but I
wish to direct attention to the absurdity
of the situation which a Department can
develop by sending out long questionnaires. One would think it was a top
secret of the war-this business of finding out how much it costs a man to
shoot a duck or catch a fish. Meanwhile, the streams of the State are being
depleted of fish, and the Department is
certainly not producing any more ducks,
with aH its census taking. I support
Mr. Swinburne in his request for some
information concerning these matters.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I remember that Mr.
Swinburne raised the matter under discussion on Supp1y, in September last, I
think. I referred his remar~s to the
Chief Secretary's Department, because
I thought his charges were of a very
serious nature. I regret that he has
received no reply. I will endeavour
to ascertain what has been done by the
Department, and if I can, I will obtain
a reply also to the very ser.ious charges
that have been made to-night. As Mr.
Fulton has pointed out, there is a sum
of about £100,000 involved in the administration of the Fisheries and Game
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Department. Mr. FuUon has been very
critical of it, although he has been good
enough to admit that the present
Government is not solely responsible
for the state of affairs he has described.
He has indicated that he himself
endeavoured to have these troubles remedied when he was a member of a
Ministry. The Government will try to
accomplish something which he failed to
achieve. I have no reason to doubt
that the defects pointed out do exist in
the Department concerned. I will take
the matter up with the Chief Secretary
to-morrow and try to abta'in a report
from the Department.
Regarding the complaints made by
Mr. McArthur, I will endeavour to get
the Chief Secretary to remedy the position that exists in his district and so do
something to ease his mind.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-The Supply list reveals an expenditure of £11,500 a month
in connexion with' the activities of the
Government Statist. If that amount is
an average, the expenditure totals about
£130,000 a year for the keeping of
statistics. I appreciate that we must
have a Statist's Office and that the compilation of certain statistics is essential.
During the period that I was a member
of a Ministry I discovered that figures
associated with the Building Directorate
were being kept by both State and
Federal statisticians, whereupon I came
to an arrangement with the Commonwealth authorities that the State should
step out of the picture. In that way
we were saved the cost of keeping certain statistics which were being duplicated elsewhere.
I am now wondering whether, included in the costs of the Victorian
Statist's Office is certain expenditure
devoted to the keeping of figures already
being compiled by the Commonwealth.
Perhaps an investigation by the present
Government might result in this amount
of £11,500 being cut down to £8,000.
It might be possible to discontinue some
others of the unnecessary functions
being carried out to-day.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The State
might not feel inclined to trust the
Commonwealth in this matter.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That time. This increase in fees will mean a
may be so, and with some justification. heavy impost on them. Certain memThe Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-There is bers of the parliamentary staff also are
a fair amount of revenue derived from trying to improve themselves by taking
the Statist's Office, arising from the courses at the university. To them the
issue of birth, death, and marriage cer- increase of fees will be the last straw that
tificates. These services require staffing breaks the camel's back. It is a retroby competent people, because there is grade step.
About four years ago I obtained in this
a constant demand for certificates.
House,
through the university, informaThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have
admitted that the Statist"s Office cannot tion regarding the number of students
and the amounts received in fees, tobe done without.
.
gether with grants by the State and the
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We will Commonwealth.
The figures showed
examine the position for you.
that in 1948 there were 5,841 students
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not attending the university and that the
blaming any Government but have been amount received from them in fees was
going through this Supply list to see if approximately £150,000.
Recently I
possible savings of a few thous·and obtained the figures relating to 1952,
pounds of the taxpayers' money might indicating that in that year there were
not be made. This particular matter, I 6,983 students, who contributed approxiunderstand, comes under the control of mately £285,000 in fees. Comparing the
the Chief Secretary. An amount of two years, the amount received from
£11,500 in a month for wages in the students had nearly doubled.
Statist's Office is a lot of money.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Was not the
It could be-and I suspect that it is the
number
attending nearly double the
case-that a number of duplicate figures
are kept. Since we are not seeking former number?
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-No. In 1948
privileges in expenditure, why not say
to the Commonwealth, "You take the the amount received in grants from the
State Government was £309,000 comresponsibility for this?"
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We shall pared with £587,000 in 1952. The sums
received from the Commonwealth in
examine the position for you.
grants were, respectively, £199,000 and
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla £295,000. In 1948, the total expendiProvince).-Probably I was only one of ture on the maintenance of the univermany who were extremely sorry to sity was £862,000, whereas last year it
notice that the fees at the University of was £1,502,000 that amount including
Melbourne are to be increased by 25 the cost of new buildings. It would be
per cent. When speaking on a Con- seen that in four years the cost practisolidated Revenue Bill about four years cally doubled. The amount received in
ago, I made a plea for what is in the each of those years from fees was less
Labour party platform, namely, free than 20 per cent. of the total expendieducation
from
the
kindergarten, ture.
The university has aptly been
through the primary and the secondary likened to the top story of the edustages, and thence to and through the cational -edifice. It was significantly
university, without payment of fees of stated by a former Director of Eduany kind. That ideal has not yet been cation, the late Mr. Frank Tate, that
reached; on the contrary, the proposed there should be a broad open stairway,
increase of 25 per cent. in fees is in the accessible to all, from the bottom to the
opposite direction. Possibly some mem- top edifice. What is the position to-day?
bers of this Chamber do not know of
There is certainly a broad stairway
the number of students who are finding
it extremely hard to make ends meet. in the primary section, because every
Some of the younger members of this boy and girl is obliged to attend school
Parliament are doing courses at the uni- until the age of fourteen years. The
versity; they are endeavouring to pay stairway is then considerably narrowed
their fees and to buy homes at the same by reason of the fact that many parents
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cannot afford to send their children to
secondary schools. In passing, I wish
to give credit to the Cain Labour Government which in 1946 or 1947 made it much
easier for the working man to send his
bright child on to secondary education.
That was done by abolishing fees in
secondary schools. At the end of the
secondary school stage, however, the
stairway becomes very narrow. Who are
able to climb that stairway to the university? In the main, only those who can
afford to pay fees. Now the 25 per cent.
increase makes it more difficult still for
the man on the basic wage to send a
bright son or daughter to the top story of
education. I know of the grim struggles
and great sacrifices made by families to
give at least one brainy member the
advantage of secondary education and,
on rare occasions, of university education. There is not a broad open stairway
from a certain stage onwards. Many
years ago I stated that the University of
Melbourne was a close preserve for the
wealthy.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-It never was.
The Han. PAUL JONES.-At the time
when I made that statement from a
public platform, a questionnaire was
sent out by the Vice-Chancellor of the
university in order to discover the
financial position in the homes of the
students then attending. It was shown
that 60 per cent. of the students came
from 10 per cent. of the homes, that 10
per cent. consisting of the homes of the
wealthy or comparatively wealthy. The
position in that regard to-day is not as
bad as it was; we are proceeding towards
our goal. I contend that Governments
should make available all the finance
As I have
needed for the university.
already shown, the amounts received iYJ
fees from students in 1948 and 1952
represented abou"t 20 per cent. of the cost
of their tuition. There should be no
fees at all and those who attend the
university should do so, not by virtue of
the financial status of the homes from
which they come, but by virtue of
ability alone. For far too long the
university has been the happy hunting
ground for the rich. A t the end of 1948,
about £4,000,000 had been made available by the Government to the university. Up to date the sum is about
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£6,000,000 and it comes from revenue.
There is the paradox that the money thus
made available comes from revenue to
which all citizens subscribe. Money provided by the taxpayers is applied to the
provision of university education for the
sons and daughters of the rich.
As far back as 1936, Sir John Latham,
who is highly esteemed and was at one
time Vice-Chancellor of the university,
saidEven if the question is considered only
from a purely economic point of view, it
would pay to make generous provision for
university needs.

A view of an ideal university in a democratic community was expressed in 1937
by Dr. Priestley, also a former ViceChancellor, in these ,termsIt would take in and, if necessary, finance
through scholarships, grants and loans, the
pick of every generation of the youth of the
State, whether they come from well-to-do or
basic-wage families, from city or from
country homes.

His opinion, also, was that ability should
be the test, not the financial position of
the home. Eleven years ago, Professor
G. S. Browne, Professor of Education rtt
the university, saidThe present system expressed lines of
social stratification based on wealth. The
new system must be for all the children of
all the people. The first principle needed
was genuine equality of educational opportunity.

Every honorable member must agree at
least with the last-mentioned opinion.
In 1949, the Commonwealth Labour
Government legislated for a Commonwealth scholarship scheme, a wonderful
system which came into force in 1951
and provided for 3,000 scholarships to be
. granted annually, following competitive
examinations. Those scholarships were
to be divided among the States on a
population basis, Viotoria's share being
approximately 800. In the reply to a
question I asked last week in this House,
it is stated that the number attending
the university to-day is 6,983. The
number attending under the Commonwealth scholarship scheme is 2,035.
These scholarship holders are selected on
the basis of their ability. The son or
daughter of the rich man is on an equal
footing with the son or daughter of a
poor man; in other words, there is no
discrimination between rich and poor.
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When speaking in this House about
four years ago, I gave full particulars of
the living allowance. In the past, when
a bright boy in the country won a
scholarship, his father may have said:
"I cannot afford to send you to Melbourne and pay for your board." Under
the Commonwealth scheme, the maximum allowance of £169 a year for board
is granted. I think that is reasonable.
If the son or daughter of a millionaire
won a scholarship, the means test would
be applied only in regard to living
the
Commonallowances.
Under
wealth scheme 2,000 students are attending the university and hundreds of other
scholarship winners are attending technical schools. The fees of all are
paid. I would like the scheme to be so
extended that the accommodation at the
university is available to those best
qualified to attend. Persons should not
be there merely because parents are able
to pay the fees. Years ago, many boys
and girls who had passed the matriculation examination remained at the
university for year,s, occupying valuable
space, simply because their~ parents were
wealthy. As Professor Browne saidThe first principle needed was genuine
equality of educational opportunities.

Dr. Priestly said that his conception of an
ideal university in a democratic community was thatIt would take in and, if necessary, finance
through scholarships, grants and loans, the
pick of every generation of the youth of
the State, whether they come from well-todo or from basic wage families; from city
or from country homes.

I stress that point. The Commonwealth
Labour Government made a name for
itself by what it did in the way of granting scholarships. In 1946-47, the State
Labour Government also made a name
for itself by abolishing fees at State
secondary schools, easing the financial
burden of the parents of pupils attending
those schools. The present Government
could make a name for itself by increasing
its grant to the university and enabling
fees to be abolished. It could also extend
the scholarship scheme by awarding
State scholarships at the university. In
the press to-day it was reported that the
Session 1952-53.-[96]
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grants of the Commonwealth Government are based on the amount received
by the university in the way of fees and
grants from the State. That means that
the more the university obtains in the
form of fees, the bigger is its grant from
the Commonwealth Government; but I
contend that that is wrong. People
struggling to improve themselves should
be encouraged, and an increase of 25
per cent. in university fees will place a
heavy burden upon those who are finding
it hard __ to make ends meet.
I repeat that the Government should
make a name for itself by abolishing
university fees. In an effort to improve
themselves, some younger members of
Parliament are attending lectures and
they should be given every enc-ouragement. They will be faced with an increase of 25 per cent. in the fees. Members know that I was a school teacher
for many years. Many bright boys and
girls who were well above the average
were not given the opportunity to which
their brains entitled them. No outstanding boy or girl should be deprived of the
opportunity to obtain higher education,
because the nation that develops the
brains of its people will be in the van.
Regarding the matter merely from the
economic point of view, I agree with the
statement of Sir John Latham that it
would pay to make generous provision
for university needs. I repeat the plea I
,made four years ago for free education
at the university so that ability will be
the deciding factor, not the financial
position of the parents of the students.
The Government should foll-ow the
example of the Commonwealth Government with its wonderful scholarship
scheme. If a student is awarded a
'Scholarship, the Commonwealth Government pays the piper. I emphasize that
every assistance should be given
students; an increase in fees will prevent
many of them from pursuing their
studies. On previous occasions I have
pointed -out that in the United States
of America the education standard
is high.
In some of the States,
the school-leaving age is sixteen years
and in other States it is seventeen. In
1907, the then Victorian Director of
Education, Mr. Frank Tate, attended an
education conference in London and was
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authorized later to tour the world and This year the Government was concerned
observe the education systems of different about the claims of the university and
countries. On his return he submitted a the expectation that if the sum requested
report which should be read by every was not made available fees would be
member. He gave the palm to the Ger- increased. University finances were subman education system. He pointed out jected to a close scrutiny and a number
tha t when a boy reached fourteen years of conferences were held. The Parliaof age-at that age in Victoria many mentary representatives on the Univerboys and girls finish their education-the sity Council gave the matter deep conGerman authorities tried to find out the sideration. The Government is as much
bent of the youth, whether he wished to concerned as is Mr. Paul Jones that the
become a doctor, a lawyer, an engineer, financial burden of students should not
and so on. The youth was compelled to be increased, particularly in the cases of
attend a continuation school at night those least able to bear it. The position
until he was nineteen. I have seldom is still under consideration and the
met a German who has not had Government has made available to the
specialized training in some direction. university this year as much money as
That is the outcome of the German educa- it possibly could. It tried to obtain an
tion system, upon which Mr. Tate assurance that fees would not be increased. I saw a ray of hope in the
reported so favourably.
In 1910 there was only one State press this morning in the statement that
secondary school in the metropolitan the Commonwealth Government has inarea. It was then known as the Working creased its grants to universities. I
think Mr. Sutherland, as president of the
Men's College, but is now known as the
Students' Representative Council, said
Melbourne Technical College. In 1910 the
that in view of the intimation that
Educa tion Act was amended mainly as Commonwealth grants would be inthe outcome Mr. Tate's trip abroad. Now creased there was a possibility that
there are high schools, technical schools
fees would not be increased. The Governand so on, in many suburbs of the metroment appreciates the difficulties of
politan area. I repeat that the Governstudents and will do all it can to ensure
ment should assist students who are that their financial burdens are not
battling to better themselves. Younger
increased.
members of this Parliament are attending
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (Souththe university and, at the same time,
Western Province).-I remembpr, Mr.
they are purchasing homes. They are
Chairman, your discussing a prices Bill
finding it hard to make ends meet. If an
increase of 25 per cent. is made in the and saying that the cost of price control
this year would be £200,000 a year. The
fees, it is probable that those members Minister in Charge of Prices said that was
and others will not be able to continue
an over-estimate. The Supply schedule intheir studies. I urge the Government to cludes an amount of £21,00'0 for salaries
do something regarding the proposed and contingencies for price control. That
increase.
, figure is for the month of December, and
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister a simple arithmetical calculation places
of Transport) .-University finance is not , the annual expenditure at £250,000. The
a new problem, and it has faced every Minister stated that the proportionate
Government for many years. This year,
amount of expenditure for 1952-53
the university presented its budget, was less, namely, £15,774, which
which was examined by the Government, gives a total for the y~a:r of
and an increased grant was made avail£180,000. The honorable gentleman reable. If Mr. Paul Jones will examine buked you, Mr. Chairman, when you
the figures, he will see that for a long suggested that the annual cost of adperiod every Government has increased ministering prices control was £200,000,
the grant. In discussing these matters. stating that you had over-estimated the
we must be realistic, and not overlook fi'gure by £100,000. I ask the Ministhe present restricted financial situation. ter: Is it correct, on this average,
The Government must do the best it that the administration of price control
possibly can with the money available. costs the State £250,000 a year?
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-No.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Then I
shall say no more.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higin~
botham Province).-If the monthly
figure of £21,000 for prices control is
multiplied by twelve, the total comes to
£250,000, which appears to be considerably more than the figure of approximately £190,000 stated in the Estimates.
A few months ago, a decision was made
that certain commodities should be decontrolled. I cannot understand why it
should cost more money to control fewer
articles. There should be scope for saving a considerable sum ,of money if the
nUmJber of people running around inquiring into fewer goods was reduced.
The sum of £850 is allocated for the
Building Directorate, and that sum represents approximately £10,000 a year.
This Directorate is concerned with the
control of bricks, cement and galvanized
iron. I understand that the calculated
shortage of cement is about 1,000 tons a
month. Almost that quantity could be
purchased for the sum of money which
is expended on the Directorate in regulating supplies.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-There has
been a big reduction in this expenditure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so, but I urge the Government to get rid
of the Directorate.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It is
gradually being eliminated.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Supply schedule refers to the month of
December. Does the Minister of Transport suggest that we should wait until
January to see what happens?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-At the
present rate, it will be finished by the
end of January.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-For a number of
years, I have been disturbed by the costly
publications issued by various Departments. Those journals are of great interest to the Departments concerned, but
I conSider that the cost of producing
them is excessive. In my vdew, the
money could be better spent in other
ways. The amount allocated in the
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Supply schedule for the Government
P,rinter is £60,080; for the year, the
total would be approximately £700,000.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-A profit
of £18,000 a year is made by the Government Printer.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-I have
raised this question in the hope that the
Government will inquire into waste
which is occurring by the publication of
expensive journals. I trust that this expenditure will be curtailed.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-Most of the members who have spoken have urged the
Government to curtail expenditure. I
,propose to pursue a different line of
thought. Since it assumed office, the
Government has called for an increase in
all primary production. I commend the
Government for adopting that policy, and
I will endeavour to ensure that production is increased, because Victoria is
essentially a primary producing State.
Prev,iously, I have directed the attention
of the Government to ways in which production can be increased. One means is
by the adoption of incentives, and I do
not propose to develop that argument.
The other is the use of improved
methods. Not enough is being done to
persuade farmers to adopt improved
practices. Throughout the State, on
various farms, more modern machinery
is being used and the results are beneficial. However, many things are happening that are not for the good of the
State and are not helping to increase
production.
The
Commonwealth
Government
makes available money for disseminating
information relating to experiments in
various industries. Wonderful improvements are being made in the production
of butter. Last year, the sum of £30,000
was made available to the Department of
Agriculture for research, but it did not
cover butter or wool. However, a tremendous impetus was given to primary
industries by the exhibition to farmers
of moving pictures showing improVf~d
methods of agriculture, and by research.
In my opinion, the position of the wheat
industry will not be as bright in the
future as it is now. The price of wheat
has been more or less stabilized, and
possibly it will be reduced. More modern
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methods must be used in this industry.
Farmers are departing from the threeyear rotation and adopting a five-year
rotation. That means a drop of about
eight bags of wheat to the acre. In the
meantime, many farmers have increased
their wool production from one bale to
nineteen bales. They are improving soil
conditions and building up its fertility,
and this will redound to the benefit of the
State in increased wheat production.
Not enough farmers are being supplied
with information on modern methods of
agriculture. I urge the Government to
use the money provided by the Federal
Government for extension services to
supply this information to the farmers.
Last year, only the sum of £13,000 of the
£30,000 made available was used. This
year, the amount of :the grant has been
increased, and in the next few years it
will be increased further. I should like
more young men to receive an incentive
to go into this profession, and to pass on
the information. The system of orderly
marketing of dried fruits is going
by the board, -and I predict tha t
condi tions will become very serious
in this industry. I am a grower of
dried fruits, and I feel that the industry
will have to be subsidized in the future,
despite the fact that efforts are being
made to increase production. Instead of
there being a guaranteed price, the trend
is to revert to an open market. Australian growers must compete on the
United Kingdom market with American
producers, who are subsidized to the
extent of £40 a ton. In the last week or
two, Turkey decided to give a subsidy
of from £19 to £30 a ton to the growers
of dried fruits in that land.

0

Australia will have to look to its
laurels in order to sell dried fruits overseas. Much can be done to improve
their quality and increa'se the yield per
acre. The growers are willing to subsidize such work, but it can be done
only through the Department of Agriculture. In the past, money for those
purposes has not been available from
the Commonwealth Government. However, I consider that if the Minister
took appropriate action money could be
made available for research in respect of
dried fruits.
The Hon. A. R. Mansell.
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Citrus fruits are another section in
which the fUI'Itherance of research is
desirable. The medical profession has
advocated supplying orange and lemon
juice to infants, and many adults appreciate the benefits to be derived from the
eating of grapefruit. It is desirable that
an experimental station should be set up.
A good deal of money will be required
for the purpose, but I suggest it will be
worth while. I know of a returned
serviceman who offered 25 acres of his
land for research purposes. He offered
it to the Government, but because it did
not take action he offered the area to the
Citrus Association on the condition that
work should proceed immediately.
If
we desire to place these industries on a
sound footing, experimental work must
be carried out by properly trained men,
especially as growers are willing to try
to produce more and to share the cost of
research.
Farmers cannot do. such
work themselves in the busy season. I
ask the Government to consider extending these services to assist the primary
industries concerned and to increase produ~tion.
On a previous occasion the
Minister of Transport said that the
matter would be considered, and I direct
his attention to the subject once more in
the hope that something will be done.
The Hon. M. P. SHEEHY (Melbourne
Province).-I shall not address myself
to the spending of money or the curtailment of expenditure. I wish to refer
to the constitution of the Queen's
Memorial Infeotious Diseases Hospital,
and the manner of election of members
to its Board. Under the A'ct it is provided that the Board shall consIst of
twelve members-six appointed by the
Governor in CounclI, one elected by the
Mel1bourne City Council, and one elected
by each of the five groups of municipalities set out in the second schedule to the
Act. Some time prior to the 29th August
last, nominations were called from the
councils comprising those groups for the
election of representatives to the Board.
Amongst the nominations received from
one group of councils was that of the
retiring representative. On the 29th
August, .the day of the annual election in
the city of which that nominee was a
There is
councillor, he was defeated.
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nothing laid down in the relevant Act
stating that the representatives of the
municipal groups shall be sitting councillors. Section 8 of the Act saysAny member of the Board shall be
eligible for reappointment or re-election
thereto.

That means that the candidate who
was defeated at the council elections was
still eligible Ito be a nominee and to be
elected as a representative of the councils comprising his group. A number of
councils in the group have approached
me, believing that an anomaly exists
in the Act. Possibly when the Act was
framed no one foresaw such an occurrence. It has always been an accepted
fact in respect of the constitution of
certain Boards, such as the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board, that a representative elected by one of the various groups
would be a sitting member of one of the
councils comprising the group concerned.
Section 10 of the Act saysIf from any cause a member of the Board
is not elected at or within the time
appointed in that Part, then the Governor
in Council may appoint any person.

There are only two references to the
qualifications of a representative· to
carry out duties on behalf of a particular
group. They mention a " member" and a
" person" respectively.
Subsequent to the election, ballot
papers were sent out to the councils
comprising the group, and on the ballot
paper the term" Cr." had been altered
to "Mr." The council which I represent
was informed in.no uncentain terms that
the man concerned was still eligible
under the Act to contest elections within
the group of councils concerned. I think
it is anomalous that :the representative,
who was elected on that occasion, has
not put in an appearance at the meetings
of the Board since his election.
The
councils which approached me now have
no direct representation on the Board
because Ithis man is no longer a member
of one of the councils. In fact, there is
no liaison between the councils and this
representative. Looking at the matter
from another angle, it could be said that
the balance of the Board is uneven
because it comprises six representatives
nominated by the Government, four
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representatives of groups of councils, one
representative of the Melbourne City
Council, and this odd man. The councils
have suggested that the Act should be
amended to set out specifically the qualifications of the representatives of the
groups of councils and to indicate that
the representative of a group shall be a
councillor of one of the councils comprising the group; moreover, that if
during the course of his term of office he
is defeated at a council election, the
councils in the group concerned shall
have the privilege of electing another
member. I urge the Government to
amend the Act accordingly.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The Government will
examine the matter.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-I crave the indulgence of
the Committee to make a plea on behalf
of a number of railway men who have
not been granted the long-service leave
to which they are entitled. This is one
of the legacies which have been handed
down to the present Government. I was
with a former Premier when the question
of granting this leave was put to him.
The honorable gentleman said that to
grant long-service leave to all those
employees in the Railway Department
who were entitled to it would cause
chaos in the Department, and, alternatively, to grant such men payment in
lieu of lea ve would cost millions of
pounds. I realize the difficulties involved, but an answer to a question I
asked in the House some time ago
showed that there are 10,000 men in the
Railway Department who are entitled
to long-service leave. At the rate at
which such leave has been granted in
the Department over the last five years,
namely, 200 a year, it would take 50
years to give those who a:r:e entitled to
long-service leave their due, irrespective
of those who will become eligible in the
meantime.
The Minister of Transport has done a
good job in the administration of his
Department, and I feel sure he will
recognize that the present position is not
satisfactory. I have always contended
that in respect of long-service leave and
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similar matters the Government should
be a model employer, setting an example
to other employers.
This long-service
leave is being withheld from employees
through no fault of their own. It
is not fair, and every eff'ort should
be made to grant the leave. I think it
is a good thing for officers and employees
to receive six months' long-service leave
after twenty years. They will return
to the Department better fitted to carry
out their work. A similar position
obtains in the Public Service, and in the
Teaching Service, in which there is difficulty in obtaining sufficient teachers.
To-day a considerable number of
teachers are only temporary employees.
Representations have been made to me
by railwaymen who are discontented
because they have not received their
long-service leave. Some of these men
have had 30 and 40 years' service. I
do not blame the Government, but I ask
the Minister of Transport to deal with
the matter sympathetically.

3. Where the houses so far received have
been erected?
4. Where it is proposed to erect the
houses yet to be received?

l\lr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I shall adopt the unusual course of
giving the honorable member information not included in the scope of his
question, because I feel certain that he
intended his query to relate not only to
prefabricated but also to pre-cut houses,
as to which the following position is
disclosed ,by the records:1. Ordered from overseasPre-cut houses
Ordered in AustraliaPrefabricated houses
Total

The House adjourned at 11.32 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday) November 24) 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 4.37 p.m., and read the
prayer.
HOUSING.
IMPORTED PREFABRICATED HOUSES:
NUMBER AND COST.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)
Premier-

asked the

1. How many prefabricated houses have
been ordered by this and preceding Governments from overseas and in Australia, respectively, and how many of these houses
have been received?
2. What is the total cost involved in such
orders?

5,168

.,

11,152

Houses receivedFrom overseas:
pre-cut
houses
From within Australia:
prefabricated houses

5,692

The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.

5,984

Total

3,808
9,500

2. £20,271,739.

Mr. MUTToN.-That was not at the
behest of this Government?
Mr. CAIN.-No. I am not blaming
anyone for the situation, although I have
my personal opinion on the matter. The
answers to the third and fourth questions are3. Erected in-

Coun try areas
Metrop~litan area

6,330
1,574

Total

7,904

4. The houses will be erected in various
country and metropolitan districts.
I could name the country areas, but 1

do not think the honorable member
wishes to know them. In addition, 460
houses that were ordered in 1948 are in
store with the Railway Department.
Those houses cost a large sum of money!
and our Government is endeavouring to
have them put into use as soonu as practicable. It is hoped that a number will
be erected this year and that by next.
year the balance will be available as
homes for railwaymen.

Road Traffic.
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ROAD TRAFFIC.
CASES BEFORE COURTS: PROPOSED
TRAFFIC COURT.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) asked the Chief
Secretary1. How many traffic cases
the courts in each of the last
2. Whether any, and if so
has been taken to establish a
in Melbourne?

came before
three years?
what, action
traffic court

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. The Chief Commissioner of Police reports that the number of traffic cases
brought before the courts in each of the
last three years were: 1950, 33,764 cases;
1951, 40,068 cases; and 1952, 50,474 cases.
2. Legislation would be necessary, and
a Bill has not yet been prepared by the
Government.

POLICE OFFENCES ACT.
OBSCENE AND INDECENT PUBLICATIONS:
PROSECUTIONS: ApPEALS.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Glen Iris) asked the
Chief Secretary1. How many prosecutions have been instituted since 1939 under Part V. (Obscene
and Indecent Publications) of the Police
Offences Act 1928?
2. How many of such cases resulted in(a) convictions; and (b) dismissals?
3. In how many cases during each year
from 1939 inclusive there were appeals to
courts of general sessions and the Supreme
Court, respectively, by way of order to review, against convictions by courts of petty
sessions for offences against Part V. of the
Police Offences Act 1928, and what were
.the. results of such appeals?
4. Whether there has been any case since
1939 in which the decision of a court of
petty sessions dismissing a charge under
Part V. of the Police Offences Act 1928 was
challenged in the Supreme Court on the
ground that on the application of the proper
legal test ,to the subject-matter of the charge
no reasonable man could have held the
subject-matter to be not obscene and that
the dismissal was therefore wrong in law?

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).There are no records available within
the Chief Secretary's Department to
enable this question to be answered.
Inquiry from both the Law Department
and the Police Department elicited the
information that the obtaining of the
particulars desired would necessitate a
search of court records and an examination of thousands of files to trace the
instances in which proceedings were
initiated, and the result thereof.
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PARLIAMENTARY CONTRIBUTORY
RETIREMENT FUND.
RECEIPTS: PAYMENTS.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)
Premier-

asked the

1. What total amount was paid by members of Parliament into the Parliamentary
Contributory Retirement Fund from its inception until the 30th September, 1953?
2. What total payment was made from the
fund to former members of Parliament or
their dependants during the same period?
3. What was the credit balance of the
fund at 30th September, 1953?

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-The answers are1. £39,493 lOs. 9d.
2. £57,696 2s. 3d.
3. Nil.

WATER SUPPLY LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
lUre STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to sanction the issue and application
of loan m'Oney for works and other purposes relating to irrigation water supply
drainage flood protection and river improvement.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
OLDHAM TRUSTS BILL.
l\lr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating
to certain policies of insurance on the
lives of Trevor Donald Oldham and
Kathleen MacLeod Oldham.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
PATRIOTIC FUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the title and sections 2 and 16 of
the Patriotic Funds Act 1939.
The motion was agreed t'O.
The Bill was brought in, and read a

first time.
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LAND TAX (EXEMPTIONS AND
RATES) BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
moved f'Or leave to bring in a Bill relating
to certain exemptions from land tax and
to declare the rate of land tax for the
year ending 31st December, 1954.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.

loading, and argued that the quarterly
adjustment should be continued. The
unions' case was not hastily prepared; in
fact, the unions employed the best legal
brains in Australia to compile the submissions. A documented case, properly
filed, was submitted to the Arbitration
Court. I should like to quote certain
passages from the case submitted by the
unions. In support of the argument that
there should not be a reduction in the
basic wage, the unions stated-

FACTORIES AND SHOPS (WAGES
BOARDS) BILL.

It is submitted that the capacity of the
economy to sustain a high level of real wages
is better than in 1949-50;--

The debate (adjourned from November
17) on the motion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The Bill could not be much
smaller in wording than it is, but members of the OpposHion consider that it
cuts right across principles that have
been accepted f.or many years. In legislating to override a decision of the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and
Arbitration, the Government is striking
a blow at Australia's leading wage-'fixing
institution. Whether the court was right
or wrong in its recent judgment, I contend that, as it is the body selected to'
determine the basic wage, its decisions
should be adhered to; in the main, they
have been. If they have not been accepted in the first instance, after some
acti'on has been taken by either the
unions or the employers, ultimately they
have been accepted. Generally speaking,
both employers and employees have
abided by decisions of the court for a
great number of years.
The Government is taking action for
which, in the years to come, it will be
extremely sorry; it is the first step in
breaking down the arbitra Hon system. I
remind the members of the Government,
their supporters, and members of trade
unions throughout Australia that the
unions subm1tted a case to the Arbitration Court in -opposition to one presented
on behalf 'Of the employers. It was competent for the employers to seek a reduction -of the basic wage and a cessa Hon of
the quarterly adjustment to it. The
trade union movement presented a case
in support of the granting -of a prosperity

According to that submission, the state
of the economy is better now than when
a Labour Federal Government went out
of office. The submission continuedproductivity has greatly increased, not
only because labour and material shortages
have been almost eliminated,--

The trade unions admitted that there was
no longer any substantial shortage of
materials or labour. The submission
proceededbut also because of the high rate of
capital investment in recent years. Primary
production is ,flourishing. Employment is
rising. Inflationary pressure has virtually
disappeared.

That was the substance of the case placed
by the trade union movement before the
Arbitration Court. The last portion of
the submission that I have cHed is most
important when members consider this
Bill. The unions argued that the infla tionary pressure had virtually disappeared. I take it that the Judges of the
court more or less agreed with that
contention, and consequently they did
not alter the basic wage itself. In effect,
the court stated, "Because of the present
prosperity and full employment, the
present level of the basic wage will be
maintained." But it added, "For the
time being, at least, it is not necessary
to add the quarterly adjustments to the
basic wage."
On more than one occasion in this
House, the Minister of Agriculture, when
discussing wheat prices and stabilization,
has warned prim'ary producers that they
had been costing themselves -out of the
world markets. I should like to ask the
Minister whether he possesses more facts
than the Judges of the Arbitration Court
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or is in a better positi~m than they to
decide whether the quarterly adjustments
shall be continued. When the first prosperity loading was added to the basic
wage, all members, and particularly those
of the Labour party, fully agreed with
that decision of the court. A large number of employers doubted the wisdom of
the court's decision, but they abided by
it. However, as soon as the Arbitration
Court delivers a judgment that does not
please the Trades Hall executive and the
members of the State Labour Government, the Administration decides to legislate deliberately to overrule the finding
of the court. I do not consider that the
Government is in possession of sufficie!lt
information to enable it to realize how
precarious our economy is, and how it
can be threatened by the addition of more
cost-of-living adjustments to the basic
wage.
The basic wage is no longer a subsistence wage. as I am sure the Minister
of Education will agree. When the basic
wage was introduced, it was based
essentially on a cost-of-living index.
Now the basic wage is about 50s. above
that index because of t,he prosperity
loading included in it. The Judges
in their wisdom said, in effect,
"We believe there is prosperity in Australia, and that the Commonwealth
Government has reduced the spiral of
inflation to insignificant proportions.
This is one way in which we can do our
part to ensure that the spiral flattens
out. Then Australia will be in a position
to compete on the world markets."
The first people who will be affected
by the Bill will be primary producers,
because they have to sell their products
on the world markets. It is interesting
to note that, generally speaking, people
in industry are distributed in these proportions: perhaps 25 per cent. are
engaged in primary production; a
further 25 per cent. in various phases of
secondary production; and the remaining
50 per cent. in tertiary industrie3,
giving service to the rest of the community. It is production which maintains the economy of the country.
Primary producers are being slowly but
surely costed out of world markets, and
naturally the effects will be passed on
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to other classes within Australia.
Secondary industries are disadvantaged
to the same extent as primary industries
because a large proportion of their products is· sold on the Australian market,
and they have the protection of the
Customs tariff. I venture to say that if
there is a further increase in the wage
structure in Australia all that will
happen in respect of a number of
secondary industries will be the imposition of higher tariffs, and the effects will
naturally be passed on to the consumers.
The action of the Government, as
embodied in the Bill, pay'S no regard to
the Arbitration Court's judgment, and
disregards the prospect of Australia
being costed out of world markets. On
the one hand, the Government is asserting that it must balance the Budget and
that to do so it must impose more taxes,
such as the entertainments tax and a
higher rate of land tax; but on the other
hand, now it is saying, " We will payout
another £388,000." That is the approximate amount which in present circumstances will be involved in one financial
year by the operation of this Bill£300,000 for the State Public Service and
£88,000 for the State Electricity CommlsSIOn.
The Government pays no
regard to State finances when it brings
forth legislation such as this; it does so
because its masters have decreed that
it shall do so.
Mr. DOUBE.-What regard has the
Leader of the Opposition for families
living on a wage of about £12 a week?
Mr. BOLTE.-In reply to the honorable member for Oakleigh, I point out
that in the past the Arbitration Court
has fixed the wage structure within Australia.
Honorable members on the
Government side of the House say that
my party represents the employers.
That statement is not true; in fact,
members of the Liberal and Country
party and members of the Labour party
each represent some employers and some
wage earners. My party has said, as
has the Labour party in the past,
"Abide by the arbitration system."
Whether it is right or wrong, I still say
that this Bill should be opposed if only
to maintain that one principle, the principle of arbitration.
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Mr. PETTIONA.-How do you reconcile
that statement with the assertion of Mr.
Holt, the Federal Minister for Labour,
that margins should be increased?
Mr. BOLTE.--The honorable member
for Prahran has opened up another
aspect to the Bill before the House.
Possibly the Judges in their wisdom
have agreed tha t grea ter margins
should be granted to skilled workers, but
when the cost of unskilled labour is
being progressively increased,
the
economy of the country cannot bea'r the
extra burden of giving skilled workers
their correct margins.
Mr. PETTIONA.-YoU are talking about
interference. Do not you think that Mr.
Holt's statement represented interference?

Mr. BOLTE.-Mr. Holt can answer for
himself. I am sure that he has a very
good answer which would blowout the
honorable member for Prahran. I
reiterate that if the Government interferes with the arbitration system in this
State, whatever chance skilled workers
had of receiving the margins to which
they are entitled will disappear, because
the economy of the country will not be
able to stand them. I take it that the
Arbitration Court has departed from the
original principle by which the basic
wage was fixed because of submissions
placed before it, particularly by the Australian Council of Trade Unions, that the
people were living in prosperous times of
full employment with some sort of a
spiral in the economy.
Mr. BOURKE.-This Bill cuts both ways,
you know.
Mr. BOLTE.-It is cutting one way at
this particular time. The honorable
member for St. Kilda overlooks the fact
that, when the Judges granted the prosperity loading of the basic wage, they
knew that the economy could carry it.
When they said that for the time being
they would suspend quarterly adjustments, does not the honorable member
for St: Kilda believe they were in possession of facts indicating that the economy
might not be able to carry the continuance of such adjustments?
Mr. BOURKE.-It was a compromise
decision.
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Mr. BOLTE.-I do not believe that is
so. Rightly or wrongly, the Opposition
parties will always stand by the arbitration system. Whether the cour.t's judgment is right or wrong is immaterial,
because what I consider to be right
honorable members on the Government
side of the House may consider to be
wrong, and vice versa. This measure
has been submitted to Parliament hastily
in an endeavour to overrule the judgment
of an authority which has been established for a great number of years, and
merely to appease and please a certain
section of the community, without paying regard to whether the economy of
the country can carry the financial
bu.rden involved, or whether it will assist
to price Australia out of world markets,
or whether it is good for the nation
as a whole. I am aware that after debate
in the other House a vote was taken, and
the Government had sufficient support
to pass the Bill. The Government certainly has the numbers in this House,
to pass the measure, but that does not
mean that the Opposition in this House
will not allow the Bill to go through
without protesting against what is a
violent departure from a principle that
has been aocepted in this countTY fot'
many years. I regret to say it, but I am
certain that, within a year or two, the
Government will be sorry it took this
hasty action.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-My
contribution to the debate is to express
surprise and disgust that the Government has seen fit to challenge what is
one of the greatest authorities in the
interests of the working people of this
country, namely, the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court. The Government has
issued that challenge because it has the
numbers in this Parliament. Having had
the measure passed by the Council where
there might have been some difficulties,
the Government is now confidently proceeding with the Bill in this House.
In the view of the Country party, this
Bill challenges a system which has taken
this country nearly half a century to
build up. So far as human relationships
go, perhaps nothing has meant more to
the people than the system which has
been developed of fixing hours, conditions
of employment, and, most important of
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all, wages. I know that the Labour party
to-day, and particularly the trade union
movement, is hostile to the Arbitration
Court. They created the Arbitration
Court by advocacy of the principles on
which it is founded. For some time the
great majority of employers have seen in
the court an authority which could be
appealed to where reason, common sense
and substantial facts would always be
accepted and arbitrated upon.
It appears that the poLicy of the Labour
party is to scrap the Arbitration Court.
Unions have refused to appear before the
court and have requested leave to withdraw from the court. This Bill is an
attack on the arbitration system and the
court itself. The Government, which is
a responsible and sovereign one-or
should be-is prepared to throw to the
four winds all the work that has been
done by the court in the past, in the hope
that by creating divisions, having a multitude of wage-fixing authorities, and
differences between industries, it will be
able to foster doubts, suspicion, and fears
in the minds of people, who will believe
that the Arbitration Court is not worth
saving.

I remember listening to one of the
American organizers who spoke over the
national broadcasting system of the respective industrial systems of America
and Australia. He was inclined to be
critical of our system in certain respects,
but in the main he considered that our
Arbitration Court system had some
merit, though in America they preferred
the" open go" principle. That gentleman
did not believe it was the Government's
place to inferfere with the fixing of
wages and conditions. His point was
that it was the right of the unions ~nd
the employers to get together to discuss
wages and conditions of employment.
Mr.
SHEPHERD.-He
national Government.

meant

the

Mr. McDONALD.-He did not say
that.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-He spoke as the
"guest of the week" over the national
stations. I heard the broadcast myself.
Mr. McDONALD.-The Minister of
Educa tion should not take my remarks
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out of their context. I am using the remarks of the gentleman concerned who I
think was capable of making himself
understood.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-But you are varying
them somewhat.
Mr. McDONALD.-The Minister of
Educa tion is saying something which the
American organizer did not say.
The Minister is not a mind reader nor
iI. The American organizer took
the view that the Government should not
interfere, whereas Australians were
more inclined to appeal to Governments
to set up an independent and free system.
Here, by this Bill, the Government is deliberately attempting to add to the mistrust, fear and suspicion that the Labour
movement generally has been endeavouring to engender against the Arbitration
Court system. I support the remarks of
the Leader of the Opposition that the
effects on the economy will be very
serious, but in my view the effects on the
general industrial system and relationship between employers and employees
will be worse, because this is the first
time the Government has interfered in
this way. State Governments in Victoria have had the authority to set up
wages Boards, and the Commonwealth
Government had authority to set up the
Arbitration Court. Now the Government of Victoria is interfering with the
functions of the wages Boards and
directing tha t they shall do certain
things in the fixation of wages. The
Government is not leaving the decision
to the wages Boards; it is interfering
with their powers, and, by its actions, it
is challenging and threatening the
Arbitration Court. Therefore, I can foresee serious repercussions for future
Governments, as the result of what the
Government is attempting to do by this
measure. A further point I wish to make
touches upon general economy. It is only
too Itrue that-as the Leader of the
Opposition has said-we are now conscious of a deep realization that Australia is pricing itself out of overseas
markets. In fact, in almost every newspaper there is a warning to primary
industries that they must be prepared
to accept lower prices. The Commonwealth Government has made a gesture

am
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towards stabilizing the economy of Australia. It realizes the necessity to begin
a series of reductions in forms that will
not seriously affect the pockets of the
common man. Thart: Government has
already reduced taXation by an amount
which would, on the average, be more
than equivalent to a 2s. rise in the cost
of living.
I consider that the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court, in its wisdom, saw an
opportunity to begin a reduction in costs
wil1:h the least possible harm or damage.
It must be appreciated that what is
termed' the basic wage to-day is not
related to the needs index; prosperilty
loadings have to be considered. I am
assuming that the attitude of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court indicates
its appreciation of the fact !that the
Commonwealth Government is reducing
taxaltion by an amount much greater
than the rises in the cost of living. In
my opinion, any body of persons having
authority must take stock of the cost
structure in our economy, more especially
in its relationship to primary industries.
If I were a member of the Arbitration
Court, I think that I should be compelled
to do so. A man who has any sense of
responsibility will take cognizance of the
fact that the policy of the Commonwealth Government is now having
results that must be of benefit to the
people. The cost structure and its spiralling effects in the past few years cannot
be disregarded. The Labour party has
been dominant in its accusation of the
Commonwealth Government on the
ground that the £1 dropped in value, but
when that Government takes action to
put value back into the £1, the Government of this State-a Labour Ministryis the first to rush in to undo the good
accomplished. .
I am suggesting that the Commonwealth Government realized that the cost
structure was such that, if anything
could be done to alleviate the position, it
should be done. What was a more
obvious course to take than that of reducing taxation? The Arbitration Court
possibly considered that the average
working man was receiving a far greater
benefit in that way than by cost-of-living
adjustments. Therefore, its decision was
towards stabilizing the economy and,
Mr. McDonald.
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perhaps, helping to start a cycle of lower
costs. I am not arguing whether the
decision was right or wrong, but it was
given by men of long experience of
industrial relationships and of the incidence of increasing costs. The tragedy is
that the Government of Victoria, without any proper consideration, without
any real knowledge of the facts, and
without instituting an inquiry to ascertain those facts, has rushed in with this
measure merely because of the Labour
party's political policy. This Bill says, in
effect: "It will be a good vote-ca tching
move to give the workers the 2s. increase
of which the Arbitration Court deprived
them." If that is the attitude, then God
help those who have primary products to
export, for no thought will be given to
them.
Opposition members will register their
votes against this measure because it
challenges the Arbitration Court in a
most regrettable way; it supports the
view that that court must go, as ·is the
policy of the Labour movement. In this
way there will be set up a condition of
affairs that will cause chaos in industry.
The law of the jungle will obtain and
one wage tribunal will compete against
another. The history of the industrial
movement shows that various fights have
been waged, sometimes with tragic
effects. It is unfortunate that the
Government of this State supports the
policy propounded by this measure, more
especially in view of all the work that
has been accomplished in building up a
system of conciliation and arbitration.
As an employer of labour, I have always
accepted the decisions of the Arbitration
Court. Employers have never contested
such decisions, although .they have not
always lik~d them; it is they who have
to pay. If there is any better method
than that of conciliation and arbitration,
I shall be glad to hear of it, but I am
certain that it would not include a course
of action such as is proposed by the
present Bill.
A bad principle is being put into effect
by a bad Government which seeks to
direct wage-fixing authorities as to
th,e determinations they shall make,
whereas all past legislation has been
designed to esrt:ablish the principle of
allowing Arbitration Courts and wages
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Boards to function without interference.
I repeat that the Government is dictating
to wages Boards as to what their determinations shall be. As 1 have already
said, this must have serious repercussions, not only on the present Government, but on all future Ministries. Up to
now, it has been possible to say to the
workers: "You have rthe Arbitration
Court to which you may submit your
case," but the time may come when, in
the course of an industrial dispute, the
very precedent this Government is
establishing to-day will be quoted, to the
embarrassment of ,the Administration
then in office. It is wrong that Parliament should be requested to support the
measure now before the House, from the
operation of which turmoil is likely to
arise in industry. In that event, the
Government will have to take the
blame.
Mr. GLADMAN (Warrnambool) .-As
one who has spent a number of years
on a State wages Board as a union
representative, I commend the Government on the decision it has made. The
rise or fall in the basic wage is, in my
opinion, in the best interests of the
State, and it is rather amusing to hear
Opposition members use the expression
"costing ourselves out of overseas
markets," because we realize that the
Liberal party and the Country party
went to the country a few years ago
urging that price control should be transferred from the Commonwealth to the
States. Those parties are responsible
for the present price spiral, but now
they hold up their hands in holy horror,
declaring that a 2s. rise in the cost of
living will break this State.
Mr. BOLTE.-It is the principle that
will break it.
Mr. GLADMAN.-The refusal of the
Arbitration Court to grant the cost-ofliving adjustment followed closely on the
decision of the Menzies-Fadden Government to refuse to grant to dairy farmers
cost of production plus a reasonable
margin of profit. I do not know whether
there is any analogy between the two
decisions.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Will you
that one?

elaborate
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Mr. GLADMAN.-I should not like to
el'aborate it for the honorab'le member's
benefit, because he has had no experience
whatever as an employees' representative. If the worker is to show any
profit at all in his wages it must be the
difference between the basic wage and
the amount he actually receives every
week. Those in industry call it the
base industry margin, and such margins
have not altered over the last seven
years. Throughout the history of industry, employers have decided that the
metal trades award is the basis of all
awards. Due to the inflationary spiral,
the worker's standard of living has
dropped consistently since about 1947.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is not true.
. Mr. GLADMAN.-I shall give facts
and figures to prove my statement. In
1907 the base industry margin was
approximately 42 per cent. of the basic
wage; in 1937 it was 42.85 per cent.,
and still maint'ained the balance. In
1941 the margin was 41.8 per cent. of
the basic wage, and even as late as 1947
before non-Labour parties decided on
their inflationary spiral, it was 42.8 per
cent. In 1953, however, the proportion
has dropped to 22 per cent.; yet Opposition members would tell me that the
standard of living has not decreased in
that period. I only wish that they would
have maintained the standard set up by
the Chifley Administration. If the relationship between the basic wage and
the base industry margin had been maintained, that margin at present would be
£5 lOs. which, added to a basic wage
of £11 15s., would-under the metal
trades award-give a total of £17 5s. a
week. The political parties to which I
am now addressing my comments are
going a little further and, by suspending cost-of-livi~g adjustments, will virtually peg wages.
Mr. BOLTE.-You mean that the
Arbitration Court has suspended the
adjustmen ts.
Mr. GLADMAN.-With the support
of Opposition parNes. I should agree to
the pegging of wages provided that
profits and prices were pegged at the
same time, but non-Labour parties do
not want that.
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Mr. BOLTE.-Do you not believe in the
Arbitration Court?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.

Sutton).-Order!
Mr. GLADMAN. - Let Opposition
members carry on, Mr. Speaker; they
are all right.
The SPEAKER.-They must not continue to interrupt the debate.
Mr. GLADMAN.-Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I was endeavouring to point
out that the pegging of wages should be
accompanied by the pegging of profits
and prices. In order to illustrate what
has happened in respect of profits in the
last twelve months, I shall quote certain
figures taken from trade journals. For
Myer Emporium Limited the profit last
year was £612,950-for the previous
year it was £351,590-after allowing
£600,000 for taxation and £276,721 for
depreciation. The profit of the Melbourne Steamship Company Limited has
risen by 25 per cent., while that of G.
J. Coles and Company Limited has increased by 56 per cent., and that of the
Gas Supply Company Limited has advanced by 31 per cent. During the past
year, the profit of Australian Consolidated
Industries
Limited
was
£991,906, after providing £974,245
for taxation and £914,846 for depreciation. I say to Opposition members that the Labour party is prepared
to agree to the pegging of wages if profits also are pegged and price control is
in operation.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .-1 support the Leader of my party in expressing wholehearted denunciation of this
measure. I do not propose merely to
express my amazement and to indicate
that I am outraged, but to' assert that the
principle behind the Bill has struck much
deeper than that. As was stated by the
Leader of the Opposition, it is not
merely a matter of whether 2s. or £2 is
concerned; rather is it a matter of
principle. I have visited the Trades Hall
and have tried my utmost to understand
the workings of'the Labour party, but
my reaction to this measure is one o,f
deep surprise and disgust, particularly
in the light of the record of those great
pioneers of the Labour movement whose
portrai ts are hung on the staircase of
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the Trades Hall. One of the principles
for which the Labour pioneers fought
was that of conciliation and arbitration.
Those men wanted to end the state of
uncertainty that prevailed as a result
of not knowing to whom to appeal for a
betterment of conditions in industry.
They wanted the establishment of a
central body with the view of reducing
to the minimum the measure of industrial unrest in the community.
The
efforts of those early pioneers of the
Labour party have been brought to
naught by the so-called Labourites of
the modern day-those great carriers-on
of a wonderful heritage. Those Labour
pioneers would turn in their graves if
they knew what their successors were
now doing to the movement they helped
to build up.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Are you referring
to members of the present Government '?
Mr. M1TCHELL.-Yes.
They are
stabbing their predecessors in the back,
as it were. They are spitting in the
faces of the pioneers of the Labour
movement; they are throwing overboard
all of the good work that has been done
by the leaders of their movement in the
past. What lay behind the minds in
those early pioneers was a feeling of
true democracy, in contradistinction to
the desire for totalitarianism that now
prevails. The Labour pioneers believed
that the best method of adjusting differences was to discuss them, like Christians
and gentlemen, around a table, rather
than to cause confusion by acting as
illiterate barbarians. Nowadays, these
Socialist carriers-on of the great tradition desire a policy of " Heads I win, tails
you lose." So long as the Arbitration
Court makes awards that are in their
favour they say, "Oh, yes, we are all
f.or the prinCiples of conciliation and
arbitration." However, when the Arbitration Court makes a decision that is
not to their liking, they say, " Out with
it." The principle of arbitration and
conciliation was introduced more than,
half a century ago, and it has become an
integral part of our democratic way of
life; it is something that we cannot
afford to throw overboard lightly. If
that were to happen, there would be
engendered in the community a sense of
uncertainty.
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When I was in the United :States
of America it was interesting to note
that, in the establishment of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court the
United States of America, with its
120,000,000 inhabitants, has something to learn from a handful of
people down south, in Australia. The
system of conciliation and arbitration
has gained widespread admiration, and
Australia has been congratulated upon
this act of constructive democratic
ability. I cannot help expressing my
surprise, disgust, and puzzlement at what
has happened to the Labour party of the
past and the principles that it espoused.
The introduction of this measure has
followed closely upon the greatest
"climb down" in Labour history, the
throwing overboard of. plank No. 4 of
the Labour party's platform, namely,
the socialization of monopolies. The
Labour party is now backing a private
monopoly known as Tattersall's. That
action of the Government represents the
biggest and most despicable somersault
in the history of the Labour party.
I
know that the negotiations with that
organization have caused the Govern:
ment much worry and concern. There
can be no doubt that money has been
flowing into various pockets-Labour
pockets and other pockets-as a result
of those negotiations. However, I repeat
that it does not matter in this instance
whether a sum of 2s. or £2 is concerned;
the fact remains that the principle of
conciliation and arbitration has been
deliberately flouted, and the action of the
Government has struck deep and caused
considerable apprehension in the minds
of citizens.
I believe that one aspect which has
been mentioned by previous speakers
cannot be over-emphasized, namely the
costing of ourselves ·out of our overseas
markets. In 1934, when I was in
Japan, one fact that impressed me
was that the Japanese could produce articles at a considerably lower
cost than we could, and that markets
were springing up in China, Indonesia,
and India, of which we had no previous
knowledge.
Those Asiatic countries,
however, had a particularly low purchasing power. With our present high cost
of production, it is impossible for us to
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supply those markets. If the present
Government persists in the type of legislation that it is bringing down, it will
only be a matter of time when we shall
be casted not only out of our overseas
markets, but out of our home markets
as well. I have before me a copy of the
Age of this morning, in which there is
published a letter addressed to the editor
by Mr. B. Stuart Sharp, of Blick's Inn,
Collins-street, Melbourne.
It sta tes,
inter aliaOur high labour costs are already pricing
this country out of the export market for
most of its secondary industries, and if it
were not for our wool, wheat and primary
products, which provide our real wealth, this
country would be in a sad plight.

Already there is an attempt to cost us
out of our primary industries by an
increase in railway freights. If that
deteriorates' further those members of
the community who produce foodstuffs
will be unable to supply them to workers
in the metropolitan area at an economic
price. That is a frightening prospect.
No one wants workers to operate under
coolie conditions, but the burdens that
are being imposed on employers are
becoming too heavy for them to bear.
They are asking themselves whether they
can afford to employ an extra man to
clear, say, a patch of scrub, or whether
they can afford to engage shearers to
shear their flocks. Graziers do not want
to deny to shearers good conditions of
accommodation, nor do they wish to
withhold such amenities as refrigeration,
but they are constantly asking themselves
whether they can afford to provide
shearers' quarters with a high standard
of luxury, when those quarters will
remain idle for the major part of each
year. The matter is not one of class
distinction, but rather one of cold, hard:
economic fact.
A farmer reviews his budget and says,
" It costs me so much for seed, so much

for farm machinery and so much for
wages. My wages bill is increasing continually, but a similar position does not
obtain concerning the return I receive
for my production. In those circumstances, I cannot afford to proceed;
otherwise, I shall become bankrupt." The
honorable member for Prahran a.ptly
summed up the situation last year when
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he stated that Labour's policy of high would be accepted. If the court agreed
wages had costed him out of having the that the person concerned was guilty, that
boots and shoes of members of his family decision also would be accepted without
repaired by a local cobbler. I was some- question. Apparently, that is the prinwhat hurt at the amount of chaffing to ciple which supporters of the Government
which the honorable member was sub- do not realize in their hard, mechanical
jected because of his remark, which, to and insensate approach to this question.
my mind, expressed appr~priately the They cannot understand that the whole
effect of Labour's insensate economic genesis of human co-operation is based
policy. In my view, rising costs are on trust in .their fellow men. Governhaving the effect of destroying the home ment supporters are unable to repose
market for commodities such as boots such trust in their fellow men, and that
and shoes, which are sadly needed by the is why they are driving the country and
community. I am deeply concerned at themsel ves to ruin.
the unprecedented trend of the GovernMy next point relates to the whole
ment's policy.
genesis of our criminal law. The other
The honorable member for Shepparton night the Assembly was discussing the
made a good point when 'he stated that civilian case of Forge v. Mays in conthe Arbitration Court was always nexion with a case relating to houseyregarded as being fair and beyond poli- housey. In criminal cases, such as
tical interference.
When· the State murder, there is an over-all body of the
Electricity Commission was founded, the State representing the monarch, and in
late Sir John Monash intimated that he such cases it is always a question of the
wanted that body to be above political Queen versus the accused. There is
control. Citizens have always believed always one central point on which to cothat the Arbitration Court would give ordinate all our movements. Lastly I
them a fair deal, irrespective of external wish to emphasize the continual bleat by
influences, and that it would pay no this "Billy-goat Government "-" We
respect to selfish greed or egocentric have no money." Frequently people in the
interests; moreover, that all its decisions country will ask for the provision of a
would be made in the interests of the much-needed road to provide access to
welfare of the people as a whole-the their poperty, but the Government will
greatest good for the greatest number. I always say that it has no money with
fear, however, that the grand principles which to provide the amenity. Often
of democratic trade unionism have gone residents of a district will ask that a
house be provided for the local school
to seed.
The honorable member for Shepparton teacher, but such requests also are
truthfully stated that, although the refused. The Government will give its
United States of America has been estab- stock reply that it has no money, but
lished for 300 years, that country has no it would not be hard to point out many
jurisdiction which is comparable with directions in which the Government is
our Privy Council. Americans have often squandering public funds.
expressed the wish that there existed in
The Treasurer will say that he has to
their country a neutral body comparable balance the Budget. He plunges further
with the Privy Council, because it is one and further into the" red" by expending
that functions entirely independently of money in unnecessary ways, whereas
any local, parochial, or biased influences. those funds could be much more usefully
American citizens also know that it is spen t in the provision of schools and
indicative of the British democratic hospitals. The Government is expending
spirit that the people of the British Com- a big sum of money unnecessarily in
monwealth of Nations have ·always been continuing the operation of prices conprepared, however much they hate the trol. In that respect, it is spending more
other fellow, to leave the decision to a than £500,000 which could be put to
neutral court consisting of Christian men much better purposes. That is why the
of high ideals and undoubted integrity. Government stands condemned in the
If such a tribunal decided that a parti- eyes of the public, and that is why r
cular person was innocent, the decision wholeheartedly oppose the Bill.
Mr. MitcheZZ.
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Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran}.-There
can be no doubt that the Government is
fully justified in submitting the Bill now
under consideration. The decision of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court was
not only bad; it was rotten.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Is not that a
reflection on the Arbitration Court?
Mr. PETTIONA.-I repeat that the
decision was rotten.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
SUTTON) .-1 do not think the honorable member's remark is a reflection
on the judiciary, but 1 think his expression could be improved upon.
Mr. PETTIONA.-In my opinion, Mr.
Speaker, the judgment of the Arbitration
Court could not have been worse. 1 have
never at any time claimed to be an expert
on some of these questions. It is
apparent that Opposition members have
not considered wage pegging as a restriction on the individual, but undoubtedly
it is so. 1 would say that the proposed
legislation will have the effect of rebuilding the prestige of the court. It is
obvious that the only control that
Opposition members have ever accepted
and ever will believe in is the pegging of
wages.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-The purpose of this
Bill is not for the pegging of wages.
Mr. PETTIONA.-Members of the
party to which the honorable member for
Rainbow belongs advocate the principle
that producers should have the biggest
say in the fixation of the prices for
primary products, but if Labour supporters advocated the appointment of
trade unionists employed in industry as
the fixers of workers' wages, members of
the Opposition would scream to high
heaven in protest.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-Mr.
Speaker, 1 rise to a point of order. The
whole tenor of my remarks was in
support of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, which was established for the
purpose of fixing wages and conditions
for industry.
The SPEAKER.-There is no point of
order.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran) .-1 made
no reference to the remarks of the honorable member for Shepparton. Members
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of the Opposition believe that the wages
of employees should be determined by a
legal tribunal and .that the employees'
representatives must attend the court
and listen to the mumbo-jumbo of the
legal representatives of the employers
who, in most cases, are actually
employees of major industries. The
endeavour of those gentry always has
been and will be in future to tie up the
unions' representatives by legal jargon.
To date, they have succeeded admirably
in doing so. But let us contrast the
attitude of the Opposition on that subject
with their appoach to other questions.
Only last week, they fought strenuously
to have price control in Victoria discontinued. What would have happened to
employees in Victoria .if Opposition
members had succeeded in having price
control abolished? If rents in Victoria
were unpegged, employees would suffer
in the same way as did employees in
Tasmania where, although the cost of
living rose by lOs., the wage adjustment
was nil. By this legislation, the Government is endeavouring to ensure that
employees in Victoria, or a fair percentage of them, will not suffer as did
people elsewhere.
The honorable member for Shepparton
has suggested that Labour supporters
are now proposing that the Arbitration
Court should be abolished. What utter
rot! History has shown that members
of the Opposition parties are the only
persons who have ever tried to abolish
the Arbitration Court. If the Arbitration Court is ever abolished, it will be
as the result of action by members of
the Opposiition parties or by the action
of the court itself. At the moment,
the honorable member for Benambra is,
fortunately or unfortunately, absent
from the Chamber. He is undoubtedly
the backwa'Sh of snobbery.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-I think the honorable member's remark is uncalled for.
. Mr. PETTIONA.-I withdraw the expression. However, the honorable member for Benambra referred to the
traditJions of members on the Government side of the House and of pioneers
of the trade union movement. The pity
is that members on the Opposition side
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of the House cannot claim equally
honourable traditions.
They cannot
point to any honour roll of names of
persons who have left their mark in
the history of this country or who have
given to this State some real colour of
tradition.
Mr. McDoNALD.-The forebears of
members on this, the Opposition, side
of the House have written their names
in history more prominently than have
any people of the political complexion
of the honorable member for Prahran.
Mr. PETTIONA.-The ·ancestors of
the honorable member for Shepparton
and his colleagues undoubtedly suffered
some privations in the earlier history
of the State, but the progress of this
country was brought about more as a
result of the work and efforts of the
wage plug who received 5s. a week and
his keep-and what keep it was! Now,
members of the Opposition parties are
screaming loudly in protest, because
they are required to provide reasonably
good living conditions for their employees, and they do not like it. They
whinge and whine on every pretext, but
a t the same time they can sign their
names to cheques for thousands of
pounds, whiCh is something that the
average worker cannot do. I claim that
Labour Government,s have been responsrble for U:flting the worker out of
the industrial mire.' Members of the
Opposition in this House and their
ancestors cannot claim to have done
anything in that respect, and if they
have their way they certainly will not
help the workers in the future. The
chances all'e that they would force the
employees down farther and farther if
they were able to do so.
,Mr. BOLTE.-The majority of social
reforms have been implemented by nonLabour Governments.
Mr. PETTIONA.-The Leader of the
Opposition contends that this Labour
Government has endeavoured to interf&e with the Arbitration Court. I direct
his atten1tion to the remarks by Hie
Federal Minister for Labour who said
that margins should be increased. We
know that the Arbitration Court has
reserved its dedsion on that matter.
Not only the Federal Minister for
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Labour, but leading members of
Chambers of Manufactures have made
public statements to the effect that
margins should be increased. Is not that
an attempt to intimidate the court in its
decision? It is an expression of the
fact that there will not be any opposition if the court decides to increase
margins.
Mr. BOLTE.-There would not be any
opposition in any ca,se, because members of the Opposition are prepared to
abide by the decisi'on of a properly
constituted tribunal.
Mr. PETTIONA.-I raise the question
as to what would be the position in Victoria if price control were abolished
and the quarterly cost-of-living adjustments to the basic wage disappeared. It
is probable that in the near future an
a'pplication will be made by the trade
unions for an increase in the basic wage,
but how long will it be before a decision
is made? On account of the time taken
by the representatives of the employers,
who indulge in long-winded legal jargon
before the court, it will be at least two
years before the court can give a
decision.
Mr. McDoNALD.-What happened on
the last occasion on which a similar
application was heard by the court? The
submissions of the employees occupied
four months, whereas those of the employers occupied the time of the court
fOor only four days.
Mr. PETTIONA.-I repeat that we
will hear further whinging by members
of the Opposition. One suffers so much
in this Chamber from the haranguing
of the Leader of the Opposition that
one likes to get even, if possible. This
legislation will undoubtedly result in
some members of the community being
given a little bit of justice. Workers
wlho are covered by awards of the
A[1bitration Court will not benefit, but
those who come within the jurisdiction
of the State and the wages Boards will
probably benefit to some extent from the
Ooperation of the legislation.
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.
until 7.25 p.m.
.on the motion of Mr. DODGSHUN
. (Rainbow) the debate was adjourned
un til later this day.
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HOTHAM HEIGHTS LAND BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to an
amendment.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration next day.
OLDHAM TRUSTS BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 have examined this Bill, and
am of opinion that it is a private Bill.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I move-That all the Private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The need for this Bill has arisen as a
result of the unhappiest circumstances
that have occurred during my experience
in this Parliament. The measure has
been introduced in this House after discussionS with the parties concerned, in
order that the interests of the family of
the late Honorable Trevor Oldham and
his wife, who were killed in India, might
be protected. It is an exceedingly technical measure and I do not intend at this
stage to depart from the notes that have
been prepared by the Law Department.
It is not my usual practice to read prepared notes, but in vie\f of the technical
nature of this Bill, I consider that I
would be unwise to make a speech without following them closely. Some time
ago I arranged for the trustee to discuss
the matter with an officer of the Law
Department because of certain technical
legal difficulties which had arisen concerning insurance policies taken out by
Mr. Oldham on his own and his wife's
life prior to leaving Australia. After
discussion by officers of the Law Department, representatives of the insurance
company involved, and the trustee, this
Bill was drafted. Its purpose is to provide a valid receipt for the amount of
money for which Mr. and Mrs. Oldham
were insured. I suggest that irrespective of our political views, this measure
should receive a speedy passage.
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This is a private Bill which Parliament is asked to· pass in order to obviate
legal difficulties which have arisen in
connexion with two insurances which
were effected with The Liverpool and
London and Globe Insurance Company
Limited by Mr. James McConnell Hambleton, acting as a trustee, upon the lives
of the late Trevor Donald Oldham and
his wife, Kathleen MacLeod Oldham.
Shortly before his death, Mr. Oldham paid
to Mr. Hambleton, as trustee, a sum of
money which, by the terms of a settlement, Mr. Hambleton was to apply in
taking out a policy of personal accident
insurance with the insurer company on
Mrs. Oldham's life, and the trustee was
to execute a declaration of trust in favour
of Mr. Oldham, if he survived his wife
for 30 days, and, if not, then in favour
of the children of Mr. and Mrs. Oldham
on their attaining the age of 21 years
or, in the case of a daughter, on her
marrying under that age.
The trustee duly signed a proposal to
the company and thereafter a policy was
issued by the company in accordance
with the proposal. In the policy, the
name of the assured is shown as " James
McConnell Hambleton as trustee for
Trevor Donald Oldham or, if he shall not
survive the life assured, then for James
Frederick MacLeod Oldham, Bryony
Penelope MacLeod Oldham and Kristin
Meredith MacLeod Oldham, on the life
The
of Kathleen MacLeod Oldham."
trustee executed a declaration of trust in
relation to the policy in terms similar to
those in the settlement already mentioned.
It will be seen that, under the terms
of the settlement and the declaration of
trust, the children of the deceased take
only if Mr. Oldham did not surv.ive his
wife by 30 days and the children to take
are those who attain the age of 21 years
or being female marry under that age.
On the other hand, in the proposal and
the policy, the children take if Mr. Oldham did not survive his wife and they
are not required to attain the age of 21
years or, being females, marry under that
age. Mrs. Oldham entered mto a similar
transaction in regard to a policy upon
the life of Mr. Oldham.
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The company is anxious to pay over
the moneys assured by the two policies to
the trustee, but it has received legal
advice concerning these transactions
which throws doubt upon(a) whether, if the company paid to
the trustee the moneys assured
by the policies, the trustee could
give a valid discharge from all
possible claims that could arise
under the policies;
(b) whether, if the trustee applies the
policy moneys in accordance
with the declaration of trust
rather than in accordance with
the terms of the policies, the
company could be held responsible to any beneficiary or
interested person on ac~ount of
any possible breach of trust
which might thereby occur; and
(c) whether any moneys are presently
payable under either policy
inasmuch as no child has yet
attained the age of 21 years or,
being a female, married under
that age.
The company was advised that it
should not pay over the moneys assured
by the policies until these doubts were
resolved.
Apparently, the company
received advice fram its salicitars that
no money should be paid over until a
valid receipt was available. Probably,
two courses of actian cQuld have been
taken. First, an appraach could have'
been made to the court, and, secondly, a
special Bill could have been passed. After
conferring with the trustee and the company, it was agreed that the wiser course
would be to approach Parliament, because
the parties would thereby not be involved
in any litigation. Further, the Law Department has advised that the passage
of the Bill will overcome the difficulties
that have arisen.
It was in these circumstances that the
trustee and the company approached
the Government to ask that legislation
be passed to resolve these difficulties and
to give effect to. the undoubted wishes of
these two deceased people as expressed
in the terms af the settlements. As to
the Bill itself, the circumstances leading
up to the Bill are set out fully in the
recital thereto.
The Bill has been
Mr. Cain.
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examined and approved of by both the
solicitars to the company and by the
trustee. This legislation comes to. Parliament with th~ support of both parties.
The are four short clauses in the Bill.
Clause 1 is the short title. Clause 2
makes it clear that the moneys assured
under the policies are now payable, thus
removing the possible contention that no
moneys were payable until at least one
child had either attained the age of 21
years or, being a female, married under
that age. Clause 3 makes it clear that
the trusts upon which the trustee is to
hold these moneys are the trusts which
are set out in the declarations of trust
made by him; that is, the moneys will
be held upon trust for such of the
Oldham children as attain the age of 21
years or, being female, marry under that
age. Actually that means the two boys
will not receive the money until they
attain the age of 21 years, and the gb. 1
may receive the money held on trust for
her if she marries prior to that age.
1

Clause 4 is directed to ensuring that
upon the payment of the policy moneys
by the company to the trustee, the company will be discharged from all further
responsibility under the policies and
exonerated from seeing to the appli~
cation of the moneys. Sub-clause (2)
sta tes that the provisions of the section
are to be read as in aid of and not in
derogation from the provisions of section
14 of the Trustee Act 1928. Sub-section
(1) of section 14 of that Act reads:The receipt in writing of a trustee for any
money, securities or other personal property
or effects payable, transferable or deliverable to him under any trust or power shall
be a sufficient discharge to the person paying, transferring or delivering the same and
shall effectually exonerate him from seeing
to the application or being answerable for
any loss or mis-application thereof.

Sub-clause (1) of clause 4 of the Bill
states:The receipt under the hand of the said
James McConnell Hambleton for the hereinbefore recited moneys assured under the
said policies referred to in section two of
this Act shall be and be deemed to be a
good and sufficient discharge to the said
The Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Company Limited for all purposes
and against all persons of all liabilities of
the said company whatsoever arising under
the said poliCies, and shall effectually
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exonerate the said company from seeing to
the application or being answerable for any
loss or mis-application of the said moneys.

All that the Bill proposes is to give what
lawyers call a valid receipt, which will
exonerate the company from any liability in the future.
It is with regret that I present this
measure to the House. Under the provisions of the parliamentary pensions
scheme, if a member dies, his wife is
entitled to a pension. However, as both
Mr. and Mrs. Oldham died the children
are not entitled to any benefits, and the
contributions of Mr. Oldham to the pensions fund cannot be applied to help the
children. In view of the unfortunate circumstances in which the children have
been left, the least Parliament can do is
to afford some assistance, and this Bill
will help them materially. Mr. Oldham
was a wise man and was well advised
when he obtained this insurance cover
before leaving Australia.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I agree with the
Premier that this is a sad occasion. I
join with him in all he has said about
the high regard in which the late Trevor
Donald Oldham and Mrs. Oldham were
held by members of this House. The
Bill, which has been adequately explained
by the Premier, virtually speaks for
itself. The whole of the facts are
recited in the Bill, the provisions of
which, although couched in legal terms
are, I am sure, reasonably clear to all
members.
The Opposition offers no
objection to the passage of the Bill and
joins with the Premier in trusting that it
will have a speedy passage.
On behalf of the Opposition, I wish to
take this opportunity to again thank
the Premier, and the Chief Secretary
who was Acting Premier in the absence
of the Premier, for the kindly way in
which they have assisted the relatives of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Oldham. I stated
previously, and I take this opportunity
to repeat my remarks, that no one could
have been kinder and more thoughtful
than the Premier, the Chief Secretary,
who was Acting Premier at the time, and
the other members of the Government
when the dreadful accident occurred.
The way in which the Bill has been introduced and the motion which was submitted relating to the suspension of the
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Private Bill Standing Orders are another indication of the kindness and
generosity of the Premier and his
Government in these sad circumstances.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I
express regret at the need to pass legislation of this character and I join with
the Premier and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition in their kindly references
to the late Mr. and Mrs. Oldham. The
assistance that has been extended to their
family will be appreciated by every
member; it was done in a kind and
proper manner. What appeals to me are
the legal implications that have been
brought to light-I refer to the need of
passing the Bill-and because Mr.
Oldham was so well known to all members possibly the difficulty strikes home
more acutely. In bringing down the Bill,
the Government has been wise, because
the public will appreciate the fact that
there can be a doubt as to insurance
policies of the kind described by the
Premier. The Bill will make it clear to
persons taking out similar policies that
they should seek legal advice to prevent
the need of approaching Parliament or a
court to ensure that justice is done.
Members of the Country party support
the Bill.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
Bill is intended to cope with legal technicalities that have arisen owing to the
insurance transactions entered into by
the late Mr. Oldham before his last
journey. The Bill will enable a valid
receipt to be given in respect of the
insurance moneys, which are, unfortunately, recoverable as the outcome of the
accident that led to the death of Mr. and
Mrs. Oldham. There is only one matter
that could possibly lead to controversy;
that is, the pension to which the dependants of Mr. Oldham would have been
entitled if circumstances had been otherwise. I feel sure that the House will be
prepared to leave that matter open to
consideration on another occasion. I am
unhappy in having to speak on this Bill.
With all my heart, I wish that I was not
present on this occasion, but I join in the
hope of previous speakers that the Bill
will be afforded a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Moneys paid by insurer
company under policies on the lives of
T. D. Oldham and K. McL. Oldham to
be held and applied under trusts in trust
deeds).
l\lr. RYLAH (Kew).-I am sure that
the Leader of the Country party does not
wish his remarks to be misinterpreted.
It should be made clear that the insurance company is anxious to pay the
money, but difficulty has arisen because
the conditions of the policy did not agree
with the deed of trust made by the late
Trevor Oldham. He sought legal advice
before leaving the State, but neither the
insurance company nor his legal adviser
contemplated that Mr. Oldham and his
wife would be killed at the one time.
That is how the difficulty ~rose.

Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I
did not wish to cast any aspersion on the
company by implying that it did not
desire to pay the money: The point I
made was that Mr. Oldham was a solicitor and, as his estate had become
involved, the Bill had to be passed. There
must be a strong reason giving rise to
its passage. I do not wish to discuss technicalities, but there appears to be something wrong when a man takes out a
policy in such terms that if anything
happens to him or his wife, payment of
the amount will be made to his estate.
Mr. CAlN.-Is the honorable member
contending that a private citizen, faced
with similar circumstances, might not
have received as much assistance as the
late Mr. Oldham?
Mr. McDONALD.-H might be more
difficult for such a citizen to obtain help.
The decision of a court might be against
him and his family might not receive
benefits similar to those that will flow
from this legislation. In the interests of
the public generally, the Law Department
should consider the problem. Air travel
is becoming more popular and Parliament could be involved in the passage of
much legislation of this type. As the
estate of the late Mr. Oldham has been
faced with this problem, how easy it
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could pe for the estate of an ordinary
citizen to become involved in a similar
difficulty.
The clause was agreed to, as was the
remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LAND SETTLEMENT Bll..L.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

As the title demonstrates, the Bill relates
to land settlement and other purposes.
It is redundant for me to stress the need
for increased primary production. One
refers to this subject with diffidence, bearing in mind the degree of uneasiness
associated with the future of several of
our primary industries. Broadly speaking, there are two main ways by which
primary production can be increased.
The first is by a more intensive use of
existing lands under pasture in the
State, and the other is by bringing
virgin land under cultivation.
The
Bill aims at achieving both objectives,
but stress must be laid on the bringing
of hitherto unproductive land under
cultivation. The price factor of acquiring existing pasture land and applying
to it more intensive cultivation methods
places the proposition beyond the scope
of any Government for the time being.
It is generally agreed that one-third
of Australia within the I6-inch rainfall
belt and over is capable of more intensive production. Forecasts from the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization estimate that we
could double the carrying capacity of
existing pasture lands, provided that
certain prerequisites were ascertained,
and information to ensure increased
production was available. The attainment of the first objective to increase
production in this State is based on the
development of an alternative vegetative
cover capable of maintaining pasture in
fair seasons and foul, with some degree
of success. By itself, that is not a
desirable objective unless it can be
achieved at a cost that will enable
primary producers to weather economic
as well as meteorologi'cal storms.
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The question facing any person
embarking upon an expansion of
primary production to-day is whether
the increased carrying capacity will
justify the economic factor.
That
is a matter as to which we are
not able t'O obtain. a clear definition
from experiments carried out by agent
States on Crown land devoted to soldier
settlement. Figures which a,re available
do not give ground for hoping that immediate advantages will be derived Nom
the passing of the Bill unless the matter
is handled with great care.
I should like to sound another warning. Much is heard of the spectacular
results which have been achieved by the
application of trace elements to the land
and the adoption of methods to improve
pastures. Not so much is heard of the
failures, or of the seasonal effects which
cause such failures; nor is there a great
deal heard of the constant experimentation and the disappointments that men
on the land have because of failures in
the terrific number of experiments which
must be carried out.
Mr. BOLTE.-It is all trial and error.

Mr. HOLT.-That is so. Methods
which may be adequate on one small
area of land may not be succesS'ful in a
neighbouring paddock, or on land a mile
or two away. Originally, the Government felt that in introducing this Bill
it would enable land settlement to carry
on where soldier settlement left off.
When steps are taken to improve Crown
lands which have not been used hitherto,
there must be a delay of four or five
or even six years before any benefit can
be obtained from the ensuing development. It was felt that in that period this
and successive Governments would have
time to finish off soldier settlement and
then implement a planned scheme of
'Closer settlement for young farmers and
non-service personnel.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Soldier settlement
will not come wi thin the scope of the
Bill?
Mr. HOLT.-The price of land for
.soldier settlement is now such that if
the Government is to continue the
present system, in the next year or two
the State will have to write-off the
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sum of at least £7,000,000 for every
1,000 ex-service personnel who are yet
to be settled on the land.
Mr. TURNBULL.-That represents a
sum of £7,000 per settler.
Mr. HOLT.-Yes. In the past, we
have worked on the basis of the acquisition of land for the sum of £10 an acre.
I refer to non-irrigation areas. The
cost of an average holding of 600 acres
of grazing land, for example, we
shall say is £6,000, and another
£6,000 or £7,000. can be aliowed for
improvements.
The Commonwealth
Government has agreed t'O share the
write-down of improvements to 1946
values. Therefore, the settler will receive a farm for £11,000 to £12,000, or
less to-day. The average cost of acquiring
land in the Western District, or similar
pasture land, is in the vicinity of £20
an acre. The purchase of that land
would add another £6,000 to the cost at
the scheme.
If all future soldier
settlers were to be placed on the
land on the same basis, as the
Act provides, the Government would
have to face an additional writeoff of the extent indicated, because
S'O far the Commonwealth Government
has not agreed to share the write-down
on the inflated cost of land.
In Victoria, with the present freehold
system, before a soldier settler obtains
his purchase lease, it is necessary to inform him of the price he will have to
·pay.
The Federal Government has
stated that there will be no write-down
of land at the moment, but that it will
wai t for three or four years and see
what sort of seasons there has been.
Then it may decide to write-down
values, or it may not, but at
present it will give no guarantee
it will do so even in three years' time.
That attitude is completely contrary tv
our interpretation of the original agreement. Our Government cannot agree to
that procedure, because Victoria is the
one State which requires the price to be
determined before a settler can get his
pUIlchase lease. Therefore, the write-off
figure which I have arrived at, and
which this State will have to bear regardless of the attitude of the Common.
wealth Government, is about £7,000,000
for every 1,000 settlers.
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Mr. BOLTE.-How many more settlers
would the Commission like to settle?
Mr. HOLT.-Between 2,000 and 2,500.
There are 8,000 classified applicantson paper.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-How many have
been settled so far?
Mr. HOLT.-These figures are approximate but under the closer settlement scheme 1,300 have been settled,
and under the single-unit farm scheme
2,200 have been settled. Those figures
are subject to correction. Both schemes
have been bracketed together in New
South Wales. In Victoria, more than 4,200
ex-servicemen have been settled on the
land, and this aggregate is more than
the total number settled in all the other
States combined.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-How do you estimate that only 2,500 more require to be
settled?
Mr. HOLT.-From the number of exservicemen who are regularly applying
for blocks, it is estimated that there
are bona fide applicants entitled to
rehabilitation on the land who have prejudiced themselves by waiting, compared
with those who have chosen a more
lucrative livelihood and can thereby be
regarded as rehabilitated.
Mr. BOLTE.-Do you mean that is
the number of eligible and desirable
applicants?
Mr. HOLT.-That number of persons
have
prejudiced · themselves
from
rehabilitation in other walks of lifeperhaps more lucrative for the time
being-and have accepted jobs as farm
labourers and share farmers, and so have
been enabled to retain an interest in the
industry, but to their detriment. The
returned soldiers' league and the Soldier
Settlement Commission will undertake a
survey to estimate more accurately how
many applicants remain to be settled.
Negotiations
are
being
conducted
between myself and the Commonwealth
Minister for the Interior, the Honorable W. S. Kent Hughes, with the
view of meeting that commitment
which is outstanding as far as
concerns the applications of ex-service
personnel. In answer to the honorable
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member for Allendale, I should like to
say that more favourable terms than
those provided for in the Bill may be
necessary; I do not know, but I hope not.
I should not like to see that happen. I do
not wish to prejudice the negotiations
which are now proceeding.
Although the Bill was not designed to
deal with soldier settlers, provision is
made in it for the service record of any
applicant to be taken into consideration
in determining whether he will be allocated a block of land. Before any substantial sums of money are made
available under the measure for closer
settlement
or
civilian
settlement,
adequate arrangements will be made to
accommodate the outstanding service
personnel requirement. I stated earlier
that the cost of settlement on Crown
lands was not very attractive when we
were mindful of figures given regarding
similar settlement in other States. I
stated those figures in the House on the
15th April of this year, when I outlined
the costs then applicable in the various
States. My statements are reported in
Hansard of the 23rd April, at page 782.
Those costs are staggering. We have
reason to believe that, by choosing the
right type of land, with discretion and
discrimination, we will be enabled to
effect settlement considerably cheaper
than is possible at present by the agentStates under the Commonwealth land
settlement scheme and under our present
soldier-settlement scheme. I said previously that I hoped I would never be
a par.ty to the settling of ex-service
personnel on Crown lands.
Mr. BOLTE.-You have said a good deal
about that subject.
Mr. HOLT.-That is so; that is what
is worrying me. Rather than ex-servicemen being given no chance of going on
the land, I would eat my words,
so to speak, and accept some such
scheme as that, provided that it
was possible of implementation.
I
do not need to be reminded by
the Leader of the Opposition of statements that I have made regarding the·
settlement of ex-service personnel on
Crown land. I adhere to my previous
statements, although we may be forced
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. in certain circumstances beyond the control of this S ta te to place soldier settlers
on that type of land. I prefer to see
implemented the present scheme whereby
existing pasture lands are acquired and
improved or are more intensively cultivated. Whereas the over-all cost Clf
soldier settlement in Western Australia,
South Australia· and Tasmania has been
in the vicinity of £22,000 to £23,000 per
unit, in Victoria it has been possible to
settle from 1,200 to 1,300 men on
improved pasture lands at an average
cost of £11,000 a settler or thereabouts.
That is near enough to half of the
amount required for settlemen.t on
Crown land. We cannot entertain that
scheme now tha t the write-down is as
high as it is.
An important question to be answered
is: What land have we available within
the cost range which will not mean overcapitalization of a soldier settler or a
closer settler and making him the loser
before he starts? If we do not have
regard to the capital cost of improving
the land, the time will come when
settlers will be forced to thrash the land
in order to try to achieve more production than is possible from it.
If
that occurs eventually they will
walk off their blocks, broken men, and
the land will be left to bake in the sun
and it will be subject to the ravages of
wind, water, vermin and noxious weeds.
Land in a similar state can be
seen not far from Melbourne. Certain
holdings in the Western District provide
more attractive terms of settlement for
any settler, whether an ex-serviceman or
a young civilian settler, who will be able
to take advantage of the legislation in
the years to come should the present
inflated price of such land decline.
Actually, despite soldier settlement the
number of farms of 500 acres or less
decreased during the years 1948 and
1949, which are the last two years for
which statistics are available.
The
aggregation of small holdings into large
esta'tes is proceeding at a slower rate
than the cutting up of large estates
under the soldier settlement scheme. I
have been supplied with a long schedule
of figures by the Government Statist.
The number of small holdings of 500
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acres or less has decreased by 300 in
that two-year period. The worst area
for large estates is the Western District
where there are 227 holdings of between
2,000 and 3,000 acres, 178 holdings of
between 3,000 and 5,000 acres, 127 holdings of between 5,000 and 10,000 acres,
and 32 holdings of a larger area. The
most productive land within those aggregates is held in the 5,000 to 10,000 acres
group.
One of my happiest recollections of
Gippsland is its intensive cultivation and
the number of small, prosperous towns
within a short distance of each other.
That is in marked c0ntrast to the landlocked towns of the Western District.
Surely the answer lies in the acquisition
of the large estates and their application
to more intensive production. The production figures quoted in regard to
soldier settlement production on such
lands more 'than justify statements
made in the past. I shall not cite
the figures; they are available for
any honorable member to inspect. The
action taken to date by the Government
has been not to " freeze" lands but only
to make .them available for selection
where they a·re not parts of a large unbroken area which can be handled economically in one "hit~" In other words,
Crown lands which are relatively small,
more or less isolated, and surrounded by
freehold land, will be made available to
any applicant who has the capital to improve them in accordance with the terms
of the Land Act, but if the land concerned is part of a large area which can
be· handled more effectively by mass
clearing, sowing down, fencing and
improving by the provision of water,
. drainage and so on, such alienation will
not be allowed. The Forests Commission and the Lands Department working
in the closest co-operation are effecting
exchanges of land which is best suited
for forestry purposes or otherwise. There
is no humbug about it. If after a joint
inspection the two bodies agree that land
can best be reserved for forest purposes,
it is so reserved. I am pleased to be able
to say that the utmost co-operation and
harmony exist between the two authorities in ,this matter.
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Mr. DODGSHuN.-Does this measure
vest Crown lands of the State in the
Soldier Settlement Commission?
Mr. HOLT.-No.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That means that a
third body comes in on the exchange of
land.
0

0

Mr. HOLT.-Tbat is not so at present.
As far as the Lands Depavtment is concerned, the question of determining .the
use to which land not required by the
Forests Commission is to be put is the
responsibility of several other Departments, including the Department of
Agriculture, and perhaps the Soil Conservation Authority and the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. Their
job is to determine the proper use for
the land, and whether it should be used
for closer settlement or some other
purpose, or not at all.
Mr. MeDoNALD.-Will the consultative committee be the deciding authority
as to .the future use of Crown lands fo.r
closer settlement?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes, subject to Ministerial
control.
Mr. MeDoNALD.-SO that if this committee after inquiry considers that the
land is suitable for closer settlement,
but the Minister of Lands says it is not,
he is the boss. Is that the idea?
Mr. HOLT.-That is so. By the same
token if the consultative committee said
that land should be retained for redgum
purposes and the Leader of the Opposition as the Minister of Water Supply
considered that it was suitable and
available for irrigation, then I should
say-Mr. MeDoNALD.-But the Minister of
Water Supply does not control any land.
0

Mr. HOLT.-The decision of the
responsible Minister in charge of any
Government Department should be final
as far as purely administrative matters
are concerned.
Mr. MeDoNALD.-But there is only
one Minister, the Minister of Lands.
Mr. HOiLT.-Quite a lot of land is
held by Departments other than the
Lands Department.

0
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Mr. McDoNALD.-But approval and a
release must be obtained from the Lands
Department.
Mr. HOLT.-Not ne'Cessarily; in actual
fact an objection by one of these Departments would be fatal to alienation. As
far as the determ-ination of the use of
land is concerned, I should not like to be
a Minister of Lands who would" jib" at
a recommendation of such a responsible
authority as the consultative committee,
which is to be set up to advise on that
particular aspect. Any Minister who
attempted to act against such a recommendaUon, unless he had very good
grounds for so doing, would be unwise;
he is answerable to this House and Parliament. The type of settlement envisaged
by the Government must of necessity be
in better rainfall or well-watered areas
in the Western District and Gippsland.
A number of areas of land in both districts have been inspected, and experimental plots have been put down by the
Departments ooncerl)ed with encouraging
results. There is no similar legislation
in any State of the Commonwealth. It
provides for persons regardless of who
or what they are, and of how much
mooney they have, to be given the opportunity of going on the land. In New
South Wales and Queensland advances
are made by the Agricultural or Rural
Bank, but in neither of those States is
there legislation comparable with this,
whioh allows a young Australian lad
with no capital but possessing ability
and the will to farm land successfully,
the chance of doing so.
Victoria will be the first State with
legislation on the statute-book enabling
a settler, on the basis of efficiency
alone, to be able to go on the land.
Hi therto only persons wi th sufficien t
capit'al, but not necessarily the greatest
ability for settling, have been able to do
so. Evidence of their efforts is to be seen
to-day in too many districts which are
subject to vermin, ragwort, and other
noxious weeds, the spread of which has
been the outcome of neglect or of
mortgagees being in possession of properties which the settler has been forced
to abandon for a variety of reasons. This
legislation will give an opportunity to
all persons who have reached the age of
eighteen years to go on the land.
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The administration of closer settlement effective settlement of land. The advice
is vested in the Soldier Settlement of the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission for obvious reasons. For . Commission concerning the desirability
some time· the Commission has been or otherwise of land settlement for
actively associated with this type of irrigation purposes will prevail. Division
settlement.. To duplicate its organiza- 2 of Part II. deals with the allocation
tion by setting up a parallel body in the of allotments. Try as I might, I have
Lands Department would be to incur un- not be.en able to devise any system
necessary expense. The next general whereby the aggregation of small holdprovision, which should be of interest ings into large estates can be prevented
to honorable members, concerns applica- without returning to the provision of
tions. All applicants will be interviewed perpetual leases. Victoria is the only
by a land Board which will determine State where perpetual leasehold does
those who are qualified. The object of not prevail generally.
tha t Board will be ,to ascertain which
Mr. DODGSHUN .-There is provision
applicants possess the ability (Q make
for
it in the Land Act.
good farmers and put the land to its best
possible use.
Mr. HOLT.-The North-West Mallee
Mr. McDoNALD.-After they are ap- Acts are excluded expressly from the
proved by the land Board they will be provisions of this Bill. Perpetual leasein a ballot?
hold does not exist in Victoria compared
Mr. HOLT.-Yes. They will ballot for with the degree with which it occurs
their blocks. The Government proposes in all other States.
to combine the system of settlement so
Mr. BOLTE.-Are we the worse off
that it will accommodate intending settlers who have no capital, and those who because of that?
have. For that reason the definitions proMr. HOLT.-I will allow members to
vided in the Bill include a "private decide that question themselves, particusettler" and a "Crown settler." The larly when we bear in mind what has
private settler will indicate in his applica- happened in other countries where there
tion whether he has sufficient money to have been large land-owning classes and
improve the block himself, in which case a dispossessed peasantry sent into the
he will receive it in its virgin state. If cities to swell the ranks of the malhe so elects, he can go ahead and improve contents.
it.
Mr. McDoNALD.-The freehold system
If a tract of land available for closer
settlement has b~en found capable of exists in Victoria and the perpetual
improvement to a standard which will leasehold system in New South Wales,
give a Crown settler an economic living, but we have exported onions, milk,
the group scheme will operate. This butter and eggs to that State.
will mean allocating the appropriate
Mr. HOLT.-That is so, but we have
number of settlers to the area, and, after purchased barley and other commodities
pasture has been established and the from other States. No State is completely
land brought to the stage where the independent, as the honorable member
blocks are capable of earning an income, for Shepparton knows. If there is any
the settlers will ballot for the actual other way whereby the aggregation of
blocks.
small holdings into large estates can be
Part II. of the Bill reproduces and prevented, other than the institution of
makes applicable the acquisition powers the perpetual-lease system, I shall be
relating to land and so forth which at happy to see it incorporated in the
present exist in the Soldier Settlement legislation. The perpetual-lease system
Acts. Clause 7 provides for co-operation means that the settler will not pay a
between the State Rivers and Water high ingoing on the land; the impact
Supply Commission and the Soldier will be cushioned over a number of years,
Settlement Commission and ensures that and in times of adversity the rent may
no action will be taken by the latter be reviewed. It is proposed that there
Commission to interfere with the shall be power to waive rents in times
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of adverse conditions caused by storms,
floods, fire damage, or of economic circumstances beyond the control of the
settler.
Provision is also included in the Bill
whereby no increase in rent will be
authorized as a result of improvements
being effected by the settler himself. I
consider that to be a most important
feature.
In one State, increases in
rents have been authorized where as a
result of the industry of the settlers the
carrying capacity of the land has been
increased. In that way the settlers have
to a certain extent been penalized. That
method certainly will not apply under
this legislation. On three occasions the
Victorian Government has been asked
by the Federal Government to introduce
the perpetual-lease system for soldier
settlement purposes. There are advantages in that system, and those I have
outlined present an unanswerable case
for such a system of land tenure. The
two main conditions that will be contained in the perpetual-lease will be that
the consent of the Commission will
be required before there is any
transfer or dealing, and there will
be a provision for -an adjustment
of rents according to economic circumstances.
We have not included
such provisions as pertain in New South
Wales and elsewhere against overgrazing, over-stocking and various other
abuses of the land, which could well
be included, because it is considered
desirable to leave such a title as unfettered as possible when outside financial assistance may be required.
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on its carrying capacity. It will be
determined largely, of course, by the
average valuation of unit production in
the area, whether it is cow value, sheep
value, or the value of dried fruits and
other products. I repeat that no increase
in rent will be authorized where the
enhanced value is brought about by the
indust·ry of the settler himself. Provision is also made for a settler who
elects to provide his own finance to receive a perpetual lease on the valuation
as it then exists when the land
is allocated. After having so elected,
if the settler finds tha t his finance
is not adequate for the purpose,
he can take advantage of the conditions
made available for Crown settlers. The
Bill also provides for the setting aside
of land for township settlement, roads
and other necessary services to successfully establish settlers on the land.
I have now outlined the main features
of the Bill, I have given detailed notes
to the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Country pa·rty and the
explanations contained therein, together
with a reading of the Bill, will make it
clear that there is nothing extraordinary
or outstanding about this measure. It
is designed to make it possible for all
settlers to go on the land regardless of
their status in life, the sole determining
factor being whether they will make
efficient farmers.

The Bill also contains certain amendments to the Soldier Settlement Act. The
first amendment is consequent upon the
Commissioner being a member of the
Public Service and is designed to preThe Bill provides for an interim period serve his rights. The second amendment
of six years, which is capable of being preserves the rights of promotion in the
reduced to three years under which Public Service, of employees of the Comgreater assistance and increased super- mission who seek promotion in another
vision can be given to the settler during branch of the Service. Clauses 52 and
the early period when he will need 53 relates to interest on loan funds. At
it most. Provision is made for the present the interest on loan funds used
abolition of rent payments during that for soldier settlement purposes is paid
period, if that should be necessary. The out of the State revenue, and all moneys
remaining conditions in the Bill are received by way of repayment are paid
largely machinery matters. For instance, into the State Repayment Loan Fund.
on the death of a settler his title to the When the Commonwealth Government
land will be preserved and provisio~ is affovds assistance by writing down and
made for it to be transmitted to his next· sharing the interest rate during ·the
of kin. At the time the land is made initial period, that money is also paid
available, the rent will be determined into the State Loan Repayment Fund.
Mr. Holt.
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Therefore, we have interest at the
ordinary rate and also at 50 per cent.
of that rate being paid into the Fund.
In this Bill, it is provided that that sum
shall be paid into revenue.
Clause 55 increases the limit for a
single-unit farm from £7,500 to £9,000.
That is necessary because the price of
single-unit farms has increased alarmingly pari passu with all other agricultural land throughout the State. This
form of land settlement has meant a
great deal to Victoria. More than 2,000
servicemen have been rehabilitated on
the land; the Victorian Government has
provided a sum of approximately
£8,500,000 for this purpose and no assistance whatever has been forthcoming
from the Commonwealth Government.
The State has carried this form of assistance on its own and has made available
money on loan at 2 per cent. interest to
single-unit farm allottees.
Clause 56 seeks to rectify a malpractice that has arisen concerning the singleunit farm scheme. Some ex-servicemen
who have availed themselves of money at
2 per cent.--that finance is in short
supply and is a charge against the community all the time-have vacated their
farms; they have let them out on shares
or have leased them and have turned to
some industry other than farming. The
Bill provides for policing the single-unit
farm advances more rigorously than has
been possible in the past.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Have you had many
cases like that?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes, all too many. I recall one instance when a man wanted to
go overseas for a period of six months.
He was reminded by the Soldier Settlemen t Commission of his obligation to repay certain moneys due by him, so that
additional funds could be made available to other applicants for single-unit
farms and not to abuse the cheap money
policy. Nevertheless, that man went
abroad and, before he left, borrowed a
sum of money at an interest rate of
from 4! per cent. to 5 per cent. per
annum from private sources, with
which he repaid his mortgage. The
Government believes that such malpractices should not be permitted to continue. The object of the Bill is to
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rehabilitate ex-servicemen.
It is not
desired to reward them for services
rendered. That would be impossible, and
it is not demanded by ex-servicemen.
Part VII. of the Bill relates to an
amendment of the Wire Netting Act
1928 and, by its application, soldier
settlers, will become eligible to obtain
wire netting 'under the 1928 Act which,
so far, they have been unable to do. This
Bill will give to all ex-servicemen, for
the first time in the history of this State,
and virtually in the history of the Commonwealth, an opportunity to settle on
the land, irrespective of whether they
have a lot of money, a little, or none of it.
Mr. McDoNALD.-That is incorrect.
From 1912 to the period at the end of
the first world war many settlers went
on the land with little capital.
Mr. HOLT.-That may be so, but I
contend that no settler went on the land
without any capital at all. Surely,
because the honorable member for
Shepparton was compelled to do things
the exceptionally hard way, he does not
recommend that similar conditions should
apply to soldier and civilian settlers in
the future.
Mr. McDoNALD.-YOU made a statement that was incorrect, and I merely
sought to correct you.
Mr. HOLT.-The honorable member
refuted my contention with a statement
tha t was itself partly incorrect. He said
that settlers needed very little capital to
go on the land. I contend that, under this
Bill, it will be possible for men of
determination and ability to settle on the
land, even if they have no capital at all.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Can you indicate
briefly the areas you have inspected?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes, I have personally
inspected the Yanakie area in Gippsland.
and numerous areas in the Western
District, particularly near and in
my own electorate. The Soil Conservation Authority and the Department of Agriculture have also carried
out wider inspections and will make
recommendations later.
They have
inspected the Kentbruck and Cobboboonee areas to the west of Portland.
There are also several areas around
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Morgan's Flat in the Strathdownie district and several thousands of acres in the
Heytesbury district that are being surveyed. Surveys are being conducted to
determine the best use to which Crown
land can be put. On receipt of departmental recommendations, a decision will
be made whether the areas concerned
are available for land settlement. In the
counties of Lowan, Follett, and Normanby, in the 18-inch rainfall area,
there are approximately 300,000 acres
of Crown lands available for some better
use from that to which they are now
being put. The area to which I have
referred excludes the Little Desert and
the district around Kaniva. It also
excludes the land promised to the
Forests Commission, which is regarded
as being more suitable for forestry purposes than for land settlement.
The Bill is a relatively simple one, and
I believe that members will be able to
grasp its principles without difficulty. I
commend it to the House for approval.
Mr. BOLTE.-If an applicant is settled
on the land, with capital of his own, on
what will his rental be based?
Mr. HOLT.-It will be based on the
carrying capacity of the land when it
is made available to him.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to.
Mr. HOLT
I move-

(Minister of Lands).-

That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday next.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-This Bill contains 60 clauses
and the Minister of Lands occupied
one hour in making his secondreading speech. Moreover, Hansard will
not be available until Monday at the
earliest, and it will be impossible for the
Opposition to be ready to debate tpe
measure inside of a fortnight.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).-In anticipation of the Opposition requesting a substantial period of adjournment
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for the debate on the second-reading
motion, I gave full notes on the Bill to
the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Country party. I suggest
that Opposition members agree to the
debate being adjourned for one week
and, if they are then unable to proceed,
c'Onsideration will be given to a further
adjournment for a day or two.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (iAllendale).-I
agree with the remarks of the Leader of
the Opposition. I was handed a set of
notes this afternoon, and I was then of
the 'Opinion that the Bill was a simple
one. I have since listened with great
interest to the Minister's second-reading
speech, which lasted for more than an
hour. As the Leader of the Opposition
stated, Hansard will not be available
un tn early next week, and it is unfair,
because of the importance of the measure
and the difference between the Minister's
notes and the statements made in his
second-reading speec'h, to expect the
Opposition to agree to less than a fortnight's adjournment.
Mr. HOLT.-I think that, with a normal
am'Ount of application and intelligence,
the honorable member for Allendale
should be able to prepare his speech
within a week. If he 'is then not ready
to proceed with the debate consideration
will be given to any reasonable request
for a further adjournment.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I ask
the Minister of Lands: Am I t'O understand that, if the Opposition is not prepared to proceed with the debate next
Tuesday, it will be adjourned for another
week?
Mr. HOLT.-No, the debate will be
adjourned, perhaps, until the next day.
Mr. McDONAlJD.-This is a major
Bill. It is not of a simple character, as
was suggested by the Minister, and it
will take an exceptionally long time to
debate. With due respect to the honorable gentleman, I claim that he did not
make clear certain points in his secondreading speech. Moreover, there is a
question of the relaNonship of this type
of administration to an entirely new
form of agriculture and the general
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principles associated with freeholds as
compared with leaseholds. To suggest
that the Opposition should be prepared to
proceed with the debate in a week's time
is ridiculous. Deba te on such a measure
could continue f.or a month. If Parliament were to rush through a Bill that
represented a departure from long established principles in this State, disaster
might result. Furthermore, such a proposal is scandalous. I claim that, if the
Minister of Lands were at present in
Opposition, he would seek a month's
adjournment of the second-reading
deba te on this Bill.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-1 support the plea of the Leader of the
Opposition and the Leader of the Country
party that the debate on this measure be
adjourned for at lea'st a fortnight. 'Members of the Government cannot claim the
sole prerogative with respect to administration of lands in this State. Some
Opposition members have had considerable experience -in that regard. I am
astounded to learn, 'from reading the
Bill, that the Government proposes to
perpetuate some of the gross mistakes
tha t were made half a century ago.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
8uttoo).-1 direct the attention of the
honorable member to the fact that the
argument should be directed princjpally towards the matter of time.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-I am trying, Mr.
Speaker, to inform the Minister that it
will take time for Opposition members to
attempt to rectify the mistakes of the
Government. Certain intricate amendments will need to be prepared, and
one that I have in mind will result in
consequential amendments to practically
every clause. The Minister of Lands is
doing himself an injustice in trying to
rush the debate O'f this most important
measure.

The House divided on the motion (the
Honorable P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ayes
32
Noes
18
Majority for the motion

14
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Mr.
Mr.
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Mr.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Galvin
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Holland
Holt
Lind
McClure

Merrifield
Morrissey
Morton
Mutton
Ruthven
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
Towers
White
(Mentone).

Tellers:
Mr. O'Carroll
Mr. Pettiona.
NOES:

Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Bloomfield
. Mr. Rylah
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Stirling
Mr. Cochrane
Brigadier 'rovell
Mr. Cook
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Whately.
Colonel Leggatt
Tellers:
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. Petty
Mr. McDonald
Mr. White
(Allendale) .
Mr. Mibus
PAIRS:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Lemmon
Lucy
Murphy

Sir Herbert Hyland
Si r George Knox
Mr. Moss
Mr. Buckingham.

I

The debate was adjourned
Tuesday, December 1.

until

i:

LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. GAJ...VIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In submitting this Bill to the House I do
so in the knowledge that it will not
receive the commendation in all respects
of people associated with the liquor trade.
The Government does not expect the
measure to receive the unanimous approbation of those associated with liquor
defence leagues, or temperance movements, or of licensed victuallers, or maybe of the brewers.
Colonel LEGGATT.-You did not have
general agreement on the measure
within your own party.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is so. I do not
wish to be sidetracked by the honorable
member, because I may revert to the
time when his own colleagues ran away
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from the policy' of their party on liquor
reform during the last Assembly election.
I repeat that, although I do not expect
that the measure will receive the unanimous approval of all sections of the
people, I do assure the House and the
public that it is a genuine attempt by the
Government to implement many of the
recommendations of the 1944 Royal Commission, which during the last nine years
have not received the consideration to
which they were entitled. In bringing
forward this Bill, the Governmen t is
carrying out a mandate which was given
to it at the last Assembly election, and
in doing so the Government will be
honouring the promises which the
Premier made to the people at that time.
It has been stated on a number of
occasions that liquor reform, or amendments of the licensing laws would be
political dynamite. We, as a Government, do not feel like that about the position. We feel that among reasonably
minded people in the community there
is a demand for a more sensible approach
to the licensing law. The last genuine
attempt to amend the Licensing Act was
made as far back as 1916. At that time
the population of Victoria was 1,400,000.
Now, 37 years later, the population. of
Victoria has risen to 2,400,000. Over the
years this State has been hamstrung by
the same approach to its licensing laws,
including the allocation of licences and
the need to recognize 1!he modern requirements of 1953. The position in relation
to liquor legislation at present is the
same as it was in 1916. In that year,
certain districts had a population of less
than 1,500 people, while in 1953 in the
same districts there are 60,000 people.
Yet those districts are still served by
the same hostelries and the same licensing provisions as in 1916.

There are other districts in Victoria
which in 1916 had a population of 40,000
or 50,000, but at present they have a
population of only half those numbers.
There again, there still e'xist as many
hotels and liquor licences as were
authorized in the earlier years. I refer to
districts such as Inglewood, where there
is a licensed victualler for every 100 of
the population. In Elmore there is a
liquor licence for every 60 people. In
Mr. GaZvin.
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other districts which have increased in
popula Han there is only one liquor licence
for every 50,000 people. Therefore, 1
think it will be agreed by all reasonable
people that the submission of this
measure is long overdue. This responsible Government takes full cognisance
of the position with a view to amending
the licensing law and providing victuallers' licences in accordance with modern
requirements and the drift of population.
That aspect represents one of the most
important amendments proposed to be
made to the Licensing Act.
For the administration of the amended
law, it is proposed to give to a court
powers which have never before been
vested in such a body. The chairman of
the proposed new licensing court will be
appointed to a position of permanency.
He will not be the plaything of appointment from time to time and subservient
to political pressure, but will be given
the same status as a County Court Judge.
Two other gentlemen, whoever they may
be, will also be appointed members of
the court. On matters of law, the chairman will give the final judgment, but:
matters of fact will be decided by the
full court. The court, when established,
will be able :to make recommendations
from time to time to the Government
whoever it may be, with a view to ensuring that the licensing law of Victuria.
will be in keeping with the requirements
of the day.
An amending Bill such as this does
not place a Minister of the Crown in a.
position similar to that of a Minister
who may be introducing entirely new
legisla tion. This Bill places me in a.
position in which I shall be confront ..
ing the House with 28 amendments
to the Licensing Act.
Each in itself
will entail many consequential amend··
ments; 'therefore, I do not propose to
engage in a long dissertation. The Bill
is a Committee Bill and I am convinced
that honorable members will apply them ..
selves to it clause by clause. Therefore,
I propose to proceed now to an explana..
tion of the clauses and, should honorable
members feel the need for further clarification of any point, it will be my
privilege in Committee to provide that
additional clarity.
The Government
will welcome the views of all members.
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Mr. WHATELY.-Will it take any notice
of them?
.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Government will
welcome the views of the honorable member in particular. I know that he will
apply himself assiduously to the Bill and
tha t his views will be listened to by
those members left in the Chamber while
he is speaking. I think I can speak with
some knowledge of the conduct of hotel5
and licensed victuallers, not that I have
any vested interests in licensed premises.
I believe, however, that I spend more of
my evenings in an hotel than does any
other member of ,this House. I average
five nights a week as a lodger in an
hotel. My position in the Ministry does
not permit me to sleep on my own
virtuous couch more often; therefore, it
is incumbent upon me to become a lodger
on Hcensed premises, and in the circumstances I should have some knowledge
both of the disabilities under which a
licensed victualler may labour and of the
conditions under whiCh a lodger may
labour.
·Clause 1 provides that the Act shall
come into operation on a date to be
proclaimed. That is necessary to allow
the essen tial changes to be made
and to permit of the operation of the
Act. Clause 2 abolishes the limitations
at present placed on the number of
premises in each licensing district.
These districts are to be abolished and
the State as a whole is to become one
licensing district. This provision is in
conformity with the policy speech of the
Premier and also with the policy of the
Liberal and Country party. There will,
however, be licensing areas so th'lt
proper records may be kept and to
enable local clerks of courts to deal with
such applications as temporary licences
and other routine matters. This provision 'is for public convenience and to
avoid the centralization of matters of
detail in Melbourne.
Clause 3 abolishes the limitation
imposed by sections 288 and 289 of the
Licensing Act on the maximum number
of licences and the limitation placed upon
the reduction of existing Hcences. The
responsibility will be on the Licensing
Court to ensure that the needs of the
Sess'ion 1952-53.-[97]
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people of a district are properly served.
If there is an inadequate 'number of

hotels, spirit merchants' licences, grocers'
licences or clubs, the court may grant
additional licences or registrations. If
there are too many, the number may
be reduced, and the needs of the
community can be met as the population of the State moves. That, I feel,
is ,a quite reasonable provision. The
court is best fitted for the task, particularly when guided by an Act of
Parliament, and it can be restrained if
it oversteps the point of reasonableness
in this matter. Clause 4 is a consequential amendment. Provision was made in
1922 as a somewhat pallid remedy for
the arbitrary restriction of numbers imposed in 1916 by providing a complicatej
way of obtaining an additional victualler's
licence in a newly-settled part of the
State. As under clause 3 the numbers
which may be granted will in future
be left to the court, the need of this
special provision for an additional licence
no longer exists.
Colonel LEGGATT.-What about the
position of those licences that are
gr-anted now and are not issued?
Mr. G.A!LVIN.-They will be protected
by the court.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Are you sure of
that? If that provision is repealed
before a licence has been issued-Mr. GALVIN.-I think the honorable
member will find that his point Is
covered in a later clause; but if he feels
that any of the licences at present issued
are not fully protected, the Government will give consideration to any
amendment he may .propose and will see
that there is no embarrassment caused
in any way.
Clause 5 extends to the court the right
to say whether a licence shall be granted
or a club registered anywhere in the State
notwithstanding that at some time prior
to this measure a poll had been taken in
favour of the district being a dry area.
That matter will go back to the court,
because it will have the power to make
its decision in accordance with needs
from time to time. The court will be
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given the opportunity of ensuring that
the needs' of the people of a district
are properly served.
Mr. WHATELY.-Does that mean that
Boroondara's privileges are to be wiped
out?
Mr. GALVIN.-Not necessarily. The
court will decide on the number of
licences that there shall be in Boroondara.
Mr. WHATELY.-Those people may lose
their present privileges.
Mr. GALVIN.-It is quite possible that
they may lose them. They may even
blame the Liberal party for that. I
would remind the honorable member
that that party held a conference last
October. The honorable member must
be out of step with his party. Clause
6 provides for the reconstitution of the
Licensing Court. The chairman shall
be a Judge of the County Court and one
of the other two members shall have
had experience in hotel accounting and
finance. They shall be appointed for not
more than seven years and be eligible for
reappointment. The Government feels
that it is an essential requirement of
these magistrat~s that one of them shall
have some knowledge of accounting,
particularly in relation to hotel requireThat indicates one of the
ments.
problems with which the court will find
itself confronted, and it is considered
that one person well versed in this phase
of hotel management will be essential to
the court.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-What is the third
member to be?
Mr. GALVIN.-As to the third, that
The Government
has nobody in mind but I repeat that
we feel that the thiro position should be
open. In many of our Acts, under which
appointments are made of three persons,
there is provision that two of the members shall have specific qualifications,
but the third is appointed by the
Governer in Council so that there shall
be some elasticity; in other cases appointments are made without any qualification
being defined.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Do you not think
the third member should have some
qualification?
will be quite open.
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Mr. GALVIN.-So far as this Govern··
ment is concerned he will h~ve far
better qualifications than those of some
of the persons appointed to various
positions when the present Opposition
was the Government. In connexion
with the appointment of members of theHospitals and Charities Commission all
sorts of accusations were made against
this Government as to partisanship, but
I assure the House that the appointments
made under this legislation will be just
as free of partisanship as were the
appointments to the Commission.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Future Governments
may not have the same views.
Mr. GALVIN.-Other Governments
will have to wait for at least seven
years before the new Commission can be
replaced. The honorable member for
Rainbow should be the least interested
seeing that there will not be a Country
party in seven years.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You will not be here.
Mr. GALVIN.-At least, I have an
electorate to go to, but the electorate of
the honorable member has gone. I
cannot see any rainbow on the map.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton}.-Order! This is a Bill in which
the public has a deep and widespread
interest. I think the Chief Secretary
should be allowed to explain it without
interruptions from either side of the
House.

Mr. GALV:IN.-The clause to which I
was referring provides, also, that the
chairman shall be entitled to receive an
allowance over and above his salary
as a Judge and the other two members
shall be paid £2,500 a year.
As.
Opposition members have interjected,
that is not a niggardly salary and
I add that it is necessary to attract
good men to the positions. They may be
removed from office by the Governor
upon an Address of both Houses of Parliament. The usual provision is made for
a deputy to act in the event of illness
of a member and if a member were,
prior to his appointment, a public servant, his rights are protected. The number of County Court Judges will be
increased from nine to ten to provide
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for the additional appointment. It does
not necessarily follow that the new appointee to the County Court Bench will
be the Judge appointed under the provisions of clause 6.
Clause 7 provides for the abolition of
the present court and for the continued
-opera tion of the court in regard to any
uncompleted matter and so forth. There
may be a number of uncompleted actions
before the court and possibly a hiatus
could arise. Applications already made
may not have been dealt with, and it may
become necessary for fresh applications
to be submitted and to pass through the
usual procedure. To-day I gave notice
of my intention to introduce a Bill to
extend .the term of office of the chairman
.of the present tribunal, Mr. Dixon
Hearder, who is due to retire ·on the 17th
.of next month. The Act makes it mandatory to appoint ·the chairman for a
period of three years. Consequently, it
is necessary either to reappoint him for
tha t period or to amend the Act. The
second course is being taken under the
Bill of which I have given notice
and
which
provides
for
further
appointment of up to twelve months.
Of the other two members one
retires next year and the other
a year later. Their position will be dealt
willi by the Government; they will be
given the just treatment and consideration which their long service entitles
them to receive. They possess certain
rights. I notice that the honorable member for Rainbow, a former Chief Secretary, is sneering and sniggering as
usual, but I emphasize that these members of the present court have certain
rights under the Superannuation Act.
The honorable member may rest assured
that those rights will be preserved by
the Government and for that reason there
is no reference in this measure to any
such rights being taken away.
Clause 8 provides that the court may
function with three members, two members, or one member, in accordance with
the terms of the Act. If two members
are sitting one must be the chairman.
and any application for a new licence
or a new registration of a club must
come before the fully constituted court
of three members; in other words, new
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applications in respect of hotels, clubs.
victuallers, or licensed grocers must be
dealt with by the full court.
Mr. McDoNALD.-Will the court be able
to grant a licence without there being
a poll in a particular area?
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes.
Mr. McDoNALD.-You are dispensing
with the poll?
Mr. GALVIN.-That is so. Any question of law shall be determined by the
chairman. Applications for registration
or renewal of registration of a club shall
be dealt with by the court. Previously
the court dealt with such an application
only if objection was raised. Sub-clause
(4) of clause 8 extends the power of a
single magistrate to deal with an application for renewal of a licence or club
registration if no objection is received;
and to hear and determine applications
for approval of the rebuilding or remodelling of premises. This provision
is in keeping with the recommendations
of the Royal Commission. The idea is
that when there is no opposition to an
application for a renewal of a licence or
club registration, a single magistrate will
be able to adjudicate in the same way as
is followed in respect of minor alterations
of structures.
Clause 9 provides for the appointment
of a supervisor of licensed premises and
officers to assist him. At present, supervision is exercised by police officers who
are appointed as licensing inspectors, and
by municipal health officers. While this
provides for a general supervision, these
are part-time duties of the officers concerned, and it is considered that an
officer directly responsible to the Licensing Court who can devote his whole time
to the work of investigating the nature of
the service given and to examine proposals for new premises, rebuilding
schemes and so forth, will be of material
assistance to the court. Shortly stated,
this clause means that a supervisor will
be attached to the court; he will not be
interested in the taking· of prosecutions
but will merely supervise premises and
will ensure that reasonable standards are
observed. He will be able to report to
the court any breaches of the A'ct and
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whether any person is endeavouring to
circumvent the provisions, possibly with
the object of not rendering to the general
public the service that should be given.
Clause 10 repeals an old and inconvenient provision that a licensed grocer
may not sell a bottle of smaller size
than a reputed pint. Under modern
methods of bottling this causes inconvenience both to the customer .and to the
grocer who cannot meet his patron's
need. Suppose that a person is sick
and requires a flask of brandy on a
grocer's order. That person may not be
addicted to drink and may need only a
couple of ounces. Why should he have
to purchase a full reputed pint from
his licensed grocer? The repeal of the
provision in question will give to the
licensed grocer a right to sell and deliver
in sealed containers whatever spirits
may be ordered by a customer.
At present, an hotel in Melbourne must
have six bedrooms available for lodgers
and in the country three bedrooms. The
amendment contained in clause 11 will
enable the court to order the provision
of a greater number of bedrooms. Clause
12 is to permit liquor to be supplied
with meals served on licensed premises
or club premises until ten o'clock at
night or with a mid-day meal on a
Sunday, Good Friday or Anzac Day. At
present the supply of liquor must cease
at eight o'clock at night whilst no provision whatever exists to permit a
person having luncheon at an hotel on
a Sunday, Good Friday, or Anzac Day
to enjoy a drink with his meal. The
Act provides that on those three days
customers may have a drink with the
evening meal but not with the midday
meal. Such are the anomalies which
have crept in from time to time.
Clause 13 provides that annual sittings
of the Licensing Court shall be held
at appointed places at such times as
are notified in the Government Gazette.
At present these must be held in November or December and this leads to
congestion of the work of the court.
Sir GEORGE. KNox.-Is it an open
court?
Mr. GALVIN.-Most decidedly. The
annual sittings shall deal with applications for the renewal of licence permits
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and registrations of clubs only. Subclause (2) repeals part of section 88 of
the Act under which one magistrate can
deal with
new unopposed licence.
Under clause 8 of the Bill all new applications must be dealt with by the full
court. Sub-section (5) of the section is
recast to accord with the amendment:
made in paragraph (a) of this clause.
Sub-clause (4) of clause 13 is to rectify
an omission from the present Act.

a

At present the transfer of a victualler's
licence is not allowed within nine months
of its issue except in exceptional circumstances. Clause 14 will prOhibit such
transfer before two years has elapsed
except in some exceptional circumstance
approved by the court. The Government
believes that trafficking in licences is
not to the advantage of the public nor
does it make for the maintenance of
proper standards of service. It is considered-and I think honorable members
will agree-that in some instances in
which hotel licences have changed hands
three or four times in about as many
years, someone may have been exploited.
In the final analysis there has been
brought about a deterioration in service
in the hotels affected. In one case-at
Diggers Rest-the hotel must have
changed hands practically every washing
day. I do not know how many times
there has been a change in the last
eight years.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-What is the reason?
Mr. GALVIN.-I am unable to say, but
there is something radically wrong when
such changes occur.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Who owns the hotel?
Mr. GALVIN.-I have not the faintest
idea.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is not the
reason for frequent changes that new
owners discover that they cannot tolerate
too much after-hour trade?
Mr. GALVIN.-I do not know. Clause
15 requires that a licensed victualler or
Australian wine licensee shall not
absent himself from his premises without appointing in writing some responsible person to be in charge, so
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that proper supervision and responsibility will be constantly exercised.
The idea is that when a licensee is away
from the premises, he must always leave
some one in charge. At present, when
police or persons seeking board and lodging go into some hotels and ask to see
who is in charge they are told, "There
is no one in charge; the boss is out."
Whenever the licensee is absent it will
now be mandatory upon him to appoint
some person to take charge and responsibility.
Clause 16 prescribes increased penalties for supplying liquor to intoxicated
persons. Section 175 of the present Act
prescribes a penalty of not less than £2
and not more than £5 for a first offence,
and not less than £5 and not more than
£20 for a second offence, and £25 for
a third or suhsequent offence. Clause
16 provides that there shall be substituted a penalty of not more than £25 for
a first offence, and for a second or any
subsequent offence a penalty of not more
than £100. Sub-clause (2) of clause 16
increases the penalties for aiding intoxicated persons to obtain liquor. The
penalty for this offence prescribed by
section 176 of the present Act is not more
than £2. Sub-clause (2) of clause 16
substitutes a penalty of not more· than
£10 for a first offence and a penalty of
not more than £50 for a second or any
subsequent offence.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-If a barman
served an intoxicated person, would he
or the licensee be liable?
Mr. GALVIN.-It is possible that
both the barman and the licensee
would be liable. Doubtless members
have had the experience of a licensee
refusing to serve an intoxica'ted person
but some other person has bought
him a drink. Action of that kind
embarrasses the licensee and the Government feels that any person who aids or
abets an intoxicated person in that way
shall be subjected to a heavy penalty.
SUb-section (1) of section 204 of
the Act provides a penal ty of not
less than £2 nor more than £20
for a licensee who permits drunken persons on his premises, and sub-clause (3)
of clause 16 provides that for a first
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offence the penalty shall be not more
than £20, and for a second or any subsequent offence, not more than £75.
Mr. MUTToN.-That. is when a man
gets "as full as a boot."
Mr. GALVIN.-It will apply to a
licensee who permits a man to get" as
full as a boot."
Mr. MUTToN.-The provision will be
hard to administer.
Mr. GALVIN.-It has not been so, to
date. Sub-clause (1) of clause 17 refers
to unauthorized sales of liquor, and section 177 of the principal Act relates to
the sale of liquor during prohibited
hours. At present, a servant regularly
employed on the premises cannot obtain
a drink without breaking the law, and
the same position applies to a person who
has all his meals at, but does not sleep in,
the hotel. The amendment will permit
such a person to obtain a drink. A servant will also be permitted to obtain a
drink on Sunday. The present Act provides for a boarder to have a drink on
Sunday, but not a servant, who may
serve the drinks. I think the amendment
is reasonable.
Clause 18 authorizes a lodger to
supply gratituously a drink to friends
calling upon him in a room set apart
for the purpose or, in the case
of the licensee, in his private quarters
at the hotel. This amendment gives to
these people the same privilege of being
host to their friends as exists in a normal
home; it does not permit guests to purchase liquor. I spend up to five nights a
week living in licensed premises, and
from time to time I am invited as a guest
to private homes, where I can enjoy a
drink if I should so desire. Under
the present Act, I have not the right
to return the hospitality of my
friends.
I cannot take them back
to the licensed premises where I am
lodging and say, "You can enjoy my
hospitality in a place set apart for that
purpose." People who travel should have
the right to entertain friends on licensed
premises. What greater sin is committed
by being able to entertain friends on
licensed premises compared with doing
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so in a private home? I think the
amendment is a logical approach to the
problem.
Clause 19 will overcome a long-standing objection relating to a bona fide
traveller. At present a man must be
20 miles away from his home in a direct
line before he becomes a bona fide
traveller. Thus a resident of Mordialloc
may travel approximately 40 miles to
Werribee but be unable to be classed as
a bona fide traveller because Werribee
by direct line across Port Phillip Bay is
not 20 miles from Mordialloc. The
amendment provides that the measurement shall be by the shortest practicable
route.
Clause 20 relates to section 188 of the
principal Act, which places on the
licensed victualler the onus of proof
that a person was on the premises
for a lawful purpose during prohibited hours. The clause gives the
licensee further protection so that if the
court is satisfied he had exercised
all reasonable diligence to police his premises, or believed the person was there
for a lawful purpose, or had endeavourej
to remove him, it shall be a good defence.
Cases have occurred in which the
licensee has locked up his premises but
someone has remained in a particular
room unknown to the licensee. Subsequently, this person has been found on
the premises and the licensee has had no
excuse. The amendment will give the
licensee protection so long as he tal<::es
all reasonable care.
Clause 21 repeals section 191 of the
principal Act. At present no part of
licensed premises can be used as a
dancing saloon, and as dinner dances are
a popular form of en tertainmen t, 1.;'
present provision is to be repe~~ - .
Section 52 requires a special permit for
a private dance to be held on licensed
premises. This requirement is also to
be repealed. The reason is that wllel'e~ ,
a licensee cannot conduct a dance under
his own supervision, some other person
can obtain a permit to hold a dance 011
licensed premises. The Government fee:!=:
that the licensee should be respons:> f;
for dinner dances if they are conducted.
Mr. Galvin.
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The purpose of clause 22 is to give
reasonable protection to the private
rooms of licensed premises occupied by 3
lodger or the licensee without notice
being given to the occupier so that he
may have the opportunity of accompanying a member of the Force to the room.
The Government believes that before a
member of the Force can barge into
the private rooms of the licensee or the
room of a lodger he must say to the
licensee or the lodger or whoever is in
charge of the premises, "I want you to
accompany me to room so-and-so." That
will be some protection of privacy.
There should not be a wide distinction
between the privacy of a man in his own
home and when he is boarding at an
hotel. No person should have the right
to barge into the room of a lodger
without acquainting whoever is in
charge of the premises of the fact that it
is intended to inspect the lodger's room.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The policeman will
also have to obtain permission.
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes. Police have tu
obtain a warrant before entering a
private house. They would also have to
obtain a warrant before entering my
room at an hotel without my permission.
They. will not be precluded from doing
so under the clause. The purpose of
clause 23 is to allow the bar-room to
remain open until 6.15 p.m. for the purpose of clearing people from it but no
person shall be served with liquor after
6 p.m. At present, at 30 seconds before
6 p.m., one can legally purchase a drink,
but if one has not consumed it 30 seconds
after 6 p.m. one is liable to prosecution
for being on the premises.
The
Government recognizes that the. licensee
should be allowed fifteen minutes in
which to clear his bar.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-In
does that not apply now?

practice,

Mr. GALVIN.-Not in all cases.
Clause 24 is a verbal amendment of subsection (1) of section 213 of the principal Act, substituting the word" requesting " for " demanding" in respect of the
service of a meal to a traveller. The
court has ruled that if a person asked for
a meal but did not demand one, the cage
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could be ruled out. It is suggested that
where a person requests a meal and it is
not provided the licensee is liable to
prosecution. Clause 25 relates to section
231 of the principal Act which provides
that section 72 of the Justices Act
relating to the imposition of a nominal
penalty for a trifling offence shall not
apply. It is obligatory upon the court
to fine a licensee for any breach of the
Licensing Act. Members are aware of
cases in which the court has felt that
although a technical offence has been
committed, the minimum penalty must
be imposed. The Government considers
that the Licensing Act should include a
similar provision to section 72 of the
Justices Act, so that in case of a trifling
offence or a technical breach of the Act,
the court can deal with the matter
summarily.
Clause 26 is of some interest. It is
an addition to the matters in respect
of which the Governor in Council may
make rules.
A t present there is no
specific power to make rules on the matters referred to in the new clause.
Clause 26 provides that in sub-section
(2) of section 322 of the principal Act
for the expression " (c) generally" there
shall be substituted the expression(c) for or with respect to sanitation
hygiene ventilation cooling heating fire
prevention in or of licensed premises (including the premises of registered clubs)
and securing the cleanliness of food and its
freedom from contamination and adulteration in such premises;
(d) generally.

Rules relating to sanitation may be laid
down by regulation or by Order in Council. Clause 27 permits the Governor in
Counci'l, on the recommendation of the
Licensing Court, to approve of the
establishment 9f canteens in any
area in which the works of any
large public authority are in course of
construction. Such authorities' include
the State Electricity Commission, the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Melbourne and MetrO'politan
Board of Works, and the Railway Department. A recommendation can be
made to' the Governor in Council that
the Licensing Court should give approval
for the establishment of canteens in certain areas, but no such canteen shall be
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established within three miles of the
licensed premises of any licensed victualler or the holder of an Australian
wine licence. The Governor in Council
may make recommendations prescribing
the hours of trading and controlling the
conditions of supply for sale of liquor.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Would persons
who were not employed on the project
have access to the canteen?
Mr. GALVIN.-I should not imagine
that they would.
On major projects,
trespassers are prosecuted.
The canteens will be conducted by the authorities concerned. Rocklands dam, at present under construction, .is 16 miles
from the nearest licensed premises. Men
working on the Kiewa hydro-electric
project are up to 18 miles distant
from licensed premises. The tendency
has been for men to go to the nearest
hotel on Friday night or Saturday and
have a few ales, and load themselves up
with bottles of wine, the consumption of
which is detrimental to their good conduct. If they were able to obtain two
or three drinks at the project when they
knocked off work, they would be less
inclined to over-indulge in liquor. It is
considered that this is a reasonable
approach to the problem. Men in isolated employment should have some of
the amenities that those who live under
more civilized conditions enjoy.
Clause 28 makes provision for the
establishment of community hotels by
any municipalities or any registered cooperative society. This clause provides
for the wishes of those living in certam
districts who desire community hotels
to be established. I do not think there
will be a large. number of applications.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Does the clause
mean that a co-operative butter factory
will be enabled to open an hotel?
Mr. GALVIN.-No.
It will apply
only to registered co-operative societies
in accordance with regulations laid
down by the Licensing Court. There is
on the Notice Paper a measure entitled
"Co-operation Bill," which has not yet
been explained. It will define co-operative societies more fully.
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Is -the introduction of that measure co-incidental
with the bringing in of this licensing
Bill, or are they' designed to link
together?
Mr. GALVIN.-They are designed to
link. That is why the words" co-operative society" have been used. Some members have visited Bannera, Nuriootpa,
and Renmark, where excellent community hotels are conducted. Provision
is made in this Bill for the establishment
in Victoria of similar community enterprises.
Mr. DODGSHUN .-1 suppose the Licensing Court will have the right to approve
of the rules?
Mr. GALVIN.-Most decidedly. The
court will decide whether the applicant
body
is
truly
co-operative
and
whether the hotel will be conducted
in the interests of the people who
desire its establishment. The Government encountered some difficulty in
obtaining guidance on this. matter,
even after exammmg
the South
Australian law. That law does not lay
down any specific provision; the practice
adopted in that State has grown up, and
people have fitted into the custom.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It seems to me that
clause 28 requires an addition.
Mr. GALVIN.-I shall be happy to
receive any suggestions designed to improve it. I take it that the words" cooperative society" refer to a body of
people who band together, not for mutual
or individual profit, but in an endeavour
to serve a district and the community.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-To get
modity at a cheaper price?

the com-

Mr. GALVIN.-That does not occur
in South Australia but many social
amenities have been provided there.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. I{.
Sutton).-Order! It is regrettable that
the Chief Secretary has to raise his
voice to make himself heard. I thought
that the nature of the Bill would have
gained for him a silent and respectful
hearing. There must be more order and
less talking on each side of the House.
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Mr. GALVIN.-The Government will
welcome the co-operation of the honorable member for Rainbow. I realize that
the Country party supports the principle
of community hotels. The Government
will also welcome any suggestions submi tted with the view of ensuring that
truly community hotels are established,
and it is proposed that there shall be laid
down a set of rules or conditions, which
must be approved by the Licensing Court.
Mr. BOLTE.-It might be easier to
delete the clause.
Mr. GALVIN.-I do not think so.
Probably, not many applications will be
made· for the formation of community
enterprises. The residents of certain
towns in the Mallee licensing district,
including Irymple, have been clamouring
for some years for the right to establish
community hotels. Other districts in
which such moves have been made are
the Robinvale soldier-settlement area,
the Mornington Peninsula, and cert.ain
districts in Gippsland.
The Bill. does not represent the
millennium in licensing amendment. I
feel sure that it will not be another 37
years before the Licensing Act is amended again to meet the requirements of
the people. I am optimistic enough to
predict that the implementation of
amendments from time to time will immeasurably improve the Act. Much talk
is heard about the need for consolidation of various Acts. The Licensing Act
is about the only one that does not need
consolidating. Wit-hin the next decade,
probably there will be a strong agitation
for the consolidation of the Act, because
there will be amendments made to it by
various Governments, and as a result the
Licensing Act will become more in
accordance with the requirements of a
modern society. I thank honorable members for the courtesy extended to me.
The Government will welcome an
expression of views on the Bill, and
sympathetic consideration will be given
to any reasonable amendments proposed.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion was agreed to.
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Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I move-That the debate be adjourned until
Wednesday, December 2.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-1 realize that Christmas is approaching, and I have suggested to the
Premier that the House might rise
reasonably early. It is not the fault
of the Opposition that important Bills
are being presented a month before
Christmas. This Bill was placed on the
Notice Paper a week or more ago, and
could have been explained to the House
last week. It is a major Bill. Doubtless,
it would suit the convenience of members
if the present sitting of the House
terminated soon to allow them to transact private business or to visit their
electorates before Christmas. On second
thoughts, I consider that the business
of the State is far more important than
that of any private member.
The
Government has had no end of bother,
apparently, in having the Bill approved
by Cabinet and in the party room, and
an adjournment of the debate for a
fortnight would be reasonable.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .--1 support the Leader of the Oppo.sition in his
request for an adjournment of the debate
for at least a fortnight. The Bill has
been heralded for quite a while" and
only those in the inner circles of the
Government party have been informed
of its contents. Persons outside the
House, as well as Opposition members,
wish to examine the contents of the
measure:
The Chief Secretary has
stated that the Licensing Act has not
been amended for many years. That is
an additional reason why a proper
opportunity should be made available
for persons to make representations to
the Government. Both factions-those
interested in the liquor trade and those
who preach temperance-will wish to
make representations to the Chief
Secretary. 1 presume he will be willing
to hear those representations.
Mr. GALVIN.-1 have had representations from seventeen organizations.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Probably the Chief
Secretary has had unofficial representations made to him.
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Mr. GALVIN. --Official represent a tion
has been made to me by seventeen
organizations in the last four months.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Those persons
had not seen a copy of the Bill.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I have been Chief
Secretary, and I consider that certain
provision~ which should be included in
the Bill have been omitted. If the
Licensing Court is appointed in the form
it is at present and has to administer
the Licensing Act, with the amendments
in the Bill superimposed, it will have
great difficulty. Certain principles of
the Bill are counter to existing provisions
of the Licensing Act, and in my opinion
they cannot be applied simultaneously.
I require time to examine the Licensing
Act and the Bill to co-ordinate my
views so that I can speak intelligently
to the measure. I ask for an adjournment of the debate for a fortnight.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I alSo. request a longer adjournment of
the debate than that proposed to be
granted. In answer to an interjection
which I made when the Chief Secretary
was
delivering his
second-reading
speech, he stated that the Co-operation
Bill had some relation to the implementation of an amendment in the Bill
which he has explained.
Mr. GALVIN.-Not necessarily.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Chief
Secretary now qualifies his earlier statement, and therefore adds further confusion to a situation which demands
time for consideration. If he was right
in the first place, and the Co-operation
Bill is designed to make provision for
setting up co-operatives in a separate
measure, and if members are asked to
deal with a clause in this measure, which
depends for its implementation on
another Bill which has not yet been
explained, how can we do justice to the
measure until the second Bill has been
brought to the second-reading stage?
It is noticeable that when a Minister
at the table is in difficulties, less competen t members rush to his assistance
and make the position more confusing.
For the reasons' enumerated I suggest
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that the other Bill should be explained,
and that honorable members should be
given a fortnight in" which to consider
them both. Members on the Opposition
side of the House are not anxious to
encourage criticism from the public and
the press. Weare prepared to stay here
until Christmas Eve, and to come back
on the 2nd January, if necessary, to
deal with proposed legislation. Debates
should not be smothered; ample time
should be given f.or the discussion of
legislation. Members on both sides of
the House should be considered, and there
should not be a process of scrambling
into recess with important measures
dealt with hurriedly.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .-1, too,
should like to ask for extra time in
which to consider this Bill because,
despite what honorable members on the
Government side of the House might
say, this is a matter of vital interest to
the people. It is not a measure which
should be thrashed through in the
manner in which the Government intends
it to be.
Such action is indecent
and rude to the people, and it is wrong.
The Bill ought to be debated thoroughly.
In my electorate there are State Electricity Commission construction camps,
which are spread over many miles of
mountains. There is valuable work for
the State to be done, and members of
the Country party wish to consider how
the proposed legislation will work in
practice. I am interested in the legal
side, and I regard it as an affront to be
deprived of the necessary time to
examine the Bill. I ask the Government
to be manly and to meet the position
properly and fairly.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).Earlier this evening a most important
Bill, involving radical departures concerning the control and disposal of
Crown lands, was introduced to the
House.
Honorable members on the
Opposition side thought that the Government was convinced that a longer
adjournment than one week should be
granted before proceeding with the
debate. However, to our astonishment
that was not so. Therefore, I feel I
should not delay discussion, in the hope
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that the Government will show more cooperation with the Opposition. I suppose "there are very few Acts on the
statute-book which are more complicated
and more difficult to understand than the
legislation relating to the control of the
liquor trade. The Licensing Act is
extremely complicated, and the purpose
of this Bill is to amend that Act. For
that further reason, in addition to those
already expressed, it is desirable that
the Opposition should be given at least
a fortnight to compare the two pieces
of legislation, as well as to receive the
views of the people in their respective
electorates. Many members have received letters of all kinds on the subject.
I have replied to such letters expressing
the conviction that the Government
would not do a certain thing. To my
astonishment the Government proposes
in this legislation to do that very thing,
to take away certain rights of the people
in the old Boroondara electorate.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! The honorable member is developing his remarks into a
second-reading speech, and I warn him
not to do so.

Mr. WHATELY.-Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. An interval of a fortnight
would assist certain members to better
appreciate the position in which they
stand with respect to their electors. I am
sure the honorable member for Box Hill
would welcome a further week in order to
ascertain how his constituents view one
aspect of this Bill. For those reasons,
I strongly urge the Government to display that spirit of co-operation to which
the Chief Secretary referred. He said
the Government would give the utmost
considera tion to the opinions of every
member of the House. This is a good
time for the Government to keep its
promise.

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).In view of the approach of the Opposition to the Bill I consider that the debate should be adjourned until to-morrow
week. It is not a matter of hastening
into recess; there are a number of other
measures "on the stocks" besides the
one under discussion. It is not a revolutionary measure. The Bill does not even
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go as far as the policy of the party to
which the honorable member for Camberwell belongs .. ' A number of members
on the Opposition side of the House are
fully acquainted with the Licensing Act.
A long adjournment of this debate is
not required. The honorable member
for Rainbow, the former Chief Secretary,
knows the Licensing Act as well as anybody else. If anything untoward happens the Government will consider a
further adjournment of the debate, but
at this stage it proposes to adjourn the
debate until to-morrow week.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-1
suggest to the Chief Secretary that if
he grants an adjournment until only tomorrow week, at the end of the secondreading debate he should grant a further
adjournment to enable honorable members to prepare amendments.
GALVIN. - When you have
Mr.
thoroughly examined the Bill, it is possible you will not suggest any amendments.
Colonel LEGGATT.-l have only
glanced at the Bill, but I have noted a
number of suggestions I could make. I
shall require some time in which to
prepare amendments.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The Opposition has merely
asked the Chief Secretary and the Premier to grant a longer adjournment of
the" debate. I shall not go to the extent
of calling for a division on the adjournment motion. I shall trust to the good
judgment of the Minister and the Pre",
mier when the Bill reaches the Committee stage.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Wednesday,
December 2.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS (WAGES
BOARDS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minister O'f Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-Before
the dinner interval the House was debating this Bill intituled " an Act to amend
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section 21 and repeal section 23 of the
Factories and Shops Act 1934." The
honorable member for Prahran has discussed the merits and demerits of employers and employees. I thought that
he had imbibed something which he had
read in his more tender years, and that
he could not prise himself from those old
problems which in the early part of this
century, and even prior to that, arose
between employers and employees. I
emphasize the fact that most of my
colleagues in the Country party have
been for a "large part of their lives
employees. Even in those early days-I
ask the Minister of Education and the
honorable member for Prahran to
remember this-a pound was a pound
and it could buy a good deal more
than the pound does to-day. When the
honorable member for Prahran talks of
the low wages o-f those days, he forgets
tha t they were real wages.
The question which arises in respect
of this Bill is one of great import. It
means that the Labour party Government has once again intruded and superimposed itself on independent tribunals.
That is the reason why the Country
party objects to the Bill. I say emphatically that the Labour party and the
Country party fought politically and
industrially over the years for the
setting up of a court of conciliation and
arbitration as well as independent tribunals for our own industries. Now, in
one fell swoop, the present Labour party
Government cuts half of the ground at
least away from the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court. I am pleased that the
Premier is now in the Chamber because I
speak principally on behal'f of primary
producers. The Government intends to
direct the wages Boards o-f this State to
take into consideration compulsory"
quarterly cost-of-living adjustments. 1
remember a function within the precincts of this building at which the
Government and ParUament were feting a very prominent visitor from
overseas. That gentleman was a distinguished representative of the British
Government who was particularly
interested in the purchase of food stuffs
from the Dominions and other parts of
the world.
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The Premier, in his speech, disparaged
the primary products of this country
when he said that wheat, meat, and
wool were too dear. He, the leading
citizen of this State, did his utmost
before an overseas representative to
decry Australian primary producers
who have fed the nation and kept it on
a sound economic keel ever since the
gold days.
The Premier has been
acclaimed by some people as being levelheaded concerning the deal to transfer
Tattersall's to Victoria, yet when it
comes to a question of real wealth he
decries those who produce the wealth
and tries to depress their incomes. The
last depression was brought about by
people going about the country and
running down everything that .appertained to it. In my opinion, it is nothing
less than treason for people to carryon
in that way. Supporters of the Gover;}ment are trying to make people believe
that the decision of the Arbitration Court
wiped out the cost-of-living adjustments
altogether, but that is far from the
truth. All it did was to suspend the
compulsory quarterly adjustments of
cost of living. It was competent for
either the employers or the employees
to approach the court at any time, and
the court of its own volition was entitled
to adjust the cost of living according to
the rise and fall of the prices of commodities that make up the index figure3.
Over the last few years, the cost-ofliving adjustments have had a terrific
effect on the finances of the Victorian
Government. When one considers that
a 1s. rise in the cost of living means an
additional expenditure to the Government
of £150,000, one can assess the cost of the
prosperi ty loading of £1 a week. The
cost-of-living adjustments were suspended because there had been an
attempt by the Commonwealth Government to stabilize our economy. The court
considered that the plan was coming
to fruition and it endeavoured, as it was
justified in doing, to stabilize wages
over a period so that people and Governments could budget with some sense of
security for a period ahead. Possibly
the Arbitration Court would have
granted adjustments at periods of
six, nine or twelve months. Its decision
Mr. Dodgshun.

(Wages Boards) Bill.

did not mean, as Government members
contend, that adjustments were wiped
out for all time. This Government is
making a rod to beat its own back. The
Country party Government refused on
all occasions to interfere with wage
tribunals. We felt that once Parliament
took such an action there could be
nothing but chaos throughout the
State.
The passage of this Bill
will create chaos, because as some
Victodan employees come under determinations of State wages Boards and
others under awards issued by the Arbitration Court, people working alongside each other will be subject to different
conditions, and, as a result, jealousies
will occur in trades and professions.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That happened for
years in Victoria.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so, but it
was as a result of decisions of the court,
but now the Government is super-Imposing its will over a court decision, which
is a dangerous procedure. I emphasize
the fact that although the Government
is decrying primary producers and
refusing to give them their just due, it
now proposes to upset the economic
balance.
Mr. PETTIONA.-The bank balances
would show that.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Of course, the
honorable member for Prahran has been
reading a lot of theory, but he does not
know what occurs in the country. I can
inform him of the position concerning
wheat. vVe do not yet know what the
cost of production will be assessed at, but
last year it was assessed at 11s. 11d. a
bushel and it is anticipated that this year
it will be approximately 12s. 6d. a bushel.
The first payment for bulk wheat is to
be lOs. a bushel less freight; for bagged
wheat the price is an additional 4d. a
bushel; and 2d. a bushel more is granted
to West Australian growers.
This
Government has already reduced that
price by 1s. a bushel by refusing to
accept the price of 15s. for home consumption. Further, the freight from
my district is more than 1s. 6d. a bushel,
which means that wheat growers in that
area will not get 8s. 6d. a bushel as a
first payment.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER (lUr. ~Ior
ton).-We are not dealing with the subject of wheat and I ask the honorable
member for Rainbow to return to the
Bill.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-I know that you,
Mr. Deputy Speaker, are interested in
wheat because you represent a rural
constituency, but I suggest that certain
members on the Government side of
the House are not interested in
primary producers. I am endeavouring
to point out the effect the proposal
contained in this Bill will have
on the economy of Victoria.
This
Government has proved that it represents
only industrialized areas of the State. I
am sorry for some of the supporters of
the Government, who come from country
districts, because they are merely appendages to a party that has proved itself
a
Melbourne-metropolitan
industrial
party. As additional legislation is submitted that fact becomes more and more
evident.
Clause 3 of the Bill repeals section
23 of the Factories and Shops Act 1934,
which refers to wages Boards adopting
awards of the Commonwealth Arbitration Cour.t. As a result, the wages
Boards will have to obtain particulars
supplied by the court or the Commonwealth Statistician and make their own
assessment. In my opinion, if there is
a drop in the quarterly adjustment a
further Bill will have to be introduced
and the Government then in office will
be forced into the invidious position of
having to interfere with what should be
an independent tribunal. The Country
party opposes the Bill because the
Government is trying to superimpose
itself over what should be 'independent
wages tribunals.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Again, this Government has thrown aside
its principles in order to adopt the line
of eX'pediency. When a problem arises
it views it with near-sighted vision in
an endea vour to rectify what is considered to be a wrong to wage earners.
The whole of the principles of arbitration
are being cast aside by the Government
without any thought at all. This small
Bill will have far-reaching effects. It
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undermines the principle of the Arbitration Court which has been established
by unions and Governments and which
has undertaken the settlement of disputes throughout the Commonwealth.
Under the Constitution Act, the jurisdiction of the Arbitration Court is limited
to disputes which take place outside the
boundaries of any State. Over the years
that has been interpreted to mean that
where a union has members in more than
one State and a dispute arises, the Arbitration Court will have jurisdiction. Consequently, most disputes are decided by
the Arbitration Court. Over the years
every effort has been made to improve
the Arbitration system, and everyone has
abided by its decision and has accepted
it as the proper method of settling disputes in Australia.
After a lengthy hearing, the Arbitration Court decided to suspend the
quarterly cost-of-living adjustments, but
this Government decided, without any
consideration, that ,those working under
determinations of State wages Boards
should still receive them. Apparently,
when any decision of the Arbitration
Court goes against the unions or any person acting for a union the decision will be
disputed, and this Government will seek
to rectify it in the best way it can. I
am ·afraid that has been the attitude of
the Labour party and the unions to all
decisions of the Arbitration Court.
The honorable member for Prahran set
out reasons why the decision of the
Arbitration Court to suspend the quarterly adjustments was a bad thing. Considering the arguments tha t were
advanced to the court by the counsel
on both sides and the time taken to
investigate the matter, the statement
of the honorable member, I think, is
based on a good deal of inexperience.
One is entitled to criticize the decision
of any court. The decision of a Judge
is sometimes criticized by counsel who, in
an endeavour to have a decision upset
by a superior court, sets f.orth reasoned
arguments why the decision is bad. That
is quite legitimate, and it is also
legitimate for members to say that they
think the decision of the Arbitration
Court was not correct. The Minister
of Education, when introducing this
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measure, indicated that he was certain
it would be passed. The honorable
gentleman knew that the Government
passessed
the
necessary
numbers
to'
ensure the
passage
of
the
measure by this House.
I cannat believe that the Minister shared the
view that the Oppasi Han wauld agree to
the abandanment of a principle which
used to be that af the Labour party.
The Gavernment daes nat realize the
respansibility that it is undertaking in
spansaring this Bill, nor does it realize
the far-reaching effects that the legislatian will have. 1 claim that it will undermine the whale af the arbitratian system.
Wages Baards will have nO' right to
determine disputes; they will be called
upan, hawever, to' adjust wages automatically, in accardance with the Cammonwealth Statistician's repart. Sub-section
(1) af sectian 21 af Act NO'. 4275 states
tha t the wages Baards may do certain
things, but this Bill will amend that Act
so that wages Baards shall, in any determinatian fixing wages rates or piece-work
rates, provide for automatic quarterly
adjustments of the cost of living. In
those circumstances wages Baards will
h~ve no discretion whatever.
1 go further and claim that the Bill
will have the effect of undermining the
Arbitration Court. Section 23 of the
1934 Act which will be repealed by this
Bill, indicated the policy of the then
Government, which policy has been
observed ever since that time. I believed
that the Labour party supparted that
palicy, the effect of which was that
decisians af the Commonwealth Arbitratian Court wauld be· followed by wages
Baards, when making their determinations. The Commanwealth Arbitration
Caurt recently decided that, to adjust the
ecanamy of Australia, it was right and
proper for the quarterly cost-of-living
adjustments to be suspended in favour of
an annual adjustment.
Opposition members have emphasized
that many employees will not receive the
l1uarterly cost-of-living adjustments that
are provided for in this measure; the
adjustments will be restricted to those
emoloyees who work under State wages
Board determinations. That state of
affairs will not be conducive to harmony
Colonel Leggatt.
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in industry, and citizens will be led to
believe that arbitration is not a good
system, after all. I claim that the
Government has made a hasty decision
in the matter, and that its decision has.
been implemented with undue haste. I
am certain that the Gavernment will rue
the day that it abandons its principles
with rp.spect to arbitration, for the sake
of expediency.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 had nat intended to speak to this Bill, but 1 am
impelled to do so because of the unadulterated nonsense that was uttered by the
hanorable :member for Prahran. The
measure was introduced by the Minister
of Education in a temperate manner.
His arguments were uncanvincing, but it
was obvious that the Government had
committed itself to a certain policy, possibly in a rash moment, and that it intended to praceed with it. In my view,
only now is the Government realizing
the implications of its decision. 1 am
certai n that the Australian Council af
Trade Unions which, at one stage, was
enthusiastically in favour of the introductlon of this measure, is now beginning
to realize the extent to which it has
blundered. For many years, the Arbitration Court has been an established part
of our system of conciliation in the
settlement of .industrial disputes, and any
attempts to interfere with that principle
have met the fate that they deserved.
Successive Governments, in both the
Federal and State spheres, have been
autspoken in support of the Arbitration
Court, and its decisions from time totime.
The honorable member for
Prahran is the only person that I have
heard in recent weeks indulging in an
intemperate attack on the Arbitratian
Court. His remarks to-night suggested
that he believed~I think he probably
does believe-that the Arbitration Caurt
is same form of employer organization
that must settle industrial disputes in
favour of employers. Of course, nothing
cauld be further from the truth, and r
am certain that several of the more
reasonable members of the Labour party
do not suppart his remarks.
The position concerning this particular matter is that the Arbitration Court
had before it several claims by employers:
and employees, and it conducted' a hear-
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ing which occupied a period of approximately six months, during which time
a complete investigation of the economy
of this State was made. In view of the
fact that scant justice has been done to
the reasons for the Arbitration Court's
decision, I propose, with your permission,
Mr. Speaker, to read some of the remarks
that were made by the court, at the conclusion of its judgment, which occupied
many pages.
The relevant portion
statesThere are some important features of
the economy that cannot be regarded as
less than disturbing. Reference may be
made to the relatively slow recovery during
the last half-year or so of employment
figures in the secondary and tertiary industries, to the comparative retardment in
the rate of public and private investme~t,
to the diminution in the numbers, and m
relation to the population, the proportion of
those engaged in rural industries, and to
the high level of costs in all productive
activities.
On the other hand, good seasons and
high income from export have, in the
opinion of the court, enabled the economy
to adjust itself to new cost levels so that
a measure of stability has been achieved.
Provided the prices for our principal exports
are substantially maintained, provided levels
of rural production do not fall away as a
result of bad seasons, and provided our
already high level of costs does not r~se
higher, it appears to the court that WIth
a stabilization of internal prices, which-there
seems to be good reason to expect, the
prospects for the future are not unsatisfactory.
Nevertheless, in the opinion of the court,
there is much room for a greater productive effort on the part of all sections of
the community. Unless this is achieved our
production costs will continue to be a
menace to employment in those of our
secondary industries whose products compete in Australia with imported manufactures and even more so in those which are
dependent for expansion (which means employing capacity) upon being able to compete in other than our home markets.
The task of reducing costs and prices is
one for co-operative effort on the part both
of management and of labour. The former
must continue to aim at progressive managerial efficiency; it must give its employees
the encouragement of example and discipline; the latter must correspondingly improve its productive efforts; lost time within
the standard hours due to starting work
late and ceasing early, or to restraining the
work-effort for periods after the start or
before the end of a day or shift, must be
eliminated; and so too must absenteeism.
There is, however, evidence of improvement in these respects during more- recent
montlui.
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Aware as it is on the one hand of the
difficultjc;!s in the present situation that beset
industry and on the other hand of the dependence of Australia's prosperity upon that
large part of her productive effort whose
rewards are conditioned by good seasons and
whose prices are largely beyond our control,
the court, nevertheless, has not been satisfied that the employers have discharged the
onus of proving that the present situation
calls for a reduction of general standards
either in the matter of the basic wage or
in the matter of the ordinary working week.

This, incidentally, is the employers'
court, mentioned by the honorable member for Prahran. The judgment continuesOn the other hand, it is satisfied that
there can in the present situation be no
increase in the amount of the basic
wage, as was claimed by the Metal Trades
Federation.
The question of the abandonment or continuance of the .. automatic" adjustments
of the basic wage has been regarded in this
judgment as one which should be answered
in accordance with considerations other
than economic capacity. It is proper, however, to point out that if general effect be
given to the decision, there is good ground
for an expectation that the prices of commodities, particularly consumer commodities, will tend at least to be stabilized.

Mr. PETTIONA.-That is a fallacy.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable member
for Prahran sets himself up as a more
able authority than the Arbitration
Court. Without having conducted an
investigation, as did the Arbitration
Court, he expects this House to accept
his word rather than the reasoned
judgment of five Judges of the Arbitration Court after an exhaustive inquiry
into the economy of Australia. That
is a clear indiication of the nonsense
which has been talked on this subject.
The honorable member for Prahran says
that the decision of the Arbitration
Court Judges is nonsense. Those were
his words. That is typical of him and
of the more irresponsible members of
the Labour party. It may be flash
debating to indulge in that type of interjection, but surely the people of Victoria and the more intelligent members
of this House will not listen to such
rubbish.
The judgment of the court
continues as followsThe court does not accept the theory
that nominal wage increases, although purporting to meet increased prices, have not
played an important part in past price
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inflation. To the extent that automatic
adjustments will cease to be made, there
will be no case to present on their account
to the price-fixing authorities for higher
prices, nor, of course, any justification on
the same account to increase prices of commodities not under such authorities' control.
What must be emphasized is, as has been
said, that the basic wages prescribed in
the awards of this court are not living
wages in the sense of having been assessed
at amounts purporting to meet expenditures requisite to meet some standard of
needs.
For instance, the present basic
wage for adult males includes an amount of
some 50s. a week which certainly has no
relation at all to any assessment of needs
or of the cost of providing for them.
The decision of the court announced on
September 12 last was reached in accordance with the process directed to be followed by section 24 (7) of the Conciliation
and Arbitration Act, 1904-1952.

The court then refers to the death of
the late Mr. Justice McIntyre, and the
judgment is concluded. The Government
has ignored the O'bvious wish of the
court that its decision should be given
general effect. It has purported not
only to interfere with the decision of
the court, but to dictate to wages Boards
-which, as the honorable member for
Mornington pointed out, are established
to settle industrial disputes-as to what
they should do regarding particular matters. From a purely political po'int of
view, the Opposition should welcome the
action of the Government but we fear
the . effect on Victoria. I say to the
Government and to the Labour party
that if it is thought to be good business
to wreck the Arbitration Court, then the
Government and its supporters have
another "think" coming to them. As
a rna tter of fact, many members of the
Labour party outside this House are
constantly appealing, through dissentient members of unions and people involved in industrial strikes, to accept
the authority of the Arbitration Court,
and yet inside this House they interfere
with it. The Labour party cannot have
it both ways.
At present, there is industrial trouble
in the city of Melbourne. I do not know
whether it was caused by the dec'ision
of the State Government, but I suggest
that the Government is bringing trouble
on itself, because as soon as it interferes with an established tribunal for
Mr. Rylah.
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the settlement of industrial disputes.
pressure will be brought on it to inter-·
fere further with such tribunals. Then
it will be useless to appeal to the people
to abide by the rules of the industrial
tribunals if the Government itself
ignores the decisions of such bodies regarding wages. The proQ'f of this matter
lies in the very words of the judgment
of the Arbitration Court, which the
Governmen t has chosen to ignore. I
trust that even at this late stage the
Government will reconsider its lack of
wisdom in persisting with the Bill. r
feel that there are powerful employee
organizations in Victoria which would
be delighted if the Government dropped
the Bill. Members on this (the Opposition) side of the House are warning the·
Government of the implications of its
actions. I trust that Victoria will not
be plunged into industrial chaos as a.
resul,t of the Government's decision.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The
immediate effect of this measure will
not be very great, as the wages bill
will be increased by only 2 per cent.,.
but that increase follows many other
increases that have been granted over
the years, and the final result will be a
definite effect on the economy of the
country. That effect will not fall on
employers or employees in particular;
it will be felt by all people of Victoria
and, to some extent, by the people of
Australia. As was said earlier in the
debate, the effect on the Government
Departments, including the State Electricity Commission, will be an increase
in the wages bill to the extent of about
£388,000 annually. That leaves out of
account the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board, the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board and municipalities. What
the cost will be in terms of millions of
pounds to the people employed in Victoria I cannot say, but the figures quoted
provide a fair idea of the final result ..

This unconcern for the budgetary
position of the State, even in the implementing of one increase, which might
conceivably be followed by an increase
of another shilling or two at a future
date-this lack of responsibility by the
Government-must be kept in mind when
one hears all sorts of criticisms about
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what the Commonwealth Government
will not do.
The Commonwealth
Government and most State Governments have for many years past left the
question of the basic wage for determination by the Arbitration Court, and that
court has decided that the automatic
adjustments shall halt. However, the
Victorian Government has taken it into
its own hands to decide that so far as
Victoria is concerned those periodical
adjustments shall not cease. That is
the action of the same Government
whose members have pleaded poverty
over the years. Particularly when in
Opposition, they have talked along these
lines, and now that they are the Government, they are talking even more loudly
in a similar strain.
I do not think the Commonwealth
Government will be impressed by the
actions of the Victorian Government.
The Commonwealth Government's application of the reimbursement formula has
resulted in the allocations to Victoria
having risen from £12,000,000 in 1948-49
to £14,200,000 in 1949-50, to £17,400,000
in 1950-51, to £20,300,000 in 1951-52,
and to £26,100,000 in 1952-53. Those
increased allocations have been granted
in addition to many other increases that
might be quoted. In the year 1949-50
the sum of £8,000,000 was given to the
States because of the effect on their
finances of a prolonged coal strike. Victoria's share was £1,800,000. During the
three following years, in pursuance of a
policy of special financial assistance to
the States, the Commonwealth granted to
Victoria sums amounting to £4,750,000,
£9,100,000, and last year £7,100,000,
Those sums were grant,ed over and above
the taxation reimbursement in accordance with the formula and apart from
other financial arrangements under which
the State had been receiving assistance
for some years. Those grants by the
Commonwealth Government were made
as acts of grace. Now, we have the
spectacle of the State Government, which
has decided to increase the wages bill
to the tune of nearly £400,000, pleading
hard luck to the Commonwealth. As
a result of its action, it will find itself
in an inferior position at the next
Premiers' conference and at the next
meeting of the Loan Council.
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At present, people are competing for
tenders, and they are quoting lower and
lower prices, and earlier completion of
buildings. They are working on the
assumption that nothing will be done by
the Governments, especially in view of
the Arbitration Court proceedings, to
embarrass them in their attempts to
reduce their quotations. As I said before,
the proposed increase amounts to only
2 per cent., but it becomes a big
factor when ta!cen in conjunction with
other increases that have previously
taken place. One would think that the
concern of all State Governments would
lbe to halt the inflationary trend, because
that is the outstanding problem of the
nation.
The honorable member for Prahran
appears to think that this is a battle
between employers and employees, when,
as a matter of fact; both classes of
people are partners in industry. When
one section prospers, the other also'
prospers. Both classes of people are
opposed, not by each other, but by the
consumers, and their activities together
are to be judged by the reaction and
the effect on the lives of consumers.
Is it of no concern to the Government
that it is increasing the costs of both
necessities and luxuries or that it should
take unilateral action that will embarrass
the Commonwealth Government which
has a responsibility for guiding the
economy and development of this
country?
When development was in the hands
of the Chifley and other Labour Governments, the attitude of the Labour party
was entirely different. It supported a
policy that took three or four inches off
the tail of a shirt, or any other policy,
merely because it came from Canberra.
Of course, Labour then had the responsibility of running the war and keeping the
economy on an even keel, as it is possible
to do in war time with complete control.
Now the position is entirely different,
and members of the Labour party disregard completely the significance of
arbitration and forget that it is the
only way to prevent wages from
becoming a political football. After all,
there are more people who work for
wages than there are employers. It
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would be easy for political parties to
compete with one another for the votes
of wage earners by acting on their own
initiative and increasing wages whether
under some mathematical formula
issued from time to time by the Commonwealth Statistician or by any other
yardstick.
Taking the long-range view the rights
of the consumer are what really matters.

Everyone must realize that in a country
which is relatively cut off from the rest
of the world, internal prices do not matter a great qeal. However, when the rest
of the world wishes to buy from that
country and it finds it necessary to buy
from the rest of the world, the economic
situation becomes a factor. The fact is
that in many cases people abroad are
working much harder and more economically and are producing goods more
cheaply and of a better quality than we
are. Our only remedy will be to approach
the Tariff Board with a request to raise
the tariff barriers still higher, or to deflate the currency. In the long run, there
is only one way to conduct a war, when
there is an element of competition between the nations of the world, and that
is to be better than the other fellow.
The test of victory, in the main, is
tha t the best man will win. We in
Australia have advantages which I contend no other country possesses.
Mr. LIND.-Would you not say that
wages in America are higher than those
in Australia?
Mr. WHATELY.-The fact is that
America can produce some things, such
as motor cars, which we are glad to purchase.
Mr. LIND.-How is it that America can
sell dried fruits on the English market
cheaper than we can?
Mr. WHATELY.-There are some
articles that we want to purchase from
America and other commodities that
various countries wish to purchase from
us. They will buy them only if the
prices are right, and we can purchase
goods only if we have the money and
that it is available abroad. Those particular circumstances influenced the
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Arbitration Court and not, the stupid
personal factors which were introduced
by the honorable member for Prahran.
I find it very irksome that we, as members of Parliament, should be expected
to have this "lousy two bob" added to
our parliamentary salaries.
In my
opinion, that is a poor situation when
people in other parts of Australia who
are governed by Federal awards will not
gain this advantage, if it can be called
that, which the Government has foisted
on to those Victorians who are on the
Government pay-roll or subject to
awards of our own wages Boards. I do
not want the increase. Although I have
told the Clerk so, he has inform'ed me
that I will have to take it, that I can
return it if I like, but that I will have to
pay tax on it. At the end of the year, I
shall decide what I will do with it.
In my opinion this Bill is a cheap
political stunt. I can see no economic
justification for it, nor will it make any
contribution to the welfare of Victoria.
Of course, it will be valuable on the
hustings, because Labour politicians will
be able to say, "This terrible crowd at
Canberra stabilized the basic wage, but
we decided that the workers would receive whatever increase there was under
the 'C' index." The suggesNon will
not be that the cost-of-living adjustments
were suspended by the Arbitration Court
but that certain people, no doubt politicians at Canberra, were responsible,
and so the Labour party wHI gain some
kudos. When the Bill which became the
Factories and Shops Act 1934 was introduced, the then Premier was the late
Sir Stanley Argyle and one of the Ministers of that Government was the present
Prime Minister. That Bill provided that
the wages Boards of Victoria could take
notice of the decisions of the Arbitration
Court. In short, the Government of the
day had sufficient respect for judicial
procedure not to command the wages
Boards to do certain things. Of course,
that was not done even when the costof-living adjustments were increasing
steadily. Now, they are being commanded to take certain action, when the
boot might well have been on the other
foot.
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I wish to conclude my remarks by
quoting the following statement which
was made by the Prime Minister:the unions went to the court
to ask for an increased basic wage and
the employers went to the court to ask
for a reduced basic wage and for the suspension of quarterly adjustments. Those
were the matters for the Arbitration Court.
The trade unions of Australia put their
case into due form and writing and filed it.
This was not a casual roadside statement.
This was a deliberate and filed case of the
trade unions. Most of you have heard it.
But don't forget it. I quoted it myself in
the course of the Budget debate. What
they said was this: "It is submitted that
the capacity of the economy to sustain a
high level of real wages is better than in
1949-50; productivity has greatly increased
not only because labour and material shortages have been almost elimina'ted, but also
because of the high rate of capital investment in recent years. Primary production
is flourishing.
Employment is rising.
Inflationary pressure has virtually disappeared."
That was' the case for the trade unions.
It was a case reinforced and expounded
from time to time by leading counsel who
appeared for them. What I want to point
out to you that is worth remembering is that
that case was obviously accepted' by the
court. It is one of the ironies of the present
week tha:t there should be such remarkable
and foolish attempts by Labour politicians
to frustrate the decision of the court. It is a
remarkable thing that that decision, now
condemned by a few State Labour politiCians,
was a decision given on the case presented
by the trade unions and was a decision
which clearly accepted the case which the
unions put to the court; because they
said:
Look at all the prosperity, you
must not reduce our wages under these
circumstances," and the court said:
We
vvon't."
II

II

Tha t is a sort of popular summary of
exactly what happened. It was not a
battle between one group and another
as has been suggested. The Opposition
is n.ot objecting to this Bill because
it provides an increase of 2s. a week,
but solely and wholly because we
think there should be unity in
Australia and that we should leave
this matter to arbitration where it ha.s
belonged for so many years.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).I view this Bill with grave concern, not
S0 r.uch because of what its outcome
will be but because I consider that it is
a direct attack on some of the finest
established orders which have been set
up not only in Victoria but throughout
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the Commonwealth. In the first place.
I consider that it is a direct attack on
the arbitration system and on the
Arbitration Court. Apparently, members
on the Government side of the House
are quite willing to accept decisions of
the Arbitration Court so long as those
decisions favour the people whom they
represent, but as soon as there is a
slight reversal they condemn the system
and the court. In principle, that is
entirely wrong because the arbitration
system has been. favourably regarded
in Australia by all parties. It may be
that this Government has regarded :.t
favourably because as a result of our
economic situation each decision that has
been made has meant an advance for
the working people on something that
existed before.
In this particular
case, the decision was not hasty. In fact,
the court was castigated on all sides for
the time it took to deliberate. The court
having given its decision, I consider
that it is entirely wrong for one State
immediately to attack the arbitration
system. This one attack upon the ruling
of the court can have no other effect
than to undermine a system which has
been established for so long in Australia.
Secondly, the Bill is a direct attack
on the principle of wages Boards, Which
have existed in Victoria for many years.
They were a splendid conception; they
enabled employers and employees to
discuss their problems and reach a
decision. They have functioned extraordinarily well and to the satisfaction of
all concerned. We now have the case of a
Government, which is in power for only
a limited period, saying that the wages
Boards are all right so long as they do
not interfere with the rights of the
working man, but that if they do so the
Government by legislative action intends
to restrict the freedom which those
Boards have always had. That is what
this Bill proposes. It may be only the
thin edge of the wedge, but, it is, I
think, the first legislative restriction
tha t has been placed on the freedom of
wages Boards; therefore, I view the
measure with grave concern.
My third point is that there have been
numerous and very strenuous efforts to
induce not only the ,present Government
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but former Ministries to lift the restriction on rents. By law rents are restricted
to the basis of values obtaining in 1940.
Every time an endeavour is made to
bring the legislation up-to-date by making present-day values applicable, the
present Premier replies, "We must do
nothing that will raise the cost of living."
That may be a laudable attitude but I
submit that the Premier is completely
inconsistent in that by the present
measure a step is taken to raise the cost
of living by increasing wages. It does
seem absolutely inconsistent that he
should not only insist on that course
being taken, but also that he should
require legisla Hon to be passed to ensure
that the cost of living will be increased.
Noone will deny that an increase of
2s. a week in wages-when spread over
the whole of the State it amounts to an
enormous sum-will raise the cost of
living. If it is right to take such action
in the case of wages, it is equally right
to do so in respect of rents. If, as the
Premier has said, he cannot move in the
direction of increasing rents because that
will raise the cost of living, then it is
entirely wrong to agree to increased
wages which will automatically send up
the cost of living. I think that this
legislation is of a particularly dangerous
and virulent character. It is a departure
from existing enactments and, in my
view, the Government's policy in that
regard is fallacious.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair).Ayes
29
Noes
15
Majority for the motion

14

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Fewster
Galvin
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Lind
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield
Morrissey
Morton
Brigadier Tovell.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

O'Carroll
Pettiona
Randles
Ruthven
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
Towers
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Doube
,Mr. Sheehan.
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Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Don
Colonel Leggatt
Mr. McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell
Rylah
Stirling
Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Turnbull
Mr. White
<Allendale ).
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Dunn
Holland
Hollway
Holt
Lemmon
Murphy

Sir Herbert Hyland
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Moss
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. Petty
Sir George Knox
Mr. Buckingham.

The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
RAILWAYS (MT .. BUFFALO
CHALET) BILL.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is· a small measure, but, nevertheless, it ,is one of considerable importance.
As advances are made in this State, it
is found from time to time that action
should be taken concerning certain matters that have been overlooked. The
Chalet at Mount Buffalo national park
was constructed by the Public Works
Department in 1910 and, for several
years, it was conducted by lessees. With
the view of developing tourist facilities in
tha t area and encouraging local and
overseas visitors, Cabinet decided in
1924 to transfer the Chalet to the Railways Commissioners, who then assumed
ownershi'p of the buildings and accepted
responsibility for the capital liability.
The ·change was regarded as a departmental matter, and no legislative action
was taken to effect the transfer, but,
from time to' time, doubt has arisen
whether the Commissioners were empowered to conduct the Chalet and to
spend public moneys on its maintenance
and extension. Since the Chalet was
taken over by the Railways Commissioners, the original building has been
enlarged and improved considerably;
and it is now one of the best conducted
and equipped guest houses in Victoria.
The Chalet has been, and will continue
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to be, an impnrtant adjunct to the
development of tourism in this State,
and this short Bill is designed to gIve
legislative sanction to control of the
premises by the Railways Commissioners.
I presume that many members of this
House have had the opportunity, as I
have had, of visiting not only the Chalet,
but also the Mount Buffalo plateau, on
which is located the Mount Buffalo
na'tional park that is controlled more or
less by the Lands Department. Mount
Buffalo is famous not only among Victorians but also among visitors from
overseas because of its geological formation. When I was a member of the
State Development Committee I visited
Mount Buffalo in company wHh other
members, for the purpose of investigating and reporting upon the position concerning the accommodation of tourists.
I recall that, prior to the Chalet being
taken over by the Railways Commissioners, the original building was leased
by Miss Judith Samsing. When the lease
expired, in 1924, a decision was made
that the Railway.s Commissioners should
operate the Chalet and, since that time
it has been in their charge. During the
war period, certain parts of the building
were closed and, since that time, other
parts have been reserved for the accommodation of the staff. For a perind, the
operation of the Chalet was not regarded
as being satisfactory, but latterly its
operation has been gratifying. In my
view, there is a great future ahead of
the Chalet at Mount Buffalo and, as
developments occur, the demand for
accommoda tion will increase, not only
at the Chalet but at other locations on
the Buffalo plateau. I do not desire to
give free advertisement to the Chalet,
a State-owned institution, but, in my
view, it is far ahead of many similar
places in Australia, and it surpasses
many similar establishments in other
parts of the world. The purpose of this
Bill is to correct an oversight which
could have had serious repercussions if
the activities of the Railways Commissioners with respect to the Chalet had
been questioned at any time. For that
reason, I commend the Bill to the House,
and trust that it will receive a speedy
.passage.
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l\ir. MITCHELL (Benambra).-This
Bill is not as simple as it would at first
appear to be. It is rather in the character of a "nigger-in-the-woodpile" measure.
Strangely enough, in another
place, where this measure was introduced, the Minister in charge of the Bill
made an exceptionally short secondreading speech, which occupied only
twelve lines and three-quarters of Hansard; Sir James Kennedy's speech
occupied only eleven lines and a half;
and the remarks of Mr. Swinburne filled
36 lines. The notes supplied by the
Minister of Education comprise 26 lines
of type-script. I concede, however, that
the honorable gentleman amplified those
notes considerably when he made his
second-reading speech in this House, and
he evinced a practical interest in the
Chalet. His remarks were both informative and appropriate.
The Mount Buffalo national park com'....
prises an area of approximately 40 square
miles, or some 20,280 acres, in the parish
of Bright, in the north-eastern part of
Victoria, situated in a magnificent range
of granite mountains rising to a height
of 5,645 feet above sea level and more
than 2,000 feet above the surrounding
and lesser ranges of slate and sandstone.
It is really a dramatic corner of the
world. It was first sigh ted by Hume
and Hovell in 1824. The first development may be said to have been carried
out by the Mansfield brothers in 1854.
In 1908, Sir Thomas Bent opened the
first coach road there, and in 1910 the
Chalet was erected by the Public Works
Department and leased to Miss Judith
Samsing. On the 1st October, 1924, the
Chalet was placed under the Railways
Department for the sum of £18,900. For
29 years the railways have had entirely
illegal tenure. In the other place the
Minister in charge of the Bill said that
the Railways Act did not permit the
Department to do this. I am not casting
invective at the Government, but criticizing what has happened in this State.

Brigadier
TOVELL.-The
railways
managed the Chalet extraordinarily well.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Yes, to the tune of
many thousands of pounds. From the
1st October, 1924-when the 124-day run
of the Prendergast Government occurred
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in this State-----the people's money has
been spent illegally. Since 1924, the
capital expenditure has been £73,229
, on Mount Buffalo Chalet and I
want to know if that included the
money that the Government spent buying
Hotham Heights from William Spargo
and the Feathertop chalet. Whitewashing of Wishart seems to be a national
pastime at present! Were the railways
right in spending the people's money to
buy Hotham Heights and Feathertop? I
,repeat that at least £73,229 of
public money has been spent illegally.
The book figures at the 30th June,
1949, show a total of £113,227,
being made up of buildings transferred from the Public Works Department, £18,900; additions and improvements by the Railway Department,
£59,701, and equipment and stock
£34,626. What was included in that
amoun t that was illegally spent? Did
it include the cost of building a new
chalet at Hotham Heights? So far as
I can remember one side of the chalet
was sheared up with corrugated iron.
Photographs are still taken on one side
only. It was said that the money was
obtained from the insurances on the old
cottage at Hotham and the Feathertop
bungalow which were burned in the
bush fires.
Are we to whitewash
Wishart on that score also? Were the
insurance companies right in paying the
money to the Department? These are
vital problems.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-They are being adjusted.
Mr. MITCHELL.-There has been no
mention of Hotham Heights or Feathertop in this Bill.
Are the railways to be given ice on which to
slide out from that one? There is als'O
the question of refunds. Sir J·ames
Kennedy was quoted in the press as
having said, "This place is illegal. I
have been a guest there a number of
times. Can I claim a rebate for my
room?" Could he do so?
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arose about cement the other evening,
and also about having me certified.
What will happen if the thousands of
people who have been at the Chalet sue
the railways? What if campers sue the
Department for the £60 they have paid
in fees! The railways could not control
the grazing, and what will be
the position if the cattlemen sue
for the £80 per annum that they
have paid for grazing rights? I wish
to know the profits and losses on the
Chalet at Mount Buffalo, and whether
public money has been illegally spent on
a dud show. Before the last war, the
Chalet was losing approximately £3,000
a year. More than £100,000 of public
money has been spent on a flop, and I do
not think that is right. The Government has withdrawn from Hotham
Heights, and the New South Wales
Government has withdrawn
from
Kosciusko and Charlotte Pass, tUrning
them over to private enterprise. Officers
of the New Zealand Government Touris.t
Bureau told me that they were sorry
when they undert'Ook hotelkeeping. r
think we should examine the whole question as to whether we should stay in
Buffalo or get out.
What· other activities have the railways conducted illegally? People have
expressed a 'strong desire that the whole
administration of the railways should be
meticulously examined.
What about
other Departments? Has the Education
Department been buying or selling
schools in a way that it should not have
done under the Education Act? The Bill
demonstrates the urgent need for a
thorough investigation of public expenditure.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Public Accounts Committee should be reconstituted.

Mr. CAlN.-He can make a claim but
he will not obtain a refund.

Mr. MITCHELL.-I agree that it
should be. The Bill demonstrates to me
the need for such a committee to see to
what extent this illegal and possibly
wasteful use of public money has occurred. Except for those comments, my
party feels that the Bill should be passed.

Mr. MITCHELL.-The Premier should
not speak too soon. He may be \forced
into a position similar to that which

Mr. COOK (Benalla).-This is a small
Bill but it is an important measure. r
regard the Mount Buffalo National Park
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as being the show window of the State.
No place in Victoria can equal its scenery.
It is worth all the consideration that can
be bestowed upon it. Apart from the
hospitality of the Chalet, there is wonderful scenery, which attracts visitors from
all parts of Australia, and which has
lost none of its former splendour. The
management of the Chalet is all that
can be desired, and anybody who spends
a few days there will be pleased with
the treatment he receives. I trust that
the Bill will help to consolidate the position and permit greater development of
this wonderful national asset.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
LANDLORD AND TEN ANT ACT: "SQUATING)J IN PROPERTY IN ROYAL-PARADE)
MELBOURNE-DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE:
SHORTAGE OF BRAN AND
POLLARD.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. DON (Elsternwick).-This morning, I listened to the breakfast news
session conducted by the radio station
3UZ, Melbourne. At the completion of
the reading of the news, I heard a commentary by Mr. John Paccini entitled
41 Melbourne Opinion."
He made what
I can only describe as an incredible
revelation. Later in the morning, I
contacted the radio station which kindly
In
supplied a copy of the script.
his broadcast, Mr. Paccini statedMembers of the community who own
property and must abide by the regulations
laid down in certain Acts which even the
present Government despite its talk has
not had the courage to tackle properly
will find interest in this particular session.
The way the State Government looks like
tackling some Acts makes it almost certain
that its thought is not to correct anomalies
but to make only those changes that will
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not lose the party any votes in the next
State elections. After hearing this story
you may well understand why no one should
worry about owning any property to-day
outside the home in which they live-that's
if they are ever able to live in the house they
buy.
A private company bought a house in
Royal-parade and after a lot of trouble
managed to get the tenants out but the
owner found much in the property to repair.
Then vandals from Camp Pell broke in
and caused another £100 worth of damage
and the police took no action to enable the
owner to gain financial reimbUrsement.
Arrangements were made to sell the building with vacant possession to the university
so that quarters could be built on the land
for students from overseas.
A few hours after the option was taken
up two lots of squatters took possession.
One squatte!, owed more than £50 to the
Housing Commission in the form of back
rent. The owner was forced to take legal
action when the squatters refused to leave.
The court ruled that the squatters should
be fined but only one squatter's fine has
ever been collected. The Attorney-General
directed the police to withhold collection
of the other fine under his prerogative of
dispensing the Queen's Mercy, (but he made
the ruling apparently without complete investigation. The owner was forced to take
the whole matter to the Supreme Court if
you please in the hope that he would get
the squatters out. The Judge in the Supreme Court suggested the squatters be given
a little time to get out and the owner and
squatters agreed to three weeks-their time
was up last Monday, but at least one family
is still there.
The university decided to go ahead with
its plans and retained the services of a
wrecking company to dismantle the present
property in which the squatters are living
so that the land can be cleared for the erection of a new building. The original owner
who sold the property to the university
naturally had to hold himself responsible
for any legal action these squatters might
take and it was natural that the university
should ask for this, even though they
know the squatters have been found guilty
by a lower court of trespassing and have
disobeyed the order of the Supreme Court.
Well I ask you-how silly can your laws
be? What protection is there for the property owner? Who does the law protect,
the lawbreaker or the responsible citizen?
How any man could walk around Victoria
and seem proud to carry the title AttorneyGeneral while such loopholes exist is beyond
me. If those in authority are sincere they
should certainly check on the history of 241
Royal-parade and go up there to investigate
it. We bring the matter forward in the
course of public interest.

I have been advised that the remaining
" squatters" have now gone, and, as a
farewell gesture, they smashed a number
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of windows and pulled out the bathheater. I invite the Premier to investigate these allegations. If they are true,
I think all will agree that they show the
existence of a deplorable situation. It
would seem that our laws and their
administration by the Executive would
have to stand condemned. I congratulate
Mr. Paccini and station 3UZ Melbourne
for bringing the situation to light. It
is of particular interest to me, because
this is the second occasion on which I
ha,ve been able to relate t'0 the House
a Gilbertian tragedy.
The facts of the earlier matter which
I raised were that an elderly woman
yielded to the plea of some relatives and
eventually allowed them into her house.
They succeeded in driving her out by
being unpleasant to her. She attempted
to evict them and could not. A reconstruction order was served upon her, and
she was ordered to effect extensive
repairs costing about £400 in order to
comply with the order and make her
house habitable for people she did not
want in it. I could not believe she would
live long enough to receive back sufficient
rent to compensate her for the £400 she
would have spent. I heartily agree with
the statement of Mr. Paccini, "How
silly can your laws be?"
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).-A
matter causing great concern to primary
producers is the absolute i;mpossibility
of being able to obtain any bran and
pollard. This matter is of vital interest
to dairy and poultry farmers. In the
last few weeks, I have made extensive
inquiries from produce merchants in
Ballarat, the centre of a vast rural producing area, and ascertained that bran
and pollard cannot be purchased. All
sorts of excuses have been made to me,
such as that the millers have plenty of
it stacked in yards waiting for the price
to rise, and that the export of flour has
declined and flour, bran and pollard are
not being manufactured insufficient
quantities. The fact remains that it is
impossible to buy a bag of bran or
pollard. I ask the Minister of Agriculture to make immediate inquiries.
We are now coming to the end of the
Spring period, and whole-milk producers
are dependent a great deal on the con-
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centrates of bran and pollard to maintain.
production. The mills should be contacted immediately. I hope to have an
early statement by the Minister so that.
I can convey to producers in the Ballarat
district the answ~r concerning the nonavailability of these products.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-shall bring to <the noNce of the
Attorney-General the matter mentioned
by the honorable member for Elsternwick. It will be investigated, and he
will be given a report as early as possible.
I

Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agri-·
culture).-The matter mentioned by the
honorable member for Allendale arises
from the impending rise in the price of
wheat. As he stated, the Australian
Wheat Board has in recent weeks.
stl'ictly regulated the supply of wheat
to flour millers, based on quantities received by the mills during a preceding
period, which has been taken as the base·
period. The mills have been placed on
their honour to release the normal supplies of bran and pollard. 11£ the honorable member will furnish me with
specific details of shortages, I shan
investigate the matter without delay.
The motion was agreed to.
The House' adjourned at 12.12 a.m.
( Wednesday) .

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday) November 25) 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
ONION MARKETING BOARD.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-\Vestern Province) asked the
Minister of TransportWill the Minister lay on the table of the
Library the audited statements of all
financial transactions of the Onion Marketing Board for each of the years ended 30th
June, 1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953?
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The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answer isThe latest available auditor's report
covers the accounts of the Onion Marketing
Board as at 15th November, 1951. This report and the report on the accounts as at
15th November, 1950, will be laid on the
table of the Library. This Board is subject
to a continuous audit, which is well ad"vanced in respect of the 1952 'crop. When
that report is available the honorable mem"ber will be advised so that he may consult
it.

UNDER-PRIVILEGED CHILDREN.
CROWS NEST HOLIDAY CAMP,
QUEENSCLIFF.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Prov.ince) asked the
Minister of TransportIn view of the apparent neglect by the
Army authorities to fully utilize the Crows
Nest camp at Queenscliff, will the Government make representations to the Commonwealth Minister for the Army to release the
camp to enable it to be re-established as a
health and recreation camp for the underprivileged children of this State?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transpor't).-The answer isThis camp was used by the Education Department as a health and recreation camp.
The Commonwealth Government took it
back in July, 1952, and we have had no interest -in it since that date, but consideration will now be given to the matter.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
LIvESTOCK DIVISION: OFFICERS AND
SALARIES.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) asked the Minister of TransportWhat is the name, classification, and
salary of the chief expert in each of the
several sections of the Livestock Division of
the Department of Agriculture?

The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answer isMr. A. C. T. Hewitt, M.Agr.Sc., Livestock
Science Officer, Class "A" (£1,105-£1,155)salary £1,155 a year.
Mr. L. A. Downey, H.D.A., Pig Expert,
Class" Bl "-salary £1,050 a year.
Mr. N. DeG. Bowman, Sheep and Wool
E,\pert, Class" Bl "-salary £1,050 a year.
Mr. M. D. Hall, Poultry Expert, Class" B"
-salary £919 a year. (Plus £390 a year cost
of living allowance -in each case.)
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LANDLORD AND TENANT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion
for the second reading of this Bill was
read.
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-A fortnight ago, I
intimated to the House that the Government's intention was to consider the
problems associated with landlords and
tenants and to introduce an amending
Bill which, probably, would differ substantially from that which is now before
the House. The promised action has
been taken, and I shall seek leave later
in the sitting to introduce the relevant
measure.
The Hon. C. P. GARTsIDE.-Am I to
understand that the Attorney-General
will proceed with the Government'::;
measure on Tuesday next?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Yes,
definitely.
The Order of the Day was postponed
until Wednesday, December 9.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (BUILDING
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE)
BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion
for the second reading of this Bill was
read.
The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-I should
like the Minister of Transport to intimate whether he has any knowledge of
when a report will be received from the
committee that has been appointed by
the Government to investigate the bUilding regulations of this State.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-By leave, I desire to
sta te that the committee referred to has
been appointed and its terms of reference have been approved. So far as I
know, the committee has not yet met,
but I shall ascertain, for the information
of Mr. Swinburne, when the first meeting will take place and, if possible, I
shall indicate when its report will be furnished. I desire to point out to Mr.
Swinburne that the investigation of the
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building regulations of Victoria will
take a considerable time because a
wide field must be explored. Nevertheless, I hope that the report which will be
submitted by the committee will be of
assistance to the building industry of
this State.
The Hon. A. G,. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I trust that the
introduction of this Bill will not be used
by the committee as a means of obstructing the Government in this matter. For
many years the Building Regulations
Committee has cost Victorian taxpayers
a vast sum of money and now that, at
last, something is about to be done, it
is beginning to amend the building regulations and run for ,cover.
I hope the
committee that has been appointed by
the Government will take that aspect
into consideration.
The Order of the Day was postponed
until Wednesday, December 9.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-I desire that consideration
of this measure be postponed un til the
next day of meeting, and, by leave, I
should like to state that an indication
was given to me by the Government
tha t a Bill was being prepared on
practically the same lines as my own
Bill; also that notice of that Bill was
to be given in another place. So far,
however, I have heard nothing more concerning the matter. I have not proceeded
with the printing of my Bill in view of
the fact that the Government intended
to bring down a measure on similar lines.
I do not know whether the Minister of
Transport has any comment to make.
The lIoD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 have endeavoured to
procure some definite information for
Mr. Chandler, but unfortunately the
Minister in charge of the Bill referred
to is still speaking in another place.
When his speech is finished I shall
endeavour, to contact him again and
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ascertain definitely when the measure
will be proceeded with in that House.
I hope to have the relevant information
available for Mr. Chandler later this
evening.
The Order of the Day was postponed,
until the next day of meeting.
LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) moved for leave t<>
bring in a Bill to amend the Landlord
and Tenant Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) moved for leave tobring in a Bill to revise the Statute Law
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read !l
first time.
STATUTES AMENDMENT BILL.
- The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) moved for leave t(}
bring in a Bill to amend the Administration and Probate Acts, the County
Court Acts, the Employer and Employees
Acts, the Fences Act 1928, the Imprisonmentof Fraudulent Debtors Acts, theInstruments Acts, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Acts, the Property Law Acts, the Transfer of Land
Acts, the Wrongs Acts, and the Companies Acts and for other purposes
relating to the said Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a very short measure but a
very important one so far as the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board is concerned. It contains only
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six clauses, five of which however are
of consequence.
Three of them deal
with the financial structure of the Board.
Clause 2 provides that members of the
Boar.d other than the chainnan shall
receive a fee at the rate of £500 a year
in lieu of the present provision of £250
a year. The present fee was fixed by
the Act of 1920, and I think everyone
agrees that it is time for a review. The
members of the Board give very good
and loyal service, and I appreciate that
since I became Minister of Transport I
have received full co-operation from
them.
This amending provision will
bring their emoluments into confonnity
with that provided for a number of other
undertakings
and
instrumentalities.
For instance, in connexion with the
State Electricity Commission the payment is £500 per annum; for the State
Savings Bank Commissioners, £700 per
annum; the Housing Commission £500
per annum; and the Gas and Fuel Corporation £500 per annum. Moreover,
the directors of various public companies
usually receive to-day from £500 to
.£750 per annum. Reviewing the responsibilities and the duties of the members
-of the tramways Board it is realized
that it is time their emolument was
brought into line.
The Board has made provision for
retiring allowances for its employees.
At the present time some of these
amounts are payable at death, while
others are payable on retirement. There
has been no fund created, however, to
meet these responsibilities. It might be
possible in one year for quite a large
number of retirements and deaths to
occur. It is desired that a fund should
be established to spread the provision
for gratuity and sick leave purposes
more evenly throughout the period of
service of employees. As matters stand
to-day, the commitments of the Board
are not evenly balanced. Clause 3 of
this Bill provides that each year a certain amount shall be allocated from
revenue to the fund which will meet the
responsibilities of the Board under the
heading indica ted.
The Board also has an agreement with
employees whereby unused sick leave
can become cumulative after a total of
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ten years' service. By arrangement with
the Board, it has been further agreed that
at the expiration of each ten years'
service an employee should be granted,
in addition to any annual leave then due
to him, extra leave equivalent to and in
lieu of his accumulated sick leave, subject to a maximum period of ten weeks.
Up to the end of June last the accumulated untaken sick leave standing to the
credit of employees totalled 80,456 days,
and at the present rates of wages that
amounted to £240,000. It is thought
desirable that a fund be created and that
so much should be transferred from
revenue every year so that the Board
could meet its obligations to its employees when they became due and so
that -the financial responsibilities relating to sick leave should be evenly distributed.
Clause 4 deals with the borrowing
powers of the Board.
Those present
powers are limited to £5,500,000. It is
known that the Board has a number of
very big commitments this year, including the Bourke-street-Northcote-East
Brunswick conversion to electricity.
There is also the Gordon-street conversion as well as certain other works. In
view of these pending activities,
increased loan powers are required.
Under this Bill, therefore, it is proposed
that the borrowing powers of the Board
shall be raised to £10,000,000. This is
in accordance with a practice adopted
over the years in regard to other instrumentalities. Their loan limits had been
fixed, but, in view of heavily increased
works undertaken as well as the
enhanced costs of those works, their loan
commitments were increased. The tramways Board has borrowing power by
overdraft, which this Bill is intended to
increase in conformity with the previous
provisions of the Act.
With regard to the Board's authority
to make connexions, extensions and so
on, when the present provision was made
in 1920 the amount of £20,000 represented the cost of _constructing about
1 mile of double track. The present cost
of constructing 1 mile of track in ballast
is £100,000 and, in concrete, £150,000.
I t is proposed by this Bill to increase the
provision from £20,000 to £50,000. It is
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felt that, since the Board can undertake
work to-day up to an amount of £20,000
without the authority of the Government,
under existing conditions the authority
might well be increased as I have indicated. The necessary provision for this
is contained in clause 6. In view of the
importance of this measure, and particularly seeing that it proposes very considerable changes in the financial
structure of the Board, I commend the
Bill to the House.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham Province).-This is a Bill that
rectifies some outstanding matters under
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Act. The first of these deals with
the remuneration of the members of the
Board. A fee of £250 per annum was
fixed in 1920, and if their services were
worth that amount then, they are surely
worth £500 at the present time. The
operations of the Board have increased
very considerably meanwhile. We know
tha t each member of the governing
bodies of other State instrumentalities
now receives emoluments amounting to
£500 a year. There is, therefore, no reason why the members of the tramways
Board should not have their fees
increased to a like amount. When I was
Minister of Public Works, I was
approached on this question, but so many
anomalies were associated with the payment of the emoluments of the members
of the various authorities that the
Government of which I was a member
had not reached a stage of dealing with
the tramways Board before we went out
of office. I am happy to support this
Bill now.
In the past, difficulties have arisen in
connexion with the position of the chairman of the Board. I have in mind the
question of providing superannuation for
Mr. Hector Bell, the previous chairman.
There was no arrangemen t for any retiring allowance for him, so special provision had to be. made-through the
Budget, I think-so that he should be
paid something by way of recompense
for his very valuable services over the
years. It is now provided that the
chairman of the Board shall come within
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the superannuation scheme and shall
obtain the benefit just as other employees
of the Board receive it to-day.
There is also the matter of the provision of adequate funds to cope with
retiring allowances.
Apparently, the
Board has no power to establish a fund,
and I think that the payments which
have been made have been drawn from
ordinary revenue every year. I notice,
from the notes which have been furnished by the Minister, that there is an
.accumulation amounting
to about
£260,000 in respect of un taken sick leave.
That is a very large sum.
The Bill
therefore provides for the establishment
of proper retiring allowances. I do not
think those allowances are very adequate
to-day. An employee is required to have
served for a great number of years before he can receive anything substantial.
I 'am pleased, therefore, that one of the
purposes oi the Bill is to empower the
establishment of the necessary fund.
Dealing now with the borrowing
powers of the Board and the desirability
of increasing its overdraft limit, I consider that, in view of the decreased value
of money, there is undoubted need for
expansion. The Board has always had
power to carry out tramway extensions.
provided that the cost of any particular
work was not in excess of £20,000. That
limit is now to be increased to £50,000.
I was approached in this regard on one'
occasion when, as Minister, it was pro-·
posed that I should bring down a Bill
to amend the Act, and I could visualize
one extension which the Board had in
mind. The value of money to-day war··
rants an alteration of the existing limit
as proposed. As we have seen fit to givE~
the Board an "open go" to carry out
works of a cost not exceeding £20,000 I
think we can now safely grant authority
up to £50,000. I commend the Bill to
the House and I suggest that it can bE~
readily accepted.
The Hon. I. A.
SWINBURNF~
(North-Eastern Province).-On behalf
of the Country party I desire to say that
we support~ this Bill.
It has been:
emphasized'that among its important
purposes is that of bringing into line the
finances of the Board with present-day
values. One provision is that members
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of the Board should receive increased
remuneration from £250 to £500 per
annum. In view of the value of money
to-day and of the services which the
members of the Board give, I
thought that the Government might have
given some consideration to an amendment of the constitution of the Board so
as to provide for the appointment of fulltime members instead of maintaining the
present situation in which there is a
rather large number of part-time members. I do not know whether part-time
members of any Board give the same
services as they might if they were fully
employed. It is a debatable point, but
an organization of the magnitude of the
tramways Board to-day should, I feel,
be managed by a full-time body.
There must be quite a lot of problems
which is is impossible for a part-time
Board to handle adequately.
For
instance, there is the benefits fund for
which no provision has been made over
the years in order to meet a sudden
series of calls due to retirements and
deaths. I think the Board could be
placed in an embarrassing position
under such conditions and I agree with
the proposal for the establishment of a
special fund to meet any eventualities.
I presume the Minister of Transport is
aware that there are quite a number of
older members among the employees of
the Board and that as matters now stand
their retirement or death might well
create difficulties.
Regarding the proposed extension of
the Board's borrowing powers from
£5,500,000 to £10,000,000, the Minister
made reference to certain works about
to be put in hand.
It is proposed to
spend in the very near future £5,500,000
on works in Melbourne alone, mainly on
extensions and on the conversion of the
Bourke-street route. I am not an authority on transport and am not going to set
myself up in any such capacity, but I
wonder whether people in the -country
areas will be getting their share of the
money to be expended upon transport
improvements so that some of their
present transport problems may be
overcome.
I know that the Minister has gone into
the furthering of plans ,of previous
Governments over past years, with the
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view of speeding up transport. However, we who represent the country
people do not want too many of the
millions of pounds to be spent merely in
lopping off the tree-tops in country areas
while millions are being spent by the
tramways Board in the metropolitan
area. I trust that the Minister will keep
his eyes open to see that the position as
between city and country does not become lop-sided. The wealth of the State
is produced mainly in the country areas.
I therefore hope that the country will
receive adequate consideration so that
the development of the State shall not be
retarded.
The other amendments, which are
of a machinery nature, relate to the
bank overdraft and the ability of the
Board to carry out certain works without
obtaining the consent of Parliament.
Times have changed since the limit of
the Board's authority to make extensions
was fixed at £20,000. Probably the sum
of £50,000, which is proposed in this Bill,
will not enable large tramway extensions
to be made. I agree that when small
extensions are required, there should be
no need to refer them to Parliament for
approval. I support the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(FINANCIAL) BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is the first occasion since the Gas
and Fuel Corporation was constituted
that the House has had an opportunity
of being informed of its financial position. The Gas and Fuel Corporation Act
provides that the total amount which
may be raised by loan by the State and
by the Corporation shall not exceed a
sum of £10,000,000. This Bill proposes
an increase to £20,000,000. The extended
loan authority is necessary because of
the operations of the Corporation at
Morwell. The Act provides that, on or
before the" Proclaimed Day," the State
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shall subscribe at par for not less than
4,000,000 ordinary £1 shares in the Corporation. This provision has been
complied with.
The State is required at any time, upon
request by the registered holders thereof,
to purchase at 20s. a share any preference
shares in the Corporation. That was
part of the agreement. The total preference share capital of the Corporation is
£3,940,976, of which the State holds
£1,900,000.. A dividend at the rate of
3~ per cent. is being paid in respect of
preference shares. The Corporation may
raise loan moneys either direct from the
Government or by means of public or
private borrowings. An amount of
£2,500,000 has been raised by means of
public flotations, including a conversion
loan of £300,000, and the Government
has provided a sum of £1,500,000. Full
interest and sinking-fund charges are
being recouped to the Treasury in respect
of loan advances by the Corporation. I
should now like to indicate the present
financial position of the Gas and Fuel
Corpora tion.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In doing so,
could you give an idea of the percentage
increase in the price of gas since the
Corporation assumed control?

(Financial) Bill.

poration to proceed with the gasification of brown-coal scheme, as well as its
normal works programme.
I am sure that honorable members will
be interested when I inform them how
work on the brown-coal gasification project at Morwell has progressed. In 1946,
an investigation was conducted by a
committee into the use of brown coal
and the development of the brown-coal
industry at Yallourn. One recommendation of the committee was that gas
should be manufactured from brown coal
at Morwell and the gas piped to Melbourne, country centres en route being
supplied with gas. The plan has been
developed over the years, and we now
have an indication that it will be completed probably in 1956. I think all
members are interested in the project,
as all Governmen ts in office since 1946
have tried to further the scheme. Many
difficulties have been experienced, and it
is pleasing to realize that, as a re.sult of
the efforts of Governments since 1946I think a share of credit must go to them
-the completion of the scheme is in view.

The large project of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation for the production of gas
from brown coal at Morwell is proceeding to schedule, which was carefully
planned in 1950. The contracts for the
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Not at supply of gas-making, oxygen-generating
this stage; it is not the appropriate time. and steam-raising plants were entered
The total loan raisings by the Corpora- into in 1951. In the last year, additional
tion and the State amount to £9,900,000, contracts for the supply of plant for
made up as follows:treating the by-products, tar and motor
By the State£
spirit, were executed. The fabrication of
plant for gas making, oxygen generation
Ordinary capital sub4,000,000 and steam raising is nearing completion
scribed by State
in Australia and overseas. Large shipPurchase of preference
shares
1,900,000 ments of the plant are now arriving continually from Germany and are being
Advances by way of loan
1,500,000 transported to Morwell. During the ento Corporation
suing months the tempo of these de7,400,000 liveries will :increase considerably, and it
is expected that all plant will be ready
By the Corporationfor delivery before the end of next DePublic Loan raisings,
cember.
including £300,000 conversion loan
2,500,000
The roads and drains for the initial
plant have been constructed on the Cor9,900,000 poration's 370-acre site at Morwell, and
the laying of foundations to receive the
The balance of loan authority available plant as it arrives on site is nearing comis, therefore, £100,000, and additional pletion.
Erection of the plant has
provision is necessary to enable the Cor- actually commenced and will continue
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for a period of two years. As members
are aware, brown-coal gas is t,o be produced at Morwell by the Lurgi pressure
gasification process; brown coal, in the
form of briquettes, will be gasified under
pressure, using steam and oxygen, to
produce a gas directly suitable for distribution for town's supply. The locational survey has been completed for the
high pressure pipe-line from Morwell to
Dandenong. The detailed survey is now
also nearing completion. The pipes for
the first section from Tooronga to Dandenong have been ordered, and laying of
the pipe-line dn this section will commence early in 1954.
The first stage of the Morwell project
will be completed in 1956, and it is hoped
that the gas consumers of Melbourne will
be burning brown-coal gas in that year.
In the years following 1956, it is intended to continue with the second
and third stages of this vast project. In the .second stage, the daily
gas output of the works will be
increased from an initial 18,000,000 cubic
feet to at least 30,000,000 cubic feet to
meet the ever-increasing demand for gas.
When the capacity of gas-making plants
exceeds 30,000,000 cubic feet a day, the
third stage of the pro,;ect will be implemented. The gas-making process will
then be modified and additional plant installed to allow the production of high
calorific value gas and synthetic liquid
fuel-oil and petrol. During this stage,
considera tion will be given to the pumping of the rich gas to the m·ain country
centres of Victoria. As the Morwell
project progresses into the second and
third stages, the Corporation will be
making a major contribution to the
in ternal economy of both the State of
Victoria and the Commonwealth of
Australia.
A sum of £1,700,000 has already been
expended by the Gas and Fuel Corporation on the Lurgi gasification scheme. It
is estimated that when the first stage of
the scheme is completed in 1956 the total
expenditure will have been £9,750,000.
This estimate includes the cost of the
pipe-line from Morwell to Melbourne, but
does not ~nclude the cost of the outfall
sewer, the estimated cost of which is
£1,300,000.
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Provision is also made in the Bill for
the State Savings Bank Commissioners
to invest their funds, if they so desire, in
the securities of the Gas and Fuel Corporation. At present under the State
Savings Bank Act, the Commissioners
are authorized to invest their funds in
securities of the Commonwealth and
State Governments, the Melbourne City
Council and other instrumentalities, and
the Government considers that the same
opportunity should exist concerning the
Gas and Fuel Corporation.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-The Minister of Transport
has given a clear exposition of the work
be'ing carried out by the Gas and Fuel
Corporation on the gasification of brown
coal. In speaking to this important Bill,
we should remember those who were responsible for developing the brown coal
resources of Victoria and realize what
this work will eventually mean to the
life of this State. In 1943, the then
Premier, the late Sir Albert Dunstan,
made available the sum of £1,000,000 for
further exploration, drilling and testing
for coal in the Latrobe valley. The
investigation revealed that there were
enormous quantities of brown coal ir.
the area. In fact, I believe that the
deposits are richer than others in the
world. Approval for development of the
Yallourn area was first given in 1918.
In 1921 the late Sir John Monash was
appointed at the head of the undertaking, and that action placed the seal on
the development of Victoria's brown coal
resources. In those days I do not think
it was realized how large the deposits
were. After exploration, drilling and
testing from 1943 onwards, it was
reported that the Latrobe valley coal
deposits would exceed 27,000,000,000
tons and that the average seam of coal
was 500 feet thick. In the Morwell area
the deepest seam is 800 feet thick, while
the average overburden is 43 feet.
Recent investigation has shown that
there are reserves of more than
50,000,000,000 tons of brown coal in the
Latrobe valley. In 1946 the then Premier, Mr. Cain, stated on a visit to Morwell that the Labour party Government
would further the development of brown
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coal resources in the area. The Government which followed that Ministry signified its intention of enlarging the
development. Later Sir Herbert Hyland,
the honorable member for Gippsland
South, was entrusted with the position of
chairman of the Latrobe Valley Development Committee, with the responsibility
of weaving the ends of the plan together,
making it possible for development to
take place on a co-ordinated basis. One
cannot pay too high a tribute to the
work of that honorable member. It was
not possible for the project to proceed
smoothly without the co-operation of
various Departments and bodies, such
as the State Electricity Commission, the
Country Roads Board, the Railways
Commissioners, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, the Education Department,and so on. In my
opinion, this is the greatest proposal
which has ever been envisaged in Aus ..
tralia, and in years to come those who
were responsible for bringing the Gas
and Fuel Corporation of Victoria into
being will be remembered for their
great contribution to the wealth not only
of this State but of the Commonwealth
as a whole. Recently events have slowed
up progress in the Latrobe valley. I
shall not attempt to place the blame for
that or to recriminate, but it can be
said justifiably that the decision to go
ahead and develop this great coal field
was the act of a statesman. Each successive Government has added its contribution to the work, and each Government has taken credit for what has been
done, but it is team work that counts
and nothing can stop its advancement.
Gippsland will become the greatest area
in Australia.
Its population will be
larger than the combined populations of
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo.
Recently, at the invitation of the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings, many members of this Parliament visited the Yallourn and Morwell
areas. Those members must have appreciated the great development which has
taken place and the potentialities of the
Latrobe valley. The Premier stated that
in Germany work is proceeding on beds
of coal 20 feet and 30 feet thick; the
average depth of coal in the Latrobe
The Hon. W. O. Fulton.
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valley is 500 feet. The history of gas
supply in Victoria shows that for many
years we have been dependent on coal
imported from New South Wales, and
more recently from Queensland. In fact,
we have imported coal from South Africa
and India and have even had a few shipments from Great Britain.
Yet the
Latrobe valley and its brown coal are
within 80 miles of Melbourne.
A
previous Government decided to lend a
certain amount of money to the gas companies in Melbourne, and to erect another
power station in the metropolitan area,
which was to be supplied with coal railed
from Morwell' That would have created
a further industrial nuisance to the city
and intensified the population of Melbourne, which is already over-populated
in relation to the rest of the State. At
that time the gas companies were in a
very low state in regard to both plant
and finance.
I believe the Government's decision to
produce gas at Morwell to be conducted.
by pipe-line to Melbourne will ultimately
prove to be right, and that this will be~
one of the greatest industries in Aus··
tralia. At the Melbourne university it
has been demonstrated that it is possible
to produce coke from brown coal. All
honorable members are aware of what
coke means to the steel industry and
other important industries in Australia.
I am sorry that those who are responsiblE~
for Australia's interests as a whole have
seen fit to stop the work in the Latrobe
valley by curtailing loan funds. I be··
lieve Victoria has been sacrificed in
favour of the black coal interests of New
South Wales and Queensland. I express
that opinion after due consideration and
fully realizing the implication of my
words. The black coal industry has
flourished for many years in New South
Wales, and has been established in later
years in Queensland. When Victoria's
brown coal fields are developed, New
South Wales and Queensland will lose the
Victorian market for their product.
However, in this continent there is room
for many millions of people; at present
the Commonwealth Government is bringing many thousands of migrants into
Australia; and there will be other markets for black coal. The Morwell projeet
is worthy of this State. The Victorian
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Government has been accused of trying
to do too much, but I should prefer to
see it make this large undertaking its No.
1 task, and thus develop our industries.
If that is not done, the State will not be
able to absorb the increase in population.
Hospitals, schools and homes must be
provided. Surely no one will suggest that
they should not be provided, in spite of
increased costs.
It has always appeared to me that the
nation can organize well for war but not
for peace. I do not know whether the
people realize the limited amount of time
we have in which to become strong and
self-reliant in Australia. Internationally,
the same pattern is being weaved in
Japan as was weaved in Germany after
the 1914-18 war. We must have courage
and be prepared to take some risks in the
cause 'Of progress. If we adopt a policy
of sitting down doing nothing, hoping for
something to turn up, our hope will be
realized, but not to our advantage. Last
week the Premier and the Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
said that nothing more would be
done in the Latrobe valley until
the Government was sure that finance
was available t'O carryon the work.
That is a negative policy. If such
a policy had been adopted some
years ago, a start would not have been
made. There is nothing certain in this
life except death. Unless we are prepared to take a grip 'Of things and act,
we will not achieve anything in the
Latrobe valley.
N ow the plan is to produce briquettes
at Morwell, and make gas there to be carried by pipe-line to,Melbourne, instead of
carting the coal 80 miles by rail and producing gas here. It is pleasing to know
that the first steps of laying the pipe-line
have been taken. It is a large task, but
the Government's technical advisers have
assured it that the project is possible of
achievement. So far, the brown-coal
resources of the Latrobe valley have
merely been scratch~d. It is possible not
only to manufacture brown coal into
briquettes, but also to gasify it and to
recover several by-products in the process. In Germany, the extraction of
by-products from brown coal is an
important industry. When I was a
member of the board of directors of the
Session 1952-53.-[98]
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Australian Natives Association, I was
entrusted with the task of preparing for
the then chief president a report on the
coal resources of Victoria. I might mention that the black-coal resources of this
State are extremely limited and they are
expensive to work. In the Wonthaggi
dis trict, seams of black coal are from 18
inches to 36 inches in ,thickness, whereas
the seams of brown coal in the Latrobe
valley are extremely thick, and the
resources of brown coal in Victoria are
practically unlimited.
Dr. Andrews, chairman of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation, has stated publicly that
the initial generating plant to be erected
at Morwell will consume annually
27,000 tons of oxygen, to be extracted
from the air, 182,000 tons steam to be
raised by burning 100,000 tons of raw
brown coal and 126,000 tons of
briquettes. The annual production of
that plant will be 4,380,000,000 cubic feet.
of gas, 1,050,000 gallons of brown-coal
tar, 236,000 gallons of benzol motor
spirit, 59,000 gallons of light naphtha,
and 39,000 gallons of heavy naphtha. It
is anticipated that this plant will be
quadrupled by the year 1964 and that it
will be eight times larger by the year
1971.

I differ with any person who might
suggest that those who were responsible
for the gasification project at Morwell
made a mistake. I desire to state that,
from 1,000,000 tons of briquettes-not a
particularly large quantity when it is
considered that there are approximately
50,000,000,000 tons of brown coal in the
Morwell district-there will be produced
33,600,000,000 cubic feet of gas having
a calorific value of 450 British thermal
units, 10,800,000,000 cubic feet of rich
gas having a calorific value of 880 British
thermal units, 8,000,000 gallons of tar,
2,640,000 gallons of light oil, 12,000,000
gallons of petrol and 10,000,000 gallons
of lubricating 'oil. I emphasize that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation is now listed
among the Government undertakings
that can be financed by the State Savings
Bank of Victoria.
I congratulate the Government upon
having brought this measure forward,
and I compliment all those who have
been associated with the initial stages of
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this great undertaking. I have already
referred to the by-products that will be
extracted during the process of gasifying
brown coal at Morwell, but I suggest that
it would be uneconomic to establish a
plant merely for the extraction of those
by-products. The important aspect is
that the plant will supply town's gas to
the metropolis and to several towns en
route from Morwell to Melbourne. It i:
hoped that, in years to come, it will be
possible to supply gas from the Morwell
undertaking to provincial cities.
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previous Agent-General, the late Sir
Louis Bussau, stated that he had seen
petrol flowing from gasification plants in
Germany, operating under the hydrogeneration and Lurgi processes. I should
also like to see water flowing in some
of the irrigation channels in the northern
parts of Victoria. So far there has not
been discovered flowing oil in Victoria
but, to my mind, the brown coal in the
Latrobe valley is the next best discovery.
Efforts are being made in many parts of
the world to discover new oilfields. I
claim, however, that the Latrobe valley is
an asset of inestimable value to Victoria
because, from every 1,000,000 tons of
briquettes that are produced from brown
coal mined in that area, there can be
produced 12,000,000 gallons of petrol and
10,000,000 gallons of ,lubricating oil,
which may be regarded as the life blood
of the community. Other important by~
products can be produced.

Residents in the Latrobe valley are
somewhat concerned about the difficulty
of finding suitable employment for those
children who leave school each year.
There is no industry in the district that
is capable of absorbing them. In Moe
alone, 200 children are leaving school
this year. I ask: Where are they to go?
Obviously, they will drift to the metropolitan area, and their parents will
follow them. However, if the fear comOn behalf of the Country party, I deplex that now obtains can be overcome, sire to state, without qualification, that
and the Morwell project is proceeded we are right behind the Government in
with, other industries will be attracted to its determination 1:0 develop the brown
the district, and, in the course of time coal. resources ,of the Latrobe valley.
work will become available for the boys
The sitting was suspended at 6.12 p.m.,
and girls who attain school-leaving age
each year. The point I make is that it until 7.55 p.m.
is of no use for technical schools and
The Hon. A.' G. WARNER (Rigin··
high schools to turn out many hundreds
botham
Province).-I support the pro··
of boys and girl's annually if those childposal
to
increase the borrowing powers
ren have to come to the metropolitan area
to secure employment in commerce and of the Gas and Fuel Corporation in order
industry. It is envisaged that a new that it may proceed with the MorweH
technical school will be erected at New- project. Of course, the Government is
borough and that it will be the finest committed to that scheme and the manu..
school of its type in the State. That .facture of gas under the Lurgi system.
school will be wasted to some extent, I do not consider that that particular
however, if local employment cannot be aspect calls for much commE:!nt, because,
found for the students who graduate. I in spite of the eulogistic statements that
believe that, if a negative policy is pur- have been made', we dO' not know whether
sued, a chaotic state of affairs will re- the scheme will prove a success or a
sult, and the economic structure of the failure. The question will be determined
State will collapse. We must have suffi- at some future date. I cannot, however,
cient courage to proceed with the de- refrain from pointing out that some of
Velopment of the brown coal resources of
this State and not be content with merely the prophecies I made two or three years
producing and forwarding by rail to the ago have become appallingly true. First,
metropoli tan area a few million tons of when the Metropolitan Gas Company was
bludgeoned under the hammer of pricE~
briquettes annually.
control-In my view, the Latrobe valley will beThe Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You are
come the greatest industrial area in Australia, in years to come. I recall that a using strong language.
The Hon. W.O.' Fulton.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The price
of gas was kept down under price control
and the company had to consume its reserves in order to maintain its business.
When the company had been sucked dry
and forced into a position where it could
not maintain its assets, expand, or supply
its customers, the Government said, "We
will be generous; we will give you lOs.
in the £1, and you will be well adv;ised to
take it."
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Who constituted the Government?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It was a
Country party Government, controlled
by the Labour party. The Bill which
became the Gas and Fuel Corporation
Act was introduced by Mr. Byrnes, the
then Minister of Public Works.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Tha't is
so, but I should like to know which
Government reduced the Metropolitan
Gas Company to its state of poverty.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Liberal Government requested a report
to be furnished by certain officers of the
Attorney-General's Department, but it
was not supplied until the Country party
Government assumed office. It will be
recalled that in the report submitted by
the accountants the shareholders of the
Metropolitan Gas Company were to receive lOs. in the £1 on the net value of
the assets. The directors of the company and, I think, the president of a
union which owned a large number of
shares were appointed as directors of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. During the
deba te on the Gas and Fuel Corporation
Bill in 1950, the then Minister of Public
Works suggested that the socialization of
the gas industry would result in che~per
gas. That statement of the honorable
gentleman will be found in volume 233 of
Hansard at page 1457.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-How many
price increases have taken place since the
Gas and Fuel Corporation assumed
control?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I asked
the Minister of Transport that question,
previously, and he carefully avoided
answering it, but I understood that the
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increase has been approximately 100 per
cent. Further, I have noticed that
the private gas companies have been
doing very well since the advent of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. The reason
is very obvious; they cannot undersell
the Corporation, otherwise they might be
subject to socialization. Section 18 of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation Act provides
that private gas companies may be
ar.'l,uired upon terms not less favourable than those under whiCh the
Metropolitan Gas Company was acquired. That means they can be bludgeoned into taking lOs. for each £1. A
company placed in that position would
not do any.thing to offend the Corporation.
'
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not think
a person like Mr. F. P. Derham could be
bludgeoned into anything.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In my
opinion, he did not do at all well for the
shareholders of the Metropolitan Gas
Company. In my speech in 1950, I suggested also that in due course the
Government of th:e day would be forced
to take up the preference shareholdings.
My prognostication has come true to the
extent of £1,900,000. The people who
were paid lOs. in the £1 for their shares
then were to receive 4 per cent., provided that there were any profits. As
this was a socialized enterprise, there
were no profits.
N ow these people
receive 3~ per cent., the minimum
amount. I am wondering whether some
of the poor widows who own preference
shares are aware of the fact that their
income is not guaranteed, even at 3!
per cent. after ten years.
In years gone by, the Metropolitan
Gas Company was considered to be a
safe investment but then the Socialists
took charge of it. It will be remembered
that shareholders paid an average of
£9 3s. for their shares, but they received
considerably less when the Government
offered lOs. in the £1 for the assets of
the company, after forcing it to use its
reserves. I also suggested that before
the State got anywhere with the making
of gas from brown coal the Government
would need to spend a lot more money,
and I see that the Government has
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invested £9,900,000 in this project, of
which amount only £1,700,000 has been
spent on the Lurgi plant.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Your
Government approved of that expenditure.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is more
than three and a half years since the
Liberal and Country party graced the
Treasury bench whereas the Metropolitan Gas Company was bludgeoned into
selling its business in October, 1950.
After the faces of the shareholders of the
company had been ground down in the
dirt they were pleased to get out. I
think that this was one of the sixteen
points that the Labour party had on it~
list.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You must
blame the implementers of those points,
not the present Government.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
that the Country party Government
implemented the policy of the Labour
party.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-The Hollway Government first agreed to this project.
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capital in the same way as it had in the
previous 50 years. The company was
forced to use up all its reserves-at the
end of the time, it did not pay dividends
-and cut the price of gas. The reward
it received for its co-operation with the
Government was disastrous.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-Who was
the Minister in Charge of Prices at that
time?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Wben the
Liberal and Country party Government
was in office, it played its part in keeping
prices too low. But, although it kept
prices down, it did not take advantage
of the victim by forcing it to sell ou tat
half the right price.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You were
a Minister at the time.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Swinburne is trying to accuse me of
doing something. I take full responsibility for what I did, but I do not think
I should be branded as a criminal when
I was not in a position to do what he
suggests. I have read press reports that
the present Federal Government is
depriving the State of loan funds. A few
days ago, I heard the suggestion' that,
if only justice was done to Victoria, the
Morwell plan would be implemented and
everything would be "hunky dory." The
truth is that the Government has already
advanced to the Gas and Fuel Corporation £9,900,000, of which only £1,700,000
has gone towards the erection of the
Lurgi plant.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Liberal and Country party Government
did not acquire the Metropolitan Gas
Company. In :fact, that Government
made no bargain with anyone. That
course was taken by a subsequent
Government. It is a standing disgrace
to Victoria that the shareholders of the
company were robbed in order to install
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The whole
the Morwell Lurgi gas plant.
The
show
must have been very sick before
Brighton Gas Company was taken over
so that the State could produce gas from then.
brown coal by the Lurgi process at
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The comMorwell. I do not know why that action panies had been screwed down to the
was taken except that my' suspicious position where they could not live. Then
mind makes me think that it was the State took them over and spent
a wonderful opportunity to socialize approximately £8,000,000 on the manuthe gas-making industry.
Nothing
facture and distribution of gas from
was done by the Government which
could not have been done without black coal, which had nothing to do with
its acqUIrmg those gas companies. . the Lurgi plant. That capital could have
If
the Government had allowed remained private and the State's
the Metropolitan Gas Company to in- money could have been used at Morwell
crease the price of its product, as has or for education or other purposes. The
since been done by the Government, the prodders of the Country party Governcompany would have been able to acquire ment insisted that enterprises giving
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good service to the community by selling
their product under cost should be
socialized.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Does not the
sum of £9,000,000 include the purchase
of shares?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
shares belonged to private people, and
the Labour party, as the prodders of the
Country party Government, gave money
of the State to the shareholders. That
money was taken from loan funds and
could have been used for the further
development of Lurgi gas.
Expeditions are now visiting Morwell;
the Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings conducts parties there
to demonstra te the disastrous result
of the Federal Government not
giving the State more money. Why
should the Federal Government give the
State more money-to socialize another
industry? The Government did not use
its money to establish the Lurgi plant at
Morwell; it bought out private gas companies. There was no need to buyout
the Brighton Gas Company in order to
make brown-coal gas' at Morwell. That
purchase did not result in the public
getting cheaper gas or the Lurgi plant
being installed quickly. If private enterprise had not been bought out, the
Government would have had £4,000,000
to spend in other directions. The efforts
of the Socialists have delayed the installation of the Lurgi plant. To the question, U Has that expenditure resulted in
cheaper gas being available to the community?" the answer is
No." In
addition, the Government is not able to
sell gas cheaper than the Brighton Gas
Company could sell it. All this has been
to the disadvantage of the shareholders
of the private companies, who were
screwed down. Many people had faith in
those concerns, in which they invested
their savings.
.
U

The Lurgi plant was to be installed for
£4,000,000, but now I find that the estimate has
risen to approximately
£10,000,000. I do not criticize that rise
because I realize that costs have
~ncreased. When information of this type
IS presented, the most hopeful view is
taken, but it must be admitted that the
increase is large. Nothing has been done
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except to take the business away from
the people to which it belonged and only
half the correct price was paid. Gas has
still to be produced at Morwell. I hope
that project will be successful, otherwise
it will be disastrous for the State. We
cannot pat ourselves on the back for
using loan money to buyout private
enterprise in this connexion when there
was no need to do so. There was no
reason why the State could not have
produced gas from brown coal and permitted private enterprise to distribute
the gas.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-I feel that I
should answer Mr. Warner's remarks by
stating the facts. Mr. Warner spoke of
the gas companies being screwed down
and bludgeoned into agreeing to certain
proposals. I would point out that the
Country party Government assumed
office in June, 1950. Mr. Warner said
that the.gas companies had been screwed
down by price control, but I recall the
position he occupied in the Government
which was in office before the Country
party Administration took over. He had
a say in the matter .of price control.
He proudly introduced Bills for the con·
tinuance of that price control which
brought about the very results he is now
condemning. I am prepared to accept
full responsibility on behalf of the party
for the action we took in the development of the brown-coal industry. I accept
my own responsibility but will not be
charged with something of which I was
not guilty. As to the screwing down, I
lay it at Mr. Warner's feet and at the
feet of the party of which he is a member. When we took office we found two
alternative proposals. One of these was
to lend £1,000,000 to the gas companies
to put them on their feet again.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-At what interest?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-No ~n
terest was mentioned. The other proposal was put up by the gas companies
themselves and accepted by the then
Government.
As a member of th~
Country party, I consider that the gas
companies were screwed down by the
price control to which Mr. Warner was
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partner. It brought the companies to
such a position that the Brighton company especially was in a particularly
difficult plight. It became practically impossible for that company to reticulate
the area which it was serving; and
millions of pounds have had to be spent
in the last two years to get the mains
back into a condition of being able to
carry gas. We as a Government preferred to take the first step and to protect the future of the State rather than
be at the mercy of somebody who would
force us to pay an extreme price. That
is to say, we bought 'at the time when the
State should have bought, namely, at the
lowest ebb, following' the process 01
screwing down followed by the previous
Government.
As to the suggestion that companies were giving , good service,
not many housewives would agree
with Mr. Warner.
Most of what
they were being supplied with was
air.
We were faced with a position in which not only was a bad service given, but in which there was also inability to obtain coal. To-day we have
an asset in this State, and it is now up
to the Government to develop our browncoal resources. Any Government that
shirks the responsibility of developing
the resou~ces of the State is failing to
do its best in the interests of the State
and its people.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
HEALTH (PROPRIETARY
MEDICINES) BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The or'iginal t'itle of the relevant Act was
" an Act to provide for the registration
of patent medicines and to regulate the
sale and advertisement thereof and for
other purposes ", and it was passed in
1942. It was not proclaimed, however,
for some years; there seemed to be some
conflict among interested persons and, of
course, the war intervened. Finally, the
Act was proclaimed in 1947, to come into
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operation early in the following year. It
was dependent for its proper working on
the publication of a register, which was
to contain a list of all the medicines-'
called "patent medicines" at that time!
-showing their distinctive names, pre·,
scriptions 'and compositions and the pur·,
poses for which they were sold. TherE~
were difficulties associated with the com..
pilation of that register. In fact, the
legislation was not to become effective in
any sense until that register had been
compiled. But folfowing upon the pro,·
clamation of the Act, a fair amount of
opposition
developed
from
manufacturers both here and abroad, im,·
porters, retail chemists and others
interested in patent medicines.
This
required considerable investigation by
officers of the Department of Health in
examining the objections put forward.
It was therefore decided to set up a
committee to deal with the various
matters, and the Chief Health Officer
was authorized to consult with representatives of the trade. Those who were
consulted were Mr. K.o G. Attiwill, Mr.
A. J. Norris" and Mr. E. Scott. They
presented a report in 1949 suggesting a
number of amendments. This Bill incorporates, I think in substance, many of
the amendments. That report was submitted to a previous Government but,
for its own reasons, it did not introduce
any measure to make the original Ad
workable.

The Bill before the House amends in
the first place the title of the original
Act.
Apparently the words "patent
medicines" conjure in the minds of a
number of people some form of distrust
-an air of quackery-and it was
thought tha t a better name might be
chosen. It was therefore recommended
that instead of the term" patent medicines," "proprietary medicines" shoulld
be used. The amendment of the title of
the original Act involves, of course, a
large number of consequential amendments. The alteration is being made
at the express request of the trade.
Clause 2 of the Bill varies the meaning of the term " proprietary medicines "
by exempting from the provisi~ns of the
Act any preparation made to a formula
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printed in certain additional authorized
publications. These are set forth in
the Bill and the publications in question
are " the Commonwealth Pharmaceutical
Formulary or of any text book on pharmacology or materia medica approved in
that behalf by the Governor in Council
from time to time on the recommendation of the University of Melbourne or of
the Pharmacy Board of Victoria." For
this exemption to apply, however, the
preparations must be sold only by their
official name, which cannot be qualified
in any way.
Clause 3 is designed to increase
the size of the advisory committee
constituted under section 4 of the
Health (Patent Medicines) Act 1942.
Under section 3 of that Act, provision
was made that the committee would consist of a Health Officer of the Department
of Public Health, a teacher or lecturer in
pharmacology appointed after consultation by the Minister with the Council of
the University of Melbourne, a registered
pharmaceutical chemist appointed from
a panel of not less than three names submitted to the Minister by the Pharmacy
Board of Victoria, and a representative
of the manufacturers of patent medicines appointed from' a panel of not less
than three names submitted to the
Minister by the patent medicine manufacturers' section of the Proprietary
Articles Trade Association of Victoria.
The Bill proposes to increase the personnel of that committee from four to
six, by adding a legally qualified medical
practitioner practising as a physician
appointed from a panel of not less than
three names submitted to the Minister
by the Victorian branch of the British
Medical Association, and a registered
pharmaceutical chemist carrying on business as a retail chemist and druggist
appointed from a panel of not less than
three names submitted by the Federated
Pharmaceutical
Service
Guild
of
Australia.
Clause 5 will have the effect of amending section 4 of the 1942 Act by extending the time within which applications
for registration may be lodged. Under
the present legislation, provision is made
that every wholesale dealer shall, with
respect to each patent medicine which he
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was selling at the commencement of the
Act, make to the Chief Health Offioer
wi thin 30 days after such commencement, an application for registration of
such patent medicine in writing in the
prescribed manner and form. The applicant is required to state his name and
place of business, the distinctive name of
the patent medicine, the place of manufacture, the name of the manufacturer,
and so on. Under the terms of that provision, the period within which application for registration could have been
made expired within 30 days of the
proclamation of the 1942 Act. That
legislation was proclaimed on the 2nd
February, 1948; consequently, all applications should have been lodged by the
early part of April, 1948. The position
after the passage of this Bill will be that
all applications received since that date
will be accepted for registration.
This Bill will give to the Chief Health
Officer power to add the names of new
substances to the register, and to make
corrections to it. The Chief Health
Officer will also be empowered to clear
the register from time to time of any
preparations that are no longer on the
market, the names of which would
otherwise clutter up the register. Some
medical preparations, curry favour for a
short period of time and then fall into
disuse. In other instances, a manufacturer goes out of business or he discontinues the manufacture of a certain line.
The Chief Health Officer will have power
to purge the register, as it were, of the
old proprietary lines that have fallen
into disuse and thus keep the record up
to date.
The last amendment contained in the
Bill is included in clause 8, which provides that where a manufacturer has
paid a fee on an application for registration that has been made in error, or if a
medicine concerning which application
is made for registration is deemed to be
not a proprietary medicine within the
meaning of the Act, the fee paid may be
refunded.
I think I am correct in stating that
the amendments that I have described
have all been recommended by a committee appointed by a previous Government to consider those matters. Thp
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original Act was a good one, and it will
serve the purpose for which it was introduced, namely, to protect the public
against certain proprietary products for
which substantial but unfounded claims
are made by way of advertisement. I
have in mind particularly the claims
that are propounded by those who offer
for sale certain brands of hair restorer,
most of which cannot be substantiated.
rn my view, the difficulties that are
associa ted with the original Bill will
be rectified by the passage of this
measure, which will certainly make the
existing legislation workable.
Since copies of the measure have been
Circulated, certain amendments have
been suggested to me. I now hold in
my hand copies of three such amendments, which I propose to submit at the
Commi ttee stage. I desire to make a
passing reference to them. I predict
that they will not give rise to controversy. The first amendment relates
to clause 3 of the Bill. It proposes that,
at the end of section 2 of the Health
(Patent) Medicines Act 1942, there shall
be inserted what might be regarded as
an exempting clause, in the following
terms:Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to
extend or apply to any advertisement which
is published or distributed only to members
of the medical, dental, pharmaceutical,
dietetic or nursing professions, or which is
published only in bona fide professional or
trade journals ordinarily circulating only
among such members.

Apparently, it was felt in some quarters
that there might be some impingement
upon an existing practice of the Departmen t of Health concerning certain
medical matters, and the exempting
provision to which I have referred has
been suggested as a protection for certain trade interests. The Department
of Health has no objection.
The . next suggested amendment relates to the proposal contained in clause
4 of the Bill to amend sub-section (2)
of section 3 of the 1942 Act by increasing the number of members of the
advisory committee from four to six.
The effect of the amendment will be to
ensure that the registered pharmaceutical chemist, who is to be appointed
a member of that committee, will be
The H on. A. M. Fraser.
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selected from a panel of names submitted by the governing body for Victoria of the Federated Pharmaceutical
Service Guild of Australia. The proposed amendment will merely correct
the title of the body that will submit
the panel of names to the Minister.
The third amendment suggested relates to clause 6 of the Bill, wherein i.t
is proposed to add a new sub-section to
section 8 of the 1942 Act. The new subsection is designed to give to the Chief
Health Officer power to vary the register,
and generally to keep it up to date. It
also specifies the procedure whereby the
Chief Health Officer may make any
necessary deletions, and states that a
registered letter may from time to time
be sent to the wholesale dealer in
any registered proprietary medicinE~,
addressed to him at the place of busines.s
mentioned in the register. The 1942
Act, however, makes no provision for
the recording of the addresses of the
wholesale dealers in the proprietary
preparations concerned, and the object
of the proposed amendment is to provide that a registered letter may be sent
to such a person at his last known
place of business.
The SUbstantive amendments to the
1942 Act are those contained in the Bill
that has been circulated among members, and I now commend the measure
to the House.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-As the Minister of
Labour stated, this Bill is a further step
to put into effect the 1942 Act. It is
necessary and desirable to protect the
public against certain substances that
might be injurious to their health. At the
same time, I believe members will agree
that it is equally important for manufacturers to be protected from any undue
degree of control-possibly victimization-in certain circumstances. In my
view, those aspects are adequately provided for in the Bill. The public will
be protected and a measure of protection will also be afforded to a manufacturer by providing him with the
right of appeal against decisions of the
Chief Health Officer and the .advisory
committee. The small committee, set up
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under the Chief Health Officer in the
year 1949, reported with recommendations, which mainly constitute the
amendments contained in this Bill. The
first really noticeable amendment is the
alteration of the number of members of
the advisory committee from four to six
and the addition of a legally qualified
practitioner and a registered chemist.
Thus, a majority of the members of
the committee will possess qualifications
and be experienced in pharmacy. Therefore they will be competent to judge
whether an application for the registration of a medicine shall be granted or
refused.
Another amendment concerns packings. Instead of there being a long statement to the effect that certain preparations are patent medicines under such
and such an Act, the Bill provides that
there need be only a declaration indicating that the medicines have been registered in Victoria. The other amendments
to which the Minister has referred are
acceptable.
One permi ts advertisements to be distributed to qualified men,
including doctors, dentists and chemists.
This will afford certain protection for
manufacturers who may have stocks of
advertising matter on hand.
The Bill r~presents a step in the right
direction, as it will protect the public
and will have no detrimental effects on
manufacturers. Chemists' organizations
generally have not submitted pleas for
the omission of ·any of the clauses of the
Bill; therefore, II think we can safely
commend the Bn!.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-The Minister of Labour
stated in his second-reading speech that
the subject of this Bill had been under
consideration for a considerable time.
When the Government of which I was a
member took office in the middle of the
year 1950, it inherited the efforts of a
"working party" consisting of Dr. G. E.
Cole, the then Chief Health Officer, and
Mr. K. G. Attiwill, Mr. A. J. Norris and
Mr. E. Scott, representing the "trade."
This "working party" did not operate
as a committee and had no rules governing the conduct of its meetings. It was
not appointed to advise the Government
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in any particular way, its job being
principally to reduce to reasonable proportions a large mass of recommendations, many of which were conflicting, as
to what should be done concerning the
Health (Patent Medicines) Act 1942.
For a long time' many diverse opinions
were held and strong representations
were made to the Government to repeal
the Act. Persons engaged in the trade
and chemists were not very favourably
disposed to it.
Following the receipt in November,
1949, of the report of the "working
party" to which I have referred, and in
order that full consideration could be
given to its findings, the Hon. C. P. Gartside, who preceded me as Minister of
Health, arranged for the preparation of a
Bill to amend the 1942 Act. A rough draft
of this amending Bill became available
early in June, 1950. It was at that stage
that the Government of which I was a
member assumed office. Further discussions took place with the representatives
O'f the trade in order to ensure that the
Bill, as prepared, actually expressed the
intentions of the "working party."
Numerous alterations were made from
time to time. In all, four drafts, each
varying considerably from its predecessors, were prepared and presented to
Cabinet by June, 1951. Cabinet studied
the proposals but rejected all Bills submitted.
Some of the proposals meant that provisions in the original Act would not be
continued. Everybody who takes any
interest in patent medicines marketed
from time to time must realize that
many formulas are prepared, there is
much advertising, and in many instances
it is ascertained that the preparations
are of little or no value. My discussions
on this subject with the then Chief
Health Officer confirmed that opinion.
There was also considerable conflict
between the manufacturers and the
chemists. It· is readily realized that
large sums of money may be expended in
marketing a certain medicine, chemists
stock up with it, and they may be left
holding worthless supplies. It has not
been easy to reconcile the opposing
opinions about the original Act.
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The McDonald Government asked for
the preparation of a Bill which would
overcome certain administrative difficulties caused by the 1942 Act and to amend
that Act partly in the way desired by
the trade representatives, provided that
the amendment did not weaken control
of the sale of patent medicines. Several
further drafts of a Bill were prepared,
all along the lines of the measure now
introduced into this House. Although it
has taken a long time to prepare, I consider that this Bill will be amply justified, if the Health (Patent Medicines)
Act 1942 is to be brought properly into
operation by the publication of a register
of patent medicines. There will be proper safeguards for the public as well as
consideration of the desires of the trade.
The work carried out by officers of the
Department of Health has gone a long
way towards clarifying the position.
Between 2,000 or 3,000 formulas were
supposed to be included in the register
provided for under the Act, but it was
found impossible to do this.
The further' amendments outlined by
the Minister of Labour are merely an
extension of the principles proposed to be
given effect to in the Bill to which I have
referred.
One of the amendments
relates to the exemption from control of
advertising matter sent only to members
of the dental, medical, nursing and other
professions. A similar provision was
contained in one of the earlier drafts
upon which this present Bill is based.
That was a very contentious matter
because the question of freedom arose
concerning advertisements in medical
journals and other publications sent to
members of the medical and pharmaceutical professions, nurses and other
professional persons. It was felt that
there could be no harm in allowing
advertising matter to go to them,
although it should not be sent to the
general public.
Professional persons
would be enabled to estimate the worth
of the claims put forward by those
marketing new preparations.
The party of which I am a member
therefore supports the Bill and further
amendments that the Minister of Labour
has foreshadowed, because they are
necessary. When the measure has been
The Hon. W. O. Fulton.
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passed, it will go a long way toward8
cleaning up the situation that has
developed since 1942.
I have much
pleasure in commending the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 providingIn the interpretation of "Proprietary
medicine" in section two of the Health
(Proprietary Medicines) Act 1942(a) in sub-paragraph (0 of paragraph
(b)(0 after the word" Formulary" (where
first occurring) there shall be
inserted the words "or of the
Commonwealth Pharmaceutical
Formulary or of any text book
on pharmacology or materia
medica approved in that beha).f
'by the Governor in Council from
time to time on the recommendation of the University of Melbourne or of the Pharmacy
Board of Victoria"; and
(ii) for the words "such Codex or
Formulary" there shall be suhstituted the words "the said
Pharmacopreia Codex Formulary
or text book ";
(b) in sub-paragraph
(b) for the words" the

(ii) of paragraph
said Pharmacopreiia
Codex or Formulary" there shall be substituted the words " any such Pharmacopreia
Codex Formulary or text book without the
addition thereto of any description or qualification whatsoever."

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat the following paragraph be added
to the clause:( ) At the end of section two of the
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Act 19,12
there shall be inserted the following subsect,ion:"(2) Nothing in this. Act shall be
deemed to extend or apply to any
advertisement which is published
or distributed only to members
of the medical dental pharmaceutical dietetic or nursing
professions or which is published
only in bona fide professional or
trade journals ordinarily circulating only among such members."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
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Clause 4 relating to members of the
advisory committee and providing inter
alia(1) Section three of the Health (Proprietary Medicines) Act 1942 is hereby
amended as follows:(a) in sUb-section (2)(i) for the word "four" there shall be
substituted the word "six"; and
(ij) after paragraph Cd) there shall be
inserted the following expression:one shall be a legally
qualified medical practitioner practising as a
physician appointed from
a panel of not less than
three names submitted to
the Minister by the Victorian Branch of the
British Medical Association; and
<f) one shall be a registered
pharmaceutical chemist
carrying on business as
a retail chemist and
druggist appointed from
a panel of not less than
three names submitted
by the Federated Pharmaceutical Service Guild
of Australia";

(e)

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat, in proposed new paragraph (/), the
words " governing body for Victoria of the "
be inserted before the word "Federated."

The Government desires to limi t the
operation of the provision to the Victorian division of the Federated
Pharmaceu tical
Service
Guild
of
Australia.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 5.
Clause 6At the end of section eight of the Health
(Proprietary Medicines) Act 1942 there shall
be inserted the following sUb-section:"(8) The Chief Health Officer may from
time to time make all necessary additions to
omissions from and amendments of the
register and may from time to time send or
cause to be sent to the wholesale dealer in
any registered proprietary medicine a registered letter, addressed to him at the place
of business mentioned in the register,
inquiring whether he desires the registration of the proprietary medicine to be continued and stating that if no answer is
returned within a period of three months
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from the posting thereof the registration of
the proprietary medicine will be cancelled,.
and if the said wholesale dealer by letter
con~ents to the cancellation of the registration or if no answer is received by the Chief
Health Officer within the said period of
three months, then the' Chief Health
Officer may cause the registration of the
proprietary medicine to be cancelled and
the particulars thereof to be removed from
the register."

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat in the proposed new sub-section
the words "the place of business mentioned
in the register" be omitted with the vie'lI
of inserting the words "his last-known
place of business."

I outlined the reasons for the amendment earlier.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
STATE FORESTS LOAN
APPLICATION Bll..L (No.2).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
of Forests).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a type of Bill which is presented
to Parliament annually to provide parliamentary authority for the expenditure
of loan moneys on the acquisition of
capital assets by the Forests Commission. This measure authorizes t be expenditure of £1,100,000 of loan ml1neys.
The Loan Council has approved of the
. expenditure of £900,000 during this
financial year; the additional £200,000
provided by the Bill is to enable continuance of works of a capital nature
until the necessary statutory authority is
given by Parliament in the financial year
1954-55. The Government is conscious
of the value to the com'munity of the
forest resources of this State. All honorable members will no doubt support the
Government's endeavour to protect those
resources and to develop them.
Fire protection work is a very necessary part of the functions and duties of
the Forests Commission. There is no
need to remind honorable members of the
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disastrous effects of the 1939 fires. Since
then the State has had a succession of
lush seasons, which sooner or later must
come to an end. Fortunately, we have
been free Df any majDr fire disaster during the last few years, but that freedom
frDm fires ought to. make us all the more
vigilant and careful, because such a
happy state Df affairs cannDt last fDr
ever. Indeed, in SDme quarters this year
there have been grim fDrebDdings.
I
trust that we shall never see in this State
such a hDIDcaust as there was in 1939.
I can assure the HDuse that the FDrests
CDmmission under the chairmanship of
Mr. Gerraty is using every endeavDur to.
save us frDm such a pDssibility.
The schedule to. the Bill sets DUt the
allDcatiDn of expenditure under, variDus
headings. A sum Df £25,000 is prDvided
fDr the purchase of land. HDnDrable
members are aware that curiDusly
enDugh, by SDme historical accidents and
anDmalies, small pDckets Df land are to. be
fDund right in the middle Df fDrest areas.
For fire prDtectiDn purpDses, as such pDrtiDns of land becDme available fDr purchase it is advisabie that they ShDUld be
gathered in, thus remDving a fire risk.
FDr fire prDtectiDn wDrks the sum of
£200,000 is allDcated. An amDunt of
£80,000 is to. be devDted to. the imprDvement and develDpment of indigenDus
State fDrests. FDrests are like mines;
if Dne gDes on taking wealth DUt of a
mine it becDmes depleted. In the case of
fDrests it is necessary to. put sDmething
back all the time, althDugh in many cases
the value Df the asset is nDt realized for
perhaps 30 years.

Application Bill (No.2).

The Bon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-In this State
large tracts of cDuntry are under the
protection of the Forests Commission for
the purpDse Df develDping our natural
timber resources, and plantatiDns of sDft··
WDDds which were established SDme years
ago.. I live in an area where in the de··
pressiDn years, with the Dbject of assist··
ing to. Dvercome the unemplDyment prDblem, the Forests CDmmissiDn was called
upDn to. carry DUt ,certain works in relatiDn to. the planting Df pine fDrests in
the Ovens valley. TD-day that forest has
beCDme one of the greatest assets Df the
State. All residents Df the area realize
the great pDtential wealth Df thDse plantatiDns. A cDmpany knDwn as the Bright
Pine Mills, which is experimenting with
variDus types of wall bDards, flDDring
and fancy timber frDm the pine plantations, Dperates in that district. Recently
that cDmpany Dpened a new office in
SDuth MelbDurne in which all the timber
is pine frDm their Dwn mill, and I lDDk
fDrward to. viewing that office early in
the new year. Of CDurse, it is no. gDDd
having fDrests if they are nDt protected..
Over the years the FDrests CDmmissiDn has built up a fire prDtection
service, in cD-DperatiDn with the CDuntry
Fire AuthDrity, Df which the State can be
prDud.

As one who. is assDciated with that
wDrk in the nDrth-eastern part of the
State, I wish' to. pay a tribute to. the
fDrest Dfficers for their ability to coDperate with and assist the rural fire
brigades in their wDrk. WithDUt that
cD-DperatiDn it wDuld be impDssible fDr
the Forests Commission, notwithstand.A sum Df £380,000 is prDvided fDr the' ing that it has the requisite equipment,
cDnstructiDn of rDads and tramways fDr to prevent the outbreak and spread of
the extractiDn of fDrests prDduce.
To. fires in the fDrests. The Minister
the establishment, extensiDn, imprDve- referred to. the disastrDus fires that
ment and prDtectiDn of plantatiDns Df occurred in 1939. I suggest that, if the
SDftwDDds and hardwDDds -an amDunt of same climatic cDnditiDns again prevailed,
£85,000 is to. be devDted, and £100,000 is there cDuld be a repetitiDn Df seriDus
to. be applied to. the cDnstructiDn and pur- Dutbreaks. The new pDlicy Df the Comchase of fDrest Dfficers' quarters, wDrk- missiDn has develDped to such an extent
ShDPS and other buildings. The purchase that there is nDW a dense undergrDwth
Df plant and machinery is allDcated a in the fDrests and there CDuid easily be
sum Df £220,000. PrDvisiDn is also. m'ade a recurrence of such fires. I suggest tha.t
fDr the payment Df £10,000 into. a FDrest it is better to. take actiDn with a view to.
StDres Suspense Account, which has been preventing fires frDm starting than to
established 'Dn the recommendatiDn of prDvide organizatiDn and equipment to.
the Auditor-General.
put out fires after they have dDne much
The Hon. J. W. Ga71JaZly.
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damage. The two main fire-fighting
organizations have directed their efforts
towards that end.
The State has a responsibility to provide funds for fire-fighting purposes. As
one who has worked with the officers of
the Forests Commission, I can say without hesitation that the enthusiasm of
those officers is resulting in much good
work being done. They are assisted considerably by the installation of the wireless systems by means of which the
activities of the fire-fighting organizations can be co-ordinated. This year,
£200,000 is being spent in providing firefighting equipment. Another important
factor in the suppression of fires is the
construction of roads through the forests.
In earlier years, it was possible to get
into some of the forests only on foot and
fires were fought with rakes and axes.
That was a slow and weak process, and
more frequently than not the fire fighters
were beaten and had to fall back. However, the construction of roads throu~h
the forests has meant a great advance m
fire-fighting methods. It also permits of
access to the forests for the extraction of
timber and for the development of the
forests.
In recent years, new methods have
been developed, one of which is the
establishment of sawmills at locations
away from the main forest areas. The
timber is brought to those mills by motor
transport. In that way, it is pO!:isible to
provide better working conditions and
facilities for the men. Unfortunately, it
has not yet been possible to control the
use to which the forest timbers are being
put. Much good milling timber is utilized
for purposes for which it is not best
suited. A big quantity of timber that
should be seasoned is being used as scantlings and that, in my opinion, is a sheer
waste. Honorable members know that
there is a shortage of good hardwood
flooring. The reason for that shortage is
tha t the mills are able to sell their
product over the bench for use in the
erection of houses. The timber merchants are not prepared to season the
timber for use for other purposes. If
that policy continues, it could have tragic
results in the long run.
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Another question which should be considered by the Government is that of
the financing of the development of the
State forests. It is pointed out in the
Auditor-General's report, to which
reference was made by the Minister, that
royalties from timber from the forests
amount to more than £1,500,000
annually, but only half that sum is paid
into the Forestry Fund. I often wonder
why the full amount collected is not used
for forestry purposes. If it were so used,
it would be unnecessary to provide such
a big sum of loan money for the development of forestry in this State. I suggest
that that is a matter which should be
considered by the Government. If possible, the forests should be made selfsupporting. It is a poor show if the
immense forests of this State cannot pay
their way. All funds derived from
royalties should be used for developmental purposes. When the first harvest
of timber is taken out of a new forest
area, it is then necessary to begin
developmental work, and for that purpose adequate funds must be provided.
If an area has been affected by fire, still
greater care will be needed in the
rehabilitation of that area. Therefore,
I stress my proposal that all moneys
derived from royalties should be devoted
to forestry purposes. The Country party
supports the Bill, and it hopes that the
Forests Commission will have another
successful year free from fires.
The Hon. H. V. MacLEOD (Western
Province).-I support the Bill wholeheartedly. In the province which I
represent there are many softwood
forest areas, and the trees are making
wonderful growth. This year will be
one of great danger so far as fires are
concerned. We are all only too well
aware of the great destruction that can
be wrought by the outbreak of a major
fire in a forest, and therefore every
possible precaution should be taken to
safeguard our wonderful national assets.
I compliment the Government on the
action it has taken regarding forests
and t.he protection thereof. I pay a
tribute' also to the members of the
Forests Commission and' their staff for
the wonderful work they are achieving.
The roads that have been constructed
in the forests and the firebreaks that
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have been made will help considerably
in the prevention of the outbreak of
fires. The best thing is to take every
possible step to prevent a fire from
starting in the first place.
In my opinion, penal ties for starting
fires should be made more severe. Penalties have in recent times been increased,
and that, I think, is one reason why
there have been fewer outbreaks of
major fires in the forest areas. However, I suggest that the penalties be
further increased as a deterrent to careless people who are inclined to throw
lighted cigarettes on to the ground. It
has been stated many times that a fire
cannot be started by a lighted cigarette,
but I emphatically deny that statement.
It is only necessary for the cigarette
to alight on a Ii ttle tuft of grass or a
piece of dry manure to start a flame.
Fires are often caused by bits of
broken glass and bottles through the
action of the sun shining on them at a
certain angle. The men working in the
forests are doing a wonderful job, and I
compliment them again on their achievemen'ts. I reiterate my opinion that
penalties for lighting fires in open places,
particularly near forests, should be made
more severe.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) .-This Bill gives parliamentary sanction to the expenditure of
£1,100,000 for various works and purposes, as set out under the eight headings in the schedule.
The annual
presen ta tion of similar Bills provides
members with an opportunity to review
the activities of the Forests Commission.
When explaining the Bill, the Minister
of Forests said that from time to time
pockets of land are purchased from
private owners to fit in with the general
pattern of the activities of the Comm'lSSlOn. On occasions, areas of land
have been purchased in the Dandenong
ranges and thereafter devoted to forestry
purposes.

Three or four yp.ars ago, the Commission bought about 700 acres ·of land
comprising the Doongala estate, which
had a long history. I think Lord Bruce
went to the school at the Basin when
his family was living at Do(m goa l.1 The
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late Mr. T. M. Burke owned a large
property in the Dandenongs on which
there stood a mansion of 40 rooms.
That building was destroyed by a bush
fire and subsequently the ~rea was
pur~hased by the Forests Commis'sion
for £8,000. Later, another 400 acres
adjoining the Ferntree Gully National
Park was purchased. That land had
been subdivided by a speculator and
was about to be put on the market for
sale when the Government took action
to acquire it. I do not think enough
interest is taken by the Government in
the areas of land adja'cent to forests
which become avaHable for purchase.
A proposal has been submitted to the
Premier that the Government should
acquire areas in the Dandenongs for
setting aside as reserves for all time. I
hope the honorable gentleman will see
his way clear to authorize the purchase of that land; no particular fund,
however, is available for that type of
investment, whereas the Forests Commission can buy areas which suit its
purposes. This House had for many
years an expert in forestry in the Honorable C. E. Isaac. He was honorary
director of the" Save the Forests Campaign," and he perform·ed a marvellous
job for many years. I think the organization is now called the Natural ReAlong
sources Preservation League.
with others, he has fostered the interests
of the people of this State in the preservation of the forests. Every member
can pay a tribute to Mr. Isaac for what
he has done and is still doing, because
his work is continuing. The Minister of
Forests knows of it, and I hope that he
will assist the league in its great task.
Mention has been made of the disastrous fires of 1939, when much of the
ash country was destroyed: there was
also great loss of life. The Forests Commission took an active part at that time
in introducing precautionary measures
for the protection of mills established in
forests. I hope that work will be continued, because the loss of timber can
be very serious. There is talk about
producing more food, but more timber
must be grown for the benefit of the
nation. If that activity is neglected the
country will pay dearly for it in future.
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I believe that the 1944 Bill constituting Department, of taking part in the instalthe Country Fire Authority contains pro- lation and maintenance of telephonic
visiqns for the impositon of drastic communications used by the Forests
penalties. I firmly believe that if pub- Commission. That body also has delicity is given to the penalties at the veloped radio communication. In all of
beginning of the danger season it would the major forest areas men are posted on
be an advantage. When anybody is con- look-outs; they are known as " spotters."
victed for having lit a fire in a dangerous They are in commun:ication with a forests
period he should be punished to the maxi- officer either by telephone or radio-telemum extent, particularly if the out- phone. In some cases, they have both; at
break for which he was responsible any rate they have some means of communication. A few years ago no such facidestroyed property..
I believe Victorians are becoming more lities were available. Then contact had to
.tree-minded.
They are starting to be made with the head official by either
appreciate the necessity of preserving horses or motor cars, and that meant that
the trees and the soil. In that way the many valuable hours were lost before a
streams of this State are safeguarded. fire was reported. The men on the lookThere is a trinity which we cannot ignore out points are conversant with the areas.
if this country is to be developed as it They have a range of vision extending
should be. I trust that the Minister of over a 20 mile or 30 mile radius,
Forests will encourage the organization and a. wide knowledge of the localities.
that is fostering in the minds of the Whenever they see signs of fire they get
people the great necessity of preserving in touch with the forestry officer and indicate what they believe is happening in
. and developing forests.
The Hon. J. .J. JONES (Ballarat a certain locality. At the same time, they
Province) .-1 su'pport the Bill and wish take a compass bearing and can give an
to take the opportunity of congratulat- exact indication of the point where the
ing· the Forests· Commission on its fire is. No doubt a spotter at another
efforts to safeguard and develop the point would also have noticed smoke. He,
timber resources of Victoria. I recall too, would make a compass bearing, and
some of the serious bush fires that have with the information the men supplied
occurred in the last 25 years, and have the forest official would know the exact
caused heavy loss of life and consider- location of the outbreak. This system
able damage to grazing properties and has saved many valuable hours in reachforest reserves. I have a vivid recollec- ing the outbreak. It is a big develoption of the' 13th January, 1939, when ment in fire precautions, and I am
practically all the major forests of this pleased that the Bill encourages further
State were under fire or in danger of it. development in that field.
Nobody wishes .to see a recurrence of
The fourth item in the schedule prothose tragic events. I believe that the vides for £380,000 for the construction
efforts of the Forests Commission have of roads and tramways for the extraction
eliminated the grave dangers that of forest produce. I do not know where
existed in those days. Mr. Swinburne in that amount is to be expended, but I am
mentioning the development in the conversant with the Grampians. I do
forests, expressed the view that the fire not wish to be parochial, because I think
danger still prevailed. That may be so, timber extraction is important to the
but the precautions taken by the Forests
State. In the Grampians there is the
Commission have considerably reduced
the dangers. The Commission has put in Victoria Range, which is situated at the
more breaks and developed a communica- headwat~rs of the Glenelg river. In
tion system. The eff.ect has been that that locality there is a vast supply of
the people are more conscious of the stringy bark timber that has hardly been
dangers of fire compared with what they touched by millers. The reason for that
is that it is difficult to gain access to the
were' ten or twelve years ago.
area.
Some of the timber has reached a
Before I became' a member of this
House I had the opportunity, as an em- state of maturity and some of it is deployee . of the Postmaster-General's teriorating through age. If a portion of
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the money to be allocated could be expended in building roads, much valuable
timber could be obtained. In the Mount
William area there is another lot of timber, but it is in rugged country, and
millers have difficulty to reach it. In the
other hand, at Mount Cole, near Beaufort,
there is milling because the timber is
accessible, whereas the other two areas
are practically untouched.
Item 5 of the schedule reads as
follows:Establishment, extension, improvement
and protection of plantations of softwoods
and hardwoods, £85,000.

The needs of the State for softwoods exceed production. Consequently, it is
imperative that the Forests Commission
should try to develop softwoods. They
reach maturity in 25 years, whereas
hardwoods may take 70 years, depending
on the locality. Red gum takes 100
years to mature. I have been informed
that some of the massive red gums are
at least 500 or 600 years old. Obviously,
it would not be economic for us to worry
about the development of red gum.
Therefore I should like to see more emphasis placed on'the development of softwoods. I am thinking of Victoria valley,
where various classes of timber are
grown. There is good stringy bark as
well as redgums there. In one portion of
the area a hut has been erected by the
Forests Commission for its employees. A
few pines have been planted there and
they have grown considerably. That indicates that the area would be suitable
for the growing of pines. In another
portion of the Grampians, near the
Mount Difficult Range, there is a pine
plantation that has grown considerably.
Those areas, which have not been
developed to any extent for the growth
of softwoods, should be utilized to better
effect.
I am pleased to witness the efforts of
the Forests Commission to impress upon
the people of Victoria the dangers of
fire. On the main roads leading to forest
areas, notices have been erected about a
quarter of a mile apart bringing under
the notice of travellers the danger of
fire. Although I do not altogether agree
with the wording on some signs, they
bring before the people constantly the
The Hon. J. J. Jones.
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danger that exists as a result of carelessness. Those notices and the other precautionary methods that I have mentioned will assist to eliminate the fire
risk in Victoria. At the end of the
summer season, we often hear people
say that we have been lucky to pass
through the summer without a big fire.
r do not think it is a ,matter of luck; full
credit must be given to the Forests Commission for its fire-pr:evention work, and
its endeavours to make the people of
Victoria conscious of the dangers of bush
fires. I support the Bill and congratulate
the Minister of Forests for presenting it
to the House.
'The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-Our forests must be
preserved for many reasons. First, they
must be maintained as water sheds;
secondly, to prevent the erosion of soil;
thirdly, for beautification purposes; and,
fourthly, for the purpose of timber usage.
In so far as the expenditure proposed in
this Bill is for the maintenance of water
sheds and the preservation of forests, the
use of loan money is justified. However,
if loan money is being spent for the purpose of producing timber for sale, or to
replace timber that has been sold, the
money ought to be a -charge against
revenue and not against capital. Since
I have been 'a member of this Parliament,
each year a Bill has been presented
authorizing the raising of £1,000,000 or
so of loan money for the Forests Commission. When that money is borrowed,
the State pays interest on it for many
years afterwards.
I should like to examine the items on
which loan money is to be expended.
First, it is to be used for the purchase of
land. There is no argument that that is
a capital item. It is proposed that, for
fire-protection works, the sum of
£200,000 shall be applied. In so far as
that work is necessary for protecting the
forests or timber which has been cut for
milling, that expenditure, which occurs
every year in the same way as salaries,
ought to be a charge against the production of the timber. To put it in, a
simple way, if I capitalized the fire
insurance on my factory every year, it
would be considered a queer form of
book-keeping, and such a practice would
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eventually lead to bankruptcy. The next
item referred to in the Bill relates to the
improvement and development of indigenous State forests, including silvicultural works. If that is, as I suspect,
a replacement by planting, and not the
provision of new additional forest areas,
then that expenditure, plus the cost of
growing the forests for the next 30 years,
ought to be debited against revenue and
not against capital.
Loan money is also to be used for the
construction of roads and tramways for
the extraction of forest produce. If
those roads and tramways are provided
for sawmillers to extract timber from
our forests, some of the expenditure
ought to be charged against revenue. In
so far as roads are provided for all time,
it is an item of capital expenditure.
However, a certain portion undoubtedly
ough t to be charged against those people
who extract the timber and sell it. It
must be remembered that every year
loan funds are provided for similar
purposes.
The next item for which loan money
is required is for the establishment of
plantations of softwoods, and so on.
Again, so far as that is merely replacing
timber that has been removed, it should
be a capital expenditure. Loan money is
also to be provided for the construction
and purchase of forest officers' quarters,
workshops and other buildings. If they
are entirely new buildings to cater for
new areas, they should be a charge
against capital, but I suspect they are
riot required for that purpose. Loan
money is also required for the purchase
of plant and machinery. I have examined
accounts of the Forests Commission and
they do not show clearly whether any
depreciation is charged against revenue
on the plant already owned by the
Commission. If that is so, and the
item relating to the purchase of plant,
which appears to be an annual matter,
is merely to replace worn-out plant or
to maintain it, that should not be a
charge against capital. Such expenditure
ought to be charged against revenue,
which we should be earning from our
forests.
It is proposed that the sum of
£10,000 shall be paid into a Forest Stores
Suspense Account. That item is included
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each year. If the total stores in the
warehouses of the For(~sts Commission
are increased it should be a charge
against capital, but if it is a replacement
of stores that have been used or will be
used during the year, it should be a
charge against revenue.
It will be said, of course, that jf these
items are charged against capital, royalties will have to be increased and timber
will be made more expensive, and that
such a course is undesirable because
much of the timber is used for the construction of houses, furniture, and so on.
However, if the price of our timber is
increased, and it is found that timber
imported from Tasmania or from overseas undersells Victorian timber, because
we are charging the proper price, it
might not pay to cut some of our more
inaccessible timber. That might not
necessarily be a bad thing. In my
opinion, there is no great advantage in
producing timber out of our own forests
if it costs more than imported timber,
because all we are doing is subsidizing
the uneconomic production and sale of
timber, with a consequent denuding of
the land.
I am anxious about the finances of
Victoria. I consider that we should investigate all expenditure to see whether
we are doing a proper job of producing,
manufacturing or whatever else is done,
and whether we are getting the best
value for our money. I take it that the
Government is interested in ensuring that
the finances of this State are on a sound
footing and that the best value is being
obtained for the expenditure. I suggest
that the Government should investigate
this matter to ascertain whether the
items outlined in the schedule to the
Bill should be an expenditure against
capital, and whether the people of this
State are being treated properly when a
sum of approxim'ately £1,000,000 is allocated each year against capital when it
appears that some of the expenditure
should be a charge against revenue.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-As a representative of a
city Province, it might appear presumptuous for me to say anything about
forests, but I think every patriotic Australian should venture across the river
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to see how Australia, and Victoria in
particular, is faring. I must cross swords
with those members who contend that
the provision of pine forests is a solution
to Australia's reafforestation plan. The
pine is an excellent tree; it is the softwood of commerce. At first glance, it
might appear foolish to plan a long-range
policy of planting indigenous eucalypti
which take 500 years to develop. I agree
that where land will support a pine
plantation that course may safely be
followed. This country, however, as
those of us who have travelled in the
recesses of Victoria will appreciate, was
handed to our forebears as a heavilywoo«;led State.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Not the
whole of the State.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-In the
main, it was heavily wooded, and I am
supported in that statement by such
people as Major Mitchell, Hume, Hovell
and others who had the pleasure of exploring Victoria. I have trudged along
the roads of the Mallee, and also in the
Upper Goulburn, Towong, and Corryong
districts, and I know what apple trees
and pine trees are. When I speak of
" apple" trees I refer to the giant gums
growing in those areas. They' are easily
uprooted in a tempest, because their
roots spread laterally under the ground.
They cannot penetrate solid rock and
they take the line of least resistance.
Other nations have realized not only
the beauty but also the utility of our
eucalypts, and persons visiting South
Africa, Egypt, California, England, and
other countries see flourishing plantations of these trees. Some people suffer
from dendrophobia-horror of trees.
That disease attacked some pioneers,,'
who destroyed many thousands of acres
o,f trees. Throughout the State one
sees bald patches-barren hilltopswhich are the outcome I)f the
mania of pioneers, who desired to rid
themselves of the " hateful bush."
Those trees held the soil together, and
the felling of them caused widespread
.
erosion.
People who speak glibly about pine
forests and the wealth they will bring
to the State 'are merely begging the
question.
Our native forests have
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grown age after age, and if they arE!
not replaced posterity will weep bitter
tears at our shortsightedness. Aus·,
tralian seeds of trees more than
a century dormant have' been reo·
vived, and the drought-resisting qualities
of the Australian hardwood are well
known to those who have studied Aus,·
tralian conditions. I trust that this
generation will not be so foolish as to
listen to those who are misled by th(~
plentitude' of butter' boxes and other
articles obtained from the growing of
large quantities of softwoods. In Australia we are faced with the problem of
overcoming soil erosion. The Sahara
was once, in part, a thriving region,
and the same comment applies to
northern Africa.
Those lands deteriorated owing to the neglect o.f
people Who felled the' forests and
crea ted deserts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue and application of
£1,100,000 from the Loan Fund for
forest works, &c.).
The .Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
of Forests).-I join with Mr. Chandler
in paying tribute .to the excellent work
of a former member of this House, MI'.
Is'aac, in the "Save the Forests Campaign. " The p~rsons who are associated
with him help in a voluntary capacity,
and they deserve the best thanks of the
community.
Mr. Warner is always
interesting when discussing financial
matters; he has wide experience in this
field, and attention must be paid to his
remarks. I did not have the advantage
of a similar commerdal training, but I
thought I knew the difference between
capital and revenue expenditure until
I heard Mr; Warner discuss this Bill.
The remarks of Mr. Warner will be
examined by the Governmen t, but
possibly he does not know that half
of the revenue of the'Forests Commission' is paid direct irtto Consolidated
Revenue. That averages about £1,000,000
a year, and if that sum was available
to the Commission there would. be no
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need for it to be allotted loan money.
I thought Mr. Warner would realize that

aspect.
Isolated patches of land acquired by
the Commission must be regarded as
capital expenditure. Mr. Warner mentioned roads constructed by the Commission to enable sawmillers easily to
bring logs out of the forests, and said
that expense should be partly charged
against revenue. Those roads, however,
constitute a permanent asset. They are
essential not only for the maintenance
of timber production but they are
also invaluable to the fire protection
organization as well as members of the
public. Expenditure on fire protection
is of a capital nature, and the same
comment applies to the construction of
dugouts in vulnerable localities to protect human life. The Government believes that people working in the forests
should be safeguarded at the expense
of the State. The installation of water
storage dams and similar facilities to
permit the effective use of modern pumping equipment is also capital expenditure. The construction of quarters for
forest officers must be regarded as
capital expenditure, because it is the
duty of the Commission to ensure that
its employees are hous'ed properly. J
pay tribute to the magnificent work that
officers are doing in isolated areas.
Mr. Warner considered that the
Forest Stores Suspense Account should be
a charge against revenue. This account
was introduced at the request of the
Auditor-General some three years ago
and 'it has statutory enactment in the
form of a measure passed either in the
time of Mr. Warner's activities as a
Minister or shortly afterwards.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-Naturally, I do not
know, and I do not think the Minister
does either, exactly what the item" fire
protection works" means.
What I
suspect it means is the development and
the starting up of fire breaks, the clearing of fire breaks and so on.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-You go on
imagining and suspecting. I cannot
help that.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Will the
Minister be prepared to say it is not
so?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLy.-I am prepared to tell you what these items are.
They include fire towers, observation
look-outs, telephone and radio communica tions and so on.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then I
should like to know whether they are
new or replacing old ones.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-They are
both new and old.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-From
what I can see in this measure, there is
no depreciation on the fire breaks, on
water tanks, on radios or any other
items. To the extent that this item of
£200,000 is the replacement of things
that had not been depreciated, the
charge should be one against revenue.
To the extent that they are new items,
the charge is one against capital. The
same comment applies to the matter of
roads. If the item of "construction of
roads and tramways for the extraction
of forest produce" is one for the construction of new roads which are going
to be permanently there and are to be
used for the planting of trees, the expenditure will be of a capital nature; but
to the extent that those roads are put in
in order to bring timber out, their construction will be a proper charge against
revenue.
Regarding the " construction and purchase of forest officers' quarters, workshops and other buildings" I do not
know whether this refers to replacements of workshops or whether they
are entirely new workshops. All I know
is that for eight years these items have
been appearing in various Bills, and my
comments on the previous items are
applicable to this expenditure. As to
the" purchase of plant and machinery,"
if this is entirely new plant-extra plant
-and is not going to be used to replace
any old plant, then it is a capital item.
But from the way in which these matters
come up every year, that does not appear
to be the case.
In making these criticisms I am not
blaming either the Minister or the
Government of which he is a member,
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or any previous Government. That,
however, does not make it right. All I
suggest is that we as a Parliament
should examine the expenditure upon
these things and split them into their
proper items, ascertaining whether we
are getting enough from the sale of our
forest timbers.

said but I assure him that, as a descendant of one of the pioneers of Victoria,
I feel that I have every right to speak
as any man who speaks with any historical conscience must do on the actions
of past generations. I am not given to
ancestor worship but I do not say that
the old days were the bad old days. I
know that the principles of common·
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister sense were just as potent in the days of
of Forests).-I thank Mr. Warner for the pioneers as now. At the same time,
his novel suggestion, and it will be having paid a good deal of attention to
examined. It is good to see him taking, the development of Victoria on a historiwith his expert knowledge of these cal basis, I say advisedly that while it
matters, such an interest in the whole is true that the ruling classes did some
position. But I do not think it is one bad things and made some bad decisions,
that should be shuffled backwards and it is an absolute fact, attested by hisforward between us to-night. I assure torians resident both in Australia and
him that it will be looked into.
overseas, that a great deal of shortThe Hon. WILLIAM MacA ULAY sightedness was displayed in the whole(Gippsland Province).-I should like to sale destruction of forests on land which
make a few remarks in reply to deroga- could bear nothing else but forests.
tory statements made by Mr. Brennan
I suggest that Mr. MacAulay see what
regarding the early pioneers of this was done on the way to Ballarat, along
State. I feel that he has cast aspersions the "Gold Road"; how the timber dison men who went out to do a job of mak- appeared across the face of the country··
ing this land habitable. We know that side, even as far as Mel ton and Rockbank.
much of Victoria's forest areas was I should like people who are really in·
destroyed which never should have been terested in this subject to investigate it.
destroyed, but I cross swords with Mr. Let them see for themselves the things
Brennan when he criticizes the pioneers. tha t were done amiss. I should like Her
It was leading men in this great city M·ajesty the Queen, when she comes up
who encouraged other men to go out into 8t. Kilda-road, to be progressing under
the forests and into the undeveloped great avenues of Australian trees, for
country to clear the land in order that we have trees second to none.
it might produce, and I do not think we
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We will
want to forget that. It was the ruling
class in this city who were so mistaken take Her Majesty up into the country and
and so short-sighted as to send men out she will be able to see those Australian
trees for herself.
into those forest areas.
The fact is that men in those times
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-I appre··
were hard-driven to make a home and a ciate that that opportunity will bE~
living for themselves and their families afforded. I respect what Mr. MacAulay
and future generations. They and their has said, but cannot in this instance bow
families suffered a great deal in clearing to his judgment.
that virgin land. On the whole, our
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
pioneers did a tremendous job and the
Province).-I
wish to reply briefly to
prosperity of this State is based upon
some
remarks
of Mr. Warner, who said
what they did, despite the fact that
that
if
we
could
import timber more
forest areas may have been destroyed.
I do not think Mr. Brennan was justi- cheaply than we could produce it his
fied in casting the aspersions he did upon policy would be to import. That was
the position here some twenty years ago
our pioneers.
when timber was being imported from
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-I am indebted to Mr. MacAulay for his interest in what I have

the coast of California; it had been
hewed by cheap Japanese and Chinese
labour. At the same time our own forests

